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EXTRACTS 
, 

PHILOLOGICAL POETICAL AND CRITICAL 

SELECTED ANDARRANGED 

FROM THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS 

OF 	 - 

THOMAS GRAY. 

" II faut beaucoup de fermete et une grande &endue d'esprit pour se passer des charges 
et des emplois, et consentir ainsi a demeurer chez soi, et a ne rien faire. 	Personae 
presques n'a assez de merite pour jouer ce role avec dignite, ni assez de fonds pour 
remplir le vuide du terns, sans ce que le vulgaire appelle des affaires. 	II ne mangue 
cependant a l'oisivetg du Sage qu'un meilleur nom; ET QUE MBDITER, PARLER, LIRE, 

ET If.TRE TRANQUILLE, S'APPELL1T TRAVAILLERo" 
La Bruyere. Du Write Personel. 

0411.41;13:* 
_ 	kr gt., 4v...::. 

,f,„,4,-Y,,  • ,,„c,•.. 
-:'•1474. 4 4  "*. - 

41 4.4 a  : .eir)) Avy  

•‘\ ,..t6e1,-7/  
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The follotAil kx-  it4t  slofitiiiiia ihisVOlittit 744 composed; Were divided into 
Sections with their titles and mottoes, 4 the .F.ditor ; as the original MSS.. of 

`of 	' . Mr. Gray are written merely in theform 	 a COlinnon Place Book., 
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Mr. Gray in a short advertisement, published in his life time, 
to his three Norse Odes, (the Fatal Sisters, the Descent ,of Odin, 
and the Triumphs of Owen,) acquaints us, that " he had once 
thoughts, in concert 'with a' friend, of giving the History of,English 
Poetry. 	In the introduction to it, he meant -to have produced some 
specimens of the style which. reigned in ancient times among the 
neigh.ba.t.tring nations*,'Or among those who had subdued the greater 
part of this island,.andswere our progenitors. 	The following three 
imitations made a part of them. 	He has . long -since dropped his 
design, especially after he. had *heard, that it was' already .'n the 
hands of a persons well .qficilifted to'- do,  it justece,.both by his taste 
and by his researches into antiquity:" 	_ 

• • . Mr. Mason. 
 '3  Thn Rev!. Thomas Warton, who published the first volumerof his History of English 

poetry in 14 7 4. 	- 	 . - 	I 	. 	. 	
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Mr. Mason also, in his introduction to the fifth Section' of the 
Memoirs of his Life, -assures us, that Mr. Gray meditated such a 
History, with a direct view of making it publick, and mentions some ,, 	4. 
particulars, namely, " that he made many' elaborate disquisitions into 
the origin of rhyme, and of that variety of . metre to be found in 
the writings of our ancient poets." 	Mr. Mason also states, that 

• Mr. Gray was struck with the method which Mr. Pope traced out ' 
in a short sketch for such a work, which was communicated to 
Mr. Mason by Bishop Warburton. 

That this curious paper may be generally seen, the present editor 
offers it to the reader from a copy in Mr. Gray's own hand-writing, 
preserved in the MSS. volumes. 

" The following is an exact transcrzpifrom a paper in Mr. Pope' s 
own hand-writing, which was given by Mr. Warburton to Mr.. W. 
Mason, in 1752. 	It is a slight sketch for a History of English 
Poetry." 

ERA I. 
Rymer. 2d Part. pag. 65. 66. 67. 74. 

1. School 	, Chaucer. 	Visions, Romaunt of Rose, p. 78. 
of Petrarch. 

Provence. 	Gower. i  IPTai"lecsefP
rlo
om 

wBman. 	 Catal. of 
{ 

occaee. 
	

Provencals. 
2. School 	/ Lydgate. 

of Chaucer. 1 T. Occleve. 	 • 
Walter de Mapes. 	Skelton. 

3. Earl of Surrey. 
Sir Tho. Wyat. School of Petrarch. 
Sir Phil. Sydney. JJJ # 

Geo. Gascoign, translator of ilriosto's Comedies. 
4. Mirror of 'Magistrates. Induction. I School of Dante. 

Lord Buckhurst's Gorboduck, Original of 
good Tragedy. Seneca. 

3  VOL 1. p. 435. &C. 
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/ERA II. 
V. Spenser Col. Clouts. Catalogue: ., 

, 	School of Ariosto, and Petrarch. Translated from Tasso 
School W. Browne, Pastorals. 	x Alabaster. 

'of Spencer. S. Daniel. 	 Ph. Fletcher' Purple Island 
Sir Walter Raleigh. 	 x Piscatory Ec. 

Ronan 	} 
Sonnets. 	2. Edna!  'Fairfax. 	3. Harrington. 	1.. Golding. 

Dr. Donne, 	Cowley. (Davenant of his School) 
Mich. Drayton. 	Sir Thomas Overbury. 
Randolph. 	- Sir John Davis: 
Cartwright. 	Sir John Beaumont. 
Cleveland. 
Crashaw. 
Bishop Corbett. 
2. Sir Will. Davenant. 	Lord Falkland. 

Carew. 	7 	in matter: 	 
e' 
Models T. Carey. i to 

Geo. Sandys in versffication, Fairicur and Job. Waller. 
Milton's Juvenilia. 	' 

. School of Spenser and the Italians, ,, 
1. Heath. 

Habington. 
Sir John Mennis. 	7'ho. Bagnal. 

Originals of Hudibras." 

,.....,-,.......... , 	. 
. 	„ 	7, 

The following papers are all which canP  now be found of those 
disquisitions, to which Mr. Mason alludes, as having been written 
with the intention of forming a part of the History, if the design 
had not been dropped. It should be remembered, that these investi- 
gations and deep researches were made, and committed to writing, 
long antecedent to the learned,i.ingenious, and interesting pu1lica- 
lions of Dr. Percy, Mr. Warton, Mr. Tyrwhitt, and other writers 
of eminence, on the same subjects. . 

EmixoR. 
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METRUM 

OBSERVATIONS 

ON 

ENGLISH METRE. 

THOUGH I would not with Mr. Urry, ' the Editor of Chaucer, 
insert words and syllables, unauthorised by the oldest manuscripts, 
to help out what seems lame and defective in the measure of our 
ancient writers, yet as I see those manuscripts, and the first 2  
printed editions, so extremely inconstant in their manner of spelling 
one and the same word as to vary continually, and often in the 
compass of two lines, and seem to have no fixed orthography ; I 
cannot help thinking it probable, that many great inequalities in 
the metre are owing to the neglect of transcribers, or that the 

' See the Preface to Urry's Chaucer. 	Fol. 
' This inconstancy of the manner of spelling one and the same word is not confined 

to the first printed copies, but is found equally in the MSS. themselves. 	This is no 
wonder, for the Italians themselves, contemporary with Chaucer, writing in an age when 
literature began to flourish, and in a language more regular and grammatical than that 
of any neighbouring country, had yet no fixed orthography, as appears from the 
original manuscripts of Francesco Barberino, Boccacio, and Petrard, which are still 
preserved. 	(See Crescimbeni Comentarj, L. 6.) 
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'OBSERVATIONS 

manner of reading made up for the defects which appear in the 
writing. 	Thus the y which we often see prefixed to participles 
passive, ycleped, yhewe, &c. is not a mere arbitrary insertion to fill 
up the verse, but is the old Anglo-Saxon augment, always prefixed 
formerly to such participles, as gelufod (loved) from lufian (to love), 
gerted, from rmdan (to read): &c. which augment, as early as 
Edward the Confessor's time, began to be written with a y, or an 
i, as ylufod, iseld, for gelufod, geseld, (loved, sold), as Dr. Hickes' 
informs us in his Anglo-Saxon Grammar, C. 22. p. l36. 	This 

' syllable, though (I suppose) then out of use in common speech, 
our poets inserted, where it suited them, in verse. 	The same did 
they by the final syllable of verbs, as brennin, correctin, dronkin, &c. 

. (to burn, correct, drink,) which was also Saxon, all the infinitives 
in that tongue ending with an an, or eon, as bebyrigean, to bury, 
magan, to be able, gefeon, to rejoice, and most of the participles 

' And see Somner's Saxon Dictionary in De. 	Chaucer seems to have been well aware 
of the injustice that his copyists might chance to do to him : he says, towards the end of 
his Troilus, 

" And for there is so great diversite, 
In English, and in writing of our tong ; 
So pray Ito God, that none miswrite thee, 
Ne thee mis-metre for defaut of tong 
And redde where so thou be, or else song, 
That thou be tinders' tond; God I beseech—" 

Yet in another place he says, 

" But for the rime is light and lewde, 
Yet make it somewhat agreable 
Though some verse fayle in a syllable." 	(3d B. of Fame.) 

And so says Lydgate of himself;  

" Because I know the verse therein is wrong 
As being some too short, and some too long." 

. 	(Chronicle of Troye, p. 316.) 

   
  



ON -ENGLISH METRE 
	

5 

passive, and the plural persons terminating with the same letter, 
as, gefunden, found, beswungen, beaten, &c.; and we, ge, hi, mihton, 
(we, he, they, might), we woldon, we would ; we sceoldon, we 
should ; we aron, we are ; &c. 	This termination began to be 
omitted after the Danes were settled among us ; for in the Cimbrick 
tongue the verbs usually finished in a, as greipa, to gripe, baba, to 
have, which in the Saxon were greipan, haban ; the transition is 
very apparent thence .to the English which we now 	speak. 
As then our writers 4  inserted these initial and final letters, or 
omitted them; and, where we see them written, we do not doubt that 
they were meant to fill up the measure ; it follows, that these Poets 
had an ear not insensible to defects in metre ; and where the verse 

4 The same thing is observable in the MSS. and first editions of the Italian Poets. 
Even in Dante's and in Petrarch's time, as, 
• " Nello stato primaio non si rinselva." 

Purgatorio. 	C. 14. v. 66i  

And, 	 " Ecco Cin da Pistoia, Guitfon d' Arezzo." 
Trionfo dell' Amore. Capit. 4. v. 32. 

In both which verses there is a syllable too much, on which Crescimbeni observes, 
" Costumavano gli antichi rimatori, ogni volta the in fin d' una voce s' incontrava la 
vocale i tra due altri vocali, troncar la voce, e pronunziarla fino alla sillaba accentuata 
acutamente, benche la voce ad arbitrio la scrivessero or tronca con l'apostrofe, ed ora 
intera." (Istor: della Volg: Poesia, L. 1. p. 9.) And one would think that they occasionally 
practised the same thing in syllables not consisting of a vowel only, by that verse of an 
ancient poet, which he cites, 

" Tu sei quel armatura, per cui vencimmo," 

where in reading they probably sunk the last syllable of armatura, because the accent 
did not fall upon it. This might less offend them, because their ears were so used to the 
Provençal dialect, in which abundance of words are the same with the Italian, were not 
the last syllable cut off, as pietat for pietate, sequent for seguente, poderuz for poderoso, 
fach for fatto, &c. and doubtless from that language the Italians borrowed their custom 
of sinking the vowel in the end of many words at pleasure, when the next begins with a 
consonant, which they now do in prose, as well as in verse. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

seems to halt, it is 'very probably occasioned by the transcriber's 
neglect, who seeing a word spelt differently from the manner then 
customary, changed or omitted a few letters without reflecting on 
the injury done to the measure. 	The case is the same with the 
genitive case singular and the nominative plural of many nouns, 
which by the Saxon inflection had an ,additional syllable, as word, 
a word, wordis, of a word : smith, a smith, smithis, of a smith, 
smithas, smith : which, as Hickes observes, is ,the origin of the 
formation ,of those teases in our present tongue, but we now have 
reduced them, by our pronunciation, ,to an equal number of syllables 
with .their nominatives-singular. 	This !was commonly done too, I 
imagine, in Chaucer's and Lydgate's time ; but, in Terse, they took 
the liberty either to follow the old language in pronouncing the 
final syllable, or to sink the vowel and abridge it, as was usual, 
according to the necessity of their versification. 	For example, they 
would read either viOlettes with four syllables, or violets with three a 
bankis, or banks ; triumphys, or triumphs ; indifferently. 	I have 
mentioned (in some remarks on the verses of ' Lydgate) the e mute, 
and their use of it in words derived from the French, and I imagine, 
that they did the same in many words of true English origin, which 
the Danes had before robbed of their final consonant, writing bute 
for the Saxon butan, (without), bifora, for biforan, (before), ondrede, 
for ondreadan, (to dread) gebringe, for gebringan, (to bring), 
dome, for deman, (to deem) and abundance of other words. Here 
we may easily conceive, that though the n was taken away, yet the 
e continued to be pronounced faintly, and though in time it was 
quite dropped in conversation, yet when the poet thought fit to 
make a syllable of it, it no more offended their ears, than it now 
offends those of a Frenchman, to hear it so pronoynced, in verse. 

Puttenham, in his Art of Poetry addressed to Queen Elizabeth 
in 1587 tells us, L. 2. C. 4. that, " Chaucer, Lydgate, and others, 

' See another part of this volume. 

   
  



ON ENGLISH METRE 
	 7. 

used Cesures -either very_ seldom, or not at all, or else very licen-
tiously; and many times made their meetres (they called them 
riding Byme) of such ' unshapely words, as would allow no 
convenient Cesure ; and therefore did let their rymes run . out at 
length, and never staid till. they came to the end ; which manner, 
though it were not to be misliked in some sort of meetre, yet in 
every long verse the cesure ought to be kept precisely, if it were 
but to serve as a law .to. correct the licentiousness of Rymers. 
Besides that it pleaseth the eare better, and sheweth more cunning 
in the maker by following the, rule of his restraint, for a Rymer 
that will be tied by no rules at all, but range as he list, may utter 
what he will ; but such maner of Poesy is called in our Vulgar,' 
" Byme Dogrell,".! with whiCh rebuke we will that in no case our 
Maker shall be touched." 

. 	. 
6 It appears from Alderman Fabian's Prologue to the ad Vol. of his Chronicle written 

in Henry:the 7th's Reign, that the free.verse, where no exact number of syllables was 
observed, was then called Doggrell. 	Thus,  

" Now would :I fayrte 
In wordes plain 
Some honour sayne, 

And bring to mynde 
Of that aunciente citye, 
That so goodly is to se, 	- 	, 
And-full trewe ever bath be, 

And also full kynde. &c. 
- For though I sinild all day tell, 

Or that with my' ryritc dogerell 
'Myght I not yethalfe do spell 

This townes great honour, &c. 

-To The Reader. 
Whoso hym liketh these versys to rede, 
Wyth favour I pray he wyll theym spell, 
Let not the rudeness of them hym lede 
For to desprave this Byrne dogerell. &c." 

   
  



8 	 OBSERVATIONS 

Then Puttenhara gives rules for the Cesura, which he tells us, 
" In a verse of twelve syllables should always *divide it exactly in 
the middle ;. in one of ten, it should fall on the fourth, in one of 
eight on the same, in one of seven on the same, or on none at 
all : &c." I mention no' more than these, as they are now the only 
measures admitted into our serious poetry, and I shall consider how 
his rules hold in modern practice. 

Alexandrines,9  or verses of twelve syllables, it is true, though 
Spenser sometimes does otherwise, must, if they would strike the 
ear agreeably, have their pause in the middle, as, 

" And after toilsome days 1 a soft repose at night." 

Or, 	" He both her warlike Lords 1 outshined in Helen's eyes." 
• 

And this uniformity in the cesura is just the reason, why we no 
longer use them but just to finish a lyrick stanza : they are also 
sometimes interspersed arbitrarily among verses of ten syllables. 
This is an odd custom, but it is confirmed by the sanction which 
Dryden and Pope have given to it, for they soon tire the ear with 
this sameness of sound ; and the French seem to have judged ill in 
making them their heroick9  measure. 

' Lines of six, five, or four syllables are intermixed in lyrick compositions, but, as 
Puttenham says, " they need no cesure, because the breath asketh no relief." 

8  Puttenham says, " The Alexandrine is with our modern rhymers most usual, with 
the auncyent makers it was not so. 	For before Sir Thomas Wyatt's time they were not 
used in our vulgar: they be for grave and stately matters fitter, than for any other ditty 
of pleasure.—If the cesure be just in the middle, and that ye suffer the verse to run at 
full length, and do not (as common Rimers do, or their Printer, for sparing of paper) cut 
them off in the middest, wherein they make in two verses but halfe rime, they do very 
wel." Art of Poesie, L. 2. c. 3.—The Poets of Henry the 8th's time mixed it with 
the line of fourteen syllables alternately, which is so tiresome, that we have long since 
quite banished it. Thus many things of Wyatt's and Lord Surrey's are written, and those 
of Queen Elizabeth on the Queenof,Scots. 

8 They were not so till towards the end of the sixteenth century. 't Quant aux vers 

   
  



ON ENGLISH METRE 

Verses of Eight syllables are so far .from being obliged to have 
their cesura on the fourth,-  that Milton, .the best example of an 
exquisite ear, that I can produce, varies it continually, as, 

To live with her, I and live with thee . . . . On the 4th. 
In 	 free  	5th. unreproved I pleasures 	 ------ 
To hear the lark 	begin his flight  	4th. • ammo. 1 
And 	 the dull 	 3d. - singing I startle 	night 	 
Where the 	Sun 'I begins his. 	 4th. great 	 state . . . ------ 
The clouds 	in thousand liveries. dight 	 2d. .1 	 . 	. 	. 
With 	I 	 -2d. masque 	and antique pageantry . . . 

The more we attend to the composition of Milton's harmony, the 
more we shall be sensible, how he loved to vary t° his pauses, his 
measures, and his feet, which gives that enchanting air of freedom 

de douze syllabes, que nous appellons Alexandrins, combien qu'ils proviennent d'une 
longue anciennete, toutefois nous en avions perdu l'usage. 	Car, lorsque Marot insere 
quelques uns dedans ses Epigrammes ou Tombeaux, c'est avec cette suscription, Vers 
Alexandrins; comme si c'etoit chose nouvelle et inaccoustumee d'en user.--Le premier 
des nOtres, qui les mit en credit, fut Bail en ses Amours de Francine, suivy depuis par 
Du Bellay au livre de ses Regrets, et par Ronsard en ses Hymnes, et finalement par 
Du Bartas, qui semble vouloir renvier sur tous les autres en ses deux SernaineS." 	(See 
Pasquiet L. 7. c. 8 and 11.) 	Yet Ronsard in his Art of Poetry continues to call the 
Decasyllabick measure only Heroick Verse, and uses it in his Franciade and other long 
compositicns. 

I° Lord Surrey (who was Puttenham's example for sweetness and proportion of metre) 
generally, though not always, make his Ctesura on the fourth ; as, 

" True wisdom join'd I with simpleness, 
The night I discharged of all care, 	 On the 2d. 
Where wine the wit I may not oppresse 
The faithful wife I without debate, 
Such slepes I as may beguile the night, 
Content thyself I with thine estate, 
Ne wish for death, I ne feare his might." 

VOL. II. 
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and wildness to Jiis versification, unconfined by any rules, but those 
which his own feeling and the nature of his subject demanded. 
Thus he mixes the line of eight syllables with that of seven, the 
Trochee and the Spondee with the Iambick foot, and the single rhyme 
with the double. 	He changes the cesura as frequently in the 
heptasyllabick measure : as, 

Oft On 5," plat I of rising ground 	(Octosyll.) 
• I hear I the far-off curfew sound, (Oct :—) . On the 2d. 

Over 	 shore  	3d. some I wide-water'd 
Swinging 	 • 	- 	 3d. slow I with sullen roar 
Or if the 	 &c. 	 4th. air I will not permit 	(Oct :) 
Far from all 	I 	mirth  	5th. resort 	of 
Save the Cricket 1 	the hearth  	4th. on 
Or the Bellman's ( drowsy charm 	4th. 

But the greatest confinement which Puttenham would lay on 
our verse, is ,that of making the Caesura constantly fall on the fourth 
syllable of our decasyllabick measure, which is now become our 
only heroick " metre for all poems of any length. 	This restraint 

" We probably took it from the Italians. 	Their heroick measure has indeed eleven 
syllables because of the rhyme which is double; but as our Language requires single 
rhyme, the verse was reduced to ten syllables; the run of it is the same to the ear. 	The 
Italians borrowed it from the Provencals, there being verses extant still of this kind, by 
Arnauld Daniel, who died in 1189, and is celebrated by Petrarch, under the title of Gran 
Maestro d'amor, and of Arnauld de Merveille, who flourished about 1190, as, 

- 	" Fazes auzir vostras castas preguieras 
Tant doussament, qu'a pietat sia moguda 
De s'inclinar,a ma justa demanda" &c. 	 - 

Crescimbeni Istor. della Volg. Poesia. L. 1. p. 6. 

Dante judges it the best adapted of any metre to noble subjects. 	" QUONIM omnium 
Endecasyllabum videtur esse superbius, tam temporis occupatione quam capacitate 
sententite, constructionis, et vocabulorum &c.—et omnes hoc Doctores perpendisse 
videntur, Cantiones illustres principiantes ab illo." 	(De Vulgari Eloquenti& L. 2. C. 5.) 
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Wyatt and Lord Surrey submitted to, though here and there you 
find an instance of their breaking through it, though-rarely. 	So, 

From these hye hilles I as when a spring doth falle, 
It trilleth down I with still and subtle course, 
Of this and that I it gathers aye, and shall 
Till it have just I downe flowed to stream and force : 
So fareth Love, I when -he hath ta'en a course ; 
Rage is his raine ; I resistance 'vaileth none ; 
The first eschue I is remedy alone. 	• 	Wyatt. 

And these verses of Surrey ; 

In active games 'I of nimbleness- and strength 
Where we did strain, I trained with swarms of youth, 
Our tender limbs, I which yet shot up in length : 
The secret groves, I which oft we made resound 
Of plesaunt plaint, I and of our Lady's praise, 
Recording oft, I what grace each one had found, 
What hope of speed, I what dread of long delays ; 
The wild forest, I the clothed holts with green, 
With reines availed, I and swift-ybreathed horse, 
With cry of hound, 1 and merry blasts between, 
Where we did chase I the fearful hart of force. &c. 

But our poets have long since 'got loose from 'these fetters. 
Spenser judiciously shook them off; Milton in his Paradise Lost is 
ever changing and mingling his pauses, and the greatest VVriters 
after him have made it their study to avoid what Puttenham 
regarded, as a rule of perfect versification: 

These reflections may serve to shew us, that Puttenham, though 
he lived within about one hundred, and fifty years of Chaucer's 
time, must have been mistaken with regard to what the old writers 
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called their Riding Rhyme; for the Canterbury Tales, which he 
gives as an example of it, are as exact in their measure and in their. 
pause, as in the Troilus and Cresseide, where he says,' " the metre 
is very grave and stately;" and this not only in the Knight's 
Tale, but in the comick Introduction and Characters ; as, 

A monke ther was 1 fair for the maistery, 
An outrider I that loved venery,s 
A manly man, I to ben an abbot able, 
Many a dainty horse I had he in stable ; . . (On the 6th.) 
And when he rode, I men might his bridle heare, 
Gingiling in a whistling wind, I as cleare . . (On the 8th.) 
And eke as loud, as.doth the chapell-bell. &c. 

I,conclude, that he was misled by the change which words had 
undergone in their accents, since the days of Chaucer, and by the 
-seeming defects of measure which frequently occur in the printed 
copies. 	I cannot pretend to say what it was they called Riding 
Rhyme, but perhaps it might be such as we see in the Northern Tale 
of Sir Thopas in Chaucer. 

Sir Thopas was I a doughty swaine, 
White was his face, I as pain' de maine,b 
His lippis red as rose, 
His rudd C is like I scarlet in graine, 
And I you tell I in Bode certaine 
He had a seemly nose. I. .5,Lc. 

" When thou beholdest before thy Lord peyne-mayne : 
A baker chosen, and waged well forthe, 
That only he should that businesse applye." &c. 

Alexander Barclay's Eclogues, 
Written in the beginning of Henry ye 8th's reign. 

a  Venerie Fr. Hunting. 	b  The whitest bread. 	c liudu, Sax. colour of the cheek. 
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But nothing can be more regular than, this sort of.  anza, the pause 
alWays falling just in the middle of those verses, which are of eight 
syllables, and at the end of those of six. 	I imagine, that it was,  
this very regularity, which seemed so tedious to mine Host of the 
Tabbarde, as to make him interrupt Chaucer in the middle of his 
story, with . 

" No more of this for Goddis dignite— 
Mine eares akin of thy ddraftie speeche, 
Now such a rime the Devil I beteeche,e 
This may well be clepe Rime Dogrell, quoth he," &c. 

Hence too we see that Puttenham is mistaken in the sense of 
Rhyme-Dogrell, for so far was it from being tied to no rule at all, 
that it was consistent with the greatest exactness in the Caesura, 
and in the Measure ; but as he himself has said very well in another 
place, (B. 2. Ch. 9,) " the over busie and too speedie returne of 
one manner of tune doth too much annoy and, as it were, glut 
the eare, unless it be in small and popular Musickes, sung by 
these Cantabanqui '' upon benches and barrels-heads, where they 
have none other audience than boys and Country-Fellows, that 
pass by them in the street ; or else by blind Harpers or such like 

13  Doubtless the degenerate successors of those ancient Jongleurs in Provence, Italy, 
and other Countries described by Crescimbeni, where he is speaking of the old Romances. 
" Or questi Romanzi non v' ha dubbio che si cantavano, e forse non s' ingannb colui, che'  
fu di parere, che i Romanzatori in panca vendessero 1' opere loro cantando, imperocche 
fioriva anticamente in Francia un' arte detta. de' Giuglari, i quali erano faced e spiri-
tosi uomini, che solevano andar cantando i loro versi per le torte alle mense de' grandi; 
colla viuola, o coil' arpa, o' con altro stromento.—Molti de' poeti Provenzali de' primi 
tempi questa stessa esercitarono ed 	anco de' nostri Italiani, che in quells lingua 

4  Tedious, from drof, Sax. dirty, filthy. 	• Betfecan, Sax. to give, or commit to. 	, 
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.4 Tavern-Minstrel6, that give a fit of mirth for a groat; and their 
matters being for the most part stories of old time, as the Tale of 
Sir Thopas, the reportes of Bevis '4  of Southampton, Adam Bell, and 

1 	. 
• 

poetarono," 	(Comentarj del Crescimbeni L. 5. C. 5. p. 333.) 	And he cites on this 
occasion these verses in a Romance composed about the year 1230. 

" Quand les tables ostees furent 
Cil Jugleur en pies esturent, 	• 
S' ont Vielles et Harpes prises; 
Chansons, sons, vets, et reprises, 	 • 
Et de Gestes chame nos Ont." 	&c. 

These verses are in the Tournoyement d' Antichrist by Huon a Mari, a monk of 
St. Germain. 	(Fauehet L. 1. Ch. 8.) 

And Huon de Villeneuve, a writer of the same age, addresses himself to the company 
whom he is going to entertain, in these words :  

" Gardez, qu' it n't ait noise, ne tabor, ne criee, 
Il est ensinc coustume en la vostre contree. 
Quant uns Chanterres vient entre gent honoree 
Et il,a en droit soi la Vielle attrempee ; 
Ja tant n'aura mantel, ne cotte desramee, 
Que sa premiere * laisse ne soit bien escoutee: 	* Couple, ou Entrée. 
Puis font chanter avant, se de riens for agree, 
Ou tost sans vilenie puet recoillir s'estree." 	&c. 

'4  The English Romance so called is in rude verse, seemingly of great antiquity. The - 
Italians have one which is named Buovo d' iintona, probably on the same story, mentioned 
by Gio: Villani, who died in 1348. 	(See Crescimbeni Comentarj L. 5. C. 6.) 

This English Romance is in free octasyllabick rhyme, written as Mr. Thomas Warton 
observes (in his Observations on the Fairy Queen, Loud: 1754, 8vo.) in that short mea-
sure which was frequently sung to the harp in Queen Elizabeth's days, a' custom which 
descended from the ancient Bards. (p. 36.) 	Bevis is supposed to have been Earl of 
Southampton about the time of the Norman Invasion; his residence was at Duncton in 
Wiltshire; his sword called Morglay is kept as a relick in Arundel Castle, not equalling 
in length that of Edward the Third at Westminster. 	(See Selden's notes on Drayton's 
L'olyolbion, Canto 3.) 
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Clymme of the Clough, and-such other 	romances and historical . 	. 
rhymes, made on purpose for the recreation of the common ,people . 	. 
at Christmas-dinners and bride-ales in taverns and ale-houses, and 
such other places of base resort. &c."—This was therefore Dogrell, 
whose frequent return of rhyme and' similarity of sound easily 
imprinted it in the memory of the vulgar ; and, by being atplied of 
old to the meanest uses of poetry, it was grown distasteful td the 
ears of the better sort. 

But the Riding Rhyme I rather take to be that, which is confined 
to one measure, whatever that measure be, but not to one Rhythm ; 
having sometimes more, sometimes fewer syllables, and the pause 
hardly distinguishable, such as the Prologue and History of Beryn, 
found in some MSS. of Chaucer, and the Cook's Tale of Gamelyh, 
where the verses have twelve, thirteen, or fourteen syllables, and 
the Caesura on the sixth, seventh, or eighth, as it happens. 	This 
having an air of rusticity, Spenser has very well adapted it to pas-
toral poetry, and in his hands it has an admirable effect, as in the 
Eclogue called March, which is in the same metre as Chaucer's 
Tale of Sir Th.opas ; and in February and May, where the two fables 
of the Oak and Bryer, and the Fox and Kid, for humour and " 
expression are equal to any thing in our language. 	The measure, 
like our usual verse of eight syllables, is Dimeter-Iambick, but 
admits of a Trochee, Spondee, 'Amphybrachys, Anapeest, &c. in 
almost every place. 	Thus, 

Seest hOw brag yon bullock bears 	 Trochee in the 1st. . 

So smirk, so smooth,' his pricked ears? . . . Pure lambick. 

His horns been as bride, as, rainbow bent, 	Anapaest in the ed. 

His dewlap as lithe, as Lass -of Kent ! . 	. the same. 
See how h6 venteth into the wind 	 Anapaest in the last. 

Weenest, Of love is not his mind ? &c. . 	. 	Trochee in the 1st. 

And, Though marked him, with melting eyes, . pure hmbick. 

A thrilling throb frOm her heart did rise, 	Anapaest in the 4th. 
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And interrApted all her Other speech . . }Amphibibrarach
ch4siiiinththeesdz, 

With some old sorrow, that made a new breach, 
Seemed she saw in her yOungling's face, 1 Tr

p
th
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.
t. Ana- 

The' old lineaments Of his Father's grace. Anapaest in 2d and 3d. 

. 	- 
In theses last six lines, the first has eight syllables; and the second, 
nine, the third and fourth; ten, the fifth, nine, and the last, ten : 
and this is the only English measure which has such a liberty of 
choice allowed in its feet, of which Milton has taken some little 
advantage, in using here and there a Trochee in his octosyllabicks, 
and in the first foot only of his heroick verses. 	There are a very 
few instances of his going farther for the sake of some particular , 
expression, as in that line, 

Burnt after them to the bOttOniless pit, 

where there is a Spondee in the first place, a Pyrrhick in the 3d, 
and a Trochee in the 4th—and that line, 

With impettious recoil and jarring sound, 

with an Anapaest in the first place. &c. 
Spenser has also given an instance " of the decasyllabick measure 

with an unusual liberty in its feet, in the beginning of his Pastoral 
called August, thus, 

• 
Then 1O, Perigot, the pledge which I plight,  
A mazer  5T-wrought Of the maple ware, 
Wherein is enchased many a fair sight 
Of bears and qgers, that maken fierce war. &c. 

15  And after him Dr. Donne (in his Satires) observes no regularity in the pause, or in the 
feet of his verse, only the number of syllables is equal throughout. I suppose, he thought 
this rough uncouth measure-suited the plain familiarstyle of satirical poetry. 	0, 
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Where there are Trochees, &c. in every foot but the last. 	I do not 
doubt that he had some ancient examples of this rhythm in ' his 
memory, when he wrote it. 	Bishop Douglas, in his Prologue to• 
the eighth lEneid, written about eighty years before Spenser's 
Calendar, has something of the same kind. 

I make no mention of the Hexameter, Sapphick, and other-  mea-
sures which Sir Philip Sidney and his friends '6  attempted to 
introduce in Queen Elizabeth's reign, because they soon dropped 
into oblivion. 	The same thing had ,happened in France a little 
before, where, in 1553, Etienne Jodelle began to write in this way, 
and was followed by Baif, Passerat, Nicholas Rapin, and others, , 
but without success. (See Pasquier Recherches L. 7. C. 12.) 	And 
in Italy this was attempted by Claudio Tolomei, 7  and other men of 
learning, to as little purpose. 	(See Crescimbeni Comment. V. 1. 
p. 21.) 	 - 

THE MEASURES OF VERSE. 

The Measures which I find principally in use among our writers 
are, as follow; being in all Fifty-nine. 

VERSE. 	 ORDER OF THE RHYMES. 

Decasyllabick. As in Chaucer's Prologue to the 
Canterbury Tales, and many of the principal tales 
themselves : his Le gende of Good Women, &c. Successive, in Coup-

lets ; called by the old 
Lydgate's Story of Thebes. >French writers, Rime 

plate. 	(See Pasquier 
Gawen Douglas's Translation of the /Eneid, &c. 

— 
Spenser, Mother Hubberd's Tale, and_ almost all 
our modern heroick poetry. 

Recherches 	de 	la 
France, L. 7. Ch. 8.) 

 

ti We see from Spenser's letters, that he himself, his friend Mr. Harvey, 
one of his patrons, approved of this method and practised it. 	Mr. 

and Mr. Dyer, 
Drant (he says) had 

derived the rules and principles of the art, which were enlarged with Mr. Sydney's own 
judgment, and augmented with his (Spenser's) Observations. 	This was in 1580. 

g7 Bishop of Corsola ; he flourished in 1540. 	He was five years Ambassador from the 
Republick of Sienna in France., and died soon after his return in 1557. 

VOL. II. 	• 	 D 	 . 
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c 	VERSE. 	 ORDER OF THE RHYMEi. 
Decasyllabick. 	Blank ; as, 	 Without Rhyme. 

The Death of Zoroas, 	published with Lord Surrey's and 	(Versi '8  Sciolti of the 
Sir T. Wyatt's Poems in 1574, 8vo. 	Italians.) The inven- 

The Death of Cicero, Anonym:* tion ls? is attributed 
I to Trissino about the 

Milton's Paradise Lost and Regained, Sicc. 	j  year 1525. 

Stanzas of Four Lines.  
Lord Surrey's Verses written in Windsor Castle ,1 	Alternate : called 

Epitaph on Sir Thomas Wyatt, 8cc. by the French, Rime 
croisee,or entrelassee. 

Dryden's Annus Mirabilis. 	 , --Whetherthere were 
>two or more rhymes 

Spenser. 	Colin Clout's come home again, and i which answered one 
, ' April. 	Gascoyne s Conned on Travelling. 	His another, 	as 	in 	all 

which we callStanzas : 
Woodmanship. 	. 	 j  SeePasquier,as above. 

• 
Stanza of Seven on three 2° Rhymes. 

Chaucer's Man of Honour, Clerk of Oxenford, 
st 

t
3. 2d.Nun and Prioress's tales. Troilus and Cresseide. 	The L 4nh 

and  5th.  

Assembly of Fowls. Annelida and Arcite. Flower 
and Leaf. Assembly of Ladies. Complaint of the 

-- 6th and 7th. 

( * It appears that these poems were written by Nicholas Grimoald. &e Ellis's 
Specimens of English Poets. 	Vol. 2. p. 68, 3d Edition. 	Emma.) 

is Thus Trissino's Italia Liberata, the Georgick poems of L. Alamanni and Rucellai, the 
Sette Giornate , of Tasso, &c. and many of the Italian Tragedies are written. 	It was 
attempted too by the French in the Sixteenth century, as Ronsard in some odes, Blaise 
Viginelle in his Seven Psalms, &c. but was soon dropped again. 

19 i. e. As far as relates to the verse of eleven syllables, or Italian heroick measure. 	But 
in shorter verses, it had been practised sometimes by the most ancient writers of that 
nation, particularly in the beginning of the thirteenth century St. Francis wrote an irre- 
gular ode, or canticle without rhyme for musick, in no contemptible strain of poetry. 
It begins, 

Altissimo Signore 
Vostre sono le lodi, 
La gloria, e gli onori, &c. 	(See Crescimbeni 

Comentarj. L. 1. C. x.) 
I° There is also a rough Stanza of seven, free in its feet, as Dingley's Battle of Brampton, 

• 
in the Mirrour of Magistrates. 
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VERSE• 	 - 	 0#DER OF THE RHYMES, 

Black 	Knight. 	Lamentation 	of 	Magdalen. 
Remedy of Love. 	Several Ballads," &c. 	John 
Hardynge's Chronicle. 	• 

Gower's Epistle to Henry the 4th. 
Occleve, de 	Regimine Principis. 	Letter of 

Cupid. Ballade of our Lady. Of Pride, and wast" 
Clothing. (In Camden's Remains.) Lydgate's Fall 
of Princes. Churl and Bird. Tale of the Merchants, 
Ballades &c. Assemble de Dyeus. 	Gawen Doug- 
las. 	PrZlogues to the 2d and 4th Book of the 
/Eneid. 	Sir David Lyndsay's Testament of the 
Papingo. 	His Dream. 	Complaint of Scotland. 
Prologue 	to 	Experience 	and 	the 	Courtier. 
Fabyan's Ballad 	Royal on Edward the 	1st. 
W. Caxton's Work of Sapience. Angel's Song. Sir 
T. Wyatt's Complaint on Love. The Government 
of Kings and Princes, Anonymous. 

Spenser's Hymns of Love and Beauty. Ruins of 
Time. 	Milton's Hymn on the Nativity, &c. 

Another Stanza of Seven lines. 
Some Poems of Chaucer. The 1st and 3d. 

-- 2d 4th and 6th. 
Spenser's Daphnaida. --- 5th and 7th. 

Stanza of Six, on Three Rhymes. 	 ' 
Chaucer, in some Envoys. 	Dr. Lodge, some 

Sonnets.-  Spenser, Tears of the Muses, Astrophel, Fouraltesrnate,and 
December, 	and part of August. 	Gascoyne's the Two last together. 

Passion. 

. ,, The Staff of seven verses hath seven proportions, whereof one only is the'usual of 
our vulgar, and kept by our old Poets, Chaucer and others, in their historical Reports 
and other ditties." 	(Puttenham L. 2. c. 10.) 	- 

" This is a part de Regimine Principis. 
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VERSE. 	 ORDER OF THE RHYMES. 

Another Stanza of six, on two Rhymes. Spensei's 	' 
October. 	 . 	 . 

The 1st 4th and 6th. 

Stanza of Eight, on Three Rhymes. 	• 
Chaucer. Monk's Tale. Belle Dame-sans mercy. 

Envoys. 	His A. B. C. or Prayer to the Virgin. 
Lydgate's Ballads, &c. 	 The 1st and 3d. 

2d 4th 5th & 7th. — 
--- 6th and 8th. Scogan's Letter to the Lords of the King's 

House. 	Spenser's November. 	G. Douglas's Pro- 
logue to the Sixth Eneid. 

Another, , 
Some Poems of Chaucer and Lydgate. The 1st and 3d. ‘ 

---: 2d 4th 5th St8th. 
Gawen Douglas's Prologue to the 11th lEneid.. 6th and 7th. — 

Another." 	 - 
The 1st 3d and 5th. 

Spenser's Muiopotmos and Culex. -- 2d 4th and 6th. 
----- 7th and 8th. 

Another on Two Rhymes. 
iThe 1st 3d 6th & 8th. Spenser's June. 

	

	 - 	 --2d4th 5th & 7th. • 

Stanza of Nine, on Three Rhymes. 
G. Douglas's Prologue to the 5th IEneid ; and 

his Exclamation against Detractors. 	The Third 
The 1st 2d 4th & 5th. 

Part of the Palice of Honour. -- 3d 6th and 7th. 

Sir D. Lyndsay's Prologue to.  the Papingo's - 8----- 	th and 9th. 

Testament. 

and Tasso in their 93  This is the Ottava Rima of the Italians, the Stanza of Ariosto 
heroick poems, and that of an infinite number of authors. 	It was first introduced in Italy 
by Boccacio, who wrote in this measure his Teseide, Filostrato, &c. in the fourteenth 
century; though he in reality appears to have borrowed it from Thibaut, King of Navarre 
and Count of Champagne, who had written in the same stanza in the year 1235. 	(See 
Crescimbeni Comentarj, V. 1. L. 5. C. 7. p. 339.) 
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VERSE. 	 ORDER OF THE RHYMES. 

' Another, on Two Rhymes. 
Chaucer's Complaint of Annelida. G. Douglas's 

Proloue to the 3d ./Eneid, and the two first Parts g The 1, 2„ 
47

5
thth

a
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n
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: 
 

3 d6 th 
of the Palice of Honour. 

Stanza of Five, on Two Rhymes. 
Chaucer's • Cuckoo and Nightingale. 	Gawen 	The 1st 2d and 5th. 

Douglas's Prologue to the 10th, ./Eneid, 	 --- 3d and 4th. 	, 

Another. 	. 

Some of Sir Thomas Wyatt's Verses. 	1The 1st and sd.
J-- 2d 4th and 5th. 

Terzetti," or Terza Rima, 
The 1st and 3d rhitne. 

Lord 	Surrey's 	Restless 	State 	of a 	Lover. -- 2d 4th and 6th, ' 
and so on by threes 

Sir T. Wyatt's 'to J. Poynes, and Sir Fr. Bryan. 
Milton. 2d Psalm.  

alternate, till the last 
and last 	but 	two,' 
which 	answer 	like 
those at first. 

Sonnets of Fourteen," on Five Rhymes. 	• 
The' 1st 4th5th&Sth. . -- 2d 3d 6th & 7th. 

Milton's 7th, 9th, 10th, and 13th Sonnets. -- 9th and 12th. 
• --- 10th and 13th. • — 11th and 14th. 

. 	 . 

" This is the measure of Dante in his Inferno, &c. of Petrarch's Trionfi, &c. 	The 
invention has usually been ascribed to the former, but there is a Poem (called 11Pataffio) 
extant, written in this very measure by Ser Brunetto Latini, who was Dante's master, 
and who died in 1294. 	It was probably the invention of the Provengals, who used it in 
their Syrvientes, (or Satires) whence the Italians halT commonly called it Serventese. 
(See Crescimbeni Coment. V. 1. L. 2. c. 13.) 

25  This, and the fourth kind are the true Sonnet of the Italians. 	Petrarch uses only 
these two measures. 	The invention of the regular Sonnet is ascribed to Fra Guittone 
d'Arezzo, who flourished about the year 1250, nor do we find any of this form among the 
Provengals till seventy years after. 	What they called Sonet was only a short Canzone, 
unconfined in the number of verses, the measure, and the order of the rhymes. (Crescirub. • 
Coment. L. 2. c. 14. 154 	.  
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. 

VERSE. 	 O1tDER OF THE RHYMES. 

Another. 
The 1st and,3d. 
-- 2, 4, 5, and 7th. 

Spenser's Amoretti --- 6, 8, 9, and I 1th. ' 
. --- 10th and 12th. 	. 

-- 13th and 14th. 
Another. 	. 

8 first lines, as of 
Sir T. Wyatt's Sonnets of the Lover waxeth the first sort above. 

4 next alternate. wiser, &c. 	 , 
Sonnets of Four Rhymes." 

Couplet in the end. 

of 
Eight first lines as 
the first sort, or 

Milton's Sonnets 8, 11, 12, and 14th. else alternate; the six 
last alternate, or at 
pleasure. 

Another, of Two Rhymes. 
Lord Surrey on the Spring : Complaint by The 12 first alter- 

night, &c. nate, and end with a 
couplet. 

Another, of Seven Rhymes. • 
Lord Surrey's Vow to Love. On Sir T. Wyatt's The 12 first by 4 

death, &c. 	Daniel's Delia. 

Madrigals of Eight, on Three Rhymqs. - 

and 4 alternate. 

Six first alternate ; 
Sir T. Wyatt. 	 and end with a Coup- 

let. 

Madrigals on Two Rhymes. 
Sir T. Wyatt. 	 . 	}The 2t 4,d

5
6t

an
h 8

d
i 8
7
t
t
h
h

.. 

Stanza of Fourteen, on Seven Rhymes. 
Spenser's Visions of Petrarch, Bellay, &c. " 	I 

J of 
Like the last kind 
Sonnet. 

• 
Another, on Five Rhymes. 

• The 1st and 3d. 
--- 2, 4, 5, and 7th. 

Spenser, Visions of the World's Vanity. --- 6, 8, 9, and 11th. 
--- 10th and 12th. 

• --- 13th and 14th. 
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VERSE. 	 OgDER OF THE RHYMES. 

Sestine, of Six." - 	. No rhyme. 	The 
. 	. art consists in ringing 

changes on six words 
S only, eraser, in his August. in the end of a 

line : 	the whole 	is 
finished in six stanzas 
only, and three verses 
over. 

Decasyllabick. 	Mixed. 	. 
Stanza of Nine, with an Alexandrine at the end, 

The 1st and 3d. 	, 
on Three Rhymes. 	 - — 2, 4, 5, and 7. 

Spenser's Fairy Queen." 	, — 6, 8, and 9th. 

The 1, 4, and 5th. 
Stanza of Eighteen," with 4 verses (the 5th, 10th, 

15th, and 16th) of . Six syllables, and the last an 
— 2d and 3d. 

4 next alternate, (the 
10th answers 	to 

Alexandrine, on Seven Rhimes. . 	the 9th.) 
— ii, 12, and 14th. 

Spenser's Prothalamion and Epithalamion. — 13, 15, and 16th. 
—. 17th and 18th. 

'‘ The invention of the Sestine is ascribed to Arnauld Daniel in the middle of the 
Twelfth Century (See Crescimb. Coment. V. I. L. 2. C. 11.) and from him the Italians 
borrowed it, though it must be always, both in sense and sound, a very mean composition. 

27  Spenser has also a Stanza of eight, ending with an Alexandrine, where the 1st and 
• 3d rhime ; the 2d 4th and 5th; the 6th 7th and 8th, as in Britain's Ida. 

Sir Thomas Wyatt has a Stania of eight, where the 4th and 8th are of six syllables : 
it has three rhimes, the 1st 2d and 3d answering each other; the 4th and 8th; the 5th 
6th and 7th. 

la These resemble the Canzoni of the Italians, which are in Stanzas of 9, 12, 13, or. 
14 verses, . 	- &c. in unequal measure. 	There is also a Stanza (if it may be called so) not 
only of mixed measures but of an unequal number of verses, sometimes rhitning, and 
sometimes not, as in Milton's Lycidas, and in the Chorusses in his Samson Agonistes. 

The Canzone is of very ancient date : the invention of it being ascribed to Girard de 
Borneil of the School of Provence, who died in 1178. 	He was of Limoges, and was 
called Ii Maestro de' Trovatori. The different kinds of Canzoni are infinite, many new 
ones being introduced by the Italians. 	The most ancient, which were extant in that 
tongue, were written by Folcacchio de' Folcacchieri, who lived before the year .  1200. 
Nothing seems essential to this species of poetry, but that the measures of every stanza, 
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VERSE. 	 , 	ORDER OF THE RHYMES. 

. Stanza of Ten. 	The first an Alexandrine, the-1' 
four • next, and 9th a decasyllabick, sixth 	and 
seventh, octosyllabick, the eighth and tenth (being st 	1nd 3d. The  2  _ 	4,

a 
 5, and 9th. 

the Refrain or Burthen) tetrasyllabick. 	On four 	— 6th, and 7th. . 	— 8th and 10th. 
rhymes.  

Spenser's Lay, or Elegy of Dido, in the November. 

	

Stanza of Nine. 	The 1st, 3d, 5th, and 6th are 

	

decasyllabick, the 	2d, 	4th, 	7th, 	and 	8th, 	are 	The 1st and 3d. 
tetrasyllabick, the last, octosyllabick. 	On four _ 

L
d
h
a

G
n
t
d
h 

 lc:: 
 d. 9th. 

rhymes. 	. — 7th and 8th. 

Spenser's Lay to Eliza, in April. 
Decasyllabick, free in their feet. 	 ' 

Spenser, Proeme of his August. 	Baldwyn's 	In Couplets. With . 
Complaint of James the 4th King of Scotland. 	T

inroeevheereysf000
r i

tainindbe iltfkes- 
Donne's Satires. 	 rently. 

1 The 1, 3, 5, and 7th 
— 2, 4, 6, and 8th. 
— 9, and 13th. 

The Same, Mixt, in stanzas of thirteen, their — 10, ii, and 12th. 
—I call them deca- 

four 	last 	verses 	are 	tetrasy-llabick. 	On , four syllabi& and tetra- 
syllabiek, 	because 

rhymes. 	. 
G. Douglas, Prologue to the 8th lEneid. 

they have that effect 
onthe ear : but as they 
admit of Anapwsts, 
&c. they have some- 
times eleven or five 

J syllables. 

should answer to the first, whether they be of equal or .of unequal measures. 	It has 
generally been a rule, that the stanzas should be not more than fifteen, and the verses in 
each Stanza not fewer than nine,' nor above 20: 	but 'this rule is very often broken. 
Dante esteemed it the noblest species of poetry, and adds, " Quicquid de cacuminibus 
illustrium Capitum Voetantium profluxit ad labia, in solis Cantionibus invenitur.? 	(De 
Vulg: Eloquent. L. 2. C. 3. b. 3.) 	He said they used all measures from eleven syllables 
to three, but particularly recommends the former, mixed with that of seven, which 
Petrarch has observed and approved.* 

* Petrareh has used no other verses in his Canzoni but the Endecasillabi and the 
Settenad. [EDITOR.] 
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VERSE. 	 ORDER OF TRH RHYMES. 

Octosyllabick." 
, 	The Lord's Prayer by Pope Adrian in Henry 

the 2d's time. 	Chaucer's Romaunt of the Rose. 
House of .Fame. 	Book of the Dutchess. 	His 
Dream. 	Poem of the Owl and Nightingale. (as Successive in Coup- 

. old as the time of Henry 3.) 	Gower's Confessio lets. 
Amantis. 	Lydgate's Story of Thebes. 	Sir.  David 
Lyndsay's Dialogue between Experience and a 
Courtier. 	Romaunce of Merlin. 

Another kind. 
Lord Surrey's Restless State of a Lover. 	Means 

of a happy life. 	Gascoyne's Good-Morrow. Alternate. 
Wyatt's Prayer against Disdain; Lamentation, &c. 

Another. 
Wyatt's Renunciation of Love. 	 1 	Four Successive 

j rhymes. 
- 	 . 	. 

Stanza of Eight, on Two Rhymes. 
• Chaucer's Plowman's Tale and Prologue. Alternate. 

9  This measure is borrowed from the Welch, or the Provençal and old French poets, 
with whom it was common. Robert Manning of Brunn, who towards the beginning of 
the fourteenth century translated Peter Langtoft's Chronicle out of the old French (or 
Roraaun tongue as it was then called) has prefixed a Prologue to it in Octosyllabick 
rhymes, wherein he mentions different kinds of verse used in his days, as Entrelace, 
Baston, Couwe, Strangere, &c. The first of these is, as I suppose, the Rime croisOe or 
entrelassee of the French; the second are unequal verse in Staves or Stanzas, answering 
one to the other. 	The French still say Baston de Balade for Stance de Balade. 	(See.  
Menage Dictionnaire Etymol. v. Baston.) 	Couwe I take to be derived from the Welch 
Cywydd (pronounced Couwyth) which is a peculiar stanza and composition of rhyme, 
described by Dr. David ap Rhys, p. 186; it may perhaps be the same with Chaucer's 
Tale of Sir Thopas. 

VOL. II. 
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VERSE; 	. 	 ORDER OF THE RHYMES. * 
• Stanza of Eight, on Three Rhymes. 
Chaucer's Ballade in praise of women. 	. The 1st and 3d. 

— 2, 4, 5, and 7th. 
Lydgate's Complaint of Tho. Chaucer. — 6th and 8th. 

Stanza of Seven, on Three Rhymes; 

. Wyatt's Suit for Grace. 	Lover's Mistrust, &c. 1 
The 1st and 3d. 
— 2d 4th and 5th. 

6th and 7th. 

Stanza of Six, on Three Rhymes. 
Lord Surrey's Lover's Comfort. 	Complaint of 4 Alternate. 

Absence, &c. 	Gascoyne's Arraignement. 	• 	52  last together. 

Stanza of Five, on Two Rhymes. 
Wyatt, to hiS Lute. 	 1 The 1st 2d and 4th. 

J — 3d and 5th. 

Octosyllabick, Mixt. 
Stanza of Six. 	The 3d and 6th are of Six 

syllables ; on Three Rhymes. (Doggrel.) 	 • 
Chaucer's Sir Thopas ; Frere and Boy ; Sir 

The 1st and 2d. 
Eglamore; Sir Triamore; The Green Knight; Sir 	— 4th and 5th. 

Lybius Disconius. 	 — 3c1 and 6th. 
 

Another. With Heptasyllabicks mixed at plea- 
sure. 	No Stan'zas. 

Milton's Allegro and Penseroso ; . Part of his 
COMM ; Epitaph on the Marchioness ofWinchester. Successive. 

. Octosyllabicks, with verses of Six, Alternate. 
Spenser's July. 	 Alternate. 

Another, with verses of Six or Five Syllables, 
alternate. 

Spenser's Roundelay, in August. 	 Alternate. 

• 
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VERSE. 	 ORDER Or THE RHYMES. 

S Octosyllabick, Free. 	• 
Successive. 	The 

Spenser's February, May, and September. Bevis 
of SouthaMpton. Sir Lambwell. Eger and Grime. 

feet 	are 	Trochees, 
Spondees,

a 
	A

A
m
n
p
a
l
i
lb

s
ra
ts: 

 

Sir Degree. 	Earl of Carlisle. indifferently with the 
Iambick. 

Octosyllabick, Free. 
Stanza of Six, Mixt and Free. 	On Three Rhymes. 

. The 1st and 2d. 
Spenser, Proerne of March. — 4th and 5th. 

— 3d and 6th. 

Octosyllabick, Blank. 
Mixt with others of six and four syllables. 

Spenser's Mourning Muse of Thestylis. 	No Rhyme. 

Verses of Six Syllables. 
Several Songs of Sir Tho. Wyatt, and Lord Surrey. 

Alternate 
Others in Stanzas of Eight, on Two Rhymes. 	1, 3, 6, and 8th. 

2, 4, 5, and 7th, 

The 1, 3, 5, and 7th. 
The same. 	On three Rhymes. 	 — 2c1 and 4th. 

— 6th and 8th. 

Pentasyllabick and Tetrasyllabick. 
These are rarely used alone. 

Alexandrines." 	 . 
Successive. 	There 

Lord Surrey's Ecclesiastes. 	 is also a Stanza of 
four 	Alexandrines 

Spenser's Envoy to the Shepherd's Kalendar. with alternate rhyme, 
as Phoebe's 	Sonnet 

Drayton's Pol yol bion. in Lodge's Eupliues, 
gold: Legacy. 

Se  The Life of St. Margaret in very old Saxon (cited hereafter) and written above 
170 years before Chaucer was born, is in a sort of free Alexandrine measure : as is the 
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VERSE. 	 ORDER OF THE RHYMES. 
Alexandrines

4
, mixed with Verses of fourteen 

syllables," alternately.. 
Queen Elizabeth's Ditty on the Queen of Scots., 

Surrey's Description of Love. 	Complaint of a 
Lover. 	Dying Lover. 	The Warning. 	The 
careless Man, &c. Successive. 

Wyatt's Complaint of Absence. Song" of Iopas. 
Gascoyne's Gloze. 	J 

Chronicle of Robert of Gloucester, and Peter Langtoft's Chronicle translated by Robert 
Manning of Brunn, both of them older than Chaucer. 	The Alexandrine verse took its 
name from a poem written in this measure, called La Vie d'Alexandre, by Jean li 
Nevelois and Pierre de St. Cloit who lived in the 13th century : (Pasquier L. 7. c. 3.) 
The Roman d'Alexandre was begun by Lambert li Cors, and Alexandre de Paris; but 
some parts of it were executed by , the two Poets above-mentioned. 	They, all four, 
(according to the President Fauchet) wrote between 1150 and 1193 in the reigns of 
Louis le Jeune and Philippe Auguste, and seem to have been of the Trouveures or 
Jongleurs, who then were in high esteem : their names appear in the work itself. 

La verte de l'histoir, si com li Roy la fit, 
Un Clers de Chateaudun, Lambert li Cors, l'escrit, 
Qui de Latin la * trest, et en Roman la mit. 	* tira. 

(See Fauchet de la Langue et Poesie Frangoise L. 2. (A. D. 1581.) 

The Latin, whence they translated, was (I imagine) the Alexandreis of Gualterus, (or 
Gautier de Chatillon, a native of Lisle in Flanders) a poet who lived about the same time, 
that is, in the middle of the 12th century. 	It is observable, that none of these four 
Jongleurs was a Provençal, nor do they write in that dialect, yet they are contemporary 
with the most ancient Provençal poets, mentioned by Notredame. 

Si " Some Makers (says Puttenham) write in verses of fourteen syllables, giving the 
cesure at the first eight, which proportion is tedious, for the length of the verse keepeth 
the ear too long from its delight, which is, to hear the cadence or tuneable accent in the 
end of the verse." 

3' There is also a mixed stanza of four, (as in Baldwin's Complaint of Henry the 6th, 
in the Mirrour of Magistrates,) three verses of twelve and one of fourteen syllables. 
Rhymes in Couplets. 
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• VERSE, 	 ORDER OF THE RHYMES. 

Free Alexandrines, mixed in like manner." 
Chaucer's Tale of Beryn and Prologue. 	 1 	Successive : but 

j with various feet. 

Free Verse," of fourteen syllables. 
Chaucer's Tale ofGamelin; Robin ofPortingale; Successive. ( Various.) 

• There is also a verse 
13allade of Flodden Field; Adam Bell; Robin Hood; f Sixteen, as Guy and 

Phillis, Nut-brown Maid; Childe Waters; Durham Field. j Potts. 	
Thomas a 

 

Of all these measures, which we. may reduce to six, viz. the verse 
of fourteen, the Alexandrine, the decasyllabick, thess octosyllabick, 
the heptasyllabick, and verse of six ; none are now used but. the 

..third and fourth; except it be interspersedly to vary our composition, 
and especially in lyrick poetry. 	Our variety too in the rhyme is 
much circumscribed, never going further than the use of a triplet, 
and that rarely. As to any license '° in the feet, it is' only permitted 

33  And thus is written Robert of, Gloucester's Chronicle, a work of Henry the Third's 
time, but without any regularity, the Alexandrine sometimes wanting a syllable or two, 
and the verse of fourteen coming in at random, as the writer thought fit. 

34  It is the very same 'measure with the Semi-Saxon moral poem- (cited hereafter) 
written almost two hundred years after Chaucer's time. 

There was also the regular verse of fourteen used in Queen Elizabeth's time, and in 
this measure is written Dr. Phaer's Translation of the /Eneid ; (See Lambarde's Kent 
and Weever's Funeral Monuments) •Arthur Goldynge's Ovid's Metamorphoses, Chevy- 
Chase, Gill Morrice, Glasgerion, Launcelot du Lake, &c. 

35  We now use this as well on serious subjects, as comick : the latter we call Doggrel, 
as Hudibras.  

0  We now and then in subjects of humour use a free verse of eleven or twelve syllables, 
which may consist of four Amphibrachees, or four Anapaests, or the first may be an 
lambick, &c.; so Prior: 

" As Chloe came into the room t'Other day ".'... 

" TIS enough that 'tis loaded with baubles and seals 3,—...&e. 
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. 	 - , 	 . 

in the beginning of a long verse,- where we sometimes.use a Trochee, 
and the same foot more freely in shorter measures. 

'The Proiencl poets either.  invented or made use of all these 
measures, from verses of .three syllables to those of eleven and 
thirteen,; but of these last we fit d no example till about ;the year 
1321,. so that it is not certain, that they were ,originallY theirs;  or 
borrowed from the French-  Alexandrine with the addition, of a, syl. 
lable, on account of the doubic rhyme. (See Crescimbeni, Comentarj I 	, 
Vol. 1. L. 2. C 14. and, L. i. C.- 6.) 	. 
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MET RUM 

OBSERVATIONS • 

ON 

THE PSEUDO -RHYTHMUS. 

THE most ancient instance of rhyming verse, as Sir W. Temple 
has observed, is that of the Emperor Adrian about the 137th year 
of Christ.' 	It was undoubtedly borrowed from the barbarous 
nations, among whom, particularly in the east, it is said to have 
been in use from the remotest antiquity. 	The Welch still preserve 

• • 

I There is a Hymn of St. Augustine, who lived about the year 420, in which are 
interspersed several verses which rhyme in the middle; as, 

• Abest limn, I deest fimus, I lilies nulla cernitur, 
Hyems horrens, I zestas torrens, 1 illic nunquam szeviunt.- 

- 	Virent prata, I vernant sata, I rivi mellis influunt. &c. 
• Augustin: Meditat. c. 26. 

And in a treatise written by Theodulus, (who lived in 480 under the Emperor Zeno) De 
Contemptu Mundi, are These lines; 

• Pauper amabilis, I et venerabilis, I est benedictus, • 	- 
Dives inutilis, I insatiabilis,. I est maledictui. &c. 	 • 
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the works of the ancient British bards, Taliessin, Ben-beirdh, and 
'Lomarkk, who lived towards the end of the sixth century, and 
wrote in rhyme. It is possible, that our ancestors ,the Anglo-Saxons 
might borrow it from the Britons, but it is much more probable 
that they brought it from Germany with them. 

It is true that we do not find any rhyming verses among them, 
till towards the time of the Norman Conquest; all their poems now 
remaining being of a different contrivance, and their harmony con-
sisting in alliteration,' or similar consonances in the beginning of 
three or more words in each distich ; yet probably they might have 
had our Pseudo-Rhythm, (as Dr. Hickes and Wormius call it) 
beside this, though their performances in it are now lost ; which is 
no great wonder, considering that we have not any specimen of 
their poetry in any kind' for 337 years now preserved, except that 
fragment of Ctedmon the Monk, extant in King Alfred's Saxon 
Translation of Bede's History L. 4. C. 24. and the Harmony of the 
Evangelists paraphrased in verse in the Cotton Library; nay of these 
two it is doubtful if the latter be of that age or not. 

* This was the artifice of the Skalds, or old Danish poets in their Drotquat (or vulgar 
song) described by Wormius, and observed sometimes strictly, sometimes with more 
liberty, by our old Saxons, both before and after the coming of the Danes. 	As to the 
measure, Hickes imagines, that they had feet and quantity, but, as he owns, we have lost 
the pronunciation, and neither know the power of the diphthongs, nor of the vowel e in 
the end of words ; we cannot tell, of how many syllables their verse consisted ; it appears 
to have from four to fourteen indifferently; but most usually from four to eight or nine. 

3  That is, from the first settlement of the Saxons in Britain to the coming of the 
Danes. (See Hickes's Gramm. Angl. Sax.. C. 19.) 	This is his computation, I know not 
for what reason ; for, from the arrival of Hengist A. D. 449 to the settling of the Danes 
in Northumberland in 867, are 418 years. 	From that period to the Norman Conquest 
we have a good deal of their poetry preserved, but none of it in rhyme : the Ransom of 
Eigil (preserved by Olaus Wormius) written above one hundred and fifty years before the 
Conquest is however in rhyme, as, " Vestur kom eg om ver I Enn eg vidris ber 1 
Munstrindar mar 1-So er mitt offer t 'Dro eg eik a fiot I Vid Isabrot 1 " &c. &c. 
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What serves to 'confirm me in the opinion, that, beside their other 
species of verse, they might also use rhyme occasionally, is this : 
we have still extant in the language of, the Franks a paraphrase of 
the gospels in rhyme, written by Otfrid, a monk of Weisenburgh,. 
scholar to' Rhabanus Mauna, abbot of Fulde, before the year 876, 
and addressed' to Louis, the Germanick king of Austria (or East- 
France) in stanzas, which begin thus ; 

Lodovig their sail° 	,That is: Lewis the swift 
Thes wisduames folio: 	Of wisdom full, 
Er Ostarichi rihtit al 	He Austrasia rules all 	. 

So Francono Kuning scal. 	So as aFrankish kingbecomes. &c. 
Ubar Francono lant gizalt 
So gengit ellu sin giuualt. 
Thas rihtit, so i thir zellu, 
Thiu sin giuualt ellu. 	&c. 

4  He was made archbishop of Mentz in 847. 	His Latino•Theotische Glossary of 
the Bible is still preserved in the imperial library at Vienna. 	(See Lambecius) Comment. 
de Bibl. L. 2. p. 416 and 932. 

s A specimen of it with notes and a latin version was published in 1701 by Schilterus 
of Strasburgh. There are also extant the Actions of Charlemagne by Stricher, and the 
Life of Anno, archbishop of Cologne, both of them poems in rhyme, in the Franco- 
Theotische tongue, mentioned by Dr. Hickes in his grammar of that language, p. 109, 
and by Lambecius L. 2. p. 922, who has published Otfrid's dedication of the work 
above-mentioned, in prose, which is very curious. In it he calls his own tongue "harbara, 
inculta, et indisciplinabilis," he complains of its roughness and of the variety of its sounds, 
which the letters of the alphabet could not at all express, and adds, " Lingua enim htec 
velut agrestis habetur, dum a propriis nec scripture, nec arte aliqua, ullis est temporibus 
expolita, quippe qui nec historias antecessorum suorum, ut multte gentes caaterte, 
commendant memorise, nec eorum gesta vel vitas exornant dignitatis amore. 	Quod si 
raro contigit, aliartun gentium lingua, id est, Latinorum vel Grzecorum, potius explanant." 
The President Fauchet had seen this poem and preface. 

VOL. II. 
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And as the SaxOhs-  and Franks ' were near neighbours in Germany, 
and spoke a language only differing in dialect, and alike derived 

The Franks under Clovis settled in Gaul about thirty-two years after the arrival of 
the Saxons in Kent. 	Hickes tells us that the Franco-Theotische and Anglo-Saxon (before 
the invasion of the Danes) were probably the same language. 	(Gramm. Fr. Theot. p. 6. 
see also Carte V. 1. p. 221.) 	It seems to appear from the words of Otfrid in his preface. 
cited above, that the Franks of his time did still use some kind of metre distinct from 
rhyme, for he says : " Patitur quoque (Lingua Theotisca) nimiem, non tamen assidue, 
synalcephen, et hoc nisi legentes prwvideant, rationis dicta deformius sonant, literas 
interdum scriptione servantes, interdum Vero Ebraicte lingua more vitantes, quibus ipsas 
literas ratione synalcepha in lineis,'ut quidam dicunt, penitus amittere et transilire 'Doris 
habetur. 	Non quo series scriptionis hujus metric& sit subtilitate constricta, sed schema 
homoioteleuton assidue quterit." &c: 	(Apud Lambecium L. 2. c. 5. p. 425.) 

There are no verses extant in the ROmaun, or old French tongue, which are known 
to be more ancient than the middle of the twelfth century, and accordingly Fauchet 
begins his catalogue of poets with Maistre Wistace, or Eustace, who wrote the Romaunce 
of Brutt, the Trojan, in 1155 : it is in octosyllabick rhymes. 

The earliest of the Provencal writers (at least of those who have left any memorial 
behind them) lived about:the middle. of the- same century. 	The Sicilian poets, who first 
taught Italy to write verse, lived very few years after; and in our own tongue, we have, 
I belie* nothing extant in rhyme, that can be with certainty judged to be more ancient 
than the reign of Stephen or Henry the 2d. 	The Germans have therefore preserved in 
their tongue the most ancient monument of rhyming poesy, perhaps in Europe, almost 
three hundred years older than any of those which I have mentioned. The Welch poetry 
only (if the remains of Taliessin and Lowarkk be not fictitious) can pretend to a superior 
antiquity.  

As to the Provençal writers, Creseimbeni observes ; " Avvi certezza, che incomin-
ciassero (i rimatori Provenzali) circa it 1100 sotto it Guglielmo VIII. duca d' Aquitania, 
e I' istesso duca fosse it primo verseggiatore, avendo composto in rima it viaggio di 
Gerusalemme, e qualche cosa amorosa.—Non si truovano pere rime pia antiche di quelle 
di Giusfredo Rudello, che molto scrisse in lode della Contessa di Tripoli, che erne, e 
appresso cur morl 1' anno 1162." (Crescimb. Istor. della Volg. Poesia L. 1. p. 6.)—Dante, 
who was born in 1265, ascribes the origin of the old romances in prose to the French 
nation, and that of the volgare poesia to the Provencale. 	" Allegat ergo pro se lingua 
Oil (that is, the French) quod propter sui faciliorem et delectabiliorem vulgaritatem, 
'quicquid redactum sive inventum est ad vulgare prosaicum, suum est, videlicet, biblia, 
cum Trojanorum Romanorumque ges tibns compilata, et Arturi Regis ambages puicherrimte, 
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from the old Gothick mother-tongue, it is likely th4t the same kinds 
of poetry were common to them both. 

(N. B. It is remarkable that Walafrid Strabo, whO died in 840, and 
other writers of that age, call themselves Barbari, and their own 
language Barbarica Locutio. See Goldastus's notes on Ekeckardus, 
Res Alamannicre Tom. 1. Part 1. p. 113.) 

However, we have not now among us any rhymes more ancient 
than that period, which extends from the conquest in 1066 to the 
reign of Henry the 2d, which begun in 1154 ; our tongue being 
then much mixed with the Norman-Gallick, and degenerating into 
what Hickes calls, the Semi-Saxon, as in the Life of St. Margaret.* 

Olde ant yonge, I preit ou oure folies for to lete,a 
(Old and young, I pray you your follies for to leave) 
Thenchet on God, that yef on wit oure sunnes to bcte.b 
(Think on God, that gave you wit your sins to correct.) 
Here I mai tellen ou wid wordes faire ant swete 
(Here I may tell you with words fair and sweet) 
The vie of one meidan was hoten Maregrete. 
(The life of a maiden was hight Margaret) 
Hire fader was a patriac, as is ou tellen may, 
• (Her father was a patriarch, as I you tell may,) 

et quamplurimse aline historic; atque doctrinEe. 	Pro se vero argumentatur alia, scilicet 
Oc (he means the Provensale) qubd vulgares eloquentes in ea primitus poetati sunt, 

.tanquam in perfection; dulciorique loquelft, ut puto, Petrus de Alverni&, et alii antiquiores 
doctores. 	Tertia, quEe Latinorum est, (that is, the Italian) se duobus privilegiis attestatur 
prEeesse : primo quidern, qui subtilius dulciusque poetati sunt vulgariter, hi familiares et 
domestici sus sunt, putb, Cinus Pistoiensis et amicus ejus, (Dante himself) : secundo, quia 
magis videntur inniti grammatica, quEe communis est. (He means the Latin or mother-
tongue.) Dante De Vulgari Eloquenti& L.1. C.10.—See also Scaligerana 2da. V. 2. p. 881. 

* See other examples in Wanley's Catalogue in John's or Henry the third's reign. p. 79. 

a  Lcetan, Saxon, to let, or permit, whence to let alone, to let go. 
b  Betan, Saxon, to amend, to make better. 

. • 
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In Auntioge wif eches e  i the false lay, 
(In Antioch a wife he chose in the false law) 

. Deve godes and doumbe he served nitt ant day, 
(Deaf gods 'and dumb he served night and day,) 
So deden mony othere, that singet weilaway.d 
(So did many others, that sing wellaway.) &c. &c. 

And in those verses preserved in some MSS. in the Bodleian 
Library, and in Trinity College, Cambridge. 

Ic am elder than ic wes, a wintre ant ec a lore, 
(I am elder than I was, in winters and eke in learning.) 
Ic ealdi more than ic dede : mi wit oghte to bi more, 
(I grow old more than I did : my wit ought to be more) 
Wel longe ic habbe childe ibien on worde ant on dede, 
(Very long I have a child been in word and in deed) 
Thegh ic bi on winter eald, to giung ic am on rede a  &c. &c. 

(Though I be in winters old, too young I am in counsel) 

This is inscribed Parabolas Regis lElfredi. See J. Spelman's Life 
of Alfred, p. 98. 

Other examples of ancient rhyme, within the period assigned, 
may be seen in Dr. Hickes Ch. 24. from whom I have transcribed 
the former. 	Yet though this kind of versification' prevailed by 

7  It was towards the end of this period, about ninety years after the conquest, that the 
Provençal poetry began to flourish, and continued in the highest esteem above two hundred 
years. 	They wrote in rhyme, and were the inventors of a variety of measures. 	Dante, 
Petrarca, &c. in Italy; Helinand, William de Lorry, Jean de Mehun, Thibaud, Count 
of Champagne, in France ; and Chaucer, in our own tongue, first caught their fire from 
these writers, and imitated their manner, style, and versification. (See Jean de ISTOtredame, 

c Qgcas, Saxon, he chose. 	 d  Wala-wa, Saxon, Woe is me! 
A Rada, Saxon, knowledge, Red. Counsel, 
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degrees, and grew into general use, it is certain that we retained 
even so late as Edward the 3d's reign, and above a hundred years 

• 
Lives of the Provençal poets, Lyons 1575, Svo.).  The Sicilians, about the end of the 
twelfth century, under the reign of Robert Guiseard the Norman, king of Naples, first 
began to imitate the Provengal writers in their own tongue, and as the most judicious 
Italians themselves inform us, such as Bembo, Varchi, Sansovino, Nicolo Villani, and 
Crescimbeni. The last of these bas given us the names of these first Italian poets.: " Ly 
rime de' Siciliani a not pervenute sono debolissime e scipite ed infelici, a segno the non 
possono leggersi senza estrema noia e rincrescimento, ancorche sieno de' pia rinomati, 
cioe di Guido e d' Odo delle Colonne, di Jacopo da Lentino, dell' Imperador Federigo, e 
d' altri loro pari." (Istor. Volg. Poes. Vol. 1. L. I. C. 2. p. 91.) He also mentions Ciullo dal 
Camo, and it appears that the art of versifying almost instantaneously diffused itself through 
Italy, from those verses inscribed in Gothick letters on a marble at Florence by Ubaldino 
Ubaldini, as early as the year 1184, which begin, 

" De favore isto 
Gratias refero Christo, 	 • 
Factus in festo serenEe 
SanctEe Marie Magdalene; 
Ipsa peculiariter adori 
Ad Deum pro me peccatori. 

. Con lo mio cantare 
Dallo vero vero narrare 
Nulla ne diparto." &c. 

It is not written in distinct verses, as here, upon the marble, but like prose, all confused 
together. 	(Crescimb. Coment. Vol. 1. L. 1. C. 4. p. 100.)—Dante observes; " Videtur 
Sicilianum Vulgare sibi famam pree aliis asciscere ; ea quad, quicquid poetantur Itali, 

vocatur.—Quad (i. e. 	 et Sicilianum 	 tempore illustrium heroum Frederici CEesaris 	bene. 
geniti ejus Manfredi,) quicquid excellentes Latinornm nitebantur, primitAs in tantorum 
coronatorum aulft prodibat, et quia regale solium erat Sicilia, factum est, quicquid nostri 
predecessores vulgariter protulerunt, Sicilianum vocatur." (Dante de Vuig. Eloq. L. 1. 
C. 12.)  

The President Fauchet takes pains to prove that the people of Normandy, of Provence, 
of Sicily, of Italy, of Spain, &c. all borrowed their rhyme from the Franks, and, I own, . 
it wears a face of probability'C but then it may be equally probable, that the Franks 
borrowed it from the Latin church. He cites also the Life of Sancta Fides, in the Catalan 
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after, our old*con or Danish yerse-without rhyme; for the' Vision 
of Peirce Plowman, a severe satire on the times, written' by Robert 
Larigland in 1350, is wholly in such measure, as, for instance; • 

I lolled 'on my left halfe, 
' As the lady me taught; 

And was ware of 	woman 
Tbrthlyith clothed,. 
Purfiled a  with pel.u.re,b 	• 

• The ;finest upon erthe, 
.Crowned with a erowne. 
The king hath*no better ; 
Fetislich C her fingers, 
Were fretted with gold wiers, 
And thereon red rubies, 
As red as' any glede,d 
And diamonds of dearest price 
And double maner saphirs. &c. 

• Passus 24  in princip: 	' 

dialect of the Spanish tongue (it is, he says, as old as the year 1100 and in rhyme) 
which calls the rhyming verses a ki.Francesca, i.e. ale Frangoise; (See Acad. des Inscript. 
Vol. 26. p. 638.) which is, with allowappe for some changes (which length of time will 
inevitably introduce in all languages) the true Romaun-tongue generally spoken throughout 
all' the Rothan Gaul, for many years before and after it fell into the hands of the Franks. 
This appears from the famous treaty in A. D. 843, between the sons of Lodovieus Pius, 
where the oaths in the original tongues (i. e. the Romaun, which was'then the language of 
all who lay west of the Meuseiand the Theotische, or Frankish, spoken by all the people 
Who lived east of that river,) are preserved to us by Nitard, the historian; grandson to 
Charlemagne : the first of these still nearly, resembling the Provencal dialect, was then called 

• . 
Polcile, Fr. bordered. ' 	 e  Fetislich, handsomely. 

' Pelure,, furrs, from pellie Lat. 	4  Gled, Sax. a burning coal.. 
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sand thus through the whole poem, which is a long one, with very 
few exceptions, the triple consonance is observed in every distich. 

Robert Crowley, who printed the first edition of Peirce Plowman's 
Vision in 1550 (dated by mistake 1505) says, that Robert Langland 
the author of it " wrote altogether in meter, but not after the maner 
of our rimers that write now-a-days, for his verses end not alike, 
for the nature of his meter is to have at least thre wordes in every 
verse, which begin with some ont, and the same, letter. The author, 
was a Shropshire man born in Cleybirie, about eight miles from 
Malverne-Hills : his worke was written between 1350 and 1409." 

In the same measure is the poem called " Death, and Life in two 
fitts ; ". and another named Scottish _Field, which describes the 
action at Flodden in Henry the 8th's time, who was present in the 
action, and dwelt at Bagily. 	(I read them in a MS. Collection 
belonging to the Rev. Mr. Thomas Piercy * in 1761.) 

It cannot be supposed possible to fix exactly the time when rhyme 
was first introduced and practised in a country ; but if we trace it 

.Rustica .Romana. 	The Council of Tours, assembled in the year 812, has this article; 
" Quilibet Episcopus habeat Omilias, &c. et easdem quisque aperte traducere studeat in 
Rusticam .Romanam linguam et Theotiscam ;" as being then the two languages most 
generally understood. The Provencal was only the Latin tongue corrupted and altered a 
little in its terminations by a mixture of the Celtick or Gaulish idiom, and afterwards of the 
Visigoth and Frankish. 	In the more northern provinces of Gaul it received a still stronger 
tincture of the latter, and of the Norman or Danish tongue, and formed the Valonne, or 
what is now called in France Vieille Gauloise, out of which time produced the modern 
French. 	But both this and the Provencale retained alike, till the fourteenth century, 
the name of Langue Romande. (See Fauchet L. L c. 3. and 4. Duclos Mem. Vol. 15. 
p. 565. et vol. f7, p. 171. de 1' Acad. des Inscript: 	et Huetiana p. 41, and 189. 

* (Mr. afterwards Dr. Percy, Bishop of Dromore in Ireland, who edited the 
" Relicks of "Intient Poetry in three volumes, in the year 1765." Dr. Percy was a man 
of learning and accomplishments, and of an elegant mind, whose curious researches 
into our .ancient literature were directed by judgment, which he displayed in these 
pleasing and most gratifying volumes, published by Aim in his early life. EDITOR.) 
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back to the remotest monuments of the kind now extant, we shall 
find the mras nearly as follows : 	 Anno Xti. 

At Rome before the introduction of Christianity . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	137 
In the Latin Church  	. 	. 	426 . 
In use among the Welch  	590 

Among the Arabs earlier,than    	622 

Among the Franks, in the old German tongue 	. 	. 	. 	.  	873 
• In Provence, in the dialect of the country   1100 

In Italy, in the Latin tongue, after the coming of the Normans 	1032 

In England, in our own tongue, before the year 	. 	. 	. 	. 1154 

In France, in the French tongue 	. 	. 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 1155 
In Sicily, and in the rest of Italy, in the Italian tongue, before 1187. 

Any one who considers these several dates, and -sees that the 
fathers and priests of the Roman church wrote Latin rhyme early 
in the 5th century, and that the Franks did the same in their own 
tongue in the 9th, will scarcely give credit to P. Huet, who affirms, 
that the Provencals borrowed the art of rhyme from the Arabs. 
For though it is true that the Arabs had practised it before 
Mahomet's time, and perhaps from the remotest antiquity, and that 
they were in possession of part of Aquitaine from 732 to 738; which 
is the most probable of the two, that the Provencals should imitate 
the taste of a nation wholly different from themselves in language, 
religion, and manners, who were but for a small time conversant 
among them ? or, that they should copy the Franks who had reigned 
over them above two hundred years before the arrival of the Arabs, 
and still continue to do so to this day ? 	Indeed, for my own part, 
I do believe, that neither the one nor the other of these nations was 
the immediate object of their imitation, but rather the hymns of 
the church, and the monkish Latin verses, which were even' then. . 

• Crescimbeni observes that rhyming verses in Latin epitaphs, inscriptions, &c. first 
appeared in Italy, upon, the arrival of the Normans, who served under Guimaro piince 
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in vogue.all over France at the _ time,- when the .earliest Provencal 
writers attempted to rhyme in their own tongue. 

This is the opinion of trescimbeni (Istor. della Poesia L. 1. p. 13,) i. 4 4 

and it will appear very natural, if we consider the near affinity a 
the Latin and Provencal tongues ; and that they were accustomed 
to Latin rhymes in their book; of religion, epitaphs, inscriptions, 

• and other compositions of the learned in those days. 	Besides that 
in many old Provencal poems the rhyme not only appears at the 
end, but in the 9  middle of a verse, which' manner was often imitated' 
by the old Italians, Rinaldo d' Aquino, Dante da Majano, Guido 

of Salerno in 1032. In that city were composed about the year 1100 the famous medical 
precepts of the Schola Salemitana, addressed to Robert duke of Normandy, son to 
William the conqueror. They are in Latin rhyme, thus; 

" Ccena brevis, I vel canna levis I fit raro molesta, 
Magna nocet, I medicina docet, I res est manifests." &c. 

• - 
See also Fauchet (L. 1. c. 7.) and Maffei (Journal Italien, T. 1.) " On ne peut vier que 
la rime ne tire son origine des vers times et Leonins de la basse Latinite, connus unique-
ment dans des siecles barbares." 

9  Latin rhymes, as it may be well imagined, were nothing the less esteemed when 
people began to rhyme in their own tongue; indeed they flourished most when the 
Provencale poetry was in its dawn. 	In the year 1154 lived Leonius, a canon of 
St. Benedict at Paris, and afterwards a religious of St. Victor, who, for the age he lived 
in, wrote Latin verse in the regular way not contemptibly, as appears both in his elegies 
and in his heroicks op sacred subjects; but he too gives into the taste of those times, and 
writes epistles in rhyme to Pope Adrian the 4th. and Alexander the 3d. which begin; 

. 	" Papa meas, Adriane, preces, si postulo digna, 
Suscipe tam vultu placido, quam mente benignk" &c. 

And, 	" Summe Parens hominum, Christi devote Minister, 
, 	- 	Pastorum pastor, przeceptorumque Magister," &c.: 

and upon such verses as these (it seems) he built his reputation ; so that they have ever 
since borne the name of Leonine verses; and the rime riche (or double rhyme) even in 

VOL. II. 
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Cavalcanti, and others, and is known by the name of " Rinza alla 
Provenzale ;" 	See Crescimbeni Comentarj Vol. 1. L. 2. c. 19. p. 178) 
and that this was the manner of the Latin rhymers is plain from 
the Schola Salernitana, the epitaph of Roger, duke of Sicily in 1101; 

Linquens terrenas I migravit dux ad' amcenas 
Rogerius sedes I nam cmli detinet cedes : 

and the poem, De Contemptu Mundi, written by Benard, a monk 
of Cluny, about 1125, in this measure : 

bra novissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus : 
Ecce minaciter imminet arbiter ille Supremus ! &c. 

Fauchet, L. 1. c. 7. 

French verses was of old called ryme Leonine, or Leonime. 	The ancient Fabliau des 
trois Dames has these lines; 

" Ma peine mettray, et m'entente, 
A conter un fabliau par ryme 
Sans coulour, et sans Leonime," &c. 

So that the rhyme-female was not looked upon, as a rhyme of two syllables. 	An old 
book, printed in 1493, intitled, " L' art et science de rhetorique pour faire rhymes et 
ballades," says, " Ryme Leonisme est, quand deux dictions sont semblables et de parelile 
consonance en syllabes, comme au chapitre de jalousie, de Jean de Meung; 

" Preude femmes, par St. Denis, 
Autant est, que de Fenis." &c. 

But the word Leonimetes, was more particularly applied (it seems) to such rhymes as run 
uninterrupted for many lines together; for the Life of St. Christina, written about the 
year 1300, after rhyming in couplets throughout, finishes with these lines : 

" Seigneurs, qui en vos livres par maistrie metez 
Equivocations et leonismetez, 
Si je tel ne puis faire, ne deprisiez mon livre, 
Car qui a trouver n'a soubtil cuer et delivre, 
Et leonismete veult par tout a consuivre 
Moult souvent entrelest, ce qu'il devoit en suivre." 

(See Fauchet L. 1. c. 8. and Pasquier L. 7. c.. 2. 	Menage Dictionnaire Etymol. v. 
Leonins. 	Jul. Scaliger Poetice. 	Naude Mascurat, p. 332.) 
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Observe, that, if the date of this poem be true, theseneral opinion, 
that the Leonine verse owes its name to Leonius, seems to be false ; 
for Benard in a preface prefixed to his own work, calls his own 
measure, " genus metricum, dactylum continuum, exceptis finalibus, 
trochwo vel spontheo, turn etiam sonoritatem Leoninicam servans :" 
and he mentions Hildebert de Laverdin, bishop of Mans and 
afterwards of Tours, and Wichard a canon of Lyons, as having 
written a few things in this measure before him. 	It is not therefore 
very likely, as Leonius flourished in 1154, that he should give name 
to such Latin verses upwards of thirty years before. 	Indeed some 
people have thought that it was called after LEo, probably the 2d 
who lived in 684, a pope who is said to  have reformed the hymns 
and the musick of the church. (See Fauchet L. 1. C. 16.) 

What makes it still more probable, that the ancient verses in 
Latin rhyme might give rise to the Provencal and Italian poetry is 
that mixture of different languages which appears in some old com-
positions, namely, the canzone of Rambald de Vacheres, (before 
the year 1226) in five several tongues, the Provencal, Tuscan, French, 
Gascon, and Spanish ; the strange rhymes of Ubaldino the Floren-
tine ; the canzone of Dante which begins, 

Provenc: 	Ahi, faulx ris, qe trai haves 
Lat: 	Oculos meos ! et quid tibi feci ? 
Ital: 	Che fatto m' hai cosi spietata fraude ? &c. &c.. 

and the great work, or La Divina Comedia, of the same poet. 

* (V. le Opere di DANTE 8vo. vol. 4. p. 300, della bells ed utilissima edizione in 
Londra 1809, dale erudito Sig. ZOTTI, benemerito della Letteratura Toscana per le • 
sue edizioni del Peirarca, del Tasso, 4c. 4c. con note e spiegazioni, pel comddo e 
vantaggio de' studiosi ed anche de' dotti. 	EDITOR.) 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE USE OF RHYME.*  

The oldest instance which we have of RHYME IN OUR TONGUE Of 

it be genuine) is that Tenure of the manor of Cholmer and Dancing, 
preserved in the Exchequer Rolls de anno 17 Edw-. 2di, (at which 
time I suppose it was lodged there) being the Grant of Edward the 
Confessor to Randolph Paperking. 	It begins : 

" Iche, Edward Konyng, 
Have geven of my forest the keeping 
Of the hundred Of Cholmer and Dancing 
To Randolph Paperking, and his kindling. 
With heort and hynd, doe and bocke, 
Hare and fox, cat and brocke, 	• 
Wilde fowell, with his flocke, 
Partridge, Fesaunt-hen, and Fesaunt-cocke, 
With grene and wild stob and stocke, 
To kepen and to yemen by all her might:" &c. 

That king began his reign in 1043, and this grant must have been 
made before 1051, when earl Godwyn rebelled ; for Swein, the 
eldest son of Godwyn and brother to Edward's wife, is named as a 
witness to it. 	From that time he was in arms against the king, 
till he went to the Holy Land, whence he never returned. 	It is to 

* (If any apology could be conceived to he necessary for the minuteness of these 
discussions by Mr. Gray, we might adapt the words of the primal poet of Italy to 
such laborious and happy investigations : 

" Sena ben la virta di quella corda 
Che cia che scocca drizza in segno lieto: 	• 

E` vero, che la forma non s' accorda 	• 
Molte fiate all' intention dell' arte, 
Poiche a risponder la materia e sorda." 

Dante Parad. C. 1. v. 125. 	EDITOR.) 
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be observed, that he is here called Swein of Essex; *(See Camden) 
Yet in reality not le, but his brother Harold, was earl of that 
county ,  and East-Anglia : which is a circumstance that may give 
cause to suspect the antiquity of this rhyming donation. 	. 

There is another of the same sort preserved by StoW in his Chro-
nicle, and transcribed more perfectly by 'Blount (in hiS ancient 
Tenures p. 102) from a manuscript belonging to Robert Glover in 
Com. Salop : 
" To the-heyrs male of the Hopton lawfully begotten.", &c. &c. 

There is also a poetical history of Great Britain extant, about 
the age of Henry the third, written in Saxon verse without rhyme: 
it begins thus : 

A preost wes in leoden 
(A priest was in the people) 
Lazamon wes ihoten 	. 
(Lazamon was high() 
Lithe him beo drihten 

• (Gentle to him be the Lord !) &c. &c. &c. 

And another in like measure, as old as Henry the 2d or Richard 
the 1st on king Alfred ; as follows ; 

At Sifforde a seten 
(At Sfjford sate) * 
Theines manie 
(Thanes many) 
Fele b  biscopes 
(Many bishops) 
Fele bok-lered 
(Many hook-learned) 

Seaford, near Oxford. 	 b Fela, *Sax. many. 
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Biles prude 
(Earls' proud) 
Cnihtes egeleche e  
(Knights awful) 
Ther was erl Alfric 

. 	(There was earl Affrie) 
Of the lage swuthe wis 
(Of the law very wise) 
Ec Alfrede Engle hirde 
(Eke Alfred England's shepherd) 
Engle dirling 
(England's ditrling) 
On Engelonde he was king 	. 
(In England he was king) 
Hem he gan laren 
(Them he began to learn) 
Swo he heren mighten 
(So as they hear might) 
Hu hi here lif 
( How they their life) 

• Leden scolden 
( Lead should) &c. &c.  

There is a large fragment of this poem printed in- T. Spelman's 
Life of Alfred, Fol. Oxon. 1678. p. 96.. 	. 

In the same manuscript volume, with the first of these specimens, 
are preserved " The Contention of the Owl and Nightingale ' in 
rhyming verse of seven syllables, and " The.poem on Death" &c. 
in octosyllabick rhyme. 

Egeslice, Saxon, Egesa, dread, fear. 
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Ich was in one sumere dale 
(I was in a summer dale) 
In one snwe a  digele b hale 
( In a hollow secret hole) 
I herde ich holde grete tale 
(Heard I hold great talk) 
An hule and one nightingale 
(An owl and a nightingale)_ 
That plait was stif and stare e  and strong 
(The plea was stiff, and tight and strong) 
Sum wile soft and lud among  
( Some while soft and loud among) 
An other agen other sval d  
(And either against other raged) 
And let that wole mod e  ut al 
(And let what would their anger out al ) 
And either seide of otheres cust 
(And either said at the others cost) 
That alere worste that hi wuste f 
(All that ever worst they, thought) 
And hure g and hure of othere song 
(And whore and whore each of the other sung) 
Hi holde plaidung suthe stronge 
(They hold pleading very strong) &c. &c. 

' Perhaps from snidan, to hew and hollow out. 
b  Digel, Sax. secret. 
c I imagine it should be stare.: Sax, stiff and hard; by a metaphor, inflexible 

obstinate. 
d  Simian, Saxon, to kindle, to burn. 
e Mod, Saxon,'fnood, spirit. 
f Wis, Gewis, Sax, knowing, prudent. 
g Hure, Sax. a whore, from hyran, to hire. 

and 
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On Death, &c. 
Noll mai longe lives wene,a 
(None may long lives ween) 
Ac ofte him lieth the wrench b  
(But oft for him lieth the snare) 
Fair wether turneth oft into reine 
(Fair weather turneth oft into rain) 
An wunderliche hit maketh his blench 
( 	 ) 
Tharfore, man, thu the biwench ; c 
(Therefore, Man, thou thee beware :) 
Al shal falewi d the grene 
(All shall fade away thy green) 
Weilawai nis kin ne quene 
( Wellaway there is nor king nor queen) 
That ne seal drinche of deathes drench 
(That shall not drink of death's drench) 
Mon er thu falle of thi bench 
( Man ere thou fall off thy bench) 
Thine Sun thu aquench e  
(Thy Sun thou quench) &c. &c. 

See also Pope Adrian the 4th's paraphrase of the pater-noster 
sent to Henry the '2d king of England, (in Camden's Remains) 
and the poetical version of the psalms (of Edward the 2d's time) 
cited by Selden in his Titles of Honour (P. 1. c. 3.) The same may 
be seen in Weerer's Funeral Monuments p. 152 ; see also Scotch 
rhyme on Edward the 1st and the answer; (ibid p. 458.) Robert of 
Gloucester's Chronicle. 

a  Wenan, Sax. to suppose. 	 d  Falewe, Sax. a yellow colour. 
" Wrence, Sax. a trap or wile. 	 e  41cwencan, Sax. to quench. 

Perhaps from Bewerigan, Sax. to beware; 
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Note.—It appears from a story told byEkkehardu: junior, a monk 
of St. Gall, in his history of that monastery, that early in the tenth 
Century the children, who were educated there, were taught to make 
Latin rhymes without regard-to quantity and metre, and also verses 
strictly metrical in the same tongue. Ekkehardus says, that when 
Solomon bishop of Constance, a little before his death, came into 
their school, the boys addressed him in both these manners : 
" Parvuli Latins pro nosse (perhaps, prosaiee), medii rhythmics, 
meteri vero metrics; quasi 'pro rostris rhetoriee etiam affantur; ' 
quorum duorum (quoniam a patribus verba recepimus) unus inquit, 

Quid tibi fecimus tale, I ut nobis facias male? 
Appellamus regem, 1 quia nostram fecimus legem: 

at alter versificator inquit, 

Non nobis pia spes 1 fuerat, cum sis novus hospes, 
• Ut vetus in pejus 1 transvertere tute velis jus:" 

this prelate died in the year 919. 
As to those rhyming epitaphs 	of Ethelbert king of Kent, 

Laurentius the 2d archbishop of Canterbury, &c. said by Weever 
(p. 241 and 246) to be inscribed on their monuments, in the church 
of St. Austin's at Canterbury, they would carry back the date of 
Latin rhyme as ,far as the beginning of the 7th century, in 
England, but I suspect they are of a later date, written perhaps 
in the time of Abbot Scotland soon after the Conquest, who, 	find, 
rebuilt a great part of the church, and removed many of the ancient' 
kings and abbots from the place, in which they were first interred, 
into the choir, where he erected princely monuments over them, 
(Weever p. 253.) 

VOL. II. • 
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" From an article entitled " CAMBRI "  the following remarks are 
selected as relating to the subject of RHYME."  

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS AND CONJECTURES ON RHYME. 

In the most ancient of the British poets acid others, it appears 
that the Cambri, or Welch, originally called themselves Prydhain, 
and their country, Inis Prydhain, the Isle of Britain. 	The inhabi- 
tants of Wales removing their cattle and habitations from place to 
place, (which is still practised in some mountainous parts, and was 
so universally in former ages) after the custom was disused in 
England, were called Wallenses, , from Walen, a word synonymous 
to that of Nomades. (See Carte's Hist. V. 1. p. 5. and p. 108.) 

The Druidical compositions, which served as a model to Taliessin, 
Llywark, and others of the most ancient and best of the British 
poets, whose works are preserved and bare since served for the 
foundation of that excellent prosodia, which they have in the Welch 
grammar, and which is perhaps the finest that any language affords, 
were admirably contrived for assisting the memory. 	They were all 
adapted to musick, every word,  being harmonious, the strongest and 
most expressive repeated in a beautiful manner, and all of them 
ranged in an order established by rules well known and universally 
received in such compositions ; each verse so connected with, and 
dependent on, those which either preceded or followed it, that, if 
any one line in a stanza be remembered, all the rest must of course 
be called to mind, and it is almost impracticable to forget or to 
mistake in any. " The British poetry, as well as the language, bath 
a peculiarity, which no other language perhaps in the world hath ; 
so that the British poets in all ages, and to this day, call their art 
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Cyfrinach y Beirdd, or " The Secret of the Poets .P Knowing this 
art of the poets, it is impossible that any one word of the language, 
which is to be found in poetry, should be pronounced in any other 
manner than is there used ;  so that without a transformation of 
theewhole-  language, not one word could be altered."  

These are the words of a very judicious antiquary,. Mr. Lewis 
Morris, perfectly well versed in the ancient British poets. 	He adds, 
though at first sight it • may be naturally thought, that their 
poetry is clogged with so many rules, that it is impossible to write 
a poem of common sense in the language, yet the vast number of 
flexions of consonants in it, and the variations of declensions, &c. 
make it almost as copious as four or five languages added together; 
and consequently a poet in the Cambrian language, notwithstanding 
the strictness of his rules, hath as great a. scope and use of words 
as in any other tongue whatsoever, as will appear from a pausal 
of the British poets. (Ibid p. 33.) 

This " Secret of the Poets" is explained to us at large by 
Dr. David ap Rhys (or Rhaesus) in his " Linguae Cambro-Britan- 
nicm Institutiones, p. .146, Lond. 1592, 4to. 	They had nine different 
measures from verses of three to those of eleven syllables, each 
distinguished by its proper appellation. 	Some of them have been 
from a very remote antiquity common among us in the English 
tongue, and not improbably might have been borrowed from the 
Britons, as I am apt to believe, that the use of rhyme itself was. 
I was once, I own, of Crescimbeni's opinion, that it we derived 
from the Roman. Church in its hymns, and thence passed to the 
people of Provence. 	But if we consider that, some few slight traces 
of rhyme among the Romans excepted, there is nothing of their 
hymns, or sequentiw, written in that manner earlier than the time 
of Pope Gregory the Great in the end of the sixth century ; and at . 
the same time that it was regularly and very artificially practised 
among the Britons in a variety of measures, and these too of a 
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peculiar contrivance, and (as ,men of letters acquainted with the 
language assure us) full of poetical spirit and  enthusiasm : if we 
consider also how well adapted the division and rhyme of their 
poetry is to assist the memory, and that the British Druids (once 
the priesthood of the nation) delivered all, the precepts' of their 
doctrine in verse, which never was to be committed to writing ; , we 
may easily enough be induced to believe, that these bards of the 
sixth century practised an art, which they had received by tradition 
from the times of the Druids, and, though the precepts of their 
superstition had been laid aside and forgotten at the introduction 
of Christianity, yet the traces of their harmony did remain. 

That the Saxons, who had no rhyme among them, might borrow 
both that and some of the measures still in use from their neighbours 
the Britons, seems probable to me, though at what time they did it, 
is very uncertain. 	For above one hundred and fifty years 'after the 
Saxon invasion the two nations had no other commerce than in the 
rough intercourse of war, and seemed to breathe nothing but inex- 
tinguishable hatred and mutual defiance. 	But Christianity (it is 
likely) something softened their spirits, and brought the Britons to 
regard their bitter enemies, who were now no longer pagans, as , 
their brethren and their fellow-creatures. 

If any one ask, why (supposing us to have first borrowed our 
rhyme from the Britons) no memorial of it is left in England earlier 
than the Conquest, nay perhaps than Henty the second's reign, 
which is about 450 years after our connection with the Welch ; I 
answer, the fact is not certainly true; for there are some few rhymes 
recorded as old as the beginning of the loth century, witness 
Athelstan's donation to Beverley minster ; and, in the succeeding 
century, the freedom of Coventry granted to earl Leofric, and the 
Tenure of Cholme-r and Dancing in Essex, attributed to Edward 
the confessor. But if these should be only the fictions of after-ages, 
can any one tell me why the Franks who, as we know, wrote rhyme 
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in their own 1  tongue in the ninth century, should have nothing to 
produce of rhyme in the French or Provencal language till almost 
two hundred and fifty years afterwards ? Why have they, no monu-
ment at all, preserved in their ancient tongue, of the Gothick poetry, 
though for so many years they bordered on the Anglo-Saxons' in 
Germany who practised it, a people 'of like origin and manners, and 
who probably spoke the same tongue ? 	Why have these Saxons , 
themselves, for above three hundred years after they landed in this, 
island, no verses of this sort remaining, but a small fragment of 
Cwdmon preserved in a book of king Alfred's ? 	Why have the 
Normans nothing at all of this kind extant among them after their 
arrival in France ? Who can account for the caprice of time, and 
shew why one monument has, and another has not, escaped the • 
wreck of ages ? Perhaps rhyme might begin among the common 
people, and be applied only to the meaner species of poetry, adages, 
songs, and vulgar histories, passing by tradition from one to another; 
while the clergy and others, who possessed what literature there was 
in the nation, either wrote in the Latin tongue, or in the measures 

' As we have no reason to imagine, that the Gothick nations of the north made any 
use of rhyme in their versification, and as the Franks appear to be the first, who practised 
it (three hundred and fifty years after they conquered Gaul) it seems highly probable that 
they borrowed it from the natives of this country, to whom it must have been familiar at 
least three hundred years before. 	For, as we know that the Britons had it so early, who 
spoke the same tongue with the Gauls and delivered to them the precepts of their religion 
and philosophy in verse, these latter could not possibly be ignorant of their poetry, which 
they imitated in their own country. 	Nor is it probable that the government of the Romans 
had obliterated all traces of their ancient arts and learning in the minds of the Gauls, 
since it had not made them forget their ancient language. , It is plain, that in the fifth 
century the Arverni still spoke the Celtick tongue, from a letter of Sidonius Apollinaris 
(L. 3. Ep. 3.) and that it was still understood in the ninth century, appears from the life 
of St. Germain, written in the reign of Charles the Bald, by Heric, a monk of Auxerre, 
wherein he interprets the names of several cities in Gaul. (See Memoires de 1' Academie 
des Inscriptions Vol. 20. p. 43 and 44.) 
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peculiar to thek country and language, which by a very natural , 
prejudice they would prefer to those of a conquered people, especially 
as poesy had , been cultivated among them, and in the highest 
esteem for ages past ; and their Scalds were as necessary in their 
armies, and in the courts of their princes, as either Druid, or bard, 
among the Britons. After the Normans came over, and had intro-
duced so much of the French (or Roman) tongue among us, rhyme 
must of course grow prevalent and familiar in England, especially 
when Henry the second (himself, an Angevin and educated in 
France) had married the heiress of Aquitaine, where the Provençal 
school first began about fifty years before, and was at that time in 
the highest reputation.* 

• 

* (The reader will probably regret that the disquisitions on the 
subject of, metre and rhythmus are here closed ; but the editor has 
great pleasure in being able to present him with a few Remarks on 
the poet Lydgate by Mr. GRAY, some of which are curious, 
profound, and philosophick, and in his best manner. 	There can be 
no greater commendation of them. 

For more copious information concerning Lydgate, see Warton's 
History of English Poetry, 4to. Vol. 2. p. 51 to MO. 	EDITOR.) 
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SOME REMARKS ON THE POEMS 

OF JOHN LYDGATE. 

John Lydgate was born at a place of that name in Suffolk about 
the year 1370. 	 , 

I followed after, ford ailed for rudeness, 
More than three score yeres set my date. 
Luste of youth, passed his freshenesse, 
Colours of rhetorike, to help me translate, 
Were faded away ; I- was born in Lydgate 
Where Bacchus' licour doth ful scarsely ilete, 

' My dry soul for to dewe and to wete. 
Prologue to Book 8. by Bochas on the Fall of Princes. 

This work, he tells us, was begun while Henry the sixth was in 
France, where that king never was but when he went to be crowned 
at Paris in 1432, so that if Lydgate were then upwards of threescore, 
he must have been born at the time I have assigned ; and Tanner 
says, that he was ordained a deacon in 1393, which is usually done 
in the 23d year of a man's age. He was a monk of the Benedictine 
order at St. Edmund's Bury, and in 1423 was elected prior of 
Hatfield-Brodhook, but the following year had license to return to 
his convent again. 	His condition, one would imagine, should have 
supplied him with the necessaries of life, yet he more than once 
complains to his *great patron the protector, Humphry duke of 
Gloucester, of his wants, and he shews particularly in the passage 
above, that he did not dislike a little more wine than the convent 
allowed him. 

After enumerating the principal English poets, who lived before 
him, whose merit he does not pretend to equal, he says ; 
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But I, who stand low downe in the vale, 
'So grete a booke in Englyshe to translate, 
Did it by constrainte, and no presumptiOn, 
Born in a village, which is called Lydgate 
By olde time a famous castel towne, 
In Danes time it was beate down, 
Time what St. Edmund's martir, maid and king, 
Was slaine at Oxford, recorde of writing. &c. &c. 

Epilogue. 

There are a few other things in this work of Lydgate's which 
have no connection with his merit as a poet, but are curious as they 
relate to the history and manners of the times in which he lived. Thus 
in book 8, c. 24, we see that wine was still made in England in Henry 
the sixth's reign, and that Hampshire was famous for it ; so that 
the reason assigned for neglecting the culture of vines, I mean, that 
we could have so much better wines from our French dominions, is 
not true ; and indeed a few years after this we lost all our conquests 
and territories in that country. 

*London bath shippis by the sea to saile,  
Bacchus at Winchester greatly doth availe, 
Worcester with fruits aboundeth at the full, 
Hertford with beastis, \ Cotiswold with wooll. 

' It may be worth while to compare this passage with a similar one in Robert of 
Gloucester who wrote (near two hundred years before) in the days of Henry the third. 

In the country of Canterbury most plenty of fish is, 
And most chase of wild beasts about Salisbury, I wis, 
And London ships most, and wine at Winchester, 
At Hartford sheepe and oxe, and fruit at Worcester, 
Soape about Coventry, and iron at Glocester, 
Metall, lead, and tinne in the countie of Exeter, 
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Bath hath hot bathes holesome for medicine, 
Yorke mighty timber for great dvauntage, 
Cornewall miners in to mine,— 
And Salisbury has beastes full savage, 
Wheate meale and hony plentie for every age : 
Kent and Canterbury hath great commoditie, 
Of sondrie fishes there taken in the sea. 

. 	. • . 
We may remark too the notion, then current in Britain, that king 

Arthur was not dead, but translated to Fairy-Land, and 
come again to restore the Round-Table:  

should 

This errour ' abideth yet among Britons, 	- 
Which founded is upon the prophesie 
Of old Merlin, like their opinion ; 
He as a king is crowned in faerie, 
With scepter and sworde, and with his regalie 
Shall resort as lord and soveraine 	• 
Out of faerie, tnd reign in Britaine. 8cc : 

B. 8. C. 24. 

Evertvicke a  of fairest wood, Lincolne'' of fairest men,' 
Cambridge and Huntingdon most plentie of deep venne, 
Elie of fairest place, of fairest sight Rochester. &c. 

(In Camden's Remains p. 8.) 

3  Peter of Blois, who lived in 1170, says ironically in his Epistles, 57. 
Quibus si credideris, 
Expectare poteris 
Arturum cum Britonibus. 

a  Eboracum, York. 
l' Testis Lincolnie, gens infinita decore, 

Testis Ely formosa situ, Roucestria visu. 
(Liber Costumorurn) 

'VOL. II.' 	 I  
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and we may ref-nark also the opinion, then prevailing, that a decisive 
victory was a certain proof of the justice of the conqueror's cause, 
which was but natural among a people which for ages had been 
taught to refer even civil causes to a decision by combat, 

It seems that Lydgate was little acquainted with the Latin tongue, 
whatever he might be with. the Italian and French, in which bishop 
Tanner says he was well skilled, having travelled in both .those 
countries ; for he says himself, 

I never was acquaintedde with Virgile, 	' 
Nor with the sugared ditties of Homere, 	 • 
Nor Dares Phrygius withe his goldenne stile, 
Nor with Ovide in poetry most entere, 
Nor with the sovereign ballades of Chaucere, 
Which, amonge all that ever were redde or sunge, 
Excelled all other in our Englishe tungue. 

I cannot ben a judge in this mattere, 
As I conceive, following my fantaisie ; 	' 
In moral matter notable was Gowere, 
And so was Strode * in his philosophie, 
In perfite living, which passith poesie, 
Richard Hermite, contemplatif of sentence, 
Drough in Englishel, the Pricke of Conscience. 

As the gold-crested brighte summer-sunne 
Passith other sterres with his bemes cleare, 
And as Lucina chases setes downe 
The frostie nights when Hesperus doth appere, 
Righte soe my master hadde never peere, 

* (Chaucer mentions these two writers with the same species of commendation; 

" Oh moralle Gowere, this hok I directe 
To thee, and to the philosophicke Strode." 

Troilus and Cresseide, Book 5. v. 1855. 
EDITOR.) 
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I mean Chaucere in stories, that he tolde, 
And he also wrote tragedies olde.  

But this perhaps 4  is only an affectation of great humility and 
modesty, which was common to all these ancient writers ; for how-
ever little he might be acquainted with Homer and Virgil, it is 
certain that he was very much so with Chaucer's compositions, 
whom he calls his master,.and who (as I imagine) was so in a literal 
sense. 	It is certain that Lydgate-was full thirty years of age, when' 
Chaucer' died. But, whatever his skilrwere in the learned languages, 
it is sure that he has not taken his " Fall of Princes " from the 
original Latin° prose of Boccacio, but from a French translation of 
it by one Laurence, as he tells us himself in the beginning of his 
work. It was indeed rather a paraphrase, than a translation, for he 
took the liberty of making several additions, and of reciting more 
at large many histories, which Boccacio had slightly passed over : 

" And he 7  sayeth eke, that his entencyon 
Is to amend, correcten, and declare, 

4  So in Machabries Daunce of Death, paraphrased from the French, he says; 

Have me.excused, my name is John Lydgate, 
Rude of language; I was not born in France, 
Her curious metres in Englishe to translate : 
Of other tongue I have noe suffisaunce. 

5  See Lydgate's Life of the Virgin Mary, cap. 34. and in " the Pylgrimage of the Soul " 
printed by Caxton 1483, c. 34, which is the same, and seems to shew this latter transla-
tion to be Lydgate's also. 

6  Boccacius de Casibus Illustrium Virorum is (like the rest of his Latin works and those 
of his Master Petrarch) now little read or esteemed by any body; it is written in a kind 
of poetical prose; the parties concerned are introduced as passing in review before him, 
as in a vision, and recounting their own catastrophe, and it is interspersed with the author's 
moral reflections upon each of their histories, 

. 	. 7. i.e. Laurence, 
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Not to condemne of no presumpcyon, 
But to supporte plainly and to spare 
Thing touched shortly of the stork bare, 
Under a stile briefe and compendious, 
Them to prolong when they be virtuous. 

For a storye which is not plainly tolde, 
But constreyned under wordes few, 
For lacke of truth, wher they ben new or olde, 
Men by reporte cannot the matter shewe : 
These oakes greate be not down yhewe 
First at a stroke, but by a long processe, 
Nor long stories a word may not expresse." 

These "long processes" indeed suited wonderfully with the attention 
and simple curiosity of the age in which Lydgate lived. 	Many a 
stroke have he and the best of his contemporaries spent upon a 
sturdy old story, till they had blunted their own edge and that of 
their readers ; at least, a modern reader will find it so : but it is a 
folly to judge of the understanding and of the patience of those 
times by our own. 	They loved, I will not say tediousness, but 
length and a train of circumstances in a narration. 	The vulgar do 
so still : it gives an air of reality to facts, it fixes the attention, 
raises and keeps in suspense their expectation, and supplies the 
defects of their little and lifeless imagination ; and it keeps pace 
with the slow motion of their own thoughts. 	Tell them a story, as 
you `would tell it to a man of wit, it will appear to them as an 
object seen in the night by a flash of lightning ; but, when you have 
placed it in various lights and in various positions, they will come 
at last to see and feel it as well as others. But we need not confine 
ourselves to the vulgar, -and to understandings beneath our own. . 

‘ Circumstance ever was, and ever will be, the life and the essence both 
' of oratory and of poetry. 	It has in some sort the same effect upon 
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every mind, that it has upon that of the populace ;is and I fear the 
quickness and delicate impatience of these polished times, in which 
we live, are but the forerunners of the decline of all those beautiful 
arts which depend upon the imagination. 

Whether these apprehensions are well or ill-grounded, it is 
sufficient for me, that Homer, the father of circumstance, has occa-
sion for the same apology which I am making for Lydgate and for 
his predecessors. Not that I pretend to make any more comparison , 
between his beauties and theirs, than I do between the different 
languages in which they wrote. Ours was indeed barbarous enough 
at that tune, the orthography unsettled, the syntax very deficient 
and confused, the metre 8  and the number of syllables left to the ear 

s I am inclined to think, (whatever Mr. Dryden says in the preface to his tales) that 
their metre, at least in serious measures and in heroick stanzas, was uniform ; not indeed 
to the eye, but to the ear, when rightly pronounced. 	We undoubtedly destroy a great 
part of the musick of their versification by laying the accent of words, where nobody then 
laid it; for example in the lines cited above, if we pronounce entencion, presumpcion, 
compendious, vertuous, processe, &c. in the manner in which we do in our own age, it is 
neither verse, nor rhyme; but Lydgate and his contemporaries undoubtedly said, 
entencion, compendious, processe, &c. as the French (from whom those words were 
borrowed) do at this day, intention, compendia a-, procOs. 

We may every day see instances of this : the better sort of people affect to introduce 
many words from that language, some of which retain their original accent for many 
years, such as fracas, eclat, ennui, &c.: others, by coming more into vulgar use, lose it 
and assume the English accent, as ridicule, raillery, eclaircissement, advertisement, 
hautgout, &c. 	Another peculiarity in the old pronunciation was that of liquefying two 
syllables into one, especially where there was a liquid consonant, in either of them, as 

• 
" Which among all that ever were redde or sunge"-:— 

_ 
Or, 	 " Of right consid'red of truth and equite." 

Here undoubtedly " ever " in the first line was pronounced as one syllable, and 
" consid'red" in the second line as two syllables. We cannot wonder at this, because we 
do it still; " memory, heavenly, every," &c. naturally of three syllables, are, when 
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alone ; and yet, 'With all its rudeness, our tongue had then acquired 
an energy and.  a plenty by the adoption of a variety of words 
borrowed from the French, the Provencal, and the Italian, about 
the middle of the fourteenth century, which at this day our best 
writers seem to miss and to regret; for many of them have gradually 
dropped into disuse, and are only now to be found in the remotest 
counties of England. 

Another thing, which perhaps contributed in a degree to the 
making our ancient poets so voluminous, was-  the great facility of 
rhyming, which is now grown so difficult; words of two or three 

spoken, of two only; "given, driven," &c. which should be of two, are reduced only to 
one syllable. 	It is true, that we are uniform in this, and pronounce such words always 
alike in prose and verse, and we have thrown out the vowel (to the great detriment of our 
language) in the end of all our participles-past, as 	" awaken'd, bless'd, damag'd, 
troubl'd," &c. by which they either lose a syllable 'quite, or (what is worse) that syllable 
is pronounced, and yet consists of nothing but consonants. •The ancients, I imagine, did 
the same, but not uniformly, either opening or contracting such words to suit the 

' necessities of their measure. They also at pleasure united two syllables, where one ended, 
and the other begun with a vowel; as, 	 • 

" in perfit living, which passith poesie—" 
Or, 	 " Nor with Ovide, in poetry most entere--" 

Poesie, and poetry were dissyllables : and this they did even where the syllables were in 
two different words, as, 

" Shall follaw a spring-floOde Of gracious plentle."— 

The' syllables I have marked were melted into one, as well in "follow a," as in " gracious." 
They carried it still further, and cut off a syllable where the accent did not fall upon it, 
even before a consonant, as, 

" Cause Of my sorrowe, mote of my heavinesse ; '; 
. , 

here "sorrow" lost its last syllable entirely. 	These liberties may be justified by our use 
of the particle " the" in verse, which we sometimes sink, and sometimes pronounce 
distinctly before a vowel; and not many years ago it was frequently cut off even before a 
consonant. 
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syllables, being then newly taken from foreign languages, did still 
retain their original accent, and that accent (as they were mostly 
derived from the French) fell, according to the genius of that tongue, 
upon the last syllable ;9  which, if it had still continued among us, had 
been a great advantage to our poetry. 	Among the Scotch this still 
continues in many words ; for they l° say, envy, practise, pensive, 
positive, &c.: but we, in process of time, have accustomed ourselves , 
to throw back all our accents upon the antepenultima, in words of 
three or more syllables, and of our dissyllables comparatively but a few 
are left, as despair, disdain, repent, pretend, &c. where the stress is 
not laid on the penultima. 	By this mean, we are al!nost reduced 
to find our rhymes among the monosyllables, in which our tongue 
too much abounds, a defect which will for ever, hinder it from 
adapting itself well to musick, and must be consequently no small 
impediment to the sweetness and harmony of versification. 	I have 
now- before me Pope's ethick epistles, the first folio edition, which . 
I open at random, and find in two opposite pages (beginning with 

" Who but must laugh, the master when he sees," &c. 

in the Epistle on Taste to Lord Burlington) in the compass of forty 
lines only seven words at the end of a verse, which are not mono-
syllables : there is indeed one, which is properly a dissyllable, 
heaven, but cruel constraint has obliged our poets to make it .but 
one syllable (as indeed it is in common pronunciation), otherwise it 
would not have been any single rhyme at all. Thus our too numerous 

. , 
2  Except in words which end with an e mute, which being always pronounced in verse 

by the French, and making a distinct syllable, the accent is laid upon the penultima : in 
such words our ancestors either pronounced the finishing e, or dropped it entirely, as the 
French themselves do in common conversation. 	This, I conceive, was one of our 
poetical licenses. 

*" In Waller's time only we said commerce, triumph, &c. with the accent on the last 
syllable. 	. 
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monosyllables are increased, and consonants crowded together till 
they can hardly be pronounced at all ; a misfortune . which has 
already happened to the second person singular perfect in most of 
our 	verbs, such 	as, thou stood'st, 	gav'st, 	hurt'st, 	laugh'dst, 
uprear'dst, built'st, &c. which can scarcely be borne in prose. Now 
as to trissyllables, as their accent is very rarely on the last, they 
cannot properly be any rhymes at all : yet nevertheless I highly 
commend those, who have judiciously and sparingly introduced 
them, as such. DRYDEN, in whose admirable ear the mnsiek of our 
old terszfication still sounded, has frequently done it in his 'Tales, 
and elsewhere. 	Pope does it now and then, but seems to avoid it 
as licentious. 	If any future Englishman can attain that height of 
glory, to which these two poets have risen, let him be less scrupulous, 
upon reflecting, that to poetry languages owe their first formation, 
elegance, and purity ; that our own, which was naturally rough and 
barren, borrowed from thence its copiousness and its ornaments ; and 
that the authority of such a poet may perhaps redress many of the 
abuses which time and ill custom have introduced, the poverty of 
rhyme, the crowd of monosyllables, the collision of harsh consonants, 
and the want of picturesque expression, which, I will be bold to say, 
,our language labours under now more than it did a hundred years • 
ago. 

To return to Lydgate. 	I do not pretend to set him on a level 
with his master, Chaucer, but he certainly comes the nearest to 
him of any contemporary writer, that I am acquainted with. 	His 
choice of expression, and the smoothness of his verse, far surpass 
both Gow6. and Occleve. 	He wanted not art in raising the more 
tender emotions of the mind, of which I might give several examples. 
The first is, of that sympathy which we feel  for humble piety and 
contrition : Constantine is introduced making his confession and 
returning thanks to heaven in sight of the Roman people, after he 
had been cured of a grievous malady by the water of baptism ; 
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His crown he tooke, and kneeling thus he said, 
With wepinge eyen and voice lamenthble, -. 
And for sobbinge so as he might abbrayde ; 

." 0 blessed Jesu, 0 Lord most mercikble, 
Lette my teares to thee be accepthble, 
Receive my prayer, my request not refuse, 
As man most sinful, I may not .me excuse. 

" I occupied the state of the emperour, 
Of thy martyrs I shedde.the holye, blood, 
Spared no saintes in my cruel errour, 
Them to pursue most furious and woode ; 
Now blessed Jesu, gracious and most good, 
Peysed a  and considred mine importhble' b offence, 
I am not worthy to come in thy presence, 

" Nor for to enter into this holy place, 
Upon this ground unable for to dwell, 
To open my eyen; or lift up my face ; 
Butte of thy mercy (so thou mee not repell) 
As man most sinfull I come unto the welle, 
Thy welle of grace and merciful pit3re, 
For to be washed of mine iniquity." 

This example in open bath he shewed, 
His state imperial of mekeness laid aside, 
His purple garment with teares all bedewed, 
Sworde, nor scepterre, ne horse whereon to ride, 
There was none seen, nor banners splayed wide, 
Of martial triumphs was no token founde, 
But, crying mercy, the emperour lay plat on the ground. 

The people's gladness was meddled with wepinge, 
And theire wepynge was meddled with gladness, 

• Peso, weighed. 	 b  Insupportable. 
VOL. II. 
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To see an emperour and so noble a king, 
Of his free choyce to shew soe great mekeness ; 
Thus intermeddled was joy and heavyness, 
Heavyness far passed olde venieartnce, 
With newe rejoising of ghostly repentaunce. 

Book 8. fol. 184. 

Of the same kind is the prayer of Theodosius before he engaged 
in battle with Arbogastes. (in the same book, fol. 188.) 	A second 
instance of the pathetick, but in a different way, I shall transcribe 
from the first book, fol. 39, to shew how far he could enter into the 
distresses of love and of maternal fondness. 	Canace, condemned to 
death by lEolus her father, sends to her guilty brother Macareus 
the last testimony of her unhappy passion. 	. 

Out of her swoone when she did abbraide, 
Knowing no mean but death in her distresse, 
To her brother full piteouslie she said, 
" Cause of my sorrowe, roote of my heavinesse, 
That whilom were the sourse of my gladnesse 
When both our joyes by wille were so disposed, 
Under one key our hearts to be inclosed. 

* 	* 	* 	* 1 	* 	* 	* 

This is mine end, I may it not astarte ; 
O brother mine, there is no more to saye ; 
Lowly beseeching with all mine whole hearte 
For to remember specially, I praye, 
If it befall my littel sonne to dye, 
That thou mayst after some mynd on us have, 
Suffer us both be buried in one grave. 
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I hold him streitly twene my armes twein, 
Thou and nature laide on me this charge ; 
He, guiltlesse, muste with me suffer paine : 
And sith thou art at freedome and at large 
Let kindness oure love not so discharge, 
But have a minde, wherever that thou be, 
Once on a day upon my child and me. 

On thee and me dependeth the trespace, 
Touching our guilt and our great offence, . 
But, welaway ! most angelik of face 
Our childe, young in his pure innocence, 
Shall agayn right suffer death's violence, 
Tender of limbes, God wote, full guilteless, 
The goodly faire, that lieth here speechless. 

A mouth he has; but wordis bath he none ; 
Cannot complaine, alas ! for none outrage, 
Nor grutcheth not, but lies here all alone, 
Still as a lambe, most meke of his visage. 
What heareof stele could do to him damage, 
Or suffer him dye, beholding the manere 
And looke benigne of his tweine eyen clere ? 

B. 1. fol. 39. 
• 

I stop here, not because there are not great beauties in the 
remainder of this epistle, but because Lydgate, 'in the three last 
stanzas of this extract, has touched the very heart-springs of com-
passion with so masterly a hand, as to merit a place among the 
greatest poets. The learned reader will see the resemblance they bear 
to one of the most admirable remnants of all antiquity, I mean the 
fragment of Simonides (unhappily it is but a fragment) preserved to 
us by Dionysius Halicarnassensis; and yet,I believe, that no one will 
imagine that Lydgate had ever seen, or heard of it. 	As to Ovid, 
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from whom Bocpacio might borrow many of his ideas in this story, 
it will be easily seen, upon comparison, how far our poet has sur- 
passed him. 	He finishes his narration in this manner : 

. 

Writing her letter, awhapped all in drede, 
In her right hand her penne ygan to quake, 
And a sharp sword to make her hearte blede, 
In her left hand her father hath her take, 
And most her sorrowe was for her childes sake 
Upon whose face in her barme sleepinge 
Full many a tere she wept in comp141157ng. 

After all this, so as she stoode and quoke, 
Her child beholding mid of her peines smart, 
Without abode the sharpe sword she tooke, 
And rove herselfe even to the hearte ; 
Her child fell down, which mighte not astert, 

*Having no help to succour him, nor save, 
But in her blood the selfe began to bathe. 

Book 1. f'. 39. 

A third kind of pathos arises from magnanimity in distress, which, 
managed by a skilful band, will touch us even where we detest the 
character which suffers. 	Of this too I shall produce an example in 
Olympias, the mother of Alexander, betrayed into the hands of the 
perfidious Cassander. 	It begins : 

. 	. 	 . 
His faith was laide that time for hostage— 

And for five stanzas following. 

And his reflections, after this, upon the fortitude of so cruel and 
imperious a woman shew something of penetration and insight into 
the human heart : 
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But froward rancour and wode melancholic 
Gave her a *sprite of feigned patience, 
A false pretence of high magnificence ; 
A scaunce she had been in virtue stronge, • 
For truthe to have enduredde every wrong. 

Contrarious force made her dispiteous 
Stronge in her errour to endure her page, 

, Of obstinate heart she was, fell and yrous, 
In death's constreinte list not to complaine : 
Counterfeit suffrance made her for to feigne, 
Nothing of virtue plainly to termine, 
Nor of no manners that be feminine. 

(B. 4. fol, 114.) 

Of the same kind are his description of Mithridates surrounded 
by the troops of Pompey in Armenia, (Book 6. fol. 153.) the speech 
of Regulus to the Senate, (B. 5.) and that of Lucreee to her 
husband and father determining on death, (B. 2. fol. 48) ; and the . - 
same story repeated ; for he has told it twice in a different manner. 
B. 3. fol. 74. 

It is observable that in images of horrour, and in a certain terrible 
greatness, our author comes far behind Chaucer. 	Whether they 
were not suited to the genius or to the temper of Lydgate, I do not 
determine ; but it is certain that, though they naturally seemed to 
present themselves, he has almost generally chosen to avoid them : 
yet is there frequently a stiller kind- of majesty both in his thought' 
and and expression, which makes one of his principal beauties. 	The 
following instance of it (I think) approaches even to sublimity; 

God hath a thousand handes to chaseyse, 
A thousand dartes of punicion, 
A thousand bowes made in uncouthe wyse, 
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A thousand arbiastes bent in his doungeon, 
Ordeind each one for castigation ; 
But where he fyndes mekeness and repentaimce, 
Mercy is mystresse of his ordinaunce. 	B. 1. f. 6. 

There is also a particular elegance in his grave and sententious 
reflections, which makes a distinguishing part of his character : . ' 
of this I shall give some examples out of a multitude. B. 1. f. 6. &c. 
on pride ; on literature in the prologue to the 4th book ; and on 
contented poverty; (B. 1. f. 34.) and on the vices of persons meanly 
born, when raised to power ; (B. 4. f. 118.) but examples of this 
kind are too many and too prolix for me to transcribe. I shall refer 
however also to those verses which recommend gentleness and 
mercy to women, (fol. 115.); on the mischiefs of flattery (f. 44.); 
on ingratitude (f. 139'.) ; on patience (f. 211.) ; on avarice ; (f. 93.) 
on the duties of a king (f. 190.); and the allegorical combat between 
fortune and glad poverty. (f. 69.) 

Lydgate seems to have been by nature of a more serious and 
melancholy turn of mind than Chaucer; yet one here and there 
meets with a stroke of satire and irony which does not want humour, 
and it usually falls (as was the custom of those times) either upon 
the women or on the clergy. 	As the religious were the principal 
scholars of these ages, they probably gave the tone in writing or in 
wit to the rest of the nation. 	The celibacy imposed on them by the 
church had soured their temper, and naturally disposed them (as 
is observed of old bachelors in our days) to make the weaknesses 
of the other sex their theme ; and though every one had a profound 
respect for his own particular order, yet the feuds and bickerings 
between one order and another were perpetual and irreconcileable. 
These possibly were the causes which directed the satire of our old 

• Doungeon,is a castle or palace : so in B. 8. c. 24. he calls heaven ‘4  the riche sterry 
bright doungeon." 
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writers principally to those two objects. 	Of the first may be pro-
duced the passage, B. 1. f. 26. 

But Bochas here, &c. for three stanzas. 

In the dispute between Brunichilde, queen of France, and Boccacio, 
he is more direct and explicit : 

Soothely, quoth he, this is the condition 
Of you women, almoste every where, &c. &c. 

(B. 9. f. 198.) and so for three stanzas : and surely his reflections 
on Orpheus, when he had lost Euridice, are neither deficient in 
spirit nor in expression : (B. 1. f. 32.) 

If some husbands had stonden in the case 
To have lost their *wives for a lookesodeine, &c. 

and for five stanzas. 
This kind of satire will, I know, appear to modern men of taste 

a little stale and unfashionable; but our reflections should go deeper, 
and lead us to consider the fading and transitory nature of wit in 
general. 	I have above attempted to show the source, whence the 
two prevailing subjects of our ancestors' severity were derived : let 
us also observe their different success and duration from those times 
to our own. 

The first, I mean the frailties of women, are now become the 
favourite theme of conversation among country-gentlemen, fellows 
of colleges, and the lower clergy. 	Upon these (if we attend to it) 
commonly turns the archness and pleasantry of farmers, peasants, 
and the meanest of the people ; for to them it is that modes of wit, 
as well as of dress and manners, gradually descend ; and there (as 
they came to them by a very slow and insensible progress) from a 
peculiar sullenness and aversion in their nature to every thing which 
seems new ; so, when they are once established, do they continue 
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and obstinately adhere for ages; for, as it has been said of justice, 
it is in the country, that 

Fashion lingers, ere she leaves the land. 
• 

Go but into some county at a distance from the capital ; observe 
their table, their furniture, their habits ; and be sure, that there 
was a time (which a person of curiosity in the original and antiquity . 
of national customs may frequently discover) when those meats 
with which they serve you, and those moveables which they use, 
were delicacies and conveniences of life, only seen in the houses of 
people of high distinction ; and when those forms of dress, at which 
you now laugh; were newly imported or invented by some " ruffling 
gallant " or by some lofty dame of honour in the court of Elizabeth 
perhaps or, at latest, of Charles the second. In the same manner, in 
their expressions of civility and compliment and in their turn of 
reflection; their stories and their jokes all savour of a former age, and 
once belonged to the most polished and gayest people of our nation. 
Sometimes they were originally ridiculous and absurd, sometimes 
far more proper and more sensible than what has been since intro-
duced in their room ; and here it is only the misapplication of them, 
and somewhat of awkwardness which they may have contracted in 
the country, that can with justice make them objects of ridicule. 

That general satire upon the female sex, of which I am speaking, 
is now banished from good company ; for which - there may be 
several reasons given. 	Celibacy is no more enjoined to our clergy, 
and as knowledge and writing diffused themseves among the body 
of the people, the clergy grew no longer to be the leaders of their 
taste and humour; and lastly we 'have (as in most things) adopted 
in some measure that extreme politeness and respect, which the 
French pretend to shew to their women. The case is nearly the 
same, in that nation as in this, in one point ; the clergy have less 
influence there than in any other catholick country, and, as erudition 
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has spread among the laity, they are no more the models of wit and 
good sense to their countrymen. Their old Fabliaux and _Romans 
were just as severe upon the women, and in the same way, as ours ; 
and just so that humour has imperceptibly worn out with them. 
Yet we need but look into the tales of Fontaine in that tongue, 
borrowed from those old stories which I have mentioned, and from 
Boccacio, Machiavel, Ariosto, and others, where all the naivete and 
sly simplicity of the ancient writers are preserved and heightened 
With the correctness, elegance, and graces of the moderns ; and 
(though far the greater part of their humour runs upon this very 
subject) we shall soon be convinced, that it is a topick not to be 
exhausted, and full as susceptible of wit and of .true ridicule, as it 
was four hundred years ago. Instances of this in our own language 
may be seen in most of Dryden's tales, in Pope's January and May, 
the Wife of Bath's Prologue; and in other compositions. 	• 

But raillery on the priesthood has continued through every age, 
and remains almost as fashionable as ever. 	It was in its full force 
about the time of the Reformation, and a little before, upon the revival 
of learning and the invention of printing: afterwards it turned upon 
our established church, and the variety of sects produced the same 
effect that the variety of the religious orders had done formerly; 
not to mention the struggles for power between the church and 
the commonwealth in Charles the first's and in Charles the second's 
reign, and at the Revolution, and in the last years of queen Anne, 
and in the beginning of George the first, which have produced a 
lasting bitterness and rancour, which keeps this kind of satire alive 
and in countenance even to this day. 	Addison, who formed and 
influenced the national taste in a thousand instances, could not with 
all his efforts do it in this case ; yet perhaps we may, in no long 
time, see the end of this fashion, for, if I am not greatly mistaken 
the spirit is already subsiding. 

VOL. II. 
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The examples of this second kind of wit are much more frequent 
in Chaucer than in Lydgate ; there- are however some, as in B. 9 

fol. 202. of the Fall of Princes. 	 .. 
7 

The poore staff, and potent of doctrine, ' 
When it was chaunged, and liste not abide 
Iri wilful povertie ; but gan anon decline 
On statelie palfreys and highe horse to ride ; 
Sharpe haires then were also laide asyde, 

,Turned to copes of purple and sanguine, 
Gownes of scarlet furred with ermine. 

Slendere fare of wine and water clere, 
With abstinence of bread ymade of wheat, 

'Cbaunged the days to many fat dinere 
With confit drink and Ippocrase swete ; 
All sobernesse did his boundes lete : 
Scarsness of foode lefte his olde estate, 
With new excess gan wexe delicate. 

And in B. 9. f. 217. 

Priestes, prelates, and well-fed fat parsens • 
Richly avaunced, and clerkes of degree 
Reken up religions with all their brode crowns, 
And patriarches, that have 	reat sovereigntie, 
Bishops, abbOts, confirmed in their see, 
Secular canons, with many a great prebend, 
Behold of fortune the mutability, 
How sodeinly she made them to descend. 

And in the Daunce of Machabree," where Death is introduced as 

" It is a translation, or rather a paraphrase from the French of doctor Machabree, and 
the subject of it was expressed on the wall of St. Innocent's at Paris in painting, . where 
Lydgate had seen it.—It is printed by Tothill at the end of Boccace in 1554. fol. 
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leading a measure, and compelling
. 
 all sorts and degrees of mankind 

to join the dance, men of the church are represented 'as more loth 
and unwilling to die, than any other profession whate'ver. 

The Pope indeed, out of respect to his dignity, and the Chartreux 
and the Hermit, (who were entirely abstracted from worldly affairs 
and exposed therefore to no one's malignity,) shew less repugnance 
to death, and the latter even welcomes him with great cciearfulness. 
• Lydgate.; however, makes his apology to the ladies very handsomely 

for the hard things he has said of them : 

- The rich6 rubye,.. nor the sapphire Ynde, ' • : 
Be not appaired of their freshe beautee, 
Thoughe amonge stones men counterfeites finde : 
And semblaby, though some women be 
Not well governed after their degre, 
It not defaceth, nor doth violence 	, 
To them, that never did in their life offence. 

The white.lilie, nor the wholesom rose, 
Nor violettes spredde on bankis thick 
Their swetenesse, which outward they unclose, 
Is not appaired with no we-des wicke. &c. 

(B. 1. f. 37.) 

He defends the honour of his country with a laudable spirit 
against Boccacio, who, though speaking of the victory when John 
king of France was made prisoner, calls the English 64  inertissimos 
et nullius valoris homines 

Though the said Boccace flowred in poetrie, 
His partialle writinge gave no mortal wounde, 
Caughte a quarrel in his melancholie, 
Which to his shame did afterwardes redounde : '&c. 
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Held them but smale of reputation, 
In his report ; men may his writings see : 
His fantasie, nor his opinion 
Stocle in that case of no authoritie : 
Their kinge was took ; their knightes all did flee : 
Where was Bochas to help them at such nede ? 

• Save with his pen, he made no man to blede. 

. 	
(B. 9. f. 216.)- 

The epilogue addressed to the duke of Gloucester, and the three 
envoyes which follow it, have much poetical expression in them, 
which was Lydgate's' peculiar merit. 	However his name be now 

" Lydgate composed a great number of ballads, one of which I shall here transcribe, 
as, I imagine, it never was printed. 

Let no man boaste of cunnyng, ne virta, 
Of tresour, richesse, nor of sapience, 
Of worldly sapport, alle cummith of Jesa, 
Counsel, comfort, discretion, and prudence, 
Promotion, foresighte, and providence; 
Like as the lord of grace lyst to dispose, 
Som man hath wisdom, som hath eloquence. 
All stand on chaunge, like a inidsamer rose. 

Holsome in smellyng be the sote flowers, 
Full delectable outwarde to the syght ; 
The thorn is sharpe, endued with freshe colours; 
All is not gold, that outwarde sheweth bryght. 
A stockfysch bone in-darkeness giveth light, 
Twene faire and fowle, as God list to dispose, 
A difference atwyx the day and nyght. 
All stand on chaunge, like a midsemer rose, 

Flowerres open upon every greene 
Whanne the larkepmesangere of day, 
Saleweth the' upryst of the sunnis shene 
Most morosely in April and in May; 
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. 
almost lost 
above a hundred 

. 

• . 
• 

. 

. 
in oblivion, yet 'did his reputation 'continue flonrishing 

years after his death, and particularly we may see 
. 

And Auroras agayne the morrow gray, 
Causith the daysy his crowne to unclose. 
Worldly gladnesse is medlyd with 

. All stand on chaunge, like a Midsetner rose: 
Atwene the cukkow and thenightyngale ' 

There is anrlyde a stmunge difference. 
On fresche branchys singyth the wood-wayle; 
Jays in musicke have small. experience ; 
Chattering Byes, whan they cum in presence, 
Most malapert theire verdyte to propose. 
All thyng-hath'favour brevely in' sentence 
Of soft or. sharp, like a midsemer rose. 

The royal -lion let call a parlament, . 
All beastis soone aboute him environ; 
The wolf of malice being ther preSent 
Upon the lambe complayns again. resen 
Saide, he made his water Anholsumme, 
Hys tendyr stomak to' hinder and undispose; 
Ravenors ravyne, the' innocent is bore downe. 
All stand on chaunge, like a midsemer rose. 

All worldly thynge braidyth upon time; 
The sunne chaungith, so does the pale moone; 
The aureat noumbre in kalenders for prime : 
Fortune is double, cloth favour for no boone; 
And who that hath with that qweneb to done, 
C,ontrario'sely'she will his chaunge dispose; 
Who sitteth hyghest, most like to fall sone. 
All stands on chaunge, like a midsemer rose, 

The golden-carr of 1?hebus in the aire 
Causith mists blake that they dare not appere, 
At whose upryst mountains be made so faire 
As they were new gylt with his bemys clere, 

' 

• Wood-pigeon. Some say it is the witwall or, golden thrush. 	b Harlot, 
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4  the esteem in which this work -of " the . Fall of Princes " was in, 
for. eight  poets in queen Elizabeth's reign, and at the head of 

t 	. 
The nyght doth follow,.appallith all his chere, 
When westerne waves his stremys over-close ; 
Recken all beawty, all fresheness, that is here : 

. All stand on chaunge, like a midsbmer rose. 
Constreynt of cold makith the fowlis dare c 

With wynter frost, that they dare not appere ; 
All cladde in russett soil of greene is bare, 
Tellus and Juno dullyd of their chere . 
By revolution turnyng of the Yere ; 
As graye March his stoundys 4.  cloth disclose, 
Now rayne, now storme, now Phebus bright and clere. 
All stand on chaunge, like a midsZimer rose. 

Where is now David, the most worthy:king, 
Of Juda and Israel famous and notable ? 
And where is Solomon, soveraine of cunning, 
Richest of buylding, of tresour incomparable ? 
Face of Absalom most faire most amiable ? 
Recken up echone, of truth make no close; 
Recken up Jonathas of frendship immutable. 
All stand on chaunge, like a midsemer rose. 

Where Julius, proudest in his empire 
With his triumphis most imperial ? 
And where is Porus, that was lord and sire 
Of Inde in hys hygh estate royal ? 

, And where is Alisaund, that conquer'd all ? 
Fayld laisour his testament to dispose, 
Nabucodnosor, or Sardanapal ? 
AU stand on chaunge like a midsemer rosek  

And where is Tullius wyth hys sugyrd tungue, 
Or Chrisostomus with his golden mouthe ? 
The aureat ditties that were redde or sunge 	- 
Of Hemerus in Grece both north and south? 

-. 	 . 
c 
II  

Lie hid. From the A. Saxon dearn dearnan, to hide. .. 	• 	- 
Times; weathers. Saxon: 	 • 
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them Thomas Sackville, afterwards lord Buckhurst, joined their 
forces to write a supplement ' to it, called 	f' The' Mirror Of 

The tragedies divers and unkouth 
Of moral Seneck the misteries tg unclose ? 	. 

By many' examplys this matt e  is full kowth: 
All stand on chaunge as a midsemer rose. 

Where ben of Fraunce all the douseperes f 
Which over alle had the governance ? 
(Wowis of the pecok with her prow& cheres !) 
The worthy g nine with alle their beaunce 
The Trojan knightes, greatest of fillyaurice ? 
The flece of gold conquered in Colchese ? 
Rome and Carthage most soverein of puissaance ? 
All stand on chaunge, likr a midsbmer rose. 

Putt in a summe all martial policye, 
Compleat in Afrik, and bowndis of Cartage, 
The Theban legion,. example' of chivalry, 
At Jordain's river was expert their corage, 
There thousand knightis born of hygh parage, 
There inartyrd, redde in metre and in prose; 
The golden crownes made in the heavenly stage, 
Fresher than lily', or the rnidsomer rose. 

The remembraunce of every famose knyght, 
Grownd considerd, is buylt on ryghtwysnesse. 
Rase out eche quarrell that' is not buylt on right. 
Withouten trouthe what vaylith high noblesse ? 
Lawrer of martyrs foundyd on holynesse, 
White was made rede their triumphs to disclose; 
The white lilie was theire chast cleannesse, 
Theire bloody sufferaunce no midsemer rose : 

It was the rose of the bloodye field, 
The rose of Jericho, that grew in Bethlemm, 
The fine posies, purtreyed on the sheelde 
Splayd in the banner at Jerusalem.  

e  i. e. This motto is well known. 	f Douze Pairs ;,,the twelve peers of Charlemagne. 
g The nine Worthies : they are Joshua, David, Judas Machabeus, Hector, Alexander, 

Julius Caesar, Arthur, Charlemagne, and Godfrey of Boulogne. 
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. 	.. 	, 	• 

0 Magistrates."(See W. Baldivyn's preface fol. 109 of the edition 
in 1587, in 4t0.)  
' • 

The sunne was clypsd and darke in every reame,h - 
When Jesu Crist five wellis list unclose 
Toward Paradyse, and callid the rede streme, 
Of whose five woundes print in your heart a rose. 

' 	From a MS. in the Publick Library in the University of Cambridge. 

h  Realm. 

- _ 
(It is much to be regretted, that no other observations, relating 

to the subject of any intended History of English Poetry, have been 
found among the manuscripts of Mr. GRAY.  

" Qui pose fine al bet ragionamento 
L'ALTO DOTTORE 
E nuova sete invano ancor ci frup,.a." i 

EDITOR.) 

i  Dante Purgat. 
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• THE EDITOR is much concerned,, that it is not in his power to present 
to the reader any original poetical- compositions by Mr. Gray ; but 
in the MSS. he found only copies of those poems which have long 
been before the publick. 	There are, however, a few translations ; 
and it is conceived, that such finished versification, at a very early 
period of his life, may be new read with delight and with advantage. 
Mr. Gray's consummate taste and unerring judgment. directed him 
(as they must direct all whO wish to excel) to the great master of 
the original native strength of the English language, and to the 
fountain of harmonious expression, Dryden. 	It was indeed under 
those mighty masters, Spenser and Dryden, that Mr. :Gray was 
enabled to produce, and to perfect, his oion unequalled compositions, 
and by thew (to use language Worthy of the subject) he became 

Mire opifex numeris veterum primordia vocum " 
Atque marem strepitum ficlis intendisse Britannae. 
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His observations and remarks on subjects of diversified literature, 
which are next selected, will skew the variety, the accuracy; and the 
extent of his learned and antiquarian researches; and of kis classical 
knowledge ; and his notes (which are all written in English) on 
various writers, and particulaily on Plato, with his illustrations of 
them, will confirm the name and all the addition to such a poet and 
to such a scholar. 	 . 
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• EXTRACTS 

PROPERTIUS. LIB. 3. ELEG. 4. v. 41. • 
' 	 I 

" Me ficvat in prima coluisse Heliconajuventd," &c. 

IMITATED. 

LONG as of youth the joyous hours remain, 
Me may Castalia's sweet recess detain, 
Fast by the umbrageous vale lull'd to repose, 
Where Aganippe warbles as it flows ; • 
Or roused by sprightly sounds from out the trance, 
I'd in the ring knit hands, and join the Muses' dance. 
Give me to send the laughing bowl around, 
My soul in Bacchus' pleasing fetters bound; 
Let on this head unfading flowers reside, 
There bloom the vernal rose's earliest pride ; 
And when, our flames commission'd to destroy, 
Age step 'twixt Love and me, and intercept the joy ; 
When my changed head these locks no more shall know, 
And all its jetty honours turn to snow ; . 
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Then let nit rightly spell of Nature's ways ; 
To Providence, to HIM my thoughts I'd raise, 
Who taught this vast machine its stedfast laws, 
That first, eternal, universal cause ; 
Search to what regions yonder star retires, 
That monthly waning hides her paly fires, 
And whence, anew revived, with silver light 
Relumes her crescent orb to cheer the dreary night : 
How rising winds the face of ocean sweep, 
Mere lie the eternal fountains of the deep, 
And whence the cloudy magazines maintain 
Their wintry war, or pour the autumnal. rain ; 
How flames perhaps, with dire confusion hurl'd, 
Shall sink this beauteous fabrick of the world ; 
What colours paint the vivid arch of Jove ; 
What wondrous force the solid earth can move, 
When Pindus' self approaching ruin dreads, 
Shakes all his pines, and bows his hundred heads ; 
Why does yon orb, so exquisitely bright, 
Obscure his radiance in a short-lived night ; 
Whence the Seven-Sisters' congregated fires, 
And what Bootes' lazy waggon tires ; 
How the rude surge its sandy boupds control ; 
Who measured out the year, and bade the seasons roll ; 
If realms beneath those fabled torments know, 
Pangs without respite, fires that ever glow, 
Earth's monster brood stretch'd on their iron bed, 
The hissing terrours round Alecto's head, 
Scarce to nine acres Tityus' bulk confined, 
The triple dog that scares the shadowy kind, 
All angry heaven inflicts, or hell can feel,  
The pendent rock, Ixion's whirling wheel, 
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Famine at feasts, or thirst amid the stream ; 
Or are our fears the enthusiast's empty dream, 
And all the scenes, that hurt the grave's repose, 
But pictured horrour and poetick woes. 	. 

These soft inglorious joys my hours engage ; 	• 
Be love my youth's pursuit, and science crown my age. 

* • 1738. 
• 

Mt. 

&c. 

22. 

• 

• 
PROPERTIUS. LIB. 2. ELEG. 1. v.17. 

" Quod mihi si tantum, Meeeenas, fata ciedissent," 

YET would the tyrant 'Love permit me raise 
My feeble voice, to sound the victor's praise, 
To paint the hero's toil, the ranks of war,. 
The laurell'd triumph and the sculptured car ; 
No giant race, no tumult of the skies, 
No mountain-structures in my verse should rise; 
Nor tale of Thebes, nor Ilium there should be, 
Nor how the Persian trod the indignant sea ; 
Not Marius' Cimbrian wreaths would I relate, 
Nor lofty Carthage struggling with her fate. 
Here should Augustus great in arms appear, 
And thou, Mecmnas, be my second care ; 
Here Mutina from flames and famine free, 
And there the ensanguined wave of Sicily, 
And sceptered Alexandria's captive shore, 
And sad Philippi, red with Roman gore 
Then, while the vaulted skies loud ios rend, 
In golden chains should loaded monarchs bend, , 
And hoary Nile with pensive aspect seem 
To mourn the glories of his sevenfold stream, 
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. 
While prows, that late in fierce encounter met, 
Move through the sacred way and vainly threat, 
Thee too the muse should consecrate to fame, 
And with his garlands weave thy ever-faithful name. 

But nor Callimachus' enervate strain 
May tell of JoVe, and Phlegra's blasted plain ; 
Nor I with unaccustomed vigour trace 
Back to its source divine the Julian race. 
Sailors to tell of winds and seas delight, 
The shepherd of his flocks, the soldier of the fight, 
A milder warfare I in verse display ; 
Each in his proper art should waste the day : 

• 
Nor thou my gentle calling disapprove, 
To die is glorious in the bed of Love. 

Happy the youth, and not unknown to fame, 
Whose heart has never felt a second flame. 
Oh, might that envied happiness be mine ! 
To Cynthia all my wishes I confine ; 
Or if, alas ! it be my fate to try 
Another love, the quicker let me die : 
But she, the mistress of my faithful breast, 
Has oft the charms of constancy confest, 
Condemns her fickle sex's fond mistake, 
And hates the tale of Troy for Helen's sake. 
Me from myself the soft enchantress stole ; 
Ah ! let her ever my desires control, 
Or if I fall the victim of her scorn, 
From her loved door may my pale corse be borne. 
The power of herbs can other harms remove, 
And find a cure for every ill, but love. 

' The Lemnian's hurt Machaon could repair, 
Heal the slow chief, and send again to war ; 
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To Chiron Phoenix owed his long-lost sight, 	. 
And Phoebus' son recall'd Androgeon to the light. 
Here arts are vain, e'en magick here must fail, 
The powerful mixture and the midnight spell ; 
The hand that can my captive heart release, 
And to this bosom give its wonted peace, 
May the long thirst of Tantalus allay, 
Or drive the infernal vulture from, his prey. 
For ills unseen what remedy is found ? 
Or who can probe the undiscoveed wound ? 
The bed avails not, nor the leech's care, 
Nor changing skies can hurt, nor sultry air. 
'Tis hard th' elusive symptom to explore : 
To day the lover walks, to-mrrow is no more ; 
A train of mourning friends attend his pall, 
And wonder at the sudden funeral. 

When then the fates that breath they gave shall claim, 
And the short marble but preserve a name, 
A little verse my all that shall remain ; 
Thy passing courser's slacken'd speed restrain ; 
(Thou envied honour of thy poet's days, 
Of all our youth the ambition and the praise !) 
Then to my quiet urn awhile draw near, 
And say, while o'er that place you drop the tear, 
Love and the fair were of his youth the pride ; 
He lived, while she was kind; and when she frown'd; he died. 

April, 1742. 	Et. 26. 

VOL. II. 

   
  



TASSO GERM. LIB. CANT. 14. ST. 32.  , 	. 	, 	. 

" Preser coinntiato e sl '1 de sio gli sprona," &c. 

• . 
DISItISSED at length, they bleak thivugh all delay 

To tempt the dangers of the doubtful way ; 
And first to Ascalon their steps.they bend, 
Whose walls along the neighbouring sea. extend, 
Nor yet in prospect rose the distant shore ; 
Scarce the hoarse waves from far were heard to roar, 
When thwart the road a river rolled its flood 
Tempestious, and all further course withstood ; 
The torrent 'stream his ancient bounds disdains, 
Swolrn with new force, and late;'-descending rains. 
Irresolute they stand k when lo, appears 
The wondrous .Sagei vigorous he seern'd in years, 
Awful his mien, low as his feet there flows 	_ 

A vestment unadorn'd; though white as new-fall'n snows; 
Against the stream the waves secure he trod, 
His head a chaplet bore, his hand a rod. 	. 
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As on the Rhine, when Boreas' fury reigns, 
And winter binds the floods in icy chains, 
Swift shoots the village-maid in rustick play 
Smooth, without step, adown the shining way, 
Fearless in long excursion loves to glide, 
And sports and wantons o'er the frozen tide. 

So moved the Seer, but on no harden'd plain; 
The river boiled beneath, and rushed toward the main. 
Where fix'd in wonder stood the warlike pair, 
His course he turn'd, and thus relieved their care.:  

" Vast, oh my friends, and difficult the toil 
To.seek your hero in a distant soil ! 
No common helps, no commol) guide ye need, 

- Art it requires, and more than/ winged speed. 
What length of sea remains, what various lands, 
Oceans unknown, inhospitable sands ! 
For adverse fate the captive chief has hurl'd 
Beyond the confines of our narrow world : 
Great things and full of wonder in your ears 
I shall unfold ; but first dismiss your fears ; 
Nor doubt with me to tread the downward road 
That to the grotto leads, my dark abode." 

Scarce had he said, before the warriors' eyes 
When mountain-high the waves disparted rise ; 
The flood on either hand its billows rears, 	. 
And in the midst a spacious arch appears. 
Their hands he seized, and down the steep he led.  
Beneath the obedient river's inmost bed ; 
The watery glimmerings of a fainter day 
Discovered half; and half concealed their way ; 
As when athwart the dusky woods by night 
The uncertain crescent gleams a sickly light. 
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Through subterraneous passages they went, 
Earth's inmost cells, and caves of deep descent; 
Of many a flood they viewed the secret source, 
The birth of rivers rising to their course, 
Whate'er with copious train its channel fills, 
Floats into lakes, and bubbles into rills ; 
The Po was there to see, Danubius' bed, 	• 
Euphrates' fount, and Nile's mysterious head. 
Further they pass, where ripening minerals flow, 
And embryon metals undigested glow, 
$ulphureous veins and living silver shine, 
Which soon the parent sun's warm powers refine, 
In one rich mass unite the precious store, 
The parts combine, and harden into ore : 	• . 
Here gems break through the night with glittering beam, 
And paint the margin of the costly stream, 
All stones of lustre shoot their vivid ray, 
And mix attempered in a various day ; 
Here the soft emerald smiles of verdant hue, 
And rubies flame, with sapphire's heavenly blue, 
The diamond there attracts the wondrous sight, 
Proud of its thousand dies and luXury, of light..  

1738. 	/Et. 22. 
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PETRARCA PART. 1. SONETTO no. 

" Lasso ch' i' ardo, ed altri non mel crede ;" &c. 

IMITATED.*  

UROR)  i0 ; veros at memo credidit ignes : 	- 
Quin credunt omnes ; dura sed illa negat, 

Illa negat, soli volumus cui posse probare ; 
Quin videt, et visos improba dissimulat. 

Ah, durissima mi, sed et, ah, pulcherriraa rerum ! 
Nonne animam in miseri, CyInthia, fronte vides ? 

Omnibus illa pia est ; et, si non fata vetissent, 
Tam longas mentem flecteret ad lacrymas. 

Sed tamen has lacrymas, hunc tu, quem spreveris, ignem, 
Carminaque auctori non bene culta suo, 

Turba futurorum non ignorabit amantinn : 
Nos duo, cumque erimus parvus uterque cinis, 

Jamque faces, eheu! oculorum, et frigida lingua, 
Hm sine lace jacent, immemor illa loqui ; 

Infelix musa mternos spirabit amores, 
Ardebitque urna, multa favilla mea. 

* Great judgment is evinced in the imitation of this sonnet in elegiack Propertian 
verse, and the substitution of the name of Cynthia, for the Laura of Petrarch, gives it an 
air of originality in the Latin language, and marks that propriety which distinguishes 
every composition of Mr. Gray. 	EDITOR. 
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MR. GRAY paid very particular attention to the Anthologia Grseca, 
and he enriched an interleaved edition of it (by Henry Stephens 
in 1566) with copious notes, with parallel passages. from various 
authors, and with some conjectural emendations of the text. 	He 
translated, or imitated, a few of the epigrams, and as the editor 
thinks that the reader, may not be displeased with the terse, elegant, 
and animated manner in which Mr. Gray transfused their spirit 
into the Latin language, he is presented with a specimen. 

PROM 

THE ANTHOLOGIA GR/ECA. 

EDIT. HEN. STEPS. 1566. I  

In Bacchce furentis Statuam.1  

CREDITE, non viva est Msenas ; non spirat imago : 
Artificis rabiem miscuit sere manus. 

Anthol. p. 296. 
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In Alexandrum, core effietum.' 

QUANTUM audet, Lysippe, manus tua ! surgit in cue 
Spiritus, atque oculis bellicus ignis adest : 

.Spectate hos vultus, miserisque ignoscite Persis : 
Quid mirum, imbelles si leo sparsit oyes ? 

, 
In Medece imaginem, nobile Timomachi opus' 

EN ubi Medea varius dolor mstuat ore, 
Jamque animum nati, jamque maritus, habent ! 

Succenset, miseret, medio exardescit amore, 
Dum furor inque oculo gutla minante tremit. 

Cernis adhuc dubiam ; quid enim ? licet impia matris 
Colchidos, at non sit dextera Timomachi. 

In Niobes Statuam.' 

FECERAT e viva lapidem me Jupiter; at me 
Praxiteles vivam reddidit e lapide. 

A Nymph offering a Statue of herself to Venus. 

TE tibi, sancta, fero nudam ; formosius ipsa 
Cuni tibi, quod ferrem, te, Dea, nil habui. 

' Anthol. p. 314. 	' lb. p. 317. 	4  lb. p. 315. 
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In Amorem dormientem.' 
DOCTE puer vigiles mortalibus addere curas, 

Anne potest in te somnus habere locum ? 
Laxi juxta arcus, et fax suspensa quiescit, 

Dormit et in pharetea clausa sagitta sua ; 
Longe mater abest ; longe Cytherea turba : 

Verhm ausint alii te prope ferre pedem, 
Non ego ; nam metui valde, mihi, perfide, quiddam 

Forsan et in somnis ne meditere mall. 
. 	From a Fragment * of Plato.° 

ITuR in Idalios tractus, felicia regna, 
Fundit ubi densam myrtea sylva comam, 

Intus Amor teneram visus spirare quietem, 
* Dum roseo roseos imprimit ore toros ; 

Sublimem procul a ramis pendere pharetram, 
Et de languidula spicula lapsa manu, 

Vidimus, et risu molli diducta labella 
Murmure gum assiduo pervolitabat apes. 

In Fontem Aquce calicice.7  
Sint platanis puer Idalius prope fluminis undam 

Dormiit, in rips deposuitque facem. 
Tempus adest, sociw, Nympharum audentior una, 

Tempus adest, ultra quid dubitamus ? ait. 
Ilicet incurrit, pestem ut divilinque hominumque 

Lampada collectis exanimaret aquis : 
Demens ! nam nequiit swvam restinguere flammam 

Nympha, sed ipsa ignes traxit, et inde calet. 

a Anthol. p. 332. 	Catullianam illam spirat mollitiem. 	GRAY. 
* et Elegantissimum hercle fragmentum, 	quod sic Latina nostro modo 

adumbravimus." GRAY. 	4  The second of the name. Ib. p. 332. 	7  Ib. p. 354. 
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9  IRREPSTSSE suas murem videt Argus in cedes, 
Atque ait, heus, a me nunquid, amice, velis ? 

Ille autem ridens, metuas nihil, inquit ; apud te, 
O bone, non epulas, hospitium petimus. 

19  HANC tibi Rufinus mittit, Rodoclea, coronam, 
Has tibi decerpens texerat ipse rosas ; 

Est viola, est anemone, est suave-rubens hyacynthus, 
Mistaque Narcisso lutea caltha suo : 

Sume ; sed aspiciens, ah, fidere desine formze ; 
Qui pinxit, brevis est, sertaque teque, color. 

Ad Amorm." 
PAULISPER vigiles, oro, compesce dolores, 

Respue nec musw supplicis aure preces ; 
Oro brevem lacrymis veniam, requiemque furori ; 

Ah, ego non possum vulnera tanta pati ! 
Intima fiamma, vides, miseros depascitur artus, 

Surgit et extremis spiritus in labiis ; 
Quad si tam tenuem cordi est exsolvere vitam, 

Stabit in opprobrium sculpta querela tuum. 
Juro perque faces istas, arcumque sonantem, 

Spiculaque hoc unum figere docta jecur ; 
Heu fuge crudelem puerum, swvasque sagittas 1 

Huic fuit exitii causa, viator, Amor. 

. 	' Anthol. p. 186. 	" lb. 474. 	" lb. 452. 

VOL. II. 	 O 
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THE ARTICLES, which are next selected, are curious, learned, and 
interesting in different degrees. 	The editor is of opinion that thet,  
reader will find in each of them, according to the specifick nature 
of the subject, the original impress of a great mind well-informed, 
to which the annals and monuments of antiquity, and the pages 
" rich with the spoils of time," were intimately present and familiar. 

ARCHITECTURA GOTHICA,* 

THE characteristicks of the old Norman or (as Sir Christopher 
Wren calls it) the Saxon Architecture, are great solidity, heaviness, 
and rude simplicity, better adapted to castles, Walls of cities, and 
other places of defence, than to the purposes of habitation, magni- 
ficence, or religious worship. 	It seems indeed to be copied from 
the Roman style in that degenerate state, to which it was reduced 
under the later emperours ; 	for it seems but natural that the 
Franks' in Gaul, the Saxons in England, and other barbarous 

- 	_ 	r 

* It is believed that these curious remarks are the only specifick ones which Mr. Gray 
committed to writing on this subject. 	Whatever else he might have communicated to 
his friend was probably in conversation, or casually mentioned in some letter. 	EDITOR. 

1  Including the Normans, who soon learned the language and customs of the Franks. 
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nations in the several countries, which had made .p. part of the 
Roman empire, (when they were once settled there, and found 
leisure to apply themselves to the arts of peace) should imitate 
those many monuments which were every where before their eyes, 
and especially (as they themselves were now become Christians) 
such as had been long consecrated to the uses of religion, and were 

' filled with the miraculous relicks and representations of those saints 
who were the principal objects of their worship. 	It may be asked, 
why then did they not rather imitate the beautiful remains of a 
better age, -of which many were then in being, as some of them 
exist to this day ? 	I answer, because taste had nothing to do in 
their choice ; because the fabricks erected in the time and for the 
purposes of Christianity had 'a, 'nearer connection with their own 
faith ; and lastly, because the artiz4ns employed in them were pro- 

- bably their subjects and natives of the country, whO received these 
arts by tradition from their fathers and were unaccustomed to any 
other style of building.  

4 

The particulars which distinguish this kind of architecture, which 
seems to have lasted in England from the time of the Conquest (if 
not earlier) to the beginning of Henry the third's reign, that is 
from A. D. 1066 to about 1216, are chiefly these. 	, - 

First distinction. The semicircular, or round-headed,2  arch, gene-
rally, if not always, used in the three orders which commonly 
compose the nave, namely, the lower great one that opens to the side 

• 
• 

• I cannot absolutely affirm, that they never made use of the pointed arch, because 
the great western tower at Ely now rises upon four such arches, some of the ranges too, 
which adorn the outside of this and of the Galilee adjoining, are of like form, and the 
grand arches in front under the middle tower at Peterborough are pointed : but yet I do 
suspect that all these were alterations and additions made in succeeding ages, which, I am 
persuaded, was a common practice with regard to windows, in order to let in more light, 
and also to take off from the plain and heavy appearance of those thick walls. 
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ailes ; the secqnd, which runs" in front of the two corridores over 
those ailes ; and the uppermost, which forms a sort of arcade before 
the higher range of windows. The doors, the vault of the ailes,. and-
even the windows, are in this form too, and the arch is usually wide 
beyond the just proportion of its height. 	 - 

The same arching is frequently used to cover the long vacancy 
of a dead .wall, and forms an arcade adhering to it with tall clumsy' t  
pillars and extraordinary narrow intercolumns ; 	and for a like 
purpose they frequently employed a wider arch-Work rising on short 
columns and interlaced, so that, the curve of one arch intersecting 
that of its neighbour, their* pillars or legs stand at only half the 
distance from each other that they otherwise would do. This, though 
only an ornament, might perhaps suggest the idea of building on 
pointed arches afterwards in use, as the intersection of two circular 
ones produces the same effect to the eye. 

Second distinction. The massy piers, or pillars, either of an octa-* 
gonal, round, or elliptical form, on which the arches rise. They are 
sometimes decagons, or duodecagons, or even a mixture of all these, 
without any correspondence or regularity at all, as in the choir at 
Peterborough : 	their height is generally far too short for their 
diameter)  which gives them the appearance of great strength joined 
with heaviness. This latter fault seems to have struck even the eyes 
of that age itself, and, to conceal it, they added a flat pilaster on four 
sides of the pier with a slender half-column pi•ojecting from it ; or 
(to lighten it still morg) covered the pier almost entirely with 
clustered pillars of small diameter adhering to its surface, which in 
reality bear little or nothing of the weight, and serve merely for 
ornament. 	This latter had so good an effect, that it was adopted 
by all architects of succeeding times, and continued till the revival 

3  They have no swell, nor gradual diminution, which seems to be the cause of this clumsy 
appearance; besides this, they stand too close together. 
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of the Greek and Roman style. 	There are very ancient examples 
of these cluster-piers to be seen, sometimes intermixed alternately 
with the plainer kind, as at Durham; sometimes interspersed among 
them, as it were by chance, as at Peterborough ; and sometimes 
alone and unmixed, as in the views of old St. Paul's, and at Ely. 
From the capital of the piers usually rises a half-column of but 
small diameter, which, passing between the arches of the two upper 
orders in the nave or choir &ea, reaches .  quite up to the roof, and 
is a principal grace of these buildings. 

On the outside, as they have no buttresses which were the 
. invention of later ages, the walls are commonly adorned either with 

half-columns, or with flat stripes of stone-work resembling a plain 
pilaster, at regular distances. 

Third distinction. The capitals 4 the piers and smaller columns 
have great variety in their forms ; the square, the octagon, the 
cushioned, or swelling beneath, with four flat faces cut in a semicircle, 
the convex part downward and sometimes adorned ' with a mantling, 
or piece of drapery trussed like a festoon. 	Some of the large ones 
there are which, swelling like the last underneath, break above' into 
eight or sixteen angular projections, something like the rostra of 
an antique ship. 	Others are round and decked with an awkward 
imitation 6  of acanthus-leaves curling at the point into a sort of 
volutes. These and many other uncouth forms and inventions may 
be seen in the arcade of the side ailes at Peterborough, where they 
have studied to vary -all the capitals, as far as their art reached, 
and seem to have thought there was a beauty in this confusion 
they are all in general too squat and too gross for the pillars which 
they are meant to adorn, not to mention the rudeness they have in 
common with every other member of these buildings, that required 
any sculpture or delicacy of workmanship: 	. 

As at Durham. 	 3  In the choir at Peterborough. 
6  In the Prebend's narrow way, and the South-transept at Ely. 

43584 
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Fourth distinction. The ceilings, at least in the wider and loftier 
parts, as of the nave, choir, and transepts, &c. were usually, I 
imagine, only of timber, perhaps because they wanted the skill to 
vault with stone in these great intervals, though they practised it 
in the smaller. 	They are either entirely flat, as at Peterborough, or 
Babel-fashioned with rafters, as in the transepts at Ely, or coved 
with frame-work made of small scantlings of wood, and lying open 
to. the leads, as in the nave of the same church. 

1  

Fifth 'distinction. 	The ornaments, which are chiefly mouldings 
in front of the arches, and fasciae or broad lists of`carving, which 
run along the walls over than or beneath the windows, are without 
any neatness, and full as clumsy as the capitals above-mentioned ; 

' 

_ the most frequent of them is the zig-zag or chevron-work. 	There 
are also billeted-moulding, the nail-head, ,  as in the great tower 
at Hereford and in the pendents of arches in the nave of old 
St. Paul's, resembling the heads of large nails drove in at regular 
distances ; the nebule,' which I call by that name from its likeness 
to a coat nebult in heraldry ; and the lozenge and .  triangle lattice-
work. These, with the ranges of arch-work rising one over another, 
with which they decorated the fronts of buildings and the sides of 
their towers on the outside, are the principal inventions which they 
employed for ornament. 	As to statues,' niches,' canopies, fimalls, 
and tracery, they were the improvements of another age. 

1 

• 

• 
7  Under the highest range of windows on the outside of Peterborough cathedral, and 

elsewhere. 
° There may be some figures extant in' England, in stone or wood, older than the 

period which I have here assigned, but they made no part of the architect's design, and 
even on sepulchral monuments are very rare ; besides that their originality may well be 
disputed; for example, that of king Ethelbald on Crowland Bridge, of king Osric at 
Worcester, of Robert Courthose at Gloucester, &c. 

9  These niches, when they had the figure of any saint in them, were called perks, 
whence comes our old phrase of being perked up, or exposed to publick view. 
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Such are the most obvious distinctions of this dearly style of 
building. 	An accurate inspection of those remains, which have 
their dates well-ascertained, might possibly discover many other 
particulars, and also-  shew us the gradual advances of the art within 
the period which I have assigned ; for it is not to be imagined, that 
all the forms which I have described made their appearance at one 
and the same time, .or that the buildings, for example, in the first 
years of Henry the Second were exaCtly like those erected in the 
end of his reign. Any eye may perceive the difference between the 
body and ailes of the choir at Peterborough, with the east side of 
the transept, and the semicircular tribune which finishes the same 
choir, the two ends and west side of the transept, and the whole 
nave of the church: yet all these were built within the compass of 
five and thirty years by two "succesive abbots. 

Upon the whole, these huge structures claim, not only the vene-
ration due to their great antiquity, but (though far surpassed in 
beauty by the buildings of the three succeeding centuries) have 
really a rude kind of majesty resulting from the loftiness of their 
naves, the gloom of their ailes, and the hugeness of their massive 
members, which seem calculated for a long duration. 
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G 0 T II 1. 

I T is a matter obscure and yet undecided, whether our forefathers 
the Goths were originally, or at least from the remiatest antiquity, 
inhabitants of the great peninsula of Scandinavia and of its adjacent 
islands, and did thence send out their colonies to overspread the 
continent as.far as the borders of the Black Sea, which is the opinion 
of Saxo ' Grammaticus the Danish. historian, of Grotius, and of 
others. 

Or, that they are the same with the Getae, a Thracian people, 
who growing into a very numerous nation, about the time of the 
Mithridatick war, apprehensive of the Roman power, under Pompey, 
passed the Danube and spread themselves northwards, till they 
fixed in Scandinavia, which Bayerus attempts to prove, in the fifth 
volume of the Commentaries of the Academy at Petersburgh. 

Or lastly, that they were a great colony 2  of Scythians or Tartars, 

\ 
. It is the opinion also of Jornandes, himself a Goth, who wrote about A. D. 540. 

These authors, as well as the Roman writers, believe, like the following, that the Getes 
South of the Danube, were the same people with the Goths; but that they came in very 
ancient times, from Scanzia under Filimer their king, and settled there, and on the 
north-west coast of the Pontus Euxinus; and that long afterwards Woden led them, or 
part of them, back again into North Germany. 

2  Shereff-Eddin, the historian of Tamerlane, about the year 1408, speaks in various 
places of the Getes in Tartary, and in the north of India : their original country, called 
Gete, lay north of the Great Desert, that bounds the kingdom of Thibet and the empire 
of China, to north, and north-west from about 90 to 110° of longitude, and from 42 I to 
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who, coming from the remotest parts of the east, did at last settle 
themselves in -the countries bordering on the Baltick, which best 
agrees with the oriental historians, and with the old Saws and tra-, 
ditions of the Gothick nations themselves; for in the Hervarer-Saga, 
published with notes by Olaus Verelius, the famous Odin, or Woden, 

• their legislator, and the leader of that expedition, is called Tyrkia- 
Kongur, i. e' king of tI4 Turks, and is said to have come out of 
Asia. Though• indeed that writer adds, that it was "fyrer Rom-
verjum,"• for fear of the Romans, which ,  may seem to favour the 
second opinion, especially as the time of this event is generally said 
to have been either- fifty-six, or twenty-four years before Christ was 

45 f 0 of latitude. 	It is remarkable, that Woden is said in the Edda to have come from 
Asgaard in Scythia, east of the Tanais. 	Now a principal place in the country which I 
have mentioned was Hasicar, or Cashgar; yet M. D'Anville believes the Goths .to be -a 
people entirely distinct from the Getes or Dacians who (he allows) came out of the east. 
See Memoires de l'Acad. des Inscript. Tom. 26. p. 34. 

3  It is true that some of their later writers pretend, that Tyrkia is Treucria, or Troy; 
but this is not to be wondered at, for, as ./Eneas says, 

Qum regio in terris nostri non plena laboris ? 

Even the Britons had a vanity in thinking themselves derived from Brute, the Trojan: 
such was the fame of Troy, or rather of Homer 1 their ancient bards, Taliessin and the 
two Myrdhyns (or Merlins) who lived in the sixth century, often speak of it; and their 
great familie; could trace up their genealogies to the Trojans, and from them to -Adam. 
See Sir John Ap Rhys (or Pricwus) Defensio Historian Britannicw, London 1573, 4to. 
and Sheringham de Anglorum Gentis Origine, p. 10. Cantab. 1670. 8vo. 	This last 
writer, a man of erudition and of curiosity, takes notice, that both Strabo and Stephanus 
Byzantinus speak of the Aspurgiani, a powerful people near the Palus Mwotis, and that . 
Asburgh, or Asgard, signify the same thing in the Gothick tongue, i. e. the. town; or 
strong-hold of the Asiatics. 	It is observable, that Josafa Barbaro, a Venetian gentleman 
who travelled in the lesser Tartary, A.b. 1436, speaking of the Alani, a Gothick people, 
who had been driven out of those countries by the Tartars, says, that they distinguished 
themselves by the name of As. See Ramusio ; vol. 2. 

VOL. II. 
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born ; the first I ra falling seven years only after the, death of Mithri-
dates, _and the second, in the eighth year of the reign of Augustus. 

'It is certain that these .dsers (as they are called) brought in 
with them, and propagated far and wide, the Asamal tongue, for 
so their ancient traditions or .Eddas 4  style it ; though it is natural 
to imagine, that it must mix itself with the ancient Teuton or Cim-
brick languages, spoken in those countries befOre they came into 
them. 	Their Runes or letters are now rarely to be met with, 
otherwise than in inscriptions engravers on rocks and sepulchres. 
The most ancient Runick alphabet was very imperfect, consisting 
but of sixteen letters of this form and order. 

1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	T - 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 	13 	14 	15 	16 

Ph?, -1.Rr*.h.IAT4+Bit IF 

Their Power. 	 • 
F U D O R K H N I A S.T BLMR;—as the fifth 

character, (or rather, as Verelius says, Au!) 

Their Names. 
1 Fie. 2 Ur. 3 Puss. 4 Oys. 5 Ridhr. 6 Kaun. 7 Hagl. 8 Naud. 9 Jis. 

Frey. 	Thor. 	Os. 	Reid. 

10 Aar. 11 Sol. 12 Tyr. 13 Biarkan. ,14 Lagur. 15 Madur. 16 Ridhr. 
Sun. 

To these letters the Skalds,' or Scano-Gothick poets, seem to have 
added the following; 

4 There are two other Eddas, or collections of old Gothick history and fable intermixed; 
the one was compiled towards the end of the eleventh century by Stemund Frode, a priest, 
born in Iceland, 1057 ; the other, by Snorro Sturleson, a lawyer of great note and power 
in that island in the beginningof the 13th century, who was murderedA.D.1241. Resenius, 
Professor at Law at Copenhagen, and Io. PerinsItiold, published them with notes. 
' The catalogue of Skalds affixed to the Edda mentions Starkadr, as the oldest among 

them, whose songs were then preserved in the memory of men : he lived in the end of 
the sixth century, or in the beginning of the seventh, for he seems to be the same who 
murdered Olo, the forty third king of Denmark. 
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. 	If 	 18 	 12 	• 	20 
I 	+ . 	P 	 B 

The Names 	Knesol. Stungen Jis. Stungen Kaun. Stungen mirk. 
21 	 22 	 23 
P 	 A 	 13  

' Stungen-Fie. 	Stungen-Ur. 	Stungen-Duss. 

Their Power 	17 C. 18 E. 19 G. 20 P. 21 V or W. 22 Y. 23 Th: 

As to the powers of our Q and X, they expressed them by double 
characters ; thus F.11., and 14T4. 	'There is also found' a diversity 
of forms in these letters taken from different inscriptiOns, and in the 
additional letters, of which there are specimens. 	. 

Olaus Wormius confesses that he had seen hardly any manuscript 
written in these Runick charac ers, except the Scanian laws, 
though (as. he affected a greater 

	

	nowledge of Gothick antiquity ( 
than he really possessed) he has given us the Ode' of Lodbrog, arid 
some other pieces of ancient poetry in these letters ; but Verelius 
assures us, that they were never seen so written.' See Runographia 
Scandica. Hafniw, fol. 

In the reign of Valentinian the second and of Theodosius the 
Visigoths, being Christians and hard-pressed by the Huns, were 
allowed to settle in the Roman empire, south of the Danube; and 
Ulphilas, one of their bishops, having translated the Scriptuies into 
their tongue, introduced the use of the Greek letters among them, 
with the addition of some supplemental characters, to express cer-
tain sounds peculiar to his own language: this happened in A. D.. 
378. 	The famous Codex Argenteus (so called from the silver 
letters in which it is written), discovered in a monastery at Werden, . 

• They had also three other characters, but they are rarely used, except as numerals. 
7  This ode of Lodbrog was composed about the ninth century. 	See also the history 

of Hialmer, published by Dr. Hickes, vol. 2. p. 123, with Perinskiold's Latin version. 
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not far from Cologne, during the war carried on by uustavus 
Adolphus in Germany, was conveyed from thence by the Swedes, 
and is now preserved at Upsal. 	This contains. the four gospels, 
(though from its antiquity defaced and imperfect in many places) 
and is believed to be the version 8  of 'Ulphilas, written, in the cha- 
racter invented by him. 	It is probably of that age, if not still older; 
but there are many who believe it to be not the Yisigoth, but the 
old Teutonick translation,,for (as Dr. Hickes' observes) it agrees 
in all particulars with the usual readings of the Latin church, which 
differ.  in many texts from that of the Greek church : but, however 
this may be, it is indubitably written in that mother-tongue;  whence 
our Anglo-Saxon is derived. 	The alphabet is, as follows :1° 

• Ai5r&e-p9hil la. rrtrAn oXsT gin a yxz 
ABGDEFJH i KL MN OPWHRSTTHUQ YXgr•Z 
(-1—'1 	e --1— 	 N 	- rough as 	Conson: French, and 	 So in the midst of a word,  
in God. 	sometimes as a g. 	 otherwise as a W. 

8  This is the common opinion. 	A learned member of the Academy at Berlin, 
J. G. Wachter, supports it in a discourse printed in the Miscellanea Berolinensia; yet 
he observes that the language bears a greater similitude to the German than to the 
Swedish or Danish tongues; and he either had not seen, or does not answer, Dr. Hickes's 
objection. 

9  In Prmfat. Gramma. Ang. Sax. 	. 	 1 
" They appear to be a mixed character, partly Roman and partly Greek, with two 

added, c.) and %P. 	" Dicendum est, multa nostros (Ger manos scilicet).  qum prius non 
noverant didicisse, prrecipueque a Gothis, qui et Getm, qui et eo tempore quo ad fidem 
Christi, lick non recto itinere, perducti sunt, in Grwcorum provinciis commorantes 
nostrum, id est Theotiscum, sermonem habuerint ; et, ut historke testantur, postmodum 
studiosi istius gentis divinos libros in sum proprietatis locutionem transtulerint ; quorum 
adhuc monumenta apud nonnullos habentur, 	Et fidelium Fratrum relatione didicimus, 
apud quasdam Scytharum gentes, maxime Tomitanos, ettdem locutione divina hactenus 
celebrari officia." See Walafridus Strabo, who was a Frank, and wrote in the middle of 
the ninth century.  

Barbaro the Venetian (who is cited above, note 3) says, that in 1436 the Gothi 
- 	• 
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As to-our Saxon characters, they are much the• same as those 
which we now use in printing, except the following, 

. 	. 	Capitals, 
r, 	e, 	r, 	p, 	0), 	D, 

Their Power ; 
CP  E, 	G, 	H, M, TH, W 

• 

The small Letters, 
b, 	F, 	3, 	ri, 	r, 	t, 	. 	Y; 	Sr. 

Their Power, 
• d, 	f, 	g, 	r, 	s, 	t, 	tli 	w,- 	y. 

. 	. . 
I shall set down a very few , of tihe original words, to shew the . 

I " 

inhabited the country adjoining to the Isle of Caffa (or Taurick Chersonese), that they were 
Christians of the Greek church, and spoke German ; for that he had a servant with him of 
that nation, who conversed with them with as little difficulty, as a Florentine would find 
in conversing with a Furlano. 	The best comment on this is to be found in Busbequius'i 
Epistles, (p. 321. Edit. Elzev. 1633) : he saw in 1560 two persons, who came from the 
Christians of Crim, or Precop Tartary, on a deputation to Constantinople : that one of them 
was a native of that country, atall man, in countenance and complexion much like aFleming; 
the other was a Greek, brown, short, and well-set, but who, by long residence in the Crim 
and trading there, was well acquainted with their tongue. From this man's report, he gives 
a list of their radical words, as bruder (brother), hoef (head), fisct (fish), tag (day), 

. oeghene (eyes), lachen (to laugh), broe (bread), &c. &c. &c. which agree with the modern 
German; and others he gives, which differ much from it; yet some of these, I observe, come 
near the English, as baar (a bairne, a male child), lista (least), kop (a cup), marzus 
(marriage), &c. &c. &c. ' He adds, that whether they are the remains of the old Goths 
in those parts, or of the Saxons who spread thither in Charlemagne's time, he shall not 
decide. 	The passage above cited from Walafridus Strabo seems to prove the former. 

The characters of Ulphilas continued in use after Charlemagne's time in Germany. 
P. Lambecius mentions several MSS. in the Imperial Library at Vienna written in it ; 
and calls it the Gothick or Toledo character, as being much used by the Spanish Goths, 
for which he cites Bern. Aldrete de Origine Linguae Castellariaa,. 	Rom. 1606, 4to. 
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affinity between this old Gothick or Teuton, the Anglo7Saxon," 
Frankish, &c. 

Gothick. Anglo Saxon English Franco-Theotische Islandick 

Saiyala SaliTell Soul Sela Saal 
Fuglos Fugel A Fowl Fugl 
Fula Fola A Foal 
Gaj uk Geoc A Yoke Ok 
Whaits HwEete Wheat 
Waurm Wyrm A Worm Orm 
Liuhath Leoht Light Leoht Lioos 
Brother Brothor Brother Brooder 
Sparwa Spearwa A Sparrow . 	_ 
Aquizi lEx 	. An Axe Acas 
Haubith Heafod The Head Hoiued Hoffud 

&c. &c. &c. &c. &c. 

And these words may serve as specimens of this affinity, and might 
be produced in considerable numbers ; but these are sufficient for 
the present purpose. 

u W. Lambarde, the antiquary, who lived in queen Elizabeth's reign, 
• 

recommends the 
use of the folloWing books to such persons as may be curious in observing the gradual 
transition of the Saxon tongue into modern English : 

1. The Laws before the Conquest.* 
2. The Saxon Chronicle of Peterborough after the Conquest. 
3. The Saxon writ of Henry the third to Oxfordshire, in the little Book of Old Laws. 
4. The Pater-noster and creed of Robert Grosthead, in the book of Patrice's Purgatory. 
5. The Rhythme of Jacob, in the book called, Flos Florum. 
6. The Chronicles called, Brute.—Gower,—Chaucer, &c. 

By the which, he adds, it may appear how and by what steps our language is fallen from 
the old English, and drawn nearer to the French. (Note, written in the MS. of Laurence 
Noel's Anglo-Saxon Dictionary in the Bodleian Library. 	MSS. Junta: 26.) 

* Abraham Wheloc's edition, Cambridge 1644, 
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LITERIE 

DR. TAYLOR*  observes on the Delian marble brought from Athens 
by Lord Sandwich, that the letterS are all graved at equal distances, 
and those of one line exactly under thOse of another, probably as a 
means of avoiding falsifications in these publick monuments, as each 
line must consist of an equal number of characters. 	This marble 
contains an account of the expenses made in the games and publick 
festivals of Delos, the moneys received from the several contributing 
cities, from the rents of houses am:1 lands belonging to the temple, 
from the confiscations of criminals, &c. and of those who were 
deficient in their payments. It is above a hundred years older than 
the Parian marble at Oxford, for it was set up 01. 101. 3. or three 
hundred and seventy-four years before Christ, consequently about 
thirty years after the new letters of the alphabet had been received 
into publick use, which happened when Euclides was Archon 01. 94. 

2. and accordingly the H, .a, et, ti), X, are every where used in this 
inscription. 	Only it is observable,' that E is often put intead of I, 
as Ka)aficec for KaXAtecc, Apx09empotc for ApxsAsarposc, &c. &c. and the 
vowel 0 is always' used instead of the diphthong OT, as Toro, Airdovou, 

Zomparao, &c. &c. 

' The celebrated and learned. editor of Demosthenes and Lysias. 	See his treatise, 
entitled " Marmor Sandvicense." 	The marble is preserved in the vestibule of Trinity 
College Library in Cambridge. 

' In the Sigean, and in other very ancient marbles, E is always put for the diphthong Es, 
As Elks for Esp,i, the sound being much the same, and the name of E inAoy in the alphabet 
being anciently es ; the famous Es on the temple of Delphi was written with this one 
character E. 	See Plutarch. 

' The name 'of o boxpov in the alphabet - was anciently ou. 	See the Epitaph of 
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The sums noted in this marble are thus expressed : 

TTT.XXX.M1HHHHIZAAAE-1-E-E-C 
XXHHHHELAAAE- E. E'E' 
IITTTXXXXINI.HAAAAFE-t-E-iII. 

. 	, 
We have no other example of the ancient Greek numeration extant, 
except in the Parian marble. 	It is explained by Priscian 'de Figuris 
Numerorum, and by Herodianus, whose treatise is subjoined to the 
Greek Thesaurus of Henry Stephens; and this latter writer tells us, 
that it had been in use even from the remotest antiquity, and that 
the fines expressed in Solon's laws, and the sums mentioned in all the 
publick monuments and archives, were marked in the same manner. 
This manner of computing is from 1 to 5, from 5 to 10, from 10 
to 50, from 50 to 100, and so on ; thus : 	 , 

Grmc. 	I. 	 I. 	Roman • 1. 

	

ii. 	v. . 	 5. 

	

£ 	 X.. 	 10. 
El. 	 A. 	 50. 
H. 	 C. 	 100. 	, 

M. 	 D. 	 500. 
X. 	M. 	1,000. 	' 

Ea. 	Ion. 	 \ 	5,000. 
M. 	CCIDD. 	10,000. 

This method had its origin from the way of counting on the 
fingers,' whence came the word TrEparct6tv, to . number, from the 

• 
Thrasymachus ap. Athenaeum, L. 10. and Eustathius ad Inscript. L. 5. Iliados; and the 
diphthong ou in all inscriptions, till after the death of Alexander, was written with a single 
0. 	The change is attributed to the accuracy ci the Alexandrine grammarians. 

' 3  This simple kind of numeration is still in use among the savage nations in America, 
" Pour exprimer le nombre Cinque, ils Montreront de suite les doigts de la main gauche, 
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2E0lick llettre instead of IleFTE, and A of Awe. Thus one.stroke I seems 
to represent one single finger, n is the initial of Mize, A of Lioca, El. 
of PEPTOGgi; Z‘eux, or MY7111COVTet, H of HEXCiTOY (for so it was originally 
written of old, the H being then used only as a note of aspiration) 
Mi. of IIEWTOOCK FlegtXT011, x of xixia, El of nEyromic xixuz, M of Mow:, Or 

thus X, Aexasc,c XiX,x, and sometimes thus, El. 	The intermediate 
`numbers were written, by the addition of so many units, as 2 II,, 
3 III, &c. 6 III, 7 nn, &c. 11 AI, 12 'AIL &c. 16 ArII, 17 AIIII, &c: 
Herodianus says, they diminished or augmented the number by as 
many units as they placed before or after it. 	This indeed was the 
Roman way, as 9 IX, 11 XI, &c. but in the two monuments of 
Grecian computation which remain, we do not find any such dimi- 
nution by units prefiXed. 	' 

- The other characters, which we see in the sums abovementioned, 
are proved by Dr. Taylor to be denominators. 	T standing for 
TaXavrov, E for 060x0s, or ixToy, being ith of a drachma; and where 
the numbers are put alone without any denominator, it implies, so 
manydrachmte. Thus IITTT is eight talents, xxxxifilHAAAAF f- H-, 
4640 drachmae and 4 oboli. 	The other figures seem to be fractions 
of an obolus.  

He takes notice among other things, that in the age of Solon, 
about 01. 50, that five drachmae was the price of a fat ox, and one 
drachma of a sheep; wheres in Menander's time, 01. 110, a sheep 
was worth ten drachmae, and sometimes sixteen ; and when this 
inscription was made, 01. 101, an ox for sacrifice cost about seventy- 
seven drachmae. 	Among the Romans in' the earliest times of the 

• . 	, 
et s'il faut compter jusqu'A dix, ils montreront )es cinq doigts de la main droite. 	Si le 
nombre, qu'ils veulent exprimer, passe dix, as s'asseyent A terre, et montrent successive. 
ment les doigts de chaque pied jusqu'au nombre de vingt. 	(Lettres Edifiantes,, y. 4. 
p. 315. 	P. du Chambye, de l'Amerique Meridionale.) 

VOL. IL 	 q 
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republick, the,  price of an ox to that of a sheep was as ten to one, 
the first being one hundred-asses, the latter, ten. - 

The talent and mina at Athens were merely nominal, as a pound 
with us, and a livre in France. 	The drachma was a real coin of 
silver, the didrachma also, and tetradrachma (or stateres) were 
struck of the same metal. The stater aureus weighed two drachmw, 
and was worth twenty, gold being in a decuple proportion to the' 
value of silver. Wherever we meet with Xixixi, Pr _picococrati, &c. alone, 
(Tpanhas 4  is always understood ; 'and they indifferently, used the 
expressions Tpurzotias, or Tpscoovret iced,  which is the same thing. 

• _ 
. 	. 
HISTRIO ET SALTATIO. 

THE ancient tragick actor must have made an appearance 
altogether unnatural on' the stage. 	The cothurnus (his proper 
ehaussure) by raising him to a great height was thought to add 
dignity to his appearance; but surely must have been some hindrance 
to the grace and easiness of his motions iii that part of action which 
we' call treading the stage ; and that his height might not seem 
disproportionate to his breadth, he was swathed and artificially 
stuffed out to a suitable thickness, which, Jesides that it could not 
have the beauty and proportion of a natural shape, must stiffen and 
render the body unapt to assume the agitations necessary to express 
some of the passions. 	Nor does it appear how this gigantick per- 
sonage was necessary, or in char‘acter : surely they did not imagine 

• 
4 As with the Romans, when they use Denarii, Sestertii, it is crone by an ellipsis; the 

Whole being Deni Asses, Semistertii Asses ; the latter consisting each of two asses and a 
half; so the Greeks used igaopoy ip.mcaavroy for six talents and a half; rpm kmapoxpoy, for 
two drachmae and a half. 
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that great men were the same with large men. 	It might perhaps 
proceed from the vastness of their theatres, where an object only 
of the common size might be in a manner lost on. their spacious 
stage : as the mask is supposed to have swelled the voice beyond 
its natural pitch for the same reason. 	Besides all this, they wore 

. a mask which covered their head all over, and had a vast gaping 
mouth, (as seen on antique bas-reliefs) which, whatever it might 
add to the sound, must have made a most strange figure. 	The 
tragick had it no less than the comick, as appears from Lucian : 1  
S̀ic EdEX0E; 4,a seas (poGEpov Napa es; tows; aietserhov vo-xliftevg avOpaproc 

epParasc, tillstlXasc eiroxIsfavoc, Trpoo-airov limp xecpaX% avaresvop,Evov sistxgtftsvoc )  

seas CrTOIAM Xerpoc Trapperyal  e:); kararsop,svoy Tit; OECZTOW ie., XE7ESV TreOfTTEeYala 

* XIV 7reOrtErTeict041  IITOTOETV XtZt EVITEXIITV 7r0tXUTVTX irpocrirosethevoc )  ctic pn 
Tli itoptif ;  i ccieu91.4ice EY )1 /4 07170.1 12,0,00Y EXErGETO. 	From within this great 
machine ;(for so we may call it) the voice was heard' to proceed, 
and in spite of its seeming unwieldiness, there was a great deal of 
paini taken in the action, and an exact harmony was to be observed 
both of motion and of sound, the one being called Saltatio, the other, 
Cantus. How far the one approached to musick, and the other to 
dancing, is hard to say. 	Ear'  E1409EY atm; stexeafycg iett1TOY avax7koo seas 

xaraxXedy, MOTE Wei 7rEetfiLY ra tats.Cisap gas TO Xs, asCrXia*T011 IhEXCAVY Tee; 

0111.40eCtr. 	 . _ 
Their action, or dance, was divided into three kinds : i Etsihaata, 

. peculiar to tragedy ; O KoeLE, to comedy, and ti Zsgivwc, also comick. 
It was common for the actor, in soliloquies and wherever his pait was 
not by way of dialogue, not to speak himself but only to gesticulate 
while another voice repeated or sung the verses, who was said 
" ad manum cantare ; " • and such parts were called Cantica : the 
rest, pronounced by the person himself (always iambicks), were 

, V. Lucian's Dialogue De Saltatione, for the passages cited in these remarks. Lucian. 
Op. Edit. Bourdelot. Paris. 1615. p. 499, &c. 
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called Diverbia. 	This had its origin, at least in Rome, from Livius 
Andronicus, who acted his own pieces and first introduced this kind 
of dramas in that city, where they acted pieces called Saturn 
above one hundred years before : he finding his voice and.  breath 
lost after the frequent repetition of his part, which the people 
would have him act over and over again, desired leave that a boy, 
of his-might sing the verses, while he acted only; and his motions 
being observed to be more lively than ordinary, when , disengaged 
from the repetition, it grew into a custom. 	See Liv. Hist. L. 7. c. 2. 
Livius Andronicus was the freedman of M. Livius Salinator. 

Probably these intervals of mere action might give rise -to the 
pantomimick dance, which was milch the same, but wholly 
mute, and a motion more studied and expressive. 	The dress and 
mask were different indeed, and the accompaniment of instruments 
very full. 

It is no less difficult to form an idea of the ancient dance, than 
of their musick. It was a dumb representation of the passions and 
of their effects, and expressive of various characters. Whole histories 
were recounted in it, merely by the help of gestures, and those so 
eloquent and intelligible, that barbarians (that is, strangers), though, 
ignorant of the Greek and Roman tongues, comprehended their 
meaning and were transported with pleasure. 	A Pontick prince 
coming to Rome in the time of Nero, and being commanded by 
the emperour to ask whatever favour he pleased of him, desired 
that he would give him a certain celebrated dancer, whom he had 
seen with admiration, for that he could explain his meaning better 
than any interpreter, when he should have occasion to confer with 
any of the neighbouring kings. 

The pantomime, when he performed in publick, was accompa'nied 
not only with a full concert of instruments ( ‘TXUTX WiZYTX uiro sceecrfcezers, 

XXI TEee11074CaTly XXI 'NOLO XTIPWW), as flutes, and lyres, and fistulae, &c.; 
(octutoy, 0-0etentS)  VOLII XTUVOY, X141PCOMS 1.1)00011. 	e; 01JA0c)  XXI te) Xit9XeX5  peel 
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TIN rg 0e2Onanit j7rneecrtet0 but several voices, which surfg.the poetical 
composition, which his gesture explained and kept time with; (E%Et 

VI iroXXIg• TUC 1.17rep awns Cocerrac) it having been formerly customary 
for the 'same person both to sing and dance : but the continual 
motion of the body being observed to weaken his voice and take 

*away his breath, the task was divided. (n x \_...x.ses psi yap autos wet .4oY A  

gal teeXii.VT0' 	EST'  ETTean IGGYVt.GEVG01,  TO aa-Ofha TV GAP E7rETCdeGGTTEV, tZithEWOY 

EX4ev tzXAttc cr.U701; Zircaeiv.) 	Yet these. were rather decorations than 
necessary things, and his action was perfect and intelligible without 
these. 	Demetrius, the friend of Thrasea Peetus and of Seneca,•.a 
famous'cyniek in Nero's time, who used to undervalue this art, as 
dependent on the musick, habits, and accompaniments, became 'a 
convert to a famous pantomime pf those days, who performed before 
him the loves of Mars and Vends without the help of either voices 
or instruments, so as to cry aloud, Matto, AvOrore, ci Troiew ug Zped 140Y011.  

CaNOG tGOG b;GEtc cxs TGGIC ,CEelTill aUTaK ACGAE1V. 

It appears from hence, as well as from , other instances, that it 	' 
was rather fine action, than what we call dancing, and consisted 
principally in the motion of the arms. The performers were named 
Xeieuropot, arid the art itself XEspoyottice : yet did they make use on some 
occasions of every limb, and moved about in various manners; (Tv, 
OUVTOVOV 	X11470-1Y 	Tnq OpX1pTTAX1N, 	XCel (TTe0(04; OGUT115', 	xtxt 	TrEpuryttryog, 	Wei 

TrnAiittzeTot, gas 16'7-ma-FAO : and, in another place, (iii 	, tartAtZ 7TEIeGICEPO 

the spectators were frequently moved to tears, and felt all the usual 
effects of a skilful representation of the passions ; nay, it improved 
the mind equally with the finest tragedy. 	(Enttem Se rtic TrpOg TX 

ryirOttEPCG 011GEGOT12TOC., ;CCU TES TINieEtY EXOGO-TOV TAW 	et.0117-COY TOG 	JEMPUI..GEYCG, TIS 

&stima; TroXXxxtc TOO; 0E0GTGCC, 07rOTCGY Ti OIXTe0Y XIV EAEEIVOV Cpanittrat.) 

The pantominie differed not much from the tragick actor, (for 
these too were silent in many parts of the drama, and only gesticu-. 
Wed while another person recited for them ;) but there was greater 
variety in his motions and agitations. (Al S 11. 	0 v.... _6 ..7TO_EtTE4  x0lvaf ataporevtg, 
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;Ms Uhl) 11 &XXV.telftEY0ii ?WY ?Caryatid!! al OcXnerriftai) 'XXV 07-1 71-01X1XCOTEetti 

aural, WC! 7ratlfia060-TEealp Xai 1.414 lag tetTC6COXag EXEiCreti.) 

The subjects were the same, drawn from the ancient fabulous 
history ; but probably the pantomimick were less confined by rules 
than the tragick ; (you may see in Lucian a long enumeration of 
them); their dress was more natural than that of the tragedians, and c 
their mask (for they were masked too) not with a vast mouth, but 
becoming, and as beautiful as the character would admit of. (To SE 
Irp00747TOY AUTO 419 ga1tAurrov, gal Ta UITOXEIrtEM cTperizari EOIXOg •  Ei KEX17Y09 76 

4 exesva (that is, of th6 tragedians) aXXce o-uppeptmog• and again, 
(EtrOtirs owner, xots aeon-onrege itkirpeorei). 	One person performed a piece 
with several different characters in it, and changed .not his action 
alone, but 	his mask 	accordingly. 	(nEYTE irpoo-corre 	Teo 	Op26110-TV 

IrapEOltEUacTFLEY0 )  Too-crow yap wpm/ To Apixt.cce vv.—Aurog Uirouposirai ;ems 
1,17I0Prprerai TX 7TaYTX.) 	So flexile were they to various sorts of ex-
pression, as to be compared to the polypus-fish which, wherever it 
sticks, changes colour and seems the thing to which it adheres. 
(To, Horns _OtipOg rECTTcaai POOP arZitlY, XXI )  TO OMIT T71 alla54tai0Y )  XXI &i 

Ire001ZYTa T014 TrparyftatT! 0111,00Gaill iaUTOY &Mira TOO 4leftEYWY.) 

The art was of Greek invention, but not brought to its perfection 
till the time of Augustus. 	Tc \--carat• MOO; (Socrates) ceeTt av6oftgyny Ewes 
r?7]v rExony, urn *AVM eig 1- 	

r

0013?Oir XXXXO; &fleOpitithEYtlY.—OU =Oat cr*efavn 
E9 eTOTEPTOY gaXAO9 EVVOYai, XXXX XIV= TOY 	ECCIO'rf011 thaXiCrTa.) 	Pylades 
and Bathyllus were then in high vogue, and Maecenas was particu- , 
larly fond of these diversions. By a silly story, related by Macrobius, 
concerning the subject of contention between these two in the cha-
racter of Agamemnon, one should be led to imagine that these pantos 
mimes did make use of certain gestes d' institution, (as the author of 
Reflexions sur la Poesie et la Peinture calls them,) and followed 
word for word the poem repeated, with their motions. 	An actor, 
who were to do so now-a-days3  would • be esteemed a very poor one; 

- iaor can I believe that men of sense would be amused with so trifling 
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a diversion. 	'By the story abovementioned it appears, that theii 
.action was intelligible even to barbarians (i. e. to strangers), which 
could not be, if their action had not been conformable to nature, or 
if they had made use of arbitrary signs ; yet it is incomprehensible 
how they should express ideas to which no action is affixed, or such 
action as is not human, or motions unpleasing and indecent. 

• 

HISTORY.* 

LUCIAN, in his essay on the writing of history, very humourougy 
exposes the bad taste which the historians of his time gave. into, 
and cites abundance of ridiculous passages out of their works ; he 
rallies them on their servile flatteries, affected and unseasonable 
descriptions, unequal language, ignorance, and notorious untruths; 
after which he gives the following rules to form their :taste by 
in that kind of writing. 	He requires then in a historian, as a 
foundation for the rest, a tolerable capacity for civil affairs, and a 
faculty of expressing his thoughts ; the first must be nature's gift, 
the latter is to be attained only by industry and by a zealous.imitation 
of the ancients; for, he says, " I do not set up for an alchemist 
and turn lead to gold ; I cannot make a giant of a dwarf ; it is not 

* The three following articles are selected, as instances of the accurate and perspi-
cuous, and often eloquent, manner in which Mr. Gray gave, as it were, an account to 
himself of any important treatise which he perused with care; and they are' given as a 
model, which young men of learning and of talents may adopt in the course of their 
studies with advantage to themselves and, eventually, to the world of letters. 	EDITOR. 
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in the power a art to give a man a genius, but to improve that 
which he has already." The historian also must have some military 
knowledge; he must be versed in arms, machines, and in the order of 
war; not one who has sat at home all his days, and takes every thing 
on trust. But, above all, let his mind be entirely at liberty; let him 
fear nobody, and hope nothing, lest he act like a corrupt judge, 
who acquits or condemns with a view to his own interest; he must 
dread no great man, nor even a whole nation ; since lie must think 
that none, but fools, will ever attribute the ill success of affairs to 
him who merely relates them. If they were conquered in a sea-fight, 
it is not the historian who sunk their ships ; if they fled, he did not 
give them chase. 	If it were possible for him, by relating facts 
contrary to those which happened indeed, to set all right, it would 
have been a mighty easy matter for Thucydides to have overturned 
the fortifications at Epipolw with a dash of his pen, and to have 
sunk all Herrnocrates's vessels ; he might have made his country-
men sail all round Sicily, and so conquer all Italy, just as Alcibiades 
designed it ; but he can never persuade the fates to change what is 
past long since. 	It is his business to tell things as they really 
were. 	• 

The historian must have no idol but truth, entirely disregarding 
all things else : he must make it a rule not to regard his own age, 
but posterity, lest he be accounted a mere flatterer, which is a vice 
utterly contrary to history, and as inconsistent as for a champion 
to use cosmeticks. 	He must be undaunted; proof against a bribe; 
a free speaker, calling every thing by its name; he must be, in his 
writings, without either love, or hatred, or shame, 'or compassion ; 
an equal judge to all ; and he must give to no person more than 
their due, nor less; he must seem a foreigner, a denizen of no city, 
a subject of no government, lord of himself, regardless of what may 
please people ; merely a relater of what has happened. 	He must 
not set out at first with too much mettle, but with a peaceable-even 
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pace ; his sense should be methodically disposed and, lie close, his 
diction should be clear and polite, the main scope of the first being 
truth and liberty, and that of the latter, expressiveness and intelli-
gibility : let him explain his thoughts in a diction not obsolete, nor 
vulgar, so as that the common people may understand and the 
learned admire him. 

XENOPHON. 

APOLOGIA SOCRATIS. 

THE author(from the account given him by Hermogenes, the son of 
Hipponicus, who was in the company of Socrates before and at his 
trial) describes the intrepid behaviour of that great man, and his 
confidence in his own innocence. 	He made no preparations for his 
own defence, thinking that he had from Providence some secret 
intimations, that it was then the best time in which he could die, 
with the conscience of having passed his life without blemish, and 
before the pains incident to old age, and the imperfections it brings 
with it, should fall upon him. 	Accordingly he determined to 

VOL . II. 	 R 
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expose before his judges what reason he had to be satisfied with his 
own coixhict towards God and man, and to 'display (as he says) the' 
opinion he' had of himself;' and if this should make them less 
favourable to him, he would willingly submit to their sentence, 
rather than do any thing' unworthy of that liberty, in which he had 
lived, to gain a life which he should think much worse than death. 

On his trial he shews, that the opinion, which he was said to 
entertain concerning the Deity, was agreeable to the religion of his 
country, with whose ceremonies he had always complied. 	He, 
relates the oracle of the Delphian Apollo concerning himself, and 
desires them at least to believe the gods whom they worshipped. 
Yet he proceeds to shew from his own life, that he was that free, 
and just, and reasonable man'whom the oracle declared ; he defends 
his character from the imputation of corrupting the morals of the 
Athenian youth, and challenges his accusers to produce any one, 
who was the worse man for him. 	After his condemnation he 
appeals from his judges to posterity ; he shews how much more 
reason they had to be dejected than he ; and then, turning to his 
friends who were weeping, " why is this ?" said he : " did you not 
long since know, that even from my birth I was doomed to die by 
nature ?" 

The whole relation is short ; not meant to contain a full account 
of what happened on the occasion, but only to shew the disposition 
in which he died, how chearfully and how intrepidly he passed from 
this life. 
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LACEDIEMON. 

Tull CYDIDES . informs us, Mat the Spartan armies had a great 
number of officers in them in proportion to that of the priVate sol-
diers,' by which means the orders of the commander in chief were 
conveyed with great expedition through the whole body ; and Mat, 

the command belonged to the king who led the troops in person, 
and was not obliged to advise with any one, unless he thought fit. 
The nompapxos received his commands, and conveyed them to the 

...EYTEMYTXTVEg, and these to the Emporocpxcu, who Aoxwyot, they to the .. n 
instructed the men under their command accordingly. 	He gives 
us the disposition of their battlst in the great action between them 
and the Argives with their alli6 near Mantinea, in the fourteenth 
year of the Peloponnesian war. 	Thus : 

Mzenalii—Heraaenses—LacedLemonii—Brasidmi—Sciritte 
et 

Neodamodeis 	Equites 
Lacedmonii—Tegeatm 

Equites 

Equites 
Atheniensium—Athenienses. 	 Argivi—Arcades—Mantinei 

Orneatm—Cleomei—Argivi. 	1000 	Cmteri. 
AIii 	 Delecti. 

Here the author tells us, that there were seven Ando; of Lace- 
-daemonians besides the Exspitral, a particular kind of troops having 
their name from a district of Laconia where it borders on Arcadia, 
and whose privilege it was to fight in the extremity of the left wing. 
Besides these also, who were' six hundred, there were seven Aoxol, 

1 	,cEaci Tap TE ?ray, "any o?uyou, TO 0-TpeCTO'ffEa0Y TWY AoixeScupcoviwy cepxovrEc apxorruni eictt, nu 
70 eirsp,aes mu Spop.evou =Aims wpocrnxei. Thu cycl. L. 5. Sect. 66.p.330. Ed. Huds. Oxon.1696. 
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each consisting, of four riempeoo-ruec, and each of these of four 
Eveoffortas ; in the first rank of every one of these fought four men 
(ev rw irpan-co 676)), and, one company with another, there- were eight 
men in depth throughout. 	So : 

7 	Number of 40,401. 
4   of Tlerntocrruec. 

--ilk  
28 

' 	' 	4   of Eveefforsoa. 

112 
4 	. 	.of men in a ztoyes. 

448   of men in the first rank of the whole 
body of Spartans. 

'8 	. . 	 of men in depth. 

384   of the- whole. 
Add 	600   of 1-,xsp7sai. 

4184 	in all. 
And this is agreable to the Scholiast's computation, who makes 
each Elite 1.1.07AZ to consist of thirty-two men, each nemptocryw of 
one hundred and twenty-eight, and each Aozos of five hundred 
and twelve. 	Now Xenophon gives a very different account of the 
Spartan divisions. 	He makes two n --ErniX00-TUE; to a Amoc, four 
Aoxos to a Mopa ; and Cragius imagines that there were but fifty 
men in each llernixocrruy, (as the name seems to imply) which is 
not reconcileable to Thucydides, but by supposing that they had 
new-modelled their armies in Xenophon's time. 

Thucydides further tells us, that in an onset the Lacedaamonians 
marched sloWly on, and in time to the sound of flutes, not out of 
any superstition, but for the sake of order ; 2  and that they pursued 

. i::n evihimzxo, weyws  xa, opyp xcopotivsec, Acocacap.ovioi Se €pocageoc xcu inro aubtrum iroXkov vop.o. 
erux0EaTorroze ou TOO Oegou xapiv, ccia! Ira 611.40‘605 /AMC 	t#011ou gawovreg wpoeheoley, uci 1.41) 
al cunrcurOeni mini; h TaEts. 	Thucyd. Lib. 5. Sectt  70. 	Ed. Huds. p. 332. 
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their flying enemies but a little way, and probably for the same 
reason. 

One may make a random guess at the whole number of Spartan 
citizens from what has been said, seeing that all, whose youth 
or age did not exempt them from•  the service, were present in 
this action. 	The Brasidei and the Neodamodeis, in the left wing, 
consisted of new-made citizens and Heilots, who, inconsideration of 
their services under Brasidas in Thrace, had their liberty given to 
.them, but their number is not mentioned. 	Agis, the son of Archi-
damns, was the commander; he was on the left hand of the main body, 
surrounded with three hundred horse, who used always to attend 
the king, and in this action he fought to retrieve his reputation, 
which he had well nigh lost, by making a sudden truce with the 
Argives, when he had surrounded them in the plain * of Argos and 
had it in his power to cut them all off. 	For which, when he came 
home, his countrymen fined him a hundred thousand drachmae, and 
ordered his house to be pulled down : yet, upon his promise of 
amendment, they remitted his punishment, but ordered him not to 
lead the army into the field without the consent and advice of ten 
counsellors, whom they chose to accompany him ; the first instance 
of such a restraint put upon any king of Sparta. 	However, it does 
not appear what part they had in the honour of this great battle ; 
and, by the account, Agis seems to command alone. 

It is remarkable, that Pleistoanax (the other king) hearing the 
two armies were so near engaging, led out all the -rest of Sparta, 
the boys and the old men, to the assistance of his colleague, and this 
too, though contrary to an express law which ordered that the two 
kings should never be together in the field. 	See Herodot. L. 5. 
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MR. GRAY noted down with an interesting minuteness the various 
wines, furniture, vestments, vases; &c. &c. in use among the 
Romans, with classical authorities for each particular. 	They are 
found under the following heads : 	" Vinum, Oliva, Odores, 
Pocula, Vasa, Edulia, Ayes, Pisces, Fructus, Vestes, Vehicula, 
Gemmze, 	Lana, Medicamina, 	Condimenta, 	Ferw, Supellex, 
Marmor, Servi." 	It is thought that a specimen of the manner 
(which is all that pan be necessary) may be pleasing to the 
reader ; as any scholar may adopt the same method in his own 
private studies. 	 EDITOR. 

MISCELLANEA. 

VINUM. 
VIN UM. 

Opimianum. Testa sed antiqui felix siccatur Opimi. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 1. Ep. 27. 
Qumque annus coxit Opimi. 	- 	- 	- L. 2. Ep. 40. 
Habes et Opimi cmcuba solus. 	- 	- 	- 	- — L. 3. Ep. 26. 
Opimianum Nectar. 	- 	- 	- L. 3. Ep. 82. 
Septem post calices Opimiani 
Denso cum jaceam triente blaesus. 	- 	- 	- L. 9. Ep. 88. 
Nigro madeas Opimiano. 	- 	- 	- L. 10. Ep. 49. 
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VINUM. 

Hassicum. 	- Egerit et nigros Massica cella cados. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 1. E. 27. 
Miscentur - - - Massica Theseis tam bene vina favis. L. 4. E. 13. 
Veteris pocula Niassici. 	- 	- 	- 	- Horat. L. 1. 0. 1. 
Quocunque lectum nomine Massicum 
Servas. 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- L. 3. 0. 21. 
Massica si cwlo supponas vina sereno 

• 
Nocturna, si quid crassi est, tenuabitur aura, 
Et decedet odor nervis inimicus ; at illa 
Integrum perdunt lino vitiata saporem. 	- 	- Sat. L. 2. S. 4. 

Pelignum. - Non liwc Pelignis agitur vindemia prwlis. 	- 	- Martial L. 1. E. 27. 
Marsicum. - `0 MCITIXO; 7rcou ccuo-rmeoc, EIATTOLCXXXO; Ch ViVETat. 	- 	.. Athenwus L. 1. c. 21. 
Tusemit. 	- Uva nec in Tuscis nascitur ista jugis. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 1. E. 27. 
Alassylitanum. Vel cotta fumis musta Massylitanis. 	- 	 - 	- L. 3. E. 82. 

Improba Massylim quicquid fumaria cogunt. 
Accipit wtatem quisquis ab igne cadus. 	:. 	- L. 10. E. 36. 

`0 MO4CMCfaitt7T71; )(Can' oXtyos OE TIVETXI, vcoxic, incexcehr. 	- Athenwus L. 1. c. 21. 
Corsicum. - Corsi pulla venena cadi. 	- 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 9. E. 3. 

Nomentanum De Nomentana vinum sine fwce lagwna. 	- 	- L. 10. E. 48. 
et Propinas modo conditum Sabinum. 	- 	- L. 10. E. 49. 

Sabinum. 
Vile potabis modicis Sabinum 
Cantharis. 	- 	 - 	- 	- Horat. L. 1. 0. 20. 
`o NSIADTCL1.05 OCXIAXEt TOGXU, XXI Ot7r0 ETCJV IrEl/TE 7rOTIth0; ECM. 	- Athenwus L. 1. c. 21. 
Evil OE HTE AMY fibs,  8TE Af71r0c. 	- 	 - 	 - Ib. 
HOCYTWV 	OE 	T8TWV 	0 	ICCgii3O; 	xapoTipos• 	cz7ro 	ETC 	i7TTZ 	£7117/4/10; 

ZAVECrelZi (A.Exe,c 71-iYTE XOGI JEXOC. 	- lb. 
Merotrum. - Nobile sed paucis senium cui contulit annis 

Indomitum Meroe cogens spumare Falernum. 	- 	- Lucan 10. v. 162. 
Laletanum. - A caupone tibi fwx Laletana paratur. 	- 	- Martial L. 1. E. 27. 

Et Laletanee nigra lagena sapw.* 	- 	- 	- L. 7. E. 53. 

* Sapa, est vinum decoctum. 
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VIN UM. 

Veientanum. Et Veientani bibitur fwx crassa rubelli. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 1. E. 104. 
Veientanumque rubellum. 	- 	- 	- Persius Sat. 5. v. 147. 
Veientana tuam si domat uva sitim. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 2. E. 53. 

Vaticanum. - Vaticana bibis ; bibis venenum. 	- 	- L. 6. E. 92. 
Vaticana bibas, si delectaris aceto. 	- 	- L. 10. E. 45. -- 
Et Vaticani perfida vappa cadi. 	- 	- L. 12. E. 48. 

Ligusticum. - `o O E iroce'  au-rots.  (Atro-w) oXstyoc FO-Tt, 'ffiTTLVIc, MUTTren. 	- Strabo L. 4. p. 310. 
Ed. 1707. 

Pramnium. - oixalv E ilpathvoy MO AfTC101,. 	- 	- 	 - Athenteus L. 1. c. 22. 
Viennense. - EX 	.nic 	ITT 	&MOGI, 	rMAZTIZ; 0 	WiTTITY); CM,05 	XIXTMX01hqETMI 

JIZOEpOlITCen TkiMC41.4Elin 1370 PM7.4MICOV. 	- 	- 	- 	- Plutarch Sympos. L. 5. 
&c, &c. Probl. 3. 

AYES, 

Attagen. 	- 

AYES. 
Cornmunemque duobts Attagenam. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 2. E. 37. 
Inter sapores fertur alitum primus 
lonicarum gustus Attagenarum. 	- 	- L. 13. E, 61. 

Non Attagen Milieus 
Jucundior. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- Horace Epod. 2. 

Palumhas. - Stillantemque alica su'a palumbum. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 2. E 37. 
Gerrit hint Palumbus. 	- 	- 	- L. 3. E. 58. 

Perdix. 	- Et pieta, Perdix. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- L. 3. E. 58. 

Ponitur Ausoniis avis Irec rarissima mensis, 
Hanc in lautorum mandere swpe soles. 	- 	- L. 13. E. 65. 

Numidica. - Numidica guttatce. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 3. E. 58. 
Quas udo Numidre legunt sub austro. 	- 	- 	- Stat. Sylv. 1. C. 6. v. 78. 
Nec quas humenti Numidw rapuere sub austro. 	- 2. C. 4. v.28. 
Non Afra avis descendat in ventrem meum. 	- 	- Horace Epod. 2. 

Phasiana. 	- Et inipiorum Phasiana Colchorum. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 3. E. 58. 
Nec Libye mittit, nec tibi Phasis ayes. 	- 	- 	- L. 3. E. 77. 
Vinceret aspects gelidi nec Phasidos ales. 	- 	- Stat; Sylv. 2. C. 4. v. 27. 

&c. &c. 
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LANA. 

Tarentina. - Lana Tarentino violas imitata veneno. 	- 	- 	- Horat. L. 2. Epist. I. 

Dulce pellitis ovibus Galesi 
Flumen. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- L. 2. 0. 6. 
Te Lacedremonio velat toga Iota Galeso. 	- 	- Martial L. 2. E. 43. 

Parmensis. - Et quam seposito de grege Parma dedit. 	- L. 2. E. 43. 
Tondet et innumeros Gallica Parma greges. 	- L. 5. E. 13. 

' Sequanica. - Hanc tibi Sequanicw pinguem textricis alumnam. 	- L. 4. E. 16. 
Batica. 	- Et trine vicit Bmtici gregis vellus. 	- 	- L. 5. E. 38. 

An Tartessiacus stabuli nutritor Iberi 
Ba3tis in Hesperia to quoque lavit aqua? 	- 	- L. 8. E. 28. 

Altina. 	- An tua multifidam numeravit Lana Tirnavum 
Quern prius astrifero Cyllarus ore bibit ? 	- 	- L. 8. E. 28. 

Milesia. - 	- Milesia mao•ano 	• 
Vellera mutentur Tyrios incocta rubores. 	. 	- Virg. Georg. 3. 306. 

Laodieena. - In Asia vero eodem genere Laodicew, (quo Tarentinw)- Plin. N. H. Lib. 8. 48. 

Ligustica. 	- EpEctv JE -rnv rpavicev ti Avyvcrrixtr E 	rjg TO 71-XE01,  Tr; OtXbdtS 'MY 

ITCGAlCiTCJV 04.472-EXET041. 	 .. 	 - 	 - 	 - Strab L. 5. 334. Edit. 
Amst. 1707. 

&c. &c. 

SUPELLEX. 

Mensa. 	- 	- Mensas et opertos exuit orbes, 
Expositumque alte pingue poposcit ebur, 

Et testudineum mensus quater hexaclinon, 
Ingemuit citro non satis esse suo. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 9. E. 60. 

Et Maurusiaci pondera rara citri. 	- 	- 	- L. 12. E. 67. 
Dentibus hic niveis rectos Atlantide sylva 
Imposuere orbes. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- Lucan 10. 145. 

Teges 	- 	- Dat tibi securos vilis Tegeticula somnos. 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 9. E. 93. 
Nee tibi de bibula sarta palude teges. 	- 	- 	- L. 11. E. 33. 
Et Teges, et cimex, et nudi sponda grabati. 	- L. II. E. 57. 
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EXTRACTS 

SUPELLEX. 

Cereus. - 	- Absit Cereus aridi clientis. 	- 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 10. E. 87. 
Abacus. 	- Argentum atque aurum non simplex Delphica portat. L. 12. E. 67. 

Lapis albus 
Pocula cum cyatho duo sustinet. 	- 	- 	- Horat. L. 1. S. 6. 

Synthesis. 	- Aut unam dare Synthesin (quid horres ?) 
Alborum calicum atque caccaborum. 	- 	- 	- Stat. Sylv. 4. 9. v. 44. 

Catinum. 	- Pullum in parte Catini 
Sustulit esuriens. 	- 	 - 	- 	_ Horat. L. 1. S. 3. 

Angustoque vagos pisces urgere Catino. 	- 	- 
Patina. 	- Cumano Patinas in orbe tortas. 	- 	- 	- Stat. Sylv. 4. 9. v. 43. 

Fictaque Cumana lubrica terra rota. 	- 	_ 	_ Tibull. L. 2. 7. 

Postes. - 	- Hebenus Mareotica vastos 
d stat pro robore viii Non operit Postes ; seI,- 

Auxilium, non forma, dom as : ebur atria vestit 
Et suffixa manu foribus testudinis Indw 
Terga sedent, crebro macular distincta smaragdo. 	- Lucan. 10. 117. 

Flabellum. 	- Pavonis caudae Flabella superbm. - 	- 	_ Propert. L. 2. 24. 

&c. &c. 

GEMMIE. 

Sardonyx. 	- Cujus et hint lucet Sardonychata manus. 	- 	- Martial L. 2. E. 29. 
Sardonychas veros mensa quresivit in omni. 	- L. 9. E. 60. 
Et natalitia tandem cum Sardonyche albus. 	- 	- Pers. Sat. 1. 

Smaragdos. Scythas Smaragdos. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 4. E 28. 
Et virides picto gemmas numeravit in auro. 	- L. 9. E. 60. 
Miratur Scythicas virentis auri 
Flammas. 	 - - 	 - 	- L. 12. E. 15. 

Beryllus. 	- Duasque similes fluctibus marls gemmas. 	- L. 4. E. 61. 
Et solitum digito Beryllon adederat ignis, 

Summaque Lethgeus triverat ora liquor. 	- 	- Propert. L. 4. E. 7. 
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GEMM/E. 
Adamas. 	- Sardonychas, smaragdos, Adamantas, iaspidas uno 

Portat in articulo. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- Martial L. 5. E. 11. 
Margarita. - Cui nec lapillos preeferas Erythrwos. 	- 	- L. 5. E. 38. 

Nullos denique per deos, deasve 
Jurat Gellia, sed per Uniones. 	- 	- L. 8. E. 81. 
Splendet Erythmis pellucida mcecha lapillis. 	- L. 9. E. 3. 
Nee minus Eiiis pectus variare lapillis, 

Ut formosa novo gum parat ire viro. 	- 	- 	- Propert. L. 1. E. 15. 
laspis. 	- 	- Et pretium magnis fecit Iaspidibus. 	- 	, 	- Martial L. 9. E. 60. 

Et laspide fulva supellex. - 	- 	- Lucan. 10. 122. 
Chrysolithos. Quosve dedit flavo lumine Chrysolithos. 	- 	- 	- Propert. 2. 16. 

&c. &c. 
4 

   
  



NOTES ON ARISTOPHANES 

SOME NOTES ON 

THE COMEDIES OF ARISTOPHANES. 

• 
THE original of these notes, which will not be unacceptable to the 
' 

	

	learned reader, is contained in a separate manuscript, dated 
July 1747, in the iossession of the Editor, which was obligingly 
presented to him by the late Mr. Stonhewer, one of Mr. Gray's 
executors. They are short and explanatory, and have no reference 
to Greek manuscript nor is there any attempt at that species 
of emendatory criticism, which has been carried to so high a 
state of perfection in these days by consummate scholars in 
England and in other countries. 

EDITOR. 

ACHARNENSES. 

Olymp. 88. 3. 
• 

IT ' appears from several passages in the drama itself and in the 
scholia, that it was played in this olympiad and year, Archont. 
Euthydemo, and consequently the year before his Equites. 	In the 
sixth line he mentions the fine 'imposed on Cleon, of five talents; 

i It was not any oligarchy, or tyranny, which retrenched the chorus in the Athenian 
comedy, or prohibited the representition of real characters, as Platonius asserts, in his 
observations, entitled Min Bialsopii; xcoimaluiv. 
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so that it is not true, that his Equites was the occjsion of that 
disgrace (see v. 30Q), as the author of his life has written, and the 
Scholia here say. 	_ 

. v. 11. This Theognis, satyrized as a bad writer of tragedy, and 
from his coldness nicknamed mon, was twenty-two years afterwards 
one of the thirty tyrants. 	Moschus, Dexitheus, and Chris, men- 
tioned here, were tibicines of this time. 

47. Euripides, in his Iphigenia in Tauris, is here ridiculed. 
' 66. The allowance to an Athenian embassy consisted of two 

drachmae a day to each person employed. 
119. The Medea of Euripides is here parodied. 	I read, EEuptift,Eve, 

which improves the parody of Euripides.—Effeminate persons began 
to shave their chins even in these pmes. (V. Athenaeum L. 13. p. 565. 
and Thesmoph. v. 225.) 

233. The action against Pisistratus at Illene, -  one of the AVIA.04 

of Attica, is mentioned by Andocides, de Mysteriis, whose great-
grandfather Leogoras was El-pal-no; there. 

346-47.— 	 AvacrEtely Cow, 

OXtrytt i avEgaroy avOgamc Ilapvao-crsoh Ivo,. 

Should we- not read, flaptiOloi ? 
387: &c. Hieronimus a tragick and lyrick poet.—Etiripitles and 

Cephisophon ridiculed.—The Nneus, Phoenix, Philoctetes, Belle-
rophon, Telephus, Thyestes, and Ino of Euripides, are laughed at, 
where he had introduced the principal characters in poor apparel 
to move compassion. 	The sententious pertness of his personages, 
and the inactiveness and folly of his chorusses, are all noticed: 
The poverty of his mother is alluded to. 

442.— Tvc r au Xopeurac tIX‘Ostec raeecrravas, &C. 	. 
Euripides is here satirized for making his chorusses take little 

part in the action of the drama, but either telling long fables)  or 
impertinently questioning and answering the'characters. 
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NOTES ON ARISTOPHANES 

' • .504,—Oure leap (pope's 'Hint TA, &c. 
The time, when the contributions of the allies were brought to 

Athens, was during the Dionysia ra getT.  acrru, (see Isocrat. de Pace, 
175.) in spring time in the month. Elaphebolion ; the ,Lenwa were 
celebrated in winter pretty late, two months Before the other, and 
in the country, at which time this piece was played. 

529. 	• 	 Ilemaitx i4Xutorsoc 

HITT POOrTEY y ECPOYTii, EUYEKUZX Ttiv EAXaia, &C. 

The fine fragment from the AN.40$ of Eupolis on Pericles. 
. 602. Micreopoeterrac ITEK krexpeq, &c. 

Ile seems to mean that they sent their Erparryol on various useless 
embasiies, who gladly accepted them, as well to be out of the way 
of danger, as to earn the publick allowance, two or three drachmae 
a day, and to be out of the power of their creditors. 

628. EE VVE X0e0iC1311 EOETTIPCE rptryncosc ; ILITXXXO; 41,10WY ) &c. 
Tpurpla seems always to mean comedy here. 	See above v. 498 

and 499. 	Is this Parabasis to be understood of Aristophanes him- 
self, or of Callistratus the actor, in whose name he seems to have 
exhibited all his dramas, before the Equites ? 	Some of the Scholia 
take it of the latter, (see v. 654) ;, they also rightly understand in 
a ridiculous light what is here said of the Persian king, ,which the 
writer of the Poet's life, and Mad. Dacier also, seriously report as 
a fact.  

703. Is this the Thucydides, son of Melesias, who underwent the 
ostracism, or, as Idomeneus says, (see Schol. ad Vespas, v, 941), 
perpetual banishment; and that he fled into Persia, 01. 83. 4. nine- 
teen years before this ? 	Cephisodemus seems to have been his 
accuser.  

875. Neecreng, KoXotec )  &c. 	Is Koxows the jay, or the jackdaw, or 
the magpye ? 	It was; as it appears, an eatable bird. 	It appears 
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also, that the Greeks eat hedge-hogs, foXes, locusts, moles, otters, 
and cats. (see Athenmus L. 17. p. 300.) 	The Megareans brought 
salt, swine, garlick, &c. to sell at the Athenian markets, and bought 
corn there, &c. 	The Bceotians (see Irene V. 1003 and 4.) sold them 
water-fowl and wild-fowl of various sorts, manufactures of rush-) 
work, as mats, wicks for lamps, &c. and fish from their lakes, 
particularly excellent eels. 

883. The 107rXwv Kpscric of ]Eschylus is here parodied. 
1000. It is certain that this comedy was played during the Lpntea, 

and many parts of it seem a representation of the festival itself, as 
v. 238, where DicEeopolis and his family perform sacrifice to Bacchus, 
and here is the Certamen Bibendi, used in the xoxi : but we are not 
told that this ceremony was used except on the second day of the 
Anthesteria. 	Hence it seems probable, 'that it was used alike in 
the Lentea. 	 . 

1029. 	Ou :111.400'llUWY myzavea. 	The publick elected and gave a 
salary to certain physicians (see Ayes, v. 585. and Plutus, v. 408.) 
who took no fees from particular people. 

It appears from some of the scenes in this comedy, that the 
Prytanes were present in the publick assemblies, seated in the place 
of honour ; that they kept order there, and commanded the archers 
to apprehend, any one who made a disturbance ; and that they 
produced ambassadors to the people, and dismissed the assembly. 
Ambassadors were entertained in the Prytaneum at the' invitation 
of the senate. 
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EQUITES, 

Olymp. 88. 4. In Lemis, Mense Posideone. 

v..9. OlYmpus, the scholar of Marsyas, invented the symphony 
of flutes. 	19. Alludes to' 	 uripides. 	61. Ahl d'E xpvcrp.vg. Alluding 
to the Sibyll's oracles. 

123. Alluding to the oracles of Bacis. 	The Scholiast says there 
were three of that name. 

282. It seems, that Cleon, for his success at Sphacteria, had a 
publick maintenance allowed him in the Prytaneum. 	, 

399. The sottishness of Cratinu s.—Morsimu s, the son ofPhilocles, 
wrote Tragedy. 	404. The TeOporros of Simonides cited. 

504. This was the first drama which Aristophanes brought upon 
the stage in his own name, (see Vespw, v. 1013.) and he himself 
played the character of Cleon in it. 

517. Eacec c 'irizOev Movyvu CYfhlt Teti; ITOXiCtic XXVICOW1g. &c. 
Magnes, the comick poet, had great success in his plays, named, 

BxeCrrasc, Or94, livec, Barpazoi, Aubil  but was hissed off the stage 
in his decline. 

523. KeaTIYIS FE1.41411,6EVO;. 	Cratinus—his ancient glory is declared ; 
but he afterwards grew negligent, drunken, and despised in his old 
age. 	Connas, the tibicen, lost his former reputation. 

524. The passage cited from the Pytine of Cratinus in the Scholia 
must either not be in that drama, or the poet must allude here to 
some other similar passage ; as the Pytine was not played till the 
following year, and (as the Scholia say afterwards) written upon 
the provocation here given by Aristophanes. 

534. Crates; his various success. Aristophanes assigns his reasons 
, _for not before exhibiting any drama in his own name. 
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v. 586. The comick chorus (as the scholiast informs us, and see 
also Ayes, v. 298) consisted of twenty-four persons, the tragick 
chorus but of fifteen. 	They were (sometimes) composed of men, 
women, and children, mixed, as in the Vespm, &c. 	Casaubon, in 
his notes to v. 495, gives an account of the Parabasis and of its seven 

__Ottpzeriov, naectCottrig (proprie dicta), Maxpov or parts, namely, the K 
nviyos, E-reopti, Einientoce, Arria-rpocp17, ;cal AVTEITIeetlp,X.  

596. The humour of these lines, and of the naval expedition of the 
horses, is hardly intelligible at present. 

701. Ilpodpia was an honour conferred on principal citizens for 
their services ; every one was obliged to give them place in the 
assembly, the senate, the theatre, &c. 	Cleon had this honour after 
his success at, Sphacteria. 

782. Tv EY ECEXOStallt. 	It is plain what part he means : but why 
does he call it so ? 	 . 

790. Eros 07CTOOP. Must be understood of the eighth year only 
beginning. 

810. a vas; Apyouc. The sharpness of this parody of Euripides 
consists in this : Cleon, under a pretence of an embassy to Argos, 
was suspected of carrying on a private correspondence with the 
Spartans, on the subject of restoring the prisoners he had made at 
Sphacteria. 	(See v. 463.) 

851. Here is a good account of the ostracism, in the Scholia, but 
with some errours. It is said to be in use with the Argives, Megareans 
and Milesians ; but Phaeax in his oration on the subject, spoken 
probably not many years after this, affirms the contrary ; Movoi yap 
&UM) T COY ( EXXVPWY Xeety.4E0a, Mai Apia TOM GCXXON VOXEGJV EOEXE; pdp,tiCrOlore XI ; 

and it is not likely, that those cities should have adopted it, after it 
ceased to be in use at Athens, which took place Olymp. 9L 1. 	In 
enumerating several great men exostracised, he mentions Alcibiades, 
who never was so. 	 • 

908. The ships were delivered to the Trierarchs, by the Erpcovos 
. 
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(who seem to have appointed them) and belonged to the publick; 
but the Trierarch, at his own expense, repaired and furnished them 
with all necessaries. 	The Ex-copal were paid by the richer citizens, 

_,Tpcornyoi. a catalogue of whom seems to have been drawn by the E 
. 	947. The custom of the steward, or head-servant, keeping his 

master's seal. 
_ 	950. OpThv sEapn-rnizevoy. 	There are three receipts, in the Scholia, 

of Greek cookery, to make a 01)2w. 	The 1st was in this manner : 
they boiled rice, or fine flour in grains (called xoyeleoc) till it was 
tender; then they kneaded it up with new cheese, and eggs, wrapped 
up the whole in a fig-leaf, and boiled it in a soup of broth of meat ; 
then fried it brown in honey, and served it up to table with the 
honey in the dish. 	2. A second sort was made of flour, lard, or the 
fat of a kid, milk, and yolks of eggs, boiled in a fig-leaf. 	3. The 
third sort was, the brains of any animal with gamin (the pickle of 
fish) and cheese ; the whole put in a fig-leaf, and baked over the 
fire. 

959. MoXyoy—thuiesvat—Epacuary 	Kupiov—obscure 	The ;Gas 	 passages. 
Scholia assist us very little here. 

1046. myrio-upiyry Euxoy. 	This wooden machine had five holes in 
it to receive the hands, feet, and neck of the prisoners, serving at 
once for the pillory and for the stocks. 

1300. It is false to say, that the Athenians' had no connection 
with, or thoughts of, Carthage, (see Isocrates de Pace 177.) whatever 
the commentators may say ; their ambition extended itself in pro-
portion to their conquests, and if their Sicilian expedition had suc-
ceeded, they had actually thoughts of attacking that great republick : 
Thucydides at least tells us, that this was Alcibiades's view. ' L. 6. 
c. 15. 

1375. ZuvEvcrococ yap ea-rs, &c. 	This imitates the turn of phrase 
then in use among the young gentlemen of Athens, who had 
deserted the country, and the more manly exercises of agriculture, 
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hunting, &c. and divided their time between the efteglinate pleasures 
of the city and the publick assemblies, in which they valued them-
selves upon their eloquence, and the new art of speaking, then, 
perhaps, taught by the sophists. The terms they use (as the Scholiast 
observes) 'bear a double meaning; and he rightly explains the sense 
of xafraiascruqem. 	There is no doUbt, but that this line is Spoken 
by the chorus to Demus, who represents, the people. 

VESP.E. 	• 
Olymp. 8 . 2. 	In Lenteis. 

	

, 	 . , 	 . 
ir 139. Iirvoc is not the kitch , n (as the Scholiast would have it) 

but the stove for heating the bath. 	nuexoc is the labrum, or bathing- 
tub. 	Tetittal  the hole in it at the bottom to let out the water. 	KaTryn, 
the funnel, or vent for the smoke. 	Tnxia, a cap or cover to close . 
the vent. 

157. Read, AlX0tOVYTX pg. 

158. `0 tyae egoc, &c. It seems to be the old man who says this, not 
his son ; and Bdelycleon answers ; AiroXXov alTOTpOITME, &c. 

	

240. .C/ç 00-TX1 AGGX1171 VUVI (i. e. Lot.) &c. 	Laches, who had been 
recalled from his command in Sicily two years before this, 01. 88. p. 
(Thucyd. L. 3. c. 115.) seems to have been accused this year by 
Cleon and his party. 	• 	 . 

287.. Ave Traxw .ipcei Ton! ireogorreen, Ta '7ro erttic, &c. Without doubt 
this' relates to Thucydides, ,who was Drporrvoc in Thrace, and, con-
demned to banishment this very year, for his treachery or neglect 
in the loss of Amphipolis. i 	. 

322. AAA' co Zeii, &c..' This is undoubtedly a parody of some tragick 
chorus; perhaps of lEschylus or of Euripides, though the Scholiast 
is silent. 	 . 
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388. 11 AVM; &c. 	The fane of Lycus adjoining to all courts of 
justice, fenced in, and covered at the top with mats. 

415.. T aUTX J'  r'  le ;WOG, &c. 	This should be spoken by the 
chorus. 	 .. 

576. Wheri boys underwent the 46o:who:ow, their Puberty was 
publickly examined (as it seems).in the court of Helitea. 	. 

598. Tcit.cCcel.  ith coy irgpauevei. The manner. of blacking shoes (as it 
seems) was with a sponge and tar. 

606. The custom of washing and anointing their feet, as soon as 
they came home, which was in poorer families the office of the 
daughters. 

655. The publick revenue of Athens comprehending the contri-
butions of the allied cities (which may be set at six hundred talents 
yearly, as Thucydides observes, L. 2. c. 13.) ; the tolls and customs 
from the markets, and ports, and mines ; the Prytanea, or sums 
deposited by such as had suits in any court, (v. Nubes, v. 1134, and 
1193, and Kuster ad v. 1182.) ; 	and the confiscations, &c. here 
computed at two thousand talents per annum, (r„r 387,500.), out of 
which one hundred and fifty talents were expended on the six thou-
sand Antxcrrai kept in pay (see Isocrates de Pace, 185.) at three 
oboli a-day, which in ten months (for the rest of the year consisted 
in holidays, during which the courts did not sit) amounted to that 
sum. 	Qu. what are the Exaruo-rac, and mi0-004 mentioned as branches 
of the revenue here ? (v. Xenoph. de Athen. Republ. 404.) 

688. To owtetov, the sign given to enter the court, and take their 
places (v. Thesmoph. v. 285.) ; mentioned also' by Andocides de 
Mysteriis ; TO 011thEi0V gCCOEXV, p. 6.—The Etwiyopas, or orators, received 
a drachma in each cause (as it seems) from the publick. 

700. `S/o-irep aXeupoy. The metaphor seems to be taken from some 
weakly young animal brought up by the hand, by distilling milk or 
pap into its mouth, gradually through a lock of wool. The Scholiast 
on v. 700 comes nearer the true meaning, than on v. 699. 
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705. A thousand cities paid tribute to the Athenians at this time. 
Genuine citizens were now above twenty thousand. , 	 - 

716. In the Schol. on this verse for elrocepve read io-axis : but I 
do not find any revolt in Eubcea till eleven years afterwards 7 nor 
can there be any allusion here to the distribution of corn-  under 
Lysimachides, which took place twenty three years before. 

787. The obolus, a silver coin. 	Custom of putting ,  money in the 
mouth. (Ayes, 503.) 	, 	- 	. 

800. `no-wee t Exaraioy. 	A little chapel or tabernacle of Hecate was 
erected before every man's door. (Rana, 369.) 

840. Xospozotzuov `Ecrrii;.c. Libations and prayers were always begun 
to Vesta. (v. Ayes, v. 865, and Plato's Cratylus, p. 401.) 

870. Apollo Arley; was represented by a small obelisk before the 
doors of houses. (v. Thesmopii. 485.) 

909. It is Bdelycleon who sustains the part of the Thesmothetes. 
The servant speaks for the accuser. 	From *0 	exue 	f; a g _TOf It thETELJX2  

arrim pot, are his words in the character of the Cydathemean dog, 
.who represents a sycophant informer, who prosecutes Labes (the 
•dog defendant) because he would not give him a share of the Sicilian 
cheese which he had stolen. 	T6) zolvtv 7' Epos)  I suppose means, the 
dog of the publick ; or this last line may be spoken by the judge 
himself, who represents the people, and is angry, that he bad no 
part in the spoil. 	In the Scholia, for xotptrot read Acextra. 

930. AUTO; XaelAtt —as far as taErld, v. 934, is said by Bdelycleon ; 
and Philocleon adds, (as the Scholiast also reads) TEITOV t3'g i OW: 

eryw, &c. meaning the defendant. 
- 954. Ere) ,r ecto,,,,,,,,p ., &c. seems obscure, nor do I perceive who 

says this. 	Aglow, w (Itellh011iE, v. 956. belongs to Bdelycleon, who from 
Thesmothetes turns advocate for Labes. 

981. TVA XMCOJY, &c.—The account in the Scholiast of the manner 
of voting, is to me unintelligible ; and Florens Christianus (who 

- does little more than translate the Scholia) is as much so. It seems 
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that the calculi put into the inn -50c xtaincoc acquitted the prisoner. 
The matter is better explained in the Schol. on v. 985. 

1014. Eurycles, an vytyarrplhut9Os or ventriloquist, and prophet at 
_s; ex___ XX Athens. 	F. 	_orptoec yceo-repay, I imagine, means fetching his voice 

out of another person's belly ; for persons, who have this faculty, 
often seem to do so. 

1025. Aristophanes—how he demolished Cleon in his Equites : 
his Nubes, written against the school of Socrates, exploded : he 
reckons it his best piece : ancient Scholia, sung after meals, on 
Harmodius : the beginning of another by Alcmus : AfTMITII X0),0“ 
the Parmria of Praxilla : /Esopick and Sybaritick tales. 

1037. The office of the Polemarch. 	See the Schol. on this 
verse. 	 . 

1052. The custom of putting apples (qu. whether the citron fruit?) 
among chests of clothes. 

1221. This is the beginning of the Scholion on Harmodius and 
Aristogeiton, to which Philocleon answers, as continuing the song, 
OUX ourw raygpyoc, &c. meaning Cleon, whom Bdelycleon personates. 
Observe the way of singing successively (see Nubes v. 1367), and 
continuing the same Scholion, giving a myrtle branch from one to 
another. 	, 

1275. Eso-, TOE; ji, &c. 	This obscure antistrophe relates to some 
transaction between Cleon and the poet, of which we know little. 

1300. Didymus and others take these lines for nonsense. 
1408. I know not why this character is called Euripides: it seems 

a mistake. 	- 
1418. Example of a Sybaritick tale.' 
1481. Besides Phrynichus, son of Melanthus the tragick -poet, 

(who must have been dead fifty years at least before this) and 
Phrynichus, the comick son of Polyphradmon (or Ennomides, see 
Ranae, v. 13.) and contemporary with Aristophanes, there was a 
third Phrynichus, a famed actor of tragedy mentioned here in the 
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Scholion on v. 1293, and by Andocides de Mysteriis, p. 7 as a rela- 
tion of his own. (See also Ayes, SchOl. on 750.) 

1491. Carcinus, the son of Thorycias, had three sons, all players, 
Xenotimus, Demotirnus, and the youngest Xenocles, a tragick poet. 

1507. The chorus here give way.to the three sons of Carcinus, 
br to such as imitated them, who dance a vaulting dance. 

1524. For ipag read t11.4ag. 	The chorus came on, but never went 
off, dancing. 	 - 

NUBES. 

01. 89. 1. 	In Dionysiis MC um'  as 	Mens. Elaphebol. after the Vespw. 

The Nubes was played 01. 89. 1. and damned ; it was altered and 
repeated 01. 89. 2, but still with ill success. It was again altered, and 
published two or three years after, but never played again. 

v. N. Eurt,pce, a kind of frieze (Ecclesiaz: 347) or thick woollen 
garment, used as a great coat, and also to cover beds, as here, like 
a blanket. 

37. Atyhapx. og, an officer presiding over each AN.coc, instituted (as 
Aristotle says) by Clisthenes ; for before that time they were called 
Nawaapot. 	They had a register of all the debts of their At*G070:1 )  and 
obliged them to give their creditors security, when demanded. 

178. ,AseeCtrrvy. 	The Scholiast here exactly describes a pair of 
compasses. (Vid. Platon. Philebus, p. 567.)  

180. Thales the Milesian. 
256. The sacrifice of Athatnas, in a tragedy of Sophocles. 
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267. KvA, a leather cap, or calotte, with which they covered their 
head against the rain. 	 . 

335. Bombast expressions of dithyrarabick ' writers, Cinesias, 
Philoxenus, and Cleomenes, as the Scholiast says. 

503. Chwrephon ; his leanness and paleness. 	 . 
524. The first Nubes exploded : Aristophanes regarded it as his 

best work. 	His AarraXeK I  the first comedy of his brought upon the 
stage, but under another person's name, Philonides or Callistratus; 
its success. 

534. The Choephori of lEschylus. 
549. His abuse of Cleon in the Equites. 	Eupolis's Maricas, a 

bad imitation of the Equites. 	Phrynichus, the comick writer. 
Hermippus, his drama against Hyperbolus. 	The simile of the eel- 
catchers in the Equites was famous. 	, 

586. It is not necessary that we should understand this of Cleon's 
expedition to Thrace, where he was killed and the Athenians 
defeated, as the Scholia and Spanheim would have us under-
stand it ; it is meant of his Drecovia, in the year he took Eoommitux, 
which, however successful in that particular, is always represented 
by the poet, here and elsewhere, as the misfortune and errour of the 
publick, on account of the signal depravity of manners, rapacity, 
and mad conduct of Cleon. It appears, even from v. 591, that Cleon \ 
was actually alive at the time when this was written. 	Hyperbolus 
was chosen Hieromnemon in this year, to go to Thermopylae and 
Delphi. 	Mad. Dacier's explanation of v. 625, is the best we can 
find. 

765. A remarkable description of a burning-glass. 	The Scholia 
here tells us, that at this time they called rock-crystal ercoof, which 
may possibly be, as he here calls it AsOog: 	Not that artificial glass, 
from Egypt and the east, was unknown to them : Herodotus men-
tions it in his account of the Ethiopians, &c.; however it appears, 
that they did not put it to this use of collecting the sun-beams, till, 
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they had heated it first, and rubbed it with oil : it seems to have 
been -then 'neWly invented.--  'Spanhemini, at v. 619 and 626, does not 
imagine this confusion of the year to be ()Wing' to the irregularities 
before the invention Of Meto's *le, (which was n-ot 'received' into 
publick use), but to some attempt,. perhaps of the magistracy, at 
thii time to introduce that cycle, which,' ho4eVer, did:  riot •obtain : 
the.months still continuing of thirty, and the year of three hundred 
and sixty, 'days. • . 	:' 	, 	- 	• 	. 	, 	 . 
. - 919.. The ,Telephus of Euripidei. 	. . 

961. The Greek children from ten yeareold to thirteen were sent. 
to the l'impfccerio-nc, who taught them to read, and write; then to the 
Kie4scrrwl  and next to the ilaiXoTpsetio. 

964. , The 'odes of LarriprOclei son of Midon ..n Athenian, and or 
Cydides of Hermione. 	• 	I  i 	. 	. 

967. Phrynis, the musician of Mitylene, scholar of Aristoclitus, 
corrupted and softened the ancient musick, t  
- 981. Schol. Cecides, was an ancient dithyrambick: 	, 	. 

1047. All natural warm baths were -sacred to Hercules:, ,, i 
1264. Carcinus introduced in his tragedies,, , certain deities: de; 

'ploring and lamenting therriselves.. 	A -parody,•olitwo lines! in the 
Lidymnins of Xenocles. 

1.359. 	Scholia of Simonides. 	Speeches from /Eschylus , and 
Euripides were, sung at entertainments. 

vol. II, 
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PAX. 

Acted in the Dionysia TOG XeCT'  acre, 01. 90. 2. Archonte Archia. 
Bentley ad Malalam. 

v. 81. This whole whim of making Trygueus fly to heaven, mounted • 
on the back of a monstrous beetle, is a ridiculous imitation of the 
Bellerophon of Euripides, wlio is introduced in like sort taming 
Pegasus for the same purpose, and seating himself on his back. 
This ̀ Hcruzen, icruzocl  tIpepa, ucoOtov, is a parody of that scene which 
begun, Ay' w"<piXoy 1401 nlityCETIS ITTEe011 : and so, from the elevated ex-
pression, I imagine the rest to be, as far as v. 155. The reason why 
he himself chooses to go to heaven on a beetle, he himself gives us 
out of .1Esop's fables ; 

Ev plow Aurorae Aoryoic etvpsOn 
Move); IflTESYWY ESC egec capvnhEvor 

and he adds another, which shews his economy and prudence; for he 
says, that had he used any other vehicle, he must have carried twice 
the provision, whereas this animal will feed on what he himself 
had digested. 

196. The Bellerophon of Euripides introduced lame after his fall. 
218. Hv ixelcev rtiv rluXov. 	This seems to allude to the Athenians 

refusing to restore Pylus after the ratification of the truce, 01. 89. 4. 
See Thucyd. L. 5. 35. 	. 

236. Tac yvar9ouc a XrgrETE) i. e. In eating the MUTIWTOC which be is 
cooking for them. 	 . 

342. The best account of the KorraCicrffog is in the Scholia, and 
at v. 1241. 

363. Prisoners condemned to death were executed one only in a 
day, and drew lots who should die first. 
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373. -Those who would be initiated at Eleusis sacrificed a' pig, 
which cost three drachmae. 	(See also Plat. Rep. L. 2. 378.) 

413: The eclipse of the sun, 01. 88. 4. mentioned by Thucydides; 
and in the Nubes v. 584. 

449. Wes Tic arpartryEiv, &c. 	This (as 'the Scholiast says) is a 

reflection perhaps on Alcibiades, but undoubtedly on Lamachus, 
who was always strenuous for continuing the war. 

456. 	Mars and Enyalius were two different divinities. 	(See 
Sophocles Ajax, v. 179.) 

465. The Boeotians refused to come into the truce with Athens. 
See Thucyd. L. 5. 17.  

530. The musick of Sophocles praised. 	Euripides's little sen- 
tences and short replies. 

642. 'ATT.' av etaCaXot, &c. ThiJ alludes to sick stomachs, which are 
most inclined to eat what is most prejudicial to them. 

697. Simonides and Sophocles, now an old man ; their avarice. 
699. This is not to be literally understood ; for Cratinus was 

alive seven years after the invasion of Attica by the Spartans, but 
he had given himself up to drinking, and declined in his parts and 
reputation. 

712. The senate seemed to have named the ewe(); that is, the 
Areopagus, as I imagine. 

728. The chorus here (as in Acharnens. v. 626.) pull off their 
;thaTiCe;  or mantles, or upper garments, that they may dance the 
Parabasis, or the anapcestick digression, with more ease. 

735. Aristophanes banished (as he says) low ribaldry from the 
stage, and made comedy an art; he attacked without fear the most 
powerful men, particularly Cleon. * Carcinus and his sons, Morsimus 
and Melanthius, tragick poets, satirized. 	Ion of Chius, his hymn 
on the morning star : now lately dead. See the account of him in 
the Scholia. 
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756. Theseiverses are repeated from the Nubes, which proves that 
drama to have been exploded. 

884.. Ariphrades : his strange lust. 
951. Ch Cris, the tibicen. Morychus and Melanthius ; their glut 

tony. Parody from the Medea of the latter. Stilbides and Hierocles 
of Oreus, professed prophets. Bacis ; three of that name (Scholz) a 
Boeotian, an Athenian, and an Arcadian. 	Sibylla, her prophecies. 

966. Ceremonies in sacrificing : extinguishing a lighted torch 
in the water, with which they washed ; carrying the vessel with 
barley, a garland, and knife in it, round the altar to the right ; 
throwing whole barley among the people, &c, 	It appears (see , 
Thesmoph. v. 402. and Ayes, 795) that women were present in the 
theatres, which is amazing, when one considers the extreme inde- 
cency, not of words alone, but of actions, in these spectacles. 	The 
preceding scene at v. 881, is a more than common instance of it. 
See also Lysistrata, v. 1095.  

Possibly the 	chcirus, not 	the 	audience, might be 	in 	part 

	

composed of women, for it is they who are called Zs OetilhEvo‘. 	The 
sacrificer asked before the libation, Tic riih ; and the standers-by 
replied, ncoaoi xoncteol: then they sprinkled them with the holy water, 
and begun the prayer; after which they cut the victim's throat : 
(1018. he calls it TOY 1/11. 	Is this a general name for all victims, or 
should one read TO 61.4a ? it appears to be a sheep, not a hog: 
the Schol. at verse 1019. sacrifice to Peace \ without any victim in 
the festival called Emoixecria.) 	Then having dressed the victim and 
piled wood on the altar, they offered up the two, sptinkling them 
with wine and oil and barley flour (ra OuAll pocra). 	The MOYTEic wore 
laurel-crowns. 

1056. Aye 14;11  &rams, &c. 	The Alrapytta seems to be the first cut, 
due to the Manic. After the offering they dressed the inward parts 
and the tongue, made their libation, and then eat them. 

1240. A cuirass was worth ten minx ; a trumpet, sixty drachmae; 
a helmet, one mina. 
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' 	1253. T.uptcascs, an Egyptian purge. 	See Thesmoph. 864. 	In this 
play one would imagine, that the scene must change at v. 179, (where 
Trygse' us arrives at the gates of heaven mounted on his winged steed), 
and from thence to v. 829, it lies in heaven : but how the chorus get 
thither I cannot imagine, as they have no hippo-canthari (or horses. 
beetles) to carry them to that place. 

OBSERVATION, 

tentley dates the time of the action of this play as above 
01. 90. 2. 	Palmerius dates it a year sooner, 01. 90. 1. ; Sam. Petitus 
two years earlier, 01. 89. 3. Archonte Alcmo ; and I cannot but 
think the last to be in the ritht. 	'What the two former chiefly go 
upon, are these lines : 	. 	/ 

0; rat Tpuzopee' tiSn 
Teta scat Svc' Ertl— 

This, I think, Petitus has answered by saying, that the poet himself, 
v. 605, places the beginning bf the war three years higher than the 
common account, that is, from the declaration against Megara, 
01. 86. 2. Archonte Antilochiaa, which was the first cause of the 
Peloponnesian war. 	So that this drama appeared during the Dio- 
'nysia, which immediately preceded the truce, (mentioned by Thu-
tydides, L. 5. c. 20) when it was on the point of being concluded, 
and befOre the Spartan prisoners, taken at Sphacteria, were restored, 
as the following lines seem to intimate ; 

Ap' 010-0'  , jiT0i 7: aUTAW EXOYTOGI ?IS EUXIS 

MOM 7rpOOW,GgY7:* 45020: O zetXxit4 sx E:56... : 

which the Scholiast rightly explains of these captives, thOugh 
Palmerius makes light of their interpretatio.n, and tries to give the 
passage quite another sense, understanding the words, Ezorras TeEu-Ats, 
of the recopy% and ;) xcagevc of the armourer, who lived by the war; 
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not reflecting.sthat the words . undoubtedly relate to the Lacedae-
monians, among whom these arts belonged only to slaves, whose 
inclinations could have no influence in determining the state either 
to war or to peace. 	And besides in the lines 270 and 280,-  and 311, 
(EuXaCssa EXEIVOY rov KeeCeeov, &c.) there could be no manner of 
humour, if we imagine Brasidas and Cleon to have been dead three 
years. 	Whereas 01. 89. 3. in spring-time, it was but a few months 
from the battle of Amphipolis, which happened at the end of the 
summer before. 	As to that line, 294, 11.  _pa _ ; repo au Lama, &c. it may 
as well be understood of Lamachus, Hyperbolus, or any other 
favourer of the war, as of Alcibiades ; or if it be applied to him, 
what occasion is there to think it is meant of his Erpartrysa in 
PeloPOnnesus (01. 90. 1) ? 	What is said of the A rgives.  at v. 474, 
and 492, is only a reproach for the neutrality which they had observed 
during the war; or their inclinations might well be suspected even 
at this time, before they had actually formed a new confederacy 
against Sparta, as it afterwards happened. For what could be more 
natural, than that a powerful state, which by long pea& had been 
for many years acquiring new strength, while their ancient enemies 
had been continually weakening themselves by war, should (at a 
time when their truce with Sparta was on the point of expiring), 
attempt to form a league by drawing their discontented allies from 
them, and setting themselves at the head of a new confederacy, 
which necessarily must kindle a new war in Greece. 	.As to the 
aversion the Bceotians and Megarensians had to peace (mentioned 
v. 465 and 480) see Thucydides, L. 5. 17. 	As to'v. 210. EgElYWY 

TroXXcacic o-iroaac iroiourraw, it alludes to the Spartan offer of a truce, 
01. 88. 4, which was rejected ; and the suspension of arms agreed 
upon 01. 89. 1, and ill-observed, the Lacedwmonians continuing 
their conquests in Thrace. 
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AYES.- 

This Comedy was acted 01. 91. 2. Archonte Chabria in Dionysiis +Of f  XXI'  Or-TU. 

It was judged the second best ; the Comastm of Ameipsias being the first. 

• THE PLAN* OF Tilt AVES. 

_ 	Euelpides and Pisthetwrus, two ancient Athenians, thoroughly 
weary of the folly, injustice, and litigious temper of their country-. 
men, determine to leave Attica for good and all; and having heard 
much of the fame of Epops, king of the birds, who was once a 
man under the naive of Tereus, and had married an Athenian lady, 
they pack up a few necessary/ utensils, and set out for the court of • 
that prince under the conduct off a jay and a raven, birds of great 
distinction in augury, without whose direction the Greeks never 
undertook any thing of consequence. 	Their errand is to enquire 
of the birds, who are the greatest travellers of any nation, where 
they may meet with a quiet easy settlement, far from all prosecutions, 
law-suits, and sycophant informers, to pass the remainder of their 
lives in peace and liberty. 	- 

Act 1. Sc. 1. 
The scene is a wild unfrequented country, which terminates 

in mountains : there the old men are seen, accompanied by two 
slaves who carry. their little baggage, fatigued and fretting at 
the carelessness of their guides, who, though they cost them a 
matter of a goat in the market, are good for nothing but to bite 
them by the fingers, and lead them out of the way. 	They travel on _ 

- however, till they come to the foot of the rocks, which stop up their 
passage, and put them -to their wit's end. 	Here the raven croaks, 

* Perhaps the reader may be inclined to think with the editor, that the plan, or detailed 
argument, of the Aves is drawn up with such peculiar vivacity, pointed humour, and 
originality of manner, as to be a model of its kind. 	E. 
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and the jay chatters, and looks up into the air, as much as to say;  
that this is the place : upon which they knock with a stone, and 
with their heels, (as though it were against a door,) against the 
side of the mountain.  

Act 1. Scene 2. 
Trochilus, a bird that waits upon Epops, appears above ; he is 

frighted at the sight of two men, and they are much more so at the 
length of his beak and the fierceness of his aspect. 	He takes them 
for fowlers ; 	and they insist upon it, that they are not men, but 
birds. In their confusion, their guides, whom they held in a string, 
escape and fly away. 	Epops, during this, within is asleep, after 
having dined upon a dish of beetles and berries : their noise wakens 
him, and he comes out of the grove. 	 z 

Scene 3. , 
At the strangeness of his figure they are divided between fear 

and laughing. 	They tell him their errand, and he gives them the 
choice of several cities fit for their purpose, one particularly on the 
coast of the Red Sea, all which they refuse for many comical 
reasons. 	He tells them the happiness of living among the birds ; 
they are much pleased with the liberty and simplicity of it; and 
Pisthetmrus, a shrewd old fellow, proposes a scheme to improve it,° 
and make them a far more powerful and considerable nation. 

Scene 4. 	1 
Epops is struck with the project, and calls up his consort, the 

nightingale, to summon all his people together with her voice. 
They sing a fine ode : the, birds come flying down, at first one 
by one, and perch here and there about the scene ; awl at last. 
the , chorus in a whole body, come hopping, and fluttering, and 
twittering in. 	 . 

Scene 5. 
At the sight of the two men, they are in great tumult, and think 

that their king has betrayed them to the enemy. 	They determine 
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• 
' to tear the two old men to pieces, draw themselves up in battle- 
array, and are giving the word to fallion. 	Euelpides and Pisthe-
tmrus, in all the terrours of death, after upbraiding each the other 
for bringing him into such distress, and • trying in vain to escape, 
assume courage from mere despair, seize upon the kitchen-furniture • 

• which they had brought with them, and armed with pipkins for 
helmets, and with spits for lances, they present a resolute front to 
the enemy's phalanx. 

Act 1. Scene 6. 

On the point of battle Epops interposes, pleads hard for his two 
guests, who are, he sar, his wife's relations, and people of; won- 
derful abilities, and well-affected to their commonwealth. 	His 
eloquence has its effect ; the bircis grow less violent, they enter into 
a truce with the old men, and both sides lay down their arms. 
Pisthetterus, upon the authority of iEsop's fable's, proves to them 
the great antiquity of their nation ; that they were born before the 
creation of the earth, and before the gods, and once reigned over 
all countries, as he shows from several testimonies and monuments 
of different nations : that, the cock wears his tiara erect, like the 

*Persian king, and that all mankind statt out of their beds at his com-
mand ; that, when the kite makes his first appearance in the spring, 
every one prostrate themselves on the ground before it ; that, the 
Egyptians and Phoenicians set about their harvest, as soon as the 
cuckoo is heard ; that, all kings bear an eagle on their sceptre, 
and many of the gods carry a bird on their head ; that, many great 
men swear by the goose, &c. &c. 	When he has revived in them the 
Memory of their ancient empire, he laments their present despicable 
condition, and the affronts put upon them by mankind. 	They are 
convinced of what, he says, applaud his oration, and desire his 
advice. 

VOL. II. 
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Act 1. Scene 7. . 	 _ 
He proposes that they sfiall unite, and build a city in the mid-

air, whereby all commerce will effectually be stopped, between 
heaven and earth : -the gods will no longer be able to visit at ease 
their Semeles and Alcmmnas.below, nor feast on the fume of sacrifices 
daily sent up to them, nor men enjoy the benefit of the seasons, nor 
the fruits of the earth, without permission from those winged deities 
of the middle region. He shows how mankind will lose nothing by 
this change of government ; that the birds may be worshipped at a 
far less expense, nothing more than a few berries or a handful of 
corn ; that they will need no sumptuous temples ; 	that by their 
great 'knowledge of futurity they will direct their good votaries in 
all their expeditions, so as they can never fail of success ; that the 
ravens, famed for the length of their lives, may make a present of 
a century or two to their worshippers ; and besides the birds will 
ever be within call, when invoked, and not sit pouting in the clouds, 
and keeping their state so many miles off. 	The scheme is highly 
admired, and the two old men are to be made free of the city, and 
each of them is to be adorned with a pair of wings at the publick 
charge. 	Epops invites them to his nest-royal, and entertains them 
nobly. The nightingale in the mean time joins the chorus without, 
and the Parabasis begins. They sing their own nobility and ancient 
grandeur, their prophetick skill, the benefits they do mankind already, 
and all the good which they design them ; they descant upon the 
power of inusick, in which they are such great masters, and inter-
mix many strokes of satire ; they shew the advantages of flying, 
and apply it to several whimsical cases ; and they invite all such, 
as would be free from the heavy tyranny of human laws, to live 
among them, where it is no sin to beat one's father, or to lie with 
one's mother, &c. &c. . 
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Act 2. Scene 1. 
The old men now become birds, and magnificently fledged, after 

laughing a while at the new and awkward figure they make, con-
sult about the name which they shall give to their rising city, and 
fix upon that of Nephelococcygia : and while one goes to superin-
tend the workmen, the other prepares to sacrifice for the prosperity 
of the city, which is growing apace. 

Scene 2. 
They begin a solemn prayer to all the birds of Olympus, putting 

the swan in the place of Apollo, the cock in that of Mars, and the 
ostrich in that of the greatsmother Cybele, &c. 

Scrte 3. 
A miserable poet, having already heard of the new settlement, 

comes with some lyrick poetry which he has composed on this great 
occasion. Pisthetmrus knows his errand from his looks, and makes 
them give him an old coat ; but not contented with that, he begs to 
have the waistcoat to it, in the elevated style of Pindar : they 
comply, and get rid of him. 

Scene 4. 
The sacrifice is again interrupted by a begging prophet, who 

brings a cargo of oracles, partly relating to the prosperity of the 
city of Nephelococcygia, and partly to a new pair of shoes, of which 
he is in extreme want. 	Pisthetwrus loses patience, and cuffs him 
and his religious trumpery off the stage. 

• 
Scene 5. 

Meto, the famous geometrician, comes next and offers a plan, 
which he has drawn, for the new buildings, with much importance 
and impertinence : he meets with as bad a reception as the prophet. 
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Act 2. Scene 6 and 7. 

An ambassador, or licensed spy from Athens, arrives, and a 
legislator with a body of new laws. They are used with abundance 
of indignity, and go off threatening every body with a prosecution. 
The sacred rites being so often interrupted, they are forced to , 
remove their altar, and finish them behind the scenes. 	The chorus 
rejoice in their own increasing power; and (as about the time of the 
Dionysia it was usual to make proclamation against the enemies of 
the republick) they set a price upon the head of a famous poulterer, 
who has exercised infinite cruelties upon their friends and brethren : 
then they turn themselves to the judges and spectators, and promise, 
if this drama obtain the victory, how propitious they will be to 
them. 

Act 3. Scene I. 

Pisthetaerus returns, and reports, that the sacrifice appears 
auspicious to their undertaking : a messenger then enters, with an 
account how quick the works advance, and whimsically describes 
the employments allotted to the several birds, in different parts of 
the building. 

Scene 2. 

Another messenger arrives in a violent hurry, to tell how some-
body from heaven has deceived the vigilance of the jack-daws, who 
were upon guard, and passed through the gates down into the 
lower air ; but that a whole squadron of light-winged forces were 
in pursuit of this insolent person, and hoped to fetch him back 
again. The birds are in great perturbation, and all in a flutter 
about it. 

Scene 3. 

This person proves to be Iris, who in her return is stopped short, 
and seized by order of Pisthetwrus. 	He examines her, where is 
her passport ? 	Whether she had leave from the watch ? What is 
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her business ? 	Who she is ? 	in short he treats her with great 
authcirity. 	She tells her name, and that she was sent by Jove with 
orders to mankind, that they should keep holiday,• and perform 
grand sacrifice : she wonders at their sauciness and madness, and 
threatens them with all her father's thunder. 	The governour of 

•Nephelococcygia returns it with higher menaces, and with language 
very indecent indeed for a goddess and a maid to hear : however, 
with much-ado, she carries off her virginity safe, but iin a terrible 
passion. 

Act 3. Scene 4. 
The herald, who had been dispatched to the lower world, returns 

with an account that all Athens was gone bird-mad ; that it was 
grown a fashion to imitate them In their names and manners ; and 
that shortly they might expect to see a whole convoy arrive, in 
order to settle among them. 	The chorus run to fetch a Nast cargo 
of feathers and wings to equip their new citizens, when they come. 

Scene 5. 
The first, who appears, is a profligate young fellow, who hopes 

to enjoy a liberty, which he could not enjoy so well at home, the 
liberty of beating his father. 	Pisthetwrus allows it indeed to be the 
custom of his people ; but at the same time informs him of an 
ancient law preserved among the storks, that they shall maintain 
their parents in their old age. 	This is not at all agreeable to the 
youth : however in consideration of his affection for the Nepheloc-
cygians, PisthAwrus furnishes him with a feather for his helmet, 
and a cock's spur for a weapon, and advises him, as he seems to be 
of a very military turn, to go into the army in Thrace. 

Scene 6. 
The next is Cinesias, the dithyrambick' writer, who is delighted 

with the thought of living among the clouds, amidst those airy 
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regions, whence all his poetical flights are derived ; but Pisthetaerus 
will have no such animal among his birds : he drives him back to 
Athens with great contempt. 

Act 3. Scene 7. 
He then drives away also (but not without a severe whipping) 

an informer, who, for the better dispatch of business and to avoid 
highwaymen and bad roads, comes to beg a pair of wings to carry 
him round the islands and cities subject to Athens, whose inhabitants 
he is used to swear against for an honest livelihood, as did, he says, 
his fathers before him. 	The birds, in the ensuing chorus, relate 
their travels, and describe the strange things and strange men they 
have seen in them. 

Act 4. Scene 1. 
A person in disguise, with all the appearance of caution and fear, 

comes to enquire for Pisthetaerus, to whom he discovers himself to 
be Prometheus, and tells him (but first he makes them hold a large 
umbrella over his head for fear Jupiter should spy him) that the gods 
are all in a starving miserable condition : and, what is worse, that the 
barbarian gods (who live no one knows where, in a part of heaven 
far beyond the gods of Greece) threaten to make war upon them, 
unless they will open the ports, and renew the intercourse between 
mankind and them, as of old. 	He advises Pisthetaerus to make the 
most of this intelligence, and to reject all offers boldly, which 
Jupiter may make him, unless he will consent to restore to the birds 
their ancient power, and give him, in marriage his favourite attendant, 
Basilea.' 	This said, he slips back again to heaven, as he came. 
The chorus continue an account of their travels. 

i i. e. Sovereignty. 
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Act 4. Scene 2.  
An embassy arrives from heaven consisting of Hercules, Neptune, 

and a certain Triballian god. 	As they approach the city walls, 
Neptune is dressing and scolding at the outlandish divinity, and 
teaching him how to carry himself a little decently. 	They find 
Pisthetzerus busy in giving orders about a dish of wild fowl (i.e. of 
birds which had been guilty of high misdemeanours, and condemned to 
die by the publick) which are dressing for his dinner. 	Hercules, 
who before was for wringing off the head of this audacious mortal 
without farther conference, finds himself insensibly relent, as he 
snuffs the savoury steam. 	He salutes Pisthetaarus, who receives 
them very coldly, and is more alentive to his kitchen than to their 
compliment ; Neptune opens his icommission; owns that his nation 
(the gods) are not the better for this war, and on reasonable terms 
would be glad of a peace. 	Pisthetmrus, according to the advice of 
Prometheus, proposes (as if to try them) the first condition, namely, 
that of Jupiter's restoring to the birds their ancient power ; and, if 
this should be agreed to, he says, that he hopes to entertain my 
lords the ambassadors at dinner. 	Hercules, pleased with this last 
compliment, so agreeable to his appetite, comes readily into all he 
asks ; 	but is severely reproved 	by Neptune for 	his 	gluttony. 
Pisthetwrus argues the point, and shews how much it would be for 
the mutual interest of both nations; and Neptune is hungry enough 
to be glad of some reasonable pretence to give the thing up. 	The 
Triballian god is asked his opinion for form : he mutters somewhat, 
which nobody understands, and so it passes for his consent. 	Here 
they are going in to dinner, and all is well ; 	when Pistheteerus 
bethinks himself of the match with Basilea. 	This makes Neptune 
fly out again : be will not hear of it ; he will return home instantly; 
but Hercules cannot think of leaving a good meal so; he is ready 
to acquiesce in any conditions. 	His colleague attempts to shew 
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bray} that he is 'giving up his patrimony,  for a dinner; and what will 
become of him after Jupiter's death, if the birds are to have every 

'thing during his life-time. 	Pisthetaerus clearly proves to Hercules 
that this is a mere imposition ; that by the laws of Solon a bastard 
has no inheritance ; that if Jove died without legitimate issue, his. 
brothers would succeed to his estate; and that Neptune speaks only 
out of interest. 	NOw the Triballian god is again to determine the 
matter; they interpret his jargon as favourable to them ; so Neptune 
is forced to give ,  up the point, and Pistheteerus- goes with him and 
the barbarian to heaven to fetch his bride, while Hercules stays 
behind to take care that the roast meat is not spoiled. 

Act 5. 	Scene the first and last. 
A messenger returns with the news of the approach of Pisthetmrus 

and his bride ; and accordingly they appear in the air in A splendid 
machine, he with Jove's thunderbolt in his hand, and by his side 
Basilea magnificently adorned : the birds break out into loud songs 
of exultation as they descend, and conclude the drama with their.  
Hymenaeal. 

The end of the Plan of the Ayes. 

NOTES 
ON 

THE AYES. 

103. The birds of the drama had only the head, wings, and beak 
' of the fowl which they represented. 	 • 

115. Why is Tereus said to have been in debt ? 
126, This is the Aristocrates, who afterwards was one of the four - 
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hundred, mentioned by Thuciaides, L. 8. 89, and by'Lysias in his 
oration against Eratosthenes. 

v. 31. Acestor, called Sacas, a tragick poet, pretended to be a 
citizen of Athens. 

151. Melanthius, the poet, had a leprosy. 
.180. 11oXoc. This word was used at this time for the whole heavens. 

Xacv, the void space of air. (v. 1218.) 
223. 	AuXes Tic. 	These words are not in the drama, but are a 

ricceEirgypopv, a direction written on the side to signify, that an air is 
played on the flute, in imitation of the nightingale. , 

276. The second Tyro of Sophocles. 	Philocles called Halmion, 
the son of Philopeithes, and a sister ofiEschylus, wrote comedy. 
Philocles, the tragick poet, was i  the son of Astydamus, the son of 
Morsiinus, the son of the .formeri Philocles. 	Another of the same 
name and profession, his contemporary. 

285. Callias, his luxury and poverty noted. Palmerius here gives 
a genealogy of the family. 

293. Schol. 	The A:at/AK  was to run twice the length of the 
Stadium ; the AoXsxoc, seven times. 

298. Here the twenty-four persons, who form the comick chorus, 
are all enumerated, as they enter under the form of as many birds. 
They are, as follow : a partridge, a godwit, a guinea-hen, a male 
and female halcyon, an owl, a woodpecker, a turtle, a tit-lark, a 
pigeon, a hawk, a stock-dove, a cuckow, a dive-dapper, and ten 
more, of which I know not the English names ; an Da:is, an 
criroOupig, a Neprog 1  an EpoOporiic, a Kgarrueic, a (Dm, an A f.tveXic, a 
noeueic, a Apuolli, and Keponi.g. There are also several mute personages, 
perched here and there' to adorn the scene : a flamingo, a Median 
bird, (perhaps a kind of pheasant), though it appears that this bird, 
under the name of occo-savocog from v. 68, was known at that time, • 
a hoopee, a KaTcaparycic. 

VOL. IL 	 Y 
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437. Same The Andromache and the Phmnisste of Euripides 
- were not acted till after the Ayes. 

471. Silly fable of Asop. 	485. The cock, called the Persian bird. 
494. The festival was on the tenth day after the child's birth, at 

which time they named it. 	See v. 924. 
501. The custom of rolling on the ground, when they first saw a - 

kite in the spring-time. 	In _Egypt, and in Phoenicia, they began 
their harvest as soon as the cuckow is heard. 

510. The figure of a bird was placed on the top of royal sceptres 
(Schol. on v. 1354.) the Scholiasts say, an eagle. 	The statues of 
Minerva were with an owl, those of Jupiter with an eagle, of Apollo 
with a hawk on their heads, &c. 

519. In sacrifices they first laid the inwards of the victim upon 
the hands of the deity, and then eat them. 

521. The Nemesis of Cratinus was written long after this play. 
653. The fable of Archilochus, attributed, like all other such 

fables, to /Esop. 
670. Progne (for it was she, not Philomel, according to our poet, 

who was transformed to a nightingale) was represented by some 
famous Auxtire‘c of those times, who accompanied the chorus with 
her flute. 

716. XXounel  a winter garment. Mb; or AtAzpov, one for the summer. 
750. Phrynichus, the tragick poet, was said to borrow his musick 

from the nightingale. 	 \ 
760. 'They used artificial spurs for fighting-cocks, as now, called 

nxtigreoz. (Schol. on V 1365.) 	 - 
780. Hence I should imagine that these spectacles were exhibited 

in the forenoon. 	There was a place in the theatre assigned to the 
senate, called To Baez /row, and another to the youth under age, 
named EpnCigoy 	 • 

800. The myrmidons of IEschylus. 	808. The eagle and arrow 
from /Eschylus, who calls it a Lybian fable. 
• 
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843. Schol. The Palamedes of Euripides was acted'a little before 
this, which joined to Allan's testimony, Var. Hist. Lib. 2.8, proves the 
falseness of that story concerning the application of some lines in that 
drama to the death of Socrates, which did not happen till sixteen 
years after. This passage in the Scholiast supports PElian, and makes 
the emendation of S. Petitus (ad Thesmophoruzas) of no account. 

880. Alludes to the custom at Athens of praying jointly for their 
own state and that of Chios. 

920. The style of the dithyrambick poets, Simonides and Pindar, 
&c. laughed at. 

934. EiroXcec, an upper garment made of skins. 
942. In the fragment of Pindar, for D.:Tared:1, read Erparoc ; after 

entAetic ECa, something is wanting. 
967. Ouhv OM eTri, means here) nothing hinders. 
995. Meto, the geometrician, ridiculed. 
1023. ErterxoTros, a sort of deputies sent from Athens to inspect the 

e_ppoo-Tai, as the Scholiast says. -allied cities, like the Spartan A 

1025. 0:10a0tov =soy TEXce. 	The Scholiast says nothing upon this, 
nor any one else. 	Teleas, a bad author. 

1036. Ecev ; NeloeXowocurytEuc, &c. 	This is the beginning of a new 
law made on the occasion. 

1073. I should imagine that the proclamation against Diagoras 
was made this very year during the Dionysia. (See Andocides de 
Mysteriis, p. 13), or that perhaps might be the time, when such 
proclamations against the publick enemies were made during these 
assemblies. 

1114. Mvso-got. These were plates of brass with which they shaded 
the heads of statues to guard them from the weather and the birds. 

1149. eTircetyroeyeuc. 	The name of a trowel, or some such instru-
ment;  but of a forked form, I imagine, like a swallow's tail. `Sicr7rEp 

Traila alludes to some children's play. 
• 1157. I read, nanCe;YTWY, instead of IleAexcerrani. 
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1200. The part of Iris, played by some courtezan, which is not, 
as in the Irene and others, a mute personage. 

1282. Eo-coepeerttv. 	It seems, that it was now a sort of fashion in 
'Athens, to imitate Socrates in his dress and manner, and to talk 
philosophy. 

1294. This cannot relate (as Palmerius, deceived by the pseudo- 
Plutarch who wrote the life of Lycurgus, imagines) to that orator, 
who probably was not born at the time when this comedy was 
written. 	1296. Cheerepho, called Nwerepsc.  

1338. A parody of the Enomaus of Sophocles. 	1374. Cynesias, 
a bad dithyrambick writer, called Osxueivoc, and why: he was lame. 
Parody of Alcmus and Simonides. 

1485-93. Schol. The heroes who are supposed to walk in the night, 
and strike with blindness, or with some other mischief, any who 
met them. 	The persons, who pak by their fanes, always kept 
silence. 

1493. Ta E1nc)‘4sce. 	The nobler parts, the head and the eyes. 	. 
1508. EusaIoy, an umbrella, used by the Karnpoeoi, to keep off the 

sun in processions. 
1655. The law by which a father could not give his natural son 

by will more than five mince. 
1675. Disputes between 	plenipotentiaries, determined 	by the 

majority. 	 . 	. 
1728. Alludes to the Troades of Euripides 
1762. The hymn of Archilochus to Hercules Callinicus. 
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. 	THESMOPHORIAZUSX. 

Acted 01. 92. 1. Archon: Callia. 	V. Palmerium. 	What Petitus says here, 
is all wrong. 	. 

3. Toy o-/r)ivoc ;co/AA pc'ExCaXeiv., I imagine he means with coughing; 
for it is. a cold winter's morning. 

109. It cannot be the Chorus who accompany Agatho in his 
hymn here ; if it were, they must hear all the distress of Euripides, 
and see Mnesilochus dressed up to deceiVe themselves. 	Therefore, 
it must be some of Agatho's admirers, like himself, dressed up in 
female habits ; or it may be a chorus whom he is instructing to 
perform in some tragedy of his /own ; or perhaps, the Muses who 
(as the servant says v. 40.) are come to make a visit to his master. 

Agatho, the tragick poet, is derided for his effeminacy and affec- 
tation. 	Euripides, his abuse of women. 

142. The Lycurgia of /Eschylus parodied. 
175. Philocles, Xenocles, Theognis, the dramatick poets, ridiculed. 
201. The Alcestis of Euripides parodied. 	He is .said to have 

preached up atheism in his tragedies. 	 . 
260. Kpoxarroc, a woman's vest, or under-garment, which they 

girt with the Erpopoy under their breast. 	(So in Catullus, " et 
tereti Strophio luctantes vincta papillas")• 	On their head they 
wore the Kexecpcaoc, bound about with a MiTpa or broad fillet. 	On 
some occasions they used a Kepaxti Trepithroy, or oevcoun, (see Plutus, 
Schol. on v. 271.) like a tower (tot 	compagibus altum cedificat 
caput, Juy. Sat. 6. v.501.) or a peruke with the head-dress 'fastened 
on it. 	Over their vest they threw "the Etygwaoc, a broad flowing . 
robe. 	In v. 270) * XceNapa 71.  ic xcespeK (popw-v; is said by Mnesilochus : 
Agatho answers in the next line ; Iv rero) &c. 
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554. The Melanippe and Hippolytus of Euripides : his Pala-
medes represented as writing on the fragments of oars, and throw-
ing them into the sea. 

654. .104011  711; EZEK. 	Kusterus is mistaken here : 	there are 
instances, in Thucydides and elsewhere, of ships drawn by land 
over the isthmus of Corinth. 	 , 	 , 

811. Nat1011.4XX11; ihEY —and 815. AXX EtteXts. 	The explanation 
which Palmerius gives of these two passages from history. is very 
good and ingenious. 	Aristomache and Stratonice are, as I fancy, 
the names of two famous courtezans. 

818. Zeurygs E; 9roXiv—EX0os. To whom does this relate? The Cleophon 
(V. Isocrat. de Pace 174.) here mentioned, and in the Rum, 
was put to death 01. 93. 4. during the siege of Athens by the party 
who had .a mind to settle an oligarchy there. 	See his history in 
Lysias, Orat. in Agoratum, p. 234. and Orat. in Nicomachum, p. 476. 

847. Lamachus was slain in Sicily about two years before this, 
and Hyperbolus was murdered at Samos in this very year. 

855. That tragedy bad and insipid. 	Parody of the Helena, and 
of the Andromeda. 	Echo introduced into it answering to the 
lamentations of Andromeda. 

883. Proteas, the son of Epicles, is twice mentioned by Thucy-
dides, as Erparlityoc commanding at sea, particularly 01. 87. 2.: and 
he died, as it appears here, about 01. 89. 3. 

1069. The Andromeda of Euripides was payed the year before 
this. 
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LYSISTRATAA. 

In Lenwis, Mense Posideone. 	Archonte Callia. 

v. 2. The feasts of Pan, of Venus Colias, and of Genetyllis, 
celebrated by the women with tympana, &c. like the Bacchanalian 
ceremonies. 

58. OA iracaNewil  Err 06 EaXatcryog. 	This alludes to the two ships 
so called, which were the fleetest sailors of all the Athenian navy. 

64. TaiXeCTI011o qu. Tollgerrelov ? i. e. TO cEXOCTEIOY • The statue of Hecate, 
which was consulted by some p lersons about the success of any 
undertaking. 

109. OXso-Cog. A Milesian manufacture of leather. 
150. Linen tunicks of Amorgos, transparent. 
174. The thousand talents in the Acropolis, called TO ACUCTOVY. 

229. Ds Hipo-acce. Persian slippers, worn by the Athenian women. 
The double chorus in this play is remarkable, one of old men, the 

other of women. 
598. AX1j acrrg WTI, &c. 	There seems to be something wanting 

here. 
633. Kai 00p110"e0 TO 	scpc.s. This alludes to the Scolion of Harmodius 

and Aristogeiton. Ev ihilpTli Otras TO E1(100; (POrITO.1, &c. preserved by 
Athenwus, L. 15. p. 695. • 	 • 

643. Hieloopouy. 	A double meaning, 	quasi 	dixisset, 	exiegvocpopeiv. 
AXE rp tc also.  

678. elvirizeoraroy yap, &c. 	This alludes to what they called 
Karl ?ea. 

736. Aihopyis, 4 xiyogaxam, a fine kind of flax, 67ree TtlY CVOVOY p  ti TIP 

xtXp '71-CCITOY. (TX. 
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760. Opic onoseof, The serpent which lived in Minerva's temple. 
OWls also roosted there. 

801. Tv Xoxpv. I.t appears that men wore no drawers or breeches 
* under their tunick. 	. 

981. Conisalus, a deity of Athens, like Priapus. 
1043. It is remarkable, that no one is abused by name here, ex-, 

cept a very few infamous and low people. 	Pisander indeed is men-
tioned ; so that this drama must have been either before or after 
the oligarchy of the Four Hundred. 

1150. Aqoocroc gat xxXog. 	Perhaps this should be, Avvrov, A. wag: 
I do not understand this, as Palmerius does. 	They excuse them-
selves upon the great beauty of Attica, which would tempt any man 
to enjoy it. 	The next verse, `ri4tes " capvcrEa &c. no body explains. 

1171. Toy Ezivivra, seas TOY MvXtii xokroy. 	These places are named 
for the sake of the double meaning. 	The Scholiasts ad Vespas tell 
us, that Exivog is used for the belly of an ox : Mixoy for any round 
protuberance, like the breasts, or hinder parts of a woman. 

1191. All this is very obscure, like the chorus, 1042, and upon 
the same subject. 	During this short interval the Spartans and 
Athenian plenipotentiaries have been entertained.by Lysistrata. 	It 
is the chorus of women, and not she, who say all this from v. 1191. 
to 1218. 	Who the servant is chasing away, I do not perceive, un- 
less it be the crowd of people who come to receive corn at the door. 

The chorus in the end, and in several \scenes of the play, are 
remarkable examples of the true Spartan Dorick. 
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RAN/E. 
•- 

01. 93.3. In Lenteis, Mense Posidwone. 	Avrchonte CAllia post Antigenem. 

_ Spanheim, in his introduction to his notes, has shewn, contrary 
to what Palmerius, Petitus, and others imagined, that there were 
comedies, as well as tragedies, performed four times in the year in 
the Panathenzea, the Lenora, the Dionysia XCGT9  arm, and the An-
thesteria : that during this last festiVal they were exhibited in the 
Pireeeus, in the theatre built there; and that the Leneea were kept 
as well in the city, as in the country, in a place called the Lenmum. 

v. 14. Phrynichus, Ameipsias, and Lycis, comick writers, are here 
satirized for their low and common-place jokes: 

48. Clisthenes, the son of Synbirtius, if not ETpartryos,4as the 
Scholiasts say, at Arginusee, was 'at least a Trierarch. 

53. The Andromeda of Euripides. 	That poet was lately dead. 
73. Iophon, the son of Sophocles and Nicostrata, wrote tragedy 

with applause in his father's life-time ; he was suspected of exhi- 
biting his father's dramas in his own name. 	The Eneus of 
Euripides parodied. 	Sophocles was dead not long since. 	The 
simplicity and easiness of his nature opposed to the cunning of 
Euripides. 	Agatho was now at the court of Archelaus. 

79. It is plain, that Sophocles was just dead, and that Iophon, 
his son, had not yet published any thing since his death. 

86. Xenocles, the son of Carcinus, and Pythangelus, tragick 
writers, are mentioned with contempt. 	That kind of poets were 
then very numerous at Athens. 	The Alcmena of Euripides, and 
his Alexandra, and Hippolytus, also •the Melanippe of Sophocles 
are alluded to. 	, 	_ 

104. Read, 6.;6. zai IAN bX61)  instead of rot. 	 .. 	. 
126. This is the usual effect of the cicuta, as Plato describes it in 

his Phwdo. 
VOL. 11. 
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131. The three AceprotAi4eopias celebrated in the Ceramicus, to 
Minerva, to Vulcan, and to Prometheus. 

141. It is sure from the Vespw, and from other plays, that in Cleon's 
time the Mto-Ooc lxce`o-rocos was three oboli : probably after his death, 
or when the republick began to decline, it might be again reduced 
to two oboli: 

193. Heel rwv mean/. 	The Scholia and Commentators make out 
nothing here to one's satisfaction. 

233. Schol. 	The strings of the lyre were made of the sinews of 
animals, and more anciently, as now, of their intestines ; whence 
they were called xopLi. 

235. `Tiroxypioy. 	The bridge or some part of the lyre, made of a 
reed, afterwards of horn, as it seems. 	It is remarkable that the 
chord of frogs does not appear, but is heard only, and that in a 
single scene, though the play takes its name from them. 	The true 
chorus of the drama consists of the ghosts of the initiated, the 
Mva-rall  and enters not before v. 319. 

295. A description of the phantom, called Empusa. 
305. Hegelochus was an actor in the Orestes of Euripides. From 

this story of him, it should seem, that in pronouncing words joined 
by a synalaepha, they did not use, totally to drop the vowel in the 
end of the first, but liquefied it, as it were, into the following. 
Otherwise, I do not conceive what difference there could be between 
the sound of rycoop7 ZeZ, and yxXiii Zet7). . 	I 

323. The profanation of the mysteries by Diagoras. 
369. Alluding to Cynesias, the dithyrambick writer. 
370. H In tticrOvc reev groorreov &c. seems to mean some attempt made 

by an orator (the Schol. on vP103. of the Ecclesiasuzce, say Archinus) 
to reduce the expense of the Choregi by limiting the sum they gave 
to their poets : and the two distinct persons (as Aristotle says in 
the Schol. 406.) under this Archon, were ordered to furnish the 
tragick and the comick chorus, which before were at the expense 
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of one. 	This drama then was played a little before that order ; 
and as the publick had suffered greatly by the war the chorusses 
were but poorly furnished out. 	From v. 412, it appears that the 
chorus consisted of both sexes. 

431. The Callias, who was now Archon, could not be the son of 
Hipponicus, as he is here ridiculed by name ; unless the change of 
his father's name into Hippobinus might save the poet fromthe law. 
(See also v. 504.) 

475. Alludes to the Theseus of Euripides.  
478. TeterlyTiCe, imp' flirevoiav for Tapraesx. 	Mupouva is to be under-

stood, as some daemon very dismal, derived from Mupeo-9as; at the • 
same time to raise laughter ; the obvious meaning being nothing, 
but lampreys caught and salted on the Spanish coast, and imported 
by the Phoenicians perhaps into Greece. 

490. These two uses of a sponge are easily comprehended from 
the Scholia. 

,504. The temple of Hercules AXEEtgaxoc at Melite, a Atilhos of 
Attica. 	Initiated there in the lesser mysteries—founded during the 
plague. 	Statue by Ageladas the Argive, the scholar of Phidias. 
Callias had a house at Melite. 

511. A manner of civilly refusing a thing : Evatvw. xxXXITTiz. Tram 
xcateoc. 	 . 

546. See the history of Theramenes. Schol. 
631. The horrid manner of torturing slaves, viz. Ev xxitcoaci ho-ac, 

binding them down with their back on a pair of stairs, as it seems, 
or on a ladder ; hanging them up by the arms ; scourging them 
with the 6cr-rpsE, a whip made of leather with the bristles on it ; 
stretching them on the wheel ; pouring vinegar up the nostrils ; 
pressing, by laying a weight of bricks on them, &c. &c. !!! 

674. The iambicks of Ananias. 	The Laocoon of Sophocles. 
The Antmus of Phrynichus. 

700. The poet's advice, given in this place, was actually followed 
the year after this, when, upon the battle of Egos-Potami, and the 
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siege of Atha's, a decree was made upon the•motion of Patroclidesy 
(still preserved -in the oration of Andocides de Mysteriis), to restore 
the ATithoi to all the privileges from which they had been -degraded. 
It seems from what -he says, v. 701, that when the government of 
-the Four Hundred was destroyed, many had been thus degraded for 
having a hand in those transactions. 

730. The Athenian gold coin had been debased the year before 
this. 	Copper was first coined this very year, and again cried down 
thirteen years afterwards. 
- 775: This may probably enough be borrowed from the Athenian 

, customs, namely, that the principal artist in each kind, should have 
a maintenance in the Prytaneum, and be seated ev ®mew, in a chair 
of distinction on some occasions. 

800. The modesty and candour of Sophocles, and the envious and 
contentious nature of Euripides. 

803. Nun J" gizexxey, I take to be a solecism, used by Clidemides, or 
some bad orator or poet. 

913. The Scholia here seem to say, that there were dramas played 
during the celebration of the Eleusinea ; and above, v. 357, they tell 
us, that the scene of this play lay at Eleusis. (v. 395.) 	Qumre, 
Whether any rites in honour of Ceres were joined with those of 
Bacchus during the Lencea ? 

961. The Median hangings were wrought with grotesque and 
monstrous animals.  
• 1079. Inc TE 76 XO;UTOY 01 =Ted '1400t6. 	It should seem that love 
was the cause of the death of Euripides, and one would think, from 
the expression and from the Scholia, that his wife bad not only been 
false to him, but that she destroyed him. 

1106. TwOorxeci.caxi. 	 This seems to prove, that the three orders of 
rowers were placed directly over one another. 

. 	1100 and 1145. 	Reading and the arts of speaking were more 
universal among all orders of people than in these times ; which the 

. poet satirizes, as corrupting and enervating the minds of men, and 
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especially of the younger sort ; and he attributes it td the philoso- 
phers, to the sophists, and to the tragick writers, particularly 
Euripides. 

1209. ErosCv, a botch-word inserted only to fill up : literally, the 
stuffing of a mattrass. 

1231. AtptuOse. I have no clear idea of this AleuOioy, on which so 
much of this scene turns ; nor of the ingoirow e 7rEXaBe4 sir' apeoyar 
which answers to it, or the oxecTroBecer, which two last seem to relate 
to the musick and the rhythm introduced by .1Eschylus in his 
chorusses, and not to the sense of the verses. 

1349. Et—ei—eatcro-sre. This shews that in the ancient musick they 
dwelt not on words alone, and repeated them, as we do, but also on 
syllables; or, does it only express ¶he lengthening out of the vowels ? 

1580. It is here said, from Aiistotle, that Cleophon, after the 
battle of Arginusae, in the archonship of Callias, came into the 
assembly drunk and in armour, and rejected the peace, then offered 
by Lacedmmon. But Lysias (in his oration contra Agoratum) tells 
us that this happened not till the following year after the battle of 
/Egos-Potami, when the siege of Athens was actually formed. 	I 
cannot but believe the latter, as a contemporary author. 

ECCLESIAZUSIE. 

See Palmerius. 

v. 2. KocXxio-7' EY EUCT76071.010.  ill Esupnithevov. 	So I 	should read, rather 
than 4,771w:soy, of which I do not see the sense, and understand 

- with the Scholiasts, "Thou noblest invention of wise artists." For 
- .though this expression he somewhat obscure, it is far preferable to 
Tanaquil Faber's emendation, Ey ono-row-a E ytirtilhEYOY y which is neither 
sense nor Greek. 
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14. Zrox, all repositories of corn were so called. 
22. 'Ag Dpupopaxoc iror'.eilriV, &c. 	The allusion in these lines is 

too obscure at this distance of time. 	The Scholiasts say that it 
relates to a - decree assigning the courtezans and the women of 
reputation a different place at some publick spectacles (qu. whether 
in the theatre, as Faber says ?) ; but the verses do not express any 
such matter. 

63. It was the custom of the men to anoint the whole body with 
oil, and dry it in before the sun, and of the women to shave them-
selves all over.  

v. 74. Atmovocall  was the name for the usual chaussure of the 
men, and neecroun, that of the women. 

102, Agyrrius, the Irecwrnyog, at Lemnos, retrenched the expense 
of the Choregi to their poets, and appointed the sum to be given to 
the people at their assemblies. 	(v. 184, 284, 292, 302, 380, and 
Flutus, v. 330.) 

128. Foal, a weasel, carried round the place of publick assemblies, 
we X49010 10Y rs. 	They came to their Exolo-ioti with a staff (3awrtipia) 

in their hands: 
156. The oath peculiar to women, Mx TCO OEM )  i. e. Ceres and 

Proserpina. 	- 
193. To OlVIACCXMOY. Petitus from this passage and from a necessary 

emendation he makes in the Scholia here, seems to fix rightly the 
time of this drama to 01. 96. 4. Archonte Demostrato. 

203. What particular fact is here meant, one cannot say at present; 
but Faber is mistaken in thinking that it cannot be the famous 
Thrasybulus, for it appears, (from Lysias's Apology for Mantheus, 
p. 307.) that he was living, and present in the action before Corinth 
this very year ; his death did not happen till three years after. 	In 
spite of all his invaluable services to the publick, the orators and 
comick writers of those times did not cease to make very free with 
his character. (See v. 356 of this drama.) 	There is a remarkable 
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passage of this kind in the oration of Lysias in Ergoelem, p. 456 and 7, 
which I take to relate to this very Thrasybulus, and to be spoken a 
little while after his death. 

256. crrozegEly, I imagine, signifies, to stamp with their feet, a noise 
made in great assemblies to express their dislike. 	See Acharnens. 
v. 38. Sometimes it was done merely for the purpose of interrupting. 
See v. 592 of this play. 	• 

318. The ;1-11.44170koaiov and Kpolarroc seem to be both the same, 
namely, a woman's vest, or under-garment of a light red colour. 
KoOopvoc and nepa:mv are the same, a woman's proper chaussure. 

531. Here the Tc _eorteroc is called by the name of 46ctrioy. 
534. Eir;Oeio-o AtmOov. On a dead body. 
568. If this scheme be meant as a satire on.  Plato's Republkky 

that work must have been written when the philosopher was not 
thirty-six years of age. 

974. Alludes to the manner of introducing causes into the courts 
of justice, according to the age of the plaintiffs ; first those (as I 
imagine) above sixty years of age, and so downwards. After which, 
if there were several, they cast lots whose should be heard first. 

1017. A woman could not deal, of her own authority, with. any 
person for more than the value of a medimnus of corn. 

1023. The manner of laying out the dead. 
1081. The decree of Cannonus is mentioned by Xenophon in his 

‘/ 

Greek History, L. 1. as ascertaining the punishment ofpersons accused 
of crimes against the publick, and allowing the means of making 
their defence. 	It is probable that, in some paragraph of that 
psephisma, it was ordered that the, prisoner should appear on that 
occasion, holden between two of, the ToEorai, or perhaps of the 
'Eaexa. 	 1 

1124, The number of citizens was now above thirty thousand. 
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PLUTUS. 

The Plutus was first played 01. 92.4. and it was altered and revived 01. 97. 4. 
lir The drama, which we now have, is compounded of both these. 

THE 'PLAN. 

as 
Act 1. Scene 1. 	The prologue between Chremylus and Cario, 
far as v. 58. 	Sc. 2. Cario goes out and returns at v. 229. 

Ao 'Act 2. Sc 1. 	Cario returns with the chorus of old countrymen 
at v. 253. 	Sc. 2. Chremylus re-enters and salutes the chorus v, 322. 
Sc. 3. Conversation with Blepsidemus. 	Sc. 4. Poverty rushes out 
of Chremylus's house, and disputes with the two old men : they 
drive her away, and prepare to carry Plutus to the temple of 
/Esculapius. 	Here should be the Parabasis, but there is none. 
The chorus remain silent on the stage for a time ; till 

Act 3. S. 1. Cario returns with the news of the cure of Plutus. 
This interval is supposed to be a whole night. 	Sc. 2. Cario recounts 
the matter to Chremylus's wife. 	Sc. 3. Plutus, being now restored 
to sight, returns home with Chremylus. 	Here also is a short 
interval ; till 

Act 4. Sc. 1. 	Cario comes out, and describes the change which 
had happened on the entrance of Plutus. 	Sc. 2. The honest old 
man comes to pay his vows to the god. 	Sc. 1. A sycophant comes 
to complain of his sudden poverty. 	Sc. 4. A wanton old woman 
enters, who has lost her love : she appears, returning from a drunken 
frolick. 	Here all, but the chorus, enter Chremylus's liouse. 

Act 5. Sc: 1. 	Mercury comes begging to the gate; Cario at last 
takes him into his service. 	Sc. 2. The priest of Jupiter comes for 
charity. 	Sc. 3. The procession conducts Plutus to the Acropolis. 
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NOTES 

ON THE PLUTUS. ' 

v. 179. Epio Z'e Aaii, &c. It is probable enough, as Athenwus hews 
from an oration of Lysias, L. 13. p. 586, that this should be read 
Naii : but the Scholiast attempts to shew that the time would not 
permit it to be 'Axis, as she was only seven years of age, when 
Chabrias was Archon ; and consequently under Diodes, 01. 92, 4, 
she could be but thirteen or fourteen. 	This I take to be the 
meaning of the Scholiast, though the words, as they are now read, 
seem to say, that from Chabrias to Diodes was a. space of fourteen 
years, whereas it was but six in reality ; and the Scholiast adds, 
that at this age she could not be much in vogue. 	If the author of 
this note knew, that the verse was in the Plutus, when it was first 
acted, he is in the right, and confirms the emendation of Athenatus; 
but if (see v. 303) it were only in the second Plutus, Lais was then 
thirty-three . years old, and might be still in admiration. 	The 
Scholiast says, Epimandra, Timandra, or Damasandra, the mother 
of the younger Lais, as Athenmus calls her L. 13. p. 574, supposing 
her to have this daughter at fourteen years of age, must be twenty-
one, when Hyccara was taken by Nicias, and consequently was 
thirty-two, at the time of Alcibiades's death, whose mistress she 
was, as Plutarch and Athenaeus relate. 	I should understand the 
Scholiasts here of the mother, not of the, daughter, though they are 
confused and erroneous. 

180. Timotheus was now making his appearance in the world, 
Conon his father being yet alive. 	What building of his is alluded 
to here, one cannot say, or whether it relate to him at all. 	The 
fact is obscure, the expression broken, and the Scholiast trifling. 
' 253. The Scholia here explain all the marks used by the gram-
marians in dramas with their names. 

VOL. II. 	 A a 
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c 
268. Q zeuooy, &c.. This is ironical, and not as the Scholia 

interpret it. 
278. It suffices to know that such Athenians, as were appointed 

judges, drew lots (see v. 973. and Ecclesiaz. v. 677.) in which of the 
courts they were to sit, and that at their entrance the KnpuE, or crier 
of each court, by order of the presiding magistrate, delivered to 
every one a Zw.t.Coxoy and, upon his carrying it to the neurapic in 
waiting, he received his daily pay, Mia-80; J'n 	This was done, 
as I imagine, every morning to prevent corruption in the judges, 
who did not know, till then; in what court or cause they were to give 
sentence. 	The other ceremony mentioned in the Scholia was only 
annual, when the tribes assembled, and each drew lots by itself for 
a certain number who were to sit as judges that year. 	There is 
much confusion in these Scholia, collected out of very different 
authors. 	Potter does not allow this to have been the practice in 
the best times, at least not in the greater courts, where the judges 
were fixed and certain after their first election ; in the lesser, he 
says, it might have been. 	The passage, however, from Aristotle's 
polity of Athens is to be observed. 

278. Schol. The key-stone of the entrance into each particular 
court was painted of a certain colour. 	The judge, having received 
his staff, went to that court which was distinguished by the same 
colour with his staff, and marked with the same letter which was 
inscribed on the head of it (0'n'Ep EY ri CceXcaw)\  and at his entrance he . 
received from the presiding magistrate a EUIZONOY, as above. I doubt 
of what the Scholia say, that there were as many courts as tribes ; 
and that the tribes at first drew lots, in which court each should 
judge, and the tribules drew among themselves who should be 
judges, and who not: 

290. Philoxenus, the dithyrambick : his Galatea parodied. 	The 
origin of that piece in the Scholia, which appears to have been a - 
drama. 
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330. The Scholia, and Kuster, and Spanheim too, confound the 
Mso-Ooc Isaarrizoc with the DoeXticrtairrococ : the words are .to be under-
stood of the latter. 

385. The picture of the Heraclidw by Pamphilus the painter, the 
master of Apelles.  

408. The publick salary to physicians was no longer in use. 
596. The suppers of Hecate were distributed monthly, every new 

moon, to the poor by every rich housekeeper. 
601. The Phwnissm of Euripides parodied. 
663 The ceremonial of sleeping in the temple of ]Esculapius. 
690. The serpents, oogic Impalas, which frequented it, as they did 

the temple of Minerva (Lysistr. v. 760) and those of Bacchus (see 
Schol. v. 690 and 733 Plut.), and 	Trophonius. 	See Pausanias in 

l

of 
Epidauro et Lebadea. 

701. Iaso and Panacea, the attendants and daughters of IEscu-
lapius by Lampetia. 

725. Evcolkocrsa. 	The Scholia do not well explain this, but con-
found it with ̀ Treepoo-sa, and cite a passage from Hyperides, wherein 
this latter word is used.  

768. Korraxurtaartt, nuts, figs, almonds, dates, &c. which they 
strewed on the head of a new-bought slave, when they had first 
seated him on the hearth of the house into which he entered, and 
which his fellow-servants picked up and eat. 

796. (1)0Froc, impertinence, tiresome absurdity. 	The art in use 
with the comick writers to win the common people by throwing 
nuts and dried fruits among them. 

820. TpiTTV; ; a sacrifice of a hog, a ram, and a he-goat. 	EVTEXt1; 

()wax. 	See Schol. 
885. Rings, worn as amulets, or preservatives from fascination, 

bites of venomous creatures, &c. 	ActscrAsos Tapiaagsrat spiscroos. 

905. Merchants were exempt from the Escrspopa, or extraordinary 
taxation. 
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984. A marls pallium (;parlin) Cost twenty drachmae ; his shoes, 
cost eight. 	• • 	 . 

1127. The fourth day of every month was sacred to Mercury, the 
. first and seventh, to Apollo, the eighth to Theseus. 	Libations to 

most gods were made with pure. wine ; to Mercury with' wine and 
' • water equally mixed. 	 - 	- 

. - 1195. Schol. The riorapai of Stratis* were published before the 
Ecclesiazusce or the Plutus of Aristophanes : I read the last lines 
here cited, 	 — 	. 

. 	 ' 	Nil XaCovrei ?1 /4atcvarTeg, 
Mwr caXo ihtAv expevos OiXtAXas• 

• , 	_ 
instead of exoffivoy. PhilylliuS is often cited by Athenwus, and hence 
he appears to have lived contemporary with Stratis. 

. 	• 	, 	-• 	• 

* In the Scholiast we read the name uniformly Written Isparsc, and in Athenteus 
17-parric. 	EDITOR. 
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: SECTION -III; 

GEOGRAPHICAL. 

1 	1 	, 
RELATING. 

TO SOME PARTS 1  

OF INDIA AND OF PERSIA. 

" E a chi l' Aonio coro 
La varia sua ricchezza 
Donb con tal larghezza? 
Quill si riposto lido 	, 
Che di sua mente 1' instancabil volo 
Corso non 1' abbia ? " 
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Ix THE fifth and last Section of the Memoirs of Mr. -Gray, 
Mr. ,Mason informs the reader that he " found among his papers 
a great number of geographical disquisitions, particularly with 
respect to that part of Asia Which comprehends India .and Persia; 
concerning, the ancient and modern names of which extensive 
countries his notes are very copious." 	Mr. Mason observes also, 
that A' he had beeri told that, early in life, Mr. Gray had an intention 
of publishing an edition of STRABO." 	From the inspection of his 
papers the present editor must confess that he cannot discover any 
such .intention; for Mr. Gray's application to the authors who have 
treated on these subjects was so varied, so curious, and so extensive, 
that the invaluable and original work of. Strabo seems only to have 
been a single object, though a principal one, among the number. 
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The diligence, the accuracy, the unwearied researches, the diver-
sified illustrations from every writer who was then known, and 
Mr. Gray's own happy conjectures, when their assistance failed him 
or when the text of their works was incorrect, must be as surprising 
as they must be gratifying to persons who are interested (and what 
scholar will not be interested?) in disquisitions or notes on topicks 
like these. 	It might be thought indeed that the whole attention 
of his life had been directed to this department of literature. There 
is one consideration, however, peculiarly worthy of notice. 	Above 
fifty years have passed since these observations were written, when 
the countries of India or of Persia had few peculiar national 
attractions, from their relation to Great Britain. 	They were 
indeed composed at a time, when the classical distinctions of Indian 
geography were only sought for on the disinterested principles 
of liberal investigation, not on those of policy, nor of the regulation 
of trade, nor of the extension of empire, nor of permanent 
establishments, but simply and solely on the grand view of what is, 
and of what is past. 	They were the researches of a solitary 
scholar in academical retirement, probably without any assistance 
(for from whom could he receive it?) but that of books. 	The 
Latin dissertations of the very learned Dodwell, at the close of 
the last century, had perhaps been regarded only by the few; and it 
remained for those consummate geographers; so highly deserving of 
their own country, Arcfjor James Rennell and the Rev. Dr. Vincent 
Dean of Westminster, to present to the classical and to the political 
reader, at a period when India and Persia were more than ever 
interesting and important to us, their valuable, solid, and satisfac- 
tory illustrations of the subjects before us. 	Even to those persons, 
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who are now well acquainted with the labours of Major Bennell 
and of Dr. Vincent, it may 'neither be .unpleasing nor uninstructive 
to peruse the following pages, which the editor has selected, as 
a specimen of the curious felicity which Mr. Gray exerted to digest, 
to compare, and to combine the information of antiquity with the 
extended knowledge of modern times. These researches of Mr. Gray 
should be considered simply in a classical point of view, as a part only 
of that unmeasured erudition and of that intense study which, like 
Milton (with whose learning alone it is no injury to compare that 
of Mr. Gray) " hi might take to be his portion in this . life," 
Mr. Gray indeed, while he was composing them, might have adapted 
to himself the sentiments and t e expressions of that poet, who ii 
(whenever his subject would 'al ow him) gave to geography the 
simplicity, the harmony, and the dignity of the Homerick diction, 
and which the learned reader will recollect with pleasure : 

'Nix h TOS ;CCU TV& xcerarypatilaibu OaXacray, 
Ou pav awl a7raveu0E iropec, ou vvi vEpvcrar 
Ou yap poi C40; ETT$ fiEXC4iYaWY E7ri WOW, 

OA 1401 EIAITOpill orcerpeoi'oc, er E1T rcerryvv 
Epxothas jxt TE ITOAXOS EpuOpansIx 7rovns, 

.4irt).2VIS 137G aitery010TEc, iv'  CaPITETOY OACOY ;Ace:rat' 

laXce p Men:60 CP0eEEi YOOC at TE SIAZYTOGi, 

NOTPY cxXvzocrovw, iroXAvY Act thErpno-cco-Oat, 
• •Oupece I?, VITEIpOYTE, KCei otiOEpinv a011 oto-rpcto.*  

_ 	 EDITOR. 
• 

* Dionysii Perieges: v. 707. p. 63. Edit. Oxon. 1697. 
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EXTRACTS 

GEOGRAPHICAL. 

AUTHORS CITED 

. IN COMPARING THE ANCIENT AND MODERN GEOGRAPHY 
OF INDIA AND OF PERSIA. 

Abu'lfeda Ismael, prince of Hamah in Syria, 1343 ; his Takowim-
al-Boldan, or Geography, 'is/ extant among the Arabick MSS. of 
the publick library at Cambridge. 	The only parts of it as yet 
translated are the Chorasmiee and Mawaralnaharm Descriptio, 
and the Arabia, both done by John Greaves, Savilian Professor 
at Oxford, and published by Dr. Hudson among his Geographi 
Minores, vol. 3. 1712. 4to. 

Abu'l-Gasi Bayadur, Chan of Khooaresm in 1663, his Skajareh- 
Turki. The manuscript was purchased of a Bookhar-merchant 
by one of the Swedish officers then prisoner at Tobolskoi in 
Siberia. 	It is in the Tartar language, and was translated into 
French under the title of Histoire Genealogique des Tartars 
enrichie d'un grand nombre de Remarques authentiques et 
curieuses sur le veritable etat present de l'Asie Septentrionale. 
These notes are by M. de Bentinck. Leyde, 1726. a thick 12mo. 

Acta Eruditorum Lipsim 4to : they were begun by Otto Menckenius 
in 1682, and are still continued. 

Agatharchides, among the Geographi Minores of Hudson, v. 1. 
Antoninus Pius, Itinerarium terrestre et maritimum, in the Theatrum 

Geographim Veteris, edente P. Bertio. Amst. 1619, fol. ex oflic. 
Judoci Hondii, 2 tom. 
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Arrianus, Expeditio Alexandri et Historia Indica, Operi Jac: 
Gronovii. Lugd. Batay. fol. 1704.  

, Periplus Maris Erythrwi, among the Geographi Minores, v. 1. 
p. 21. 

Athenwus, Is. Casauboni, 2 tom. fol. Lugduni, 1657. 
Barbaro (Messer Josafa) Viaggio nella Tana, e della Persia, A. D. 

1436, (in Ramusio, tom. 2.) 
Barbosa (Odoardo) died in 1519. (See- Ramusio, tom. 1; from the 

Portuguese.) 
Baros (Juan de) his Asia, in Portuguese. 	Part of it translated by 

Ramusio, tom: 1. p. 384. 
Bayerus (Theophilus Sigefridus) Historia Regni Grwcorum Bac-

triani. Petropoli, 1738, 4to. 
Bentinck—Notes on Abulgasi. 
Bernier (Francois, M. D.) Voyages dans les Etats du Grand Mogol. 

3 tom. Amst. 1710, 12mo. 
Blanc (Vincent le). 
Bruyn (Cornelius le) Voyages en Moscovie, Perse, et aux Indes. 

2 v. fol. Amst. 1718. 
Buffon—Histoire Naturelle du Cabinet du Roi, ;Ito. Paris. There 

are 5 vols. published, 1755. 	 • 
Cartwright (John) The Preacher's Travels, 161 t, 4to. Lond and 

epitomized in Purchas, p. 2. b. 9. 
Chardin (Chevalier Jean) Voyages en Perse et autres lieux de 

1'Orient, 3 tom. 4to. Amst. 1711.  
Childe (Alexander) in Purchas, v. 1. 
Croix (Petit de la) Histoire de Genghizcan. Translated. Loud. 

1722. 8vo. 
Comte (Pere le Comte) Lettres. 
Contarini (M. Ambrosio) Viaggio nella. Persia, 1473. In Ramusio, 

tom. 2. 
Coverte (Capt. Robert) Travels through India by land, black letter, 

1612. Lond. 4to. 
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Curtius (Quintus) cum not. Variorum, 1673. Elzevir, tvo. 
D'Anville (Sr. de) Carte de 1'Asie.en 4 feuilles, 1751, Paris. ... 

-:-- Eclaircissemens Geographiques sur la Gaule,1743. Paris . 8vo. 
— Carte de Coromandel en 2 feuilles, 1753, ibid 

Eclaircissemens Geogr. sur la Carte de l'Inde, 1753, 4to.. -- 
Paris. 

Essai d'une nouvelle Carte -de la Mer Caspienne, 1755. -- 
Diodorus Siculus P. Wesselingii. 
Dionysius. 	. 
D ioscori des . 
Finch (William)—In Purchas. 	 . 

Geographi Minores Hudsoni. 4 v. small 4to. Oxon. 1698, 1703, -

1712. 
, Golius (Jacobus) Notm ad Al-fragani Elementa Astronomica. 

Amst. 1669, 4to. 
Hamilton (Capt. Alexander) Voyages to the East Indies, from 1688 

to 1723. 2 v. 8vo. Lond. 
Hanway (Jonas) Historical account of the British Trade over the 

Caspian Sea, &c. 4 v. 1753, Lond. 4to. 
Herbelot, Bibliotlieque Orientale, fol. 1697. Paris. 
Herbert (Thomas, Esq.) Relation of some years travaile into Afrique 

and Asia. Lond. 1634, fol. 	 • 
Herodotus. 
Histoire Gen6rale des Voyages, par l'Abb6 Prevot. 12 v. 4to. 1746. 

Paris. 
Hyde (Dr. Thomas) Historia Religionis Vet. Persarum. Oxon. 

1700. 4to. 
Idrissi (Al-Sherif-al) his Geography was written in Arabick for the 

use of Roger, king of Sicily, A. D. 1153, but we have only an 
epitome of that work in Latin, under the title of Geographia 
Nubiensis by Gabriel Sionita, and Johannes Hesronita, two 
Maronites. 	Paris. 1619. 4to. 
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Jenkinson (Antony) Voyage from Russia to Bukhara: in Purchas. 
Isidorus Characinus, Mansiones Parthicw. Among the Geographi 

Minores. v.- 2. 
Justinus. 	 . 
Krempfer (Dr. Engelbert) Amcenitates Exoticae. Lemgovire, 1712._4t4. 
Kirchius (Christfridus) Comment atio de Portis Caspiis, earumque 

vero situ. In the Miscellanea Berolinensia, tom. 4. Berol. 17a4. 4ta- 
Laet (Johannes .de) Persia, 1633, Lugd. Bat. Elzevir, very small 

8vo. or 16mo.  
Lettres Edifiantes, begun about 1699; there are 27 volumes published. 

Paris, 12mo. 
Linschoten, in De Bry's India Orien tails. 
Lipsius (Justus) Excursus in L. 2. Annal. C. Taciti. v. 1. cum 

Not. Variorum. 1672. 8vo. Elzevir. 
Lisle (Guillaume de). 
Mandelslo (J. Albert de) Voyage aux Indes. 	In the 2d v. of 

Wicquefort's Olearius. 
Marcellinus (Ammianus) H. Valesii, 1681. Paris, fol. 
Marcianus, among the Geogr. Minores. 
Mela (Pomponius) Gronovii, 8vo. 1722. 
Mierop (Mr. Van) Journal from Casbin to Meshed in 1743. 	In. 

Hanway, v. 1. p. 357. 
Montesquieu (Baron de) Esprit des Loix, 2 v. Geneve, 8vo 
Motta (Aleixo de) Routier pour la Navigation des Indes Orient. In 

1600, translated from the Portuguese in Melc. Thevenot's col-
lection, v. 1. 

Nassir-Eddin (of Tus in Khorassan) Table of Longitudes and 
Latitudes, done about 1260, 	In Hudson's Geog. Minores, v. 3. 

Nieuhoff, in Churchill's Voyages. • 
Olearius (Adam) Voyage en Moscovie, Tartarie, et-  Perse, traduit 

de l'Allemand par Wicquefort, 2 v. 4to, 1659, Paris. 	He began 
his voyage in 1633. 
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Otter (de l'Acad. des Inscript. et  des Belles Lettres) Voyage en 
Turquie et en Perse avec une Relation des Expeditions de Tahmas 
Kouli-Kan, 1748, 2 v. 12mo Paris. 

Ovington. 	Voyage to Surat, 8vo. 
Payton (Walter) in Purchas, v. I. 
Palsaert (Francois) Avis sur le Commerce. des Indes Orient. (in 

M. Thevenot. t. 2.) 
Plinius, Historia Naturalis ; Harduini. Par. 5 Vol.. 4to. 1685. 

- Polo (Marco) delle cose de' Tortoni e delle Indie Orientali : 
See Ramusio, tom. 2.  

Pollux (Julius) Onomasticon, cum Not.Variorum, 2 v. fol. 1706. Amst. 
Polybius, cum Not. Variorum, 3. v. 8vo. Amst. 1670. 
Procopius. 	. 
Ptolemmus (Claudius) Geograhia. 	In P. Bertii Theatrum Geo- 

graphicum, v. 1. fol. 1618, ap. Hondium. 
Purchas' Pilgrims, 4 V. fol. 1625. Lond. 
Ramusio (Giov. Battista) Raccolta di Navigationi e Viaggi, 3 tom. 

fol. Ven. 1563, appresso i Giunti. 
Renaudot (Abbe) Remarks on two Mahometan Travellers to India 

and China in the 9th century. 
Rhoe (Sir Tho.) in Churchill, v. 1. 
Sheref-eddin Ali of Yezd. Histoire de Timur-Beg, (written at the 

time in Persian) trad. par M. Petit de is Croix avec des Notes. 
• 4 v. 12mo. Paris, 1722. 

Schickard Tarich Regum Persim. 4to. • 
Sommario di -tutti li Regni Orientali : from the Portuguese. 	In 

Ramusio, t. 1. p. 324. 
Stephanus (Byzantinus) cum Not. Berkelii. 1688, fol. L. Bat. et cum 

Not. Luc 	Holstenii. Anist. 1694, fol. 
Strabo, cum Not. Almeloovenii, et Varior. in 2 v. fol. Amst. 1707. 
Sylvius (]Eneas), afterwards Pope Pius 2d, Opera omnia. Basil. 

fol. 1571. ap. H. Petro'''. . 
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Tavernier (J. Baptiste) Voyages en Turquie, Perse et aux Indes, 
.3 tom. 4to. 1676, Paris —In English, with a description of all the 
kingdoms that encompass the Euxine and Caspian Seas, by an 
anonymous author, who served in the Swedish army, and was 
prisoner. in Crim-Tartary and Turkey many years. Lond.1678.fol. 

Teixeira (Pedro) Relaciones del origen y succession de los Reyes 
de Persia y de Harmuz ; y de un viage hecho dende la India 
Oriental hasta Italia por tierra. 	Amberes, 1610, 8vo. 	N. B. The 
history is extracted from Khond-emir, a celebrated Persian 
writer of Herat in Khorasan, A. D. 1471. 

Terry (Edward) Chaplain to Sir T. Rhoe's Embassy in 1615. 	In 
Purchas. 

Tellez. 
Theophrastus. Historia Plantarum, cum Comment J. Bodwi a 

Stapel. 1644. Amst. fol. 
Thevenot (Melchisedec) Relation de divers Voyages curieux, &c. 	- 

4 Parties. 2 v. fol. 1663. 
Recueil de Voyages, 8vo. 1681, Paris. It is 

a supplement to the former. 
Nephew to the former. 	Relation d'un Voyage fait au 

Leiant, &c. from 1655 to 1667. 5 v. Amst. 1727, 12mo. In Engl. 
1687, fol. Lond. 

Thompson (George). Attempt to open a trade to Khieva and 
Bokhara in 1746. 	In Hanway, v. 1. p. 845. 

Valle (Pietro della). Viaggi descritti in Lettere famigliari. 4 v. 4to. 
1658. Roma. 

Voyages (History of) 4to. printed for T. Astley. Lond. 	_ 

Ulug-Beig (Sultan of Samarkand, in 1437, grandson of Tamerlane) 
Tabula Geographica, among the Geog. Minores, v 3. 

Werndley. Grammatica Malayensis.. (in the Acta Erudit. for 1740.) 
Woodroffe (Captain) Chart of the Caspian Sea. 	In Hanway, v. 1. 

N. B. The original is kept in the Seaman's Office at -  the Royal 
Exchange. 
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EXTRACTS 

GEOGRAPHICAL 

RELATING 

TO SOME PARTS 

OF INDIA AND 5F PERSIA. 

ANCIENT DESCRIPTIONS OF THE COAST, PROCEEDING FROM THE 
RIVER IN#US EASTWARD. 

THE most exact and particular description is that of the Periplus of 
Arrian (Ed. Hudsoni inter Geographos Minores, V.1. p. 21.) written, 
as Dodwell believes, about the reign of Marcus Aurelius. 

It is remarkable, that in spite of the irruptions of various nations 
into these countries, and consequently of the changes that must 
have been introduced in their languages, so many rivers, promon-
tories, mountains, and even cities, should have retained their ancient 
names with little variation, even down to our times. A geographer 
may safely enough be directed by this\  similitude ' in fixing the 
situation of places in many instances ; though it can only serve to 
found a probable guess on, unless it answer to some known distance, 

' Though he should be enough acquainted with the oriental tongues not to, mistake 
the general names of things for particular names of places, which has been a common 
source of errour to both historians and travellers, ancient, perhaps, as well as modern. ... 
Thus the river in the province of Fars, which runs by Schiraz, is called by Le-Brun, 
Roet-Gone, in which word many might imagine they found some traces of the ancient 

VOL. II. 	 C C 
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some certain 'relation it bears to countries we are well acquainted 
with. 	As the sea-coasts are usually better defined, and suffer less 
alteration in the course of years than the inland parts of a country, 
we shall begin with them from Arrian ; and then, from the 'course 
of the rivers and mountains, try to ascertain the place of the inland 
cities or provinces.  

*'s flora/hoc E,v&oc, &c. 

Arriani Periplus, ap. Geogr. Mtor. Vol. 1. p. 21. Ed. Huds. Oxon. 1698. 

" Next in order (says Arrian) lies the river Sinthus,' the largest of 
all the rivers that run into the Erythrman sea, and that which brings 
into it the greatest quantity of waters. So that for a long way (even 
before you fall in with the coast) out at sea you meet with and dis- 
tinguish the whiteness of its water. 	It is a sign to such as are coming 
in from sea of their near approach to this shore ; if they meet 
serpents rising from the depths to the surface of the waves, as what 
they call Graeae are a token of their drawing nigh the Persian 
coast, and the places. I have mentioned above. 	The river has seven 
mouths,' but they are small and obstructed with mud, nor any of 

Oroatis, mentioned by Nearchus, Strabo, &c. yet is it only a Persian word corrupted, 
Rud-Khane, the house of a river ; for so they term what we call the bed of a river : in 
another place he calls it (as do almost all travellers and 	eographers) the Bendemir : yet 
neither is this its name, but that of a bridge built over it by the Emir Hamze. It is truly 
called the Kur, anciently Cyrus, and probably the same with the Persian Araxes, though 
Strabo treats them as distinct rivers. 	See Della Valle, v. 3, p. 276 and 298. 

' It still bears the name of Sind in the east, as does the great province that lies near its 
mouth; otherwise named Tete (vulgarly Tatta) from its principal city. The Sind is also 
called the river of Etek, from a fortress of that name on its eastern bank. 	See a descrip- 
tion of its course selected from the eastern geographers, in Mom. Otter's Voyage to 
Persia. (vol. 1. p. 371.) 	Abulfeda names it Mehran. 

3  I find no mention made of more than three of its mouths, and most people speak of 
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them navigable except only that in the middle, on which are seated 
the port and trading town of Barbaricum : • before it lies a small 
island, and farther up in the country 5  beyond it, the principal city 
of this Scythia,' called Minnagara ; if is under the dominion .of the 
Parthians, who are continually driving one another out of it? 	The 
ships anchor before Barbaricum, but their whole lading is carried 
up the river to the king ' in the metropolis. 	At this mart a consi- 
derable quantity of fine cloths • are disposed of, but not many of the 
mixed sort, crysolites, corals, styrax, frankincense, glasses, plate, 
coin, and a little wine. 	In return, they export costus, bdellium, 
lycium, nard, lapis callalnus, sapphires, China-skins,m cotton-cloths,. 

no more than two; that to the west forms the Port of Lahuri, the other passes by the 
town of Raniper. 	Strabo speaks of two Mouths, and calls the triangular island formed by 
them, Pattalene. 	Marcianus mentions three, and calls the metropolis of this country 
Pattala. 

Ramusio, though a man of learning and of great curiosity, had not sufficiently remarked 
the peculiarities of the Gulph of Cambaia, and the names of places still remaining with 
little alteration : otherwise he had not mistaken it for the coast near Goa and Calicut. 
(See the Discourse prefixed to his Translation of Arrian, V. 1 . p. 282.) 

• Ptolemy names it Barbari. 	5  Kara VWTOU pea-ovegoc. 
a  Atm 	is 	)ctki,ccg, I read Taw% .nic "xtp910.5., as below, p. 24 ; that is, of this part of 

Scythia, which Ptolemy likewise calls Indoscythia. 	I suppose the inhabitants might be 
of Tartarian origin, as the Buludges, Aguans, and Pattans, brave and independent nations, 
who still inhabit the hills that run parallel to the river from its mouth upwards, seem to 
have been. 	Minnagara is doubtless the same with Mansoure. 	It is seated in an island of 
the Sind, six days journey N. E. of Debul,' and in 250  and f latitude, as the Turkish 
geographer places it; its more ancient name was Menhevare. 	See Otter, V. 1. p. 406. 

7 	t/YEXC;35.  CliVOIXOU; exammovroas. 	During the intestine commotions, which happened so 
frequently in the Parthian empire; see Strabo, L. 15. p. 732 ; unless, perhaps, some words 
of the text may have dropped out here, and it should be read, goto-aousras Se enro Ilapo.no [xai 

,cuUsi] o-uvexag, &c. 
• That is, if the city belonged to the Parthians, or the king's use ; or for that of the 

viceroy, who represented him in this country. 
• `Ipzericrpos cialoir's hcayog, xas voavg ou orauc. 	'• Input Seppart:c. 
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China-silks, and black indigo.' 	They set sail with their Indian 
merchandise " about the month of July, which is Epiphi. 	This 
'navigation is difficult, when you approach the land, but more direct 
and more compendious than the other." Beyond the mouth of the 
Sinthus is another gulph, not easily perceived " towards the north; 
it is called Eirinum," and distinguished besides into the less and the 
greater : both these seas are full of shoals ; the waves running high, 
and continual, and breaking at a great distance off the land, so that 
vessels often are aground before they get sight of the coast ; and if 
they run farther in,-,  certainly perish. Beyond this gulph a promon. 
tory " extends itself, bending from the inmost part of the gulph 
towards the south-east, and then to the west, including within it 
what is called the bay of Barace, and seven islands. 	Such as fall 

" hasxoy pday. This may mean Indian ink; but I rather take it to be our indigo, as 
the neighbouring kingdom of Gutcherat produces still the finest sort of this colour. 	See 
Mandelslo, translated by Wicquefort, L. 1. p. 189 and 142; and Tavernier, V. 2. L. 2. 
p. 264. 

12  Oi olteovrec pact ray lvatxUiv, must mean those who sail (from Egypt) with commodities 
for India. 	He has said the same before, p. 8. and repeats it again, p. 32. Pliny also tells 
us, that they set sail from Egypt in the midst of summer, and returned, that is, left the 
coast of India, in December or January. 	See the President de Montesquieu's curious 
observations on this trade. Esprit des Loix, /V. 2. L. 21. c. 27. 

" EiropopurraAs SE Exetvrev. 	I doubt, instead of palmy, should be read n  Tall apxcacov, or 
some such thing, for he certainly means to compare this 'navigation with that other of old, 
when they kept coasting along the continent, as he says, p. 32. 
'4  .k5eartroc, I imagine, because of its great width at the mouth of it; whence it 

gradually contracts itself as far as its inmost recess, where the river Paddar runs into the 
gulph. De L'Isle has given its figure in his map of Arabia and Persia, and adds, " On ne 
,eroit pas gull y ait d'endroit dans le monde, od le flus s'etende si loin, et avec taut de 
vitesse." 	In effect it is all full of shoals to its very entrance, which at low water lie 
uncovered. 	See Hist.N;uurelle de Buffon, V. 1. p. 390. Paris, 1749, 4to. 

is Ptolemy calls the gulph, Canthi. 
" The cape and bay of Jaquete. 	See De IJIsle's map of the Malabar coast. 
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in with the point of this cape by sailing backward a little and 
putting out to sea, use to escape the danger : but such as once 
engage themselves in the bay of Barace are infallibly lost, for the 
waves run high and strong, the sea is all thick and troubled, full 
of eddies 	and 	rapid 	whirlpools. 	Its 	bottom 	in some places 
unfathomable, in others full of rocks, and those so rugged and sharp, 
as to cut off or break to pieces the anchors thrown out to resist the 
force of the waves. The sign of approaching this coast is, that you 
meet with vast serpents of a black colour, for those which are Seen" 
in the succeeding navigation about Barygaza are smaller, and of a 
green and golden hue. 

" Immediately beyond the gulph of Barace lies that of Barygaza,'• 
and the country adjoining to A1iace, the beginning of the kingdom 
of Mambarus and of all India. 	The inland of this part of Scythia 
confines on Sabiria,' the region on the coast is called Syrastrene. 

17 Aleixo Da Motta, pilot-major to-the Portuguese Caraccas, observes,,that off the bar 
of Goa, which lies on the same coast here described, but more to the south, you meet  
with snakes floating on the water sometimes too leagues out at sea, especially if the 
inundation and swell of the rivers during therainy season has been very considerable, for 
it is that which brings them out. 	See the Routier des Indes, in Thevenot's Collection, 
V. 1. p. 15. Linschoten also mentions it, and Della Valle, V. 4. Lett. 1. 

'° The text is certainly much corrupted here. 	I would venture to correct it thus.' 
Mem Se Tv, Bafaxvs ekuc irsv i BapuyaCnvan, xwpcx xai i wpoc Tv); Apicocu r 	Magapou, 
Acta-am; am/ xas rig 6),ns  hams otns-a. Tam; ra p.nl Fecroria,v) 	xu•Sle.t a-uvolosCorra,l,cciSeipsce 
ausAaras 8e Ta 7ra.pek9ccXxcrcrsoc /upas-pm. 

14  See the emendation in not. I 8.—Della Valle says, that almost all India in the 
peninsula on this side the Ganges was formerly under two great monarchs, the king of 
Bisnagar in the south, and the king of Scheherbeder in the north: in this latter name 
there seems to be some traces left of Sabiria. The same author mentions a river running 
by'Ahmed-abad, the capital of Gutcherat, called Saber-meti. 	V. 4. p. 76. and 110. 
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The country is extremely fertile in corn and rice," abounding in 
oil of sesamum," butter," muslins," and the ordinary Indian cottons. 
There are vast herds of kine in it ; the inhabitants are very tall of 
stature, and black." The metropolis of the country is Minnagara," 
whence 	abundance 	of cotton - cloths are 	brought 	down 	to 
Barygaza. 	There are preserved even to our time the signs of" 
Alexander's expedition in these parts, ancient temples, the traces 
of encampments, and great wells. The navigation of this coast from 
Barbaricum as far as the promontory about Astacampra called 
Papice," which lies over against Barygaza, is in length 3000 stadia, 

" Mandelslo and Terry agree, that no part of India produces greater plenty of all things 
than Gutcherat, and that it supplies all the neighbouring provinces. 	Terry adds, that all- 
ele country between Surat and Agra supplies excellent wheat, which grows much stronger 
and thicker than in England, and that the bread made of it tastes like something better 
than bread. 	The rice is also admirable. 

" Strabo in several places tells us, that the oil expressed from the seeds of this plant 
serves instead of oil-olive all over the east. 	Plin. 18, 22. 

" The vast herds of cattle and sheep (says Terry), which the Indians keep, make butter 
and cheese extremely cheap here. Their oxen serve for every use both of draught and 
carriage. In this country Tavernier speaks of meeting ten or twelve thousand on the road 
at a time, loaded with corn, rice, salt, &c. (vol. 2, L. 1, c. s) and the Banians, who breed 
them, never kill any. 	 • 

" Kaprao-ou. Tan,  Iyantav o3ovicey Tay xuacticov. The country of Gutcherat (or Carnbaia, as 
the Portuguese call it) is famous for its baftas, or white \callicos. 	The river of Baroche 
has some peculiar quality in whitening them beyond all other waters. 	(See Bab:kens, 
Mandelslo, Tavernier, &c.) 

4  The Hindostans, or ancient ,  inhabitants of the country, are distinguished from the 
Mogols and Patanes (originally Tartars) by their complexion, which is mud' blacker. 
(Mandelslo, L. I. p. 226). 

is This is doubtless a corruption, and how to restore the true name I know not. 
16  This is an error of Arrian. 
97  I take the promontory to have been called Papice, and the country near it, or else 

some city thereabouts, Astacampra. 	Just within it lies the Portuguese settlement of Dig 
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Beyond which is another gulph entering into land towards the north, 
and sheltered from the waves, in whose entrance lies an island 
named Bwones, and in the innermost recess of it a very large river" 
called Mais. Through this gulph, for about 300 " stadia, must pass 
all that sail to Barygaza. 	Leaving_ at a distance the island to the 
left, and making sail directly east towards the mouth of the river of 
Barygaza, whose name is Lamnmus." 	To such as are coming in 
from sea the entrance of the gulph of Barygaza, being narrow, is 
hard to hit, so that either they miss the road by falling to the right, 
or to the left. 	The latter is the better of the two, for on the right, 
in the very mouth of the gulph towards the town of Cammoni, runs 
along a narrow shelf rugged andfull of rocks, named Herone :" on 

in a bay with an island in the mouth of it, which Tavernier thinks the most advantageous 
situation in this country for the French East India Company to fix the seat of their trade 
in. (See V. 2, L. 2, p. 281.) 	All the best travellers agree, that the kingdom of Gutcherat 
is the finest part of the Indies. 

33  In the inmost recess of the gulph of Cambala about three miles south of the city of 
Kienbait (vulgarly Cambaia), the river Mehl runs into the sea: Della Valle calls it," flume 
di onesta, ma ordinaria, grandezza." It appears, from his lively description of it, that it is 
divided into four channels at its mouth, which wander through a sandy plain of near ten miles 
over. When the tide comes in the whole plain is overflowed, so that at such times it may 
easily appear an immense river to such as behold it from the sea. See V. 4, Lett. 1, p. 48 
and 91. 	Mandelslo, Baldmus, and others, call it the river May. 	See Otter, V. 1, p. 844. 

29  Here is some mistake in the numbers, for it is above fifty leagues straight from the Point 
of Diu to the mouth of the river of Baroche. 	Terry came within sight of Diu the 22d of 
September, and arrived not at Swally till the 25th, yet the distance is considerably less. 

30  Ptolemy calls it Namadus, and that is the true reading here. 	Della Valle calls it 
Nerbede, Baldteus, Sir Tho. Rhoe, De Lisle, &c. Narbadah. 

31  Probably the bar of Surat (see De Lisle's map of Malabar). Della Valle describes the 
danger of .this navigation : " Questo modo di andar cost stentamente per lo golfo sempre 
col piombo in mano, et a tutte le hore dando fondo et sarpando, ci conveniva farlo per le 
molte secche che vi sono, e perche la corrente, che ogni sei.. bore si muta hor da una 
banda hor da un' altra, di sopra tutto grande impaccio." 	(V. 4, Let. 1, p. 14.) 	See 
Barbosa, in Ramusio's collection, V. 1, p. 297.  
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'the left oppo§ite to this is the promontory near Astacampra, called 
Papice, where a ship rides with difficulty on account of the current 
near it, and the bottom so rough and rocky as to carry away her 
anchors : and if you should not overshoot the gulpli, yet is the 
mouth of the river difficult to find on account of the lowness of the 
coast, and the having no certain landmark in view to knovi when 
you approach it. 	Nay, when you have found it, it is not easy to 
enter by reason of the shoals, which the river has formed there. 
Therefore, upon the ship's arrival, the king's fishermen, natives of 
the place, come out to meet them as far as Syrastrene" on board 
'certain long vessels well manned, which are called Trappaga, and 
Cotymba, and serve them as pilots up to Barygaza. They take their 
course directly from the entrance of the guiph through the shoals, 
and by the help of a number of hands" tow them • along to certain 
stated resting-places, making their way when the tide comes in, and 
at the ebb lying by in several stations , and places called Cythrini, 
which are the deepest parts of the river as far as Barygaza, for the 
city is seated on the river about 300 stadia from its mouth.' 

" The whole sea-coast on the south of the peninsula of Gutcherat perhaps as far as the 
Point of St. John (or of Diu), seems to have borne this name. 	It is still usual for such 
as go to Kienbait to take pilots from Diu. 

as Tag TAnpcopiza-i. 
" Berwedge (as the Arabs write it), Belli* (as the Persians), Broitschia, or Baroche 

(according to the Europeans), is seated on the river Narbadah about eight leagues from 
the sea, and twelve to the north of Surat; a city, which Della Valle compares to Sienna 
for size, on a lofty eminence, and surrounded with strong stone walls. It is very populous, 
and inhabited chiefly by merchants and callicQ-weavers, and has 84 villages in its district. 
It is in 21° 40' north latitude, and 89' 40" longitude. (See Otter, V. i. p. 344, Della Valle, 
V.4, p. 46, Mandelslo, p. 128). 	Sir Tho. Rhoe reckons Amadavad, Cambala, Baroche, 
and Surat, as the principal trading towns of India, and the best situated for the India 
Company's factories. 	See Tavernier too, V. 2, p. 41, 
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" All India in general has abundance of rivers," and the tides on 
the coast are excessively violent," increasing about the new and full 
moon" for three days, and decreasing in the intermediate times : but 
more remarkably near Barygaza, so that on a sudden the bottom of 
the sea lies open to view, and many parts of the land appear dry, 
which just before were navigable, and the rivers, as the sea comes 
rushing in all at once during high water, run backwards with more 
swiftness than they do according to the natural course of the 
stream, for a great number of stadia; for which reason the sailing 
of ships, to or from this country, is very hazardous to persons inex-
perienced in the navigation of this port ; as, from the violence of the 
tide once setting in to shore and remitting nothing of its force," no 

n Della Valle in coasting along from 	urat to Daman, observes that there is an infinity 
of rivers every where, into whose mouths the tide enters, forming the appearance of so 
many bays. 	 . . 

36  See above, note 4s.—In the gulph of Cambala the tides are always highest at new 
and full moon, of a middling height at the other quarters, and lowest in the intermediate 
days, but during the equinoxes and solstices beyond comparison more impetuous than 
at other times. 	Della Valle observed it during the new moon from the top of a tower 
without the walls of Cambala, and saw the tide rise in less than a quarter of an hour to 
its greatest height. 	It came boiling in from a great distance with a force equal to that 
of the most rapid river; and covered in an instant a vast tract of land with such fury, 
that no force could have withstood, nor swiftness have outrun it. 	(V. 4. p. 49 and 81.) 

0  'T,ro •rny caveroXny acts Tv regvcreXpov. 	The first of these words should be, as I imagine, 
Notomvicev, or something of like sense. [In]  

° Toop-evnf yap Opp.% reps Tv rAnpopo, otRev raptep.esv. 	These words are very obscure, but 
the following undoubtedly much corrupted : vg  Ial-9rEpi rcq ascoperxesc—tiro vw rpm; 
scolkal; mu Moog, so that it is hard to make any sense of them. 

14̀ 66  The very learned Dr. Vincent, in his edition of the Greek original of the Peripliis 
of the Erythrfean sea, does not seem to think that there is any errour here, and translates 
the passage," 'Timm coveralp," &c. in this manner, "The whole country of India abounds 
in rivers, which are subject to the most impetuous tides : the course of these is from the 
east, and they are highest at the full moon, and the three following days." (Judicent Eruditi.) 
See the Voyage of Nearchus and the Periplfis of the Erythrman sea, translated from the 
Greek by W. Vincent, D. D. printed at Oxford, 1 809, in one volume 4to. p. 100. EDITOR.) 

VOL. II. 	 p d 
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anchors are able to hold them, so that vessels, surprised by it and 
driven on one side by the rapidity of the current, run directly on 
the-shallows, and bulge there. The lesser sort are usually overset ; 
and such vessels, as on account of the ebb have left their' course to 
take refuge in the canals made by art through the shoals (unless they 
make the passage in time, as the flow cones suddenly in) are filled 
with water by the first sweep of the current. 	The impetuous 
motions of this sea near its entrance,,  at those times of the moon, 
,particularly during the night-tide, are such, that when vessels have 
begun to sail in, while the waters yet continue at rest, they are 
hurried on by the sea,'9  hearing from the mouth of the gulph a sound 
like the shout of an army at a distance, and a little after they view 
the sea come rolling over the shoals with a mighty noise., 

" In the inland above Barygaza lie a variety of nations,' the 
Aratrii, Rachusi, Tantharigi, and Proclais, 	where Alexandria 
Bucephalus " is situated, and still beyond these " the Bactrians, a 

0 	 . 

39  Tr' atrrou (pepecM al -rots awo zou soiharog, seems faulty; perhaps we should read, t'd atrrou 
(zou TEXoeyou5) cepo63as [rxv] Tog awo you roporrog, or omit the Tots entirely. Ramusio renders 
the former passage thus, " Alcuni condotti intorno alle fosse, partendosi subito la inonda- 
zione, dal primo capo di flusso di mare sono riempiti e affogati." 	See M. Condamine's 
description of the tides in the mouth of the river of the Amazons, which greatly resemble, 
what is here related of those in the gulph of Cambaia. 

4° The nations up in the country are here slightly mentioned, and with little accuracy, 
which is no wonder in a work' of this nature, collected probably from the reports of 
mariners, and intended principally for their use, whose business lay only on the coast; for 
the inland trade was managed by the natives alone. 

4' Strabo calls it Bucephalea, and tells us it was seated on. the Hydaspes, (now the 
Tchenhaw or Chantrou) on the frontier of the dominions of Porus, so that what this author 
and Ptolemy call Proclas must have been about that great province of the Mogo/ empire, 
named Pen-Gab, whose present capital is Lahor. 

42  The country beyond mount Paropamisus and Emodus, confining on the north-west 
of India,.Und extending to the river Oxus; now the kingdom of Balk and, perhaps, a part 
of Khorassan. 
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most warlike people, subject to a monarch of their own. Alexander, 
marching from these parts, passed through the country as far as 
the Ganges' without entering Limyrice and the southern India: 
whence even now there are ancient drachmee current at Barygaza 
with inscriptions in Greek letters, the coin of Apollodotus and 
Menander," who reigned after Alexander. In the eastern parts of 
this country is a city callect Ozene," which was formerly the 
residence of the kings, whence every thing necessary " for the 
convenience of the place is brought down to Barygaza, and ago 
commodities for our market, the onyx and myrrhine stone, Indian . 
lawns, and those called molochinw, with a large quantity of the 
ordinary callicoes. 	There also pass through that country, from the 
nations that lie beyond it, the DaI rd which is brought to us through 
Proclais, of the sorts called cattburine, patropapige, and cabalite, 

43 Strabo and Arrian, who followed with great judgment the best contemporary authors 
that had written accounts of Alexander's expedition; both assure us, that he went no 
farther east than the river Hypanis (or Hyphasis) now called Van, or Via ; which is an 
argument at least as strong as any drawn from the style or chronology, by Dodwell or 
others, to prove, that this cannot be a work of the famous Arrian. 

44  This is no proof at all of what the author- has said; but it is of what Strabo tells us, 
that the Greeks in Bactriana (who had revolted from Seleucus under Theodotus and had 
founded a monarchy of their own) did actually subdue all the west of India. 	Menander 
particularly carried his arms beyond the Hypanis as far as the river Isamus, (1a-apou, so 
it is written there, but should be read Iwpavou, which is now the Gemna, running by 
Agra into the Ganges, and Arrian, in his Indian history, writes it IwPapng); and Demetrius, 
the son of Euthydemus, subdued the country east of the Indus quite down to its mouth. 
(Strabo, L. 1 i , p. 515, 516). 	Apollodotus and Menander are mentioned together in the 
epitome of Trogus, L. 41. 	These events happened above 16o years after Alexander's 
death. 

45  Ptolemy calls it the royal residence of Tiastanus, lying east of the river Namadus. 
Marra ra El; euNvemy Is xwgcg. 	" Tutte quelle cose, the son per far abbondanza nel 

paese." Ramusio. 	 . 
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with that kind that comes through the adjacent parts of Scythia, 
also costus and bdellium. 	There is a sale at this mart . more 
particularly for Italian wines, for those of Laodicea and Arabia, 
for copper, tin, lead, coral, chrysolites, woollen-cloths of all 
mixed as well as fine, girdles of many threads a cubit broad, styrax, 
melilot, glass in the lump, sandarach, stibium, gold and silver 
denarii, which may be exchanged with some profit for the money of 
the country, perfumed unguents, but not of great price, nor in great 
quantity. 	At such times are imported for the king silver plate of 
costly workmanship, musical instruments, beautiful maids for his 
seraglio, the finest wines, the finest and dearest cloths, and most 
excellent unguents. 	They bring back from thence nard, costus, 
bdellium, ivory," onyx-agate; myrrh, lycium,- callicoes of all sorts, 
silk, molochinm, thread, long pepper, &c. 	Those that sail from 
Egypt to this port begin their voyage in July," which is (to them) the 

- 	47 Barbosa says, that the mines of cornelian, both white and red, and also of chalcedony, 
are at Limadura to the south-east of Catnbaia. 	Thevenot calls the place the village of 
Nimodra about four leagues from Cambdia on the road to ' Baroche. 	Della Valle calls 
them white and veined agates, and mentions much the same situation. 	Tavernier like- 
wise speaks of their beauty. 	Mandelslo adds, that they are dug out of a chain of moun- 
tains, which lies at the distance of five or six leagues to S. E. of Baroche, and extends 
itself beyond Brampor by the name of Pindatsh. All agrr that they make beads, rings, 
hilts for swords, and cups, out of them; which are sold in quantities at Cambaia, Baroche, 
&c. 	These hills, called Pindatseha, seem to be the Montes Vindii .of Ptolemy; as their 
western extremity is doubtless the Mons Sardonyx he mentions. 

48  "Navigare incipiunt estate media ante eanis ortum, aut ab exortu protinus (Salmasius 
says the dog-star then rose the 12th of July) veniuntque circiter som°, die Ocelim 
Arabia aut Canen. 	Inde vento Ilippalo navigant dlehus 40 ad primum portum Indite 
Muzirim." 	(Pfin. 6, 26.) 	So that, as they were seventy days at sea and doubtless spent 
some time in the Arabian ports in that trade, they arrived not in India till October, after 
the tempestuous season was over. 	Epiphi is the eleventh month of the Egyptians, and 
answers to the end of July and the beginning of August. 
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month Epipht. , Immediately beyond [] Barygaza' the adjoining 
continent stretches itself from north to south, whence that country 

[** The following curious and very acute remark on this passage by the Rev. Dr. Vincent, 
merits much attention. 	" The long detail of circumstances at Barygaza is the. highest 
internal evidence, that the Periplfis is not the work of a geographer, but of a merchant 
who performed the voyage in person; and the correspondence of these circumstances with 
the present state of the country and of the trade, must be highly interesting to those who 
are acquainted with the geography of these regions and the commerce of the present age. 
We have only one other port (Nelkunda) where the same accuracy will occur, and these 
two correspond with the India trade at Surat and Tellicheri, as first established by the 
English. 	Considering, therefore, that the PeriplUs is 1800 years old, the agreement is _ 
astonishing." 	See " The Voyage of Nearchus and the Periplas of the Erythrsean 
sea," translated from the Greek by W.incent, D.D. printed at Oxford (with the original 
Greek text) in 1809, 4to. p. 109. 	It may not be improper to observe, that it forms the 
third volume of Dr. Vincent's works on this subject. 

It would be pleasing to compare more at large the translation and the notes of two great 
scholars engaged on the same subject, at different times, and without even the possibility 
of communication ; but it would be foreign to the design of this publication. The editor, 
however, could not forbear to offer this passing tribute to the present Dean of Westminster, 
and to afford every liberal scholar the opportunity of renewing his enlightened admiration 
of the erudition, the persevering industry, and the sagacity which have been so ably and 
so satisfactorily displayed by Dr. Vincent in those most valuable works, entitled " The 
Voyage of Nearchus, &c." in one vol. and " 'fhe Periplfis of the Erythrrean sea, con-
taining an account of the navigation of the ancients from the sea of Suez to the coast of 
Zanquebar, in two parts." 4to. to which he afterwards, with great propriety, added the 
original Greek of Arrian in the volume just cited. 

Mr. Gray surely would have been gratified, could he have witnessed the co-operation 
of two such consummate geographers as Major James Rennell and the Rev. Dr. Vincent 
in the same oriental investigations, with the aid and furtherance of valuable and interesting 
cont., rences, and with many peculiar and local advantages, of which THE BARD could not 
avail himself in his solitary retirement within the precincts of an University; 

Scripsit ubi tacitus, contentusque auspice Musa. 
EDITOR.] 
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is called Dachinabades," for in their language Dachanus signifies 
' the south. 	The inland, that lies beyond it to the east, comprehends • 
various regions, desarts, and vast mountains, '° with all kinds of 
wild, creatures, leopards, tigers, elephants, dragons of prodigious 
size, crocott, " and baboons of several species, as far as the 
Ganges. In Dachinabades itself are two most remarkable trading 

'places, the one (named Plithana)" about twenty days journey 
south of Barygaza, arid, ten days more to the east of this, is another 
very great city called Tagara. 	From these cities to Barygaza are 
• brought down in carriages, Ihrough ways almost impassable, great 
quantities of agate from Plithana, and from Tagara abundance of 
the.. common callicoes, all sorts of lawns and molochince, and some 
other kinds of merchandise, which sell extremely well in those parts 
alone the coast. 	The  whole navigation along this shore as far as 
Limyrica is in length 7000 stadia, " for the most part upon a 

49 The great country of Dekien, vulgarly Decan, as Juan de Barros calls all the north 
west part of the peninsula intra Gangem from Gutcherat to the river Aliga, south of Goa. 

" The great chain of mountains, called Gatte, runs without interruption from Gutcherat 
to cape Comorin for above 700 miles, commonly within forty miles, or less, of the western 
coast. 	It is in some'places finely cultivated and inhabited; in others (says Barbosa) full 
of elephants, lions, tigers, pards, and serpents. 	The country east of it is called Bala-Gatt. 
(Trans-Montana). 

5' It is a creature between a dog and a wolf, as Strabo says. All the woods of India swarm 
with monkeys, and the native Indians never destroy any. 	\ 

0  The name in the text is lost here, but a few lines after it is called Plithana. 	The 
name is not found in Ptolemy, bfit he mentions Bathana the residence of king Siripo-
lommus, and places both that and Tagara in the inland of Ariace, whose coast, according ' 
to him, should extend about seventy miles in length from Suppara to Balipatna, and is a 
part of what is her 	named Dachinabades. 	It is not impossible, but Bathana may be 
the capital of Golconda, which is called Bagnagir. 	It lies to the south-east of Baroche, 
and Tavernier made the journey from Surat thither in twenty-seven days, being about 
seven hundred miles 	 - 

0  This is an extraordinary reckoning, considering the coast extends itself without any 
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low open coast." Ports in the order they lie, to which the people of 
the country trade, are Acabarus, Uppara, " the city of Calliena, 
which in the times of Saraganus 57  the elder was made a free port for 
all nations, for, after it came into the possession of Sandanes, it was 
for a long time shut up; and such Greek vessels, as by chance put 
into it, are still sent away under a guard to Barygaza. 	Beyond 
Calliena are several other ports open to the country-trade, " Senaylla, 

• 

remarkable inequalities. 7000 stadia (even though we should reckon nine stadia to a mile) 
is 777 miles and more; and yet is supposed to go rio farther than the confines of Limy. 
rica ; whereas in truth from Surat to Cape Comorin is not above 800 miles : but Ptolemy 
had erred much more on the other side, who includes it all in about six degrees of latitude. 

54  Km laiicot es; aryseuxor and many more, if you keep close to the coast, say both the 
Latin and Italian translators. 

55  Ptolemy writes it. Suppara. 	I doubt not, but it is Subaier, seated on a river between 
Surat and Daman.  

56  Calliena is not mentioned by Ptolemy ; it may possibly be Chaul, once a Portuguese 
settlement, now in the hands of the natives. 

57  It is difficult for us to distinguish between the proper names and the titles of kings in 
this country. Strabo informs us, that Sandrocottus,king of the Prasii, was called (as were all 
the monarchs of that nation) the Palibothrus, as the Parthian kings were all called Arsacw ; 
the Egyptian, Ptolemsei, &c.: and the Pandions seem to have been of the same kind. 
Augustus had an embassy sent to him from one of these Pandions; and Pliny and this author 
continue to speak of them, as then reigning, by the same name. Ptolemy calls the inland 
towns of their kingdom Havalom, peo-oriot, and says, that their capital was Modura, now 
undoubtedly Madure not far from the pearl-coast. I take the Pori to have been princes also 
hereditarily so called, and the Mambari, of which Saraganus 'and Sandanes were two ; at 
least it seems to me, by what is here said of Calliena, that the realm of Mambarus 
extended thus far, and, 1 suppose, ran as far to the south as the borders of the kingdom of 
Ceprobotus. 	Abulfeda names the northern part of this coast Al-Minbar. 

56  One can say nothing with certainty of the rest of these places. 	Towns in India are 
slightly built and easily demolished ; and no wonder, if, when the places are lost, the 
names should perish too. 	However, as the native Indians have been more tenacious of 
their ancient customs thanoilmost any nation in the known world, these names may serve to 
show that their language too has been always much the same, for there are.  towns (though 
in very different situations) which have still appellations nearly resembling these; for example, 
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Mandagora, Palwpatmw, Melizigara, Toparum of the Byzantians, 
and Tyrannosboas, then the islands r called Sesecrieme, and that of 
the IEgidii, „and that of the Cwnitm, near (what is called) the 
Chersonese, about which placeS the pirates harbour.' 	Beyond 
this is the island Leuce, then Naura and Tyndis, the first trading 

Byzantium (Bisantagan, in the peninsula of Gutcherat), Palipatmm or Balipatna (Bali-
pate') near Cananor), Mandagora (Mandoa, north of Brampor), and abundance of names 
which end in Gar, or in Nfighra, so usual still in India, -Melizigara, which Ptolemy calls 
an island and a port, may perhaps be Bombay. 	Between Suppara and Simylla, Ptolemy 
places the mouths of two rivers, the Goaris and the Bendas, and south of them, beyond the 
Chersonesus, the mouth of the Nanagunas; yet afterwards, inconsistently enough, he speaks 
of the place where the Nanagunas divides itself and forms the Goaris and the Bendas. It 
is remarkable, that in the mountains of Gatte rises a very large river called by Juan de 
Barros the Nagondii, but in our maps the Corstena, or Coulur : it takes its first course 
at no great distance from the two most considerable rivers, that fall into the western sea, 
but afterwards turns to the east and empties itself by several mouths to the south of 
Masulipatan, into the Bay of Bengal. 	Ptolemy might have been misinformed as to the 
inland country, and have been told perhaps, that the Nanagunas (or Na.gondii) divided itself 
into the Goaris and Bendas, and afterwards, through a third mouth, fell into the sea on 
the western coast. 	I conceive, therefore, the Goaris to be the river Helevacko, which 
runs by a town called Chaury, whence it might anciently have taken its name. 	The 
Bendas may be the river of Banda to the north of Goa; and the mouth of the Nana- 
gunas (of Ptolemy) may be the river of Mandoa running by Goa. 

59  The whole coast has an infinity of islands formed by the mouths of rivers, (says Della 
Valle) the island of the iEgidii may be one of those called Ange-Diva (or the five Isles) ; 
they are habitable, and in one there is a fine source of water. 

6° Though the Malabars, who for about 500 years have plundered all the vessels they 
could master on this coast, are not native Indians, but Arabs and other Mahometans 
settled in the country: yet we see that others, before them, followed the same trade and 
in the same place, invited by the opportunity which small vessels have of sheltering them-
selves in the mouths of numberless little rivers and islands all along these shores, and issuing 
out unexpectedly upon ships, that sail by, (see Marco Polo, in Ramusio's Collection, V. 2: 
p. ss. and Della Valle, V. 4. p. 270.) 	Ptolemy calls it all from Mandagara to Nitra (or 
Nitrim according to Pliny) the Coast of the Pirates, as though they were a people settled 
there. 
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towps of Limyrica; still farther are Muziris "and Nelcynda, where 
commerce now flourishes. Tyndis belongs to the kingdom of Cepro- 
botus, a maritime town of distinction. 	Muziris is also under 'the .  
same monarch, and prospers by means of the Greek fleets which' 

. a 
frequent it, and those from Ariace. 	It is seated on a river, and is 500 
stadia distant from Tyndis, part of which are by sea and part in 
going up the river. 	Nelcynda: is likewise, about ,500 stadia. from 
Muziris, by sea and ascending a river, and by land together ; but 
it is seated in another kingdom, that of Pandion, and lies like the 
former on a river, about 120 stadia from the sea. 	Before it, in the 
river's mouth, is another town called Barace to which the sllip 
returning from Nelcynda come down beforehand, and ride there 
at anchor in order to take in their loading, for there are flats in 

i 	. 

"' Pliny mentions nothing of Tyndis; but says " Primum emporium Indhe Muziris, non 
expetendum propter vicinos piratas, qui ohtinent locum nomine Nitrias ; neque est abundans 
mercibus ; praeterea longe a terra abest navium static), lintribusque afferuntur onera et 1 
regeruntur. 	Regnabat ibi, cum proderem Imec, Celebothras. 	Alius utilior portus gentis 
Necanidan (forte Nelcyndan) qui vocatur Barace: ibi regnat Pandion—longe ab emporio 
mediterraneo distante oppido, quod vocatur Modusa (Modura.) Regio autem, ex qua piper 
monoxylis lintribus Baracen convehunt, vocatur Cottonara: qum omnia gentium portuumve 
aut oppidorum nomina apud neminem priorum reperiuntur ; quo apparet mutari locorum 
status " (L. 6. C. 26.) The Melenda of Ptolemy seems to be Nelcynda. I should imagine 
Muziris to he on the Canarin coast at Merzu, where a river of the same name runs into 
the sea (the Portuguese call it Mergeo) a little to the north 1 Onor. 	If so, this stream 
is the Pseudostomus of Ptolemy, as his Podoperura may be at Onor, which the natives call 
Ponaran ; and his Coreura at Carwar, where the English have a fort, thirty miles south 
of Goa. 	Barace might be at Barcelor, or near it in the mouth of the river, which forms 
several islands there, and is (I imagine) the Theis of Ptolemy; if so, Nelcynda was at or near 
the Indian town of Upper-Barcelor, lying up the same river, a few hours sail distant from 
the Lower Barcelor. 	Della Valle says it is a large well-peopled town, surrounded with a 
wall and ditches, over which are bridges laid, each composed of one or two pieces of 
marble, which shew, thatihey have either excellent quarries at hand or the.ruins of some 
ancient buildings. 	(V. 4, p. 212.) 
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the river, ' and it is not easy (for loaded vessels) to sail over them. 
Upon this coast, too, the serpents that meet them out at sea:area a 
sign of their nearness to land ; these are' black like the others,, but 
not of that length, having heads shaped like those of dragons, and 
eyes red as blood. A great number of ships frequent .these ports on 
account of the goodness and plenty of their pepper and malabathrum. 
Here .they trade. largely with. abundance of coin, chrysolites, fine 
cloth, but in no great quantity, girdles of many, threads, stibium, 
coral, glass unwrought, copper, tin, lead, and a little wine,-as much 
as at Barygaza, sandarach, arseniek, &c. The ships must carry 
thither so much corn as suffices for the use of their crew, for the 
people of the country make no use of it. 	Hence also they bring 
pepper, of a peculiar sort growing plentifully only near this port 
and called cottonaricum ; pearl in quantities, and . that excellent ; 
ivory, silk-stuffs, nard, of the sort named gapanice ; malabathrum 
brought hither from the inland country; all kinds of pellucid stones, 
diamonds, and, hyacinths; tortoise-shell, some taken near the Golden 
Island, and some among the isles near the coast of Idanyrica itself. 
Such ships as would make this voyage at a proper season, set sail 
from Egypt about the month of July, which is there named 
Epiphi. 	. 

" The whole navigation, which I have described from Cane and 
Arabia Felix, people used to perform in smaller vessels, coasting it all 
the way : .till Hippalus a pilot, first reflecting on the situation of the 
ports and figure of these seas, discovered the possibility of sailing 
directly across them at such time as the south-west wind begins to 
blow in the Indian sea, which happens in the season when with us 
the. Etesian gales set (into the Mediterranean) from the ocean. 
These trade-winds have borrowed their name from the first inventor 

64 Ala 88 TOY werexposs c4ccra EX% xas BSOC7190V5 (oux) aceppow, the negative is omitted in 
the text. 	Some read TeAp.otra for ciAtttera. 
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of that navigation ; 'and, from. that time to this, some put out to sea 
directly:from Cane, 'others from Aromata f those, who are _hound 
for ..Limyrica, running mostly before • the -wind ; 6.' while those for 
Barygaza, or Scythia, :hold not this -course for more than three 
days,; " after that they make away towarci their proper ports and, 
keeping aloof of the other coastsi sail by the kulphs before described. 
Beyond BaraCe lies the mountain .caller Pyrihum," and thence 
another coast; named P-araliii begins': to .e?Etend itself opening to.  
the south,' where is the pearl-fishery belonging to king Pandion, 

. 	 • . 

43 Ern IrAlioy Tpc9sxiCovreg, cursum deflectentes, quitting the direct course, I imagine, 
and sailing obliquely towards the s'outh-east.[*1 

46 Ov Tailoy i Tgeic ilp.upac arrixoun, xas TO i‘017rOY wagerupegov orpoc saw agolkov. 	Both these 
passages are obscure. 	Ramusio transl 	es, " Parte saltando pia innanzi nayigano alla 
Limyrica, parte—non si trattengono pia 	' tre giorni in alto mare, it resto mettono a far it 
lot proprio viaggio." 

45 Or the Red. Probably mount Dehli, a remarkable hill and cape on this coast, north 
of Cananor. 	See De Barr-  os (in Ramusio, p. 382, V. 2.) and Della Valle (V. 4. p. 266.) 
the text is here APEArepaxspn, read awo rni Bagaxw. 

66  Hp(); atrrov TOY YOTOY. ' He anticipates something here in mentioning -Colchi and 
the pearl-Boast, which lie on the other side cape Comorin, as he says afterwards himself, 
and as it appears from Ptolemy and from the natural history of the place. Then he returns 
back to his usual order, and begins from Balita. If any one thinks that in comparing the 
situation of ancient places with modern, I am mistaken, because by these means the whole 
coast of Malabar (properly so called) for almost four degrees of latitude remains undescribed, 
only the single town of Balita being mentioned upon it, he must take notice that, after 
mount Pyrrhum, there is an hiatus in the text. 	But, however, I confess the matter is 

• 
(** It may not be improper to subjoin the note and conjecture of the , learned 

Dr. Vincent on this passage : "The expression is TpaxviXqovreg : what it expressly means, 
I cannot say. The verb signifies to twist the neck or head of an adversary in struggling or 
wrestling. TpaxIgtqotoreg rag vatic might mean, turning the heads of their ships different ways, 
backwards or forwards, that is, tacking or cruising off Aromata or Cane : but I have no 
authority better than conjecture for supposing that this is the sense of the author." 
Arr. Peripl. ed. Oxon. 4to. p. 108. 	The reader may consult with great advantage many 
other ingenious notes by Dr. Vincent on the Greek treatise of the Periplils. 	Enrron.) 
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.and the city Of•Colchi. 	The first place (of this coast) is called 
Balita, having a tine port, and a town on the, sea. 	Beyond 'it lies 
another named Comar," where is a fortress and a harbour ; here 

uncertain enough, and I have no objection if any one think that Muziris might be Mazeire, 
mentioned by Barbosa as a place of trade for the Moors, lying on a river between 
Cananor and Calicut;* or that the Podoperura of Ptolemy was Paremporan, spoke of in 
the Portuguese Sommario de' Regni, &c. as south of Calicut, and called by Barbosa 
Purparangari. 	I have followed, however, what seemed to me more probable. 	It cannot, 
I think, be doubted that Comari is cape Comorin (named by the Portuguese always Cumeri, 

. or Comori) for, though Ptolemy places cape Cory 10 minutes more to the south than 
Comaria, that is no objection, he being totally mistaken in all the bearings of this coast, 
which he thought extended itself almost east and west, whereas it runs from N. N. W. to 
B. S. E. He gives India, from the gulph of Barygaza to Comaria, 3° 45' of longitude, and 
r 30' latitude, whereas it has in reality but 5° 20' longitude, and full 13° of latitude. 	All 
this coast from the river Baris is by him called the coast of the Xi; and that on the other 
side of Comorin, the country of the Carei in the Colchick gulph. 	I take the Paralia of 
our author to be confined to this latter : it is the proper name of the place (as may be seen 
in Ptolemy) which is now inhabited by the Paravas. 

" The inhabitants hereabout are the Kcalaxos of Strabo (for so it should be read : not 
Kansans) and the Kaoug asa of Dionysius (v. 1148.) probably so called from the city and 
little kingdom of Coulan, where the Dutch have a fort to the west of the Cape : though 
there are several other places of like sound in the same country, as Calecoulan, Culechi, &c. 
The frequent superstitious washings of the Indians are remarked by every traveller. (See 
Della Valle, p. 66. V. 4. Pyrard, p. 240. Thevenot, part 3. c. 40, &c.) 	The Gioghi 
profess a rigorous chastity with regard to women, being persuaded they enjoy the embraces 
of certain spiritual and immortal females. 	There are also convents of such as are called 
Vartias, who are forbidden even to look a woman in the face. 	(See Della Valle, V. 4. 
p. 81. 	Thevenot, part 3. c. 36, &c.) 

* Vid. 544. V. 7. 	It is remarkable, that Vincent le Blanc calls Cananor by the name 
of Cananor-Mosiri. No. 42. 	Werndley, in his Malay grammar, derives Taprobane from 
the Persian (Dabiarbtm), or the keeper of the west wind, for they call the peninsula intra 
Gangem, stabad (above the wind), and that extra Gangem, Zirbad (below the wind), be 
observes, that abundance of Indian names of places are of Persian origin. 	The Cingalese 
(inhabitants of the island) and the Persians, now call it Seiran-gah (a place of delight.) 
Id. ap. Act. Lips. 1740, p. 45. 	. 	 . 
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all, who intend to pass the remainder of their life in devotion, reside 
in a state of celibacy, and 'come down to bathe themselves, (women 
as well as men), for they have a tradition that some goddess used 
to wash here at a certain time every month. 	The country that 
stretches from Comari to Colchi, (opening) to the south, is subjeCt 
to Pandion the king, where the diving for pearl " is carried on by 
criminals condemned to death. 	To Colchi first succeeds an open 
coast, whose inland is called the country of Argaltis:" in one place 
near '° the (island) of Epiodorus, they bore the pearls collected 
here, for hence come the fine textures composed of strung pearl. 
More famous even than these trading towns and ports (which are 
frequented by such as sail both from Limyrica and from the north) 
are the succeeding ones, .Camara Podace, and Sopatma; in which 
they have country vessels, that deep along the coast to Limyrica ; 
there are others composed of single trees hollowed, of great bulk, 
several of which they join together and call them sangara ; but 

66  There are only two pearl-fisheries of note in the east, one in the Persian gulph, near 
the isle of Bahrein ; the other in this very place between the coast, that runs N.E.-  of 
cape Comorit: and the island of Ceylon, near Mannaar. The pearls found here are seldom 
of above four carats weight, but for the beauty of their water, roundness, and whiteness, 
they exceed all others. 	The vessels which come twice in the year to fish, pay an imposi- 
tion to the Dutch, which right the Portuguese formerly enjoyed : the fishers are chiefly 
gentile Indians, and some Alahometans. (Tavernier, V. 2, L. 2. C. 21, 22.) In Barbosa's 
time it was carried on by the people of Cael, subjects to the king of Coulan. They also fish 
off Tutucurin. (See Thevenot, part s, L. 2. C. 1 1.) 	The city of Colchi may possibly be 
Cael. Tutucurin I take for the Sosicura of Ptolemy. 

' 'Thevenot, speaking of Coulan, adds, that there is also a little kingdom in these parts, 
which is called Carghelan. 	This may be the country of Argalus, as Cara-Cutan may be 
the Cotiara of 'Ptolemy. The promontory he calls Cory, or Cangicum, from the situation 
must be either the point of Ramanancor, or cape Cagliamero, as both of them lie near the 
most northern extremity of the island Ceylon. (See Ptolem. L. 1. C. 15, 16, and Marcian. 
in Periplo, p„ 26, edit. Hudsoni.) 

7.  The text being unintelligible here, I follow the corrections of Salmasius.. • 
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those are the largest, which they name colandiophonta, in which 
they sail over to the Ganges and the Golden Island. 	Every manu-
facture, which is destined for Limyrica, is vendible in these places, 
and almost all kinds of merchandise, that ever are brought from 
Egypt, pass off here; for as to those, which are the product of Limy- 
rica, they are distributed in plenty all over this coast. 	AS to the 
succeeding places, the coast now beginning to incline towards the 
east, there lies out at sea directly towards the west, 7` an island 
named Palsimundfi, but more anciently Taprobane. The northern 
parts of it are cultivated and frequented by ships, " and extend 
themselves almost to the coast of Azania," which fronts them. 
There is a fishery for pearl here in the island, there are also 
pellucid gems, lawns, and tortoise-shell, 	About this place extends 
itself the country of Massalia," reaching far into the inland parts : 

" AMY orpog Buziv. If this be sense, it must mean, that the island stretched itself from 
the east of the Indian coast a good way toward the west. 	The Indians call this isle 
Tenasserim, the Arabs, Sarendib. 	The more ancient Greek writers name it Taprobane, 
our author, Palresimundfi ; as Marcian and Ptolemy also do, but say, that in their time 
it was called Salice. 	Pliny gives the name of Palresimundus only to, its principal town, 
and the river it stands upon : Cosmas Indopleustes says, the Indians named it Sieledibas. 
This latter appellation, and the Salice of Ptolemy and Marcian, carry the traces of its 
present name; the syllables Dibas being only the Indian word Div, (written by the Arabians 
Dib,) and signifying any island, as in the names M ale-dive, Lag-dive, &c. and so, I imagine, 	. 
Palresimundu should be wrote thus, Pulo-simun-div, (or, perhaps, sirun-div), for Pulo too 
in the Malay tongue signifies any island, as in Pulo-nias, Pulo-minton, Pulo-timon, &c,:44 
(See Sale's notes on the two Mahometan travellers in the ninth century, p. 7.) 

" AicorXanzi roic ES; zov lam:mimes, which words being unintelligible, Salmasius, too 
boldly, changes them into rots icsooreoroinp.ovotc vauzsv. 	0 

" Azania is a very distant country in Africa, and can have nothing to do here. 	We 
should certainly read Moccroatac, which he says lies opposite to it. 

74  Ptolemy mentions the coast of the Bati, Toringi, and Amami, -between cape Cory 
and Masolia (for so he writes it), and these form the coast of Coromandel properly so 
called, as far as Meliapur. The Camara and Podfice of our author, are by Ptolemy named 
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in it - abundance of lawns are made. 	Hence, after you have 
crossed the adjacent gulph, is the country of Desarene, which 
produces the sort of ivory called Bosare. 	And beyond it, the navi- 
gation now turning towards the north, lie a variety of barbarous 
nations,'' among which' are the Cirradw, a savage kind of people 
with flatted noses, and the Bargusi, a distinct nation: here too lie 
the Hippoprosopi, Macroprosopi, &c. said to feed on human flesh. 
Beyond these, to the east, as you sail along; with the remaining coast 
to the left and the ocean on the. right,ithe Ganges meets you, and 
the farthest part of the continent to the east called the Golden. 
The Ganges is the greatest river in India, having its rise - and fall 
exactly like the Nile ; " and on it is seated a trading town of the same 
name with the river, " through which is conveyed to us the 

1 
Chaberis and Podfice. The first must have been near Tranquebar probably; south of the 
river Caveri (as it is still called), the other, perhaps, near Pondicherry : Ptolemy says 
nothing of Sopatma (it may be Sadrapatam). Some remains of the general name Masalia 
appear in that of the city Masulipatan ; and I doubt not but the river Mtesolus of Ptolemy 
is the Mousy, which runs north of the Corstena. 	The finest chits, or painted callicoes, 
are still made about Masulipatan. (Tavernier, V. 2, L. 2, p. 261.) 

75  The coasts of Gergellin, Orixa, and Bengala, which, from this description, appear 
to have been very little known to the Romans. 	It seems founded on the reports of the 
Indian merchants, who sailed (as he says) from the ports of Masalia to the mouth of the 
Ganges, and even to the coast.of Malacca. 

" It is the very same (says Bernier) with the Ganges and the other rivers of H indostan, 
as with the Nile i they rise, like that, in the summer by means of the rains, which regu-

tlarly happen at that time. Only there is this difference, that rains scarcely ever fall in Egypt 
during that season, nor indeed at any other, except a little on the sea-coast ; whereas in 
India the rains fall periodically all over the countries, through which those rill ers take their 
course; beginning in July and coiftinuing for three months; though in the north, about 
Agra and Dehli, they are not so perpetual, nor so violent, as in the south, where they also 
begin earlier and last,longer. (V. 2, Lett. 8, p. 318, and p. 352.) and Plin. 6, 22. 

• 77  Ptolemy calls it Gange, the capital of the Gangaridte, and places it not on the coast, 
but some way up the - river. 	Pliny calls the people 'Gangarides Calingte, and their 
capital Parthalis. 	 • 
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malabathrum, and the Gangitick nard, with pearl and the finest lawns 
distinguished by the name of Gangitick : there are said to be gold 
mines also about these places, and a sort of gold coin which they 
call caltis._ 	Near this river is an island in the ocean', the most, 
distant part of the inhabited world towards the east, even under the 
rising sun; called Chryse (or the Golden,) producing' the finest 
tortoise-shell of all thc countries which.. border on the Erythreean. 
sea. 	Beyond this region towards the farthest north, where this sea 
finishes on the coasts of a certain country belonging to the Sink," 
lies, in the inland plits of it, a very great city called Thina, 
whence the Serick•wool and stuffs (made of it) are conveyed over 
land through Bactria to. Barygaza, and also to Limyrica down the 
river Ganges.. It is not easy for any one to go to this city, and • 
rarely do any come thence, and those but few in number. This place 
is seated even, under the Lesser Bear ; and it is said to border 
on the.most remote parts of the Pontus (Euxinus) and the Caspian 
sea," where the adjacent lake Mmotis communicates with the ocean. 
Every year there comes to the confines of Thina a certain people 

's The Arabs call it Sin; the Persians, Tchin : but whether they borrowed the name 
from Ptolemy and the Greek writers, (as Renaudot thinks,) or the Greeks from them, is 
hard to say; I am apt to believe the latter. 	M. Polo. writes 500 years ago, that the 
people of Zipangu (Japan) call that country, which he himself names Mangi, and is the 
southern parts of China, by the name of Cin; and*the sea that washes that coast, the sea 
of din. (L. 3, C. 4.) 	See too the remarks on two Mahometan travellers, p. 40. 

" Straho, Pliny, Ptolemy, and almost all the geographers after Alexander's time, and 
even when the conquests of Lucullus and Pompey had made the world more acquainted 
with the upper Asia, than they had ever been before, supposed the Caspian sea to open- 
into the northern ocean. 	Whereas the more ancient writers, Herodotus, Aristotle, &c.. 
assure us, that the Caspian is as a great lake surrounded on all sides by the land)  which 
is the truth. 	As to the communication between the northern ocean and the Mmotis, I 
know none of the latter geographers that have supposed it; and this is another proof to 
ice, that Arrian was not the author of this work, as he has, particularly described the- 
Euxine sea, and was well acquainted with all the country about it. 	 , 
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of short stature, broad-faced, and extremely flat-nosed," resembling 
savages, and called Sesat." 	They arrive there with their wive§ 
and children, bringing in mats large loads of somewhat which 
resembles green vine-leaves. 	There they pass some time on the 
frontier of their own country and that of Thina, and celebrate a . 	. 
festival during several days, using these mats as their couches ; 
and afterwards they retire again into the inner parts of their own 
territories : then those, whO wait • for 'the opportunity, resort to 
these places and collect what served them to lie upon. Having pulled 
out the fibres (which arecalled petri), midla.ving folded the leaves 
into a small compass and formed them into balls, they thread them 
upon the strings, which they had before extracted. ,This commodity 
is of three kinds; of the larger leaves is made, what they call, 
malabathrum hadrospheerum, Df.the smaller sort, the mesosphmrum, 
of the least of all, the microspheeruM. ,._Thus the three kinds of 
malabathrum are made, and then conveyed by the manufacturers 
into India. 	What lies beyond these countries, on account of the 
violence of tempests, of the excessive frosts, and of the difficulty of 
approach, or, perhaps, by the power of divine Providence, is as yet 
undiscovered." • 

I. These are the characteristicks-of the Tartars; Chardin says, their stature is ordina-
rily four inches lower than ours, aid their make in proportion broader : their complexion 
ruddy and tawneyoheir nose flat, and their eyes small. 	Chardin, V. s, p. 86, speaking 
of the Usbeks.) 	 - 

°i  Seem to be the same, whom Ptolemy calls. Besadte, or Tilaidae, for he describes them 
Kompos, Wurrelf, accolic, x0t$ wxcertnrpoo-ctriros, =a ppm. AIMS ,REV TOi Tag xpoctc. 	• 

VOL. II. 
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THE INLAND COUNTRY, ACCORDING TO STRABO 
AND ARRIAN, 

. 	 - 
COLLECTED FROM THE ACCOUNTS GIVEN BY ALEXANDER'S CAPTAINS 

AND BY THOSE SENT BY THE SELEUCID.E. 

NATIONS. RIVERS. 	WEST OF THE INDUS. CITIES. 

Astameni. Choaspes,i or C hoes , runs through Andraca. 
Masiani. l3andobene and Gandaritis, by Arigzeum. 
Nysssei. the cities Plegerium and Go- Massaga. 
Hypasii. rydale, and joins the Chophes. Nyssa.* 
Aspii. The Euaspla, and Gurteus. Bazira. 
Tyrwi. The Malamantus, Suastus, and Ora. 
Arasaci. Garwa, fall into the Cophes. Aornus. 
Gurmi. The Cophes falls into the Indus. 

• 
Orobatis. 

Assaceni, or 
Assacani.** 

.- Peucela, or Peuceliotis, 
or Peucolaetis. 

Embolima.*** 
Dyrta. 

I This river, if we attend to the order of Alexander's march in Arrian, must run from 
the N. E. into the Cophes. Among the mountains, between the upper parts of this stream 

-. 	* It is remarkable, that the Indian fables are still full of a person, whom they call Maid- 
hasuren (or the bull-giant), and say, that he had horns, and used to intoxicate himself with 
wine, and feed on the flesh of cows (esteemed by them a horrid impiety), and that he made 
war on the gods. They add, that he was born at Nisada-buram, near mount Meru, which 
lies between the sources of the Indus and the Ganges, 	(Bayerus, de Regno Griecorum 
Bactriano). Though these names have great affinity with the Nyssa and mount Meros of the 
Greeks, said to be the scene of the birth of Bacchus; yet the Nyssa of Alexander's followers 
certainly lay west of the Indus. 

** The Assacani remind one of the province of Hajacan, which extends from mount 
Solyman to the Indus, south of the Cabulistan. 

*** Embolima is placed by Ptolemy on the western bank of the Indus, and the famous 
fortress of Aornus, Arrian tells us, was not far from it. 
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NATIONS. RIVERS. 	 CITIES. - 

Taxili. Indus. 	 Taxila. 
Regio Abiosari, or Bucephala, or 

A mbisari. 	 - . 	 Bucephalea. 

and the Indus, lie the Aspii, Tyrsei, and Arasaci, whose cities are Andraca and Arigreum. 
The Euaspla seems to lie still nearer the Indus, but whether it falls into that river, or into 
the Cophes, I do not find. 	Still farther east lie the Gurrei, and the river Guneus ; and 
beyond them the Assaceni, whose capital is Massaga, a great city. 	Bazira, Ora, and_ the 
other cities here mentioned, seem to have belonged to the same nation. 	Peuceliotis par- 
ticularly was but a small distance from the Indus, and near its junction with the Cophes, 
above which Alexander flung a bridge over the Indus. 	The Malamantus, I imagine, ran 
from Ariana and the western parts into the Cophes, which seems to be the Coas of Ptolemy, 
for he makes it fall directly into the Indus, being first joined .by the Suastus from the 
N. E. The Grama seems to be-the same

1 

 with the Gurteus, being differently written in 
Arrian's history and in his Indica. 

Alexander returning out of Bactriana (the kingdom of Balkh) and having passed mount 
Paropamisus (the mountains of Gory, marched through the country of the Paropamisadas 
(the province of Candahar) into India, and came to the river Cophes. The inconsistency 
of De L'Isle in the different maps he gives :of this country, makes me doubtful in fixing 
the situation of this river. 	In his maps of the Turkish, Arab, and Persian empire, and 
of Persia alone, he makes the Cowe and the BeThat two different rivers; the former 
flowing into the Indus about 55 common French leagues north of the latter: but in that 
of India and China, they are the same river under two names, joining the Indus opposite 
to Multan. The travellers between Labor and Candehar take no notice of any considerable 
river between the Indus and this last city, except the Cowe, which they call a very broad 
one. 	(See De Laet's India, p. 62 and so.) 	However, if the first maps be right, I take 
the liver Cowe to be tl?e Choes of Arrian and the Choaspes of Strabo, but yet, I imagine, 
it falls into the Beihat somewhere before it joins the Indus; and the Beihat must be the 
Cophes. If the last map be more just, then the Cowe, or Beihat (which is the same), is the 
Cophes; and the river, which runs from Cabul into it, may be the Choes or the Choaspes. 
The eastern geographers disagree so much among themselves, as to the course of the Indus 
and the rivers which fall into it, that we can receive no assistance from them. (See Otter, 
V. 1. 36o, 371). The river Cowe seems to be the same which they call Hezare (a Persian 
word, which signifies a thousand, by reason of the many towns and villages seated near it), 
it runs, they say, by Cabul, by Nekierhar, by Pichaiver, then near • Devav, a large city 
lying at the confluence of the rivers of Pentchkiure'and of Suvat, which join and fall into . 
this; and not much farther it meets the Indus. The Suvat may perhaps be the Suastus: 
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( 
NATIONS. 

Pori Re- 	gnum. , 
Glauste, or Glaucanicte. 

. 	
. 

. 	RIVERS. 	• 

Hydaspes (runs into the Ace- 
sines.) 

Sinarus (into the Hydaspes.) 

CITIES. 

Nicsea. 

, 

: the name 
origin of Strabo's 

If Pliny 
Cophes, and about 

say, is 36 cos 
Alexander passed 

maps be right, 
and the Indus ; 

was directed 
made among the 

Hydaspes is the 
a river (the 

between Lahor 
Viah. 	The great 

and another 
five rivers : 

with it. 	We 
the, rivers they 

them (parti-
the Thames at 
season or soon 

Indus abate much' 

of Multan ; and' 
in the N.W. 

north-east, or 

(or Chantrou) 
it is as big qs the 

The Afgans, who now possess all the hill-country, are possibly the Assacani 
of Gur-Bend, given to a.pass in the north-western mountains, may be the 
Bandobene, and Gorbud, a city to the N. W. of Cahill, is possibly his norydale. 
mistake not in the situation of Peueolailis, (when he places it 'near the 

• 60 miles west of the Indus), it should be Pichaiver, which, modern travellers 
(40 of which make a degree) distant from the Indus. The place where 
the Indus must be lower than its junction with the Nilab near Atok, if our 
for he is not said to have crossed any considerable river between the Cophes 
and besides, Strabo tells us, that his march, till he came to the Hydaspes, 
towards the south, exclusive (as it seems) of his excursions and conquests 
Aspii, &c. towards the northern country. 

The four following rivers are pretty certainly pointed out to us. 	The 
Tchenhau, or Chantrou; the Acesines, the Ravi (Rawi) ; the Hydraotes, 
Ghara, Bayerus, p. s s) whose name is not marked in our maps, which runs 
and Sultanpor into the Ravi; and the Hyphasis, is the Van (Weha) or 
province, through which they pass, has its name of Penj-ab from these rivers, 
called Sietmegus (perhaps the Soamus of Arrian), the word Penj-ab signifying, 
they all (except the last mentioned) join the Ravi, and fall into the Indus 
are not to wonder at what these authors relate concerning the bigness of 
passed : nor at the inconsistency of our travellers, some of whom represent 
cularly the Chantrou and Ravi) as little streams; others, as broader than 
London.' 	The latter, as Alexander did, passed them during the rainy 
after; the others during the dry months, when even the Ganges and the 
of their greatness. '  

The Taxili then must be situated in the provinces either of Atok, or 
Abiosarus reigned in Bankish, and in the mountains south of Cachemir; Porus 
part of Penj-ab : the Glausm bordered on his country, but whether to the 

4' Bernier says, the Ravi is as big as the Loire, and calls the Tchenhau 
one of the largest fivers of India. (V. 2. p. 255, 258.) P. Grueber says, 
Danube. 	See Thevenot's Collection, p. 4. 
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NATIONS. 	r RIVERS 	' CITIES. 

Arispse (at the con- Acesines (into the Indus.) 
• fluence orHydaspes 
and Acesines.) _  

Tutapus (into the Acesines.) 

Pori alterius Regnum, 
Gandaris. 

Mani. (near the con-
fluence of Acesines 

. and Indus.) 
Oxydracce. 

west, I do not find. 	The Arispte lay in the south-west of the same province, where the 
Chantrou and Ravi join. 	Gandaris, the realm of the other Porus, must be about Lahor ; 
and the Malli, between. Multan and Buckor on the Indus. 	Cathea is called by Strabo the 
kingdom of Sopithes, but Arrian distingui6es them : Sopithes, according to him, reigned 
near the Hydaspes, above the place wher it joins the Acesines. 	But the Cathmi were a 
people between the Hypanis and the Hydraotis, who had a strong city called Sangala ; and 
west of them (nearer to the Hydraotes) was seated Pimprama, the capital of the Adraistw. 
Both these, therefore, must have been included in the provinces of Penj-ab and of Multan. 
The Oxydracaa lay near the junction of the Sinarus and the Hydaspes. *11 	In our maps 

. there is no river which runs into the Chantrou, so we cannot exactly tell their situation, any 
farther than that they bordered on the country of the famous Porus. Strabo places them on 
the Indus, below its junction with the Acesines; but from Arrian's history I should judge 
this to be a mistake, and that they lay at a distance from that river toward the mountains 
of Nagrakut. 	Strabo likewise mentions the Sibm, a nation on the Indus, north of .the 
Malli. 	There is still a province in India called Siba, but it lies in the mountains N.E. of 
Penj-ab, very distant from the Indus. The situation of the Mecei and Attaceni is uncertain; 
they are only said to be watered by the Sarange and the Neudrus, which fall into the 
Hydraotes. The Abastani, Xathri, and Ossadii, are called free nations, which sent embassies 
of submission to Alexander, while his fleet rode near the mouth of the Acesines. 	Below 

• this lay the capital of the Sogdi, where he ordered a city to be built; as he had already 
done at the confluence of the two rivers, which I think must be the capital of Multan, or.  

** But Sherefeddin-Ali mentions akery considerable one called lamad, coming out of 
Catchmir, and joining the Tchenhau (or Hydaspes). 	The confluence of the two rivers 
looks 	says) like a troubled sea. 	Petit de la Croix adds, that their united waters join ..(he 
the Ravi aboie Multan. 	(Life of Tamerlane, V. s, L. 4, c. to, and c. s I.) 
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NATIONS. ' 	. RIVERS. 	.  CITIES. 

Cathmi, Sopithis Hyarotis, or Hydraotes. (ink? the Sangala. 
Regnum. Acesines)  Pimprama. 

A draistte. Sarange, and Neudrus, into the 
Mecei. • , Hydraotes. 
Attaceni. 

.. 	 • 
Abastani. Hypanis, or Hyphasis, (into the 
Xathri.  Acesines.) 
Ossadii. Ptarenus and Saparnus, (into the 
Musicani Regnum. Indus.) Sogdorum Regia. 
Sambi Regio. . Soamus rises in the mountains of Sindomana. 
Pattalene. Sabissa, and falls alone into the Pattala. 
Cilluta, an island in Indus, 	, 	 .. 
- the . east branch Lake formed by the west branch 

of the,Indus. of the Indus. 

very near it; as that of the Sogdi may be at Buckor-Suckor. The country of Musicanus 
(so much admired by Aleiander for its beauty and fertility) must be the southern part of 
the province of Buckor, and the northern of Tatta or Sinde. Sindomana, I take for Samand. 
Pattala was at the division of the Indus into its two great branches, within the island 
formed by them and near its vertex : consequently not the same with Tatta,*** though 
very near it. 

Our two authors say, that the Indus is joined by fifteen considerable rivers in its 
course; and the oriental geographers mention about twenty rivers. 

*** Captain Alexander Hamilton, (who was in the \East Indies from 1688 to 17280 
says, that the branch of the Indus, on which Louri-bender is seated, 'will receive ships of 
200 tons; that it is 40 miles from thence to Tatta, through a country level and overgrown 
with bushes and shrubs; thit Tatta stands about two miles from the Indus, which is there 
about a mile over, and six fathoms deep, the stream not very rapid and full of excellent 
fish. It overflows all the low grounds in April, May, and June, and renders them exceedingly 
rich and fertile. 	The kifties (or large flat-bottomed vessels) usually come down from 
Lahor in eighteen days, or sometimes in twelve; "and are six or seven weeks in returning 
against the stream. 
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OF THE GANGES AND OF THE RIVERS WHICH JOIN IT, 

FROM THE SAME AUTHORS AND FROM PLINY. 

NATIONS. RIVERS. CITIES. 

Gangarides CalingEe. Mouths of the Ganges. Gauge.* 
Modogalinga,' a great 

Prasii, or Palimbothri.' Island in the river. Parthalis, Regia. 
Monedes. The Eranoboas. Palimbothra. 
Suari. 

* The city of Gange was seated on that river near one of its mouths, but not on the 
coast, for Ptolemy in describing it, mentio s nothing of Gauge; 	but names it after- 

as distant almost a whole degree of latitude from the sea : 	perhaps it might be wards,
i  

at Chatigan.  

' The river forms such a variety of islands between the sea and Ragemahal, which 
is near 100 leagues in length, that it is impossible to distinguish Modogalinga from the 
rest; (see Bernier, V. 2. p. 335.) one of the largest is that, in which Ougli and Chan- 
der-nagor are now seated. 	D'Anville believes this to be Modo-galinga, but I imagine 
it to be one lying S. of the former, a point of which is still called Gilingam. 

3  Megasthenes was sent ambassador from Seleucus Nicator to Sandrocottus, who was 
then Palimbothrus, or monarch, of 	Prasii; he reckoned himself the 15sd king from 
Bacchus, of whom he was descended, and his dominions extended quite from the Ganges 
to the Indus. 	He must have stretched the bounds of his empire so far to the west after 
Alexander's expedition, for at that time we hear nothing of the Prasii. 	His capital was 
seated at the junction of the Ganges and the Eranoboas; 638 miles from the sea and 425 
from the mouth of the Iomanes. It lay probably west of the Ganges (for so Ptolemy places 
it) and was eighty stadia in length, and fifteen in breadth, forming an oblong square, and 
surrounded by a wooden wall with 570 towers ; and a moat so cubits deep, and 600 feet 
over. 	It is very remarkable, that the ancient city of Halebas, seated where the river 
Gerona falls into the Ganges, is said (by De Laet, p. 71, by W. Finch in Purchas's Col- 
lection, &c.) to have been anciently callsd Praije, or Praghen, retaining undoubtedly the 
name of the Prasii, to whom it once belonged. The river Eranoboas, from the great 
similitude of the sound, I should imagine to be the Ronova (which falls into 	the 
Ganges between Zangirah and Bakelpur, according to Tavernier;) the distance between 
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NATIONS: RIVERS, CITIES. 	go  

Surasen i.5  The Iobares; or lomanes.4 Cleisobora, 'or 
Carisobora. 

Methora. 
i Callinipaxa. 

, 
Between the Iornanes and Indus. 

I Rhodapha. 

Asangre, or Asmagi.' 
Parasangm. The Hesidrus.' 	. 
Khrysei._ 
Megallm.  

the mouth of the Ronova and the sea, may (if you measure all the windings of the 
Ganges) amount almost to the 638 miles of Pliny, for Tavernier computes 162 cos, 
(which, at two miles to the cos, makes 324 miles) between the mouth of this river and 
Dacca, and thence to the sea must be almost as many more. I own there are two 
great objections to this; one, that Tavernier does not speak of the Ronova, as a 'large 
river; and the other, that it comes from the north into the Ganges; whereas the Erano- 
boas was the third river in India for bigness (as Megasthenes says), and though it is not 
expressly said to run from the south or west, yet it must in reality do so, as Palimbothra , 
lay west of the Ganges upon the confluence of the two rivers. The largest streams which 
join the Ganges from the west or south, are the Gudera-su, which falls into it at Gurm- 
abad; the Guel, to the west of Patna; and another, whose name I find not, * near 
Udeen ; and within two leagues of Benares : De Laet and Tavernier call it a great and 
very fine river. 

4  The lomanes is unquestionably the Tchun, or Tchumna, commonly called the Gemna, 
which runs by Agra to Halebasse and the Ganges. 	The city of Halebasse might easily 
be taken for Pliny's Callinipaxa from the name, hui that he places it 167 miles north of 
the Iomanes : whereas at the mouth of it, both he and Arrian say, are seated Methora, 
and Cleisobora or Carisobora. It is sure, that Halebasse must be one of these. Thevenot 
assures us, it is the latter, which is very probable. 	This city is resorted to from all parts by 
the Gentiles, who pay their devotions there in certain famous pagodas. 	The buildings 
are generally fair and handsome, particularly the citadel, in which stands an obelisk 

. 	- 
* It is the Shind, or river of Seronge, which joins the Ganges at Kennauge, " autrefois 

says D'Anville) capitale de l'Inde," S. E. of Halebasse. 
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NATIONS. RIVERS. ' 	CITIES. 

	

Certiboni, a wood- 	. 
country. 	. 

Cesi, a mountainous 
country.  

above sixty feet in height, with many inscriptions upon it, but 'so worn (says Thevenot) 
that the characters cannot now be distinguished. It is the opinion of the Indians, that the 
first man and woman were created at Halehasse. (see part 3, C. 39, and De Laet, p. 71.) 
These are certain indications of remarkable antiquity; and there are remaining, in.  several 
parts of India, monuments which far surpass the contrivance and genius of that people, at 
least such as they now are. 	Of this kind seem to be the sepulchre on a pedestal adorned 
with bas-reliefs near Benares,' the ruins of old Dehli,` believed in the east to be the 
capital of that Porus (or FOr, as they 'call him,) who fought against Alexander; 	and the 
pyramid or obelisk with inscriptions near the second Dehli, which they believe to be a 
memorial of that victory; the venerable rui s near Udeen on the Ganges,` called the t 
Palace of Ranichand-, (where perhaps may h ve stood the ancient Palimbothra) a huge 
obelisk dug up near Fettipor,d between Sultanpour and Lahor ; the large remains of 
Scanderbad in the province of Agra ; e and those of much greater antiquity between this 
last town and Byana ; the old city of Mandoa, f in the province of Malva, which several 
travellers have so admired, and that no less surprising of Chitor,g the capital of Raja 
Ranas, who was thought to be the descendant of Porus; the ruins near the walls of 
Asmeer ;b  the Pagodas of Jagrenat and Benares,' on -.different sides of the Ganges, that 
of Matura between Dehli and Agra, those of Elora so well described by Thevenot ; k  
and the other near Goa, &c. 

5  The Suraseni lie about the mouth of the Iomanes, (according to Arrian) and are 
consequently a nation subordinate to the Prasii, and by Pliny included in the name of 
the Palibothri. Rhodapha seems to have lain upon the Ganges, a long way north of the 
Iomanes, and Callinapaxa ' in the interval between them; 	this seems to be Ptolemy's 
Sambalaca, and lies between the Gemna and the Ganges. 

d Tavernier, V. e. L. 1. c. s. 	b  Thevenot, Part 3. C. 22. 	' De Laet, p. 75. 
d  Id. p. 54. 	• Id. p. 51, 52. 	f Id. p. 35. 	g Sir Thomas Rhoe, p. 9, and 71. 
b  De Laet, p. 75. 	' Thevenot, Part 3, C. 40. 	Tavernier, V. 2. L. 3, c. I I. 
k Part s. C. 44, and those of Chitanagar, C. 46.; they are both in Dekien. 
1  There is a river (as appears from Tamerlane's march) running between the Gemna 

and the Ganges, named Calini : the place where it joins the Ganges is unknown; but it 
is said to communicate with the Gemna by a canal, called Hillel. See D'Anville. Analyse 
de nude, p. 48. 

VOL. II. 	 G g 
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NATIONS. 	• RIVERS CITIES. 

Of uncertain situation.* 
- The CaInas. 	• . 

The Cossoanus. 
The Sonus. 

1 

The Sittocatis, 
The SolOmatis. 

. The Condochates. 
The Sambus. 
The Mago. All join the 
The Agoranis. Ganges. 

Maildiadini (an Mandei 
ap. Plinium ?) (country 
about Mandou. D'An- 
vile.) 	- 	- 

The Omalis. 
The Comm enases. 
The Cacuthis. 
The Andomatis. 

• 

The Amystis. Catadupa. 
Pazalw. The Oxymagis. 
Madam. The Erineses. 	J 

e The Hesidrus is a river mentioned by Pliny between the Hyphasis and the Iomanes; 
and must therefore be, as I imagine, the Sietmegus, or Chaul, which runs into the Indus, 
for it is the only considerable river which agrees with that situation. 

7  These nations Pliny mentions between the Indus and Iomanes, but bordering on the 
former river, for he adds, " Hos includit Indus montium corona circumdatos et solitudinibus 
per 187 m. p.7 	 I 

* As we are barely told from Megasthenes, that these rivers fall into the Ganges, we 
can only distinguish some of them by the similitude of their names. 

The Cainas may be the Chanan, which comes from the N. East through the provinces 
of Gesuat and Patna, and falls into the Ganges, north of Baquelpur. 

The Cossoanus may be the Kaoa, which, about 36 cos to the south of Patna, issues 
into the Ganges; or else the Chanon, which comes from the north about s cos lower. 

The.  Sonus is doubtless the Son-su, (the additional word, su, is only a Turkish or 
Tartar word signifying a river) it comes from the mountains south of Bengal, and being 
joined by the Guel, which comes from Sumelpur, meets the Ganges between Patna and 
Saseron ; it is navigable. 
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THE COAST UPON THE SOUTHERN OCEAN 

FROM THE MOUTH OF THE INDUS WEST, TO THE PERSIAN GULFH 

AND THE CONFINES OF PERSIS ; ACCORDING TO NEARCHUS.' 

(FROM ARRIAN.) 

- In the Indus. 	 Stadia from the port. 
Stura, near a great canal drawn from.  the river 	100 
Caumana, near another 	- 	- 	- 	so 
Coreatis 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	20 

*The Sittocatis the. Saode-su, which joins the ns the Ganges from the south, 12 cos above 
the river Gudera-su. 

The Condochatcs may be the Gandet, a fine river which runs from the north east by 
Patan and Catmendur to the south of Monger : D'Anville calls it the Kandoc. 

The Cacuthis, the Katare, which comes from the north, and runs some cos west of 
Pongangel. 

The Andomatis,said by Arrian to run through the Mandiadini, I take to be the Gudera-su, 
which, rising near the ancient city of Mandoa, joins the Ganges at Gurmabad 4 cos 
above Saseron. The Mandiadini seem to be the Mandei of Pliny, who lie (he says) above 
the Calingre, a nation which inhabited the sea-coasts about the mouth of the Ganges. 	I 
take them to have inhabited from Mandoa towards the north-east, perhaps a large tract 
of land ; for still beyond them he places the Malli and Mount Mallus, which are probably 
the province of Malva, and the high mountains of Marva, which run along the west parts 
of it. 

The Oxymagis may be the Persilis, a large river which runs from Gor, and the Moun-
tains of Purbet (Ptolemy's Bepyrrhus Mons) into the Ganges through the province of 
Mevat : accordingly the Pasqalte are placed by Ptolemy to the north of M. Bepyrrhus. 

' It is remarkable, that Pliny says, "Onesicriti et Nearchi navigatio, nec nomina habet 
mansionum,ne2 spatia." (L. 6, Q 6.) Yet Arrian, who transcribes Nearchus, sets down both 
the one and the other; and, unless Nearchus himself had marked them, where should Arrian 
be able to find them ? It is plain too from Strabo, that Nearchus had set down the extent 
of each coast. It is true that the computation, which we find in Strabo, differs a good deal 
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In the Ocean. 	 Stadia from the port. 
Crocala, a sandy island 	- 	- 	- 	1551 . 
Mount Eirum and a low island Coast of the 
Sangada, a country, where lies the port of (the San- Arabies,' 	an 

ganes) Alexander, and in its mouth the isle of Indian nation. 
Bibacta.  

Sandy coast, and desert island of Domm 	- 	60 > (1000 stad. in 
Saranga 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	300 all.) 	Strabo 
Sacala, desert shore agrees: wants 
Bay of Morontobara, or the woman's port 	. - 	SOO 105 	of 	the 
Coast and island, covered with wood 	- 	70 particular 
Mouth of the river Arabis, port and high desert 

island. 	(I. of Zarnake.) 	- 	- 	- 	120 
computation. 

Coast of the 
Pagala 	- 	- 	.. 	- 	.. 	200  Orite. 	(or 

Cabana, desert coast 	- 	- 	- 	300 Horitm. Q.  
Cocala 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	200< Curtius.) 

River Tomerus,' and lake (river of Haur) 	- 	500 
Malana (Malan) 	- 	- 	 -_ 	300 

(1600 	stad.) 
Strabo says 
1800: is 100 

L 	over. 

from that in Arrian, but every one knows that no part of a manuscript 
corruptions as the numbers. 

is so liable to 

The city of Xylenopolis was the place whence they sailed : 	Pliny is doubtful in 
what'country, and on what river, it was situated. It seems to me, that it was seated on the 
Indus, where its western branch forms a lake; 	on whiCh Alexander made a port, and 
built docks, for his fleet, and left a garrison there. 	(See Arrian's History, L. 6, p. 259. 

_Edit. J. Gronovii.) 	This is, certainly the place which Nearchus calls 6 Naupc•51.4.65., 
whence Stura was 10o stadia distant. 

N. B. The whole country, whose southern coast is here described from the Indus to 
the confines of Persis, is called (by Eratosthenes and Strabo) Ariana : 	it is bounded by 
M. Taurus, (under various names) to the north ; by the Indus to the east ; and to the 
west, by a line drawn from the Portm Caspife to the ocean ; so that it includes the Paro- 
pamisadte, Arachosia, Gedrosia, Drangiana, Aria, Parthyene, the Desert, and Carmania; 

t-  that part of it, inhabited by the Arii alone, is sometimes called Ariana, which has bred 
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Stadia from ale port. - 
Bagisara port ;4  and village of Pasi ra up the country 6001 
Lofty cape 
Colta 	- 	(Calamat) 	 - 	- 200 
Calami ; village, and palm-trees. Island Carnine 600 
Carbis. Village of Cusa, 30 stad. from the sea 	200 Coast of die Lc& 
Promontory, projecting 150 stadia. (Cape of Guadel.) thyophagi. 

150 
Mosarna, port (port of Guadel.) 	 . 
Balomus 	- 	- 	- 	- 	. - 	750 
Barna, village and cultivated country 	- 	400 (10,000 stad.) 
Dendrobosa 	- 	- 	- 	- 	200 Strabo says7400 ; 
Cophas, port, village of fishermen 	- 	- 	400 is 1850 over. 
Cuiza, desert rocky, coast 	- 	- 	- 	800 
Little city on a hill, cultivated country. 	(Tiz.) 	500 
Cape of Bageia, sacred to the sun (Costa dos Picos.) 
Talmena, port. (f. Enseada das Mesas.) 	- 	1000 
Canasis, deserted city 	- 	- 	- 	400  

Canate 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	750 1 Hitherto .they 
sailed due west, Troies, or Tai, poor villages 	- 	- 	800.1 

Dagasira 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	300 and hence to 
Bounds of the Ichthyophagi 	- 	 1100 N. West. 

much confusion in authors. 	Eirocromets .81 rodvolui 71; Apsayo min pepouc TWO; aces 
Ilepram nu Mnacov xcel en rwv wpooapx.rtaw BtXX•rptCOY Xal Zoyatavwv on yap mos. ;an bturparroi 
wraps .uxgov. (Strabo, L. 15, p. 724.) 

' Arbies, and the river Arbis of Strabo. 	Pliny seems to call the river Nabrus, and the 
city Arbis. 	I take this for the bay of the Terabdi, mentioned hi the Periphis Erythraei; 
at the entrance of the river (says the author of that Periplfis,) lies a small town, called 
Oraea : and seven days sail up the river, is the chief city in a fine fertile country. 

3  The Tuberus, Tomberus, and Tonderus, of Pliny, L. 6, 25, 26. 	Nearchus calls it 
only woraikoi xespappouc, which signifies, that it was dry in some seasons of the year. 

3  Pliny's Argenus. 
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•••• 	. 	 ' 	Stadia from the port. 
Badis, fine and well cultivated country 	 1 
Desert. coast ; 5  come in sight of Cape Maces or 
• Maceta, on the Arabian coast (Cape Mosandon) 800 • 
Neopiana 	- 	'' 	- 	- 	700  Coast of Carmania 
11. armqzea,- and the river Anamis ; fine country 	100 

• - Ornna2  desert island' o 	. i 
Oaracta,.large fertile island, 800 stad. long 	300 (3700stad.) Strabo 

' Isle:Of Neptune, uninh'abited,*40 stad. distant 	s00 >. 	agrees : 	is 600 
Another island, port 300 stad. from the continent 400 over. 
Island Tylora,llesert 

"Sitiodone or Sisiaone, 'small city 
tape Tarsie (perhaps the Themisteas P..of  Pliny) 	300 A. 

"'Island Catwa, desert, sacred to Venus and Mercury 
(Aphrodisias, Plin.) 	- 	- 	- 	300 j 

• * 

s It is extraordinary, that.Nearchus should make - no mention of the.promontory Car-. 
pella here, as it is the most remarkable cape Oa all this coast. 	Yet Pliny, who seems to 
copy him, says, " Inde promontorium Carmanite est, ex quo in adversa ora ad gentem 
Arabire Macas trajectus distat 50 M. passuum." These Macre or Macetre are undoubtedly • 
•the Arabs of Meskiet, vulgarly Maskat, and cape Mogandon in that country (the pro- 
montory Asabon of Ptolemy and 'Martian) approaches the nearest of any land to Persia, 
forming the narrow mouth of the gulph; so that any one would imagine this to be the 
cape Maces of Nearch-us-.—The only objection is, that he describes the promontory he 
saw, as running to the south, i coceo Es pecrly.cgpop awexei, whereas cape MoOndon points 
directly north. 	We must either interpret these words not of the cape itself, but of the 
coast whence it projects, and which stretches a great way to the south; or else imagine, 
that they had a sight of cape Rasalgat, which is a very elevated head-land, and really lies 
nearer to the bay of Mascat, than our maps describe it. (See Le Brun, V. 2, C. 75.) 

6 44  Insulw trey, quarum Oracla tantum habitatur, aquosa, a continents 25 M. passuum." 
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ARIA. 

ARIA extended itself northwards to the confines of MargiHa 
and the mountains that enclose Bactriana ; and eastwards to the 
Paropamisadx and a part of Drangiana ; to the south also it hkd 
Drangiana ; to the west Parthia and the desert of Carmada : as ..... 
I apprehendi-something in this form : 

. 	 4 
• Margrian.z 	• 

Pa/rthia 	4 	 Bac eri-ance: • 
4 	 • 

t .c
., 
	• 	: 	-0-t .r.!!14vir--..... 	...- - • 	 . 

- _ 
4 	••1 

I. 	, 

. 

Car.ma-ma, 
dc..rerta, 

PaTea77Zliada. 

	

4......,„ 	Ai) 

	

--------„,(- 7 	. 	o 	 .ci
• -- 	_yr' -' 	, lti  .„,, v  - ...-mermw.• 

0- 
9' 	fk. 

. 	: 
It took in, therefore, a 'great part of the extensive province- of 
Khorassan ; ' the high mountains of Gor and Horcan separating it 
from the kingdom of Balkh (or Bactriana) ; another chain of hills 
continued thence to the west, which passes (as I imagine) S.W. of 
Maru al-Rud, and running to the north of Serkas and Meshed: 
joins the mountains of Jorjan' (Hyrcania), formed its boundary to 
the N.W. and divided it from the provinces of Maru and Nesa 
(Margiana and Nisma); to the east run the mountains of Candahar 

' And the northern part of Sigestan. 
' Which seem to be those Ptolemy calls M. Sariphi, they do not appear in De L'Isle's 

map like a continued chain, nor with any general name, but with particular ones here and 
there : they appear in D'Anville's map, who, after Al-Idrissi, calls them M. Lokman. 
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(the Paropatnisadw), and to the S. E. the mountains that encircle 
the lake of Zere, which I take for M. Bagous, and which pass 
across Aria, till they reach the confines of Bactriana. 	To the west 
runs another chain' from the mountains of Tabaristan through the 
Tabasin, till it joins. M. Bagous, and this divides Aria frotn the 
great deserts of Kiuhistan and Kirman (Parthia and Carmania). 
Ptolemy makes the extent of Aria in longitude about 9 -r; in latitude, 
upwards of 5 4-°. 	The first of these is a great deal too much, for 
from Esfarain, which lay N. W.. of Meshed, to the frontier of 
Candahar, is but a little more than 70 ; 4  the latter is nearer the 
truth, for Harra (in Sigestan) is in about 33°  of latitude, and 

4 Meshed in 37°  20'. As to the situation of particular towns he seems 
greatly misinformed, or the MSS. are much corrupted, for the 
similitude of names is so great in some of them, as to point them 
out to us almost beyond dispute, but their place is often very different 
from that which he assigns them. 	He is mistaken too (I think) 
with regard to the river which waters this country, and he confounds 
the Erymanthus with the Arius : it is the former which is the more 
considerable of the two, that forms a large lake (that of Zere), very 
probably called at that time Aria, from the name of the province ; 
but the river Arius, or (as Arrian writes it) Areius, has no commu-
nication with that lake, though it rises from those hills which lie 
a little to the north of it, and is undoubtedly the river of Heri, which 
running quite through the country from north to south, falls into 
the river of Tecljen not far from,Dehne.) 	It may be nevertheless 
very true, what Arrian and Strabo say, that in Alexander's time 

3  The mount Masdoranus of Ptolemy. This is very distinguishable in D'Anville's map, 
and is there named Kohistan. 

4  The dimensions and figure of these provinces appear much altered in D'Anville's map. 
From Esferain to mount Soliman, (west of Candahar), there makes 9 .degrees of longitude 
at least. 
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this stream was lost in the. sand,' -for if we considei the manner of 
cultivating the lands throughout the Persian empire~, which would 
be entirely barren were they not continually watered by the industry 
of the inhabitants,' it will appear very possible, that a river running 
through a populous country, may at one time be so exhausted by 
numerous canals and drains cut from it on all hands, as to • be 
swallowed up by a tract of sandy desert plains intervening; and yet 
at another (when, by some casualty, the number of inhabitants is 
diminished and the canals are choaked up) it may carry so great a body 
of water as to make its way onwards, till it join some lake or river 
which happens to cross it. The first city to whichAlexander came, in 
his march out of Parthia, was called Susia,' and must have been 
situated not far from the western frontier of the province. 	This is 
undoubtedly Zeuzen (or Zauzap), mentioned by Al-Edrissi, p. 135, 
as a day's journey to the north of Harcara. Artacoana,' the capital of 

s As are also, according to Arrian, the Etymandrus, the Epardus, the Polytimetus, and 
several large rivers of Persia. (L. 4. C. 6.) 	In D'Anville's new map, the river Heri never 
joins that of Tedjen, but is lost (a little to the north of Seraks) in the sand. 	This seems 
to be called by Sherefeddin,, the river JoUcoudgeran, on which Tamerlane lay, when 
he received his son, Sharokh coming from Herat. 	(V. 4. p. 172.) 

6  " Le terroir generalement est si sec, que si l'on n'arrosoit pas les terres, elles ne pro-
duiroient rien, pas meme de l'herbe—il ne pleut presque point en ete du tout—mais on 
peut dire que par tout oa on peut arroser les terres, elles produisent abondamment—il 
n'y a pm aujourdhuy dans cet empire la vingtime partie d'habitans de ce qu'il en tiendroit 
a l'aise." (Chardin, V. 2, C. s and 17.) These provinces have always been exposed to the 
irruptions of the Usbek-Tartars, so it is no wonder if they were frequently depopulated. 
(See Otter, V. 1, p. 240.) 	Strabo expresses the reason of a peculiar fertility in Aria and 
Margiana, when he says, HOTICOUTI Se Ta Tram 'ret p.ev a-cp ApiT , Tee Be Tcp Magrp. (L. 11, p. 515.) 

7  Mc Ma Hap5ucuous• iiry—ExOn Se eiri za TrK Apices' opsa, WU foueucv /MAW 1115 Apo:xi. 
(Arrian, L. s, C. 25.) 	It is not mentioned by Ptolemy. 

° Strabo writes it Arctacaena, Isidorus Artacauan, Pliny Artacoana (as Arrian also does), 
Diodorus Siculus Chortacana, and Ptolemy writes it Articaudna. 

VOL. II. 	 H h 
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Aria, is somewhat more difficult to find ; De L'Isle has placed it 
between Zeuzen and Herat, 'and takes it, I imagine, either for 
Harcara, or Cargherd, which bear some slight, similitude to the 
name of Chortacana, as Diodorus writes it I cannot help believing 
(induced by a greater affinity in the sound) that it rather was 
Tauakun, near the northern limits of the province, at a little distance 
to S. E. of Meshed. 	Arrian seems to favour this conjecture : he 
says, that while Alexander lay at Susia, he received .the news that 
Bessus had assumed the title of king of Persia. 	He therefore begun 
his march directly towards Bactra in pursuit of him,° but was stopped 
by the advices he had of the revolt of Satibarzanes, whom he had 
but just before confirmed in the government of Aria, and had given 
him a troop of Greek horse. This troop Satibarzanes had massacred, 
and begun to assemble his own forces at Artacoana with intention 
(when he heard Alexander was pretty far advanced on his way) to 
join Bessus : upon this Alexander, laying aside his first design, by 

,a forced march of 600 stadia in two days (75 miles), came to 
Artacoana, and made himself master of it ; Satibarianes having, 
upon his approach, fled into Bactriana. 	It is plain here, that the 
city in question lay at a very considerable distance from the direct 
road that led from Zeuzen to Balch (or Bactra) ;10  and that, in all 
probability, to the north of it, as Satibarzanes Chose it because it lay 
nearer ,to Bactriana, into which he intended to march and prevent 

9  He/ on Beal-paw—ism Be TIP ter►{ Bawl-pa, eEvyreXAN, &c.—Tv 1,661,  or; Bcocrpoe 080Y OUX blE. 

L. s. C. 29, vid. et  Q. Curtium, L. 6, C. 6. 
1° What Strabo calls, h ex' etkeier4 Roc (asr' AA4ezvapsiag ryig ev Apioic) Siez DIN BarrivicanN xas 

TIN 1.17reggao-eal Tou opotN, (L. 15, p. 723.) and distinguishes it from the longer way, which 
turned off to the south, and ran through Drangiana and Arachosia and the ParopamisadEe; 
the last was the way which Alexander took. The first of these is probably the same road, 
which still leads from Herat to Balch; the latter is that which goes from the same city 
through Segestan to Candahar. 
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Alexander's incursions into that country, by joining Bessus. • The 
city of Nisibis no one will doubt to be Nishabur;though Ptolemy's 
•list places it near the eastern Confines of the province, whereas it is 
much nearer the western ;. yet he is within 40' right in the latitude. 
Nishabur " is one of the four capitals of Khorassan, ,though it has 
been several times destroyed. 	A.D. 1158, it was ruined by the 
Turcomans ; in 1208, it was almost overturned by an earthquake, 
and 13 years afterwards was taken by Genghizkhan the Tartar, 
with the loss (as it is said) of a million and a half of its inhabitants. 
It is a place of great trade, well-built, and plentifully supplied with 
water brought by aqueducts from a mountain which lies two leagues 
east of it, and from another at a greater distance north : it is famous 
also for the turquoises which are dug near it. Many of the oriental 
writers attribute its foundation 4o Schabur Dhulactaf (Sapor the 3d), 
king of Persia in the 4th century, and say, he called it Nei-Schabur" 
first, but that it was built on the ruins of an ancient town, named 
Aber-sheher. (the high city) ; but this, we see, must be false, as 
Ptolemy calls it Nisibis so long before. Alexandria in Ariis must be 
Heri," as De L'Isle makes it, for the tradition of the country gives 
it Alexander for its founder. It stands on the river Heri (Arius), " 
and is one of the four capitals of Khorassan, being long famous for 
its greatness, the magnificence of its buildings, the fertility of the soil 
round it, and the purity of its air; for, though in a sultry climate, it is 
remarkable for its refreshing northern breezes. It was destroyed by 

_ 	 . 
" Togrul-Beg, the first sultan of the house of Selgiuk, made it his chief residence in 

the 1tth century. 	See Herbelot and Golius, ad Alfrag. p. 188. 
a Nei, signifies rushes, and Shabur was the king's own name. 
14 It is also written Herat, Harrat, and Hera. 
14 Pliny says, that it stands on that river : " Arius amnis, qui prEefluit Alexandriam ab 

Alexandro conditam ;" (L. 6, c. 21) and he says also, that the city was s 0 stadia in compass. 
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. 	- 
the Mogol-Yartars 's after a six months siege in A.D. 1222, with a 
slaughter of its inhabitants equal to that, which Nishabur had 
undergone the preceding year; yet it recovered itself again, and. 
Mirkhond, the Persian historian, a native of this city, has written a 
large and particular description of it in the last book of his universal 
history, published in 1471. 	Tamerlane, about threescore years 
before, had pitched upon it as the properest place of residence for 
his elde4 son, Sharokh, whom he had declared king of Khorassan, 
Segestan, and Mazenderan." 	Ptolemy is greatly mistaken both in 
its longitude and latitude, placing it far to the. W. N. W. of Nisibis. 
I cannot help thinking, that the Zimyra of this author is the fortress 
of Shemirem, or Shemiran; now enclosed within the walls of Herat, 
and making the 'chief quarter of the city, kit reckoned far more 
ancient than the rest," being built long before Alexander's time. 
The city Aria of Ptolemy I take to be Harra," which lies south of 
the lake Zere, for it appears from Strabo that the province must 
have extended itself in latitude this way, because it lay west of 
Drangiana, and then ;ercuxxoutay./ (Amex 7rwr (fetching a compass 
round, as it were), bounded that country also to the north. • Phra, 
mentioned as a great city by Isidorus (probably the same with 

15  Herbelot (Art: Herat, and Genghizkhan) and Gicilius p.tis. It is seated in a plain, 
surrounded with gardens and vineyards. 	Otter, V. 1, p. 291. 	: 	, • 

ii " II resolut (says Sherefeddin in De la Croix' translation) de lui donner,m6me pendant 
sa vie, la propriete du royaume de Corassane, cornme celui de tons ces royaumes qui par 
sa situation sembloit le plus propre a titre le siege de l'empire, &ant situe an quatrieme 
climat, qui est un pals temper au milieu de 1'Asie entre I'orient et l'occident, et entre 

' les deux empires d'Iran et de Touran." 	(V. 24. L. 3, c. 67) 
17 Otter and Golius, quo supra. 
a See De Lisle : and Al-drissi., p. Iss, who. naen,40,4s, it as lying between the city 

of Sigestan, and Qom, 
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Phoraita it in Ptolemy) seems to be Farra (or Ferah l''') to. the east 
of the lake Zere ; , if so, this S. E. part of Aria was the district, 

.called Anabon.* Isidorus speaks of it between Aria and Drangiana. 
The 'Siphare of Ptolemy no doubt is Esfarain, otherwise called 
El-Mehredgan, lying on the north-western confines of the province 
in the road from Nishabur to Jorjan.  : Sherefeddin tells us, that 
Tamerlane took it by storm " in his march toward Mazenderan, and 
left nothing of this great city, but a name. 	The Achala of Strabo 
(I doubt not) is Kayen ' (or Kin)-  lying N. W. of the lake Zere. 
Tsharmagat1 which Tamerlane passed through in his return. from 
Mazenderan through Khorassan, seems to be Sarmagana. Cabuchan, 
a place mentioned also by Sherefeddin " between Kelat and Tershiez, 
is perhaps the Capotana of Ptolemy. Bogadia I take for Buzjegan, 
between Zeuzen and the river)  Heri. 	Babarsana may be Babain, 
mentioned by Al-Edrissi as three stations distant from Zeuzen ; or 
else Barsin, which the same writer places in the district of Nishabur. 
(p. 135.) Canace and Gariga, perhaps, may be Cashan and Grieshe, 
in the N. E. of Sigestan, between Herat and Candahar. 	Bitaxa I 
should take for Badghiz, east of the Heri in the district of Kenef; 

if,  Both Nassireddin and Ulug-beig have in their catalogues a city of Khorassan called 
Forawah, which they place 2 i°  west, and almost so north of Nishabur. 

" See Otter, V. 1, p. 217. Sherefeddin, V. 1, L. 2, C. 43. Richard Steele passed through 
it in 1615, going from Candahar to Ispahan, and calls it a little city, an English mile in 
compass, surrounded with a high wall of brick, baked in the sun; the district round it is 
fertile and well-watered : it carries on a great trade in silk. (In De Laet's Persia, p. 293, 

and 287). 

* Or Anaue, as some MSS. read. 
sl This happened A.D. 1391:. (V. t. L. 2, C. 34.) 	The name of El-Mebredgan, or 

Misurgan, may remind us of the Masdiorani, and the mount Masdoranus, near which 
Esfarain lies. 	There is a town also, but situated on the northern border of the province, 
west of Serkhaz, which bears the name of Medzirun.. 

s Ulug-beig writes it Kiyin. 	, 	' V. 1,14.- 2,'e. to and as.. 
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Sotira, for Tit in the neighbourhood of the last ;.Chaurina fOr Kuran, 
in the road that leads from Sigeitan to Herat ; Zamuchana.  for 
Savamec, to S. W. of Zeuzen ; Tana for Tus.  (or Meshed'") the 
present capital of Khorassan, a great and magnificent city, on the 
northern confines of Aria, the burial-place 'of the late royal family 
of Persia. Darcama may possibly, be Darac," if we can suppose 
Aria to extend so far east as the river Morg-ab, on whose banki 
this ,  city lies; 	Ambrodax one would 	imagine certainly to be 
Anbardost ; but,. I doubt, it lies much too far north to come within 
the bounds of this province, especially if De L'Isle have placed it 
right, which I can scarce think, as Al-Edrissi " makes it but six 
stations distant. to north from Maru-al-rudh and, consequently, it 
cannot lie farther north than Maru-al-Shagihan, which is in 37i° 
of latitude. 	 1 

As to the sub-division of the Arii into particular tribes or districts, 
we have seen above what relates to the Masdorani inhabiting the 
west of the province. 	The Niswi, who lay north, as they bordered 
on the district of Nisaaa (now Nessa), were probably the same 
people, but must not be understood to extend so far as the city of that 
name, which is in the west of Ptolemy's Margiana. In like manner 
the Astabeni 27  lying next to a tribe of Hyrcanians, so called (the 
people of Ester-abad), were probably all one with them. 	So the 
Parutw, joining the Paropamisadte, I take to be the same with the 
Parietw," who inhabited the south of thatprovince. The/Etymandri, 

'a 'Which name signifies, the sepulchre of the martyrs. 	See Golius, p. 185. 
13  See Al-Edrissi, p. 137. 
4  QUo supra. 	Golius says only 5 parasangs, or leagues, p. 183. 
" Or Staueni. 
l'e V. Bayer. p. 10, 11. 	In the Tamul (or Grantham) language, which is the dialect 

of the learned in India, the word Parabud signifies a mountain, and in the vulgar tongue 
of Multan and the neighbouring province, Bahr° means the same thing. Hence, possibly, 
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who lay toward the middle of Aria, doubtless were near the river 
Etyniandrus (or Eryrnanthus), and took their name from thence. 
The Borgi might be in the district called Forg," west of the river 
Morg-ab. 	. 

Strabo takes notice, that the mountains, which inclose Aria and 
Margiana, are inhabited by a wandering people," who live in tents; 
that the plains are finely watered and produce plenty of wine, which 
will keep in vessels unpitched 31  for three generations, or 100 years. 
Sir J. Chardin, speaking of Persia 'in general, says " On fait le vin 
excellent par tout, oil les Bens s'entendent un peu a, le faire ils ne 
le gardent pas dans des tonneaux comme nous : la secheresse de 
l'air les ouvriroit, et le yin en sortiroit ; mais en des jarres, qui soot 
des urnes qui ont la figure ovale, et qui tiennent 250 a 300 pintes, 
verniss4es en dedans, &c. le IIrvin se conserve long-tems dans ces 
vaisseaux, mais on ne scauroih dire combien it s'y pourroit garder, 

the use of the word Para in so many Persian names of old, as Paropamisus, Pariette, Persil, 
Parsiana, Parutm, Parchoathras, ParEetacene, Paryadres, &c. all mountainous countries. 

99  Al-Edrissi, p. 137. 	The Persians, in their language, have the sound we express by 
the letter p : but as in writing they use no other than the Arabick characters, among 
which there is no pat all, the letter f serves in its stead," which has introduced a confusion 
in their pronunciation, so that they use the two sounds indifferently in the same word. 
Thus they say Parsi or Farsi (a Persian); Farrah or Parrah (the city above-mentioned); 
Forg or Porg, &c. 

3° 	 opints TiYEg. Such at this day are the Turkomans (spread all over Persia and Turkey) 
the Curds, and the Bedoween-Arabs, &c. Mierop says, that near Mey-a-mey (or Meyand) 
he found a number of people from the Koohestan, or .hill-country, living in tents of black 
hair cloth, and that in the north of Khorassan, most of the people use to live in tents. 

32  Ev' corsilerosc cryfeol. 	(L. 11, p. 516.) 

[ ** Perhaps, it should rather have been said, that p and f are commutable letters, as 
b and v sometimes are in Spanish. The Persians added four letters to the Arabick alphabet, 
one of which has the sound of an English p. 	'EDITOR.] 
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parcequ'on ey en garde pas longues annees par la crainte des - 
Mahometans qui, quand it leur en prend envie, les font briser." 
(V. 2. c.16.) And in another place," " Les bouteilles avoient chacune 
,au lieu de bouchon un bouquet de fleurs, car en Perse, oii fair est 
si sec et si pur et oil les vins sont si faits, on n'a pas peur. qu'ils 

• s'6ventent faute de bouchon." And Kwmpfer speaking of the wines 
-a Shiraz, says, " Conservationi nulli opitulatur ars vel studium 
possessorisy sive id virtuti sum, sive aeris bonitati, debeat ; sat est 
cadi orificium vel linteo obligasse, ye! stores. imposita defendisse ab 
illapsu insectorum." " 	Otter tells us, there is a district near Tus, 
(or Meshed) of 12 leagues long, and 5 broad, planted entirely with 
vines and fig-trees. 	(V.'1, p. 293.) 

• 
• 

CARMANIA THE DESERT. 
.- 	 • 

TH IS is 'a part of that immense solitude which, as Al-Edrissi well 
remarks, takes up all the middle of the Persian ern-Wel  ,running 
obliquely from .Rey and Kumas (Media and Parthia) N. W. to 
the borders of India S. E. 	The Desert of earmania (according 
to Ptolemy) has Persis and the river Bagradas to the west, 2  that 
is, the eastern limit of the p.rov4ice of \Fars ; 	to the N. mount 

.,• 	• 	. 

" V. 3, p. 86.- 	" Ameen: Exot. p. 380. - 	3  P. 131; and Otter, V. 1, p. 240. 
* ' It is to be observed, that according to Strabo, the province of Persis extended much' 
farther (to west) than the -inhabited Carmania, and even fetched a compass, as it were, 
round it to the north, so that I imagine not only Yezd and Fahrag, but the district of 
Tuberan, and as far perhaps as Gabbis, were the north east part of Persis. 	Now the 
Persis.of Ptolemy extends still farther north, and includes all the region of Partetacene, 
which in Strabo is a distinct country, consisting chiefly of mountains, and lying between 
Persis and Media : the north eastern park of these mountains is Ptolemy's Parachoathras. 
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Parchoathras, which separates it from Parthia ; this must be that 
chain of hills running S. E. of Ispahan,- called Hezar-derah (or the 
thousand mountains), which, I suspect, is continued -to N. E. till 

' it joins the mountains of the Tabasin ; to the east, a part of Aria,; 
and undoubtedly that part of it which lay south' of the lake Zere,. 
otherwise the desert must have.  had .Drangiana, and not Aria, to 
the east : . to the south lay Carmania itself, now the . province' of 

.Kirman ; it took in then all the western part of the deserts of 
Sigestan, and still farther to west ; as far, I imagine, as where the 
Tabasin stretching itself out from the . north, and the district of 
Yezd from the south, form a sort of Isthmus in the desert, and 
almost' divide its south eastern, from its north western parts ; 	and 
from thence east to about the /latitude of Kermasin, or still farther ; 
extending 7 ' of longitude (which Ptolemy assigns it), if not more. 
He gives it not above 1° 10' latitude, which may be true enough , 	. 
of its western extremity, but toward the east it opens to near double 
that breadth. , 	. 	 • , : 

Al-Edrissi describes the several roads, which passengers .take who 
pass through this desolate 'country, and adds, " in 4 vero solitudine 
rara conspiciuntur mdificia :. equis difficile superatur, s.  ed camelis 
(nequaquam onustis) conficiuntur qumdam semitm, paucm ,enim 

. 	extant vim tritaa ac notm." 4  One would imagine, that such a regiOn 
should have no inhabitants, yet Ptolemy gives the names of several 
tribes, which (I suppose) were feeders of camels, 5  and might pitch 

. 	. 

' N. B. ,All these dimensions of the desert must be understood to lie obliquely,. and not 
directly to regard the four cardinal points : 	thus, what he• calls east, is indeed - north 
east ; what south, is south west ; and so on. - 	 . 	. 

4  See M. Polo (L. 1. C. 2 0,) who describes the way from Kerman to Cobinam, or 
Cobin. 

5  He calls the people in north Carmania by the name of -Camelobosci. 
VOL. II. 	 - 	I i 
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their tents near those few wells and reservoirs of water that are to 
be found in the desert ; 	or they might subsist _on booty, like those 
who used to rob in troops here, and attack the caravans going from 
Ispahan into India about A. D. 1030. 	They were many of them 
destroyed by a stratagem of Mahmud the first, Sultan of Gaznah, 
who ordered the merchants to carry large bales of dried fruiti mixed 
with arsenick,° which these famished people fell greedily upon, and 
devoured as soon as they saw them. 	They were so numerous, that 
the caravan did not look upon the offer that prince made them, of 
a thousand soldiers for their guard, as a sufficient defence. 

. 	 . 

PARTHIA. 
. 

PAILTITTA, 	according to Ptolemy, extends 	itself 7°  in 	lon- 
gitude, from the Portm Casphe and Media west to mount Masdo- 
ran us and 	Aria east ; 	and 6°  in latitude, from. M. Coronus 
on the frontier of Hyrcania north, to M. Parchoathras and the 
desert of Carmania south. 	The first of these is rather too much, 
'for, taking the distance even from Casbin W. to Esfarain E., which 
is (I think) more than the truth, it will hardly amount to above 
6 . : and the latter is vastly over-rated, for, including the whole 
breadth of the desert, and measuring from Yezd on the borders 
of Fars, to Mehmandusi, near the mountains of Tabarestan, it is 
barely 4 degrees and a half. The extent, which Ptolemy gives to this 

. province and to the cities which he mentions in it, sufficiently shews 
that he describes it such as it was under the Parthian empire, when 

Herbelot in Art. Mahmud Ben-Sebekteghin. 
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its original "bounds were so enlarged, as to take in 	Comisene, 
Choarene, the country of the Tapyri, and Media Rhagiana: whereas 
in the time of the Persian kings, it was only a long narrow tract 
of mountains covered with wood, so poor and so little cultivated, 
that the Arsacidee, (monarchs whose grandeur took its rise thence 
in after:-ages,) when they passed that way with the train which 
usually attends a court, were forced to hasten their journey, and 
go with great speed through it, as it would not supply provisions 
for such a number of men, though for a little while only.' 	It had 
been usually considered but as an appendix to Hyrcania, and ac- , 
cordingly Alexander, when he had subdued these countries, appointed 
Ammynapes ' governour of Parthia and Hyrcania, as it appears 
Phradaphernes had also been before under Darius. 	But though 
Ptolemy has included under the head of Parthia those large additions 
that were made to it to the south and to the west, yet he has not 
taken in a very considerable one toward the east ; I mean the pro-
vince of Niseea which seems, after the time of Arsaces, to have been 
particularly distinguished by the name of Parthyene,' its capital 

I  1-1 Se Ilap3uccia =XX>) ihrY oux Err ovveraes youv p.rra raw "Irgxavcov XI= TX Ilepowa, xas 
pent Tome MaxeSovov xpecrouvraw en ,roAuv xpovor wpo; BE ,n) a-pixportrri Sao-iia xai oprw ors xas 
comp% airs Sus Tour° 8gotup SteEscurs To Y EaUTWY Of PXO3X/17; OXAOY ou aUY421.4011; 7-pecov111; xopac our 
tr1 thixpov. AAA YUYItivrcu•  imp) 8' es t njs rIapatreni ii re Kal.GE10-111, xcei i Merin' axaoy r ET►I WU 

TeX ii,expi IruXuni liccovioov, XXI Taro, xcu TalrUpWY, MCC T715 Mnascesvporepoy. (Strabo, L. II, 
p. 514.) and Pliny says, "Semper foie Parthia in radicibus montium saapius dictorum, qui 
omnes eas gentes prztexunt." 	By the mountains he means M. Taurus, whiCh he 
(after the followers of Alexander) names Caucasus. 	This particular branch of it, which 
forms a semicircle about the southern pait of the Caspian sea, is broken in this part into a 
double and triple chain enclosing the vallies of Choarene, Comisene, and Parthyene. 

2  Arrian, L. s, c. 22 and 23. " Hinc in Parthyenen perventum est, tune ignobilem 
gentem," &c. (Curtius, L. 6, C. 2.) 

3  In the MSS. of Isidorus, it was written FIapountal, which Fabricius has altered to 
Ilafkutivn, which is doubtless right, for Pliny calls NisEea, " nobilis (urbs) Paithyenes." 
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. bearing the name of Parthaunisa,4  and being the place where the 
Arsacidm were interred, as the family-that.last reigned in Persia of 
the Safevian line always were at Meshed, not very distant from it. 

.It is very probable that Arsaces, with the assistance of that Scythian 
tribe called the Parni, which inhabited the banks of the river Ochus,' 
might, as soon :as he had made himself master of his own country, 
(the narrow tract abovementioned, and then named Parthyene,) or 

. even before, possess himself of Nisam, through which the Ochus 
<runs,' and thence pass into the contiguous province of Astabene, 
where he first assumed the title - of king, as Isidorus tells us. 	It 

- was in this very country of Nisma, that, in the end of the tenth 
tentury, the family of Selgiuk the Turk' were permitted to settle by 
-the Gaznevid sultans, where it soon grew so strong as to found one 
of the greatest empires that Asia ever saw. In or near the same place; 
between the rivers of Tedjen and Morg-ab (the Ochus, and the 
Margus) did Tamerlane settle about 400 years afterwards, and 
thence begun those conquests which gave rise to another empire 
still more extensive than the former; but as Ptolemy seems to look 

• 
. 	. 

4  Isidorus says, the Greeks called it Nivea. 	It still hears the name of Nesa, and lies 
57 leagues to the north 'of Sarkas in Khorassan : the river of Tedjen (which must be the 

, Ochus) runs by it. (See De L'Isle, and Golius, p. 185.) Strabo always Write% the.  name of 
the territory, Mgrata. 

• Apr:Ito:Ix, camp 	xu9r15-, 700 Aacov was exwv, vow qapyou xcaoyfte-yovkyottactc, arapoixotivrai. 
Toy 0xov, exijAhet,  sin II11,  Ilag•basati: xtti expanyrey arms.  (Strabo, ii, p. 515.) This happened 
about Olymp. 182. anno 1-2; the year of Rome 504. Vid. Bayer, de Regno Bactrian°. 

6  'CO OX0c &a 7-vs Nno-cttac 136—eyrurarco rocs Ilexp3tottoic. Strabo, 11, p. 509. Astabene is 
the eastern part of Hyrcania, now the province of Esterabad. 

7  At Nesa and Bawerd. See Herbelot in Art. Selgiuk. The Turks and Tartars, as well 
as the Parthians, were the same people anciently called Scythians.  

• See Shereffeddin, V. 1, L. c. 6. It was at Makhan, a town (says Herbelot) that gives 
., its name to that great plain, which lies between Bawerd and Meru. 	In the same place, 

Solyman-Shah, the Turk, founder of the Ottoman family, was established in 1214, when 
he fled from thence into Armenia upon the approach of Genghiz-khan. 
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upon this district as a part of Margiana, we shall consider it no 
farther till, we come to that province. 	The name of Parthyene 
extended itself not only. to, Niseea east, but took in a part of Aria 
too, as we see from Appian,' who speaking of the cities, to which 
Seleucus Nicator gave Greek names, in Upper Asia, mentions Heca-
tompylos, Calliope, Charis, (the true reading is doubtless Charax,) 
Sotira, and Achaia ; and these (he says) are in Parthyene : •ow the 
two last are well-known cities in Aria. 2° 	Before' we enter upon a.  
more particular account of the province, it will be necessary to fix 
the situation of the Portaa Caspim, which form the western limits of 
it, and are the point, whence the historians of Alexander and of 
his successours measure. the distances of all their Eastern conquests." 
As it was a remarkable pass through the mountains which divided 
the Persian. empire (as it wtiere) into two parts, and led out of 
Media Rhagiana into Parthyene, we must in the first place find out 
,where the district and city of Rhaga, or Rhagea, lay, which (as 
Isidorus tells us) was the largest in all Media in his time. 	What 
Strabo calls by the name of 'Porta," I take to be that particular spot 
of ground on which the city stood, founded by Seleucus the first 
and by him called Europus, to which the Parthian kings gave the 
name of Arsacia, yet more generally known by that of Rhagea : this 
appears to .me to be the meaning of that expression of his, 4 rpoc 

el )  (nal.; XIV CCUT,2 eParge y  TO TO; N igtZTOp0; X? PT FLOG y &c.: " and he says, the 
: 	• 

' 	 . 
••• De Bellis Syriacis, p. 201. 	. 	• 	 , 

• .) We are 'not to imagine, that' Parthyene extended thus far in Seleucus's time; but 
only, that it did so when Appian wrote. 

" "Hunt enim cardinem Alexandri Magni itinera fecere." Plin. 6, 18. " Ita Partho-
rum quoque regna foribus discluduntur," (id. c. 17.)  

is Strabo writes it 'Nynex, Ptolemy, 'Paroct, Isidorus and Stephanus, `Pays. 
• 15  Strabo, L. 11, p. 524. This is confirmed by Arrian, who does not speak of Rhagli, 

when Alexander marched through it, as a city, but a spot of ground. Asexes as 6 xapos 6trrot 
doro Ton ISIGOTAIWY IrtAWY 080Y ;;p,epas.  !mac. L. s, C. 20. 
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place was so tailed (`P‘eryal, in the Greek tongue signifying clefts, or 
issures) from the earthquakes that had happened there, by which 
many cities and, as Posidonius relates, 2000 villages had been over- 
turned. 	He adds, that it lay south of the Porten Caspiw at the dis, 
tance of 500 15  stadia from them, and that all this part of. Media 
was low and sheltered by the mountains, excessively fertile, and 
produRive of every thing but of the,olive tree." We are told farther, 
that. the district of Rhagaa was eleven long day's march"  from 
Ecbatana ; and that the Greek cities of Heraclea, Charax, and 
Apamea, (all of them upon or near the north eastern frontier of 
Media) were not very remote from the city of Rhagea." Nothing 
(I think) can be more evident, than that Rhagae (or Media Rha-
giana) is the territory so often mentioned by the Eastern writers 
under the name of Rey. 	It is the north eastern part of the great 
province of Irak-Agemi, (Media major,) which is in general so 
rough and elevated a country, as to be called by way of distinction, 

24  L. 11, p. 514. 	. 	- 	_ 
'- Id. ibid. from Apollodorus ; and again, p. 525, where some MSS. have it oxretxoolouc, 

800 stad. (which is 100 miles) but that the true reading is 500 (62 miles and f,) we are 
certain from Arrian, when he tells us, it was one long day's march thence : it would 
be impossible for an army to march 100 miles in a day; . 60 miles would be scarce- id the 
power of man, yet we are told on a peculiar occasion, that Alexander's troops went 75 '' 
miles through the deserts of Gedrosia, but then it was 

\
extreme thirst which forced them 

to it, and great numbers died by the way. 	 -, 
Is 'H ram µIv ouv tignpol es-ax- (CI Wm) 	xat tilUXpet, TOldirtz Se =et' rce enrepxesp.evex rails 

Exl3exravcce orb xat roe w-spi roes Tare; ;au rag liekerviotV week% xxce zex..90.0te 704 wpocrapxrict 1.,e-pn TOt 

111178UU4  tLEXps Irpoc mi MGCTIGCSTIO Xai Appel/sane it Be into Tat; Katersloeg svA.ceig, Ex rarsivw aaceo-i 

xca xoiXolg ouoa, suacutsaw alapa sci rat Trap.copog oar aasag. 	L. 11, p. 525. 
17  Arrian, L. s, c. 20. 
is  Straho, 11, p. 5'14 ; Isidorus, p. 6. ; where Fabricius has ignorant!),  corrupted the text 

by changing 'Perrgol (which he says was in the- MSS. both here, and p. 2,) into Mcereavg. 
The true reading is doubtless 'Paravn, for Matiane was at a vast distance (near the great 
lake of that name) on the confines of Armenia and of Media Atropatene. 
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Al-Gebal, or the mountainous region ; yet it is remarked, that 
hereabouts from .Hamadan towards Corn and Rey, it opens mostly 
into plains :19  it was a very extensive district full of villages, and 
celebrated for its fertility, well-watered, but excessively hot and 
stifling, and not healthy, the mountains keeping off the northern 
breezes. The city of Rey itself was about 27 leagues to the south east 
of Casbin ; one day's journey south of Demavend,' a, chain of 
mountains (inclosing several fine vallies) which:separates this part of 
Irak from Taberistan ; - to one of them (the loftiest in all Persia) 
the name of Demavend is particularly appropriated ; it may be seen 
at 50 leagues distance, being usually covered with snow, and appears 
to hang directly over the city of Rey, though it is three leagues off: 
On its top is a dry and sandy plain, of a hundred acres in extent, 
in which are above sixty openings, which breathe forth smoke and 
sometimes flame. 	The tradition of the. country is, that Solomon 
imprisoned there a dreadful daemon which he had subdued ; others 
say, that Dahak, an ancient tyrant of the fabulous Pishdadian race, 
lies under it (like the Typhoeus of the Greeks- beneath M. Etna) 
breathing fire. 	There are many hot springs near it, and mines of 

• i,  " Cum Iraca luec Parthica montibus constet, unde et nomen habet, turn ab Hamedfin 
ad Comet ad Raiamvix ulli sunt." (Golius, p.212.) "Raise ditio longe lateque distensa erat, 
in queer incolebantur majores pagi, et alii permulti, ut etiam millia militurn ex its conscribi 
possent. Accedebat soli ubertas, et multigentim abundantiafructuum, et regionis amcenitas 
—attamen in until laude hoc vitii agnoscit Hamdalla, cum inquit, urbs est testu fervens, 
parte ipsius boreali obsepta, et propterea aer ejus insalubris; et pestilentia ibi frequens. 
(id. p. 212.) See Otter, V. 1, p. 201. 

" It is also written Dinavend, Dumbavend, and Debavend. " Regio montosa est inter 
Taberistan et Rey, quail) multi geographorum ad ipsam Rey pertinere velint, unius enim diei 
tantum itinere ab ipsi urbe Rey dissidet. 	Vicos populosos, multos etiam hortos et fontes 
comprehendit ; atque in medio excelsum montemi quern cEeteris tantum prEe-eminere scri-,  
bunt, quantum illi supr& planitiem se extollunt." (Golius, p. 199. Otter, V. 1, p. 201. 
Herbelot, in Art. Dhohak, and Damavend.) Olearius, V. 1, p. 4138. 
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lead, vitriol, and antimony : " all- these are indications of a soil 
Impregnated with sulphur 'and subject to frequent 'earthquakes. 
Hushenk, another Of their old monarchs, whom they believe to have 
reigned before the deluge, is said to have fought here with a race of 
giants 'who inhabited M. Demavend, and to have been overwhelmed 
by a huge rock, which they flung at him. This seems to be but the 
ancient Greek fable of Phlegra, transferred to these distant coun-
tries ;- and the Greeks themselves used to apply it to all places, where 
there were eruptions of fire, as in Campania, " in Cilipia, in Sicily)  
in Lydia, 8tc. 	To this HuShenk the Persians attribute the founda 
tion of Suster (Susa), which they take to be the most ancient city" 

* in the world, and of Rey; which, fabulous as it is, shews the opinion 
of the people concerning their great antiquity. - Pliny informs us, 
that the Medes of this district were called Pratitm," or the ji Trap' Zby: 
the reason of this latter appellation is plain; for all persons who came 
from the 'western and southern parts of the.  empire, (in their way to 
Hyrcania .north, or to Aria and to the other provinces east, or from .• 
these* provinces in their way, to the south and west), were obliged to 
fetch a compass round, and pass through the territeityofrAhagea, 
in order to avoid that vast desert," which lies between Media and 

. 	 , 	.. 
" Vid.'et Olearium, V. 1, p. 473. " On trouve dans is montagne de Demavend de tres 

riches mines de fer et d'acier." 	- 	1 
SI  Strabo, L. 5, p. 248, L. 12, p. 579• 	Pinclar; Pyth. t. 
23  Herbelot, in Art. Touster, and Rel.—Teixeira speaks of it as the chief city of a king-

dom, to which it gave name in these early ages of Persian history: his words are; " Hrey 
ciudad, cabega antiguamente del regno del mismo nombre vezino al de Karison, celebre por 
su grandeza.". 	(p: 29.) 
'4  L.- 5, c. 17. 	 • 

• ;s npocemes yap THIS  MIStocg %apex 14E11 rip iw =a Tex ,rpo5 averroAac Fri TLC %ant TV sew, 
'ram rny thentEu xeitcesnpo TIN rleperiloc, =a rqs Ilapfrcrios; ; where I should read without 
any- hesitation, Ilapbcacq: for though Strabo mentions the Panhasians, who had settled 
among the A nariacie, a nation bordering on the Caspian sea, west of Hyrcania, 
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Aria, Persis, and Parthia. 	No wonder then if a city, so-advanta- 
geously seated both for commerce and defence, maintained for many 
ages the figure and dignity of a capital. 	It was declining after the 
conquest , of the Saracens, when Al Mahadi " (the 21st Khalif) 
,repaired its walls, and improved and enlarged it with sumptuous 
buildings, toward the end of the 8th century; and in the next, it was 
looked upon as the largest cityof Irak-Agemi, being above a league 
in length and half as much in breadth, and in multitude of inha-
bitants inferior to none in the whole empire, except' Bagdad, the 
residence of the Khalifs. 	In 1062, it was the capital of Togrul-beg, 
the first sultan of the great Selgiukid dynasty, but under the Kim-
aresmian monarchs, into whose hands it fell next, it was reduced to 
a miserable condition by the factions that prevailed in it; the Sunni 
and the Shai, two religious scts, tearing one another to pieces, 
till in 1220 the city was little better than a heap of ruins ; 	and the 
Mogol-Tartars, immediately afterwards over-running the country, 
totally destroyed what remained of it 27 	Some attempts were made 

A.: •,.f; ..   in succeeding times to restpre ,-, it,- but they came to nothing; and 
the city or taSbin seems to haie succeeded to those advantages that . 
Reyonee enjoyed. The proofS,WhiCh I have given above that Rhagea 
and Rey were the same city, are so convincing, it is a wonder that 

. 	 . 	 - 
• • 	. 

west of Hyrcania, (Strabo, L. 11;p. sos.) j think the 'desert can in no sense be said to 
extend to them, who 'are separated from it by a large tract of mountains; and probably 
by -a part, of Parthia and Media besides. 	Abulfeda describes the bounds of the desert 
in the same manner, _as lying between Khorassan, and Al-Gebal, (Aria and Media,) 
Fars, and Comis, (Persis and Comisene.) 	Golius, p. 166. 

le Golius, p. 211. 
87  Teixeira says, they destrOyed 100,000 persons in and about Rey, p. ss6. The ruins 

of it (according to Olearius) lie a good day's journey east of Sava ; the earth round it is 
of a reddish colour, and produces neither fruit nor herb;which iathought to be the effect 	• 
of a peculiar malediction. (p. 470, V. 1.) 

VOL. II. 	 K k 
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Golius, a man better versed in the Greek and Roman authors than 
most orientalists have been, should not have seen it. 	He says, 
" videri posset Stephani 'Pam esse, quae illi urbs Scythiam inter et 
Hyrcaniam : minus commode ePetryceix Ptol. seu 'Farm Strab. ut 
quw Mediae est, et a Nicatore structa, tantumque 500 stad: abest a 
,Caspiis portis," &c. He seems to have been misled by not knowing 
that this part of Media was (under the dominion 6f the Arsacidw) 
included in the province of Parthia ; 	though both Strabo and 
Ptolemy might have informed him better." As for his proof drawn 
from the distance of the Porte Caspix, nothing can be said to it, 
because he no where tells us what that pass was, or where it was 
situated; but (I imagine) he thought it to be one, that lies north of 
Casbin, which city he seems inclined to take for Rhagea. (p. 201.) 
This will be considered below; but what he says of the ̀ Pats of Steph. 
Byzantinus is worst of all, for this is evidently the same with the 
Wiz  of Ptolemy in the west of Margiana, which _really lay between 
the countries of Hyrcania and the Oxus, whose banks were then 
inhabited by the Scythian nations. 

As Pliny has given-lis the most particular description we have of 
the Portme Caspim, I shall here transcribe the.  passage : " Causa 
Portarum nominis eadem, gum supra, " interruptis angusto transitu 
jugis, ith ut vix singula meent plaustra longitudine octo mill: 
passuum, tot° opere inane facto. Dexter& lwvaque ambustis similes 
impendent scopuli, sitiente tractu per octo et viginti mill: passuum, 

_ 	 , 
- 	. . 	 .. 

'! See Reland,;cle veteri lingua Persafutp..  (voe.Satrapa) where he observes this-mistake 
of Golius. 	(Dissert. Miscell. V. 2. p. sss.) 

'9 He had before described the Portz Caucasiae, which are in the midst of the Isthmus 
that lies between the Euxine and the Caspian seas. These (he says) even in his time had 
been ignorantly confounded by many with the Portz Caspite. " Stint autem aline Caspiis 
gentibus lunette, qu9d dign9sci non potest, nisi comitatu rerum Alexandri Magni." 
(L. 6, 15.) 
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Angustias impedit corrivatus salis e cautibus liquor. atque &dem 
emissus. 	Prxterea serpentium multitudo, nisi hieme, transitum non 
sinit. Eas portas Pratitm tenent; its a latere altero occurrunt deserta 
Parthiw-et Citheni juga. 	Mox ejusdem Parthiaes  amcenissimus sinus, 
qui vocatur Choara," &c. 	He tells us farther, that the pass lay' 

- twenty miles '° from Ecbatana, and a hundred and thirty-three miles 
from Hecatompylos, the capital of Parthia. 

I shall next set down the account which Arrian," with his 
usual accuracy, has given of Alexander's march out of Media 
into Hyrcania. 	" While Alexander was in Persis, Darius lay 
at Ecbatana to observe his motions, being determined, if he 
marched into Media, to fly farther into the country toward Bactra 
through Parthia and Hyrcania, and lay the whole region waste as 
he passed : with this intent hq had sent his women, with their train 
and the baggage before him, to the Port 	Caspian. Alexander, upon 
the advices he received in Persis, actually begun his march towards 
Ecbatana," and when he was within the distance of three days' 
march from that city, he heard that Darius had set forward 
thence-  five days before. 	Upon his arrival at Ecbatana, he dismissed 
such of his auxiliary troops as chose to return into their own 
country; and gave orders to Parmenio; that, when he had lodged the 
treasures found in Persis within the castle of Ecbatana, he should 

-lead a body of cavalry through. the territories of the Cadusii into 
Hyrcania, and that Clitus., who had been left at Susa indisposed, 
shOuld.follow him by the, road he himself took, into Pa.  rthia. He then 

v. This (as it will appear from what follows) must be a fault in the, MSS. 	Perhaps the• 
numbers were originally written thus, cum. and the two first characters were effaced. 

3' L. s. c. 20. 
3s One would imagine from Q. Curtius' description (L. 5, c. 1 s.) that he did not know : 

that Ecbatana was in Media ; nor is it possible to comprehend, where the seene• lay of 
those transactions which he relates, till after the death of Darius: 
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hastened his march in pursuit of Darius; and having io- .fatigued. 
his troops, that many were left behind, and a number of the horses 
died, he came the eleventh day to Rhagee. 	This place lies at• the • 
distance of one day, as Alexander then marched, from the Portee 
Caspiae, which Darius had already passed. 	When Alexander was. 
informed of this, he gave over all thoughts of coming up with him, 
and, therefore, let his troops -rest for five days here : after-  which, 
he began his march toward Parthia." 	The first day he encamped 
at the entrance' of the Porte Caspim, the following he passed them, 
and came into an inhabited country." 	Here (as he was; told the 
region farther onwards was desert) he sent out a party to bring in . 
provisions. 	In the mean time, two of the Persian nobility joined 
him, and brought advices, that Bessus and others, who accompanied 
Darius in his flight, had seized, upon his person. 	Upon this, he 
thought proper to hasten his march, accompanied only with the 
strongest nd lig htest of his troops, leaving orders, that Craterus 
should folk:4 him more slowly with the rest of the forces. The body, 
which he himself led, had no baggage, and had provisions only for 
two days. He marched all that night, and the following day till noon, , 
then reposing a little, went on the whole succeeding night: and, by 
break of day,"caniC to the place where the enemy had last encamped, : 	• 
but found them ni3 longer there. 	He was informed beret  that they 
carried Darius with them in a close chariot," but that Bessus had 

• , 	. 
$ 3  No one would imagine, from Pliny's description, that the Porte Caspire led Out of 

Media into Parthia, for he says; " Egressos Portis Tr  cipit protinus gees Caspia ad littora 
usque, qure nomen portis et marl dedit. 	(L. 6.-0. 1.7.) 

3 4  Q. Curtius is guilty of a strange anachronism. Though he had before told us, that the 
Parthians were at that time apeoPle of no note or consequence; yet he says, " Urbs prat 
ea tempestate clara Hecatompylus, condita a Grecis : ibi stativa rex habuit." The name, 
indeed, is Greek, and shews that it was founded by a person of that nation, Seleucus 
Nicator, after the death of Alexander. 

35  Els' cippoepecEns. 	It was the usual vehicle of the Persian women. 	Curtius calls it, 
" Vehiculum pellibus undique contecttun." 
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, 
assumed the command, and was obeyed by the troops,' the Greek' 
mercenaries excepted, who, having separated themselves from the 
rest, had left the great road, and taken that of the mountains : this 
determined Alexander to continue his pursuit with the utmost 
expedition, though his troops were greatly fatigued. 	He marched, 
therefore, all that night, and the next day at noon he came to a village, 
which Darius had left but the day before ; where hearing, that the 
barbarians had resolved to march by night, he examined the people 
of the country, whether they knew any shorter way by which he 
might come up with them in their flight : they assured him they did, 
but that .the way led through places uninhabited, because there was 
no water. 	This way he determined to take, but knowing that his 
infantry were unable to follow him,- he mounted a part of them, 
armed 'as they were, on horseimck ; 	and ordered Nicanor and 
Attains, with the rest of the troops, to continue their march ,by 
the road that Bessus had taken. 	He himself set forward towards 
the evening with all speed, and having gone that night 400 stadia 
(fifty miles), he overtook the enemy about break of day. 	Surprised 	' 
as they were, unarmed and in confusion, they made little resistance, 
but betook themselves to flight ;::Bessus, and the rest of the conspi-
rators, having mortally wounded Darius, left him there, and escaped 
themselves with a body of 600 horse. 	When Alexander was joined 	' 
by the rest of his army, he pursued his march into Hyrcania. 	This 
country lies to the left hand of the road that leads to Bactra; from 
which it is separated by lofty mountains covered with wood, which 
rise on one side of it,"  while on the other its plains extend as far as , .  

.. 	. 	 . 
" So Q. Curtius, " Hyrcanke fastigium perpetuh valle submittitur—perpetua vallis jacet 

usque ad mare Caspium patens. 	Duo terse -ejus velut brachia excgrunt : media flexu 
modico sinum faciunt lunge rnaxime similem, &c. (L. 6. c. 6) which is agreeable to Strabo 
and to the truth. 
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the great sea, which lies there." 	He took this way, because he 
understood that the Greek mercenaries, who served Darius, bad 
taken refuge among the mountains of the Pagri ; " and with intent 
too to subdue that people. 	Haying divided his army, therefore, into 
three, he himself marched the shortest and at the same time the 
most difficult way with the greater part of his powers, and particu- 
larly the light-armed troops. 	Craterus with his own regiment and 
that of Amyntas, some of the archers, and a few horse he sent 
against the Tapyri ; and ordered Eriguius to lead the auxiliaries, 
and the rest of his cavalry with the carriages, the baggage, and the 
crowd that follolied the army, along the usual road which was 
farther about. 	When he had passed the first mountains " and 
encamped there, he pursued his march with the lightest of the 
Macedonian phalanx and some of the archers, by a dangerous and 
difficult way, leaving behind him some troops to guard the road in 
such places as he thought most hazardous, lest the mountaineers 
should take the opportunity to fall upon those who followed him 
and he himself, with the archery, having got through the narrow 
passes, encamped in the plain by the side of a small river, where in 
four days' time the remainder of his men joined him. 	He then 
advanced into Hyrcania to the city of Zadracarta ; when Craterus, 
having,  reduced all. the region through which his march lay, and 
Eriguius, with the baggage and the rest of the forces, also rejoined 

• . 	 - 
VI Erre errs roi theyeav iv Tam, 3aXecovecv: that is, the Caspian. 	He uses the same 

expression, c. 29, fEityri as 6 12,Zos  es  rtri theyeanv .9cOteco-oetv ro xec.r1rpeeascvv. 
0  As there is no farther mention made of these Pagri here, or any-where else, that I 

know; I am apt to think, it is an error of the MSS. and that instead of Ta rosrlaypcov op% 
and Tow Ilaypous, we should read Teteroupeev opn, and Tooroupoug. 	This is confirmed by 
what follows, for he says, Craterus, who had been sent into the country of the Tapuri, 
returned without finding any of the mercenaries there. 

*I Campestri itinere. 	(Curtius, L. 6, C. 4.) 
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him." 	(Then follows-  the narration of what he did hi Hyrcanid, 
after which he marched into Parthia again, and thence into 
Aria. 40) 

As the best of our modern travellers, Olearius and Della Valle, have 
passed these mountains, which separate Irak-Agemi (Media) from 
the nations bordering on the Caspian sea, and as they have given an 
accurate and lively account of the three principal roads (one of which 
undoubtedly is the famous Porte Caspiae) I shall here transcribe the 
geographical part of their description, that the reader may compare 
it Ninth that which has been left us by the ancients," and judge for 
himself, which of the three has the best pretensions. 	Olearius, then, 
returning out of Persia into Muscovy in January 1638, tells us, that 
two" days' journey north of Casbin theybegan to enter the mountains, 
among which ran a torrent winding and turning so often, that they 
were obliged to cross it thirty times in one day. The next they con-
tinued among mountains not of any great height, but so diversified 
with a variety of colours, red, yellow, green, and blue, as to form a 
very agreeable prospect; at noon they came among rocks so lofty and 

4. a Stadia 150 emensus cas.  tra in valle, que - Hyicaniam adeunt, communit. 	Nemus 
prtealtis densisque arboribus-umbrosum est, pingue vallis solum rigantibus aquis qute ex 
petris imminentibus manant." (He then describes the river Stibtetis, or Zioberis, which, 
after it has run three stadia, is divided into two by a rock, that opposes its course, and 
sinking under ground is lost for three hundred stadia (about thirty-seven miles) more, 
when it appears again a mile and a half broad, and after growing narrower, falls into 
the river Rbidagus: (Q. Curtius, L. 6. C. 4.) 	Here, he.'says, Alexander stayed four days.- 
" Gens bellicosa, et nature. sites difficilis aditu—hinc rex 2o stadia processit semiti 
propemodum invie, cui sylva imminebat, torrentesque et eluvie.s iter morabantur. Tandem 
ad ulteriora perventum est." 

0  /Eneas Sylvius long ago complained that, though the ancients made continual mention 
of this pass, yet no one ,had told us exactly its situation. 	(De Asii, c. as, vid. et  
Freinsitemium ad Q. Curt. L. 6, C. 19.) 

0  One of these days. they went but four leagues i; the other, he does not tell us how 
many. (V. 2, p. 1 o.) 	. 	 • 
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so steep, that they were frightful. In the evening they passed the river 
Senderuth over a bridge which joins two mountains together.' From 
the heights they discovered fine and fertile vallies, or rather hill's, 
which appeared to be such from that elevation, being all Cultivated. 
The fourth day they continued along an easy road by the side of a 
forest of olive-trees for two leagues, when they arrived at a place 
called to this day Pylas, of old the Fauces Hyrcanim;" the passage 
is very narrow, and serves as a gate to the province of Kilan." 	At 
its entrance two very rapid rivers meet, which precipitate themselves 
with a dreadful noise along these rocks under the name Or the 
Isperith, though, before their junction, the larger of the two is called 
the Kisilosein. 	Their streams, thus united, pass under a fine stone 
bridge of six arches and, entering - Kilan, divide again and fall 
through two mouths into the Caspian. 	Beyond this bridge are two 
roads, one going off.(to the left) through a fine and even country, 
to the province of Chalcal and Ardebil ; the other leading straight 
on into • Kilan. 	This latter is, perhapg, th.:,mostA" 

	' 
dan&erous and 

frightful road in the universe;'' it is cut in a mountain which consists 
of one solid rock, so steep Ant it was with great difficulty they 
could find room to make a waisuilicient for a hor-se or for a loaded 4  
camel : :in many places they were forced to supply it with mason's . 
work, whiCh hangs (as'it were) in the air, where the rock was not 
wide enough. 	On the left hand. the rock rose into the clouds 
beyond their view, on the right opened a horrible abyss; in which 
the river worked its way with a noise, that astonished the ear.  no 
less than the precipices dazzled the sight, and made the head turn 

• . 

0 He doubtless means the Porte Caspire. 	 - 

44  Otherwise, Ghilan. ,N.B.This pass lies eighty miles distant from Rey, in a straight 
line to the north a little inclining to the west. 	 .. 	. • 	- 

3  See Mr. Hallway's description of the same place, which he passed in 1744. (Vol. 1. 
p. 227.) 	• 
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round, not one in the company but dismounted here, for the horses 
with difficulty kept their feet, but the camels never made a false 
step, nor failed to set their hoofs exactly in the places which were 
cut in the stone to receive them. 	At the top of the mountain was 
a house, where they received the customs, and presented them with 
ripe grapes and several other fruits : they were surprised to see the 
hedges in the valley all in bloom so early in the year. 	This moun- 
tain, so steep and terrible on one side, had its descent on the other 
so beautiful that they easily forgot the trouble and danger they 
met with in ascending it. 	It was entirely clothed with a fresh 
verdure, and so covered with cypress, box, olive, orange and lemon 
trees, that no garden in Europe could give more pleasure to the eye, 
or to the smell. The ground (adds he) was spread with their fruits 
in such a manner, that our peOple, who had never seen them in like 
quantity, amused themselves in throwing them at one another's 
heads. What most surprised us was, to see in the same day, winter 
changed intvummer, and the cold, which had incommoded us in 
the morning, 'turned to warm weather which accompanied us till our 
arrival in Europe," 	Thus far Otarius. 	Della Valle," in his way, 
from Cashan, a city in the east 'Of Irak, into Mazenderan (Hyr-
can ia) thus describes his passage over the mountains which lie between 
them. 	" Having crossed the plain which is covered in all seasons 
with salt water and mud, so that the horses used at every step to 
sink up to the belly in it, till the king ordered a paved causeway of 
five leagues in length to be made through the midst of it, with 
bridges over the many rivulets which meet here, we came to Mehalle-
bagh, a village abounding in fruits and other refreshments, lying a 
little out of the road, at the end of the plains, and at the foot of 
that chain of high mountains which, under the several names of 

4  Vol. 2, p. 169. 
VOL. II. 	 Ll 
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Taurus, Caucaisus, Imaus, &c. runs through all Asia from west to 
east. Next day we entered a deep and exceedingly narrow valley, ' 
that winds between lofty mountains with so many turnings, that our 
litter often found great difficulty in passing, though there is no 
remarkable ascent or descent. 	In the bottom, of the vale runs a 
large rivulet," by whose side our road lay, and which we were obliged 
frequently to pass and repass, going against the stream with no. 
small trouble, by;reason of the darkness of the valley and of the small-
snow that fe]l continually, till we came to a village called Heb16-rud, 
buried (as it were) among these hills, yet abounding in fruits, and 
all kinds of provisions. 	The following day we found, the road 
divide into two ; we took that to the right, and: by night arrived at 
Firuz-cuh," on the summit of the mountains ; for we had ascended, 
all the way imperceptibly to this; place, which is the frontier of 
Irak and Mazanderan." 	The same writer in 	his return from. 
Mazenderan, having arrived at Firuz-cuh, took another road which 
leads. W.S. W. towards Taheran and the plain of Casbin. 	He 
describes, in his way, '6  " una montagna scoscesa per la quale non 
vi e altro camino elle una- rottura angustissima del medesimo monte, 
per donde fra spezzati e disuguali sassi corre preeipitosamente e con 
grande strepito un fiumicello. 	Ii passo, a, chi non I; havesse pih 

4 	 - 

6  Herbert, a traveller of little exactness or note, has yet something relating to this 
pass, which Della Valle has.omitted„" Forty miles distant-from Sia-cow we rode through 
the bottoms of transected Taurus, whose stupendous forehead wets itself within the airy 
middle region. 	The lane or passge is forty yards wide, the hills on either side towering, 
as I have spoken of. The inhabitants say, that Mortis-Haly, their renowned prophet, cut 
thi§ marvellou§ passage, with his scymeter, that his people might pass more easily." p. 92., 

44  He takes notice between Mehalle-bagh and Heble-rud, of a small stream, whose -
waters 

 
inters were bitter and salt, which runs very near to the larger rivulet; this latter (he says) 
was sweet and fit for drinking,: but whether they joined or not, he has not told us. 

44 He seems to reckon it about twenty leagues from Sia-cuh to Firuzkuh. 
0  Vol. 2, p. 293 and 304. 
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fatto, parrebbe assai difficile e perieoloso ; tuttavia t sicuro e fre-
quentatissimo, fin dalla gente a piedi, per la necessity di non vi 
essere altro : ma, quando le acque son grosse, non e possibile a 
caminarvi, ne- anche a cavallo." He adds farther, " Attraversamnio 
una fila di alte montagne, " fra le quali avemmo spesso strada 
cattiva per certe salite et calate rapidissitne—passammo a guano due 
fiumi, de' quali non so it nome, uno prima delle montagne, e l'altro 
fra i monti in .una pfofondissimav'alle—tutte queste montagne son 
della Media overo piit tosto confini della Media," 

It is evident (I think) that there are three or four different passes 
leading through this chain of mountains, one from Casbin almost 
directly north, a second from Taheran to E. S. E. a third from 
Rey, E. S. E. toward Firuz-cuh, and a fourth, which seems to branch 
off from the third, and to go ,ltriost due east towards Seinnan. The 
first, which Olearius describes, however tremendous it may appear, 
and in some respects answerable to the idea Pliny gives us of the 
Porten Caspice, cannot possibly be that famous pass, because *even 
supposing Casbin, and not Rey, to be the Rhagea of antiquity, yet 
it is too distant " from this remarkable opening iin the moUntaini, 
to let us imagine, this was the place sought for. 	Olearius, we see, 
did not com*to it till the fourth day, and supposing him to travel 
only 20 miles a day, this makes above 60 miles, a space too great 

47  These are the mountains of Demavend, and under the same appellation (I observe) 
they extend still farther to the east; for the historian of Tamerlane, describing his march 
from.the plain of Rey to Firuz-cuh, says, that he passed with his whole army drawn up 
in battle-array, over M. Demavend, near the ruined fort of Ghulkhendan seated at the 
foot of it ; but that he ordered his superflucrus_baggage and some of his troops, who were 
dispatched to the east, to take the road of Rey and Khovar, and it appears, that this 
way lay through Semnan and Damgan. 	(Sherefeddin Ali, Vol. 4. Chap. 19, 20. L. 6.) 

4s The difficulty encreases; if we suppose Rey to be Rhagea, (which I think is evident) 
this city appearing, from D'Anville's map of Asia., to be twice as far from Pyle-Rudbar as 
Casbin is. 
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for Alexander's army to dispatch in, a single day's march ; besides 
the pass of Rudbar neither leads to the east, (toward which Alex-
ander's motions were directed in his pursuit of Darius) nor into 
Parthyene (which lay between the great desert and the mountains 
of Hyrcania) but into Ghilan (the country of the Gelw, or Cadusii.) 
Indeed, I doubt not but that this was the way which Parmenio took,' 
when he was ordered to march through the region of the Cadusii 
from Ecbatana, and, having subdued that people, to rejoin Alexander 
in Hyrcania. 	The name of Pyl,bci which this pass still retains, and 
which seems to have confirmed many people - in the opinion that it 
must be the Portm. Caspiw, determines nothing, because this was a 
name given by the Greeks in common to. all such openings between 
the mountains as Pyl'w Medicw, Pylm Caucasim, Pylw Ciliciie &c 
this therefore might be probably called the Pylw Cadusiw. 	The 
second road, E. S. E of Taheran, approaches nearer to the situation 
of the Porten Caspiaa, as the mountains, according to Della Valle," 
lie at the distance of not above ten or twelve leagues of this city ; 
and (if our best maps.  may be trusted) full as near to the ruins of 
Rey : but yet, I observe, that this pass lies almost north from' Rey, 
whereas the third road (which is 'that of Heble-rud, described by 
Della Valle, and called in our maps the streights of Khovar ") is 
nearer to the great desert east, and leads indifferently from the plains ie. 
of Rey either into Mazenderan (Hyrcania) by Firuz-cuh, or to 

\ . v., 	 . 
"There is a more direct road-from Hamadan (Ecbatana) into the province of Ghilan, 

west' of Pyle-Rudbar, which Mr. Hanway travelled in 1744 through,  Abar, Arsevil, and 
Cuedun to Reshd. (See Vol. t, p. 26.o.) 

5° The word Pyli is Persian, and signifies a Bridge, as Pyli-noo, the new-bridge, 
Pyli-Khaan, the Governour's bridge, &c. (Kwmpferi Amcen. Exot. p. 299.) So that Pyli- 
Rudbar is only the bridge mentioned by Olearius above, across the river Isperuth. 

51 V. 2, p. 305. 
P Al-Edrissi reckons 75 miles from Rey to the town of Khovar, and 63 miles from 

thence to Semnan. Nassir-eddin places Khovar at the distance of 50' longitude east, 
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Komis (Comisene in Parthia), and so to Semnan and Damegan in 
the way to Balkh (Bactriana.) This latter appears from the march 
of Tamerlane," which shews that there must be a road near. the pass 
of Khovar (I suppose beyond it to the N. E.) which, separating itself 
from the way that goes to Firuz-cuh, runs due east ; though Della 
Valle makes no mention of it, yet De l'Isle and D'Anville both have 
pointed it out in their maps. Semnan is very apparently the Semina 
of Ptolemy; as Cominsine or Camisene (which, according to him, is 
the most northern district of Parthia) is without doubt Comis, other- 
wise written Koomas or Kamish. 	Choarene, called  by Pliny, 
amcenissimus Parthice sinus, is about Khovar and Mehalle-bagh. 
Articene may be Ardistan, a district lying on the S. W. borders of 
the desert, to the N. of that.  chain of mountains, which running 
obliquely from Cashan towards Vezd, seems to be the Parchoathras, 
which forms the southern boundary of Parthia and divides it from 

and 5' latitude north from Rey; and Semnan at 50' longitude east, and 20' of latitude 
north, from Khowar. 

53  Mr. Van Mierop, a merchant, (who in 1743 travelled froth Casbin to Mesched, 
the chief city of Kholassan,) in his way between Taheran and Semnan, though he says 
that a ridge of high mountains ran both to N. and S. of the former city, yet does not 
mention ,his passing them in any part, which nevertheless he must surely have done some- 
where. 	The situation and longitudes of the several towns in- his road, as laid down in 
Banway's map, are not at all to be regarded, nor do they agree with any geography extant. 
(Hanway, Vol. 1, p. 357.) But the names and 'stages as written in his journal, are as 
follows : 	f' From Casbin over a barren plain 25 miles to Shekendie, a village; still over 
the plain, 60 miles to Cara, a caravanserai; over many brisilges and rivulets, SO miles to 
Ttehiran ; to Kabud-Humbed, a great caravanserai, over a country dry, but indifferently 
fertile, 35 miles; to Evanckeef, land rich and well-watered, to Kara, a village, passing 
by rocks of ,.salt thinly coated with earth, so miles : to Pande, a village,. well-watered, two 
miles; to Dehmamek caravanserai, land gravel or clay, salt water, so miles ; to Pochlababa, 
village, through a plain crossed by ridges of small hills, so miles; to Desorge, village, 
road gravel and stones, 10 miles ; to Semnon, at the foot of several hills, 15 miles. 
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Carmania(Deserta. 	The situation " of Tabas-Kileki and Tabas:- 
Mesinan (on the S.E. limit of the same desert) points out Ptolemy's 
Tahiene. 	The city of Rhagea in this author is placed towardS the 
south-eastern frontier of Parthia drawing towards Aria. 	I am apt 
to believe there is some great mistake in the numbers of longitude 
and latitude, which is frequent in MSS. and that he meant the 
Rhaga or Rhagea of IsidoruS and Strabo, otherwise it is some town 
now unknown. 	Charax, we find, was in Media Rhagiana near 
M. Caspius, from whence the famous pass borrowed its name. We 
may imagine that this is the city of Casbin, which seems to derive 
its name from the M. Caspius, as Golius observes ; " we need not 
conclude from the words of Isidorus, that Charax was situated close 
to.  the Portae Caspiw : the mountain might run under the same 
appellation (as M. Demavend actually does) a considerable way to 
the east of this city. 	Araciana may be a town called Araseng, 
south of Casbin, and N.W. of Rey. Rhooyan, mentioned by Golius'ei 
as a principal city in the mountains of Taberistan twelve leagues 
east of the confines of Ghilan, is possibly the Rhuda of Ptolemy. 
If we can suppose Parthia" to extend so far south, Ardecan (in 
the road betwer Iritbad and I§pahan) is probably Artacana ; and 
Jezd may be the Issatiimentitined by Pliny asa place 4 strength, 
built by the Parthiatis on their western frontier adjacent to Media: 
Calliope (he says) was another. fortress also on their borders towards 
the west, and I take it to be the same with Ptolemy's Cariapa. 	A 

55  Both mentioned by Ulug=beig, and one of them underthe name of Tobaz in Richard 
Steele's Journal, in the road from Parra (or Ferah) to Ispahan. 
. 55  Not. ad Alfragan, p. Zoo. But we must not therefore imagine, that it is the Rhagea 

or Arsacia of antiquity (as Golius does), for the reasons before given. 
0  Ibid, p. 194. 
57  The last Sultan of Khooaresm is said to have sent all his jewels (when the Mogol 

army were in pursuit of him,) from Bestam, which is in Komis, to the strong fortress of 
Ardahan : but we are nowhere told where it lay. (Life of Genghiz, p. $35.) 
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little to the east of that pass through the mountains, which I take 
for the Portw CaspiLe, lies a castle named Ras-al-Kalb, placed by 
Al-Edrissi 24 miles west of Semnan in the road from Rey thither;' 
this may be Calliope, built" before the Parthians were in possession 
of Media Rhagiana. 	Choana may perhaps be the ancient city of 
Com, eighty-six miles' distant from Rey to S. W. The situation of 
Hecatompylus, capital of Parthia, js not to be discovered from any' 
of the modern names, none of which bear any similitude in sound to 
it ; we know only, that it lay in the midst of the Parthian empire,. 
more than 100 miles east of the Portee Ca,spive, and on the great 
road which led out of Media into the eastern provinces. 	No city 
answers better to these marks than Damegan, "' the chief town of 
the Koniis, through which all caravans and armies " must pass in 

way from -Khorassan to Iitak-Agemi, unless they take the 
road to the north,. which leads into Mazenderan:, It is seated in a 
fertile 	plain 	surrounded with- 	mountains,. whence are derived 
numberless springs, that water 'all the district which is celebrated 
for the excellence of its fruits. 	The Persians attribute the founda- 
tion of Damegan to Hushenli, " who: reigned before the deluge, 
which, is a proof of its antiquity. Vaz-Mierop rwho passed through 
it in his way to Meshed in 1743,,64) says; itatopearedlo have been a. 

'• I 	that it very neat town, though it then lay almost, ill ' T•wits, and 
stands in a rich arable well-watered plain, eighty eight miles east 
of Semnan, and two hundred and' thirty from Taheran. 	Apamea 

s° Geog. Nuhiensis, p. 208. 	 1 
59  It was not till the reign of Mithridates, son of Priapatiusi  (the fifth monarch of the 

	

Parthians) that they became masters of Media , Major.; 	(Justin, L. 44,6.) 	this was 
about 89 years after Arsaces was crowned in Hyroania. 

6° Otter says only 21 leagues. 
61  See Golius ad Alfragan, p. 192. 	Otter, V. 1, p. sos. 
el  See Sherefeddin, L. 5, Chap. 2. p. 200. VOL s. 
61 He also built (they say) Shuster and Rey. (Susa and Rhagea.) 
64 Hanway, V. 1, p. 858. 
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Raphane, as it was in the neighbourhood of Rev, is perhaps to be 
sought for at or near Veramin. 	Dordomana might possibly be 
Demavend, mentioned in the Persian histories, as a town seated 
among those mountains, which borrow their name from it." Mvsia is 
very probably Mesinan," a village, lying by a river of salt water on 
the western confines of Khorassan in the road between Damegan and 
Sebzawar ; and Armiana may be.  Meyane," thirty-five miles west of 
the former. One of the great passages from Kornis into Mazenderan 
(as I perceive from Mierop's journal) lies between Semnan and 
Damegan, twenty-nine miles west of the latter, and this (I imagine) 
might be the road Eriguius took with the baggage by Alexander's 
order, while the king himself took a shorter and a more dangerous 
Way over the mountains. 

. 	• 	 }.. 	,, 	. 	t  . 
65 Teixeira, 1.., 1, cap. g, p. 8. and He,rbelot:.

„  (PemaverrcU 	It 	believed to have 
been fOunctid by Cayurnaiath, grandson 0INoal7, and first king  of ••o. •rbijan. 	To Iiiin 
ti ago iittrICutc& the foundation of Balkh .44d tre Istakhar. (Bacilli atfoArsepolis.) 

x. _ 
66 Vai-Mierop's Journal, quo supra. 	 IV,  .`!* 
67  So D'Aviille Writes it. The traveller 	 Oe just 	d:),vrites Mey-a- roy. The continuation .  	 , 

of his journeWatt-.4 Serunop ruospins :a” Frond 'Sett-mon, asee0ing 'Ire hills,.to the 
caravaiicrai .iiitvatt,:.35 ani14 ; c;Ver hills atnd vallies,* lip.shaw cicavanserai, Seated in 

extensive 'plain, ii rich and well watered country, dull of villages, ;4a  ro  ilfs ; leaving. 
;lie: kart into f iMazenderan, Om .a fertile country to '-Damg(ito 29 miles ; 	under the,. 
mountains 1410 lie north, more barren and stony road, to Dernonlah, 83 miles; through 
a rich, well watered; and populous country to Bekeisty from whence the plain gradually 
rises toward the hills, that lie§outh, and thence to Mey-a-mey, .10 miles;  along the side 
of hills to Meondasht carbvaOserai, 50 miles ; 	to Abassabad ihrough various soils, 25 

miles ; over hills of copper-coloured slate, and a bridge called -.0.dabrishirn, across an im-
petuous torrent of salt water. from the northern mountains, which runs near Mesinan, a 
village, 1 o miles ; 	here the3Yentered a rich well-peopled country, and after 47 miles 	• 
came to Sebzawar."—I observe, that in the 13th and 15th centuries, Mazinan (so they write 
it) must have been a city of note, as both Nassir-eddin and Ulug-beig have marked its 
situation in their geographical tables. 

4-  4 
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MARGIANA. 

Fr is not easy to apprehend the figure or. extent of Ptolemy's 
Margiana. The northern confines of it extend somewhat more than 
31° of longitude from the mouth of the Oxus to the mountains of 
Bactriana. But the tract really included between the most southern 
branch of the river Gihoon, which once entered the Caspian sea by.  
what -was called the arm of Tokal, and the mountains west of Balkh, 
contains near 80  of longitude. 	To the southern liMits, indeed, he , 
gives dimensions at least equal to this, but (if they extend as far as 
the source of the river. Margus)...it is impossible, they should reach, 

. above 1, o4A1*-of longitude, being confined between the two chains • 
• ., 	 , 	.. 

of mountains,which terminateAria and Bactriana. Begives  it an . 	. • extent of,about 4°-of latitude, but it has in realityinore ,tI)an 5, from 
the hills, where the Margus, rises„. only to Amoo ity:,a .direct line. 
However; as:the river still 'retains its ancient n" mice; .leinob  :Called the • ,. 	,, 	,,.  	lc  
Marg-aValid.ruuning towards. the Okus, (tIforIgli if:never joins it, 
nor prtibably qt el. did, being lost first in the;  sandy deserts) .and as 
it takes its .course from south to north, between .Balkh and the river 
of Heri (Bactriana and the river Arius), we cannot ,doubt that the 
cultivated "park of Margiana is the same"With the fertile province of 
• 1VIeroo, or Merw-al-rud, described by th'e eastern writers only ; for 
no European; that I know of, was ever there, except Mr. Thompson,' 
Who just touches.  upon its northern extremity in his way. from 
Anthuy to Meshed. 	The situation assigned to lasonium at the 
confluence of the Margus, and' another, nameless river, that flows.  

Hanway, V. r, g. 355. This was in 1740. 
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from the Montes Sariphi, seems to point out the city of Merw•ab 
rud, which in D'Anville's map is seated where the Ludis&-rud, coming 
from M. Lokman, falls into the Marg-ab. Golius calls it s  " celebre 
Chorasanee oppidum in piano, ad fluvium satis magnum, uberi solo 
salubrique aere fruens." The most considerable city of the province 
was anciently Alexandria or Antiochia Margiane ; Ptolemy places 
it on the eastern confines of this country, and according to the 
Latin translator (for in the Greek text there is an• hiatus in this 
place) between the sources of the Margus. This answers not at all 
to the situation of Merw-Shahijan, one of the four capitals of 
Khorassan, and chief of this province,' which lies five leagues north 
of Merw-al-rud and answers well, in other respects, to what we are 
told of the happy and fertile plain in which Antiochia was built. 
" AlteriMervee (says Golius) longe precellit magnitudine structure, 
ordine, atque elegantii, quin vix alteri in Chorasaml. cedens 
exquisita etiam fructuum genera ferebant horti, circumjacentibus 
expetita locis. 	Multum a montibus remota est, et aprica. 	Duo 
fluvii,* at alterius Merve fluvio minores, proxime labuntur magna 
agri totius et urbis commodo, quam plures eorum rivi ductibus 
diversis secant." 	Herbelot adds, that it was believed by some to 
have been founded 4 Alexander the Great. 	As it lies far to the 
north fr near the great desert, which extends to the banks of the 

• • 	• * Quo supra, p. 183. 
3  Al-Edrissi says six stations, which will amount to above one hundred and twenty miles. 

(Geog. Nub. p. 1 3 6.) 	It lies east of the Marg-ab, but not close to it (I imagine) as 
D'Anville places it. Our best geographers have but little light into these parts, and cannot 
be very accurate. 	It appears, that when Taulai-khan (marching out of Mazenderan) .  
approached the city, the governor of Amoo with a small body of Turcomans marched out 
of Merw, and posted himself on the banks of a river to stop his passage. 	(Abul-Gasi, 
ubi infra, note 5.) 	 . 
' Called the Zeraik and the Majan. 	Beiitinck says, the city stands in a very sandy 

plain. 	(p. 611.) 
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Gihoon, it -was the more exposed to the irruptions of the Tartar 
nations ; and we find that it was destroyed by them in the year of the 
Hegirah, 548, when sultan Sangiar,5  who made it his residence, -was 
taken prisoner by the Turcomans. 	In the same manner we see . 
Antiochia had been treated, when Antiochus rebuilt it and surrounded 
the whole plain with a strong wall, doubtless for the same purpose 
that ' the Chinese built their wonderful wall, to defend the empire 
from the sudden incursions .of their barbarous neighbours. 	These 
circumstances, incline me_ to believe, that Merw-Shahijan and 
Antiochia are the same, and that Ptolemy, deceived perhaps by the 
two small rivers, near which it stands, might take them for the two 
sources of the Margus. Mr. Thompson (whom I mentioned above) 
having passed 6  the Gihoon 	or river of Amoo) at Kirkhie, and 
arrived at Anthuy, after five days journey through narrow vallies 
bounded by high mountains, on the sixth arrived at Margiehak, the 
first Persian city (he says) on that side, a very strong place 

• I, 

s He was the sixth sultan of the great Selgiukid dynasty, and died at Merw-Shahigians  
A. D. 1157. 	This city was sacked by Taulai, son of Genghizkhan in 1221, and 100,000 
of its inhabitants put to the sword. The Tartar historian remarks, that this was the fourth 
time Merw had undergone the same misfortune, and that every time it had lost at least 
50,000 of its citizens. 	(Abul-Gasi, Hist. Genealog. des Tartares, part. s, c. 4 8. and 
Bentinck's notes, p. 611.) 

• He was coming from BokhAra, and going west towards Meshed. 	The route of 
Tamerlane, as he marched from Nishaboor with all expedition (across Margiana and 
Bactriana) towards the Mawaralnahar (Sogdiana) is set down thus by Sherefeddin. "From 
the banks of the Marg-ab he passed by Lengher Sheik-Zade-Bayazid, then by Andecoud, 
Ducca, the defile of Ghez, Ali-abad, Adina-Mesdgid (where the chief citizens of Balkh 
came to receive his commands), Syahghirde, across the Gihon to Termed." (V. 4, p. 173.) 
Andecoud I take to be Anthuy. Observe, that not one of these places between the Margus 
and the Oxus is to be found in D'Anville's map, except the pass of Ghez, which lies s° 
or 4°  of longitude too far east between Balkh and Bamiah, vastly distant from Tamerlane's 
way. 
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surrounded with a double wall and governed by a Khan, who has- . 

	

a garrison of five hundred .men' and some cannon. 	This seems to 
be Merw-Shahijan, (whose name is corrupted into Margiehak) in 
its present condition, for our maps place it almost in a direct line 

" between Zemm (which must be near Anthuy) and Meshed. 	But 
what he adds of the pestilential winds, which infest it in summer 
and destroy the cattle and the inhabitants, so little answers to what 
we are told of the situation of Merw, that I am inclined 'to believe 
Margiehak is rather some fortress to the north of it, built on the 
confines of the desert for the same purpose with the wall I have 
spoken of_above. He mentions no river either at Margiehak, or 
indeed in all the space between Anthuy and Meshed. ' As he does 
not pretend to a geographical accuracy, this may be excused ; but 
he probably must have crossed more than one, even supposing the 
Marg-ab, and the Heri-rud, to be lost in the sand before they arrive 
so far north as his road lay. 	He describes the country west of 
Margiehak as a dry and sandy desert, where they got only two pots 
of water in 4 days, and that too so bitter and smelling so strong of 
sulphur that the cattle in the caravan would hardly drink of it. In 
a week more, through a very dry, barren, and mountainous country, 
they came to Meshed. This is the desert spoken of by Pliny, which 
lay between Margiana and Parthia, for he reckons the province of 

• Nisma as a part of Parthyene. 	Stra.  bo, who mentions' the same 
province as adjacent to Hyrcania,8  and which by many is esteemed a 
part of it, very justly describes its true situation, and the deserts that 

. 	. . 	 . 
7  Stmb. L. 11, p. 511. MerczEu Se oturaw (rwv Nop.canv) xavrqc Vpxcivices, xas Tlig Ila0vatac 

p,expi 'Apia*, epuLoc aroxiints roAX 	xas avapog, iv BieEtovrec p.capasc 647; xarespExoy Tv Ti 

Tioxavico, xcei np, Nncrasav, xas ra TM Ilap3tsasaw weBsa• et pee sequuntur: (See also Petit de 
la Croix, Life of Genghizithan, p. 245.) 

$ It was at Kelat in the same country, that Nadir-shah was born, his father being an - 
Afshar, which is the name of a Turkman-tribe settled there. 
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lie-north of Aster-ibad and Nesa, which extend S. E. to the'ecfnfines 
of Khorassan, and are now called the deserts of Khieva, or Kivac. 
Ptolemy places Nisma in his Margiana, which (according to the 
extent he has given) might well include Nesa, 9  and all the unin-
habitable country, that lies both east and north of it, quite to the 
R. of Amoo ; but the longitude he assigns Niswa, shews that he 
placed it east of the river Margus (as the Palatine MSS. expressly 
affirm) and near the confines of Bactriana : he must therefore mean 
some place entirely unknown to modern geography ; and those 
Niswi, whom he mentions in the north of Aria, point out the real 
district of Nesa. The city of Rhea is doubtless the 'Page of Stephanus 
Byzantinus, lying (as he Says) between Hyrcania and the Sciythians,r°  
and poSsibly the same with Ilhagau, mentioned by Isidorus as a 
city of Apauarctice, a provinde between Parthyene and Margiana. 
I find in several eastern writers a city named Rey-Sheriar, and the 
Persian geographer, cited by Herbelot," says expressly, there are 
two cities called Rel ; 	that in Irak, and another in Khorassan I 
distinguished by the addition of Sheheriar, where the best manna 
is gathered ; but as our maps have exhibited no such place as the 
latter, I cannot pretend to affirm, that it answers to the situation of 
Rhea. 	Sina may possibly be Barsin, a little west of the Marg-ab ; 
and Argadina Dargan," the first city of Khooaresm which you come 
to (after crossing the desert) from Merw ; for the dimensions of 
Margiana in Ptolemy extend as far and still farther. 	The name of 

I As he says, it is bounded to the W. by the mountains of Hyrcania. 
I. He may mean either the Scythians, N. of the desert, about the banks of the Oxus; 

or those who were in possession of Margiana and Bactriana. 	All the inhabitants of those 
provinces maimed by Ptolemy, as the Dahae, Parni, Tapyri, Massagette, &c. being origi-
rally Scythians, as Strabo assures us. 

11 (In Art, Rel.) 	• 	 " Flerhelot in Art. Dugan. 
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Dahistan," belonging to the country that extends north, of Djurjan 
(Hyrcania) and W. of Meshed and Nesa to the,Caspian sea, reminds 
us of the Dahm, a people of Scythian origin, like the modern 
Turkmans, who now feed their flocks in the same places. 	The 
Derbices possessed that part of Khooaresm," that lay south of the 
river.  Gihoon, towards its -mouth, which formerly opened into the 
gulph of Balkhan, though it has now changed its course, and car-
ried with it all the beauty and fertility which it once bestowed on 
this tract, which is now become a sandy desert. The Tapuri, whom 
Ptolemy places east of the river Margus; according to Eratosthenes, 
dwelt between Hyrcania and Aria, and consequently west of "that
river, which Posidonius also confirms.' Both may be true, as they 
were a scattered people ' dwelling in the mountains, not 'here only, 
but between Parthia and Hyrcania, in the north of Media Major, 
&c. I take them for a nation of Scythian origin, not only from their 
manners and their way of life, but because I find mention in Ptolemy 

f 
of the Taparei N. E. of the river Iaxartes," near a tract of mountains 

=3 The word signifies, in Persian, the place of villages : in it once stood a celebrated 
city of the same name, built by Abdallah Ben-Thaher, (who reigned in the ninth cen 
tury) the mart between Djurjan and Khorassan : it was otherwise called Agor. (Abulfeda's 
geography, MSS.) 	The Dahm, when Alexander invaded these countries, dwelt on the 
banks of the Tanais or Iaxartes. (Arrian, L. s, p. 147.) 

'4  The Chorasmii, a nation of eastern Scythian Mentioned by Strabo, (L. 11, p.513.) 
and by Ptolemy, (in Sogdiana, p. 160.) as inhabiting north of the Oxus. 	In later ages 
they settled on both sides of this river, and formed a province, which in the 12th and 
1sth centuries, became -the seat of a very powerful empire. It lasted about g o years, and 
was destroyed by Genghizkhan, A..D. 1220. 	The country now belongs to the Tartars 
of Khieva. 

IS Strab. L. 11, p. 514. Tou; Se Tcorupou; moll,  foto perotEu Asiogixon Te ;tea Vpxouoiv i and 
also ibid, p. 520. 

,6  Qs percents-co seen, =a XV5rX01. Ibid, p. 523. 	Such were the Mardi, Curtii, Cossseip  
Elymaei, Uxii, &c. in different parts of the Persian empire. 

0  Which is the K. Sirr, or Sihoon, named also the river of M-Shash. 
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called also Tapiiri. 	Siroc and Gadar are two cities mentioned by 
Isidorus as in Parthyene.; (that is, according to him, in the province 
of Nesa) the first may perhaps be Seracs (or Sirkhas) lying near 
the place where the river Heri loses itself in the sand, but not close 
to that river, as D'Anville places it ; for Golius " describes its situ-
ation thus, " Urbem inquit esse magnam et vetustam, turn etiam salu-
brem esse illi aerem, solum natures quidem fcecundum, sed vix ullam 
adesse fluentis aquae copiam, nam aliquo tantum anni tempore reli-
quias quasdam Arii amnis affundi aliam, qua porro opus sit aquam 
a pluvia esse vel ex puteis peti, tam extra quam intra urbem, ideoque 
circumjacentem agrum cum primis constare pascuis camelorum," &c. 
He adds, that it lies twenty-severi parasangs, or leagues, south of 
Nesa, between Merw and Nishaboor. 	Gadar may possibly be 
Caendar, reckoned the strongest fortress in Khorassan. 19 	The 
Mogol-Tartars were forced to raise the siege of it in A. D. 1221, 

after they bad taken and plundered Nesa, S. of which it lies in the 
road to Nishaboor. 

BACTRIANA. 

WE have not a more exact idea given us, by the old geographers, of 
any province in these remote parts of the world than of Bactriana, 
with respect to its situation, figure, and limits : but for the par-
ticular districts of which it was composed, for the site of its great 
towns, and for the course of its rivers, we are left as much in the dark. 
The occasion of this is partly the irreconcileable differences which we 

is P. 185. ad Alfraganum. 
I° Life of Genghiskhan?  p. 270. 
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find in the description given us by Ptolemy, and by the other more 
ancient writers ; 	and partly the little light which any modern 
traveller has thrown upon these countries : very few merchants, and 
(I think) no missionaries having ventured to visit so savage and 
inhospitable a people, as the Ousbeg Tartars, in whose hands they 
have now been for many centuries. 	It is lmiunded to the north by 
the great river Oxus (the Gihoon), to the east by the same river 
near its sources,' which Ptolemy seems to place in the Caucasian 
Mountains properly (he says) so called ; to the west by Margiana ' 
and the mountains ; to the south by part of Aria and by the country 
of the Paropamisadm, that is, by the country S. E. of Herat ; and 

..$11e Cabulistan. 	These Marks all answer to the province of Balkh, 
Which while it continued under the Khaliffs and the Persian mo- ., 	. 
larchs who succeeded them, was esteemed to, make a part of Kho-
rassan, but latterly, (though subject,to a Khan of its own) ie

.,
forms 

the southern part of , Great-Bookharia, the dominions of the .. 	 0 	 4  • 	• 

northern Khans' of the. Ousbegs .being separated from, it, by 
the 	Gihoon.- ' Ptolemy gives it about 11 ° extent in ' longitude, 
which is very near the truth, and about 5 in latitude, thOugh it has 
not in reality more than 31.° He mentions three considerable rivers 

• . ., 	. 
It rises, according 	to P'Anville, in_ the mountains called Beloor-tag, (the dark 

mountains;) one hundred miles 'east of Bedakshati. 	They form the proper boundary of 
this province to the east, and running south, join the high mountains of Hindookiesh, 
the ParopamisuS of the ancients. 

* It appears from Thompson's journal, (cited above) that between the Gihoon and the 
province of Merw runs a large tract of mountains, among which he travelled for five 
days. 	This probably reaches south to the mountains of Horcan (though not expressed 
in our maps) and limits Bactriana to the west. 	From the route of Tamerlane between 
the NI arg-ab and the Gihobn we may collect the same thing. 

3  Those of Bookhara and Mawaralnahar, which about the year 1726 were united under 
one powerful Khan, who also possessed the eastern parts of Balkh. (Bentinck's notes on 
Abul Gasi, p. 259.) 

_ 
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which run through Bactriana, and fall into Oxus. Tht first of them 
to. the west is the Ochus. In Strabo's time authors were not agreed 
concerning the course of this river. The more ancient writers' made 
no mention of it at all : among those who did make mention of it, 
some said that it ran through Bactriana, others only by the confines 
of that country : some made it join the Oxus, others affirmed it was 
through its whole course quite distinct and separate from that river, 
and that, passing through Neswa and Hyrcania, it fell into the 
Caspian sea. 	They added, that it .  ran east of the desert, which 
reached to the river Sarneus in Hyrcania ; and Apollodonis, the 
historian of the Parthians, often spoke of it, as making its way 
very near the boundary of Parthyene. From all this one cannot but ; 
conclude, that there were iwo different rivers, not very far distan0' 

I 	- from each other, both called by one namez,sand therefore liable:;to 
be confounded by writers who shad never been on the spot them-
selves. - The first is the Ochus of Ap.ollodorus, and of such authors as 
lived nearer to Strabo's own times, and answers well to the course 
of that, which our maps can'' the' rii-et of Tedzen. 	It rises in the 
monntains. E. of Meshed, winding to the north east and then to the 
north west. 

	

	It passes through the district of Nesa (Nisma, which 
according to Pliny and Isidorus is a part of Parthyene) and the 

lie  deserts, that 	between Djurjan, (Hyrcania) and the southern 
branchs'of the Gihoon, and it falls into the Caspian sea. The second 
is the Ochus of Alexander's  followers, and.  of Ptolemy, which 
runs through the west of Vactriana into the Oxus.' 	This must be 
the Dehish, which is indeed joined by another river from the S. E. 

4  Those who lived before Alexander's expedition. 
5  Tell,  Be Oxos,  of (AV LA 71)S BIX.XrpgaWic IGLO1Y, 01 ae rap'  aUTIpt, =I 01 peY &Typo,/ TOO OEOU 

Mel TWY EXPOiall VOTIOJTVOY meow aixforipxy Be es,  Ti; rirpccatex •ras as Ivo &I.Accilav tiwexpxen,  
Expucresg•  of Se xarapxa4 psi &repos), 6up,i3aXXesv ae es; iv TO TOV °ECU ei,..512ov, vroMaxou xas iE ;cm 
irra gamy EXOYTa TO vaaws. (SLiabo, L. 11, p. 510,4 

VOL. II. 	 n 
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(as Ptolemy describes the Dargomanes) named the Abi-Siah, and 
runs through Balkh, the capital of the country, into the Gihoon. 

It will be necessary, however, before we proceed farther in this 
country, to shew how the best authors of antiquity disagree about it: 
and first I shall transcribe from Arrian° so much ofAlexander's march 
as relates to the geography of Bactriana. 	" Having laid the foun- 
dations of his new. city at the foot of Caucasus, he passed those 
mountains with infinite difficulty by reason of the deep snows, and 
Of the extreme want of forage ; for Bessus, when he heard of his 
approach, had laid waste the whole country bordering on the 
mountains,' in order to stop his passage ; and finding it in vain, had 
already passed the Oxus, burnt all his boats, and retreated to 
Nautaca in Sogdiana. 	Alexander being come to Drapsaca, there 
rested and refreshed his troops ; then leading them towards Bactra 
and Aorni, the largest cities of Bactriana, he made himself master 
of them on the 	first attack. 	The rest of the nation having 
readily submitted to him, he placed 	over them, as governor, 
Artabazus the Persian, and then continued his march toward the 
Oxus. 	This river rises in mount Caucasus, and is the greatest' in 

' Hist. L. 3, p. 29. 
7 'Two Tcp opts. He means north of Caucasus, for Bessus was already in Bactriana, and 

Alexander was moving from the south. 	I 
6  Al-Edrissi having mentioned several rivers, which run into the Gihoon, adds, " E 

quibus omnibus constituitur Rumen tam grande, ut reliqua orbis terrarum flumina tam 
aquarum copies quam alvei latitudine et profundi altitudine facile superet." 	(p. 138.) 
Otter, from the eastern geographers, gives a particular description of its course, and of the 
several rivers which fall into it. (V. 1. p. 233.) 	He says that near Balkh and Termed, it 
divides itself into several branches, which rejoin it again in a deep valley between two 
mountains. The place is called Dehani-Chir (the lion's jaws), and is not above one hun-
dred cubits wide ; that, something farther, it is lost in a sandy plain two leagues over, 
(through which it is impossible for any man to pass,) whence again emerging, it runs 
through Kharesme (or Khooaresm) and there dividing itself into many twins, distinguished 
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Asia, that Alexander and his forces past, except the rivers of India, 
which surpass all others. 	The Oxus empties itself into the great sea 
of Hyrcania. In attempting to pass it, he met with great difficulties, 
for it was six stadia over, and in depth, beyond all proportion to 

by several names, as the arms of Kievare, of Hezarasb, of Kierdan, of Kierbe, and of 
Hare, all of which are navigable, and fall, many of them, into the lake of Kharesme ; the 
main stream of the river passes through the vale of Kierlave with a noise, that may be 
heard two leagues off, and enters the Caspian sea near Khalkha], which is six days journey 
from Kharesme. 	Its course is about three hundred leagues in length, and in winter it is 
frozen over so hard that armies may pass it upon the ice, which the Usbeg-Tartars fre-
quently do, when they would make incursions into Khorassan. Abulfeda' takes no notice 
at all that the Gihoon ever reaches the sea; but says, that the country of Khooaresm lies 
upon it at the extremity of its course,nor is there, beyond this, any habitation on the Gihoon 
which runs into the lake of Khooaresm. This was written, A. D. is it 1, and Ibn-Haukal,I 
a still older writer, affirms the same thing. 	Yet not only the Greek and Roman writers, 
but the moderns too, assure us, that it did reach the Caspian sea. 	Bentinek,' who seems 
well informed (by means of the Muscovites,) says, that about forty leagues from its 
mouths the river divides itself into two arms, one of which pursuing its course to the 
west falls into the Caspian near the frontier of the province of Astrabat ; the other, which 
pnce ran by the city of Urgens,g and likewise entered the sea twelve leagues north of the 
former, has now about eighty years e  ago deserted its ancient channel, and joined the river 

8  Geog. Minores, V. s. Chorasmice Descriptio, p. 22, 
I See Otter, V. 1, p. 237. 
e  Notes on Abulgasi, p. 57. 
d  The capital of Khooaresm, or Kharisme, sometimes called by the same name with the 

province, the Persians write it Korcange, the Arabs Jorjaniah, the Tartars themselves, 
Urgenz, or Orkenge. 	We must not confound it with another small city of the same 
name, seated (as Abulfeda tells us) only to miles distant from it. Much less with a third, 
also called Jorjan, twenty five parasangs east of Astrabad. The province in which it stands, 
and the river which runs through it, both borrow their names from it, 

(Bentinck, p. 57, and p. 694.) He must, I think, be mistaken in this date, for Jen-
kinson, who was in the country; A. D 1558, says, the Oxus or Gihoon did then no longer 
fall into the 'sea, being first lost and dissipated in the many canals, which the inhabitants 
had drawn from it to water the cultivated country. 'This is very intelligible, and accounts 
sufficiently for the river's never reaching the coast, (at least this northern branch of it,) 
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its breadth. .Its bed is sandy; and its course rapid, so that any piles 
drove in it are easily overturned by the force of the stream, as not 
taking any firm hold of the sands at bottom. Besides, there is great 
want of wood upon the place ; and much time must be spent in 

Khesell near the little city of Tuk, so that Urgenz is now dispeopled, as well as the 
country round it, which (fertile as it is naturally) now produces nothing for want of water. 
The Khesell-Daria (or Red river) after a course of one hundred and fifty leagues (of 
Germany) nearly from east to west between the Gihoon, and the Sihoon (or Jaxartes), 
throws itself into the Caspian in 40 1 ° latitude, thirty-five German leagues beyond the 
southern mouth of the Gihoon/ But, about the year 1719, the Tartars apprehending the 
czar Peter would send a fleet and build fortresses in the mouth of it (which be soon after 
attempted) found means to turn the channel of the Khesell into the Arall lake, which it 
now enters after its confluence with the Gihoon, and has deserted its ancient bed towards 
the sea. 	Thus much for the great northern branch of the river Gihoon, whose traces near 
the ruined city of Urgenz are still very visible, as George Thompson in the journal of his 

but he adds in another place, that it runs into the river Ardock, a great and very rapid 
stream, whose course is to the north, and which (after hiding itself under ground,) emerges 
again, and pursuing its way five hundred miles farther, falls into the lake of Kitay. 	This 
lake is doubtless the lake of Khooaresm, or Aral ; 	the rest a confused idea he recceted 
from the vulgar, or perhaps some misunderstanding of his own. 	If there were at that 
time any such river as the Ardock, which (he says) he crossed between Urgenz and 
Knit, it must be the same with the Khesell; but it is more probable, that it was only one 
of those great arms of the Gihoon, that (as the Eastern geographer cited by Otter assures) 
run into the lake Aral. 	Jenkinson himself a little after says, that the Ardock comes out 
of the Oxus. 	 1 

f This account, as exact as it seems, is not to be reconciled with the eastern geogra-
phers, who certainly best knew the country. They take no notice of a river of this conse-
quence,.which must run through a great part of the Mawaralnahar, (or Sogdiana) nor 
could it have past south of the lake Aral, without first joining the Gihoon, <many of 
whose lesser branches (as we have seen) go north and fall into that lake) nor yet north of 
it, because of the river. Sirr or Sihoon, which would intercept its course, and which (as 
all agree) runs into the mole lake. 	Accordingly D'Anville, whose curiosity.  .could never 
Jet him be unacquainted with these notes of Bentinck, has in his map described the course 
of the Khesell-Daria, as but short, falling into the Aral lake, east of the Gihoon, and 
never joining it at all. 	Perhaps he had -met with later , and more accurate observations, 
than those of Bentinck. 
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fetching materials from far, if they would throw a bridge over it. 
(Then he describes Alexander's passage over the Oxus on floats 
made of leather, and his victories in Sogdiana ; and speaks of the 
assembly of the governors in Bactriana, whom he had ordered to 

ft  

Voyage remarks. But the more southern branch, as Bentinek says, still reaches the Caspian 
sea. If this be true, it must fall into the bay of Balkhan in its most southern recess, but 
Captain Woodroffe, in the curious chart which he has given us of that sea, has not marked 
any such mouth of a river; and D'Anville, who has inserted this branch in his map of Asia, 
by the name of Bras de Tokai, describes it by a pricked line continued from Khiva west, 
as though it were now deserted and dried up; and, in his new chart of the Caspian, he 
has omitted all traces of it. 

It is manifest, that the Araxes, or Araxus of the most ancient Greek historians who 
describe the war which Cyrus carried on against the Massagetes, is nothing but the Oxus, 
by them confounded with the Armenia 	Araxes : for the Massagetes were the most 
eastern tribe of the Sam (or eastern Scythians) and lay north of India. 	Cyrus could 
approach them no other way from Persia, but by crossing the Oxus, and the Jaxartes : and 
we see Alexander found many marks of that war, and cities founded by Cyrus in Sogdiana. 
How then is it probable that he should go through Armenia, and make the compass 
of the whole Caspian sea to no end at all? 	Besides, the Gihoon still bears the name of 
Harrat in the upper part of its course, which is not unlike Araxus in sound, and the words 
of Strabo s  seem to describe the peculiarities of this very river ; Maxtrat Se fan TOY ApuEov 
TrOTettLOY xxrcoautew rspr vein:a iraitax$ oxitop.evor EXVIVTOYTee SE Tot; 1.18v W)arm; op.01.01Y sic 1-iv 

arty rip 7rpoc apxroig .5culacrcrav, ivi 8e !hove? srpoc TOY 'CONVOY TOY 'Tpxaysoy. 

Eratosthenes (on the authority of Patrocles 1) assures us, that the Oxus is navigable, and 
that a trade with India was actually carried on upon it. 	That commodities were brought 
down it from that country into the Caspian sea, over which they were conveyed into 

tc L. 11, p. 512. This is taken from Herodotus, L. 1. c. 202. 
b  Strabo, L. 11, p. 509. Plin. L. 6, c. 17. The Venetians carried on, for a long time, 

their Indian commerce by this way. 	Their merchandise came up the Indus, down the 
Abi-Amoo (or Oxus) and cross the Caspian, not indeed to the river Cyrus, but to 
Astracan, whence it was conveyed to their magazines at Tana near the mouth of the 
river Don, and thence through Russia to the northern ocean; or cross the black sea 
to the Mediterranean. 	(Introduction to Astley's collection of voyages, V. 1; or Hist. 

!Iii 

Generale des Voyages, Introd. p. vii.) 	See also Dr. Franklyn of Philadelphia, Interest of 
Great Britain considered, p. 29. 
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meet at Zariaspa, the greatest city in the province.) " On his return 
over the Oxus he passed the depth of the winter at Zariaspa,  and 
there he called a council of his principal captains to give judgment 
upon Bessus, who was now his prisoner. 	Here also happened the 
murther of Clitus. The king passed the Oxus a third time to subdue 
the Sogdiani, who had rebelled. 	In his absence Spitamenes, with 
a body of Massagetce, made incursions into Bactriana, and ravaged,  
the country round Zariaspa. On his return over the Oxus he came 
to Bactra, where the conspiracy of Hermolaus and Callisthenes 
was discovered. 	In the spring he passed M. Causacus again, and 
in ten days' march came to Alexandria in Paropamisadis, in his 
way towards India, and thence arrived at Nica, where he performed 
sacrifice to Pallas ; after which . he marched toward the river 
Cophes." Strabo tells us, " that Alexander having wintered among 
the Paropamisadoe; and founded a city there, leaving India on his 
right hand, passed over the mountains into Bactriana: that in fifteen 
days' march from his new-built city be came to Adrapsa in Bactriana. 
(Strab. L.15, p. 725.) Among their cities he names Bactra, also called 

• • 
Albania up the river Cyrus, and thence by land to the coasts of the Euxine sea. 	Pliny 
(from Varro) speaks of the same thing as practicable, but does not say it was usually 
practised. 	" Adjecit idem Pompeii ductu exploratum in Bactros septem diebus ex India 
perveniri ad Icarum flumen, quad in Oxum influat ; et ex eo per Caspium in Cyrum 
subvectas quinque non amplius dierum terreno itinere ad Phasin' in Pontum Indicas 
posse devehi merces." 

N.B. Bayer (de regno Bactriana, p. 11.) derives the name of Oxus from Acsai, which 
signifies (I suppose in the language of Balch) a boundary, or limit, as this river has been 
long esteemed, separating Touran, or the northern regions, from Iran or the Persian 
empire. 

i Strabo says, there was a great road from the river Cyrus to Sarapana on the Phasis, 
which river was navigable thence to its mouth, and that this road was four days' journey 
long. (L. 11, p. 498.) 
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Zariaspa,' (through which runs a river, of like denomination, that 
falls into the Oxus), Darapsa, and many others, among which is 
Eucratidia, so named from the king who built it." (L. 11, p. M6.) 
Here we see Zariaspa and Bactra are expressly said to be one and 
the same place, which is also confirmed by Pliny. 	Arrian as 
expressly shews them to be two different cities ; and Ptolemy places 
Charispa ' (which seems the same with Zariaspa) near the Oxus, 
a little east of its junction with the river Zariaspis; but Bactra, the 
royal residence, is seated, according•to him, full 3°  of longitude east 
of the former, and as many of latitude south, beyond the river 
Dargydas. 	In this disagreement of the ancients we must have 
recourse to the moderns. 	They inform us," that Balkh, the chief 
city of the province, stands in a fertile plain four leagues from the 
mountains, where (though the Snows frequently fall, yet) lemon-
trees and sugar-canes grow in plenty, and ripen to perfection. The 

' He repeats the same thing from Eratosthenes, L. 11,1). 514. Bayerus, in his history 
of the Greek empire in Bactriana, takes Zariaspa for Hezarasb in Khooaresm. 	It lies 
indeed upon the Oxus and agrees well with the name, but with nothing else, it being 
impossible to stretch the bounds of Bactriana so far along that river to the west. 	Be has 
many other whimsical thoughts, unsupported by any thing but by the similitude of sound. 
(See p. 19.)  

'0  L. 8, Tab. 7, he writes it Zarispa; and Hudson says, several MSS. have it so in this 
place too, L. 6, C. 11. (See Geograph. Minores, V. s, Tab. insign. Urbium.) 

11  Colitis ad Alfrag. p. 175. (ex Jacuto, Ibn-Haukel, Abulfeda, &c.) Petit de la Croix's 
life of Genghiz, p. 286. 	Bentinck on Abulgasi, p. 286, who adds, that it is the most 
considerable city of all those that the Mahometan Tartars possess, very large and populous, 
fortified with ramparts and with a strong wall. Most of the buildings are of brick or stone, 
the castle, which is very great, of marble brought from the quarries in the neighbouring 
mountains. 	The inhabitants are industrious, making many beautiful stuffs of their silk, 
which they gather there in great quantities : it is the centre of all the Indian trade. 	The 
fine river which runs by it (coming from S. S. E.) is of singular advantage to this city. 
Al-Edrissi seems to reckon it nine days' journey from Balkh to Anderab, which makes at 
least 180 miles. 	Anderab (he says) lies at the foot 'of a mountain near two rivers, one of 
which is called by the same name with the town, and the other the Kasan. 
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river Dehash runs through its suburbs, and watering all the fields 
and gardens round it, at the distance of about twelve leagues falls 
into the Gihoon. 	Some. authors 	attribute 	its 	foundation 	to 
Kayoumarath, who first reigned in Persia after the deluge ; others 
to Alexander, and add, that it was once called after his name. 	If 
(as Golius, from the name and antiquity of the place, concludes) this 
were the Bactra of the ancients, and if the cities of Bactra and 
Zariaspa were all one, then the Dehash must be the Zariaspis, and 
the Ochus of Ptolemy is only an imaginary river, for there is none 
which appears in our maps between the Marg-.ab and the Dehfish. 
We shall see it is highly probable, that the march of Alexander was 
from Kandahar (Alexandria in Paropamisadis) through the moun-
tainous regions of Bamian and Gaur, 'whence he must descend into 
the neighbourhood of Balkh in. his way to the Oxus ; which gives 
strength to the conjecture of Golius. 	The name of Adrapsa, 
Darapsa, or Drapsaca, the first town in Bactriana that Alexander 
came to when he had crossed the mountains, one might easily 
imagine to be' Anderab," " a small but wealthy and well-peopled 
city on the most southern extremity of the khan ofBalkh's dominions, 
seated at the foot of those lofty mountains which separate them 
from Persia and the empire of the Great Mogol. 	Through it all 
the traffick between the Indies and Great Bookharia must neces- . 
sarily pass, for there is no other way " through these mountains 
accessible to beasts of burthen betvireen the two last-mentioned 
countries. 	It is, therefore, always garrisoned by a strong body of 

" Bentinck's notes on Ahulgasi, p. 287. 
13  Yet I observe there are two passes in the mountains north of Cabul, one of which 

Tamerlane passed with his forces as he went to India. 	This runs through Anderab, 
Perjan, Tool, M. Hindookiesh, Pendgehir, to Cabul. The other he took when he returned, 
which goes through Cabul, the mountain of Sheberto, the defile of mount Siapooch, 
where he passed the same river fifty-two times, to Bacalan in the province of Tokarestan..  

(Sherefeddin Ali, T. 3, Cap. s. L. 4, and ibid C. 32.) 	 . 
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the Khan's troops." 	But the commerce here spoken of, I observe, 
passes all through the city of Cabul, north of which the defile lies, 
which leads to Anderab ; and as it is impossible to conceive, that 
Alexander marched so far east from Candahar, before he crossed 
M. Paropamisus, we must either determine that Anderab is not 
Adrapsa, or suspend our belief, till we see more accurate maps of 
these remote countries." Maracanda in Ptolemy is a city of Bactriana 
west of the river Zariaspis. 	A city of the same name (we know) 
was the capital.  of Sogdiana, which is now called Samarkand ; yet 
Ptolemy, in his enumeration of the cities of that country, makes no 
mention of any such place. 	Hence D'Anville 's concludes, that the 
Maracanda of Ptolemy is really Samarkand; and observing also that 
the latitude of 39°  15' (which he gives it) answers within a trifle to 

. its true situation, supposes be Might have received better and more 
accurate information concerning this city than ' any other in these 
parts; and that, finding the latitude of it to fall within the limits he 
had assigned to Bactriana, (which he has fixed several degrees too far 
north) he has placed it in this province south of the Oxus, contrary 
to all the historians " and to other ancient writers. I cannot so easily 
acquiesce in this supposition; for it is very possible that Maracanda, 
being destroyed by Alexander, might be no longer a city when 

.4 D'Anville places it above 4 I. of longitude to E. S. E. of Balkh, and almost due north 
of Cabul. 	Nassir-eddin gives it only 2° 45' of longitude east from Balkh, and 41' latitude 
south from the same city. 
'5  Eclaircissemens Geographiques sur la Carte de l'Inde, p. 23. 
I. '12s en Mapegxeceacc 'lye ncae in PanXeice rns  Z>vauzyns  xcopces. Arrian. L. s, p. so; yet it 

appears, that there was some other royal city in Sogdiana,for (L. 4, p. 5.) Spitamenes is said, 
upon Alexander's approach, to have raised the siege of the citadel of Maracanda, and to 
have retreated es Tcc Pao-aeict TN /oyasaytic ; this may, perhaps, be the Drepsa of Ptolemy. 
Strabo says, that Alexander destroyed and rased the city of Maracantha in Sogdiana, and 
also Cyreschata on the Jaxar:tes. 

VOL. IL 	 0 0 
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Ptolemy wrote ; or (which to me seems more likely) that though he 
ruined the place, and drove out the native inhabitants, as the vale of 
Samarkand '7 is one of the most beautiful spots in all the east, he might 
build a new city there, and might people it with a colony of Greeks : 
asArrian tells us,"be did so in several parts of Sogdiana; and Strabo" 
adds, that he built no less than eight Alexandrias in that province, 
and in Bactriana. 	So that Alexandria Oxiana 2° may conceal, under. 
that name, what was before Maracanda, though it continued (as is 
usual) to be better known by its ancient appellation in that country, 
the traces of which are apparent in Samarkand. 	Indeed, Jacut of 
Hamadan ' expressly says, this city was reported to have been built 
by Alexander the Great. Nothing hinders us from supposing, there 
might be a Maracanda in Bactriana4  as well as that in Sogdiana, 
and I find" a place called Matcant;which Al:Edrissi calls a populous 
city, lying between Ihudma andFariab in the western part of the 
kingdom of Balkh, which confirms me in this belief. 	This entire 
district is called 	Shurejan, 	which 	reminds 	one of Ptolemy's 
Suragana : but he places this city too far east in Bactriana to let 
one imagine it could be near the limits of Shurejan. 	Fariab may 

, 	 . 
117  Golius, p. 171, et sequent. Otter,. V. 1, p. 234. Bentinck, p. 278. 	Abulfeda says, 

that Al Sogd, or the vale of Samarkand, is a continued scene of gardens, meadows, groves, 
and rivulets, eight days' journey in length. 	Des7ipt: Chorasmire, p. 32. 

alF1pcociwyce p-ev vorepres rag EY ,n) 	ovairzsT =Ms; cruvoixiC1110. 	(Arrian. L. 4, p. 16.) 
t 	Is-Strati. L. 11: p. 517. 

g• The Aq.c.n12,Egen of Ptolemy, I take to be that called in D'Anville's map the lake 
Taraan, or Saraan, east of Samarkand, formed by the confluence of the river of Al-Soogd 
and of other streams which flow fromthe mountains of Botom, the Opp 	r)uyaset of the same 
author: (Al-Edrissi calls it " magnus quidam laces," p. 142.) He places this Alexandria 
between the two livers- (Oxus and Jaxartes), but at a distance from both of them. 
• , 'A , Golius, quo supra; and ilerbelot reckons it one of the seven cities fotinded by 
-Alexander. 

18  Geog. Nubiensis, p. 137. 
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perhaps. approach nearer to the situation, though not to"the sound, of 
the Zariaspae. 	The Tochari (whom Ptolemy calls /Ley% eavg, and 
who, as Strabo 2' tells us, were one of the Scythian tribes which had 
possessed themselves of this country and destroyed the empire of 
the Greeks there) gave name to a very large tract in this province 
to the south," and also to the east of Balkh, which to this day is 
called Tokharestan. 	The Marucwi, whom Ptolemy places south 
of the Zariaspw, remind us of the Maru-shak, a district so named 
in our maps ; but as it lies about the sources of the river Marg-ab, 
I do not know whether we can suppose it to extend farther east 
over the mountains, into the S. W. of Bactriana, where I see there 
is a town called Marabad, mentioned by Al-Edrissi " as lying in 
the road which leads from Herat to Gaur. 	Strabo, speaking of the • ... 
march of Alexander through ArnoWsia and the Pa' tOpamisadw (over 
the mountains) to Adrapsa in Bactriana, adds these words, rlEpt Tatra 

'E irou TOG 1.1.6p11 TN  440e011 TV  120111  'cm Tip XOGGpinY ewat OV14130:11,Et• E S1 iTe TWII 

1.100 TOlc IICGPUOGiOlc C;UTV  IITOTEXE5-0671]  lain,. 1EXEi h Trig liplaY-lig CL2 . AcCGVOTOIY 

;cat T11; Xexaeto-tx opeon; coasou; plipiou; evyeagicrxiXtow. They plainly relate 
to the times in which Strabo himself lived (the age of Augustus and 
Tiberius) and not to those of Alexander, though his march into 
India is here described ; for the empire of the Parthians did not 
begin to exist till long afterwards," but was at its height in Strabo's 

11  They were the Asii, Pasiani, Sacarauli, and Tachari, wandering  nations that came 
from the other side of the Jaxartes, which is the river Sirr, or Sihoon. (Strab. L. i 1,p. 511.) 

14  " Magnm urbi Balch a latere suo meridionali junguntur regiones Tocharestan et 
Bachestan," &c. (Geog. Nub. p. 139.) and it is plain from all the oriental geographers, 
that it also lies east of the same city, and north-east. 	Nassir-eddin places all the western 
part of the kingdom of Balkh in Khorassan ; the middle he calls Tocharestan, and the 
eastern tracts, Khilan. 	. 

Is P. 136. Geog. Nub.  
*6 Arsaces made himself master of Hyrcania about eighty years after the death of 

Alexander, (V. Bayer. Hist. Regni Grmc. Bactrian.) and was solemnly declared king in 
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days. Choarine, as we see, was the remotest part of their dominions 
toward the borders ofIndia; it layin or near the way which Alexander 
took into Bactriana, and was on the other side of the mountains 
with respect to the Paropamisadm. 	These marks, and the name 
itself, answer well enough to the province of Gaur," which lies 
among those mountains which Alexander must pass between 
Kandahar and the precinct of Balkh, and it might very possibly be 
the most eastern country belonging to the Parthian kings, who do 
not appear to Lave been masters of Bactriana, " for Isidorus of 

the city of Asaac, (which is in Astabeni), doubtless so called after his own name. 	The 
modern Persians still name him Ashek, and say that he revolted from Antakash, and founded 
the dynasty of the Ashkanians (Arsacidte). See Isidorus, p. 7., and Herbelot. 
s '7  Herbelot places it between Gazna and Balkh, and says tilt the word signifies a plain, 
as I suppose it may be, when it is compared to the high mountains which surround and 
separate it from both those districts. 	It was the seat of a line of sultans who made a 
considerable figure in the end of the twelfth century. 

" I think the words of Strabo (L. 11, p. 517 and 515) tend to prove this : " The 
Parthians (he says) deprived Eucratidas, the Bactrian monarch, of two Satrapiaa (or 
governments) called Aspiones and 'Purina; and afterwards took another part of Bactriana 
from the Scythians, who had conquered that kingdom." 	Perhaps this part might be the 
Choarine here mentioned. 	However it is certain, that he would not have mentioned these 
paiticular districts, if the Parthians had ever been masters of the whole country. I know, 
Justin tells is, that the Bactrians fatigued and worn out by their long wars with the 
Sogdiani, Drangarim, and Indians (L. 41, cap. 6.) at last lost their liberty and fell under 
the Parthian yoke, "ad postremum ab invalidioAus Parthis, vclut exangues, oppressi 
sunt." This event he places 114 the time of Mithridates, son of Priapatius, king of Parthia ; 
but besides the contradiction to Strabo, who expressly says that the empire of the Greeks 
in Bactriana was destroyed by the Scythian nations, and not by the Parthians, there is an 
inconsistency in the narration itself as it stands in Justin; for he adds, that Eucratidas, 
being shut up and besieged in some of his cities by an army of 60,000 Indians, after five 
months resistance obliged them to raise the siege, defeated them, and actually subdued 
a great part of India; and that in his return home, (unde cum se receperat,) he was 
murthered by his own son, " qui per sanguinem ejus currum egit, et corpus insepultum 
abjici jussit." Whither then was he returning, but into Bactriana ? and is it not plain, that 
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Charax makes no mention of that province, when he, describes the 
high road which ran from west to east, quite through_ their empire. 
But continuing as far east as Margiana, he then turns to the south, 
and passing through Aria, Drangiana, Sacastane (which I take to 
be a part of the Paropamisadw) he ends 'at Alexandropolis in 
Arachosia with these words, Azps TOUTOU Ego Ulm TI liceeata apyj 4 

'ma. 	It is true, the last part of the sentence in Strabo is utterly 
inexplicable, for how should Choarine (wherever it lie) be 19000 

stadia (almost 2000 miles) from Ariana ? he himself does not reckon 
so much from the Portw Caspiw to the Indus, which he computes 
at about 14000. The numbers, therefore, must be absolutely wrong, 

. and the word Aetcanc also, which did itself (as he tells us) reach as far 
as the Indus, and consequently could have nothing beyond it to the 

; 
east belonging to the Parthians 	 A

a ,„ especially at so enormous 	, 
• distance. 

Farther, with regard to particular cities, the Cuaris or Cavaris of 
Ptolemy seems pointed out to us in the name of Kowar-abad in 
the 'western part of the province near its limits 	Abad being a 

the prince, who exercised this impious power, assumed the crown too and succeeded his 
father ? 	But suppose the Parthians were for a time in possession of Bactriana, it could 
not be long, " for in the beginning of the reign of Phraites, who was the son and successor 
of this Mithridates, his auxiliaries the Scythians grew discontented, and began to ravage 
the frontier of the Parthians; Phraites, marching into the east against them, was 
defeated and slain' by them : they depopulated Parthia, and returned into their own 
territories (in patriam revertuntur). 	Artabanus, .who succeeded his nephew Phralites, 
carrying on the war in the country of the Thogarii (undoubtedly the Tochari or Tachari 
of Ptolemy and Strabo) received a wound in, his arm, of which he died. 	His son, 
Mithridates the Great, had the advantage of the Scythians in several actions, and avenged 
the wrongs done to his predecessors." 	And this, perhaps, might be he, under whom the 
Parthians (as Strabo says) acesksvro =es TIN Baxwpsam pep; Atescrequvos wow 	scts.,4ses, was ere 
rparepoy wow preps EwspeersBese. These last words relate to what they had formerly done in 
the reign of the first Mithridates. 
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common addition to the name of Persian towns, and signifying only 
a habitation or dwelling-place. 	Euosmianassa, the .most westerly 
of any town mentioned by Ptolemy in Bactriana, may possibly be 
Shusjimian or, as Nassir-eddin writes 	it, Huzjanan, but this 
geographer and Ulug-beig both agree to place it 1° of longitude 
east, and above 2° of latitude south, from Merw:Shahijan; whereas 
D'AnVille has seated it very close to this city and to the river 
Marg-ab. Astacana has some small affinity both of name and situ-
ation to Asnic, Ostobara to Astrabad, a town which lies in the way 
between Balkh and Herat ; Chomara to Culm ; and Curiandra to 
Condoz, Maracodra to Meder, &c. 	These are proposed as mere 
conjectures for want of better lights, of which we are extremely 
destitute in this country. 	The ancients remark the fertility* and 
happineis of tI4 soil, and-  this is confirmed by the moderns also. 	I ,, have taken notice above of what is said concerning the plains of 

'Balkh. M. Polq describes the whole country from Sapurgan (so he 
calls Ashburgan) to Balaxiam (Bedakshan) pretty much at large 
(L. 1. c. 22, 23, 24, 25.) We have had no European since his time, 
which is more than 500 years ago, who has seen or said so much 
of it: 	He tells us a remarkable thing of the kings of Bedakshan 
then reigning, which is, that they pretended to descend in a right 
line &in Alexander and the daughter of Darius," and all of them 
assumed the title of Dhool-kharnein (i. e. the Horned), which is an 
addition all the orientals give to that cpnqueror. 	. 

" Kt4oxou Se pyrsv (Airokuacopoc) TIN  crwmaurIc  Apicanic  orpocrxv,cc was ro, Bean-pump. (Stiabo, 
L. 11, 516). 	Observe, that Eratosthenes (whom Strabo follows) does not include 
Bactrima in Ariana, but many.others (he tells us) did so.  

39  The eastern historians call her Rooshenk; and so it is plain they mean Roxana, who was 
indeed the daughter of Oxyartes the Bactrian, (see Herbelot, art. Escander) with whom 
Alexander celebrated his,  nuptials in Bactriana. See Strabo (L. 11, p. 517) whO assures: us, 
that it was in a strong fortress, called the rock of Sisymithres; but Arrian here again 
contradicts him, and affirms that it was in Sogdiana. 
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The Tartars are the absolute masters not only oI the Greater 
Book haria (which comprehends all Bactriana and Sogdiana), but 
of the Lesser too, or the country 'of Cashgar, which reaches 
even to the frontier of China. But the inhabitants of these provinces, 
who are under subjection and pay tribute to them, are a very 
different people both in person and manners from the Tartars, 
their lords, who by way of contempt usually call them Tadsiks, or 
citizens. 	They are usually known by the name of Bookhars," a 
quiet people entirely unacquainted with the use of arms : they are 
artificers, mechanicks, or merchants, carrying on a commerce with 
India, China, Persia, and Siberia; to all which countries they travel 
by land in caravans, and make a considerable profit. 	They are of 
middling stature, well made, of good complekion for the climate in 
which they live, their eyes black, open, and lively, thick black hair 
and beard, oval face, and ,aquiline nose. 	The women have fine 
features and complexion, and are usually tall and well shaped. They 
are not distinguished into tribes, like the. Tartars and other eastern 
nations ; but they say, that they came originally from a very distant 
country, and settled here many years ago.' Some have taken them 
for the remains of the ten Jewish tribes, and think they have a 
resemblance to that people. 	It seems full as probable that they are 
descended from those Greeks who came hither in Alexander's time, 
and founded that empire, which we have mentioned above. It lasted 
about two hundred years (if we reckon from Alexander's death) and, 

-a. The name does not seem derived from that of Bokhara (a principal city of the Usbegs) 
which is in Sogdiana, but rather the city seems so named after the people, who inhabit all 
these countries. 	Balkh itself is commonly called by the Persians- and Indians Balkh- . 
Bakhara, or Balkh of the Bookhars, as Bayer tells us, p. 17. They are Mahometans like 
the Tartars. 	Stephanus Byzant. speaks of the Baxoupos, xca Baxouplayo, 0.3yos Trpoc,11cOois 
;cm Was; but Holsterilus supposes it a false reading for &carp, &ei yet. the, aiticle 
preceding it is Baxrpcc, 11'0%4. 
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extended over all Ariana," Bactriana, Sogdiana, down b6t1; sides 
of the Indus to the southern ocean, and in the inlarid of India beyond 
the river Hypanis, probably as far as the Iomanes; or Gemna. 
Bayerus has collected what he could concerning the succession and 
history of these Greek monarchs ; and he ranges them in this order : 

1. Theodotus, or Diodotus the 1st, contemporary with the first 
Arsaces. 

2. Theodotus the 2d, his son, makes a league with Arsaces against 
the Seleucidw. 

3. Euthydemus of Magnesia usurps - the throne : makes peace 
w,ittt .Antiocbus Magnus. 

4. SIenandcr extends- his conquests in India. 
- 5. Eucratidas first carries"' on. a war with Parthia and with 

Demetrius king of India. 	. 	: 	. - 	 . 
6. Eucratidas 2d (if that were his name) murthers his father, 

and succeeds him.  

3*  Strabo, L. i i, p. 516. 	T71; Apgar% exexparouv, xas run Ivacov — Toy 'Tram Sseifik 
(Meyavapoc) wpoc ictl, 'rat ikexpi TOU icraphts arp,36 (I read Icupayou)-00 p.ovov Se znis Harrodursp 
XaTEXOY, CA.Xtt- xeil rijc ct)ang rap: alas 71)10 TO TECMCTIOFOU X.CCAOUILE/4)14, Xat Tr Iirprlan Panhisav 
—,—xas Si; sacs ilexps 	tspsei, xas 4)ausiaw 4PrElYetY TV" apxny. 	This passage is at present very 
obscure,:but we May collect from it, that the countries of Tessariostus and Sigertis were 
on the coast of India beyond Pattalene, and answer therefore •to what is now called 
Gutcherat. 	The writer of the Periplfis 'MOs Erythrai remarks, that in his time, 
that is, in M. Aurelius's reign, the coin of Apollodotus and Menander (Greek kings 
of Bactriana) was still current in trade at Barygaza, now Baroehe, north of Surat. 
But the words lopcov xas 4,auvan form the principal difficulty. 	The conjecture of Jean 
Vaillant here is no bad one, who reads 	,Ipcusi xai cl3putocov. 	The first of these words was so 
read in the MSS. of Strabo three hundred years ago, for lEneas Sylvius (Hist. de prima 
Asia parte, c. 9.) speaking of this Menander, says, " usque ad Seras et Faunos imperium 
protulit." 	, 	 . 

ss Iri the Czarina's collection is a medal found by count Bruce, either at Astracan or 
Casan ; on one site is a had with a helmet and diadem in very high relief, on the other 
are two horsemen with tiaras on their heads, bearing in one hand branches of palm, in the 
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N.B. Iiii certain that Menander was king ofBactriana. and India, 
but whether at the time and in the' order he is here ranked, is very 
uncertain. . There was -also Apiillodotus a Greek king in India, 
probably.  before Menander, but whether he were also king of 
Bactriana, is unknown. 	Euthydemus had a son called Demetrius, 
Who married a daughter of Antiochus the Great and made great 
conquests in India ; but whether he ever reigned in Bactriana, or be 
the same person with Demetrius king of India, who made war on 
Eucratidas, is uncertain. 	 . 

- 	 •, 
other long sarisste, or Macedonian pikes: The inscription is BI WA= MEFAAOT 
ETKPATIAOT, and the epocha HP; that is, 108, which (supposing their sera to commence 
from the year when Thcodotus became 	 dependent of the Seleucidte which was' Olymp. 

	

131, 2) answers to Olymp. 158,,I. 	(Baer. p. 2'0.) . • 
-, 	 .. 	- 	. 

VOL. 	 P 
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OF 
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OF 

PLATO. 

Kai sia Maas 
Km µerapo•sos i2E0, xaa, 
11Maro,  oitPapi-svoc Aorta', 
Rpm-a-ov Ay apev. 

   
  



ADVERTISEMENT. 

The edition of Pluto to which the following remarks are constantly referred, is that 
of Smanus, printed by Henry Stephens in 1578, in three volumes in folio. 	But as 
that valuable work is rather scarce, the Birintine edition in eleven volumes in octavo, 
printed' in ,1789, may be used with equal convenience by the reader, as it preserves'in 
the margins the pagination of H: Stephens's edition. 	. 
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Voce io udi ; " Pon mente all' altro lato :" 
Volsimi,—e vidi px.e:ro, 	. 

Che in quella scidem ands pia presso al segno.  

Al qual' aggiunge a chi dal cielo e dato. 
Petrarca. Trionfo della. Varna, 6‘pitolo i. v. 2. 

Before the .  reader enters on the perusal of this section, it is proper 
that he should be informed o4 what he is to expect. When the editor 
first heard' that the works of .glato had been the subject.  Of Mr. Gray's 
serious and`critical attention,.,  and that he -had 'illustrated them by 
an analysis and by amp' kannotatzons, his curiosity was raised to no 
ordinary height: 	When .the .names, .ofilato . and:  of Gray, of tkie 
philosopher and of the poet, were thus united, it .was difficult to At 

, bounds to his, or indeed to any, expectation.. But when the volu4 
containing these important remarks, was first delivered into his hands.* 
his sensation at the time reminded him of that which was experienced: 

• by ,an eminent, scholar, at. his discovery of the darker and more 
sublime hymns-which antiquity has ascribed to Orpheus. His words 
on that' occasion are as pleasing and as intereting, as the enthusiasm 

1 was noble which inspired them: "In abyssum ,quendam mysteriorum 
descendere• videhar, quum silente mundo, soliS .vigilantibus astris et 
luny,, thexcatioartscistos,hymnos in mantis sumpsi*" Many a learned 
man will acknowledge, as his own, the feelings of this animated scholar, 

. 	 . 	. 
a See the Preface of Eschenbachius to the Argonauticks, the Hymns, 4t, of Orpheus. 

Edit. 1689, 

   
  



It might, 4ndeed, be - conceived that, from intense contemplation 
on. the subjects Offered to him by Plato, so full 'of dignity .and So 

' pregnant With the materials ofthatight , .1;14r. Gray might have indulged 
4imself in a continuation of the, discussions, by expanding" still wider 

:the exalted and diversified ideas of his .sublime original. He had a' 
spirit equal and adapted to such an exertion, and congenial with that . 
Of the philosopher ;., but it seems as if he had, on purpoie,„ restrained 
his own powers and tempered their ardour.  What he chiefly  sought 

s. and aimed at, and what he indeed Iffeeted, was to exhibit the sobriety 
of truth, the importance of the doctrines, and the great practical 

' effects of true 'philosophy an life, on manners, and on policy; 

. 	TUXilf ..01.1.40t 4¢aeavou 1)711p CS07010.7171241Ma.. 	- , 

He never for a moment deviated from his original ; as he was 
desirous only to lay before himself and his reader the sum and 

, substance of the Dialogues as they are, when divested of the peculiar 
attractions which so powerfully recommend these conversations on 
the banks of the Ilyssus. As a scholar, and as a reflecting man, he sat 
down to give an account to himself of what he had read and studied; 
and he gave it : and it was delivered in words .  of his own, without 
addition, without amplification, and without the admixture of any 
ideas with those .of Plato. 	He matM large , and valuable remarks 
and annotations, draivn from the stores of his own unbounded . 
erudition, with a felicity and an elegance which never lost sight of 
utility and. of solid information,. without the display of reading, 
or the incumbrance of pedantick research; 	He never pretended 
to have consulted manuscripts, but; whenever ;  he thought that an 
alteration of the text was', necessary, or when a passage appeared 
to him to be obscure or 'corrupted, he proposed his own conjectural 
emendation. 	Yet it is pleasing to know, that -Mr. Gray neither 
despised, nor depreciated, the advantages which may be derived from 
minuteer and more subtle verbal criticism, and from the rectifying, or 
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from the restoration, of the text of any author by that steady light 
which shone full on.  Bentley, and which, in after times, descended .upon • 
:Poison. What he proposed to Aims*,  thatle elected; and through. 
the whole of these writings there is such. a' perspicuity -of expression, an 
eloquence so temperate, a philosophick energy so calm and unaf fected, 
,and the train of the specifick arguments in each composition is 
presented so entire and unbroken, that his spirit may be said to shine 

.* through them; and, in this point of view, the s words.  of -Alcinous to 
Ulysses have a peculiar force, when applied to Mr. Gray; • 

Eol EVi /MY popqm sinitov,:EPL ;6 opens. what, 
' 	MUOov Cr,"  (4 o. r aotioc, orirrathowe goiiexiZoss.* 

His illustrations from antiquity, and from history; are .as accurate 
as they are various and extensi e. When, for instance, we peruse many 
of his notes drawn from thos souxces,. we have often, as it were, the e

T 

memoirs of the time and the politicks of Syracuse; and scarcely could a 
modern writer feel himself more at home in the reign of Charles the 
Second, than Mr. Gray in the court of Dionysius. Or, if we turn o 
subjects of a different nature, where shall we find a nobler specimen 

, judicious analysis, and of manly; eloquent, interesting, and animate 
composition, than in his account of the Protagoras ? But it would be 
useless, or invidious, to specify particulars Where all is excellent . ' 
It is a proud consideration. for Englishmen, that Mr. Gray com-
posed all his remarks in his;, own native tongue, and with words of ' 
power unsphered - the spirit of Plato.  

In an age like this, it would be,  superfluou. to speak of ,the merits 
and the character. of the great philosopher, ,who has found such a 
commentator. We all know, that when Cicero looked for the master 
and for the example of eloquence and of finished composition, he found, 
that master and that example in . Plato ; and .  all succeeding times 
have confirmed his judgment.  , 	 . • Odyss. L. '1, t. v, 366.  
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Plato has ( certainly ever been, and ever will be, the favourite 
philosopher of great orators and of great poets. 	He was himself 
familiar with the father of all poetry. 	The language of . Plato, 
his spirit, his animated reasoning, his copiousness, his invention, the 
rhythm and the cadence of his prose, the hallowed dignity and the 
amplitude of his conceptions, and that splendour of imagination with 
which he illuminated every subject of science, and threw into the 
gloom of futurity the rays of hope and the expectations of a better 
life, have always endeared and recommended him to the good and 
to the wise of every age and of every nation. From the legitimate 
study of his works, from that liberal delight which they af ford, and 
from the expanded views which they present, surely it cannot be 
apprehended that any reader should be " spoiled through philosophy 
and vain deceit." Far otherwise : the mind, when rightly instituted, 
may hence be taught and led to reverence and to feel, with a 
grateful and a deep humility, the necessity and the blessings of 
THAT' REVELATION, in which TRUTH, without any mixture of errour, 
can alone be found, and in which.  44  are hidden all the treasures of 
wisdom and of knowledge."  

EDITOR.    
  



89 

It is conceived, that the following general and comprehensive view of 
the writings of PLATO, drawn up with a perspicuous brevity by the judicious 
and deeply learned FLOYER SYDENHAM, the celebrated Translator of various 
dialogues of the philosopher, will be acceptable to every discerning reader 
who is conversant in these sublime and dignified speculations. 

EDITOR. 

A GENERAL VIEW 

Or THE 	 • 

WORK/S OF PLATO. 

T E Dialogues*-of Plato are of various kinds, not only with regard to those 
different matters, which are the subjects of them, but in respect also of the 
manner in which they are composed or framed, and of the form under which 

' Socrates, the hero of these dramatick Dialogues, lived a private life at Athens ; quiet and 
studious, yet in the highest degree social, deigning his converse and communicating his know• 
ledge, in proper tneasure, to all sorts of people : in this city therefore must of course lie the 
ordinary scene of those conversations, in which Socrates presides, or path a share. 	As however 
that wise man used much exercise, and died before his days of exercise were past, probability 
admits the scene to be now and then diversified, by being changed to the adjacent country. Nor 
is it in these cases either confined to one spot of ground, or in general only and, at large, rural 
sometimes it opens into the walks round the city-walls, and, at other times, is lengthened along the 
way to some appendant sea-port or village: now it is widened into the fields and groves; and 
now winds along the banks of the Ilyssus. 	Of those conversations, which pass within the city, the 
particular spot is no less varied : here it is the open street ; there the private house of one of the 
company ; but oftenest one or other publick place of general resort ; the place of exchange, or 
some court of judicature ; the place where the gymnick exercises were used, or some school where 
they were taught : neither is the banquet-room, nor the prison wanting, to complete the variety. 
But in every Dialogue the exactest care -is taken to adapt the scene, as much as possible, to the 
subject, and even in the same Dialogue the scene is shifted, if the (economy of the drama require 
the different parts of it to be disposed in different places. 	By all this diversification propriety is 
preserved, the fancy, which is fond of change, is entertained, and the speculative mind is presented 
with a true, that is, with a variegated picture of human life. 

. . 	p p* 
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they make their appearance to the reader. It will not therefore be improper to 
distinguish the several kinds; by dividing them, first, into the most general, and 
then; subdividing them into the subordinate kinds ; till we come to thoselower 
species, which particularly and precisely denote the nature of the several 
Dialogues, and from which they ought to take their respective denominations. 

The most general division of the writings of Plato is into those of the 
sceptical, and into those of the dogmatical, kind. 	In the former, nothing is 
expressly either proved or asserted ; as some philosophical question only is 
considered and examined, and the reader is left to himself to draw such 
conclusions, and to discover such truths, as the philosopher means to insi- 
nuate. 	This is done either in the way of inquiry, or in that of controversy 
and of dispute. 	In the way of controversy are carried on all such Dialogues, 
as tend to eradicate false opinions ; and that is done, either indirectly, by 
involving them in difficulties and embarrassing the maintainers of them ; or 
directly, by confuting them. 	In the way of inquiry proceed those Dialogues, 
whose tendency is to raise in the mind right opinions; which is effected, either 
by exciting to the pursuit of some part of wisdom and by shewing in what 
manner to investigate it, or by leading the way, and helping the mind 
forward in the search. 

The Dialogues of the other kind, namely the dogmatical or didactick, teach 
explicitly some point of doctrine: and this they do, either by laying it down 
in the authoritative way, or by proving it in the way of reason and of argu- 
ment. 	In the authoritative way, the doctrine is.delivered sometimes by the 
speaker himself magisterially, and at , other times as derived to him by 
tradition from wise men. 	The argumentative ,or demonstrative method of 
teaching; used by Plato; proceeds' either .through analytical reasoning, 
resolving things into their principles, and from known or allowed truths 
tracing out the unknown; or through indution, from a multitude of parti- 
culars inferring some general thing, in which they all, agree. 

• According to this division is framed the following scheme, or table : 
f 

rA g4 
.f EMBARRASSING DISPUTATIVE 
t SCEPTICAL 	 CONFUTING  

INQUISITIVE 	EXCITING 
- 

1 
' 	 0 „ 	 ASSISTING 0 $4 DEMONSTRATIVE 	ANALYTICAL  al INDUCTIONAL LDOGMATICAL '  

AUTHORITATIVE 	MAGISTERIAL  { 
TRADITIONAL, 
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The philosopher, in thus varying his manner and diversifying his writings 
into these several kinds, means not merely to entertain the reader with their 
variety, nor to teach him, on different occasions, with more or less plainness 
and perspicuity, nor yet to insinuate different degrees of certainty in the 
doctrines themselves: but he takes this method, as a consummate master of 
the art of composition in the dialogue-way of writing; and from the different 
characters of the speakers, as from different elements in the frame of these 
dramatick dialogues, or from different ingredients in their mixture, he 
produces some peculiar genius and turn of temper, as it were, in each. 

Socrates, indeed, is in almost all of them the principal speaker ; but, when 
he falls into the company of some . arrogant sophist, when the modest 
wisdom and clear science of the one are contrasted with the confident igno-
rance and the blind dpinionativeness of the other,. dispute and controversy 
must of course arise; where the false pretender cannot fail of being either 
puzzled or confuted. 	To puzzle him only is sufficient, if there be no other 
persons present, because such a man can never be confuted in his own 
opinion ; but when there is an audience round them, in danger of being mis-
led by sophistry into errour, then is the true philosopher to exert his utmost, 
and the vain sophist must be convicted and exposed. 

In some Dialogues, Plato represents his great master mixing in conversation 
with young men of the best families in the commonwealth. When these persons 
happen to have docile dispositions and fair minds, then is occasion given to 
the philosopher to call forth 'the latent seeds of wisdom, and to cultivate the 
noble plants with true doctrine, in the affable and familiar way of joint 
inquiry. 	To this is owing the inquisitive genius of such dialogues; in which, 
by a seeming equality in the conversation, the curiosity or zeal of the mere 
stranger is excited, and that of the disciple is encouraged, and, by proper 
questions, the mind also is aided.and forwarded in the search of truth. 

At other times, the philosophick hero of these Dialogues is introduced in 
a higher character, engaged in discourse with men of more improved under-, 
standings and of more enlightened minds. At such seasons he has an oppor-
tunity of teaching in a more explicit manner, and of discovering the reasons 
of things: for to such an audience truth, with all the demonstration possible 
in the teaching it, is due. 	Hence, in the Dialogues composed of these 
persons, naturally arises the justly.argumentative or demonstrative genius: 
it is of the analytical kind, when the principles of mind or of science, the 
leading truths, are to be unfolded ; and of the inductional kind, when any 
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subsequent truth of the same rank with others, o any part of science, is 
meant to be displayed. 	 - 

But when the doctrine to be taught admits not of demonstration ; of which 
kind is the doctrine of outward nature, being only hypothetical and a matter 
of opinion; the doctrine of antiquities, being only traditional and a matter of 
belief; and the doctrine of laws, being injunctional and the matter of 
obedience ; the air of authority is then assumed : in the former cases, the 
doctrine is traditionally banded down to others from the authority of ancient 
sages ; but in the latter, it is magisterially pronounced with the authority of a 
legislator. 	That this turn may be given to such dialogues with propriety, 
and with justice to the character of the speakers, the reasoning Socrates is laid 
aside, or he only sustains some lower and obscure part; while that which is 
the principal, or the shining, part is allotted to somM other philosopher to 
whom may properly be attributed a more authoritative manner ; or to such 
an antiquary, as may be credited or maybe deemed to have received the best 
information ; or finally, to such a statesman or politician, as may fairly be 
presumed best qualified for making laws. 

Thus much for the manner, in which the Dialogues of Plato are severally 
composed, and for the turn of genius whiCh is given to them in their compo- 
sition. 	The form, under which they appear, or the external character that 
marks them, is of three sorts ; 1.. either purely dramatick, like the dialogue of 
tragedy or comedy ; or Q. purely narrative, where a former conversation is 
supposed to be committed to writing and communicated to some absent 
friend ; or s. it is of the mixed kind, like a narration in dramatick poems, 
where the story of things past is recited to some person present. 	.: • . 

Having thus divided the Dialogues of Plato,' with respect to that inward 
form or composition, which creates their genius ; and again, with reference to 
that outward form, which marks them, like flowers and other vegetables, with 
-a certain character; we are to make a farther division of them, with regard 
to their subject and to their design, beginning with their design or end, 
because for the sake of this are all the subjects chosen. 	The end of all the. 
writings of Plato is that,,which is the end of all true philosophy or wisdom, I 
mean, the perfection,and the happiness of man. 	Man therefore is the general 
subject i and the first business, of philosophy must be to inquire, what is that.  
being, called man, who is to be made happy ; and what is his nature, in the 
perfection,of which is placed his happiness, k 
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The philosopher considers man, as a compound being, consisting of body 
and of soul, the superiour part of which soul is mind, by which he is inti-
mately connected with the diVine nature, and of near kindred to it; while the 
inferiour part is made up of passions and of affections, reducible all to two 
kinds, having all of them either pain or pleasure for their object: by means of 
which, and also of his body, he is outwardly related to the fellows of his own 
species, and is connected with them and with all outward nature. He is moved 
by some commanding power within him, the principle of action, commonly 
called Will ; and when the motion, given by it, is. right, and in a right 
direction, it moves him for his real good. 	The motion and the direction are 
bath right, when the one is measured and the other dictated by right reason. 
The motion is thus measured, and the direction is thus dictated ; or, in other 
words, the measure and the rule of a man's actions are agreeable to right 
reason,when the governing. power within him (i. e. the reason of his own mind) 
harmonises with reason universal: and this it does, when his mind sees things 
as they are, and partakes of truth ; because truth is the standard of right 
reason, is the same in every and An all mind, and is the perfection and the end 
of mind itself. By means of truth therefore, or by the knowledge of it, (for the. 
mind is in possession of truth by knowing it) is a man's reason empowered to 
govern him, and his will is enabled to move him, for his good. Now the power 
of so governing and of so moving him is man's virtue ; the virtue of every 
thing being its power to produce, or to procure, some certain good.. Thus the 
two great objects of the Platonick philosophy are truth and virtue ; truth, 
which is the good of all mind ; and virtue, which is the good of the whole 
man. 	 . 

Every truth, in every particular science, is the relation of any two or more 
things, that is, of such things as are the subjects of that science ; and in the 

. knowledge of all which that science consists. The subjects of every science are 
• things in their real essences, or ideas ; and truth universal comprehends all the 
relations of all the real essences of all things. 	These relations being eternal, 	

, 

absolute, and independent on any particular mind, the real essences of 
things themselves not only must always be, but must always have the 
same manner also of being; that is, they must be always uniform and 
invariable, not subject to the differences or to the changes of any thoughts 
concerning them, and must indeed be seated above the comprehension or the 
reach of any particular minds. 	Our idea's, when true, are the exact copies or 
perfect images of these essences; and when we know theni to be such, and can- 
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resolve them into their principles, then have we true science, properly so called: 
It is the nature of he human soul to have these ideas generated in her, and to 
partake of mind eternal and immutable. 	Hence she is the offspring, and the 
image, of the divine nature ; and hence, by a participation of that nature which 
is eternal and whose principle is unity, she is herself indissoluble and immortal. 

The resemblances of those real essences are also in outward things, serving 
first to excite in the soul those true ideas: but, because of the ever-changing 
and transient nature of such things, (those resemblances being uncertain) . 
they are no less apt to raise false fancies, and to give birth to erroneous 
opinions. 	 . 

But besides these natural representations of things, there are others which 
are arbitrary ; invented by men, in order to express, or to signify to each other, 
whatever they perceive, or fancy, or know, or think. These are words framed 
into propositions and discourses ; in which we give an account of what we 
think, or would have others think. 	They are delivered in three ways; 
either I. in the way of reason, applying themselves to the understanding 
with pretensions to prove; or 2. in the way oforatory, addressing the passions in 
order to persuade; or 3. in the way of poetry, engaging the imagination with 
a view to please. 	The mind therefore is in danger of being seduced into 
errour by words, in four different ways; either, i. by wrong names attributed 
to things, disguising thus their real nature ; or s. by sophistical arts of 
reasoning, thus exhibiting falsehood in a dress, like that of truth ; or 3. by 
the adulterated colours of rhetorick, deluding us ; or 4. by the fantastick 
figuring of poetry, enchanting us. 	In this manner does Plato warp his 
readers against the ways, which lead aside into errour ; while he conducts 
his followers along the road of truth. 	4 

a 	As to the other object of Platonick wisdom, namely, virtue, or the settled 
power in the soul of governing man, rightly ; when it is , considered as 
sabering to its divine principle, truth, it takes the form of sanctity ; when 
considered as presiding over every word and action, it has the nature of 
prudence ; -when it is employed in controlling and ordering the concupiscible 
apart of, the sold, or the affections and passions which regard pleasure, it is 
called temperance ; and when it is engaged in composing and directing 
the irascible, part.of the soul, or the affections and passions relative to pain, it 
Assumes the name of fortitude. 	And thus far it respects private good imme,  
tdiately, yet it also extends its influence to the good of others through the 
connections ,of kindred nature and of social life. 
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' But since every man is a member of some civil community, since he is linked 
with the fellows of his own species, and is related to every nature superioui 
and divine, and is also a part of universal nature ; he must always of necessity 
participate of the good and evil of every whole, greater as well as less, to 
which he belongs ; and he has an interest in the well-being of every species, 
with which he is connected. 	Virtue therefore, with immediate reference to 
the good of others, to the publick good, to the general good of mankind, and 
to universal good, (yet remotely, and by way of consequence, affecting 
private good) virtue, we say, as she regulates the conduct of man, in order 
to these ends, has the title given her of justice, (universal, or particular in all 
its various branches) friendship, patriotism, humanity, equity, and piety, with 
every subordinate duty springing out of these. , 	 .1 

But since, in order to effect thoroughly, and fully to accomplish, the good of 
any vital whole; there must be a conspiration and a co-operation of all the 
parts ; there ought in every publick body to be one mind or law presiding 
over, disposing, and directing all!; that through all may run one spirit, and 
that in all one virtue may operat. 	To illustrate this, the idea is presented 
of a perfect commonwealth, and a just model is framed of publick laws : and 
in this the nature of virtue is seen most godlike, that is, of herself most 
diffusive and productive of the most good in her making all happy, as she 
is political and legislative. 	 1 . 

Thus all virtue is order and proportion, whether in the soul of man, or in a 
' civil state; and by putting measure into all the manners, and into every action, 

whether of private or of publick life, it produces in them symmetry and beauty; 
for of these proportioned measure is the principle. Virtue can do this, because 
the rule, according to which the virtuous mind or the will governs, is beauty 
itself; and the science, through which she governs, is the science of that 
beauty : for truth and beauty 'concur in one ; and wherEkrer they are, there 
also is good found. 'The love of beauty then Is nailing different from that 
first and leading motive in all minds to the 'pursuit of every thing, tamely, 
that motive whence the philosopher sets out in his inquiry after wisdoni, the 
desire of good. 	Thus the perfection of man consists in his similitude! tolhis 
supreme beauty; and in his union with it is found his supreme'good: 	1 , i 

The Dialogues of Plato, with respect to their subjects; may be divided, 
conformably to this sketch of their 'design, into the speculatiie - and-the 

- practical, and into such 	as are of a mixed nature. 	The -kubjeCts of 
these last are either general, which' comprehend lboth- the .others; . or 
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differnetial,," which  distinguish them. 	The general subjecti . are, either 
fundamental, or final::  those of: the fundamental kind are philosophy; and • 
human. nature, and the soul of .man : those of the final kind are love, and : 
beauty, and good. 	The differential subjects regard knowledge, as:it stands 
related to practice, in which are considered two questions ; one of which is, 
whether virtue is to be taught ; the other is, whether errour . in the will 
depend on errOur in the judgment.. The subjects of the speculative Dialogues 
relate either. to words, or to things.: 	of the. former sort are etymology, 
sophistry, rhetorick, and poetry : of the latter sort are science, true being, the 
principles of mind, and outward nature. The practical subjects relate either to 
private conduct and' to the government of Ow mind over the whole man, or . 
to his duty towards others in his several relations, or to the government of a 
civil state and to the publkk conduct of a whole people. 	Under these three.  
heads the particular subjects.practical rank in order;_ namely, virtue in general, 
sanctity, temperance, and fortitude ; justice, friendship, patriotism, and piety; 
the ruling mind in a civil .government, the frame and order of a state, and 
law in.  general, and lastly; those rules of government and of publick conduct 
which constitute the civil laws. 	- 

Thus,.for the sake of giving the reader a' acientifick, that is, a comprehensive 
and at the same time a distinct, view of tiato'syritings, it has been attempted 
to exhibit to him their just and natural distinctions; whether he choose to 
consider them with regard to their inward form or essence,' or to their outward 
form or appearance, or to their matter or their -end, that is, with regard to - 
their genius, to their character, to their subject, and to their design. 	•     
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• 
ON-  THE WRITINGS OF' PLATO. 	' 

. BRIEF NOTICES 

_ 	 . 

, 

OF SOCRATES ND OF HIS FRIENDS. . 	, 

socaATEs.1 	. 

ALL which Socrates poSsessed was hot worth three mime, in 
which he reckons a house hellad in the City.' " Critobulus ofte 

' ' prevailed ,upon him to 'accompany hiin to the comedy.' 	Xantippe, \ 
his, wife, the moit'ill-tempered...of women : be made use ,of her to', 
exercise his philosophy? 	He •amused himself by dancing • when 
he,,Was fifty years old . . his. face remarkably ugly,-..and • resembling 
that of, the Sileni or: satyrs, with large prominent eyes, . a short flat 
nose turned up, wide nostrils, great mouth, &c. nick—named 

Z OPOrrirrIK;4  He rarely went out of the walls of Athens;' was never 
,r out of Attica, but when he served in time of war, and once "to the. 

Isthmian' games' He wai-•§eventy-years old, when he died.' He left • 
. 	 . 

t 	. 
. 	, 

-, 	-. Xenophon (Economic. 	2  Id. Eod. 1 i 	' 	3  Id. Sympos. 	'. 	4  Eod. 
, 	II Plato Pluedris, p. 2s0. 	. 	, 

	6  Id. Crito. 	, 	7  Ibid. 	.. 
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three sons, the eldest a youth, the two youngest children. 	His , 
intrepid and cheerful behaviour at his trial and death .° 	Com- 
pared to a torpedo.' 	Called Prodicus, the sophist, his master." 
Learns, at near fifty years of age, to play on the lyre of Connus, 
son of Metrobius." His mother, Phaenarete, married Chwredemus, 
and had by him a son named Patrocles." 	Seldom used to bathe, 
and commonly went barefooted." He could bear great quantities of 
wine without being overpowered by it, but did not choose to.drink 
voluntarily." 

THE COMPANIONS OF SOCRATES. 

CRITOBITLUS. 

A man of fortune ; his estate was worth above eight talents, 
which in Athens was very considerable. 	Had served the offices 
of gymnasiarch, choregus,, &cli." the most expensive of the city. 
Of an amorous disposition ; negligent of•ceconomy ; a lover of 
dramatick spectacles ; 	he married a very young inexperienced .., 

• woman, with whom he conversed very little": he was present. at 
the entertainment given by Callias to Autolycus, Socrates, and 
others, and at that time was newly married. 0). 89. 4. 	He was 
remarkable 	for 	his 	beauty ; 	his 	fine panegyrick on it : 	was 
passionately fond of Clinias. 	Crito, his father, introduced him to 
the acquaintance of Socrates, that he, might cure him . of Ois 
passion.' 	 • 

' Plato, Apolog. and Phtedo; Xenophon, Memorabil. 	9  Plato, Menon. p. 80. 
" Plato, Menon. p. 96. 	" Id. Euthydem. p. 272. 	-19  Id. Euthyd. p. 297. 
13  Plat. Sympos. 	14  Ibid. p. 214, 220. 	15  Xenophon CEconoinic. 
" Id. Sympos.  
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_ 	 ISCHOMACHUS. 	 - 	a  

He was called in Athens, by way of pre-eminence, Z xxxos seceryczOoc; 
he married a young maid under fifteen years of age, whom he 
-educated and instructed himself. 	His first serious conversation 
with her, related by him to Socrates, on the duties of a mistress of 
a family. 	The order and arrangement of his house described : his 
morning exercises, walk to his villa, and ride from thence. He was 
a remarkably good horseman, of a vigorous constitution, and lasting 
health ; was one of the richest men in Athens. 	His instruction 
and treatment of his slaves ; his knowledge in agiiculture. 	His 

• father before him was a great lover of that art." 	He meddled not 
much in publick affairs': was believed, while.  he lived, to be worth , .. 
above seventy talents ; but at his death he left not twenty, to be 
divided between his two sons.ni 

CALLIAS. 

His genealogy • 	 Phaenippus , 
1. 	I 	:., 
• - Callias'''' 0Ac4;gxos. 

i 
Hipponicus " 

. 	I 
Callias " 

Hipponicu s " 
I 1 

Cs  allias — Hipparete — Alcibiades. 

_'8  Xenophon CEconomicus. 	 '8  Id. Eod. 
89 Lysias, °rat. de bonis Aristophanis, p. 348. 
2's Dictus 6 AccxxorNouTos. Herod. 5. Plutarch in Aristide. Scat. in Demosthen. p. 393. 

Victor Celete 01. 54. 	• 	, 	 , 

' 41  Dictus Ammon. Athetueus, L. 12. Plutarch de Malign. Herodoti. 
29  6 AtxxxorNotrroc, uti et avus, Plut. in Aristide. Herodot. 7. Demosth. de Fals. Legat. 
.3  Qui ad Delium occubuit, 01. sa, 1. Thucyd.—Plut. Alcib. Andocides in Alcibiadem. 
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Callias was. in love with Autolycus, the son of Lyco, who gained 
the victory (while yet a -boy) in the Pancratium during the greater 
Panathenma, 01. 89. 4, upon which occasion Callias gave an -enter- . • 
tainment to his friends ' at his house in the Pirmeui. 	He had been 
scholar to the sophists Protagoras, Gorgias, and Prodicus ; was 
very. wealthy ; and had learned the, art of memory from Hippias of 
Elis, at the recommendation of Antisthenes. 	He was n'poevo; of the 
Lacedmmonians who came to Athens ; was hereditary priest of the 
Eleusinian deities, ; Licrge'xoc ; was remarkable for his nobility and the 
gracefulness of his person ' ; he had two sons, who were instructed 
by Evenus, the 	Parian 	sophist " ; - he -entertained 	Protagoras, 
Prodicus, and Hippias, and other sophists, their companions, in 
his house, 01. 90. 1." 

, NICERATUS. 

• 

He was son to the famous Nicias ; was present at the symposium 
of Callias, 01. 89. 4, -and then newly married. 	He could repeat by 
heart the whole Iliad and Odyssee, and had :been scholar to 
'Stesimbrotus and Anaximander. 	He was very wealthy and some- 
what covetous ; was fond' of his wife, and beloved by her " ; was 
scholar to Damon, the famous musician, who had been recommended 
to his father by Socrates "; and finally, be was put to death by 
order of the Thirty, with his uncle Eucratts." 

• 

• , 
41 Xenophon, Symposium ; Atheneeus, L. 5, p. 21 6. 	2s Ibid. 
lie Plato, Apolog. 	.7 Plato, Protagoras. • 
" Xenophon, Sympos. 	 1.0 Plato, in Lachete. 
a.  Xenophon Gr. Hist. L. 2. Andocides de Mysteriis. 	, '  
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ANTISTHENES. 

He was extremely poor, but with a contempt of wealth ; was 
present in the symposium of Callias, where he proved that riches 
and poverty are in the mind alone, and not in externals. 	His way 
of life was easy and contented :.he passed whole days in the com-
pany of Socrates, who taught him (be says) to be mentally rich. 
He was much beloved in the city, and his scholars were esteemed 
by the publick. 	He recommended Prodicus and Hippias the Elean 
to Callias 9' ; bore great affection to Socrates, and was present at 
his death.' 

CIIREPHON. 

A man of warmth and eagerness of temper " ; he was a friend to 
the liberties of the people; he fled to and returned with Thrasybulus; 
he died before Socrates's trial ; for he is mentioned in Socrates's 
Apology, as then dead, and in the Gorrgias, as then living: his death 
must therefore have happened between 01. 93. 4. and 01. 95. 1. 
He consulted the Delphian oracle to know if. any man were wiser 
than Socrates.: His brother, Chmrecrates, survived him.' 

EPIGENES 

He was the son of Antipho of Cephisia" : and was present at 
the death of Socrates." 

31  Xenophon Sympos. 	32  Plato Pined. 	33 Vid. Charmidem, p. 153. 
34  Apol..Soerat. ' 	 33  Plato Apol. 	se PhEedo. 
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• APOLLODORUS. 

Fie was brother . to Aiantodorus,": was a,  man of small abilities, 
but of an excellent heart, and remarkable for the,  affection,  he bore 
to, Socrates " ; he was present in the prison at the time of his death." 
He lived at Phalerus, of which AN.tog he was '° ; was but a boy 
when Socrates was fifty-three years old, and must therefore. have 
been under thirty-seven, at the time of Socrates's death. 	He was 
called AUVOCK from the warmth of his temper. 

PlIZEDO. 

He was an Elean. 	See his account of Socrates's last moments.' 

SIMMIAS. 

He was a Theban, and a young man at the time of Socrates's 
death (as was Cebes), at which they were both preseiit. 	He had 
received some tincture of the Pythagorean doctrines from Philolaus 
Of Crotona ; and was inquisitive and-curious in thg.search of truth, 
far above all prejudice and credulity.' 	. 

1 

CERES. 

He was a Theban. 	(Vid. Simmiam.) 
. 	 . 	, 

37  Apol. Socrat. 	 3$  Pluedo.' 	 39  Id. 
4° Plato Sympos. 	' 	41  Plato Phsedo. 	4' Plato, Pluedo. 
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HERMOGENES. 

He was a man of piety, and believed in divination. 	He was 
present in _ Callias's symposium ; was a person of great honesty, 
mild, affable, and soberly cheerful ": not rich, and a man of few 
words"; was son to Hipponicus and brother to Callias ". He was 
present at the death of Socrates." 

CHARMIDES. 

He had a considerable estate in lands before the Peloponnesian 
war, which he thence entirely lost, and was reduced to great 
poverty. 	He was present at the symposium of Callias, where he 
discoursed on the advantages and pleasures of being poor. 	He ran 
at to stadium, at Nemea, contrary to Socrates's advice". He was 

„of extreme beauty when a you*" 

JESCHYLUS. 

He was of Phlius, and was introduced by Antisthenes to Socrates. 

, • -, 	 CRITO. 

He was father , to Critobiklus ; was of Alopecce, and about the 
same age with Socrates ".' He made 'the proposal to contrive the 
escape of Socrates out of prison, and to send him into Thessaly"; he 
attended him daily in his confinement, and at the time of his death; 
he received his last orders: he closed his eyes, and took care of his 
funeral." 

. 	, 
44  Xenoph. Sympos. 	• 	44  Ibid. p. 891 and 408. 	44  Plato, Cratylus. 
* Plato Phtedo. 	 47  Plato, Theages. 	4° Plato, Charmid. 
40 Plato, Apolog. 	 s°  Id. Crito. 	 m Id. Pluedo. 

VOL. II. 	 R 
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P H /E D R U S. 

H, II EPI KAAOT. 

TH 1 S is supposed to be the first Dialogue which Plato wrote ; 
erst 79 (says Laertius z) fzeiraciedg Ti TO 9rp4X1I4ce Ancasocpxoc ,& gm; 

TOY 	Tpovov 	TE 	typeaptic 	;XOY 	E VILE/4 E TM, 	WS 	TOpTsgov. 	Dionysius 
Halicarnassensis ' calls it one of his most celebrated discourses ; 
and from it he produces examples both of the beauty and of the 
blemishes of Plato's style, of the xaeagrnp io-xyor ;cal acpeXIN, which is 
all purity, all grace and perspicuity; and of the Uthixoc,_wherein he 
sometimes rises to a true sublimity, and sometimes falls into an 
ungraceful redundancy of words and of ill-suited figures ungraceful 
and obscure. 

I Diog. Laert. L. 3, c. 38. (c. 25 edit. Kraus. Lipsice, 1759.) 
' pep rilc 4o)p-ocr8evotig as-m.7.01)g. p. 270. V. 2, ed. Hudsoni. 	He attributes the first to 

Plato's education in the company of Socrates; the latter to his imitation of Gorgias and 
Thucydides. 	Vid. et Epist. ad Cn. Pompeium, p. 202. 

• 
NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

- • 	Platonis Opera, Edit. Serrani H. Steph. 1578, Vol. 3. 

Vol. 8.p. 227. Axoup.Evco.] Acumenus was father to Eryximachus, both of them physicians 
of note, and friends of Socrates. 

lb. Ev Tois Spopotc.] 	Places in the Gymnasia; where people exercised themselves by 
walking a great pace, or by running. 	See Plato's Euthydemus, p. 273. 	Ileperaremp Iv 
?CO xerraaTero ApOIJAO, &c. 

lb. Too 0Xuprou.] The vast temple of Jupiter, begun by Pisistratus, but never finished 
till the time of the emperor Hadrian. 
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. 	. 
There is a good analysis of the Plivedrus by Mr. Abbt Sallier', 

wherein he shews its true subject and • intention. 	It is upon 
eloquence and is designed to demonstrate, that no writer, whether 
legislator, orator, historian, or poet, can do any thing excellent 
without a foundation of philosophy. 	The title prefixed to it, Miss 

KOS, cannot be genuine ; it has no other relation to it, than that 
beauty is accidentally the theme of Socrates's second little oration, 
which is contained in this dialogue; not that it is, directly, even the 

for 	 it is 	eng subject of that, 	the tendency of 	to prove, 	spcarri paitXoy, V 

TM f41 spiliti Z4es zotiqscrOces, as the two preceding orations were to 
shew the contrary. 	These are what Laertius calls IlpoCAmpara 

3  Memoires de l'Academie des Inscriptions, &c.V. 9, p. 49. See also another analysis by 
Mr.Hardion in his tenth Dissertation on the eloquence of Greece. lb. V. 16, p. 378, des' 
Memoires. ^f 	 .- ' . 	 , 

' 	 . 

	

4 
	4. 	k 

NOTES. 
t 	• 

P. 227. 11poritoucra ye 001.] Socrates professed the art of love. 	See Xenoph. Sympos. 
' 	Ib. Ilpeo-guTepw.] 	He was then threescore and upwards. 	,,,i 	' 	' • . 

lb. Kara `Hpaixov.] Herodicus of Selymbria, O waiSorplenc. 8.'4 Plat. Protta.goras, . 316. 
There was also Herodicus, the Leontine, a physician, and brother to the famous Gorgias: 
(See Plat. Gorg. 448 and 456.) the first was also a physrcian, and the first whO regulated - 
the'exercises of youth by the rules of medicine. 	See de Republics L. s, p. 406, fuse. 

228. EOpurrero.) 	He played the coquet; he denied, only to be courted to do what he 
wished.  

Ib. AMU Seghlvt, Inn  Taxa waY'req WOW'S.) Read; Troincrn, and make no other correction : 
i.e. "Be now intreated to do, what you will do presently without any intreaty at all." 

229. Tnc  Aypcoceg.] The district, or hp-os, was called Arai, in which stood the temple of 
Diana Ayporepa. 	Pausanias Attic. L. 1, p. 45. ed. Kuhnii. 	. 

lb. 	uv (bappaxof.] 	Orithyia and Procris were the daughters of Erectheus. 	Who 
Pharmacea was, I do not find. ' 	 . 	. 

Ib. Asav as Siivoa.) Such disquisitions were the common employments of the sophist u;  
and grammarians. 	' 	' 	. 	 . 	 . 

P. 23o. Typhon orTyphi:eus, the youngest son of Earth and Tartarus. Hesiod, Theogiin. 
v. 821. has given a fine description of this portentous form: 
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petecacian, though he may mean it of the whole dialogue, which is 
Something juvenile and full of vanity. 	Dionysius very justly says, 
Hv yex 	EV thEY TV nAX7WPO; irptursi l  TroAXac copeTcc; EX*3011, TO TIXOTI14011, and 
before, IIXaTlaY TO orPOpTiXtera'TOY Wei ErCtpdOETTOZTOY TWY Er/OW TrpoeXothevoc, 

ZUTOY Eir01411ESY 'care& rni,  allitelhill TOO AOreY, &C. 
The Socratick Dialogues are a kind of dramas, wherein the time, 

the place, and the characters are almost as exactly marked as in a 
true theatrical representation. 	Phmdrus here is a young man par- 
ticularly sensible 4  to eloquence and to fine writing, .and thence a 

• _ 
4, V. p. 242, et passim. 	He was an Athenian, son to Pythocles, of the district of. 

Myrrhinus, and tribe Pandionis. 	V. the Sympos. p. 176. 

r 	 ' 4 

., 	NOTES.  

230. Axekoots.3 	The AcheRills was looked upon in Greece as the principal of all 
rivers, and his name** was used for all fresh water in general: he was usually worshipped 
in common with Pan and the Nymphs, as here. 

113. Kaprov wpoolovrEs.) 	RV, orpoo-siovrec, shaking it before them. 
231. ihr Seopzoi What he desired, will appear but too plainly in the course of these 

little orations, and must appear a most strange subject of conversation for Socrates, to all 
who ai 	unacqUainted with the manners of Greece. 	The President de Montesquieu has 
observed, but too justly, on the nature of their love and gallantry. 	Esprit des Loix, V. l',.. 
See also Xenoph. CEconomic. and Symposium; and the Symposium of Plato; see also 
de Legib. L. 1.'p. 636. 	 . 	 . 

Ib. Tov vop-ov.] 	There were, indeed, laws of great severity in Athens against this vice; 
but who should put them in force in such general and shocking depravity ? 

234. This praise he cannot help bestowing on Lysias's composition, namely, 'On (retch, 
wet Trporyoux, ;cm colpigav ixturra noti ot,oluo-tott coronropetrrett. 

235. 11.4-7rep Ot EYYECCJ  The Archons took an oath to do this, if they were guilty of corrup- 
tion, before they took their seats in the 	rocc BourAnoc. 	See Jul. Pollux, L. 8, C. 13. 
Plutarch in Solon ; and Heraclides in Politiis. 

4.,..•.- 	 . 

[** So Virgil, Georg. i. v. e. " Poculaque inventis wicherciia miscuit. 111713." 	EDIT0IL.1 
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follower and,  an admirer of the famous Lysias, whose reputation 
was then at its height in Athens. 	He has sat the greatest part of 
the morning at the house of 	picrates, near the Olympium, to hear 
Lysias recite a discourse; and, having procured a ' copy of it, i5 

NOTES. .... 
P.285. nape( ye eparroii easy.] It is observable, that Socrates, whenever he would discourse 

affirmatively on any subject, or when he thought proper to raise and adorn his style, does it 
not in his own person, but assumes the character of another. Thus, for instance, he relates 
the beautiful fable between Virtue and Pleasure after Prodicus ; he treats of the miseries of 
human life in the words of the same sophist; he describes the state of souls after death 
from the information of Gobryas, one of the Magi; he makes a panegyrick on wine in 
the style of Gorgias ; and here he does not venture to display his eloquence, till the 
Nymphs and the Muses have inspired him. 	This is consistent with that character of 
simplicity and of humility which he assumed. , 

236. Ku+atacov.) 	See Pausanias, L. 5, p. 378. 	'' 
Ib. '01.0104  Accgas.] A metaphor taken from wrestling : you give-me a good hold of you. 

So in Lib. de 4epubl. 8, p. 544. ,lIcasy TOMO, clamp reaeocrro, rof amp Actgny aupexe. 
lb. TM Kety.4020)10•1 The repetition of a person's words by way of reproach. 
Ib. lionmv.) Used for one who composes any thing, whether prose or verse: So above, 

p.234. a; sa Seovrot etpwrog TOU Iloinrol—Op.vuixt yap in!: what follows should be written 
thus, Tiya &aim ; TIM OEUTY ; et 6'0UXES, Ilp irk:tram •rtztortm. 

287. Aril an, co Motxrai.1 Thus far, says Dionysius, /Tana XapiTCOV ptoprez : hence begins 
a'style more turbid and obscure, and disagreeably poetical. .- 	 • 

lb. Kparouolc VO xpaTer, crauppocrum ossop.ce.) 	Write thus, Kpaioug15, 'no xpars o-oppocrtni 
oyop,a, which answers to xeu ageorng ev ip.o, vn am tigptc eronopexerh. 	' 

238. Tleteog werovOnves.) The word, which Serra us would insert here, (Oilov) irccOoc, is not 
in Dionysius. 

lb. Eupora.] 	An easy fluency and volubility of expression. 	So Diogenes Laertius in 
Timone Phliasio, Lib. 9, c. 114. AAia Iwo eupoug, oh p.n8E exprriiv curxcepew : i.e. he wrote 

-with that ease and fluency, that he could not find time to dine; that is, he found no 
interval, no interruption in the course of his writing, to bestow on the necessities of 
nature : though, perhaps, the true reading is, oh 1.1.1)8E apsaosc, so as to vie with the best. 

I mention this passage, because Merle Casaubon was wise enough to understand wpm; 
of a looseness, to which Timon was subject, and distinguishes very accurately between 
trupois and Suziqopc. 	D. Laert. L. 9, C. 114. 
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meditating upoii it with pleasure; as he walks without the city 
walls, where Socrates meets him. 	To avoid the heat of the day 
they retire to the shade of an ancient plane-tree, that overshadows 
a fane of AchelOus and the nymphs on the banks of a rivulet, which 
discharges itself at a little distance into the Ilyssus. 	The spot lay 

NOTES. 

P. 241. OcrrpaxoU perecereo-ovros.j A proverb; taken from a play in use among children, 
called arrpemivacc,described by Jul. Pollux, L. 9, c. 164, ed. Jungermanni, and by Eustathius. 
They were divided into two parties, which fled or pursued each other alternately, as the 
chance of a piece of broken potsherd, thrown up into the air, determined it: the boy who 
threw it cried out Nii n  .1-1/4ega; if the black (or pitched) side came uppermost, his party 
ran away, and the other gave them chase; if the white one, the others ran, and they 
pursued them, 	Hence Ocrrpcexou Tlepscripoon was used to describe a total reverse of fortune. 
Erasmus, in his Adagia, has not explained it well. 	See Plato de Republ. L. 7, p. 521. 

242. Iipiksoiv engigni.] 	See Diog. Laertius, L. 2, C. 124. 	He is mentioned in the 
thirteenth Epistle, and is an interlocutor in the Phmdo. 

lb. Ou eroXspeoe ye egyyeAy\eis.] These words belong to Phxdrus, as H. Stephens observes. 
It is a proverb : you aw the messenger of no bad news. See De Legibus, L. 3, p. 7. 02 
• lb. Eaucrootoupp.1 A fragment of Ibycus : 1v1 —...1) TS %Wet Oeotg ap/XA.GCX.WY) 111.1.4tY wpoc capartrivy 

dy.EAPx. 	 • 
243. The beginning of a Palinodia of Stesichorus on Helen. Oux KW frup-oc 6 ?or; 

6vroc, pu8' eget5 es* enuenv eikrexpoic, Our ixeo Ileprettee Tpolas., which is alluded to at the end 
of the third Epistle, Ttiv reasycoatay txurou impla-ccbceeoc. Plat. V. 3, p. 519. 

244. Lim re opviOcuv ifoloup-mv, and afterwards Topqopnly, as H. Steph. corrects it. 
lb. amyl-rim.] 	He derives it from ow; and vows, as attained by human experience 

alone. 	A very bad etymology. 
lb. nowt-1.j Serranus translates, indemnem, incolumem, i. e. placed aloft, as it were, 

out of the reach of danger and envy. 	See Constantini Lexicon. 
246. `Hilitxti Irceo-et.] This is, indeed, an example of those AVoryopiezi µaxiom, ours fkerpov 

'exoucrat, MOTE =yes*, of which Dionysius Halicarnassensis complains in Plato; 	(Dion. - 
Halle. Vol. 2, p. 272, ed. 'Oxon..) and which, indeed, Plato himself calls in this very 
Dialogue (p. 265) a ti.i/Oixos i'ovoc. 

Ib. Meissen-ay Tt ?COY.) . He defines God so; exoy ti,ey 4/trx•ov, exov Se o-cup.a. 
lb. liexolveuivie Se wn.) - I imagine he means, that the soul of man approaches in 
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less than a qparter of a mile above the bridge, which led over the 
river to the temple ,of Diana Agrma. 	Here they pursue their con- 
versation during the hours of noon, till the sun grows lower and 
the heat becomes more mild. 

We may nearly fix the year when this conversation is suppOsed 

NOTES. 

perfection to the corporeal part of the Gods. 	The translation has no affinity to the text 
here; i axpcolhaToc xas curvukerrso^roc sacs amp); oucria, the true substance and essence of 
things, of which the properties are only the consequences; this is the yo mos; ov of Plato. 

P. 246. 'CO (MY carri5 xas\oc.] The rational and intellectual faculties of the soul. 
Ib. '0 Be eE evavr.  sum] The appetites and passions. 	• 
256. Muoutkevoi vs scat evroirreuovres.1 An allusion to the Attick mysteries of Ceres. 	See 

Meursius and Potter. 	So in the seventb.Epistle, p. sa 3. 
r 	251. KccuAos issro tray.] Perhaps we should read en: 	' 	 .. 

253. Mcrrep at Baxxas.) What Bacchanalian ceremony is hire alluded to? See the Ion: 
124-wep cii Baxxeci apurrovrai ex rani Trove pans p.ai xas ;yakx marixop.eval, &C. 	.: 

256. cinAocrofico.] Polemarchus, the elder brother of Lysias, was a friend of Socrates, 
and a philosopher : so Plutarch calls him, " De esu Carnium." Polemarchus had another 
brother, called Euthydemus. Polemarchus was moldered by the Thirty Tyrants, 01. 94, 1. 
See Lysias in Eratosthenem, p. 196. 	 _ 

257. rAuxtig (xymessI Erasmus explains it in his Adagia, (Etopyka fawn) as though in. a 
part of a river, where there was a long aid dangerous winding, the sailors used this piece 
of flattery by way of propitiating the Nile : but this does not fully clear up the passage 
here. That this proverb was so used May appear from these words of Atherueus, L. 12, 
p. 516. Toy Twov xecAoucri nommen a ysova, TAtuctsv ariOva : which last may mean, a specious 
term to cover their ignominy; Casaubon does not explain it : here it seems applied to 
such as speak one thing, and mean another. 

258. ESoEs woo.] He alludes to the form of a Psephisma, EWE rw Nue Tso-apoof ewe, &c. 
as H. Stephanus observes.  

Ib. A.xpetou auvathsv.] See Epist..7, p. 332. 	 . 
lb. Epcoras, el aEop.ok ; Two; prey out, &c.] I do not see the transition, and I imagine that 

some words are wanting here; and also, after xecNverou. 
2 5 9. Ntiovtgovras.) The Greeks usually slept at noon in summer, as it is still the custom 

in Italy and Spain, and in other hot countries. Xenoph. Gnec. Hist. L. 5, p. 557. 
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. 
to have happened. 	Lysias was now at Athens ; he arrived there 
from Thurii in Italy in the forty-seventh year of his age; 01. 92. 1. 
Euripides is also mentioned as still in the city : he left it to go into 
Macedonia, 01. 92. 4, and, consequently, it must have happened in 

NOT ES. . 
P. 259. AaTrov xca avrorov.] The cicada is an animal with wings, the s'ze of a man's thumb, 

of a dark brown colour, which sits on the trees and sings, that is, makes a noise like a 
cricket; but much more shrill, and without any intervals, which grows louder as the 
sun grows hotter. 	Some supposed it to live on the air, others on dew only. *Yid. 
Meleag,rum, Niciam, et alios in Anthologies, L. 3. p. 265, ed. H. Steph. and Kn. Nat. 
Hist. L. 28, C. 26,. 	 , 

0̀ OECTWITIO; oEtipang cexeren 
Occloretri p,ealp.6pnvig 6p' ixico pave; 64. 	Aristophan. Ayes. v. 1095. 

it does in reality live on the exsudatiors of plants, having a proboscis, like flies, to feed 
with; but is capable of lit ing a long /time, like many of the insect race, without any 

'nourishment at all. 	The tettigometra, which is this creature in its intermediate state 
'between a worm and a fly, was esteemed a delicacy to eat by the Greeks. See Aldrovand. 
de Insectis, and Reaumur Hist. des Insectes, V. 5, Dissert. 4. . 	.. 

259. flpecrIvreern.] Hesiod names the Muses in the same order in which their names 
are inscribed on the books of Herodotus ; and says, that Calliope was clirarrEcov vrpoppeo-rcern. 

• Theogon, v. 75. 	See also Ciceronem in Bruto, and Quintilian, L. s. c. 1. 
, 	.260. thIcrits 6 Aaxcev.) Perhaps Altman; though the words do not seem to be poetry. 

'261. 	Gorgias came to Athens on an embassy from the Leontines 01. ss. 2..(See 
.Diod. Sic. L. 12, p. 31s.) when Socrates was about forty-three years old. (V. Ciceronem 
in Bruto, et Quintil. L. s. c. 1.) Tisias and Coral a Syracuse, and Gorgias the Leontine, 
first composed treatises on the art of speaking: • 

Ib. Oux apes tcovov.1 " Socrates apud Platonem in Plizedro palam, non in judiciis modo 
et concionibus, sed in rebus privatis etiam et domesticis, rhetoricen esse demonstrat." 
(Quintil. L. 2, C. 21.) 	Plato here makes knowledge, that is, the perception of truth, the 
foundation of eloquence. 	flips /rotvra .rec'Xeyothent pia .31; Texvn, earn eaww, citm as en, in-ic 
Olet T'  sowca, Tray warn 6ik000tiv TON atnittTCOY, )(CU aig  stneCTOIr xas, cam?) Oposaivrog xco caroxpuirrop.evota, 
.ac fa); ayEiv. 	This has some resemblance to Locke's definition of knowledge : " It 
is (says he) the perception of the connection and agreement, or of the disagreement 'and 
repugnancy, of any of our ideas." Locke's Essay, B. 4. ch. 1.  

261. EXectrixoY ncacepolanv.] 	Quintilian informs us, that the person here meant is 
Alcidamas of Elea. Laertius takes it to be meant of Zeno Eleates, who is looked upon 
as the inventor of disputation 0 icancrix) and of logick, and who was at Athens when' 
Socrates was not above eight years old, that is, aboie fifty years earliei than the time of this 

VOL. II. 	 s s 
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some year of that.Olymptad, probably the 2d or 3d, and Plato must 
have written it in less than ten years afterwards, for his Lysis was 
written before the death of Socrates, which was 01. 95. 1, but the 

. . 
NOTES. 

dialogue; but his contemporary Empedocles was the first who cultivated rhetorick as 
an art, and taught it to Gorgias who published a book on that subject. 

N. B. Athenteus (L. 1 s. p. 592.) mentions Alcidamas, 6 Acirff, (read 6 EXecals, not 
Du:lir-vs, as Casaubon corrects it from Suidas) ; he says, that Alcidamas was scholar to 
Gorgias, and had written Encomia on Lagis and Nils, two famous courtezans from Athens; 
whence, it seems, that he must have flourished about this time, and perhaps near twenty' 
years after. 	There is the right reading of it in Athenteus, L. 9. p. 397,'0 Execernos 
Ileacep.18% ovottaroXoyoc fp), &c. which is a name he bestows on Ulpian of Tyre, an inde- 
fatigable hunter after words. 	Casaubon has not explained this. 	See also Laertius in 
Protagoras, L, 9. 54. 	We have still an oration of Alcidamas in the person of Ulysses 
against Palamedes. 	It may be also observed, that Laertius (L. 9. c. 25.) Svhen he men- 
tions Zeno Eleates, cites by mistake the Sophistes, instead of the Phtedrus of Plato. 
Isocrates, in his oration on Helena, indeed says, that Zeno in his disputations would shew 
the same things to be possible and impossible., 	 . . 

262. ECTTO ouv 61E00; TEXVOLO6 XTA.] Read peragie4cov—arayeni—to answer to Siacpewystv. 
264. Xexxxii.] Epitaph on Midas, by some attributed to Homer and by others to 

Cleobulus of Lindias. 	See Vit. Homeri, Herodotiut dicitur, (V. Herodot. Edit. Gronov. 
1715, page 559.) and D. Laertius in Cleobulo, L. 1, c. 89. 
• 265. Definition of a general complex idea, Ex TroXXoni saw ascrencrecoy sic iv Aorcrihea 
Etnicapoup.evoy.—Esc  f:41000 TE taECXY cruvopoirrec wyesv TeX 7roxe90 8tecr7rapp-sva. 

266. Almost all these persons are mentioned by Quintilian L. 3, 1., as having written 
arts of rhetorick, and were all now flourishing, 01. 92, except Tisias of Syracuse, Evenus 
of Paros, Protagoras of Abdera, and Licymnius. 

Ib. See Quintilian, L. 4, c. 1. 2. 3. and L. 5. c. 1. 4. and L. 8. C. 5. for an explanation 
of the terms, IIpooqmov, Aorow, Myopias, Texplpia, Ilicrnwriv, Darcoc, Allad.01024.07,10‘, 

rixoloAora, EixovoAcisa, Euvreicc, Eravoaos or AvaxefaXascons.  
267. OixTpormy ors nag wet wow bucopmnov.] An allusion to some poet : he means that 

Thrasymachus had gained great wealth by his art.  
268. Aliemxos TO Irp1010.1 A metaphor from an unequal and ill-woven texture. 
269. Marynpuy ASpoccrrov.) An allusion to Tyrtteus : 	 - 

OW si TavraNi8ao Hams qacraeurEpos Eni, 
TAcacrcrav r Aapsyrrou p.osAixorpue exos. 

so that perhaps we should read in, this place p,eixixorpuy for ii.sx‘rpoy. 
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Phmdrus was still earlier, being his first composition.; so he was 
between twenty and twenty-nine years of age. 

'NOTES. 	 . 
170. Nov" TE acts avow';.] He (i. e. Anaxagoras) attributed the disposition of the universe 

to an intelligent cause, or mind, whence he himself was called Notic. 	He was nearly of 
the'same age with Pericles, and came to Athens 01.75.1, where he passed about thirty years. 

270. Igroxpetru.] That famous physician was then about fifty years of age ; , and his 
works were universally read.-272. AAXa TOU irsOavots.) See the allusion to this passage in 
Quintilian, L. 2, c. 15. 	.  

273. H c...,v,o; kris Sr) wor' wv nryxaves, gas Oroeiv xaspes, ovop..goikevoc.] The art, which bore 
the name of Tisias, was not certainly known to be genuine. 	He says this in allusion to 
the custom of invoking the gods by several names. See Callim. Hymn. ad Jovem. Hor. 
Od. Srecul. &c. &c. See also Plato in Protagoras, p. 358. and in Cratylus, p. 400. and 
I.: in Euthydemus, p. 288. 	 . 
' 	274. OM.) The Egyptian deity, Srcury, to whom the bird Ibis was sacred. 	Vid. 
Platon. Philefuni, Edit. Serrani,- vol. 2. p. 18. Erman ;amp curspoy, &c.  

275. This .discourse of Manna (or Jupiter Ammon) on the uses and inconveniences of 
letters is excellent; he gives a lively image of a great scholar, that is, of one who searches for 
wisdom in books alone : TOUTO TCOY pailovrani Anent,  pess eis timxasc 'ape et pm.% atkiAnryrsele, CITE 

Sia alamv •ypaclic EECOOEY 6s axXonswii rsnrcov, oux evBoOev OCOTOW txp' canons, avapcip.ricrxop-ivour ouxouv 

fkrtymic, ca.X' ii7roi.c.iincecoc, tpapp:axov, iupir 	crofssa; Be .row; pahrais BoEcxv, oux a210exxv, irops?elf. 
vro2upptool yap croi -Yevoikevoi aveuBsBaxls, roXuraloves• mai Bolaxn, arwp.ovec, als en TO a1uleoc, 
owe; vat xaXeroi Euveivar Kocorpol yer,  voT,4 avri o-pcpctiv. 

• .. ; 
Ib. Apt's); no werpac.] An allusion to that saying, Aro Spuoc, n  aro warm. Elom. II. v. I g 6. 
276. Akwi.aoc.xyrrroi.] Corn and seeds of various kinds, sown in shallow earth to spring up 

soon,which were carried in the procession on the feast of Adonis. Theocritus,Idy11.15.v.i13. 
nap r ccirami xairoi vrefukrytievos EY 7a2kapicrxots 	' • 	 • 

. ' Aprpeoss• 	 _ 

and the Schol. on the passage : see also the' Emperor Julian' in his Cmsares : " Krror, 
04 cli rvancic TCO Tic ACPpOafTlic =apt foresenv oo-rpaxsolc Excimsrezp..evos ryx.xayugy•xkupno•avra 
Se warm wpoc o2uyov aurixa arop,apaiverca. Julian. Op. Edit. Lipsiaa 1696. pa g. 329. 
- Ib. Ant rourcov Os; Xerov.] Do not, with Serranus, correct it to iv Tr; yet read Om ',rya). 

278. Ntsp-faiv vap.a. xas Moucrwva The Ilyssus was consecrated to the Muses, who had an 

.altar on its banks under the title of Mourrcu EiNicrolcaec, possibly near the scene of thisdialogue. 
lb. Icroxpcmp TOY xaXov.] Isocrates was now about twenty-five years of age, and had A 

share in the friendship both of Socrates and of Plato. 	Laertius L. 3. c. 8. 
279. Moon wasSaw.] Subauditur, 6i vva; cam; the same ellipsisis used in Plato's 4th Epist. 
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LYSI S. 

H, rIEPI CAJAL 

THERE is no circumstance in this dialogue to inform one at what 
time it is supposed to have happened ; but it is certain that Plato 
wrote •it when he was yet a young man,, before 01. 95. 1, for Socrates 
• heard it read. • The scene of it is in a Pahestra, then newly built, 
a little without the walls' of Athens near the fountain of Panops, 
between the Academia and the Lycmum. 	The interlocutors are 
Socrates, Hippothales, and Ctesippus,' two young men of Athens 

. 	- . 	 . 	. 
. NECCWO*X0; TS; 110C1421$18% 'USA& ICS;a0; re xeryoteoc, TIJY cpuersv &roil psi, apsanv Se, 81CC TO no; 

amt. 	In Euthydemo, Plat. Op. V. 1. p. 273. 	Both Ctesippus and Menexenus were 
present at Socrates's death. (In Pluedane.) 	 ..... 

NOTES ON:THE OREM, 'Ma:- • - 	 . 	- 
.. 	 Platon. Op. Serrani, Vol. 2. ,p, 203. • - 

From 204 to 211.) 	Thus far the dialogue is very easy and "elegant, particularly the 
short conversation with Lysis, which is an example how children of fortune and family 
ought to be treated, in order to correct that arrogance which those advantages are apt to 
inspire, and to win them gradually to reflection and good sense. 	 . 

P. 204. Mixxog.] Perhaps the same person who is mentioned by Suidas, as a Mytilenean, 
who settled at Athens, and father to Alcmus-the comick poet, who flourished 01..0, 4. 
V. Schol. ad Plutum Aristophan. in Argumento. 	We see the sophists frequented the 
Palmstnei as the publick resort of the youth, and taught their art there. 	 • 

Ib. Ilotpceraho-enchj Enecabitur, conficietur.  
lb. 0.,c'Epp.cuie avotxriv avapeprievos, ev Tionvi flew al vecourxot mu 61 weraes.) 	A festival 

celebrated in all the places of education for boys. 	We see here how little the severe laws. 
of Solon on this head were observed, which particularly forbade grown persons to be 
admitted on that occasion. 	lEschin. Orat. in Timarchum in principio. 	 • 
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Lysis, a-boy of noble birth and fortune,, beloved by Hippothales, 
and Menexenus,g also a boy, and cousin to Ctesippus, and friend to 
LySis. 	The characters are, as usual, elegantly drawn ; but what is 

- the end or meaning of the whole dialogue, I do not pretend to say. 
It turns upon the nature 'and definition of friendship. 	Socrates 
starts a hundred notions about it, and confutes them all himself ; 
nothing is determined; the dialogue is interrupted, and there is an 
end. Perhaps a second dialogue was designed on the same subject, 
and never executed. 	As to all the mysteries which Serranus has 
discovered in it, they are mere -dreams of his own. 	- 

The first part of this - dialogue is of that kind called MaiEUriX0c, 

and the second part, nE,p00-rigoc.  

• The discourse with Menexenus is i;!tended to correct a boy of a bolder and more 
forward nature than Lysis, by shewing hint that he knows nothing ; and leaves him in 
the opinion of his own ignorance, 	The second title of the dialogue is a false or an 
incorrect one, for friendship is only by accidenta part of it; the intent Of the whole seem .  
to be, to shew in what manner we should converse with young people according to their, 
different dispositions. 	* 	. 	 . 

' 	 . 	. 
- 	. 	. 	. - .,- - 	NOTES.  

. - P. 204. IlexiSorPiOng.] The' master of the Palmstra, who.taught them- their exercise. 
'207. ExnXtryourap.evpc 7oerrl, read wparem. as in pt,210, avepalo-Onv, Sra wai wpoo-scrwcos, &c: 
.208. IlasSayaryos.) Commonly some old slave who waited on them to the schools and to 

the Palwstrm. 	. 	• 	,., 	. 	 . • 
211. Opruyx.1 The passion of the Athenians for fighting quails and game-cocks is weU 

known. 	See Plutarch in Alcibiade. 	, 	. . ' 	 . . 
213. 'Either leave out oux in that passage, drs nXpaiTO OUX mina; exesv, or read perhaps, 

.ux irruxcoc. 	• 	 ..  
214. Toy o-offorctrcev.] 	Empedocles, perhaps, who ascribed the first formation of things 

to, this friendship : A.Vvyro p,ev caortrrs wus•opxop.ov -sic iv «warm, &c. D. Laert. L. 8. C. -76. 
or Anaxagoras, who taught ex Toy s5p.osopepcov p.sxpeov craxcarans io xiiv crurexegoicu. .Laert. 
L. 2. c. 8. 	 . 

219. Kcovesov weramara.) A quantity of . wine, drunk after the cicuta, was believed to 
prei.ent its mortal effects. 

223. Hv o4,6.] It was a law of Solon, .rx aiaxo-xxxiix wXottroxrco wpo iiXtoo Suyorros. (2Eschines.) 
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ALCIBIADES I. 

H, HEM OYU= ANOKIHOT. 

TH E title expressing the subject of this dialogue (like that of Lysis) 
is wrong. Dacier rightly observes, that the titles are commonly nothing 
to the purpose ; but he is strangely mistaken in saying, they are of 
modern invention, and that.  Diogenes Laertius makes no mention of 
them. That author actually mentions them all, and from his account 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

Platon. Op. Edit. Saran', Vol. 2. p. 103. 

P. 104. Meyaxxece ern-pattoy.] 	Megacles (the father of Dinomache, the mother of 
Alcibiades), and Agariste, the'mothei of Pericles, were brother and sister. 	Alcibiades 
was not above three years old,"and his brother Clinias was- still younger, when they lost 

_ their father at the battle of Corona; Ol. ss. 1. 	- • 
106. Inca ens TO enbcce.] 	Boys when they had undergone the Aoxspacrat before the 

Thesmothette who presided in the court of Helima,(V. Lysiam in Diogeiton. p. 508 and 
'515. Aristophan. in Vespis, v. 576: and Antiphont. de cede Choreutm, p. 143, ed H. 
Steph. fol.), and were enrolled among the men, though they were for a year excused from 
all AErroDpreo, seem to have been at liberty (at this time of the republick) to vote and 
speak in the assembly of the people. 	Therefo1e, POtter (Archteolog. L..1, c. 17.) is not 
correct when he affirms that they could riot speak there, who were under thirty years of 
age. 	They could not indeed be chosen into the senate, &c. till that age. 

Ib. Tpeq.4p.en-a xas tueezpqen,.] The usual education of the Athenian children from seven 
years old to fifteen. 	See .schines de Axioco, p. 94, ed. Le Clerc, and Aristoph. in 
Nubibus, v. 961. 

113. you was xtvatmunc.] These are the words of Phaedra in the Hippolytus of Euripides, 
v. 352. you Tab' oux *toy ,aueig, which was played full three years after the time of this 
dialogue; but this is only a slight anachronism; and I wish that Plato had never been 
guilty of any greater. 	 - 	 .. 	. • 

11 s. Ixsvaptwv.] It is here used for clothes. 
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they appear to be more ancient than Thrasyllus, who lived probably 
under Augustus and Tiberius, and who seemingly took them to be 
all of Plato's own hand. 	 . 

The true subject certainly is, to demonstrate the necessity of 
knowing one's self, and that, without this foundation, all other 
acquisitions in science are not only useless, but pernicious 

. 	 . 

NOTES. 

118. nu0ow.Xeih.1 He was a musician of great note, as well as Damon. 	See Aristotle, 
cited by Plutarch iii his life of Pericles. 	Some atribute to Pythoclides the invention of 
the Mixo-Lydian harmony, used in tragedy; but Aristoxenus ascribes it to Sappho. See 
Plutarch de Musics, and Burette's notes in the Memoires de L'Acad. des Inscriptions, &c. 
VOI. is. p. 234. 

Ib. HxsOsw evevecrOv.] He speaks of 	 anthippus and Paralus, as already dead, though in 
reality they ality they were living two years afte the time of this dialogue. 	_ 	. 

119. Pythodorus, son of Isolocbus and scholar to Zeno of Elea. Qu? Whether he were 
the same who was Archon 01. 94, 1.? 	 f 

120. Masco.] He is mentioned by Aristophanes in Avibus. 
Ib. AvSparawan zpixa.] Thiq,is explained by Potter, L. 1, c. 10. 
121. '`,(Iv ca rvaixes.) One office of the Ephori was, to watch over the - chastity of the 

queen. 	.  	% 
- ..• . 182. , OuSen paii.] Of old the court of Areopagus were inspectors of the education of 

youth. 	The members of it divided that care among them, and each of them in his pro- 
vince took note of such fathers as gave not their children an education suitable to their 
fortune and way of life, as Isocrates shews at large j 	his beautiful Areopagitick oration. 
At what time_their vigilance on this head began to decline, I cannot fix; but it was pro-
bably towards the beginning of the administration of Pericles, when the authority of that 
venerable body was lessened and restrained by Ephialtes, that is, before 01. 80. 1 ; yet I 
find the forth of the thing still continued, though not the force of it: for /Eschines speaking 
of the discipline young men were subject to, from about the age of eighteen to twenty, 
has these words; nag 6 rou peprxxio-xou xposiog so-riv 676 Icofpovicrlyti, xoti ..niv £714 roes VEOUS 

devenv rtjc s 	Apsou 9reeyou govAnc. 	(2Eschin. in Axiocho, p, 96.) 	The Sophronistre here 
mentioned, are distinct from the Areopagites, being the name of a magistracy thus described 
in Etymolog. Magn. 1,appovicrrai, apxopros roves xelporomm, SExa zoy ctiolOtoy ixacmg cuAnc, 
grepaotivro Se rig Too el:4w coppocrung.  
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The time of this dialogue is towards the end of Alcibiades's nine= 
teenth year, which (as Dodwell reckons) is 01. 87. 1. 	Socrates was 
then about thirty-,nine years old. 

NOTES. 

122. noMag yap a8n yeslocc.] We are not told, I believe, by any other writer, that the use.  
of money was so early introduced into Lacedtemon ; but the following passage of 
Posidonius in Athenmus, may help to explain it ; Acottarzip.ovios tiro TO; Owe xwAtioposios 
Estrfepew esg rip,  1,sraprspoj  (rsi; A atm; impel Ilaresawyso;); xas xiiicrOces xptscrov xas armee, extcleTO 

(ASV EtaEY iiTT0y, wagaxaserseeso ao TOK 4Cogotc Agxassw, erne Traltsse; auras Earl, ctiort faces', 611•w; 

alSinreatnsOls TO G(71303010 asa rip,  exOpas,  roma. TCO pet 1:IY EIO'  AE401; 'AITOAXCOYI TOY a-poi-epos,  EY Ill 

AaxeSaspovs xperov xas «pr.  polo icrropoixrw avetrehisas. xrA. Athen. L. 6. p. 233. and we may 
consult also Plato's Hip. Maj. p.28 9, and De Republic6., L.8, p.548. Plutarch says, that money 
Was not even allowed for the uses of the publick, till after the siege of Athens and its sur-
rendering to Lysander, when that point was carried after a great struggle ; though, at the 
same time, it was made capital to apply it to private occasions. 	This happened twenty 
seven years after the date of this dialogue. 

Ib. reve0Xia.] The birthday of the Persian king was yearly observed by all Asia. 
lb. Kas Mscravv.] Messenia was a country far surpassing Laconia in fertility, and 

equal to the best in Greece : Euripides describes them both. 	See ap. Strabonem L. 8, 
p. 967, and PausaniaS, L. 4, p. 285. 	 . . 	, 

Ib. 'Do,  re exXXCOV MS TOO •Eiktrroccov.] The Spartans, therefore,- made use-  of other slaves 
besides the Heilotre. 	 • 	 . 	. 	, 

123. Assvopzern.] The value of an Athenian matron's wardrobe and ornaments was 
about fifty tninre. (C161. ss. 2d.)  

Ib. I* TrxeOptz 	 pxtacrss,.] Three hundred IDApa of land was a great estate for an 
Athenian: a plethrum is one hundred feet square. \ Observe, that the lands of Alcibiades 
did not lie in thatAntioc to which he belonged, for he was of Scambonidte.. 

Ib. Bacrancog tpopog.] Herodotus L. 6, enumerates the privileges and prerogatives of the 
Spartan kings, but makes no mention of this revenue, which was probably instituted after 
his time. 	 . 	 1 

124. Observe that Agis did not come to the crown till five years after this conversation. 
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ALCIBIADES II. 

H, rim 11110ZETXHE. 

Tifxs is a continuation of the same subject ; for what is said on 
prayer is rather accidental, and only introductory to th;! main pur-
pose of the dialogue. It is nothing inferior in elegance to the former. 
Some have attributed it to Xenophon, but it is undoubtedly Plato's, 
and designed as a second part to the former. 	. 	. 

I could be glad if it were as rasp to fix the time of it, as Dacier 
would persade us, who boldly Axes it 01. 93. 1, but there are facts 
alluded to in it, that will neither be reconciled to that date, nor indeed 
to one another ; and besides, it is better to allow Plato to be guilty 
of these inaccuracies in chronology, than of those improprieties of 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 
Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 2, p. 138. 

. 
Vol. 2. p. 138. Mama 8sexecrOai.] See /Esehylus Sept. cont. Theb. 
141. Ta aaAnat.) Craterus conspired with Hellenocrates and Decamnichus to murder 

that prince, (Archelaus of Macedonia) as he was hunting. 	Aristotle calls him Cratzeus, 
and gives a fuller account of this conspiracy than any other author. Aristot. Politic. L. B. 
c. io. Archelaus had promised him one of his daughters in marriage, for he had two, but 
gave one to the king of Elimea and the other to his own son Amyntas. Hellenocrates 
was a LarissEean who had likewise been subservient to the king's pleasures. 

143. Am= p.ccAa vapcurrai—enrew—gotAy.evoy, &c. All words importing the present 
time, and not to be in any way interpreted of the past, as Dacier pretends 	• 

144.] What Plato would prove in this place is excellent, namely; To ?GOY cakeverscrrnpay 
xropory WY Tic LOW TOU get\TSOTOU XEXTIUMOS n, oAryaxsc par aleAsir, - CAcarreir 8s Ta wAsco TOY 

sxorra aura. 	See also de Repub. L. 6. p. 506. and de Legibus, L. 9. p. 661. 
VOL. II. 	 T t 
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character which must be the consequences of Dacier's. supposition. 
It is plain, that Socrates continues, as in the preceding discourse, to 
treat Alcibiades with a certain gentle superiority of understanding, 
and that he prescribes to (and instructs) him in a manner extremely 
propei to form the mind of a youth just entering into the world, but 
ill-bred and impertinent to a man of forty years of age, who had 
passedthrough the highest 'dignities of the state and through the most 
extraordinary reverses of fortune. 	Plato himself may convince us 
of this, by what he makes Socrates_ say. in the first Alcibiades ; 
p. 127. 	AXX 	xpn Actieeiv• Es pal 7Xp• &UT° Vo-As TreirovOcec VEYTtjgOYTIZET11; ) 

zoOteirov nv ay cros-tirspanOnv.zi 0-0611Tii . 	LW OE, 411 	EZEic 4XlgitrY ) C;UTV 	Ecrriv 

Elf 4 ;Ei atm twrOaveo-Ocei. 	. 	 - 

. 	, 
. 	' 

NOTES. 
' 145o Arrr. a' rev.] This relates to what he had proved in the former dialogue, (Alcibiai. 

I. p. 416.) which would be absurd if that conversation had passed twenty years before. 
147. A line from Homer's Margites ; nom' wricrran erre, moues; r rricrraTo ranee. 
148. A Spartan prayer :, Ta =aua asapas ors TOK arCOOK. 

Ib. 01 tAscrret; pest Otsalega 	The Athenians,  were 	remarkably sumptuous in their 
temples and publick worship, beyond any other people : two months in the.  year were 
taken up entirely in these solemnities. See Aristophan. in Vespis,,Schol. ad r. 655, and 
Xenoph. de Republ. Athen. p. 699. : .. 	•• 	.•  

•149. Eurprip.42.) 	Proclamation was always. made in the beginning of sacrifices in this 
form : Eqnp..eiTE, suputifre, and then followed a solemn prayer. 

lb. Kcocov roxtrniv.) Perhaps we should read, A‘xcurniv.  
15o. 'Ow(); etrriv alp..Exes reps srou.**3 Socrates may \either mean the Divinity here, as in the 

former 'dialogue,' Alcibiad 	1. p.-135. Eav Cool ay. lox: 01., xeacq /nag. AkeiG: 	.AAA cc 
mu; Xps) Myer» ; lox: 'Ors ecev Cleo; 6004: for it was the character of Socrates to assume 
nothing to himself :. he ascribes all to the daemon who directed him, whom he calls his 
Evirpowoc : or Socrates may here mean himself, as I rather think. Some Christian writers 
would give a very extraordinary turn to this part of the dialogue, as though Plato meant 

[4* The phrase is certainly very particular; in the 1st Epistle of St.'Peter, Ch. 5, v. 7, 
we read, " ATM FAD reps tip.o.n0.22 	EDITOR.] 
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The principal difficulties are, that he- speaks of Pei-ides as yet 
living, who died 01. 87. 4, and of the murder of Archelaus king of 
Macedon as a fact then recent, which did not happen ' till 01. 95. 1, 
the same year with Socrates's death, ,and near five years after that-
of Alcibiades. 

I' According to Diodorus Siculus, L. 16. p. 266. who, though he may have rightly fixed 
the period of the reign of Archelaus, contradicts himself as to the duration of it. 	He 
says, that he reigned seven years, yet mentions him as king of Macedon. (L. Is. p. 175.) 
ten years before his death. •01. 92. s. According to the Marmor Parium, he must have 
reigned still longer, for there he is said to have come to the throne, 01. 90. 1.;• but that 
date is certainly false, as Thucydides speaks of his father Perdiccas, yet living four years 
afterwards. But let Diodorus be mistaken or not, it is sure, from this passage of Thucy-
dides, that Archelaus came not to the crown till at least thirteen years after the death of 
Pericles. 	See also Athenreus, L. 5. p. 2i17:. 

i 

NOTES. 	 . 

to prove the necessity of a Revelation : but I spy no such mysteries in it. 	Socrates has 
proved that tve are neither fit to deal with mankind, till • we. know them by 'knowing 
ourselves ; nor to address ourselves to the Divine Power, till we know enough of his 
nature to know what we owe him: what that nature is, he defers examining till another 
opportunity,which is done to raise the curiosity and impatience of the young Alcibiades, 
and to avoid that prolixity, into which a didquisition so important would have -naturally 
led him. 

P. 151. Zwpasiosi.] Alcibiades, as going to perform sacrifice, had a chaplet of flowers on 
his head, which was the custom for all present at such solemnities: 

lb. 6 Rpm.) From the Plicenisste of Euripides, v. 886. 

Chansoy depap xceMivocx trot arrerpn• 

Ev yap xAtRani :mixer, a'n-rse oscrOa 0-0. 

lb. Tan ran epacrraw.) He here continues the same style to Alcibiades, whiCh would be 
absurd to a man of forty years of age. 
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TH EAGES. 

FT, rIEPI MOCAZ. 

DEMODOCUS of Anagyrus, an old Athenian who had passed with 
reputation through the highest offices of the state, and now, after 
the manner of his ancestors, lived chiefly on his lands in the country, 
(Euthydem. p. 291.) employed in agriculture and rustick amusements, 
brings with, him to Athens his son `Theages, a youth impatient to 
improve himself in the arts then in vogue, and to shine among his .,_ 

i He actually became a friend and disciple of Socrates, and is mentioned by him as such, 
together with a brother of his called Paralus, in his Apology, p. 33. Theages was probably 
dead at the time Of the condemnation of Socrates ; he is mentioned as of a weak and 
unhealthy constitution. Sew De Republ. L. 8. p. 496. 	. 	, 

, 	• 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

PlUt. Op. Serrani, Vol. I. p. 121. 

P. 124. To owasrs Apxorci.) Archelaus was then just come to the throne, and con-
sequently this year, in which Diodorus first mentions him, was, it is probable, the first 
of his reign. (V. Alcibiad. II.) Bacis, a prophet, often cited by Herodotus. 	The Scholiast 
on Aristophan. Equites, v. 12 s, says, there were three of the name. (Clemens Alexandr. 
Strom. L. 1, p. 898.) 

Ib. Aikfavrov.) The name of this Athenian prophet I do not elsewhere meet with. 
125. El; Saarrxcaov.] Perhaps Alacoxcaelov.—This poem of Anacretin on Callicrete, 

the daughter of Cyane, is now lost. Dacier seriously imagines that she was a female poli-
tician, like Aspasia; but it is more agreeable to Anacreon's gallantry, that we should 
suppose the seat of tyranny was only in her face. 
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. 	, 
companions who studied eloquence,' and practised politicks, as soon 
as ever their age would permit them to appear in the popular 
assemblies.  

Socrates, at the father's desire, enters into conversation with 
the young man, and decoys him by little and little into a confession 
that he wanted to be a great man, and to govern his fellow citizens. 
After diverting himself with the naivete of Theages, he proposes 
ironically several sophists of reputation,' and several famous states-
men, who were fit to instruct him in this grand art : but as it does not 
appear that the disciples of those sophists, or even the sons of those 
statesmen, have keen much the better for their lesson's, both 
Demodocus and Theages intreat and insist that Socrates himself 
would admit him to his company, and favour' him with his instruc- 
tions. 

	
The philosopher very f ravely tells them stories of his denion, 

without whose permission he undertakes, nothing, and .upon whom 
. 	 - 

' Aristophanes ridicules this turn of the age in which he lived, in many places, parti- 
cularly in Equitib. v. 1175. 	Reading, and the knowledge of the Belles Lettres, having 
more generally diffused itself through the body of the people, than it had done hitherto 
had an ill effect on the manners of a nation naturally vain snd lively. 	Every one had a 
smattering of eloquence and of seasoning, and every one would make a figure and govern; 
but no one would be governed : the authority of age and of virtue was lost and overborne, - 
and wit and a fluency of words supplied the place of experience and of common sense. 
See the character of Hippocrates in the Protagoras, p. 312: and Plato himself gives 
this as the characteristick of the Athenians in his time, 'II ammo al wavra ccopas So a, xas 
walayop.sa. See de Legib. L. s, p. 701.  

. 	 . 

NOTES 

,128. Aexiikoviov.] 	See Mr. Foster's note on the Euthyphro, ad p. 22, and Fraguier's 
Discourse on Socrates, Mem. de l'Acad. des Inscript. V. 6. 	. 

129. KNEITOp.ax0V epurects.] This assassination of Nicias, the son of Heroscamander by 
Philemon and Timarchus, and the 'condemnation of the latter with Euathlus, who bad 
given him shelter, is not recounted in any othei author. 
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it entirely' depends, whether his conversation: -shall be of app.: use, 
or; not, to his friends ;, but at last he acquiesces, if Theages cares to 
make the experiment. 	 , 	 . 	. 	. . 	' , 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	, 

;The;  scene of the dialogue is in the portico (described by Pausa-
nias, L. 1. c. 3.) of Jupiter the DeliNierer, in.  the .Ceramicus, the 
principal street of Athens; and the time 01. 92. 3-4,iduying the. expe-
dition .of Thrasyllusi  in which- he 'was defeated at Ephesus by the 
Persians, and other. allies of Sparta. Socrates was Men sixty years old?  .• 

. 	 • .. 	- . 	. . 	• 	- 	• 
• NOTES. 	

• 

. 	1 3 O. etnatap.) . Thicydides, the son of Melesias, was., 	the head-  of the Athenian 
nobility and . of the party which opposed 'Pericles And Ephialtes•: he was a . near relation 
to .Cymon, and banished by Ostracism about 01,:ss. '4, when Socrates was twenty-six 

• *ars old.... He hpd iicel'on's; -Melesias and Stephanus, the eldest of which was father to .... 	. 	. 
the Thitcydilles here.  Mentioned, 	• 	. 	 . 	. 

P. it so. Arititideaillie son of Lysimachus; Surnamed the Just, had a son, called after his 
grandfathei; -1;Ysimaelitti,Fwhose son was also called Aristides, which interchange of 
naMea waseptiMon at Athens. 	. 	• 	 . 
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EUTHYPHRO. 
t 	, , 	I: 	) 

• H, 11EPI 0210T. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 1. p. I. 

SOCRATES,' about the time that. an accusation had been preferred 
against him for impiety in the court of the BariNeve, walking in the 
portico, where that magistrate used to sit in judgment, meets with 
Euthyphro, a perion deeply versed in the knowledge of religious 
affairs, as sacrifices, oracles, divinations, and such matters, and full 
of that grave kind of arrogance which these mysterious sciences 
use to inspire. 	His father, Laving an estate in the isle of Naxus, 
had employed among his own slaves a poor Athenian who worked 
for hire: 	This man, having drunk too muck had quarrelled with 
and actually murdered one of the slaves. Upon which, the father of 

a  01. 9 5. 1. 	. 
' Impeachments for murder were laid in the court of the Bcorsxeug, but not tried till 

four months after in the court of Areopagus, where the Bacraew had himself a vote. The 
Cause was judged in the open air, for all such_ as were (OpOpotpios) under the same roof 
with the defendant were thought to partake of his guilt. The accuser gave him immediate 
notice not to approach the forum, the assembly, the temples, or the publick games, 
Orpoolyopeuei esproial 'rwv ropapion) and in that state be Continued, till he was acquitted of 
the crime. 	See Antipho Orat. de cede Herodis, and de cede Choreutse. 	Informations 
might also (as it seems) be laid in the court of HeliLea before the Thesmothetse. 

NOTE. 

Mr. Foster having published and made remarks on this and some other pieces of Plato, 
it is unnecessary for me to dwell long upon them. 

P. 2. The BonXiiog ,-%roa .  was in the Cerarnicuion the right hand, as you come from 
the gate which led to the Pirmeus. 	 . 
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Euthyphro apprehended and threw him into a jail, till the EEtryvras* 
had been consulted, in order to know what should be done. 	The 
man, not having been taken much care of, died in his confinement: 
upon which Euthyphro determines to lodge an indictment against 
his own father for murder. 	Socrates, surprised at the novelty of 
such an accusation, inquires into the sentiments of Euthyphro with 
regard to piety and the service of the gods, (by way of informing 
himself on that subject against the time of his trial) and by frequent s 
questions, intangling him in his own concessions, and forcing him 
to shift from one principle and definition to another, soon lays open 
his ignorance; and shews that all his ideas of religion were fomided 
on childish fables and on arbitrary forms and institutions. 

The intention of the dialogue seems to be, to expose the vulgar 
notions of piety, founded on traditions unworthy of the divinity, and 
employed in propitiating him by puerile inventions and by the vain 
ceremonies of external worship, without regard to justice and to 
those plain duties of society, which alone can render us truly worthy 
of the deity. 

3  The MI/rat at Athens, like the Pontifices at Rome, were applied to, when any 
prodigy had happened or any violen't death, to settle the rights of expiation or to propi- 
tiate the manes of the dead. 	Harpocration and Suidas have these words, ,EZtytrrtx, a 
or,iy&p.tvoc Ta leper ECM h =CS a Irpos Vic XaTOSXOLOY8f YOU4OUAVOL eErryofivro 7015 Seopt.evoic. 	So 
Demosthenes contra Everg. of a woman supposed to be murdered: &roan TOivuv rrattavicrev, 
'Noy 45 .reic EEtryyp-ccg, Iva ElaElVY d .rt Fe xr, WelEi 	Wept TISTWW : and the prosecution of the 
murderer made a necessary part of this expiation. 	See Theophrasti Charact : wept 

Antracuposileg, C. 16, and Plato de Republ. L. 4, p. 427, where he calls the Delphian' 
Apollo, EEIrrns Ircerplos. 
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APOLOGIA SOCRATIS. 

PLATO was himself present at the trial of Socrates, being then 
about twenty-nine years of age; and he was one of thine who offered 
to speak in his defence, (though the court would not suffer him to 
proceed), and to be bound as a surety for the payment Of his fine: 
yet we are not to imagine, that this oration was the real defence 
which Socrates made. 	Dionysius says, that it was etacturrnpiat fay v 

I, 
cuyopig toTE Oueag amyl  :car' &AMR do Tao Caanny .y.  E yetettoEvog y  and what that . 
design was, he explains himself by saying, that, under the cover of 
an apology, it is a delicate satire on the Athenians, - a panegyrick 
on Socrates, and a pattern and character of the true philosopher, 
(Dion. Halicarnass. de vi Demosthen. p. 289, and de Art. Rhetor. 
p. 83. Vol. 2. edit. Huds. Oxon. 1704.) 	Nevertheless, it is founded 
on truth; it represents the true spirit and disposition of Socrates, and 
many of the topicks used in it are agreeable to those which we find in 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

Platoni Op. Serrani, Vol. 1. p. 17. 

P. 18. It is remarkable that he should mention this comedy of Aristophanes, as having 
made a deep impression on the people; and yet it was brought on the stage twenty years 
before, where it was exploded; and afterwards it was produced again, but still in vain: (Vid. 
Prolegoth. ad  Nubes, and v. 524.) though the author regarded it as his' best play. 

es. Qr? Whether Anytus were the same person who was colleague to the great 
Thrasyhulus, an-I had a principal share in restoring the democracy, mentioned by Lysias in 
Agoratum, p. 260, 263, by Xenophon, fist. Grtec. L. 2, p. 468, and by Isocrates, in Exc. 

VOL. II. 	 vu 
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Xenophon ',`and which were doubtless used by Socrates himself ; . as 
where he mentions his daemon, and the reasons he had for preferring 
death to life, his account of the oracle given to Chmrepho, and the 
remarkable allusion toPalamedesg, &c. the ground-work is manifestly 
the same, though the expressions are different. In one thing only they 

' Xenophon was absent at the time of the trial, 01. 95. I, in Asia; and the account, which • 
he gives, he had from Hermogenes, the son of Hipponicus, a great friend of Socrates: we , 
see from him, that many persons had written narrations of the behaviour of Socrates on 
the occasion. 

' This doubtless gave occasion to what 2Elian and others have said, (Var. Hist. and 
Diog. Laert. L. 2, s. 44.) that Euripides, in some lines of his Palamedes, alluded to 
Socrates's death; whereas that drama was played 01. 91.1, and Euripides died 01.98.'2, 
seven years before Socrates. 	 • 

NOTES.  
adv. Callimachum ? 	Melitus, who is mentioned as a :bad tragick poet in the Rance of 
Aristophanes, v. 1337, and whose person is described in the Euthyphro, was not probably 
the same with that Melitus, who was among the accusers of Andocides, the year before 
this, for Socrates speaks of him as a youth not known in the world before this accusation 
of his (See Euthyphr.); nor with the Melitus who was deputed by the Athenians to go 
to Sparta, 01. 94. 1 : these two last facts seem to belong to one and the same person. 

24. noVow clOonexY.] Hence it appears that, in whatever court Socrates was tried, the 
judges were extremely numerous. 

26. Apaxj.qc ex roc Oancrrpas.) 	The price of a seat in the theatre, was at most one 
drachma. 	 . 

32. Egiasucra 61 Socrates was in the senate of Five Hundred, 01. 93. 2, being then 
sixty-five years of age. 	The Prytanes presided in the assemblies of the people, were 
seated in the place of honour, and attended by the ToEorx, who, by their orders, seized . 	. 
any persons who made a disturbance ; they introduced ambassadours, gave liberty of 
speaking to the orators, and of voting to the people; and (as it appears) any one of them 
could put a negative on their proceedings, since Socrates alone, at the trial of the 	1-pernryos, 

-insisted, that the question was contrary to law, and would not suffer it to be put to the 
assembly. 
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seem directly to contradict each other : Xenophon say's, be neither 
offered himself any thing in mitigation of his punishment, nor would 
suffer his friends to do so, looking upon this as an acknowledgment 
of some guilt : 	OUTS auroY ZITETIFVTIZTO, UTE Tic; (Nog etacror aXAcc %at 

EXETET, f;Ti TO 1.417TOTtp,a0-0041 440X07i6TOG Eiii gaxeiv. 	If the word tivoilp,iitrOas 
means that he would not submit to, ask for a change of his sentence 
into banishment, or perpetual imprisonment, so far it is agreeable 
to Plato ; p. 37. but if it means, that he would not suffer any mulct 

NOTES. 

32. 00Aos.) 	A building in the Ceramicus near the BeXarrninov run neYromorton, where 
the Prytanes asgembled to perform sacrifice and to banquet. (Pausanias, 1.;. 1, p. 12, and 
Jul. Pollux in fin. L. 8.) Who were liicostratus and Theodotus, the sons of Theodotides? 

34. Etc p-av, paspogxioy n&yr 8:,:a 8e, ncoatex.) Socrates had three sons, (D. Laert. L. 2, s. 26.) 
Lamprocles, Sophroniscus, and Menexenus, the first by Xanthippe, the two others (as it 
is said) by Myrto, grand-daughter to the famous Aristides. 	Some say, he married the 
latter first; but that is impossible, because he had Lamprocles, his eldest son, byXanthippe ; 
and she certainly survived him; therefore, if Myrto were his wife, he must have had two 
wives together. This is indeed affirmed in a treatise on nobility ascribed to Aristotle, and 
by Aristoxenus and Callisthenes his scholars, as well ask Demetrius Phalereus, and others. 
It is a very extraordinary thing, that such men should be deceived in a, fact which hap-
pened so near their own time; yet Panretius, in his life of Socrates, expressly refuted 
this story : and it is sure, that neither Xenophon, nor Plato, nor any other of his contem-
poraries, mentions any wife but Xanthippe. 

S5. Apto-ra Mai xas il.uv.] Here is an interval; and we see that Melitus, Anytus, and 
Lyco, having gone through their accusations, and Socrates having made his defence, 
and some of his friends, perhaps, having also supported it, the judges proceeded to vote 
guilty, or not guilty. 	The former suffrages exceeded the latter by three, by thirty, or by 
thirty and three, for the MSS. differ in the number. Justus of Tiberias (Laert. L. 2. 6. 41.) 
says by 281, which is doubtless false; and he adds that 361 condemned him to death.— 
I imagine, from what occurs afterwards, that Melitus and Anytus spoke a second time, 
after Socrates had finished his defence, before the court had voted. 	Xenophon tells 
us, that some of Socrates's friends actually pleaded for him. EibiSph 10410Yat t'd carrot), xito 
Twv cruvaleopeuovrcov flAWY wire. 	Xenoph. Apolog. Sect. 22. 
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himielf, nor'permit his friends to mention it, we see the contrary, 
p. .38, where be fines ,himself, one mina (all he, was mirth); and 
where his friends Crito, Critobalus, Plato, and Apollodorus, offei; 
thirty mime (k 96. 178. 6d.) which was, I suppose, all they could 
raise, to save him. Now this being a fact, at that time easily proved 
or disproved, I am of opinion that Plato never would have inserted 
into his discourse a manifest falsity, and, therefore, we are to take 
Xenophon's words in that restrained sense which I have mentioned. 

NOTES. 

38. Bp wpm Vocci.] 	I do not see how Socrates should know this, unless a small 
number of the judges, immediately after his defence, had risen to give their vote against 
him, and the rest deferred voting, till after Lyco' and Anytus had spoken a second time in 
support of Melitus. 	In all publick accusations (some sorts of Ewa-novas excepted) this 
was the case, if the accuser did not get a fifth of the votes. 	The next question regards 
the Tspv,a, which the court had it in the* power to mitigate, if they were persuaded or 
moved by the plea of the criminal. .See Lysias in Epicratem, p. 454. 

37. Mt) µgay Fovoy.) Here we see that capital causes were decided in a single day. 
38. AEtoxpeco.] Here follows a second interval, during which the court voted, and 

condemned him to die. 
39. Tip.wesay.) Do not imagine with Dacier, in this place, that he is threatening them 

with plagues and divine judgments: he only means that for one Socrates a hundred shall 
spring up to tell the Athenians their faults, which was very true; as the Socratick school 
was continually increasing.  

N. B. It may he observed, that Socrates wa one of the senate of rive Hundred, and 
was one of the Prytanes on the trial of the 	reotrtryos : this is certain, both from Plato, in 
this piece, and from Xenophon Hist. Gritc. L. 1. p. 449, and from /Eschines in Axiocho, 
p. 101. 	This last writer tells us, that the matter was carried the next day by the choice 
of certain llpoEapoi ryxcerederoi, to take the votes; whence it should seem that it was not, 
at that time of the republick, the constant custom to elect lipoeSpoi for this purpose, as it 
afterwards was out of the nine tribes, which were not Prytanes; (See Putter, L. I. 17.) 
but that the Prytanes alone, or some chosen from among them, exercised this office. 
Xenophon, in his Apomnemon : L. 4. C. 4, seems to speak of the same trial, and says, that 
Socrates was Falcram in the assembly 1 if so, it was his particular province to give tha 
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Potter says, that from the nature of the crime (A0-ECe7a), it is 
evident that the trial was before the court of Areopagus : but I take 
the contrary to be evident from the style both here and in Xenophon. 
He always addresses his judges by the name of AveTpec, or Aydies 
Avaioi, whereas the form of speaking either to the 'Areopagites or 
to the senate'  of Five Hundred, was constantly a Than : and in the 
courts' of justice, Adpsc Llama-rail  or sometimes AvXpEc Algrasot, or Ave/pe9 
alone : he therefore was judged in some of these courts. 

' See Lysias's Apolog. in Simonem, and his Oration, Pro saga Oliva. 
4  See Lysias in Philonem, pro Mantitheo, &c. 
s Ib. in Epicratem in principio et sub fin, : et pro Euphileto, et passim. 

i NOTES. 

people liberty of voting ; but it is certain that he was not an Evarrartic chosen out of the 
IlgoeSpos, as was usual in the time of Demosthenes : he might indeed be. Ergo-rarlc of the 
Prytanes, an honour which continued but one day. 	See also Xenophon in Apomnem : 
L. 1. c. 1, where a clearer account is given of the same fact, where he is called BouXonis 
and Er•crrarns ev va) Aw.ccp. 	See also Plato's Gorgias, p. 473. and Corsinus Fast. Attic. 
v. 1. Diss. 6. de Ilpodpom xs Fisscrrarwy Electione.    
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CRITO. 

H, IIEPI IIPAKTOY. 

or (as the second Basil edition more justly entitles it) 
HEM &OEM AAHO9YE KM &MAIM 

01. 95. I. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 1. p. 43. 

THIS beautiful dialogue (besides Dacier's translation and Foster's , 
notes) has been translated and illustrated by the Abbe Saltier, 

keeper of the printed books in the French king's library ; see 

Vol. 14. Mem. de l'Acad. des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, p. 38. 

PH/EDO. 
H, IIEPI TY/CHE. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 1. p. 57. 

THrs famous dialogue was supposed by Pametius ' the stoick, a 
great admirer of Plato, not to be genuine, or at least interpolated, 

rather, as it seems, from his own pesuasion I  of the soul's mortality, 

than from any thing in the piece itself unlike the manner or the 

tenets of the philosopher, to whom it has always been ascribed. 

The whole course of antiquity has regarded it as one of his principal 

works ; and (what seems decisive) Aristotle '  himself cites it, as a 

work of his master. 

Anthologia, L. i. 44. 	Cicero, Tusc. Quest. L. I.32. 	' Meteorolog. L. 2. 2. 
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. The historical part of it is admirable, and, though written 'and 
'disposed with all the art and management of the best tragick 'writer, 
(for the slightest circumstance in it wants not'its force and meaning) 
it exhibits nothing to the eye but the noble simplicity of nature. 
Every intelligent reader will feel what those who were eyewitnesses 
are said to have felt, namely, lave,' T1Pa XprZeilly CM ra TIN iXovv; 
o-utyzwpatzevvy own gott TN mnstic. 	The innocence, the humanity, ,the 
cheerfulness, and the unaffected intrepidity of Socrates, will draw 
some tears from him (as it did many from them) as for the loss of 
a father ; and will, at the same time, better than any arguments, 
shew him a soul, which, if it were not so, at least deserved •to be 
immortal. 

The reasoning part is far inferior, sometimes weak, sometimes 
false, too obscure, too abstiacted, to convince us of 'any thing ; 
yet with a mixture of good sense and with many fine observations. 
The fabulous account of a future state is too particular and too 
fantastick an invention for Socrates to dwell upon at such a time, 
and has less decorum and propriety in it than -the other parts of 
the dialogue. 

Socrates attempts in this dialogue to prove, that true philosophy 
is but a continual preparation for death; its daily study and practice 
being to wean and separate the body from the soul, whose pursuit 
of truth is perpetually stopped and impeded by the . numerous 
avocations, the little . pleasures, pains, 	and 	necessities 	of its 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

P. 58. Kai.' evscanvy.] 	This annual solemnity should be distinguished from the great 
Delian festival described by Thucydides, (See Taylor's Comment on the Marmot. Sand-
vicense,) which returned only once in four years, and:  which, after a long intermission, 
was revived 01. s8. s. 

61. 4101AoActe.1 We see that Philolaus of Crotona had been at Thebes, and that Simmias 
and Cebes had both received from him some tincture of the Pythagorean doctrines..  
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Companion. 	That, as death is but a transition from its opposite', 
life (in. the• same manlier as heat is from :cold, weakness from 
strength, and all things, both in the, natural and in the moral world, 
from their contraries) so life is only a transition from death; whence 
he would infer the probability of a. metempsychosis. 	That,, such 
propositions ', as every one assents:to at first, being self-evident, 
and no one giving any account how such parts of knowledge, on 
which the rest are founded, were originally conveyed to our mind, 
there must have been a pre-existent state, in 'which the soul was 
acquainted with these truths, which she recollects and assents to 
on their recurring to her in this life. 	That, as truth is eternal and 
immutable, and not visible to our senses but to the soul alone ; and 
as the empire, which she exercises over the body, bears a resemblance 
to the power of the Divinity, it is probable that she,-like her object, 
is everlasting and unchangeable, and, like the office she bears, 
something divine. 	.That, it , cannot be, as some have thought, 
merely a harmony resulting from a disposition of parts in the body, 
since it directs, commands, and restrains the functions of that very 
body. 	That, the soul, being the cause of life to the body, can never 

' • This was an idea of Pythagoras. Ev Cw am) ravviv EY ?al; as yeveolc Stiopsic. Diog. 
Laert. L. S. s. 22. 

5  Socrates has explained the same doctrine in the Meno, p. 81, &c. but rather as con- 
jectural than demonstrable, for he adds, in the Conclusion, p. 86; Ta (my ye aMce aux av 
Taxi kip 78 Mr 8ao,copurctsp,v, &c. 	. 

NOTES.  
97. Hence it is clear that Socrates never was the scholar of Anaxagoras, (whatever 

Laertius and others have' said) though he had read his works with application. 
* See who Echecrates was, in Plato's 9th Epistle, Op. Vol. 3. p. 358. 	The Phliasians 

were ever the faithful allies of Sparta, and (though the Peloponnesian war was now at an 
end) it is no wonder if they had not any great intercourse with Athens. 
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itself be susceptible of death ; and 'that, there will be a state of 
.1,  rewards and punishments, the scene of which _he takes pains in 

describing, though he concludes, that no man can tell exactly where 
or what it shall be. 

Dacier's superstition and folly are so , great in his notes on the 
Pined°, that they are not worth dwelling -upon. 

ERASTA. 

£PAZTAI EMU ANTEPAZTA1: 

ntpi ornozomz. 

THE scene lies in the school of Dionysius the grammarian ', who 
was Plato's own master. 	The design is to spew, that .philosophy 
consists not in ostentation, nor in that insight (which the sophists 
affected) into a variety of the inferior parts of science, but in the 
knowledge of one's self, and in a sagacity in discovering the 
characters and dispositions of mankind, and of correcting and of 
modelling their minds to their own advantage. 

The dialogue is excellent, but too short for such a subject. 	The 
interlocutors are not named, nor is there any mark of the time when 
it happened. 

1  rpap.paricrru, of whom children learned to read and write. 	Vid. Charmidem. p. 161. 

NOTE ON THE GREEK TEXT. 	• 
. 	 Platon. Op. Serrani, Vol. 1. p. 132. 

- 	p. 135. The price of a slave skilled in carpenter's work, was five or six 'mime, about 
£19.7s.ed.; of an architect, 10,000 drachma, i. e. above k 322. 173. od. 

VOL. II. 	 X X 
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LACHES. 

H, TIEPI ANAPEIAZ. 

, 	• 

THE persons in this dialogue are men of distinguished rank and 
figure in the state of Athens. 

1. Lysimachus', son to the famous Aristides, surnamed, The Just. 
2. Melesias, son to that Thucydides who was the great rival of 

Pericles in the administration. 	 • 	• 
3. Nicias2, so often the general in the Peloponnesian war, cele-

brated for his goodness, for his conduct, and for his success, till the 
fatal expedition to Syracuse in which he perished.  

i Vid. Menonem. p. 93. 94. Both he and Melesias were persons little esteemed, except 
on their father's account. 

' Thucydides passim.—Plutarch: in Vita Niciaa—Lysias contra Poliuchum, p. 318. 

. 	 - 

' 	NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

* 	Platon. Op. Serrani, Vol. 2. p. 178. 

P. 178. Tov Avapa.] Stesilaus, as it afterwards appears, an Athenian. 
179. Hamm ovrE.] Perhaps we should read, Hamra xas dun; °yolk' exwv, niipe ',mei-pos.. 
180. °MC a1hozny.1 Both Socrates and Lysimachus were of Alopecm. 
Ib. Aap-cocca 	Damon the sophist and :Musician, scholar to Agathocles (see the Prota- 

goras, p. 818.) who excelled in the same' professions, had been banished by the faction 
opposite to Pericles, on account of his intimacy with that great man, in whose education 
Plutarch (in Vit. Pericl.) would make one imagine he had a principal share; but, in reality, 
their intimacy did not begin till Pericles was an.old man, as Plato (in Alcib. I. p. 118.) 
expressly tells us ;• and accordingly we find here, that Laches had'as yet never seen Damon, 
who probably, after the ten years of his ostracism were expired, was returned to Athens, 
while Laches commanded in Sicily. 
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_ 
4. Ladles, son of Melanopus of the district lExone, and tribe 

Cecropis °, commander of the fleet sent to the assistance of the 
Leontines in Sicily, 01. 88. 2, in which expedition he defeated the 
Locrians, reduced Messene, Myl, and other places, and after his 
recall, seems to have been* prosecuted by Cleon for corruption in 
this very year ; whence it appears, that he was in the battle of 
Delium 5. 

5. Thucydides, son to Melesias.6  1 

	

	 • 
Two youths under twenty years of age. 

6. Aristides, son to Lysimachus. 
7. Socrates, then in his forty-seventh year. 
The two first of these persons, being then very ancient, and pro-

bably about seventy years of age, and sensible of that defect in their 
own education, which had caused them to lead their lives in an 
obscurity unworthy the soils of such renowned fathers, were the 
more solicitous on account of their own sons, who were now almost 

3  Thucydides in multis locis. 	Laches was also among the commanders of the troops 
sent into Peloponnesus to assist the Argives. 01. 90. 3. (See Diodorus, L. 12. p.126.0dit. 
Rhodomanni 1604. 

4 Aristophanes in Vespis; et Scholia; which drama was played 01. 89. 2; see verse 89o, 
where he is called Accg>25 6 Ailawevc, as Cleon is called, Kum 6 Kuacchswiew. 

s He was one of the generals of the Athenians in the battle near Mantinea, 01. 90. 3, 
and was slain in that action. 	See Thucydides, L. 5. p. 334, and Androtion in Schol. 
ad Ayes Aristophanis, V. 13. 	. .  

' Vid. Menonem, p. 9 4, et Theagem, p. I so. et TheLetetum, p. 151. 
t. 
. 	. 	? 	 . 

NOTES. 

P. 180. Ilarpixoc fixoc.) Sophroniscus, therefore, though in low circumstances, was a man 
of good character, and known to the principal citizens. 

182. 0 yap oryoivoc.]. The war with Sparta. 	It is plain, that this was not one among 
the usual exercises of their gymnasia, and the teachers of it were but lately introduced in 
Athens. 
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of an age to enter into the world. 	They. therefore invite Nieias 
and 'Laches, men of distinguished abilities and bravery, but some 
years. younger than themselves, to a confetence on that subject; 
sand after having been spectators together of the feats of arms 
exhibited by Stesilaus, ' a professed master in the exercise of all 
weapons, they enter into conversation. 	Socrates, who happened to 
be present, is introduced by Laches to Lysimachus, as a person 
worthy to bear a part in their consultation. 	The first question is 
occasioned by the spectacle which they had just beheld,' namely, 
" whether the management of arms be an exercise fit to be learned 
by young men of quality ? " 	Nicias is desired first to deliver his 
opinion, which is, that it may give grace and agility to their persons, 
and courage and confidence to their minds ; that it may make them 
more terrible, to their enemies in battle, and more useful to their 

• • 
. 

NOTES. 	 . 
. 	. 	. 

183. Tpaywalac 9ronrn5.] 	A satire on the Athenians who were devoted to these enter- 
tainments. See de Republ. L. 2. p. 376, L. 3. p. 390, and L. 8: p. 568. 

lb. ACcenv lepoy.1 Like the temples and groves of the 	s'i.t.scu Oeas, the Furies, Xcupos— 
Ax70s a owiroc, &c. Soph. (Ed. Col. v. 39. 	 -. • 

Ib. ErepwOi.J 	In the Sicilian expedition. 
Ib. Aopapricooy.1 A long halbard, whose head was fashioned like a scythe or broad 

sickle. 	They were used to cut the rigging of ships down, and in sieges to pull down the 
battlements of walls, such as Livy, L. 38, calls,,"aisseres falcati ad detergendas pinnast 
Vid. Fingm. Polybii, v. 2. ed. Gronov. p. 1546. 

184. Enicaveovepos yevogro, i 010; vs.] Perhaps we should read oio; nv, and omit the n. 
185. Am' e IfEpi TH, oti ivexa aVo grrei.] Perhaps we should read, 6 evexa ailae gvrei. 
188. Acopicrri, coo: ex km.] A satire on the Athenians, and a compliment to Sparta 

(V. de Republ. L. e. p. 398.) which Plato seldom omits, when he finds an opportunity.. 
(Vid. Hippiam Major, p. 283 and 4.—Protagoram, p. 342.—Symposium, p. 209, where 
he calls the laws of Lycurgus, V.wrnpets 715 EN4a805.) 

189. Ei as vecerepoc, &c.) 	Socrates does not seem to have attained a great reputation 
and esteem till about this time of his life, when Aristophanes also first introduced him on 
the stage, 01. 89. 1, in his NeeeXas. 
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friends ; and at the same time may inspire them with a laudable 
ambition to attain the higher and more noble parts of military know-
ledge. Laches has a direct contrary opinion of it : he argues from 
his own experience, that he never knew a man, who valued himself 
upon this art, that had distinguished himself in the war ; that the 
Lacedemonians, who valued and cultivated military discipline beyond 
all others, gave no encouragement to these masters of defence ; that, 
to excel in it, only served to make a coward more assuming and 
impudent, and to expose a brave man to envy and calumny, by 
making any little failing or oversight more conspicuous in him. 

Socrates is then prevailed upon to decide the difference, who 
artfully turns the question of much greater ,importance for a young 
man of spirit to know, namely, " what is valour, and how it is 
distinguished 	from a brutal 	and 	unmeaning 	fierceness." 	By 
interrogating Laches and Nticias, he skews, that such as had the 
highest reputation for courage in practice, were often very deficient 
in the theory; and yet none can communicate a virtue he possesses, 

- 	• 	NOTES. 

194. Tans Sam,  xas OceppaNewe.] Which he afterwards defines, Aelva tr..% a xas See; wapexes. 
OappaXea ss, a nu p, aeon Trapezes 	 .. 
- 195. 'Hozepov OpoAceyeis parrs; enica.] 	Dacier explains well this piece of raillery on the 

supposed timidity and superstition of Nicias's character : but when he carries it still farther, 
and supposes it a part of Nicias's religion to believe in the bravery of, the Crommyonian 
wild-sow (p. 196.), he grows insipid, and interprets the meaning of Socrates quite 

.. wrong. 	 . 	. 
197. Aap,axov.) 	See his character in Plutarch in Nicias's life, and in Thucydides, and 

in Aristophanes in Acharnens: he was remarkable for his bravery and his poverty ; he 
went to Sicily with Nicias and Alcibiades, as their colleague, 01. 91., 1, and died there. 

Ib. liccxXurrez rex rosatrrce orop.ara &aspens.] 	Prodicus is accordingly introduced in the 
Protagoras, p. 337, accurately distinguishing the sense of- words, and defining all. the 
terms he uses; and again in the Protagoras, p. 358, and La the Meno, p. 75, and in the ,  
Charmides, p. 163. 	See also the Euthydemus, p. 277, and this seems to have been the 
subject of his EriSesEicsrevroovraapaxp.oc. Vid. Cratylum, p. 384. 
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without he has himself a. clear idea of it. He proves, that valour mug 
have good sense for. its basis ; that it• consists in the,  knowledge .of 
what is, and what is. not, to be feared ; and that, Consequently, we 
must first distinguish between,  real • good and evil, and that -it is 
closely connected with the other virtues; namely, justice, temperance, 
.and piety, nor can it ever subsist -Without them. 	The' scope of this 
fine:- dialogue is to shew, that Philosophy is ..the school of true 
bravery. 	' •  

The time of this dialogue is Ike long after the defeat of the 
Athenians at Delium, 01. 89. 1, in which action Socrates 'had 
behaved with great spirit, and thence recommended himself to 
the friendship of Laches. 	 -  

. 	NOTES. 

P. 192. Amecoc AsEcovEct.] OAcurflp.c," scilicet. Vid. Harpocration in AlEcovac. 
201. Ai&os.] The verse is in the Odyssey, P. V. 347 : 

1.  • 	 . 	A,80.5 ex crycidn xsxmceoto ,snap, wpiorr4. 

Plato here reads—o&p, leaping*. 	And so again in the Charmides, p. 161. 
lb. HEW 7rapa GE.] Accordingly Ariitides and Thucydides *ere actually under the care 

of Soiratcs from this time.; (see the Theages sub. fin.) but they soon left him.    
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HIPPARCHIJS. 
• 11, CAOKEPAHE. 

THE intention of the dialogue is to shew, that all mankind in 
their actions equally tend to some imagined good, but are commonly 
mistaken in the nature of it ; 	and that nothing can properly be 
called gain which, when attained, is not a real good. 

The time of the dialogue is no where marked. 

. 	 NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

. 	Platon. Op. Edit. Serrani, Vol. 2. p. 225. 

P. 225. 11,C4 TI WI ip-esc 1-cov crog3cosi Ap-anov.] 	lo-oxwAcc xces OpoineXeurce. 
228. IIoArni TO) E1.40).] Thucydides affirms the express contrary to Plato, that Hipparchus 

never reigned at all. Oux eivrvrespxo5, 0::crxep Os 7COAINO1 oiovrw, caA"Iirria;, irpeo-6'urcerq wv, ecrxe 
Iv espxnv. Thucyd. L. 6. Sect. 54. p. 379. Ed. Huds. Oxon: but he agrees with Plato that 
the government of the.Pisistratidte was mild and popular, till the murder of Hipparchus.' 
Hipparchus first brought the works of Homer to Athens; he was intimate with. 
Simonides, and sent a galley, to bring Anacreon to Athens, as I imagine, from Samos, 
after the death of Polycrates, which happened in the fourth year of Hippias's, (or accord-
ing to Plato) of Hipparchus's reign.—The custom of the Rhapsodi successively repeating 
all Homer's poems during the Panathemea.—Hermw were erected by Hipparchus in the 
middle of Athens, and of every Alpo; in Attica, with inscriptions in verse, containing 
some moral precept, written by himself. 	- 

229. Ti$ caeqn; aribciav 71; xavqopaga Perhaps, rig `APM0AIOT c6skpic--1-1); Kanfope, 

or ev rOcoesolcopicb unless rye/ or ivexa be understood. 
231. AVI3 8caexectrroso-sisa Gold was therefore to silver at that time, as twelve to one. 
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PHILEBUS. 

H, 'UPI 'HAONHZ. 

Platon. Op. Saran', VOL 2. p. 

rri  
i HIS dialogue is too remarkable to be passed over slightly : we 

shall therefore annex the principal heads of it. 	The question is, 
Ti MO captors:44y Icrtlf4ccreo aeso-rov ; 	" "What is the supreme good of 
mankind ?" and, " whether pleasure 	or wisdom have the better 
pretension to it ?" 

The persons are, Pcotarchus, the son of Callias, who supports 
the ,cause of pleasure, and Socrates, who opposes it : 'Philebps, who 
had begun the dispute but was grown weary ofit, and many others 
of the Athenian youth, are present at the conversation. 	The time 
of it is no where marked. 	The end of the dialogue is supposed to 
be lost. 

p. 12. The name of pleasure, variously applied, to the joys of 
intemperance and folly, and to the satisfaction arising from wisdom, 
and from the command of our passions. 

Though of unlike, and even of opposite natures, they agree so 
far, as they are all pleasures alike 	as black and white, though 
contrary the one to the other, are comprehended under the general 
head of colours. 	 . 

Though included under one name, if some are contrary and of 
opposite natures to others, they cannot both be good alike. 

p. 14. Vulgar enquiry; how it is possible for many' to be one, and 
one, many, laid aside by consent as childish. 

V. de Republ. L. 6. p. 505. 	 • V. Phtedon. p. 98. 
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Obscure question on our abstracted idea of unity.' The vanity 
and disputatious humours of a young man,. who has newly tasted 
of philosophy and has got. "hold of a puzzling question, are well 

- described. 
Every subject of our conversation has in it a mixture of the 

infinite and of the finite. 
p. 16. 	The true logician will (as the ancients prescribed,) first 

- discover some single and general idea, and then proceed to two or 
three subordinate to it, which he will again subdivide into their 
several classes, which will form, as it were, -a medium beneath 
finite and infinite. 

Example in the alphabet. The human voice is one idea, but sus-
ceptible of a variety of modulations, and to be diversified even to 
infinity : 	to know that it is dine, and to know that it is infinite, 
are neither of them knowlefdge ; but there can be no knowledge 
without them.  

. When we first attain to the unity of things, we must descend 
from number to infinity, if we would know any thing : and when 
we first perceive their infinity, we must ascend through number to 
unity.. 	Thus the first inventor' of letters remarking the endless 
variety of sounds, discovered a certain number of vowels, distin- 

- guished others of a different . power, , called consonants, some of 
which were mutes, and others liquids, and to the whole combi-
nation of elements he gave the form and name of an alphabet. 

p. 20. The good, which constitutes happiness; must be in itself 
sufficient and perfect, the aim and end of all human creatures. 

: ' V. Phmdrum. p. 974. V. et Politieum:p. 285. 	.EOY, !may Tv tam ?IVACO Tg; TrporepoY 
aso-krou xowcoviav, p.1) rpocopsOTCCACti, no cal ev am t a; aiacopag ean 7racrag inrOcras wee EY EaECTI 

xenta.s• rag BE LW 7rUY706/17X; ayopowrirrag, bray III wAriOenv opOcoop f 0) BUYCXTOY mai Sucranrsizevov 

waueoias, wpm ay cups-aura mesa grog Lag oposanTroc epEac, leyolic too; tto-iic Trepstcan. 

VOL. II. 	 Y y 
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A life of Mere pleasure-  considered by itself, which, (if pleasure 
only be that good) must need no mixture nor addition. 

If we had no memory nor reflection, 'we could have no enjoyment 
of past pleasure, nor hope of future, and scarcely any perception of 
the present, which would be much like the life of an oyster : on 
the other hand, a life of thought and reflection, without any sense 
of pleasure' or of pain, seems no desirable state: 	Neither contem- 
plation, therefore, nor pleasure, are the good we, seek . after, but - 
probably a life composed of both.  

p. 22. Whether the happiness of this mixed state is the result of 
pleasure, or rather of wisdom, and which contributes most to it ? 

. 	p. 23. Division of all existence into the infinite, the limited,' the 
mixed, which is composed of the two former, and the supreme cause 
of all.  

Example of the first ; 	all that admits of increase or decrease, 
greater or less, hotter or colder, 8cc. i. e. all undetermined quantify. 
' Of the second ; all that determines quantity, as equality, duplicity, 
and whatever relation number bears to number, and measure to 
measure. 

Of the third, or mixed ; 	all created things, in which the infinity 
. of matter is, by number and measure, reduced to proportion. 

p. 27. Pleasure and pain, having no bounds 5  in themselves, are 
of the nature of the infinite. 	• 

p. 28. The supreme power and Wisdom of the Deity asserted. 	- 
'But a small portion of the several elements is visible in our frame. 

, 	 , 

4 Or rather, that which limits and gives bounds (vs %vac) such as figure, which gives 
bounds to extension; as time, which limits duration, &c. 

s Happiness and misery, says Mr. Locke, are the names of two extremes, the utmost 
bounds whereof we know not ; but of some degrees of them we have very lively ideas. 
(Chapt. of Power, 1. 41.) 
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Our soul is a small portion of the spirit of the universe, or fourth 
kind mentioned above.  
. p. 31. Pain is a consequence of a ° dissolution of that symmetry 

and harmony in our fabrick, which is the cause of health, strength, 
&c. as pleasure results from the return and restoration of the parts 
to their just proportions. 

Thus hunger and thirst are uneasinesses proceeding from emp-
tiness ; eating and drinking produce pleasure by restoring a proper 
degree of repletion. 	Excess of cold is attended with a sensation of 
pain, and warmth brings with it an equal pleasure. 

Pleasures and pains of the soul alone arise from the' expectation 
of pleasure or pain of the body : these are hopes and fears, and depend 
upon the memory. 

A state of indifference is 1 ithout pleasure or pain, which is con- 
sistent with a life of though and contemplation. 

T  

p. 33. Sensation is conveyed to the soul through the organs of the 
body ; the body' may receive many motions and alterations ,unper- 
ceived by the mind. 	 . 	.. 

-8  This is an idea of Timteus, the Locrian : 	'Oxoo-txt pry cov (rwy Komi-son) eEscrriivri rev 
¢carly,szkystva; Mr OX00-al Se coroax0scrriins sg cwrani, of ova oyottalyonco. And Mr. Locke makes 
much the same observation. 	Excess of cold (says he) as well as heat, pains us; because 
it is equally destructive of that temper, which is necessary to the preservation, and the 
exercise of the several functions of the body, and which consists in a moderate degree of 
warmth, or, if you please, a motion of the insensible parts of our bodies confined within 
certain bounds. 	Essay cal H. U. Ch. 7. §. 4. 

7  " Hope is that pleasure in the mind, which every one finds upon the thought of a 
profitable future enjoyment of a thing which is apt to delight him. Fear is an uneasiness 
upon the thought of future evil, likely to befall us. Locke. ib. Ch. 20. cboqof j wpo km; 
loony 6ailpog 86, ii .770 78 mune. 	L. 1. Leguni. p. 644. 

8  This is also from Timmus. 	Kwaol?,), Se raw CKWO Tan EMS TeX; 1.4EY titYCZW01457/1; sic TOY 

femora TOVOY, Geso-Ovicna; eipsv, rag Ss 6,r' arraatins,  fkli riaTossrag, averagrinrws, t) Tal V% WW7X01MX 

rcep«vra yecaerrepez eip.ev, n  rw Tag xivacrsag apervaregag neverrOas. 	De Anima Mundi. p. 106. 
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Memory ik the preserver of our sensations: 
Recollection; an act . of the mind alone, restores to us ideas 

imprinted in the memory, after an intermission.  
Desire, in the mind alone, by which it supplies the wants of the 

body : it depends on memory.  
In the appetites, pleasure and pain go together, a proportionable 

satisfaction succeeding, as the uneasiness abates. 	.. 
Memory' of a past pleasing sensation inspires hope of a future 

one, and thereby abates an uneasiness 'actually present ; 	as the 
absence of hope doubles a present pain. 

Whether truth and falsehood belong to pleasures and pains ? 
They do i ' as these are founded on our opinions '° of things pre-

conceived, which may, undoubtedly, be either true or false. 
, Our opinions are founded on our sensations, and the memory of 

them. Thus we see a figure at a distance beyond a certain rock, or 
under a certain tree, and we say to ourselves, it is a man ; 	but on 
advancing up to it,' we find a,• i u‘ d e image of wood carved by the - 

, shepherd. 	
P 

d.  
The senses, the memory, and the passions, which attend on them, 

write' on our souls, or rather delineate, a variety of conceptions and 
representations of which, when justly drawn, we form true opinions 
and propositions ; but when falsely, we form false ones. 

On these our hopes and fears' are -  built, 'and consequently are 
capable of truth and falsehood, as well as the opinions on which 
they are founded.  

. 	 - 
, 	 . 

9  What Plato calls by the name of Mywh, and AvapAnc, are by Locke distinguished 
under the names of contemplation and memory. L. 1. Ch. 10. being the different powers 
of retention. 	(See De Legib. L. 5. p.. 732.) • 

0  All this head is finely explained by Locke. (Ch. of Power. §, 61, 62, 69, 64, 65, &c.) 
which is the best comment on this part of Plato. 
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p. 40. The good abound in just and true hopes, fears, and desires; 
the bad in false and delusive ones. 

p. 41. As pleasures " and pains are infinite, we can only measure 
them by comparison, one with the other. 

.Our hopes and fears are no less liable to be deceived by the 
prospect of distant objects, than our eyes. 	As we are always com-
paring those, which are far off, with others less remote or very near, 
it is no wonder that we are often mistaken; especially as a pleasure, 
when set next a pain, does naturally appear greater than its true 
magnitude, and a pain less. 	 1 	, 

So much then of our pains and pleasures as exceeds or falls short.  
of its archetype, is false. 

A state of indolence, or of apathy, is supposed by the school .of 
Heraclitus to be impossible, ofti account of the perpetual motion of - 
all things. 	 1 . 

Motions and alterations 18  proved -to happen continually in our ... 
body, of which the soul has no perception. 

p. 43. Therefore, (though we should allow the perpetual motion of 
things,) there are times when the soul feels neither pleasure nor 
pain ; so that this is a possible state. 

Pleasure, and its contrary, are not the consequences of any . 
changes in our constituent parts, but of such changes as are 
considerable and violent. , 

The sect of philosophers, who affirm " that there is no pleasure 
. 	 . 

. 	. . 
.. ,, If we will rightly estimate what we call good and evil, we shall find it lies much 

in comparison." (Locke, C. of Power.i:42.) 
la Whatever alterations are made in the body, if they reach not the mind, whatever 

impressions are made on the outward parts, if they are not taken notice of within, there 
is no perception. 	Locke. Ch. 9. 

Is " Pleasure, says Mr. Selden, is nothing but the intermission of pain, the enjoyment 
of something I am in great trouble for, till I have it." 
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. 	c 
but . the absence of piin, is in the wrong, but from a noble 
principle." 

To know the nature of pleasure, we should consider such as are 
strongest : bodily pleasures are such. 

Pleasure is in proportion to our desires. 	The desires and long- 
ings of sick persons are the most violent : the mad and thoughtless 
feel the strongest " degree of pleasure and of pain ; so that both the 
one and the other increase with the disorder and depravity of our 
body and mind. 

Pleasures of lust have a mixture of pain, as the pain of the itch" 
has a mixture of pleasure, and both subsist at the same instant. 
. Anger, grief, love, envy, are pains of the soul, but with a mixture'' 

'.,of pleasure. 	Exemplified in the exercise of our compassion and 
'terror at a 'P tragick spectacle, and of our envy at a .comick one. The 
pleasure of ridicule arises from vanity and from the ignorance of 
ourselves. We laugh at,the follies 29  of the weak, and hate those of .. 	 . 	. 
the powerful. 	 . 

Pure and unmixed pleasures ' proved to exist : those of the senses 
resulting from regularity of figure, beautiful colours, melodious . 	. 	: sounds, odours of fragrance., &c. and all whose absence is not -ne- 
cessarily " accompanied with any uneasiness. Again : satisfactions 
of the mind resulting from knowledge, the absence or loss.of which 
is not naturally attended with any pain. '. 	- 

' 	/61U6XEpe I fit TM /SUM* 8% avast* A.glY pepiriXOTWY TV "n); ibis)); &weepy, %%I YEYOIMOTCOV 

Nagy Or 

. 15  V. Plat. in Republ. L. s. p. 403. 
16  Vid. Gorgiam. p. 494. 
17  V. Aristot. Rhetor. L. 2. c. 2. 
118  MI) Toss Bpay.cuis phvov, cchAct xces TY) T8 €i8 Eutvraerp Tparaiie xas =waif. p. '50, . 
It rekiiit pAY, inront arrosor lbw/me ae, hiroo-a 4 *wpm. 
4° Vid. de Republ. L. 9. p. 584. 
13  Ours fucrele, ca.N.' sir sicrs Aoyurp,oic. p. 52. 
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A small portion of pure and uncorrupted pleasure is preferable 
to a larger one of that which is mixed and impure. 

The opinion of some philosophers, that pleasure is continually 
generating, but is never produced, i. e. it has no real existence, seems 
true with regard to mere bodily pleasures. 

Enquiry into knowledge. 	The nature of the arts : such of them, 
as approach the nearest to real knowledge, are the most ' consider-
able, being founded on number, weight, and " measure, and capable 
of demonstration. 	 . 	. 

. 
Secondly, those attainable only by use and frequent trial, being 

founded on conjecture and experiment, such as musick, medicine, 
agriculture, natural philosophy, &c. 

p. 60. Recapitulation. 
p. 61. Happiness resides " in the just mixture of wisdom and plea-

sure; particularly when we j6in the purest pleasures with the clearer 
and more certain Sciences. 

p. 63. Prosopopceia of the pleasures and sciences, consulted on the 
proposal made for uniting them. 	 . 

p. 64. No mixture is either useful or durable, without proportion. 
The supreme good of man consists in beauty, in symmetry, and in 
truth, which are the causes of all the happiness to be found in the 
above-mentioned union. 

. , 	.. 	 . .. 	 . 
ii  Vid. de Republ. L. 1 o.y. 602. 
43  And above all, logick, to which we owe all the evidence and certainty we Snd in the 

rest. llowse Opsyxos, sots thOteljfkanY i AfeaeXTIXt) ;WM,  EVOLYW %EMU, &c. 	De. Republ. L. 7. 
p. 534. 	 . 	, 

24  Vid. de Republ. L. 9.p. 582. and de Leg. L. 6. p. 733. 
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M E N O. 
11, 'UPI APETHE. 

THE subject of the dialogue is this : That virtue is knowledge, 
and that true philosopy alone can give us that knowledge. 

I see 'nothing in this,  dialogue to make one think that Plato 
intended to raise the character of Meno. 	He is introduced as a 
young man who seems to value himself on his parts, and on the 
proficiency he has made under Gorgias the Leontine, (whose notions 
are here exposed) and the compliments Socrates makes him on his 
beauty, wealth, family, and other distinctions, are 	Only little 
politenesses ordinarily used by that philosopher to put persons into 
good humour, and draw them into conversation with him. 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 2, p. 70. 

P. 70. Ef irynxv vs mi glorrco.) The breed of Thessalian horses was the most celebrated 
in Greece; and when the cities of Thessaly were united among themselves, they could 
raise a body of six thousand, equal to any cavalry\  in the world. (Xenophon Hellenic. L. 6. 
p. 339. Pausan. L. 10. p. 799. Plato in Hipp.Maj. p. 284.) They were of great service 
to Alexander in his expeditions. The country was verkrich in pasture and in corn, and, 
as their government was generally remiss and ill-regulated, their wealth naturally intro-
duced a corruption (Athenteus, L. 14. p. 663.) of manners, which made them first slaves 
themselves, and then the instruments of slavery to other people. It was they who invited 
the Persian (Herod. L. 7. and L. 9.) into Greece; and afterwards gave rise to the power 
of the Macedonians. 

Isocrates (Orat. de Pace, p. 183.) produces them as an example of a strong and wealthy 
people, reduced by their own bad management to a low and distressed condition. 
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The time of the dialogue seems to be not long before the expe-
dition of the tei thousand into Asia, for Meno was even then a very 
young man, (En e:Ipettoc, corveloc) as he is represented here ; and the 
menaces of Anytus (p. 94) shew, that it was not long before the 
accusation of Socrates : so that we may place it 01. 94. 4, if Plato 
may be trusted in these small matters of chronology which, we 
know, he sometimes neglected. Gorgias was yet at Athens, 01.93.4, 
and it is probable, that the approaching siege of that city might drive 
him thence into Thessaly, and he returned not till after Socrates's 
death. 	 . 

Socrates here distinguishes (p.75.) the true ' method of disputation, 
from the false, To —$12. A X 11CTIXOY core re EpirtaCIS xcer Arourroce. 

I 	 . 
' An art which Socrates allowed td none, but to the true philosopher, 'NO XaeapC05 TE am 

&now; spOweroforarrs. 	V. Sophist. p. 253. 

• 
NOTES. 

P. 70. AM-VIM& 78 AOTKICraid .3 Aristippus of Larissa, one of the potent house of the 
Aleuadte, descendants of Hercules, from which the Thessalians had so often elected their 
Tars, or captains-general. There had been a friendship kept up between them and the royal 
family of Persia, ever since the invasion of Greece by Xerxes, in which they were of great  
use to him. This Aristippus had particular connections with the younger Cyrus (Xenoph, 
Anab. L. 1. p. 145, and s. 173.) who lent him a body of four thousand mercenaries, 
which he made use of to subdue the faction which opposed him in Thessaly, and seems, 
to have established a sort of tyranny there. 	Meno (also of Larissa) son of Alexidemus, led 
a body of fifteen hundred men to the assistance of Cyrus in his expedition against his 
brother, Artaxerxes, 01. 94. 4, and (after the death of Cyrus) betrayed the Greek com I 
manders into thhands of the Persian, who cut off their heads. 	He himself survived not 
above a year, but was destroyed by the Persians. 	His character is admirably drawn by 
Xenophon, ( Inab. L. 2. p. 173.) and many have looked on this as a mark of the enmity 
between Plato and Xenophon. 	See Athenteus, L. 11. p. 505 and 5os. 	Diog. Laert. 
L. 2. Sect. 57, and L. 3. s. 34, and Aul. Gellius, L. 14. S. 3. 

VOL. 	 Z Z 
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Mutant 71 164X0$01 scxs LVCSITOV: (p. 77.) this is Meno's first definition 
of virtue, that it consists in desiring good, and in being able to attain 
it. • Socrates proves that all men desire good, and consequently all 
men are so far equally virtuous (which is an absurdity) ; it must 
therefore consist in the ability to attain it: which is true in Socrates's 
sense of the word 

	

	(which makes him say, irtoc ay eu Xegyosc): .good, 
but it is necessary to know if men's ideas of it are the same. Upon 
enquiry, Meno's meaning appears to be health, honour, riches, 
power, &c.; but, being pressed by Socrates, he is forced to own, 
that the attainment of these is so far from virtue, that it is vice, 

• 

NOTES. 
76. Definition of figure, lx)ipzc, gropes worth the limit or outline of a solid : but this 

seems imperfect to me, except we read *epee -0 trowels) oropecc. Lucretius calls it Filum, 
or Circummesura. 

lb. Asap/Sus, xae EparegoxAca.] See Lucretius, L. s, v. S81. et sequent. and L. 4. V.217. 
lb. Definition of colour, in the manner of Gorgias, Xgos =Open crxothetrant ogres o-upporpos 

xas cagey.); (perhaps we should read roop.orrcov) ; that eflux, or those effluvia, of figured 
bodies, which are proportioned to our sense of seeing. 	This is true, if understood of the 
particles of light reflected from bodies; and not otherwise. But Empedocles, and after him 
Epicurus, thought, that the immediate objects of vision were certain particles detached 
from the surface of the bodies which we behold : `.Ogre 6piir 41.44, maw ?WON -exurtorrow 
'guy CON TON wpayp.ocrow, aro wow TE ICCCI 614060pApptir, ItaTat TO ovapparrov pryeeoc, a; ilv o+sr 
I) iv autevosons, mew; Talc fopexic xpcop.evcov. 	Epicurus in Epistoli ad Herodotum ap. Diog. 
Laert. L. 10. s. 49. 

lb. 2014; is Ti Arywa From Pindar. 
77. rfiAiNot roam ex vs hoc, (drop fours row gurreseograc; Ti horror! of extorrovric.] 	An 

allusion to some comick writer. 
so. Ts g,..wriscc rum rn eaAarrsa.] The torpedo, called by the p et 	the coast of 

the Mediterranean, la torpille, is a fish of the scate or ray-kind ; as all 	t species have 
a wide mouth and prominent eyes, the face of Socrates, who had these two remarkable 
features, reminds Meno of this fish. 	Its figure and extraordinary property of benumbing 
any creature which touches it are described by Mr. Reaumur, in the Memoires de 
l'Academie des Sciences, pour l'Annee 17142  where there is a print of it. 
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unless accompanied with temperance, with justice, and with piety; as 
then the virtue of such an attainment consists in such adjuncts, and 
not in the thing attained; and as these are confessedly parts of virtue 
only, subordinate to some more general idea, they are no nearer 
discovering what virtue in the abstract is, than they were at first. 

Though. the doctrine of reminiscence, repeated by Plato in several 
places, be chimerical enough ; yet this, which follows it, (p. 84.) is 
worth attending to, where Socrates shews how useful it is to be 
sensible of our own ignorance. While we know nothing, we doubt 
of nothing ; this is a state of great confidence and security. 	From 
the first distrust we entertain of our own understanding springs 

NOTES. 
el. A fragment of Pindar on the immortality of the soul: `Oscs yap ay Ilierspola 

from, &C.--86. Eponymic eireyephinal Read, Eponym. 	 . 
88. Top aveporm ra pv cake wawa.] He affirms, that virtue is wisdom and right reason. 

On this subject see also Woollaston's Religion of Nature, Sect. 1. p. 23. 
89. Fo A:1mM] Where the sacred treasure was kept. 	It consisted of one thousand 

talents never to be touched, unless the city were to be attacked by a naval force; in any 
other case it was made capital to propose it. XsAsec TratcYret avo TON ey Ili  Axporoxa xplipzercer 
efroEer oarroic, siPpirra rowineprvosc, xoning hoiga, maxi pi avecAo5v, «V ern ?COY CCA.A0d VOXfpar 10 
as Ilf orb v arphparp luveiv ra xpvcerot Taunt es cam 11,1)1, pi as Vallhi01 soi1ro ovens ernanon 
Try sax, mu ago ap.unoloes, &mem Climoty eireOevro. Thucyd. Hist. L. 2. Sect. 24. They called 
this treasure To Aguovov. Aristophan. Lysistrata, v. 174. 	It was thus set apart the first 
year of the Peloponnesian war. 

90. Ti afar Topa.] Probably by the leather-trade, which Anytus also carried on, as the 
famous Cleonland other principalAthenians, had done. See Aristophanes in the Equites. 
Ismenias, the Theban, had a principal hand in raising the Theban or Corinthian war, (as it \ 
was called) againithe Lacedremonians, being bribed by Timocrates the Rhodian,who was 
also bribed by t llu.siaps, with money for that purpose; but as this happened five or six 
years after the death of Socrates, we can hardly suppose that Plato here alluded to it. 
Yet I think it very possible that he might have written this dialogue about that time, 
when the name of Ismenias was in every one's mouth, 01. 96. 2, or perhaps not till 

.01. 99. 3, when his condemnation and death must doubtless have been the general subject 
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A .  
an uneasiness and a .curiosity, which • will not be satisfied till it 

- attains .to••knoWleage. 	. 	. 
Whoever 	reads .the ' dialogue (attributed 	to lEschines 	the ... 	, 	•. 

Sociatick) 	•intitled 	"Ti6p$: Aptriv,- Es' . blarcrow:; • • will see so, great . a 
resemblance to thiS of Plati3'; and at .the same. time find so great , 
a difference in. . several.  respects; that he will believe. both one and 
the other to be -Sketches .of .a -real conversation, which passed. 
between' Socrates and  some other person, noted down both by . 	: 	. 
Aschines and, by ,Piato.  ;at 'the time :'"the' former. left his notes in that 
Unfinished.Cp,ndition, ;but the latter supplied them- as. he thought fit,, 
and :worked them up at his leisure into this dialogue. 

. 	 . 	• 

	

.. 	• 	, 	: 	, 	. 	 • • . 	NOTES. 
	 • • .. - 

ofconiersation : Plato was thenjUst returned to Atheiis, after his first .voyage to Sicily. 
I do not find What Polyerates. it kette inialiti' 4, Xenoph. Hellenic. L. S. p. 294, and L.. s. 
p..325, 320:'' 	' 	' 	— 	', 	•. 	.:. 	4 	.: 	., 	• 	...• 	•  

90. • Anytus, the son of Anthemio. See XenOplt. Apol. Socrat. sub fin.: and pipg.Lae" 

	

L. 2. S. 38, 39, 4S.T. 	 ..„ 	.;; 
	....1,

. 	 , 	. 	. 	,. 
91. iordaven,  sityu0 	Ptvtagoras was cast away on his Voyage to Sicily, 01. 92. s ; he 

began therefore to tette!' 01. 82. S, beini theit thirty Years of age. 	' s 	". 	• ••• ‘ 	• 
92. Cleophantus, the 'yomight of the `thtee,  'sons a ThemistOcles, by ..Archippe. See 

	

' Plutarch in his life. 	• , 	. 	i 	 • -..1J 4/ i tt 1 	'1 	f. 	• • ., 	,, 
94. See the Laches, where Melesias. and Lysimachus are introduced in the dialogue.' 

For the character of this Thucydities, see Plutarch in Pericic, AristOphan; 'in, Acharn. 
•v. 703, and Schol. ad Vespas, v.241: he imaerWent'tbe sentence of ostracism, 01. es. 4. 

	

.• 95. Nine lines from the Emilia of Theognii... 	. • 	' 	- 	 ' 
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GORGIAS. 

ON THE ABUSES OF ELOQUENCE. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 1, p. 447. 

NOTES ON THE GREEN TEXT. 

P. 448. Karx 	 ocXXcec.] 	Observe the TEXIV—xara TOXV--calloi a).2kaw 

jingle of words introduced by Gorgias, and affected by his imitators in 
rhetorick : see Isocrates Orat. ad Philippum, p. 87. 	Aristotle tells 
us, that Isocrates was a disciple of Gorgias (Quintil. L. 3. c. 1.); 
and he too in the former part of his life, dealt in these napica, 
tOttotorAeural  &c. which, as frivolous as they may seem, yet they often 
add to the beauty of a period, when managed by skilful hands ; that 
is, when they are 64  velut oblata, non captata ; atque innata videntur 
esse, non accersita." 	Quintil. L. 9. c. 3. 	See also Aulus Gellius, 
L. 18. 8. 

Ib. Hpoincoc.] The Leontine, a physician, and brother to Gorgias. 
There was another Herodicus about this time of Selymbria, a famous 
necaorelCvc and a sophist. See Protag. p. 316.—Aristophon and his 
brother, Polygnotus, were both painters, the sons of Aglaophon. 
Ion. p. 532. 

p. 451. ExcAlov.] These Scolia were a kind of lyrick compositions, 
sung either in concert, or successively, by all the guests after a 
banquet : the subjects of them were either the praises of some 
divinity, or moral precepts, or reflections on life, or gay exhortations', 
to mirth, to wine, or to love. 	There were some Scolia of great \ 
antiquity; the most esteemed were those of Alcmus, of Praxilla, and 
of Anacreon.  

p. 451. What Plato alludes to here runs in this manner : `Traivgiv 
tcEy apso-rov 0:14 &VW )  hUTgpOY 'E, X04X0(Pai 7810.0ai, TO rp&rov (TE)  WASTES/ 
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,aoteoc, gou To .117Y9T011)  ovvvC;sv 'Arra Tbn! (potto7 	On this subject, see , 
Atheilletii;' L. 15. p. 694, where he alludes to this passage of Plato; 
Aiisiciplan. Vesp: v.1221, et Ntubes, v.1367, and Burette on Plutarch, 
de ikiniica : and Menioires de:rAead. des Inseript.i vol. 15. p.. 315. 

p. "453.. The first definition ' of rhetoriek. by Gorgias : `Ors. Iliac 
444604  e Iiii. 	.. 	 - 	, •.. 	• 	. . 	 . 
• p. 454. His second . and' fuller  definition is,_  eo ri  hpivvel.. E0 Ts11N. 

.4reg8isc 711; Eli .i-o4i itir,oca4;ipic .: X Oa  Ey 1:"..osc ai)tql6..oxAosc, ;cos Ire et .71317.0 4 ern.  
• 11604106. 	76 X0:1   d20666: 	' ' 	. 	' 	' 	 . 	• 	.: 	• 	,. 	• 	, 	• 	. 

• P. 455. 1Tiii 1ii4.Peiv,7iieicrEieg.i •There were publick physicians .elected 
in most of the Greek cities, who received a salary frora.thecommon, 
Wealth; and seem.le have taken no fees of particular people. Thoie 
physicians who exercised this office, were said khogrigugio. See Aristo- 
phan. in Mikis,' v. 585, and Acharnens. v. 1029, Plutus, V. 568; but . 	.  this'custom 'seems iohaire been laid aside before 01. 97. 4, in Athens: 
Aristophin: !lotus, i. 407: Oorglas , p.514„ and the' Politicus, p. 259. - 

. -11). The third 'definition of rhetorick, to 'which *SoCratei reducei , 
Ger4iis; is thii ; ears Ireigc Eirri:vihsvpyg 1170-7607110jg, 6670.: s. etilzoolgtotnevs. 

• * lb. Ihpi Ts ;ta•Ftetrg iss20‘.] The. Mall* Tarr!, which joined Athens . 	... 
tiihe'Pirieeus were  begun on :tfinriion of Pericles, 01.80: 3'. (Vid, 

. Thucyd.'/.4. 1. is. 'Uri.), Socratei at that time was about twelve yeari: 

. old..-.  See Plutarch in 'the lives'Of Pericles and eimen. Harpocratio 
tells -us, that of the two. walls which extended from the city to the . 
Pirceens, the southern only, or the ithierMost, was called To   pia  Aar!, 
a.5  lying between the outermost, To Corov,.andthe To ittalimiiv,which 
was a third wall; draWii from Athens to the *poi.i.Phaler' us ; - and he 

.. 	, 	 ..    
cites this very' passage. 	' • 	. 	... 	. 	• 	•- . . 	• 	• 	...- . 	. 	. 	, 

p. 563. :Ss:JO:atees  own  :ludicrous - definitions of eloquence. to 
mortify the professors of it, as an art, are these : Etoreseus *Tv zapffog : . 	, 	... 
imi gone airielectoiow sirsT,Aco uth 	Ti, TEX6M0V I.466. s, IllUVI; 1E  IrrOVifirigtjr,  .. . 	 . 
MS etartig, KM etPUOti hal; 	17e00'OIMX6iY: 704' 000p0.11T0g. 	nairslitx te,  opt!  . • 

Eil(dX01,1' 70 xepoOkativ le awry, xoXaiceice aOrso-ri oipo otimiresily,i 61 I tPijiy,  44:. 
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• , . 	 . 	 .,   

	

MOO 14119 -  Ei;ertafACCIIi. 	There is much good sense in this part of the 
dialogue; he distinguishes the arts, which.  form 'and improve the 
body, into the gyninastick, which regulates:  its. motions and main., • , 	, 	r• 	...r: 
tains itiproper .habit; and the medical, which corrects its ill, habits 
and cures its distempers : those of the' soul, which answer to the 

:former, are the legislative, which prescribes rules for its. conduct . .. 	.• 	,. 	, 	• 
and preserves its uprightness, and the judicative,. which amends 
and redresses its deviation from those rulei:.  Flattery, ever applying 
herself to the passions of men,. without regarding. any principle . 	• ..   	. 	-   
or proposing any rational' end, has  latched her Opportunity, 
and assuming *the forth of these several' arts, has introduced . four, .. 	. 
counterfeit:S*2  in their room, vi4..1. Cookery, which, while it

. 
 tickles 2 

the palate, pretends to maintain the  body in health and ;vigour; 
2. Cokmetieks, which con 	 our defects and diseases under a.bor- zi 
rowed beauty ; 3: Sophis 	, 4414, by the, fals 	lights it  throws 
upon every thing, misleads our reason an 	p 	a 	our vices ; and d' -Ai tes 

... 4. Rhetorick, which saves us from 'the' chastisementwe -deserve and • 
eludes the. salutary rigour of justice: % .,. 

As Quintilian his given the lense'olthii in, Latin, and has *al Q 
." hit the true scopeS 	of the dialogue better ;than any one, I shall trait.: •  

• scribe the whole *passage. L. 2, 4 It. fg illericlUe ' auteiri, duni
t
rauea 

. 	 . 	 ... 	 : 	. • • 	..... - 	. 	. 	. 	, 	... - . 	-. 	. 	. 	• 	. 	. 	 . 
•  • 1 .14 Nopo.eismit  nu i Asno-rixt, foriv shOuld so lead iti•as PiCinis and X. Stepliiims ; 

sea to have 'fa) it' in some MSS. though' 'Quintilian;- and AiistideS also, in Orat, 1. 
contra Platpriem:ird:Rhetoricli, p, 7 edit. Jebb. Vol. it  doubtless followed the. 'CQ111111011:  
reading, i Ailaiocrrili the sense is the same, but the former reading seems more .cleptnt. .1  

•: PlatO coniprehendihnth these arts .under the general name, 4).  tioxivxi: 	.. 	- ' • 
• 

,,., 
a 74 64,0averratik,'i Pipliainob i 2oPariang iion ti.`Birotisie)j ji these desiirve -not the name 

, 'of arts (rExigo).; for art (he...says) ix4 AOril!TOC4 co wpocrfeon C lifii4! gi4iiOict verrcc m ipuirno".  
sour 4crre 11.  11:041-102' boicri-e Ex e- 	tarns, 	whereas these are .only Epriiistiieif f  zes&!..1, evrOetocreg 
(i.t. knielis, prat. 	ttices,businesscs) 4$.111.  Po* • oioxaetprit .avg? r 8 ;ATire. Ste& Goigial,13. 50i . 

* Cicero Himself seems to fail UndCr"this censure, L. k. de Oratore, where he mistakes 
• 

. 
the great end and aim of this dialogue.' 	 '' 

' . 	. 	.• 	• 	 . 	• 
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GIO-rgiCPlatonis a prioribus impetite excerpta legere contenti, neque 
boo totum, :necrtie alia ejus- voluinina evolvunt, in maximum errorem 
inciderunt ; ctedunt4ue eum in Mc esse opinione, ut rhetorieen 
non aitem;Sed peritiam•qiiandarn gfatiie ac voliiptatis; existiMet,-et 
alio • loco, civilitatisy .13.a.rtielurte'siiintilichrurn, et 'qiiartim 	partem 
adulationis: quod has Parteg-ciVilitalis -corpori assignet;ineditinam; 
et:quarn interpretantini exerbit'atiicerri';''duas'aninio,'legalem atqUe _ 	 , ute -inediein 	iiket coqUoriita artificium juStitiatn. Adulationeniidni 
et exercitatricis mangonum, qui colorem fuco et verum roburinani 
sagina mentiantur, legalis, cavillatriceni, justitice, rhetoriceri. 	Quee 
omnia suet quidem scripta in hoc libro, dictaque a Socrafe, oujus 
personti, videtur Plato sign' care, quid sentiat. 	Sed alii - sunt ejus 	• 
sermones, 'ad Coarguendos qui contra disputant, compositi, quos 
avywrixtec vocant ; 	alii' ad prwcipiendum qui aontaTmot 'appellantur. 
Socrates 'autem; sea Plato, earn quidem, quw turn exercebatur, the-
toricen talem putavit, nam et (licit his verbii, TeTOli TOY rporov Zy tipcsic 

iroX-  treureo-Oe;.  non autem v'era-et honesta intelligit. Itaque disputationem 
illam contra Gorgiam ita claudit, o' 'mew a varcn TOY • enTOOMOY Sti4alov 
stvai, rove Ixaiov Caqq-Oeti t*ttice ;cat 7rparresv: 	Ad quod ille quidem 
conticescit, sed setiniin-eiris iiikipit PoltWjuvenili calore inconsi- 

- deratior, contra' -qt em illir-de2siinurfaChrOHet adulatione dicuntur. 
Turn 	Callicles •• adlatie - 'ciiiiCitittior, qui tamen .ad 	hanc 	ducitur 

, 
clausulam, 141! iieXX6'roi 'opOW‘: e•er7opsx.oy ECTETOO'l 	1g060.1, apa Xstv wag, leas 

. 	1 	\ 
emo-rviaoya.  raw Xi*a ;wv : 	ut appareat Platoni non rhetoricen • videri 
malum; sed earn veram nisi justo et bond non.-contingere," &c. 	• 
. 	p. 465. .KEsoi-nTs :tat asehcret.] Read t crOvri, as in Aristides, Orat. 1. 
cont. Plat. Ed. Jebb. Vol: 2: P. 8. 

Ib. To ne Av4a:yope,] An allusion: to the first words of Anaxago-
ras's• philosophy,. Ticarra-zpviza-ra.vi Sike, SITCG Nog eX9wy aura Sascoo- feryre. - 
Diog: Laett: L. -2. Sect. 6. 	' ' .  

p. 467. .,0, Xi;irra IIZAs, Iva irpoo-siirw oe Kara o-e.] 	A jingle of sounds, 
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such as Polus had prescribed in his Art of Rhetoricic.. 	So in the 
__MUCaVilt i16 ircetwatt eve (&400C1;01 1.46 yap sox Xeyess (u Egos) Symposium : 11 

p. 185. and in the Hipparchus, p. 225. Kai xeope; its; Zpa, &c. 
p. 467. Ou 71170 CvAerets Z IrpaTTE4)  &XXI  MOO i cliSXOG 17pOTTES.1 	He is 

here proving that fundamental 2  principle of his doctrine, namely, 
that the wicked man is doing he knows not what, and sins only 
through ignorance : and that the end of his actions, like that of all 
other men, is good, but he mistakes the nature of it, and uses wrong 
means to attain it.  

p. 468. To caryx0ov apalildX.OVTEC.] See Locke on Hum. Und. B. 2. 
Ch. 21. sect 41, 42. on Power. 	 . 	. 

p. 470. Exesc :gas Irprop I.] As the time of this dialogue plainly 
appears (from that passage in p. 473. xas Trepurs Comm,  xaxt,o, &c. 
which is taken notice of by Athenseus, L. 5. p. 217.) to be 01. 93. 4. 
the year after the sea-fight a4rginuste, these words must be taken 
in a larger sense, as we say Oa thing long since past, ", It happened. 
but the other day," when we would compare it with more ancient 
times ; for Archelaus had . now reigned at least nine years, and 
continued on the throne about six years longer. 	So in p. 503, in 
those words, ilepnala Touren Tov vf aurr s riTartnrcores, we must under-
stand Newo-Ts in the same manner, for Pericles had been dead 23 
years, but the time is there compared with that of Cymon, Themis-
tocles, and Miltiades, who died many years before. Socrates indeed 
might have seen and remembered Cimon, the other two he could 
not. 	These particulars of Archelaus's history are curious and not 
to be met with elsewhere : viz. That he was the bastard son of 

• Vid. Protagordth, p. 357. et sequent. et  Epist. ad Dionis Patna. p: 336. Meno, p. 
77, 78. Philebus, p. 22. Sophist. p. 228. This was a real maxim of Socrates; Ovaiya yap 

inraapeavi spawn',  wapa To Climarrov, alga Se aroma,. Aristot. Ethic. ad Nicom. L. 7.C. 2. 
OuSes; rep ow kw, E911X01 751610-021 WpaTTESY TOT°, 6TCO pa; To rapes),  1-8 kr/rem-Om p.cxXhos,  bursa. 

wasiroSssissiv Se TO TOMWOOV 6pwikevov ,*iv, alc mg eswety, wapexes. Plato de Legibus. L. 2. p. 663. 
VOL. II. 	 3 A 
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Perdiccas bra, female slave belonging to his brother Alcetasi; that 
. hecaused his uncle and master Aleetas, together with Alexander hii 

On, to be murdered after a banquet; to, which he had invited them ; 
that he caused his own brother, a child of sevezi years old (the true 
heir•to the crown and the sori ofPertliccas by. hiSwife Cleopatra) to.: 
be droWned in. a Well.. AthenmuS (I. IL' p. 506.. )is absurd enougli- 
to question' the truth .of these particulars; or, supposing them true, 
he says; that  they: are, instances of Plato's.: ingratitude, who. was 
Much in favour with .Archelaus. The passage, which he cites immeL 
diately 'after from Carystius of Pergamus, disproves all this, for it 
shews Plato's connexion to have been with Perdiccas, the Third, 
who began to reign thirty-five years after Archdaues death, and 
was.elder brother. to, the famous. Philip of Macedon. 	We have an 
epistle Of Plato. to that prince still remaining. At the time of Arche- 
laus's 'death,. Plato was under thirty .years of age, ' 	. 	. 	.. 	' 
' - p. 471.: ttlasthwv yevecrAti.] This is.. the true. reading, and is meant 
' of Archdatis:' The other ieading;•Which Vicinus.followed, is.  very 
. insipid j Eacupoinr yevecreca.,7e 	 , , 	, .• . , .. 	. 	 • . 	. 

' p: 472; Niguss.]. The famous Nicias. • lie, is produced - here .as. 
an example, on -account • of his great wealth, whence -Socrates 
supposed hint. to haVe placed the. ehief happiness of man in affluence 
of fortune. 'The tripodi, mentioned here as dedicated in the temple 
of . BacchuS;  Must bethe prizes which.he and his family muit,have.. 
gained in their frequent .xoroutit.t Niciai was remarkable for his • 

'piety -and innocency of life..., . See. Thucyclides-and. Plutarch.. The 
'' brother' of Nicias :Was named Eucrates.t• he outlived .his brother;.  
'and was - this very year,Trierarch at 1EgOs7Potami ; (Lysias. Prat., 
contr. • Politichum,' p. 320.) and soon, after was put • to. death with 
Nieeratui;Iii nephew, by. order -of the thirty tyrants, in the number 
of which he laid refused to be.. . 	:,,,1 	: 	. 	. 	: 	' 	. 	. 

Ib. Apgrroxpartic ; Eigxxia.] A principal man in the oligarchy of 
Four hundred (01. 92. 1.) and of the same party. with Ther'amenes 
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.. Pt! au -SOMY iv HuOnt TOUT.° TO $401 /4011 .0W040,11a. 	(See Thucych L. 8., p., 516. 
• and Lysias Orat. cont. , Eratosthenemy. p.'215.. Ea. ,Taylori. Aristo,.. 
phan .: in Avibus, v. 125. et chol.• D. Heraclides of Pontus, speaking 
sof the teditiOns at Miletus; says, 01 ." AL ii.  ; 	log.  xpirlinever4 	Ci11:0411TOV 1 ,O;10  

xupiot rosTiCiTiirOCIO., pOTOIS Milo TEZVGJO' zaTelriToplo....(Ap. Athenaeum IA 12. - 
p. 424.) 	• • 	 .. 	. 

• p. 4b. - Kararrn-rtoOn.] Covered: with pitchy and: burned alive. 
. 	p.. 480: Tuvarrov,t fp ail lier aCaXoriaa .: This ',.- is 	conclusion so 
-• extravagant, that it seems;  to be •only a way of triumphing over 

Polus, after 'hii'defeat; or perhaps in order to irritate Callicles, who 
heard with great impatience the concessions which Polus had been 
forced to:make; and now breaks outs with warmth, and enters into 
the dispUte. Or)  perhaps, this May be meant of that justice,. which 
SocrOtes practised on himse f and 'on elf who :conversed *ith, him; 
(which made him many en• miei) in exposing their igporaOce ,.and 

` their vices, and in laying them• opedotto:theiri own correction : and 
froin p. 09. tivm ism Conkity, p.ii .1104ixtvio&c,.• ..I judgethis tobe, thff true 

.-. sense Of it. Oft also p. 521. Kp.eviiihm !yap,. 4.401irguNif ,sorpc, .8cp. 	d ,. 

also De Ileiiiiblica, L. 0. p.. 5913...: 	'.' '' ' i t cf 	• %. 7.:' 	- -. . . 	• . 	- 	:, \. . 	. .. 	. 
.1.. 	p. 48:L. l's • fil A.Owasegv .  Awl*, Jias Tat nupixedforic,1 	The :son 	of .. 
• • -TyrilMnpes was called- Dem*'*ind:Platcrhere alludes to his name.;  It •   
• . lis possibli too, that there may be wiecret allusion ttv the Equites of 

AristOphanes, where' the Ath&iiin people is . introduced ,as a .person, . 
.under the name ofDeinusi•an old man grOwir childiSh, over .whom 
'the. 'demagogiles: :try to gaid.sati ascendant by paying :their court iO\• 
'ES ridiculOUS humours. The'drama of the .Equites was, played about 
• twenty years.,before the time of this..dialogue,; .Demur was much .  
. irk the.friendshiP - of Pericles, and ,remarkable :for being ,the first man 
• who brought- peaeOckS tOj Athens; . And bred,  -theM iid • ;his :'volaries. 
.(Plutarch in Pericle add •Athenseus,,4::91. p,• any Dernus is men- 
.tiorted a$  a Trierarch.  In  the '_expedition to,Cypr us „Os I ,.imagine) i .... 	. 
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about. 01, 93:, 1. under Chabrias; ,(Lysiis . de Bonis Aristophanis, 
p. 340.).11e was, when a hyouth,, famous for his beauty: , . 

- 	' ' ' 	' KasYv, ti,s,,  al/ s4 ye wit  risrypatzttfyoy , 	' 

	

,H, 	, 	I 	' 	- 	' 	• • 	• i 	t, 	'1 	1 	... 	' 	f % A''` 	' 	I 
Toy Ilupqaporgy ot, pea AnthoY zotitoy, 8:ce. 

- 

	

1 	1 	 . 	0 
Aristophan, in Vespis, v. 98, and Scholia. 	The play of the, VespEe 
was played eighteeniyearl, before the time of this dialogue. i, i 	, 

p. 482.:  tO K?./wiggog. :Alcibiades had .now left Athens, and taken 
refuge in Thrace, and the year after, he was murdered. 	.., 

p. 484. Nopos, Z oroorow Cao-sAyvc.] A fragment of Pindar. 
Ib. Os7kooroquirs ryice rot.] 	Aulus Gellius, L. 10. c. 22, having tran-

scribed.this passage at large, ending at the words sat woo; oroAAA 
aryl*, (in p. 486.) makes several reflections upon it. " Plato'veritatis 
Immo amicissimus, ejusque oinnibil exhihendEe prOreptissiMus, quae 
omnino . dici 	possunt Ili , 'desides ilos ignavoscine*qiii,' obtento 
philosophise nomine,  inutile Otitim et liniuse vitivie tenebrii 
sequuntur, ex iieron$ quidem•iioL gravi neque idonett,:vere.  tamen 
ingenaque, dixit Nam etsi Callicles, quemdieere haec facia, 'Verse 
philosophize ignarus inhonesta et in4igna in philosophos.confert ; 
proinde tamen accipienda suntlitEcclicunturi ut tios-sensim moveri 
intelligamus, ne ipsi. quoque culpationes..hijusinodi mereamuri neve • 
inerti • atque inani . desidik, - cultum .et studiuin ".philosophise men-
tiamur,"Ac. though Gellius is certainly mistaken in this,justlyincur,  
ring the same censure, as those wlioin Quintilian.mentions, L: 2. 16, 
yet thus far he is right' in saying, that Plato often' put firuch truth 
and good sense 'info `the Mouth of characters which he ' did not 
approve.' 	The' Piotagoras :is :a.  'reinit-ltable instanee of this, 'wheie 
'Socrates is' intraddced iti 'the beginnig, arguing against 'the' 'very 
doctrine Which.naturally follows from . those principles .. wilieli he 
hitinself lais doWn iti the end, and of which .he obliges' the' sophist' 
to confess the truth. 	Dacier, in hii notes, has 'run-into.* thousand 
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mistakes, by imagining all which is advanced by the characters 
opposed to Socrates in the disputation, to be- absurd and ridiculous. 

The character, Which Callicles here pretends to expose, is 
datibtless such as Plato thought worthy of a true philosopher, Teo 
xoptgpxicey Ton, etas et ocetOtwc atxrptCorroc ey oiXocrootqc. (Vid. Theeetetum, 
p. 173.) 

p:484. To iv Eupprias.] From that famous ;scene in the Antiope 
(a drama now lost) between Zethus and Amphion, Joshua Barnes 
reads, 	 ' - 	 . 

EY rare yap 	• 
Aapirpoc Er ;xarroc, weirs raw' eirevyerces. 	.; 

. 	 , 	. 
To this scene Horace alludes Lib. 1. Epist. 18. to Lollius 44  Gratia 
sic fratrum geminorum Amphionis atque Zethi ilissiluit," &c. 

p. 485. jUl 7474 geyorec.] Wthat passage of Homer is here alluded 
to ? or is it Hesiod in his Theogonia, v. W._ Mega& Venni aypo1.uvosos. 
. 	 , 	• 	, 	, 	. 

lb. npc TOY cf.4400y.] Alluding to the fragment of Antiope i Eurip. 
, Edit: Barnes. p. 453, 	

i J 
  

'Tux's' 26 Tommy "vow .: - 
. 

. . 	. 	• Tureencofespo ;Lew pewit; poerpowero. 

. Our'  EY IX* Cs:Newly opOov av won' 

; i 	Aoyov iseoesr, v 9re9,xvoy• en: ce..X).cov Zirsp 
• . 	 ••.' 	-Nett:woo CuXeutex &Mimi-am Ts. 

• . 	. 	 . 
486. Mame; ay.] From this, and from many other strokes against 

the people of Athens, which seem to carry' a strong air of indig- 
nation and concern in them, it looks as if this dialogue had, been • 
written not long after the death of Socrates, perhaps, while Plato 
was at Megara. 	, 	, 	,. 	 0 	, 4 	 • V 	. 	4 	 .. 

Ib. Ers xoeisx.] The ATithes might be struck, by a citizen, without 
being able to call him to an account for it. 
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'' tit, "ifit(6.:rk,- 	ek''io' ''7:' gO:E.1 'Arkither fragment of the Antiop e : .. 
,,,r- 	•=, 	.! 	r... 	••••,, 	!.• 	, 	•1.1.,: 	. 	-••••,• 

, ..“, • ' 	-' 	•••.,-'• 	PAAVV.i et6QC/TiOttS,(  LI 	; f f ., 	s: 	:'4I 	.• 

: ngthrat4:47'f(014.-).v.;;;;;74ainpoTop',., A' 	truserifet, : 1- 
• i•Aarlig.  s• troiaigr7::,ezii4; i:,!igt, . %otseic..fpfms.ei,e--,- c s.; 

• AiNose to ic.claliccir#Y77.*Peig. ir0016714,04.70). 	t 
• ;.E.E 4vxiportriv •17,  Icii4o0c 6-1 c hiAbic .  . 	.. 	. 	 .. 	• 	• 

,•• 	•Hi'.. 	.' 	r: 	4!',. 	"I'-',. 	4; 	; 	-.1,'..' 	, 	• 	•,.4, 	s. 	; 	..r 	• 	".-- 	, 	,..• 	f. 	, 
Ib The several: kinds of *1-#1.41/4.  are enumerated in the oration of . 

Andocides dept lyluo-rve; ta, p.,10. 	: 	•:,, 	• 
- 	p, 487. Tisander pf Aphidnw , who seems to be the same men--: 

4 	• 	‘• 	• 

tioneci by, Socrates a year i afer' this,; (Xenoph..A.ioo nemon.14, 2, • :, 	(,i  .sect. 7.) 1STausicydes. ofGholargi, Andro; the son of Androton. 	- 
p. 488. First proof against Panicles (who ;had advanced . that by 

the law of,  nature the sitrppgerjkad a right :to -govern the 'Weaker) 
m *that the many 	stronger than the ;few, and consequently "ought 

. 	, 

.tpgoverp.them.; so. that the ppsitive law- of the. Comm'onweilth.ii . 	 , 	i • ., 	 . 	. 	 , 	•,,,i 	• the result„ofthe law.of nature.••••y-'• •.. 	. 	-• 	.. • 	. • 	• 	. 
• 

- 

.:' ' 	 . 	. 	 ' • 	 . 	•.' 	. 	•‘• ". " 	 ••• 	• 	•.Y. tti;••• 	• 	• 	r 	 t, 	• 	4 	 .1..,,t, 	 • 	 .. .• • p. 492 Tsc r isioi .  pi 7;9 ?;11,4] *utipides in.Polyeido, yragm. p. 4901 
ed.it..Barnesii.' The 	 sentiments'aMei ' 	 . 	is re Bated aiain.  'i;.;fitlier word • , 
in. the Phryx 	

,-,... 
.

Vitt,,..."fit 
xis 	ibid p , 	503. 	.. 	, 	• • 	• 	• .• 	

- 

. 

. 	:p. 493. 1-boreli 7 WV 0. OVII 0 .3 In Craiylo p.. 400'. Dritha Tag - iv aura . ... 	.-.. 	f 	. 	• 	
: 
	
.,........, 

	4  

• illf".:PIC  4Yr t &e.  ; 	 4 	i 	• e4 	 ..- 	! 
ii 	.•• 	4 1 	4, 

Ib. K0144)PC:  p:?..ni t..ifritn" P100F, Tic 1 ITC91/40pc.] . This' idea (whosesi?everfl: • 1 	v
a 
	., 	.., , 	 . 	._. 	: it 	is itnitf*ed, layi..I.,ncretius.„L.. . v.,  949 and 1022 : . . 	be) . 	. 	—; 	... 	,!..., 	•• 	. 	••: 	-• .. 

• : 	- 	.. . 	-.0.̀miiifi;skrtsuiiim tongesta quasi in va$, . 	: 
'CbMiiibili .PertlUxere,''attjue ingrata interiere.. .,,.,..,;,,!.;1,.,-„...;,,,.,.„  

	

,Itake thiCSibe airieapt--JofXmpedocles., :',. :.: 	•:.. 

	

.. 	,.. 	.• „.... . p, 500. :TH Et—Iiiii4,1.,!6e philosopher.. Yid..gro.OgOram, p. 3.57,an.  • ..  
•  p, -509, 517,• and, 521 of this :dialogue./ ,'.. .... - • 	• ' 
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p. 50. ,Cinesias, the.son of Meles, wt.t.s,a ,dithmtiubiekpoet. in 
• some sort of vogue among the people at this time:, Hi was. still. a 

7' worse man than a writer, and the4eprivity.of his character made 
even his misfortunes Vidienlous , ,:so‘ that his:pitiverty,i his deformities, ...   
ant) his distempers;ivere oot:OOtrpriiduced:-.on . the; Stage, but fre-.. 
guently alluded to by the-orators;-an.thexposed to: the scorn of the 
multitude.. (Vid. Aristophan.--ine,kAyilitts-5  vA3;74,,et....SchOl. in locum; 
et in Lysistrata, in Ranis, v. •31.19. 	In., Fragment.' Gerytadis ap. • 
Athenaeum, L. 12.. p. 	Si..)1'.''Ili''0;:liiiicit iinee,'Siriitiii,.'ivlio lived at 
this tithe,. made Cinesias the subject of an entire diurnti: See Lysias 
Airoxort .4topjo-  iio,K, 	p.. 	1311. .Frigth. 	Orat 	contra' Phanitim• ,'ap. 
Athenaeum ut' stwra; and' in Taylor's editiOii; p. 616. ' flatiOcration 
in yoce cfnesias. Plutarch de gloria Ath&nens. •• Pheiedrates apud 
Plutarchum de Music& See also the. nOtes•of Vr:On'ieite on that 
treati,se, in the Mew. de 14.c:adt: des Iiiiciipt. Wil."15. 0.'640, and . 	. 	 : :if 	.1)•.!1 	• -;,, •!..:•.:-. 	: 	. 	. 	. .ti 	• 	.i• 	... 	o' -,ptifdpfs, io, voce 	mews. 	, 

_ 	, 	. 
trth;*  ' 	 ..  bold :attacks  made'.% Ill 	' ' ..s . *"..  of p. 503.  	i ,  this `place on some o 	e 

greatest 'eltqftrters of  antiquity, ,:.144' ' dttaWn';  much • censure' it, 
Plato.; „hut we are to cpnsider ihai. he.is  here Iprot.ing his favotiii e. 
point, 	seems. to . 	 aim 	 : • of :tins .. (which 	'}.. me' the. grand 	and' intention• ' 	- 	'' 
dialogue) that philosophy alone is the pateOt• of Vhtue, the discoverer ...   •  of those fixed and .unerring principles; -on which the truly greatantl, 
',good man builds his.Whole'scheme of life, and by WhiCh he .directs\ 
.all his actions ;. giOd ..illat lie;...WhO 'practises this 'itobleSt art; ' and L 
makes 'it hii whole endeavour to inspire his 'fellow' attiens with .a 
lOve for true. nowledge, (awl-this wa.5:,the.,'..coptaut view and the 
•eniployment of SOerates) has infi.nitelyffie-superioritypoot only over 
th&masteri,of those arts, which the publick most admires, asmnsick, ....  
poetry, • and eloquence,' but over the Most celebrated names. in history, 
as heroes and4stateSMOo; . as theififst:'have' ienerallY ::aiplied their 
latentstollattertheear,...to humour the prejudiceSi_ and to inflame th.e.  . 	, 	. 
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passions of mankind.  ;, and thelatter to soothe their vanity, to irritate . 
... their ainiiitiOn, 'and • to cheat thein •with ran apparent,' not a real,. ". 	. 	.. 	...... 	, 
greatn

. 	 . 	, 	 • 	,:,,, 	t. ,y , t.. 	.I.,, ,, 	il 	. 	. 	, 	. 	• 	. 	,., 	-.., 	. 	-: 	..:, 	.J,-.I.; 	• ess. -. 	, 	-  	, 	i 	. 	, 	... .. 
• p. .500. 'Ft AtiiiniAQT- Of wiliCh'.,ttigedy some few verses are .still . 

_preserved to iisY see kiiiipid. Origin. ed.' Barniiii, p. 4454: 
. 	.. 	I 	,) 	:,t....!;:i rt.; 	:..L..1.- 	III 	t'' 	r^ 	' 	 • 	' 	'''' 	'1' 	.... 	I 	't'-4.  

. Ertql4Ps 01,1.0,1h*‘,:?C.04i?
)4510414t! ri : ' 	. 	! 	' 	' , 	4 , * 	, 4 

L.  1 	'. 1  
. . ZOO, .rqtA07.  OAP,  MI if, : is;? ;91-01C V oF Es 	sic? r r .,- I 	r,,  . 	:r.ri ,r. 

p. 506, 'T w' adii sYT7 `iiai Iiidicpi,.-] '.This. vira's Wt. the -`principle only., • 
but the practice, 'of 8OCrates. ' See Dicig: Laert: L. i: sect. 2•1•:* .; 	. 
• ' 	p.' 510; 'es92.17ne rupoy4 `ei•iv (920.4 erdyeac..] 	A' severe reffection 'on the - 
Athenian people.' ' ' ' 	' 	' 	',.. 	i . 	• 	1. • 	• • 	' 	„ 	. -01 	,„.t.: 1 ,;,,..,( 1  . 

. • p. 511. The price Of a pilot freni'lggina to. Attica: •Wii. twij °ball, 
(about iwo=pence bal fpe6'$); ficitn'Attica to Pontus 'Or'to Rgypt 

. two.drichincqfifteiti--Penieglliainsentliy • '-," •:• 	' i '• '" '• 	A' I'  
. 	• 	.. 	. 	....,, p. 51.4.: - Ev no WACO illY xipaztutv pcoviiatik.1 I'iiyiterV.1  To begin with 

a jar before Wei have thud** giti*ti ittir:•rAtt: Poet. 
• - 	• 	J 	• 	• 	.. 	 c.1•1:.-r•-•lio.)lifttetill.: 	: 	J4 1.1114 3 	'.,.4 	• 	.. 

.1 	V 1.1.15 4112Pera. ‘4(31?4  ' i. 	• ' • 

. 	. 
.,.Institui, currente rota, cpr *Tens exit? 	. • .. . 	. 	• .) 	%,.4 Li.. 	•14'71 . t 	II 	Oi.4., 	7.t . t.,  s .., 	•1':1 

• ;p. 515. EK ihureopwahl ;The a,dministration. 	of Pericles, wai:the ruin 
of the .Athenian constitution: By abridging the power of:the.Areo.-. 
pagus, and by impairing their atithoritt, who werethe superintendents,..  
of education and the censors of publick manners, he sappedthe foun- 
dations of virtue. among- them ';* by•distributing the publick revenue 
among the courts of justice, he made them mercenary and avaricious, 

- negligent of their private affairs, and ever Meddling in .those of their • 
neighbours ;. by the frequency and magnificence of the publick spec-- . 
tacks, he inured them to luxury. and to: idleness ; f and by .engaging 
'them in the .PelOponnesian. -wars  he exposed them to be deserted by . 
all their allies,,,and :left, to. the mercy ,of the braver and more virtuous' 
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Lacedmmonians, Isocrates ' looked upon the first of these alterations 
only, as the ruin of his country. (Orat. Areopagit. p. 147, &c.), , 

p,,51,5, El; 1.4$0-0090p0Vo] 	The M0-04 Aswan-no; here spoken of by 
Socrates was three oboli a .day pill to Qom', citizens (for so many 
sat in the courts of justice), which was to the state a yeas ly expense 
of one hundred and fifty talents; i. e. reckoning ten months to the 
year, for two months were spent in holidays, when the courts did 
not meet. 	, A M40-00; (appointed by Agyrrius about 01. 96. 4, see , 	. 
Aristophan. Dootnoweecras, v. 102, 185, 284, 292., 302, 380, and also his 
Mutt's, v., 330, which last passage is wrongly interpreted by the 
Scholiast, by Spanheim, and by Kuster ;) a Mi0-00; (I say) was given 
by every Athenian citizen who came to the ExxXlicrux, or assembly of 
the people. 	The ill effect which this had upon their manners is 
painted by Aristophanes witfi much humour in several of his dramas, 
and particularly in the Vespre.  	. 

lb. Taw 766 ColTX xareayortev.] 	From such as affected, to imitate the 
manners of the Lacedmmonians, and constantly practised the roughest 
exercises of the Palmstra, particularly boxing, the bruises and 
scars of which were visible about their'iemples and ears : so in the 
Protagoras, p 342. 	Oi 1.4Ev lent 6 XXTCGTVVIITC6r pipe/4E110i ZU713; (TOW 

AXILELtp.0410 &Co 	 ' .1 	1  

p. 516. Er; reXeorsj tar Cm.] 	See Plutarch in Pericles, towards the 
end.. 	, 

Ib. 0; ye Lucas, ipepot.] Horn. Odys. `Om xecxerorn, ;cm trypicl, as 
- Igasos. 0. v. 575 	. 	 . 

Ib 	Esc To Capezepov.] This is not related either by Herodotus, or by 
Cornelius Nepos, or by Justin. 

p. 517. OUTS TV Can8114), UTE T91/COMM10).] This shews that Plato meant 

• Though he had no prejudice to/the person of Pericfes, and does justice to his disin- 
terestedness and honesty in the management-of the publick money. ' (See Isocrat. Orat. 
de Pace, p. 184.)  

VOL. II. 	 3 II 
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. 	. 	. 	• 
only to distinguish between.  the use of "eloquence and its abuse ; • nor 
is. he in' earnest when he Soya,. Owle;a 46E4 .;erthiv capes ory4ov ;mioveto :roc 
9to'x;'roca.; for • he afierWards• 'himself names .Aristides, as a man of 
uncommon, 'probity) but .only..tO She* that he had inizzled Callides; 
who could' not produce 'One.  example 'Of a -statesman who had abi-
lities, or *art, Sufficient to- preserve hiM. from -the fury of the people. 
• :Ib: Our syw' isiyev:] -lienee it' appears that he ,only. 

	

	 w.  means to. she. 
how much •SuperiOur the choraeter of. it real philosopher is to; that 
of a statesman. . - 	• .. 	, 	 • 	. 

-'p. 518. Thearion, a ' famous • baker, mentioned, by Mistophanes 
(ap. Athenaeum L..3. p. 112. see,also Casaubon. in locum). in Gery-
tade et 1E olosic-one, and by Antiphanes, another comick•Poet, (who 
lived .fifty or sixty years afterward's) in his 04tiphale, 	We should 
read here *A•prfflio/Sae; not'Airiclioloc. ;; The -04sosprufirAf Mithsecus is a • 

. work often cited by Athenteus, L.-12.'.p. 516. *tlici, Sicilian and the -, 
Italian Greeks were noted for,* luxury of the tahle. 	See Plato,' 

'Elia. 7. p..826 and.336.• .• 	;-, ' 	•• : 	' - • : . ' • . 	• 	,;::;• 	' - 	' 
.1. 	• 

p:  519. Es's.:46 i9 -ox .  iiii2t4Ovrois.3 -.I., do not find what became& Cal- 
. licks ; .but •Alscibiitdostba4 already fled fro$ his country, for, fear of 
falling into thel liandkof the peopl.....;., . '-, • :,- 	 : 	 . ;: 	 : 	 : 	 . • ; . 	. 	. 
••:..p 521'.;.Es roc Muoov.]: Perhaps, Owc es croc:Mu13-0v gusi; xszUsrOasliitsc $4::  
psi,, gic. i.:c Not, if -you would choose to fall into that helpless con-i 
dition, '(before . described by. Collides; p..480,) . which you inuat,,doi... 

• • unless- you practise the art Whic&Irecolinnend.';  The Mysian& were .  ,,. 	. .. 
.. proverbial; as objects of contempt. Mug:Zip Aug was said" of any poop. • • 	, 	;., 	• 	, 	•• 	 . 	• 	• 

spirited- people', !who tamely, submitted. to every :iiijiir./...:*:AristOt.: 
.. 	 • Rhetor. L.1. 	• . 	• .,- 	. . 	. 	. 

• •P .525; ilP*07,Pis.  13's -4rarts.j See Aulus Gellius, L: .6..., 14. on ' this .. 
possage. 	.: 	. . 	. 	. 	—. 	,. 	, 	, 	'.. 	. 	. 	:. •.:!-:•.,... 	., 	. 

p.. 526. Eva.4 xas.aravu.] Plutarch takes notice.  that: Aristides' was'.  

. 	3  In Yiti Aristid. towards the end.. : 	., 

   
  



	

M xisi o s 	
- 	$.7! 

. 	. 	. 	. 
..afakromite..character:With.flato, . Mr: Ilardion,'.who, has. written 

' . a life. of = Gorgias:..(iollected. with. 'a' goOd. deal Of industry from a • 
• ' Variety: of .authors) and has given . use a sketch of this dialogue of 
• PWO,' has. yet .been ,guilty;. of some:mistakes, as where he fixes 6  the; 

	

time of it to 01. .95-i., I ;, which' iSi.a.i. least ,ftire . years• too. late ; 	and 
where he seems to say that Gorgias,,i6ok TheSs41y in:  his why. to 
Olympia, which isA,..4trange error. in geOgraphyi.  &c. yet his per- 
formancei.  and:particularly the 	is; well 	reading. 	.: . 	 .analysis, 	_worth., 

. 	. 	. 	. • - 	. 	• 	• • 	- 

	

. 	, 	_ 
.4. Dissertaticals stir l'origine et les ,progres de la Rhetorique dans la Grece : MemOires 

	

. derAcademie-ilis Inscriptions, 80,00, in. p. tar, .and 1164. 	.. • 
, 5, Ili. p. 145, 	. 	 • ,. 

. 	. 	. 
-, 	• . 	.. 	_ ,, 

lki I N.0 ;8. 
F 	t • 	• ill, min,  nomov.... .. 
. 	' e,...z...,.......,..:„..   .. 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	,...••• 	..- 

TII I S dialogue takes its name, (titialio'-..does The IiipparChus,)iit 
. from either' cols the perionS introduced. ity1.4.' but. izrom tho' Cretan 
:. MinOs, whOse character -aria laws ' are !•MentiOiled pretty: much ak. 
large Socrateic an danOthei Athenian" nearly of the same age (who 

.. .:-{,:„ 	1,, 	
. , 
	p i 	• 

'tunas ON. THE 'GREEK T*XT :: 
' Plat. Op..Serrani, Vole 2. p. 313? 	": 

• p.. a is._ 1-luman.sacrlfice,uniirrticularly.. of thCir children, toSattirn was in use among 
',the Carthaginians: the sacrifices •of the tycians and of ihe'disCendania of Athimas, though.  
prpre of*,dxeek origin;  were barharnus;*ihe ancient Attick Custom is mentioned of SaCri.  

vietillis.iieli the bodiCe of *dead persimi,hCfore they. were carried out tohuriSI, and ... - .  ,*hiringTirjeresd-rgoast  (Scliol. ad' Arist. Vesp. v: 2884 and the still more Ancient one of 
interring than  in the houses where they.  died : :both Long since disused. 
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is not named), are considering the nature of latvs in it ; -and the.  
intention of Plato is to •shew, 'that there is a law of.nature and of 
trUth,.coMmon to all men, to which all trillylegal institutions must 
be-conformable, and which is the real•foundation of them all.. . 

Unfortunately the dialogne'reMains 'imperfect t it is indeed pro- . 
bable that it was never finished. 	 • . 	, 

. 	, 	. 	. . 	 . 

- 	NOTE'S.. • 	., 

p. S1 S. EX Kr4745.3 V. Herodot. and Rut. in Lycurgo, and Strabo. L. 1 co. p. 477. • . 

lb. Awcaprv.)-Thetime of this dialogue is no where'inarked : but we see froni p. &a 1 
that Socrates was now adyanced in years; supposhig him then to. be only sixty, it is 
three hundred and sixty-seven year 	from • the -first Olympiad of Corcebus ; 'but .most 
critielcs agree that Lycurgus lived one hundred and eight years before that time, and Era- 

*tosthenes, with the most accurate chronologers, affirms, thit—he was still more ancient. 
,Plato the!efore, places him half ra. century later than any .oni else bas done.. The 
computation of Thucydides, who rreekons :its  something. more thaq 40o years to the 
end of the Peloponnesian war, crif or Acoaktocoos rig camp iroArresi cxemra40  thiet is from . • 	. 	„ 	. 

'the institlition.ofLycurgus't laws,. comes nearest to that of Plato. Thi weir ended 01. 94.1. 
so that, according to .Tbucydides, Lycurgus settled the constimikk about ii pears before 
the first olyMpiad of Corcebuw. ' 1 	: . 1 	. 	- 	.- 	• , 	• • . .. 	P- , 	• 	i 	, . 	. 	.1  

, .. poso.larsehij Probably Whisk Heroiekbenealogies;  a worli.now lost. 	i.. 
   

  



C 	A 13....1W IDES .  

-1. 	* 	 , 	L.C.:5 	,!-11 	7. • :1:-.1 	1 t 

• ' I . 0 ILA.  It M1 V E..g,1 , 
0 	...•; 	,,I;)•1 	,:i.f.,,tifiii'J. 

p. , nirt zrz.rovniiiz: :I 	•,,,?,,,.,„ 	'P.' 
. . 	oi; 817.• 2 or 3. 	• 

. 	, 	: 	.... 	• 	, 	, 

• 110T44. bN'yirt GREEK TEXT. ' 
. 	1. 	...** 

Platon. Op. Serranit  Vol. 1. p. 153. 
.. 	. ,.. 	• 	: 	• 	. .. 

THE tubjeet of this dialogue.is `H toqvcieruni : attd 'what was Plato's 
real oiiinicin of that virtue, may be seen, De Repsubl. L 4..p. 430. 
.4114  ••6 ,14e40:10s,  4 3; 1)- .091,  • , 	el  	• 	 . 	 -* 	: : 	t. . 	, 	* • . 
„ . Tbg draixiatick part .of.it  ils Iforytolegant • 	 • 
' p. 153:. Tv rvic Cive at.acts' lop .3 1$ seems:-to be the temple of Apollo 

- In the ETOOS COSOViatei See PaiistMilid hil  Attie ji. O. ' '' ' :1 : 	. 	.. 
• Br itrAioc :4. ilf a w ai*'eliecr-,,iielligpr i:See thp',Sym**  Oos'ium  — 
in the beginning of it. „ 	, .: ::. , ,... , 	. .•. 	.. •• : -, 	• - 	. 	• 	• 

: Ib. icpirsow.] ' It is extraordinary that Plato, from a partiality \to , 
-his own family *Weld so. often *Intradiic4 into his 'writing* the cba» .  
• racterOfCritias, his cousin, whose. very name (one should iniagii4) 
must be held in detestation' at Athens even to . remotest . timeS, he 
heing,'S; Monster, Of injustice and cruelty. ,PlatO seems to have been. ,. 
pot a little,prond of his family. Vid. De Republic: L. 2. p. 368. 
• lb. Mari. 'Er rilei.j.  I take.  the particular action here mentioned to.  
' le the-Stack made on the city, soon after the arrival of Agno and 
- Cleopinnpns withfreill troops. Thncyd..f..-. 2. p...116.. If we Consider 
.tlie'putiort of the narration, we.  shalt find that these words, (Doptotto , 
ig'xce:/ .4; Ritgartos 160. x Ai.o's. Sze   • rfsicr ay . iiips Xcarcileat., mean, that Phormio , • 

	̀ troops (among which. were Socrates and Alcibiadei,) weTe.  
.Itturned•frova their expedition into Chalcidice (mentioned p. 36.) 
acid had joined the army newly arrived from Potidea. 

   
  



374 ' 	 • P L'it T 0 
• . . 	. 	. 	_ 	• 	. 	, _ 	'. -p.. 154; ARM

a
) 'Trotit.01.] the line used.by-carpenteriand•masons to.  1 	... 	 :. 	• 	.   mark  out' their' dimensions •With, ,  after it had' been tinged with 

, Miniuiii; or 'With:some other 'colour :. It is •used proverbiallY fOr -a:' . 
mind susceptible of any impression, which. may be given. to: it. 	So • 
Philippys in. Anthol. -1. b. cap.- ult. 

mo:c4ropuerrq 
• Zpospo?, wr cr.19,ovvxt , 0 tliew,opotiv woos: . 	.,  	 .   	_ 	. 

p:- 156. ''' IYOstes axAotc• TE 'Icou icom.1 	Perhaps :spatrreo, or i f,60, for. 
Critias was an excellent poet. .Athermeus has preserved' Several. fine 
fragments of his writingsi 	• 	. 	• 

lb. Zoko.wisc.] Solon's poetry-is•well known. 	From:the birth of 
Solon to that of Plato was 210' years, which takes in five generations- 
of that family.: Diogenes Laertius reekOnk sir generations). Making 

• 

„Glamor) (as :it Seettid) the brother; and .not,  the 'xincle.-of ,Critias, 
Procks;in his,:ponan3Intf2ont the Tinuettsi-  observes that Theon the,- 
PlatoniCk hafil.:eit..ittAlty -of the :same mistake; and corrects ikon. 
the authority altis vervdialOgne. • . 	4.. 	,. 4... • -- 	' . 	4 	• e

. 
 

*p...1.65. Et1a6mreas.] This seems • part of an .meter, and an 
iarnbiek.' 	• • 	. ,.. 	- 	. 	-. 	:. 	. 	• 	,..., 	. 

- ' Th. To. ie641;1•,] Horace alludestOtheseineintationg, and perhaps ... 
to thie very passage, - Lib.' 1. Epist. 1. 	. • • . 	 ,. 	• 

: 	. I 56: Az-Aux:11E0d Zamolxis, (Herodot. L.Ac, a 	94.) (by spine- 11: 

- 

Said•to have .beery a Slave of Pyth4,orai, but atfirMed .by. Herodotus..-. 
to have been of muck 'greater antiquity) the .king. :and. prophet'of ' 
the•Getes; who were 'at first only .a. clap: of the irlwacians; but after-' 
wards, having passed the. yinnbe,sbecamoa; great .and powerful - 

:nation; 	It is.  very remarkable, that they .had a, successiori of the 
high priests,:  (Strabo, . L'.-.7..:p. 297.) who-; lived. sequestered • frOm 
mankind in 'a grotto,. and had.  communication only with the:kitigi. 
in *hose power they bad a great share from Zamoliis down'to.the: 

• 

:'. 
,time of Augustus; and. possibly long after. 	' 	 _ 	- 	. 	' 	.. •  . 

   
  



CHARMIDES 
	 475- 

,. 	 ,. 
p:',44.The.fatiiily of Dropides, celebrated by Anacreon— . 	• 	. 	, 	• 	• 	. 	• 	. 
p. 158. 	pyrilaMpes, ' 'the ,great-uncle of Plato, -ambassador• .  in, 

Persia;. and, elsewhere, adniired as the talleit.and handsomest, man, 
of his time :.he was a great friend'OPericles,.andfather to Dentus; 
a youth remarkable for his beauty, ' 	: 	' - 	• - 	.. 	' 	 ' :- 

p. 173 	,lic* zepivrthv.] . See. Hom. Odyss. T...065., The only reason 
of this. fable, which has puzzled. so  Many:, people; seems to be. a 
similitude of sounds between tiecesi -and 4spasioecrOcci (to delude).and- 
Kopetc and Icecaveiy (to perform or accomplish), 'as one of the Scholiasts .  
has observed.., 	• 	, 	. 	 I 	. 	, 	. 
' p. 167. To rprrov 1[d Eornps.] A proverbial expression frequent with 

RR 	11 le TO rprrov we Davi:.  &c. and in Plato, as in the Philebus, p. -- t  • --i  
Epitit 7, speaking of his third voyage to Sicily, nem re; TO nurov, SLC. 
I imagine it alludes to the 	thenian custom. 	(see Athensieus from . 
Philochorus, L. 2. IN 38;) which" was to. serve round after supper a 
'little pare wins, with these words; kkaett: 4014,0pi, and afterwards as 
mueh wine and water as every one:' catd.-fori with the: form of 
46a; Zoirtipt, 	See Eramiti Adag. Servatori, ' and • Plato . de. Rept,b1..: , 
ii.. 9. p.:588.: 

• 
. 	 . 

., 	: 
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CRATYLITS.. 
MN-  ONOMATGN OPOOTGTOZ.,. , 	 . 

• . 	 . 	 . 	- 	 , 

LT
. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 

H is long dialogue on ,.the origin, of • words was probably a 

performance of Plato when . he was very' young, and.. is the least . 	 - 	, 	• 	. 	.: 	• 	. 	. considerable. of all his" wcias: 	' 	'`' ' 	* 	. 	. 	. 	. 

	

... 	•. 	. 
Cratylus,!. a disciple of HeraclituS, is said to have been the master . 

Of Plato after.SocrateS's death ; but the latter part of thedialogue is 
plainly written against the opinions of that sect, mid of Cratyhts.  in 
particular. 	 • 	 . 	• 	 . 	.. , 	. . 	 . 

' Diog. Laert. in Platone, and Aristot..Metaphys. L. 1. p. 338. Pc vets wyetp curievoixsvo;  
wpwrov KpartAcu, xds TeXic Hpecaerrisins .84:xic, :ea. 	 . 

	

. 	 . . 	. 	 . 
• 	NOT$14 ON THE G REEK TEXT. 	. 

Pluton:,  0p..Serrani,, Vol. ,t. p.. 383; 	' 	 . 	 . . 
, 

P. 398.- Ancient. Attick Words; Scolimvv,.spay i, and p. 40.1, ecrsci.; 440,9021 ; 41,8, 1p.spet, 
yel ̀ Epeect. 	 He.remarks thatthO ancient Attick abounded in. the.  I and A, which in 'his 
time had been often changed la' the HOr.E..and -the Z, and that the women preserved 

	

. much of the old language amOnithern."-' ' ' • 	 . 	-•• 	- 	• 	- 
. '399; Accents used in Plafo's timeota novirAiiIi;Xiv)-changed into lit tpiktf.,• • 	. 	. 

401...1howavrwv 0600 in.  `Ecru.] See Aristoplian: Ave's, v. sub, and Vespte;v. 846. - 
405. The Thessalians in their dialect called Apollo, `Asi.oc. . 

• 404: Ohr: Etoksopovoc briiot.) Ai alluiion'to Homer.  
'409., Much of the Greek . language derived .from ' the Barbarians: IT3016. MO, Kiii;ni," .' 

borrowed from the Phrygians.' 	' 	 • 	.. 	
. •• , - 	. 	. 

425. The Barbarians acknowledged to be more ancient than the 'Greeks. 	 -! 	 ., „ . 
427. The powers of the several Greek letters, and the .manner of their formation: yiv.:: 

the. P expressive Of motion, being formed by a tremulous motion of the tongue; the ,I of 
' smallness and tenuity; the (D. 4', 2, Z. of all noises made by the air;;  the 4 and T 'of: a- 

cessation of motion;: the A of slipperiness and,  gliding,. 	same with a rprifi*ed, of the 
adherence and tenacity of lluidi ; the N of any thing internal ; the A ot.laigeneSs; the 
0 of roundness; and the H expressive of length. 	,• . 	• 	. 	. 

428. Ev Arrow.] The Ancients called the ninth book of the Iliad, Mai., See .v.. 640,- • 
429. Cratylus seems to.have been the son of Smicrio: 	- 	• 

- 434. The Eretrians for ockvcerns used  0,01 /4npoinp. 	- 	- 
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. SYMPOSIUM. 
• 

Platon. Op. Setrani. Vol. 3., p. 172. ,, 

. 	. .. 	• 	. 	^ 	. 	. . 	A 	 . 	. . 	. • . 

As to the ti'e of this dialogue, Athenteus (L. 54 R. 217.) tells ns; 
• that Agatho- first gained the prize when Euphemus was Archon, . 
Which was 01. 90:4. What he adds, namely, that Plato was then only 
14 years old, and conseqUently Could not be at.this'entertainment, is • • • very true, but nothing to

i 
 th • ptivOsp ; for it is pot Plato.whu uses. 

- those words which. be e" , bid Apollodorus, who recounts the 
' particulars of this banquet, he had them from Aristodemus, who 

Was present at It ten tit Ural** iears before, ',* * 	. : 
Anions  the ancients, Cicero; tifoiliisiiis of Halicarnasins; Her 'o, 

genes, Afhensus, Genius, and Ausonius, and among 'the moiler 
4 Jos. S'Caliger, Petairius, Ger. Vcissius; Praguier,. Preret, .and - 

Mutlie le Yayer, .believed the'. Cyropzedia. •of Xenophon . to be: k . 
.romance: on the other side, are Usher, Marsham, Le Clerc, Prideaux;,  
Bossuet, Tournemine,.Banier, Lenglet, Rollin, Guyon.. 

, . 	. . 	. 	. 	. 

	

. 	. • \ 	, • . 	NOTES ON THE:GRPEK TEXT. 

	

. • 	 ....,, .. . 	• 6 	. 

' • p.•172; a mosugmq Glauoo was younger brother to Plato. See 
.Xenoplt. Memorabil, L. 3:c. 6. ' 	• - • 	 • 	'•••. 

lb.- 11670k4o ETZY 47a0a011-  . Ile was in.  Maceifonia at ',the court of 
•Archelans, 	• • - 	, 	'''• ''' • • ' 	• 	•• • ' 	* 	• , 
. p. 173. --AtistOdentus, of Cydatheine, called the Little, mentioned 

-. by Xenophon as- inclined to atheism. (Meni•  orabil: L. 1 c. 4.) ' 
VOL. IL • 	 3 c 

. 	, 
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. 	 . 
f1-)p147.5, • The audience in the Athenian theatre consisted of Above 

J30,000.'persOnS.-. ,:: 	..:, 44" 	, . 	%. 	, -,:.: . , 	...1.. 	' 	4 ....-', 	 .'. 	* 	:, , 	. 	-.1 	• . 
• , p...177. • javit'loiZ, FLAK/ coo: ems torpos Tregpcf.],.. EliriPa . aP , Dion. 
Halkainasi..11epi ,,,enthartgy, 'L. 2. 	. -,- 	, , • . 	,:, 	, :„ -.=„ 	.4. 

' ,..r... lb; AxXoic p,o,  Ton +to eyiv.]. No byinnii nor temples;. nor religious 
, 	.• 	1 

rites..were offered to Love. itt:Greeee. .(SeelSympos. p.. 180.). _; . 
Ib: keercaorativ:]  'The . discourse by 	Prodicus; in.,.honour . of 

• Hercules; of which the _beautiful fable in -Xenophon's .  Memorabil. 
.1.: 2. c. 1., Made a part, 	•- 	•,... 

Ib. BiCxico capec (figpou.] • .Mentioned :also by.  IsOcratts • in:  Encom. 
_ ...2 	... '14  Helensef  p. qui 	NY posy yap !roue Pytz4totssk, Isaf .Titc.4cov)  scas TO 701COUTC 

Ciateerray wawa, &c. and to this, and such like discourses, he 
alludes in Panathenaic. p.:260. •Arsteekx&ers hoc fauXerar4,70,- infTedvx1  ' 
rtes TrapavopArvalw rap .osinev, 	• • ' .i 	 • 	 - . 	. 

p.178. ETparoitstlov spcsa-Trog.] it is pliin, that Siierstes, in Xenophon's 	' 
Symposium, p. 898,:  is emploied in, refuting this very sentiment; 
which he atiributesto'Pausinias, the lover of'Agatho, and' not to 
Phaidrus, in Whose. -mouth_ it is here put: ,it .  seeing. to me a stroke . 
of Ienophon'S enmity to Plato; and a remarkable one, though •.it 
has not been taken •noticeA.1  Parnienides and Acusillinsquoted: in 	• 

'the .genealogy of the .gods;:an4.Ags.in in; p...105. 	- 	-- • 	. 	. .. 	. 
p. 180. 	So . nesiod describes. the birth of Venus, daughter of• 

Ccelus without a mother, v. 1 	 il  pl. . T 	r. Esc 0:1.40,14:yrre,- stc., but :he A 	- 	• 	• 
mentions nothing of the second Venus, daughter of Jove and Dione, , 

'Which is the VenuS.' of Homer. See also Tully de Natura Deorum, 14.8. ' 
p. 182. Ev Mt 	was sv .13osteroA This' 	which is really spoken hy . 	. 

Pausiniai) convinces 'me that Xenophon 'wrote his Sympositien'afier • 
that of Plato, and meant to throw some reflections oil this part of it. 

' 	. 3  See Athenteus, L. 5. p. 216., who conjectures'that Xenophon might have seen some 
copy of Plato's Symposium, where these words were spoken 4 Passanias!  Csas,ubtin•tfies: 
to confute him, but withweak arguments. 

   
  



S Y.IVI-V:0 t`i.0 M.  	"in 
. 	 _ 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	. . 	- 	. 	. . 
- 	p.137. 1/'!, 'yap ;1•.3 AV expression of fievaclitustitedind censured. . , • 

- p. • 190. .1CuCsirTiocri.] 	An : action of. the tumblers:. -de4Cribedi, (in 
XeitophOn's .Sympog. p. 876. :, - 	, 	. 	. •, - . 	.. ; ., 	17,  • 	- . 	, r.1 	 .. 

• p. 191. Al 1Tezipterimas.1.  • AI TeiCaic.. 'See de Legi4. Is.-4, p...4636."I 
. ri... lid. KivAdire0 Apicidee.1-  See.  an, instance of this Lacediemonia. - 

. policy •on 'the taking of Mantinea, CM.' 98.3;  int Xenoph: tOrrec. Hist:: , 
* L, 	."552' and 55 	• (''• 	• 	 . 	• 	• •'• 	 ' : ' 	• • • 	• 	 • 	4 	. 	• 

• i). r.94. 41;fed 414..•C9ivoiiisil Athecomick invention and expression 
•of Aristophanes '• are - perfectly • well supported throughout his 
• discourse,' and 'thecharactir kif the man well painted in several little 
peculiarities, .which Plato,(Who had himself undoubtedlx a,genius 
for irainatick poetry) l nisei. at •41 kits! to case; so the speech 
Of Aga& is a just toprot Mk kind df eloquence, full of antitheses, 

, concise, and 'musierd. even l affectation, in the manner -ofeGorgias., 
Whose pupil he ghat* itio‘ h 	..heeni ::' ; ..,,,, 	 , 	i 	, 	... 	-; 	; , • , • , e 

 

• p. 198. 7Tormv.]:Alindhig-tio 1-lom: Odyss.A. v 634... •• .. ..of; tr 	• 
' 	p. 199. 11 "Atarrit wo.) Ali allusion itishe'llippolytas of Euripides. 

.... p.:291.. mcornell'"It is plitin frOm; What 'follows, that thisIEL'af 
good a reading ait'ispactiS. 	• 	• ,, • 

. 	. 
 

p. 202. Diotimia Of Mantinea, itiprophetess.• 	 • • 
.• - . • . lb. The middle natitre 'of -iltbirions;• 4hich • mediate. betivem 404 
• and men. • 	. 	. 	• • 

.p. -203. popos.] The god, not of riches; 'but' of expedients and Of ' 
. contrivances: 	.- 	. 
• - 	p. '207. 	The following :verses are ,attributed to Pslato,,in 4.4 , • • 

Anthologia,L. a. e.- so : 	.. 	.: t  ' 	.. 	• 	. , 	.  

.. 	• ' 	• • 'Amoy itamos sepete -kluxolvevoc oshis apasfy - 	, ..- . . 	' ' • 	'Otwome, kat poppy, sai ryivogi -4.-ruxiir 

• ,which sentiment is fmely:e25plained here. 	. 
• ••••• 	. 	• 	. 	. 	. 	,. 	. 	. • i 	• 	. 	. 	,.. . 	. 	, 	 - 	 . 	• 

• Utivatea TS roc groitout Tp AdyceOtovoc $as temeer .a,,,...Athemeus, L. -54..147. 
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p. 213. 'Fury a.] 	See Athenteus, L. 11. p. 502; on this kind of 
Vessel. . 	, 	 . 

p. 215. The figures of the Sileni in the shops of the sculptors (EM 
Toys ;2(.60)AVIMO1C) made hollow, which opened and discovered within 
the statues of the gods. 

Ib. tA yap 0Aufroroc.] Such as were initiated became possessed, 
as soon as they heard these airs. 
. p. 216. To; t Amon,  Isparne.] Alcibiades was now very powerful - 
in the state, in the' thirty-fifth year of his age. 	 • 	• 

p. 219.- H 0-seTtiew .; Ate. 1 It should.7ather seem to be Achilles. 
' 	Th. Zpenic.] They 'went thither with the supplies under the 
command of Phormio, 01. 87. 1. Alcibiades being then twenty years 
of age, and Socrates thirty-nine. (See Thucyd. I.1: 1. st 64.) 'The 
folly of Athentieus, who would .pro've, against the .authority of Plato 
and of Antisthenes, that Socrates was not it any of these actions, 
is justly exposed by Casauban : Annot. ad Athenteum, L..6. c. 15. 
We may -add, that if the silence or .Tbucydides could prove any 
thing with regard to Socrates, it would prove, at least as strongly, 
that Alcibiades was not at Potidsea neither; -but the contrary' is 
certain from that very Oration of Isocrates, to which Athenseus refers, 

'namely, that min tetrii7c, p 352, where he .  is said to have gained 
the /tele:TEM (which were a crown and a camplete suit of armour) 
before that city; and if the orator had not totally suppressed the . ‘ ' Imam of Socrates, it Would have been highly injudicious in.  a 

• discou'rse pronounced by the son of Alcibiades, where be: was to 
exalt the character of his father, and by no means to lessen the 
•merit of auy of his actions. 	He left that to his enemies, who (it is 
likely) did not forget the generosity of Socrates on this occasion. 
It is clear from theMany oversights of Athenseus here, that he either 
trusted to his memory, or only quoted from his -own excerpts, and 
not from the originals. 	Plato mentions no second Apurresa gained 
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at Delium, and only speaks, Of the coolness.. and presence of Mind 
shewn by Socrates in his retreat; as he has done also in the Laches. 
„Atheneens affirms, that Alcibiades was.not in ,the battle of Delium, 
_but :be assigns no reasons.; : If he concludes. it , from the silence.of: 
Thucydides, as before,, this. is nothing, as. that historian mentions .  
none but the „commanders in chief .on ;any. of these, occasions, and 
often only one or two of the. princiPal,.of.  these: but probably 
Alcibiades and. Ladies might then conly.serve_as private men. 

* p. 221. BpEyOuopsevoc.] Alluding. to the Nubes of Aristophanes. 	.. 
• • Ib. ,e0‘'.:xotios • qyrk.] 	EVery . one 'who %,i6Vci .reaid the, Socratick . 

dialogues 	of , Plato, Xenophon, Icif.c. should first. consider this .. 	- 
. passage: it is put below in 	note.' 	.: 	• 	. 	, 	: 	. 	,. 	. .. 	.: • a 	. • • 	• t 	• , 	• 	..‘ 	. 4  *- 	k 	• • 	• 	, 	1 	. 

p.' 22.2.:  EuqtAicps.3 Probably the same• youth whom Xenophon 
, 4 calk au0041.4c ; xa4; famoribil. L, 4.,  c. 1.), a, different person' _ 	 . • .4 froAv,guShyderaus, thi 	, 	of.. '',....'„.., ., •,... • • • • ' 	,. 	. • . 	••. 	• 	. 	•,. 

• This dialogue (particularly,  the Thldpf ip), the P3otagpras, 4.0e .•  	 .., 
•GOrgias)  the Buthydemps, &c. arestrong,instances o1 Plato's genius .. 	 . 	- 	• 	i 	• : 	 , ..for dramatick poetry;io the coplick, kind. Icp..7.40.160 Tae.i0ote fix,,ri,,,, .. 
;lays Athenteust  t.. b. p...187, speaking of ,the character of Ari t  tO•:. 
plookes..in. thi.s.  place. 	See alSo 9Iyupiocloi. iriNiti.  Platonic 	The •• 	1 iiivelip is an 	ofPlato's power in' the tragick kind. instance  .. 	,   	• 	-  

.., 	1 	• • . 	• 	• 	. 
11. P bi Urn curs lita?zOroaT000foroi;ZIOuposs (see ipt. above-on p. 2.i.  .)., 'MSc 310101.4er•S• 

-.* re' 00•02.811$ TO Vioxici785 4:04ki;lir Itoxioy, 'cogs? co !rot; yAors .roFparror ”lattra nu ovop!a4  a 
. 20:4! 	arc 4949 !'erarmixotri lOrtoge Ft! ravestlefarra Soiaai. 	6yei yap xeevenimOtert,:ierf .1 

Xif•PrfeS Vt0c) Nu !Tromp% Xeti •gyprOtie+4, lea( ail Sidi Tciii aurav ra 'avria: faiverat Aryl to . 
Arm ciirapoi so avorfrof .wic av Tani XorAs fxeclix,:polacress• -8kiiiyoixa4; gi say* ast +if, *cci ErrOe !clink,' • 1 
114:014.  $1;9$.;.1144PrOlf Ati; YO5V • i7tOioraS WhY p;1485: 44*ris' rcosktyciv, :ratira Oisilic, ma 0.44erra , 	. 	. 

' Orittkettri* ger* .0 Carrosi .exavai,jeci! • erl .7aest:Proi!, Tuv0Vr4). .fiei wy 64 em aiiv 4o'ov apocryge4  
fairSys;.TioimAarrs xako xiiiiitOat yeteifica.. Taw' Ea m*.  ct eyot;.1,poTanrierconsio. 8y*po  S. p. 9t 1 ,  

1 	. 	 , 	‘ 	, • 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	, 	, 	 , 	i 
• • 	- • ' 

   
  



.,.. • • 

2- :/P 1. A..t..• 	. 	• 	, 

.. 	. 	, 	.... 
• Lk VIII, 1:0•1•1111.74.. t • 

- ..lib9ue 61.49. '4,.. : 	.. 	' 
• • 	-1.: 	, 	.•. 	. , 	• 	, 	, - 	' 	•• 	4•,. 

Piat011:61). S.erra ili, VOL 1:p. 271. 

 • 	:.', 	• 	 ' 	i. 	- 
• TAZILE is a goodOal of humour, and even of -the vis comica; in. 
this dialogue. • Its -end is to expose die vanity and weaknesi of two 
famous sophists, and to shew, by way of contrast, the ftrt of Socrates 
in leading youth into the paths of "virtue and of tigitsti reason: - 	- 1 	. 	. 

... 	.. 	. 	. 	.. 
; 	, 	.,..; 	.• 	r.,•!1, 	; 	••,$ 	• 	• 	-. 	• 	•' 

• 110atfi oirnx..:411rFAIE TAXT. . 	. 	- 	• 

. 

	

p. 21f..'• by Trait.; i-s, rtiv'470csitva See the Symposium of Xenophon; 
cit.'ni .4;4 .071: mired'iraeo TW id.iii•exiti*laos ligietivrgti-*Kiiiisqqs Treoc 7:o fficrOsv • 

: . llaCesivei 3:4): 515. "Vixiiii illvlimiceir aPPears,14at the time of this: vh sci 

.. dialogue .caiinot beloniaftei'01: ig., 4:"' ' ' 	l 	- • 	' 	• 
• Ib. :iriven'idesti EX . it;if.j.'  The Chliiii 'being.  an Ionian co 	froin - 

Athens..' 	"1  	' 	. • 	' 	• 	' 	. 	' 	' 	• 	... 	' 	* • 	" .. 	. 	. 
• p. 212.. kovvbi , :no Mtplioese.] Whether theme with the irk, icen 

.• 
• 

Mentioned in the 'Equites of Aristoplianes, ••ir. 531, called Conaasi. 
• • 	• 	, 	: 	0 . •. 	••• 	.: 	..• 	:- 	• 	•• who•lived at this time? ' • 	• 	. 	• - 	, 	 • 	, 

t 	. 
- •p.: 273. .1Crverikoroca See the Lyn! 	Piato. 	- . 	• 	. 	:. 	. 

• T..276. Alcibiades, the eldery'had tiroaons; Clinia,s and Aziochus : 
the •first (who •Wag,slain at 11*'liattle:•of ArtenTigium, 01:15., 1:).Vrt 
behind him 1: two, *Sons, the famous : Alcibiades, and. Cleinias, his • 

• brother. 	The. latter ..had .a.-.  son, also- called .Cleinias, who is the 
youth here mentioned. 

   
  



Ett'..FITYThElgUS 	 • 	393 
. 	- 	.• 	:, 	, . 	 . 

p. 277.707rep,)‘ iv TI.  Tamil.] : The cereinony of seating in a chair, 
.and dancing round,: a person who is to be inflated in the mysteries.  
of the Corybantes, 'called. eponary •  .,.. 

, 	• 	- 
278._ 	dye fiatitg asdOpterotj This example of a Mr; irporeerrneog, . p; 	.A0a 

or exhortation to philOsOphy; is .as noble as ..the moral' it would 
convey,. a truth which Plato had always at heart. Ttov FAY ce•XXbot dee 
ems OUTS ay 	 •ere ',comer nnosv a‘e.  ' hosid irrosvi i pee Equal .  adyseOev, , etc . 
AtsssOsa tom. 	 , 	. ---' - 	.* 	,, 	. 	. 
' p. 285. Es; army.] The skin of Marsyas was said to be preserved 
in •the castle of Celiense (iii the greater Phrygia) even in Xenophon's 
time, 01. 94. 4, (Cyri Allah. L i. p..146.) and 'hung theft in a 
grotto, whence the rivulet Marsyas took; its ride: It was said tO•put' 
itself in motion at the sound of alute. 	• ' 	. ••• 

Ili. tic OVT0e.  v arr17471#.1pee Diog..Laert. L. 9. 	53, de Protagora. 
We see here that this sophism was older than Protagoras. 	' 

p. 287. burtoc es Kpoveg.] Apeissorpontc, shift& and old-fashioned. • 
It is scarcely possible to see with patience Plato seriously confuting' 
these childish subtleties, as low as any logical quibbles, used byt•eur 
scholastick divines iii" the days of monkery and of deep ignorance. 
But he best knew the manners of his own age, and doubtless saw. 
theseAhingsin a graver light than they :of .themSelves deserve,. l;•5! , 
reflecting on the bad . effects which' they had on the understandings 
and on the morals of his Countrymen, who not only spent their:wit 
and their time in playing.  with words, when they might have 
employed them 	inquiring . into things; 	but, by rendering.. . in 
every principle doubtful and dark alike, must necessarily induce men 

. 	. 	. 	.. .. 	 .. 	: 	. 	'. 	• 	-. 	\ 	. . 	.. 	 ,.„ 
. 	. 	 . 

"'Plato himself shows, p. 278, that he perfectly underatOod the just value of theni. ,  
Ilotateci Be :Agri IssTottira, on es Ito %VA& 135, s 	lame r& Tosoitray 1.4ae!s, ra pa,  ipayikara l  

i 
 

AY 9tV 044011  Pas% gry 'ix% wpoowailliv Be bans .1..)  ay an nig avegiorosS, But ilv 002144174° 8w*e"  ' 
itraarxiA4ani aca avarewaat. 	. 	- 	. 

   
  



SS+ 	 ..;k L A 1 0' ' :': 
1•?';',-- 	 • • 	- 	_ 	... 	• . 	. 

.to leave -themselves to the guidinbc techaucc and of the pasdiens, 
:unassisted . by reasozi. *Whercaa• if,-in reality, there be no certain 
truth attainable by human knowledge, both the means and the end of 
,,disputation,sare ..absolUtely .take ii away, and:  it becomes. the Most 
absurd and the inostchildiSh. of alUocetipations. 	. 	' 	- 	• 	• 

p. 299.-: Euthydeums appears.. 	to 1).ar )iadt  a colossal, statue erected • 
to hini at Delphi-, 	-: . . 	.. • 	:... 	 . 	' . 	. 	 • , 	• 	• p. 302. The- Athenians, and their! colOnies, worshipped not . ,,, 	their . 

	. • 	 , 
Jupiter muter the name O f neFrroo n 	houseq (a.? an  other 
Greeks did) but Aiono. 	To iJu iiier they gave -.thename if 

	

., -- 	• 4,- 	it mt 	4.. _  
•leigIOC and OrpsiocAta 	

,..„lt to ;Tic ,.. 	.of ippyrr*.: ,and -these ti. 	. 
divinities were thettoutold-iods of ve.rx 	nian, tioiv then coed • . 	4 	-- 	+ 	- 	4 .1 	• 	' I 	- 	1J t 	,....4. 	I 	t' 	. • 	4 	• 	i 	4T Ah 	* Dionysidoru, a chin, p igporaut of m , ,_ _ 	.._, f 4 	••• 	A' .. , .. 	• 	• 	k 	., 	 4 p. 304., Aoleuoeia quArtoint.j . • 	ley' svivt to I. &lined at 	ems or 
alA;kettiki 	 -  •„ 	, 	 !' 

:•    
  



• HIPPIAS MAJOR 	 .385 

• HIP•PIAS MAJOI. • ' 
• . 	. 	. 	, 	, 	. 	,i 	. 

WE learn froni this dialogue in Row poor a condition- the. art, of: 
reasoning on moral and abstracted subjects was).  before the time of • 
SoCiateS ;• for it is impossible that Plato shout it introduce' a sophist 
of the first reputation for eloquence and knowledge iiiseveral kinds, 
talking in a manner below the absurdity and weakness of a 'Child ; 
unless he 4)ad really drawn after the life. No less than twenty-four 
pages are here spent in vain oitnlit.'6 force it intro the bead of Hippias  , 
that there is such a thing-as a general idea ; and that, before we 

. can' dispute on any subject, we should give a definition of it. 	' 
The time of the conversation seems to' be after 01. 89. 2, for the 

. war had permitted no.  intercourse between. Athens and Elis before 
i that year, and we see in the Protagoras that Hippies was actual?,  

• • . 	. 	 . 	. . 	. 
i He always appointed at the Olympick games, and in 'the temple of Jupiter discoursed\

\  

on all subjects, and answered all questions proposed sto him. kV. Hipp. Min. p. sos..) 	1 
- 	• 	• . 

, 	• 
NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 	• 	 • 

• . PlatOn. Op; Edit. Seirani, Vol. s, p: 281. • 

, P. 281. nrrniX8 TB sea•Bocaorsi.] Tliis livery extraordinary, as Pittacui was•contintially 
busied'in publick affairs; and both Bias and Thiles occasionally. 
, Ils:" It was acknowledged therefore, that the sculptors, painters, and architects of latter 
tunes, had far surpassed the ancients.. ' . 	 0 	• 	• 
' P. ts 6.. E2413)) i Tposs4 The beginning of an oratiOn,pronounced at Sparta, by Hippias, 

in the. cliaractei of Nestor, addressed to the young Neoptolemus. 	 It.is remarkable, what 
-is here said of the Lacedlenionians, that the generality of them did not even knoiliicornnion: 
arithinetick.. 	. 	' 	- 

VOL. II. 	 3 D: 

   
  



386 
	

PLATO 

- at Athens 01. 90. 1, so that it seems to fall naturally between these 
• two years. 

. 	 NotEs. 	 • 
289. Passages of Hemclitus : Mecum 6 Itca•luerro; maps; Ake yips TopeaXesv.—AvOporscov 

6 croforcerof %poi Choy wilinzog favenui. 	This latter passage is undoubtedly the original of 
that famous thought is Pope's Essay on Man, B. a; 

" And *Mewed a Newton, as we. shew an ape," 
which some persona have imagllked that he borrowed from one Palingenius,** an obscure 
author, who wrote a poem called o•Sodiacus Vibe." 

290. TIN Ahviii.] The coloisal figure of "Iinerva in the iiitiopolisat Athens, described 
by Plutarch in his life of Pericles. 	. 	'  

• 
pm Pope, who was versed in the modern Latin poets, might have taken it from 

Palingenius, and Palingenius from Plato. 	Enrrosa 

11 IP4 PIAS 111/40R. 
Platon. Op. Serrani, Vol. 1. p. sea. 

i 

' THE time of this dialogue is after the Hippias Major, with which 
it may be ranked. 	 . 

. 	p. 363. Etsimoc.] Mentioned in the Hippias' Major, p. 256, as an 
admirer of this sophist. 	 . 

p.368. Hippias appeared at Olympia in a dress of his ownweaving, 
buskins of his own cutting out and sewing, with a ring on his finger, 
and a seal engraved by himself, .iind a-  beautiful zone of his own 
embroidery. 	He brought with him spick poems, dithyrambicks, 
tragedies, and orations, all of his own composition. 	: -. 

Ib. Tcv ?onocv.] The Greeks therefore girt their under-garment 
(XiTtaintoi) with a cincture. 

   
  



• • • PROTAGO:RA8 
	

AST 

PRO.T.,AGORAS. . 
' 	' 	ii; ZOOIZTAI. 	• 

_ 
Plat. Op.•Senaul Vol: 1,p. 3097 .7, 

- 	 - 	• 	• 
... , .; ; 

	

	 OE *TEE DATE OF THIS DIALOGUE. . ..OBSDRVATfONO, 
. vt   
PLATO, in this : dialogue, one of tginoblest • he , ever wrote, has.. ; ? 
ialtel,-,. ilirough 'neee glignc,. ititclome antic  ht onisM 	Athe .4 	i, as mens 	. 
has remarked, (L. 5. 	thOugh some ;things in reality are p..218.) . 	.;.i: 

.only mistakes of his own, and oiheri he his omitted, which are 
real faults. 	D'acler undertakes wholly to justify Plato. •Ure, shall 
spew that neither of them are .quite in tile.' right. 	-4 . 	• 
• • There are two marks w 'eh fix the time-  of this conversation; .as. 
• it is generally tho-  tight, iikral-Athenielii-ri—s-shewn; :The one, that 
Callias. is mentioned in it,. as their' master •of hiinself, and in pos. • 
session ofhilfather ..I-Npponicus:s estat7 .iz .now Hipponicua ws.. slain 

' :in the battle of Deli,. 01.'8.4. I, so that it nust. be  after thai year. 
- Secondly, the.Aretos,*a comOdY. of .Pherearittes,- is said to havqeen 	• 

-playcd ille-y ear before;;: bit that play was hrought upon the stage * 
inithe magistracy of Aristion, 01. 8.8. .4, , consequently this must" 	- : 

"happen 01.9o. 1; 	..- 	• 	 , • 	 :, 	• 	• • .•• 	• 	. 	• 	.. 	• 	 I 
'cirenmstance There is yet a third 	 which, may ascertain the time 

•'.."0 the dialogue:, .: Athens600.,produces ,it as . an instance OfPlaiQ!4 ••. 	• 	• 	,  
"negligence, but has only..discovered :his .oivn by ',it:.. Hippias, the 
Elean ,(he. says) and. otherccpfhis ,countrymen are (1"!ro"tag. p'.. 34) 
introduced, as then present*AtInnseiwherea§ it'is impossible they. 
could .be there durbg,t1ie.PelopOupeOan war?  *bile* Zleins.  were . • , 	, 	• 	, 	• 	, . 	. 	. 	. 	., 

• • 	• 	• 	”: 	-: 	 ' 	.. 	• 	: 	. 	• . 	• 	. 	," 	:- 	...f, 	•-:.! 	:: , 	,: 	, 	•'.. 	. 	,- 	y 	,.i 	- 
.' i m. asxwieiri ..1-0?.) Irpos-  8 1.4y* Tat.ciesco 6(pr prirovemiotovf  inno _T-0 0)20?Pc 74.44,  xatro).ucn, .. 
Itetiivas ital mum otailaWas Otooss Itaraikatov mordinal. 	Protag. p 315. . 	. 

   
  



•. 

s 
:'3S8 	 •RLAT.0 

'; T.'.,:•::., 	 . 	. . 	• 	, 	. 	 . 	.., 
confederates With• Sparta agairist the Athenians.; for though a•truce 
was '‘: 'edA. 'iiii;ri. ,.,.f9"F. . 1?..:*-..).T.e.iir',1-;'n'  d,erzli, Sa*-1rils.,, 	 {4:11. 	

J,.. 	
• .it 

was braien'thrOugh presently, mid: no cessation of . arms ensaed: .- 	 ..• 	 • 	..,.4. 	,... 	'-•• 	•!'"...-4:,.1.„  Bat in:reality Hippias might eat . Athens- any, year after Isarchus's 
/itagistraey,.- Since-#!ongh.ihe. w ., ,brpke out afresk afterwards with 
Sparta, yet the-A11iiisiit4arta entered:  not i into; it, as at ;first,,•but . 
either continued seater, or joined the Athenians, and .Elis partial.; 

• - 	• 	a' 	.... , 	.rj 	.• 	 .. 	,;. 	 .-r; 	. 	,„• 	• 1 v• 	. 	, 	• 	. 

laxly laxly.  entered' into a defensive league with Aem this very year, (see,  .  	.. 	. 	, 	-• 	 . 	-:. 	•  
Thacyd. L. 5...act„ it ) • so .that when Athe.' mous says, 1411* 9079*404‘.. . . 	• 	:•.y 	..• 	 • 	. 	• 	% 	• 	1 	. • 	 ; •• 	• 	• 	I. 
iztrn Ispoem, it is plain that b ta 	.41  Aid not. know but, that. Sparta 

. 

. 

entered 'the war 4ainL:With` all l  thie eonfedera  ts 'which` she had 4g4t,  . 
first, and consiii.u404 had.  read 3  ThuCyclides -very: negligently. Aix 
very thing then May fix it to 01....Q9.-. 1?. atleas*t..i,t will, prove that 44 
eanicl rick 6e earlier .than 01. AP,. 1. i.:to.:ta.,.... 1,• 	-:, 	; . 	.„,,j 	- 	. •••• 	• ;.g; 	' 	,, 	:, 	. • ott. 	• 	• . 	• 	. 	• ;.,i,, 	,.. 

Athemitii farther remarks that gallons in his Kouosic,- which 
Wasplayed 01. 89. 3, liek17431.111r0—".'tag9 rap is *then present at Athens -. 	•. 	As T r t 	4,- 	.. . 	.,- 	.. 	0 
•and that.  AmeiPaias in his Kinnods,,aCtecitWO years before, has not intro- 

. • thied. hini into his chorus OfpRoFrioroi, or, philosopherS ; so that it is A 
• -. probable that he arrived at. Athens iv i theinteival between, the repre...: 

, 

. 

sentation of these. two -dranial, ,ivhich is :three.  , or four years earlier ' 
.than the dialogue, in which Plato nevertheless says that he had not

. 
 • . 	............ 

been three. days come';, and that after many years' absence.. ,Racier • - 	• 	• 	..  
attempts, to answer this, but makes.-  Attie of it ; arid' indeed it was - 	..- 	1 	!  	*. ' ' • 	 4 	: 	e  
impossible oto do. better, sinte both the comedies are lost, arid we do 

• not:know to , wha4 ,-parts.,; Of limn • Athenzetti alludes, as he; cites •• 	, 	,-. 	.- 
nothing. ; .„y, 	 , -J Z . F., „ 	i .1 •-'f 	.4 ,i:101. 	i.*:f',  • • 	 . ;.- • - ' • - 	' 	. -:- ' 

.. 	• 
- 	• 	. 	.., 	• 	 . . 	- 	• 	, 
* 1.  Racier, while he .vindicates7,,glzito Baa,,t14s; i•Irad,:)las:.. only considered' #theni. With 

- - regard to Sparta •:' but the question turns solely upon Elis, of Which, he takes 'no nOtice. ..• 
4' - • 3.,..What is no less-strange, Caiaubon meitherattempis to justify platointhia matter; nor' 

did lie know, that the ESCLUCtICO ,*4ros*ta under Isarchus were mentioned, verymuch at large, . 
• by Thugdides; L. 4. sect, .iii: See Casaubon's Annotations ad Athenaeum, L. 5: 0.•18. i' 

' 	• 	' 

   
  



. 	• 

- PROT,.AGORAS — 
. 	. 	. 

::.But in.  truth there are .other'circumstancek 
• date -Of- the' dialogue, Of'whiCh.'neither 
-.. takensanynOtiCe; . 1::•'Aleibiades is rekeSented 
., fines of youth 'and• manhood, whereas • • - 	• 	•• 	• • : thirty: • '2dly2, Criso 'Of flinieia,.delet;tated 

i 	i]e . course it successively pi -t  	Olympia 
- 01. tia) is hqe'spoke 4 (p.:*) as;  
• Now it IS scarcely iid sSitile, th;;t:one,WhOWas14 
ihne. I:have:nlentOned, 'should, continue 

i . twenty-nine yeari afetwardi :- I fYuk.fiW'fdii' 

	

,...: 	f- 
• 3(Hr * Pericles is 'spokeli Of' as Yet)4iing, 
befoie; and What is worse, his two'tionS.  

' 	i 	 (t  are both refiresented 4.1 prle, -A ,'al , 
• certainly died's  during 	ilagne sonietinte , 	• 	-. 	r 	 • •' 	,•:. 	)1,.%.t . 	• 	• 

- 	 . 	• 	,,  

	

   1 	 489 
, 	,,,, 

inconsistent with the:  
-Atlieniens.nOrl.paciet. have 

• as just on'the con- . 
m pl.; 96. 1, he was turned of •, 	, 	4 	f.. , 	“ 	•., 	. 	•.1 	-3... 

fotgaining three victories . 
c(ti ' 4 't 	t . which 	4  .4 ... 	e . 	s 	o 	. 	 was ,., 

'in .the:,fleight of, his •yigOt.ir.. 
man.•,  grOwn,at, the- ...1.,, 	., 	.• 	•. 	• 	•,, 

intfull Strength and agility .  
n'iii much insist upon, ,. 

.1J' 	0 `fig; 	•'. 'on 	si; ,4 	. though-  he died nine years .., 
kallihip iti' S and Pirifus ; 

' thist-r311"II' 
 •

"..th • 	tii they conversation, 	oug f 	i•,0, 	, 	,••••:," 	., 	.4 	..,,,•. 	•• 	. 	• before then- .fathet.• 
. 	`-4'• 1.411T-••) 	it 	• 	• • .., 	...; : • 	, If .. • 	.. 

• • 	 •• 
•• ' 	: 	.::' 	. 	. -io, 1 N•'..4:. Iri 	;:;?.0.:51;..-  -..;'•,.' ...-• 	• : 	/ :,••:i;'• 1 ,"1-...,  

	

4  Pattaanias, L..2: c. 22, azd Diodorus;. , 	f- 
• • 	i 	, 	----1:.-n:vt ,•••: 	:-et 	, 	1-• 	: 	:. 	.* 	• 	• 	•. 	, 	''''•••• 	, t 

. 	• 5 Piotag. p. 320. 'A SE auto; trots; ecra:4 owe ixtrrO: grepSeues, on To cako IreteaMorii and ._ 

	

again; p. 8224  which Dacia tries; Win vilii;liisehicie!' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' 	' ' ' '' =' 	 \ 	 ',. 
6  Plutarch iii Yit. Periclis!7:,..Aiheilaztus his. taken iiotieg:Cf this; L. it. p. 20'i, 0311'11  

i . 	. 
Macoihigp, who a22112 to avytir,pither, Satuknul. L. i•. 2.-:_=1.-i • • t - 

- 	• 	- 	_ 	. 	- 	- 	, 	• 	• 	 4 , 	1 	r: 	I 	.. 	, , 
, 	'1•1::T 	.... 	, 	1:1'••••" 	', 	. '?.r.: 	i ?' 	'‘L 	I 	' 

. 	- 
. „ 

i$'  • 

Atf.A.LY4S- 01 THE DXA*0GVE., .,. . 
. 	 . 	- 

• . • •Socrates is wakened before.:day-break with' it; lastirInOckine.ai ' : 	.1. 
::.his door.  i - it is 'Hippocrates, a • young'.  man, who comes • eagerly;  t.d 

.. 	, 	...... 	.............._........ 	__.....,... 	....,....... 	... 
• • 	:- 	 ., 	„ 

•L 	. • 	__,.: 	,___I 	_,,__ ,ii.__,:v  
: . 	..- • 	....koms ON .THR:GREIC/*'TEXT, ' 1 • •'--7  ' - .. 	• 	: 	- 

Ili sa.. II. a. V. 3:47. 	.: . ,i1(- ' 
- 	.... . 	.... 	: :*. 	• 	:* 	',. 	: 	, • 	 .,; 	• ., Kepi zi!crtiiplef:itoixtue,.: 	: • 	' '' 

. . ..':,,..:-,. '.: ,, 	• : ...... 	11Pw.r.01i 671M71; T470 X441°74111- 	i)g)/ ''  :. 	• 

..:11)• 'BO)gii;OS; 446"1 larid• infrasii; f 'd.'iiii skAd? r'el''.    	'-' ... 	:  
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acquaint him with the arrival of Protagoras, the celebrated sophist, 
at Athens, and to entreat him to go immediately and present him 
to that great man ; for he is determined to spare no pains nor 
expense, so he may be but admitted to his conversation.. Socrates 
moderates his impatience a little, and while they take a 'turn about 
the hall together, waiting for sun-rise, inquires into his notions of 
a sophist, and what he expected from him ; and finding his ideas 
not very clear upon that head, shews him the folly of putting his 
soul into the hands.  of he Idiew not whom, to do_ with it be knew 
not what. 	If his body had beeritindisposed, and he bad needed a 
physician, he would certainly have taken the advice and recom-
mendation 

 
of his family and friends ; but here, where his mind; a 

thing of much greater importance, was concerned, he was on the point 
of trusting it,. unadvisedly and at random; to the care of a person 
whom he had never seen, nor spoken to. That a sophist was a kind of 
merchant or rather a retailer of food for the soul, and, like other shop 
keepers, would exert his eloquence to.'recommend his own goods. 
The misfortune was, we ' could not carry them off, 'like corporeal ^ 
viands, set them by a while, and consider 'them at leisure, whether 
. 	• 	 . 

. NOTES. 	 . 
Si 0. Tv ouporotoc.) A low bedstead, or couch, on which Socrates lay, for he was not 

yet risen. 
Ib. n ch,g.)  There were two Awkoi of Attica so called, the one near Marathon, •, 

the other near Bleutherm on the confines of Bceotia, which I take' to be here meant. See 
Meursius, and Pausan. L. 1, c. as and c. ss. 

Ib. Ilrostyric.) An eager desire of a thing, proceeding from admiration. 
Ib. Nampo; ap.s.3 He was upwards of twenty-four years of age ; for he was a child 

when Protagoras first came to Athens, which was 01. 84. I. 	 . 
3 1 1. Toy K000y.) Hippocrates, the Coan, was now about forty years old.  
Ib. 'Isiah.) Phidias was not now living. He died 01. 87. 1. 	Polycletus was younger, 

and might be still alive. 
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. they were. wholesome or pot, before we tasted. them;. • tliat in this case 
-. We haTe,no...veaSiel,.,but the soul; to receive theM in',' which will ueces 

sarilyaretaiii.a ,tincture, and .perhaps. much ,t.o..its prejudice; of all . •• 	., 	 .•z 	•••••• 	 f 	 ,,,'; 	.• 	.. 
Which is instilled ipt9.it ,-10,0777*,,by. way;of trial only; they agree 
to wait..Upon,: Protagorasi ,and acepraingiy" they

•  
	gd to. the house ...-Of . 

. - Callias„where.-both, he ,and two Oilier..Prin'CiPal1 SOPhists,,Prodiciis • 
i', 	 -•': 	 ii))..4f-fii:-., 	.t and Hippiss,.with all . their train of ?mowers, were lodged and . 	• 	. • '' ' 	' ...-v, • 	'1 {Y')-. 	111 	I• 	. 	i 	• 	., 	. entertained-, 	.-,, • • : 	.• 	,• 	„ .. 	 . 

..,,,The porter.„ an eiiuch,.wear,ied and 'pesteied with the crowd of . 
4i0ophists. who resorted to the holike4..miStaking them for such, gives 
_them a shoti.juisWer, and shuts• the door in, their face: 	At last 
they. are. ,adreitted, .aud find ProtatoriiS1***ith Ctillia,s, and more 
company, walking in the portiCos.' ..,10e.Motidni' of Prcitagoras's 

• followers are flescri* will much humour; ; ho* at every turn they . •• 	• 
divided An& cast off; as. 	a dance,till'illing in, aild moving in 
die.sUbofdination.bekkrid the .iiii:ii..iipal:p:itibr. iii' er. Hippiai-ii sitting 
 Imo:.  itgat chair, on the opposite ;side)  ) of' lie' court; digeoursint, . on. . 	 tt t  

points of natural philosophy to  a circle; who are seated on forms ... 	. 
round hini,;; while Prodipu,s, in a large.innersapartment, in bed and. ..),.,•::,,%).1 	. 	: 	: 	• 	• 	.;•:• 

. 	: 	. • - " 	 ... 	• 	• ... 	idte.s.- 	- 	 . ,..• 	• 	, 	. 	. , 
- . 312:.0f5Opsaras.) 	For the bad morals. of ....the professors, (see the Gorgias, p.., 5 0 , 2,,,, 
it  at armor, &e.and the-igen% p: 91, iipecquisi..copiwb„ &c.) had:brought the;  treme into 
general disrepute; though it was once an hOnourabler 4pellation; end:given aiterWards 

• to all such as called theingelves. 40.ocotos... Solon was the person who first bore the name .. 
:of 6 lipfarTnc. (See Isocrat../411 Aprolop,c, p. 3440 	Socrates 'cie6w a sophisti,talb. as 	. 
- the cheracter'was in his- time; EWaopoc Tisi v acartAbs Ta;i: izy,i,xcliv;'4. &Iv i 4,90. 	. 7pefercia; 

l!itag•‘ii• 113•* 	..... 	.. • 	 .. 	: 	:,- ,;,.. 	. 	..1 	 . 	IJ'' 	 : 	:::-., 	L: 	- • \ 
-..: .. -51- .5...Ou crxom ccorca,) L 0. “ lViy 1.,Ord is not at leiatire to be ipiden With."." • 	-1 

. . - lb: Ev -I* lipouviaq . 11poo7•amy ..:(4ich is. also written 'IltiarT04), is...rendered by • the . 
lerticogrAPhCia Vestibulum Portica5; their  is, las. I. iinfigioe; the' Cailidium or :Open- cOrt; 

',.sur*Onnded with a peristyle or portico, opening upon the. rooms of .entertainment;;• for all • •, 	. 	- 	. .,.. 
• .these rooms together .composed The AvErov, aiYitruirius describes it: 
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wrapped up in abundance of warm clothes, lies discoursing with 
another company of admirers. Socrates approaches Protagoras, and 
presents the young Hippocrates to him. 	The sophist, having pre- 
mised something to give an idea of his own profession, its use and 
dignity, the rest of the company, being summoned together from 
all quarters, seat themselves about him ; and Socrates begins by 
entreating Protaguias to inform him, what was the tendency-  and 
usual effect of his lessons, that Hippocrates might know what he 
was to expect frompim. .-,Iiis answers skew, that he professed to 
accomplish men for publick aid private life, to mare them good and 
useful members of the state, and of a family. Sociittes: adMires the 
beauty of his art, if indeed there, be such an .art, which, he con 
fesses, he has often doubted ; for if virtue is a thing which may be 
taught, what can his countrymen the Athenians mean, who in, their 
publick assemblies, if the question turn on repairing the publick 
edifices, consult the architect, and if on their fleet, the ship-builder, 
and laughed at such as on pretence of their wit, of their wealth, or of 

_ . 
No.'rEs. 	• 

P. S14. ASsAissi bpopotrpiag.] The widow of Hipponicus, and mother to .Callias, took .to 
her second husband, Pericles, and brought him a son palled Paralus : they afterwards 
parted by consent, and both married again. See putarch in his life of Pericles; who says 
that she brought him two sons, Xanthippus and Paralus; but it seems to be a mistake, as 
he had Xanthippus by a former marriage. 	This lady was related to Pericles by blood. 

lb. Agespayrco.] 	The son of Cepis and of Leucolophides. 	This Adimantus was 
Xrpernryos with Alcibiades, against Andros, 01. ss. 2. See Xenoph. Hist. Grkec. L. L,. , 

alb. Xeggp.s1 /4.] Plato's uncle.-4)ixisysans.] Son of Philomelus.—Arrip.opoc.) -Of Mende. 
..—EpuEocexos.] A physician. 	 . . 

lb. Av8pon.) The son of Androtion ; probably the same person, who was afterwards one 
of the Four Hundred, and brought in the decree against Antipho, the Rhamnusian : (see 
Harpocration) he is mentioned in the Gorgias (p. 487) as a friend of Callicles, and a lover 
o eloquence rather than of true philosophy.  
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. 	. 
- their nobility, should interfere in, debates. which concern a kind of 

	

- , 	, 	• 	• 	1 	i knoWledge;• in' Which` they' baire neitlierAill,'.fior experience; but if 
the point to beVoniideridielifeiii the" laws to.the'iMiiiitriey, to the t• 	 . 	, 	i 	, administration ofpeace and 	such 'subjects, dila to Shbjectd,eiery merchant; 

- 

every little tradeSni.ii 'and ..iiiechinicl4 tlier.poOr' 	'' :Well as 16 rich, 

,.. 

: 
the Mean 'as.  well 	the'n'oblk'delliver 'tWeiil OpiiiUmi With -confidence,. 
and',  are heard' viiit4;itti eiitiOn: -I' teiidets  ;Able' sbleatest•  statesmen, 
who have,i 	been iesteemed 'th'esbrigliteiti cekg.niikeintiiiiiitical virtue, - 
though they. have'ilveu they Aitikliin iVery'aeccik:flisliinent of the - . . 
body: Which edudation could..bEitOye,-  d6,.litt,. sk` 	..ili;p6ar to have 
iniproied -*dr: Mas. with .tliciii*.iiintlft$ikfiiiirlAcli they :themselves- 
Were, emititict, and in whkh .co4eijuently they-Were .bi;et able to 
instruct them, it instruction eoukil dtnivleyfthese' virtues to the soul 
at all," -, 	', 	 - 	• .* 	- 	, ; ..ii 4 	•', • 	• 	- 	•• 	. 

firotagoras answers by 	tinglt fal3leleiivered ii very beautiful 

' 

' 

. 

. 
language; the substance bfit.is this :• niiniethetis-..  and EPimetheus,, ' 
when the gods had formedoalt kinds' of -animals iti  thin the boWeis 
• • 	.„.•4. 	.. 	‘.;,• 	• 	......: 	..,..! -.• 	i 	ti.'.:; '.4. 	':^ 	- 	• 	' 	• ^'" 1.  :• 	•• • 

	

, 	• 	. 	. 	 . 	.. 	• 	1 

..4 

	

'e 	' 

	

. re..• 	1 	 e•Aiz 	t 	- 	. 	, 
. 	 . 	• 	..., 	 ' i 	' ' 	" 	1,, 

,,, 	.... 	.- • 	•. 	. 	. 	. 

..P.:si B. EfseOpiipos.) kilanUsioil id thel)dyss. of Homer, A. v.6 o o, as Dicier well observes. .  
' Thi riscumv•fty.) A•16.ver of.Agatho, the tragick poet, who was noiv.(hesays) very young; 

he gained his first prize on the .stage 01.-on..4; four years after this. 	See Plato, Sympos. . 	. 
• p. t git; and Athenreus, Ix '6.- p: al e. • 	. 	*. 	. .. - : 	; ' • 	- - 	, . S. 	• : 

• 

. 	.. 

' 	6. 1XXOS4) 	TarePtilln.apermiL] 'Of Selyiribria;:a sophist 	ligolorptals. See the .-- 	3 1 	of 	 and - 	, 

' 
• Phiedrns,.p. zrr: .. 	4 	; 	.. 	• 	'.1•• 	: 	• 	• 	*. 	. 	1.' ' 	- 	::-...!. 	.. 	•'.;,, 	.4••• 	 - 	• .. 	• 	It  

.316. fidoxiNes840 	Of Ceos i.he taught Pericles musick.. ,See. 'Aleih..t: P. ii s. and, 
: 	Plutarch' in Pericles. 	• 	• 	• 	. 	• 	. • ,... 	. 	;. 	:. 	:.: 	.., 	-.1.. 	• , ,q:. 	 . 	. 	. ,. 	- 	• .'.: 
• 4db., AysOosmc.) The Athenian .musician And sophist 	he:. instructed the famoin 

Dimon: See *Aches, p. so. 	. 	• 	''. 	: *. 	. : *: 	. 	.. 	J., 	:::....-J: 	. 	.; . I 	.:::r ',. 	-; ' . 

• 4 1 7. noma ye ern.). He (PythoelideS, who taught EntiiCk) waif nOW.about sixty-oie 
. . years of 'age, .and had taught it ncarlhirty-one years i. btitliow '..lie can call himself old 

enough to be father to any one *the company, I do not see 3. for Socrates.was. near fifty 

	

! 	• years of age. 	.. 	' 	: . 
. 

. 	VOL. II. 	- 	• 	• 	3 i 

.. 
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.of the earths  and the destined day approached for producing them 
into light, were commissioned to distribute among them the powers. 
and qualifications which were allotted to them..: The* younger bro- 
.ther, prevailed upon the elder to let him perform. this work,. and 
Prometheus 'consented to review afterwards and correct his dispo- 
sition of things, 	Epimetheus. then began, and directed his ' care ..to 
the preservation . of the, several species, that none might ever . be 
totally lost.. TO Stine he gave' extreme .swiftness; but they were 
deficient in strength ; and the • strong he made not equally swift : 
'the little found their security in the lightness of their bOdies, i4 their 
airy wings, and in their subterraneous retreats; While those of vast 
magnitude had the superiority of their bulk for a, defence. Such as 
were formed to prey on. others,, he made to prodUce.bUt few•Topog 

. 	• 	• 	• 
.-. 	 . 

v  NOTES. 	. . 	. 	. 	. 	. 
P. 318.. Zeutivitoc.1 Of Heraclea. 1 do not find this painter mentioned any where:dark; 

perhaps it should be read, Zeuxis, who was of Heraelea, and now a young man: 	. . 
lb. Opetwyopa0 The Theban, who taught Epaminondas on the flute. See Aristoxiiausi' 

ap..Athenteum, L. 4. p. 184.. 	. 	 • 	. 	. 	. . 	. 	• . 	..- 
. ale. 01,Toform—:4coluovrcovYcop 11putavaim.) See Aristophantis .11kUnarnens. Y. 232. 
• lb. Apoppo 144.) Ariphron*was the brother of Pericles; • they were both -(by theiimether 

' Agariate) tiro' cousina to DinOmache, the mother of Alcibiades, 1;114 Clinias, to whoin' 
they were guardians: Clinias was mad. (See .Alcibiad. I. p. t 1:8;)•=Promitheus and 
Epimetheus (Foresight and Aftersight)were the sons of Iapetus, the.Tittui;  and Clpiene. 

32o.: 40414 Every divinity had some la&elt animals, which fed at liberty within the 
sacred enclOsures- and pastures. 	Such were 'the oxen of the Sun; (in Homer, Od. M.) 
the 'owls of Minerva in the Acropolis at Athens, '(Aristophan. Lysiatrat;) the peacocks 
of Juno at Samos, (Athenieus, L. 14. p. do. ex Antiphane et Menodoio Samio) the 

* tame serpents-Of Esculapius; at Epidaurus,' (Pausan. II: 2. c. 28. and at 'Athens, Aristopii. 
- Plut. v. 783.) the sheis:-of the Syrian goddess; &c. (Xeaoph. Cyri Anabas. 14.-f. p, 280.  

821.. TaOsi.] This 3CP...1133W:11C a gloss only, as, an explanation of liEppxors screpeolc xat 
glivixsitoscp to which it is synonymous. Insert in the end of the sentdnce;Taffss trorripeoirti *, . 
for a verb is wanting, equivalent to ixorpoe. 	. . 	 • 	. 	. 	. 

lb. OArroialq This is remarked by Herodotus, and by Aristotle, and seeraita be Very 
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. 	. 	 . 	- 
Ones ; :while those, who were to serve as their prey, brought forth-a 
numerous progeny.' He armed them against the seasons with hoofs 
of horn and callous feet, with hides of 'proof and Soft warm furs, 

„their native bed and elothing all in one. 	But when Prometheus 
came* to review his brother's work, he found that he had lavished 
all his - art and all ' his • materials upon :the brute 'creation, while -
mankind; whose turn it was next to • be produced to light, . was' left 
a naked helpleis animal, exposed to...the rigouiof -  the seasons and. 
to the violence of every other creature round 'him. 	In compassion 
therefore to his wants, Prometheus purloined the arts of Pallas 

• and of Yulcan;:. and with them fire, (without which  they were 
impracticable and useless) and bestowed them on this new race, to ..” compensate their natural.defects. .Menthen,:aeallied to the divinity 

. and endowed with reason, were the only part •of the' creation which 
.acknowledged the being and 'the providence.  f the gods. Theybegan 
:to erect altars and statues ; they. formed articulate sounds, and 

• 

, 	 . 	. 	• 
prOTEs.• 	• . 	. „ 	• 	i 	• 

true,withregard to the larger sire of animals; but.it does.not appear in the lesser part of 
. the creation, es inspiders, and inother insects, which live on their kind, the smaller rapacioui 

fishes, snakes, &c, probably . because they themselves . were to serve as food to larger '.. 
creatures. 	• . 	-•• -: 	: 	 • 	- 	" 	 . 	• 	• 1 
' P. 321. cfu wawa 701 .70,00. Hesiod calls him, 'Ap.aprivoov 1? FT/4M The0g014* v. 511. 

. • . 	Ib... Eviropsa pg re gis.) See the Promethens.Of ../Eschilus„ 	 .  	;  	: 	 .: 	j . 
• :325. Something is understood. or lost after the words, Iwo 1r4itSea, as; di ma,* xotAwi. 
_ • 327. EupuGaren xas 40puvasks.a.] Phrynondas is mentioned by Isocrates, as a naive growla 
proverbial for'a villain..,, licTaypapxos arm lig.Miliax v; p. 5814 itIO. .?Fou111.110Ski Ctesil.. 
phont : AA.): oimq we if/pupa:$.164 sly Zupaiccsof, Sr' couNo.  *MOTE SW!. l'OCACtl:11014,010, T0041:09. 

• Pa* Xalyons eyafiro. p. 1 a.. See alst!.Aristophams, OvoihorpT... • sEiiirybst*Nias an Epher l  
,, sian;who being .trusted by Crcesus with a great sum. to raise auxiliaries, betrayed him, f 

and went into thelervice of. Cyrus.' See EphorUelap. Harpocra' t. and Diodorus, Excerpt 1  
- de Virt. et Nitiis, p. 240. 	' 	. 	. : 	 i 

.:,328.: :tic fre4E05 Tu .  p..04.  _It *remarkable in what general; esteem and; admiration 
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invented language ; they built habitations, covered themselves with 
. clothing; 'and cultivated the -ground. 	But atilt- they were lonely 

creatures,' scattered here arid there; for Prometheus did riot dare 'to.. 
enter the' citadel of ' Jove,--whete Policy, the mother And queen of 

'• 

. 

social life, was kept near the throne ,of the-god himself; -otherwise 
he would have bestowed' her too On his • favourite mankind: 	The • 
arts;  which 'they' posSessed, just supported them,. but could not, 
defend theM agaifistr  the multitude and fierceness of the wild beasts : 

' 	. they tried to.p.isembleaind live together; but soon found that they were 
more dangents•andmiichievousgto ..one 'another than the savage 

• creatures :hid. been.. ••• In' pity' theti to their' condition Jove, lest the 
. whole race should perish', sent'' Mercury to. earth, with 'Shame and 

Justice ; and when he ,doribted..how he.-should bestow them, and . 
- 	• whether they. should:  be ;distributed, :as the,  arts had ' been,this to . ...   

one;and•that to another, or 'equally divided among the whole kind ; • 
Jove. approved the latter, • and • commanded, that if : any did not . 
receive his share tof, that bounty, he-should be extirpated. from the 
face of the earth, as the pest and destruction of his fellow?creatures. , 

. 	 . 	• 
. ".. 	 " 	- NOTES : 

' Protaginaiwas held' throughout all Gieece. 	If any-sehOlar of his thought the price be 
exacted was too high; he only obliged him to say .upon -his :oath, What he thought the.: 

. precepts .he had given him were worth, and Protagnias was satisfied with that sum. - Yethe 
. got more wealth by 	profession, than Phidia.s the statuary, end any other ten the most 

. celebrated artists of Greece, asSocrates. (in Menone,p. 2.1, and in 'Hipp: Maj. p...282) • 

, . tells its.--. Eunthlus (See ,Qnintilittn, L. s. c. Osive him.t.o,00n &chime about.£300. • 
iterlingj, for*his'art nf.rbetorialn writing.. 	J-Ie was, the first sophist. in Greece who 

. . professed himself a IfissIsuirsam xus tsper,k.asturiums,. and .suchnn. one as could Make min ,' 
•better and better:every lime he conversed witlithem...p..3.18 et infra, p.-342.. _ 2: . ' 	:. '. 

. •  P., 329. - ..4:4:;:rcivet,iiiro, Tiva.)' See the Pluedrus; wherei he uses the same thought; p. 275. 
AEttforifiti 4 es  io-SeCtrip 	&C.:  • , .1 	. 	, ••f 	ti" 	• • 	- 	1 ;  ; . ; 	• _ 	.  

3S. . . n'apeere:r;rx0co..1 ' To 'be set against it, that is., .to. Dave an aversion to it. 
336. Oss Ori sauto.) Perhaps we should read, WarolocuCa.. 	• 	. 
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This then, continues Protagorts, is the cause why the Athenians, 
and other nations, in debates, which turn- on the several arts; attend 
Only to- the advice of the skilful ;• 	but, give ear in . Matters of 
- government, which are founded on ideas' of common justice and 
probity, to every citizen. indifferently. among them : and that this 
is the 'common opinion of all men,t  May hence appear. ' If a person 
totally ignorant of musick 'should fancy'himself an admirable per-
former, the world would either laugh or be alley,' and his friends 
would .' reprimand or treat him al'a madman .: • but if-a Man: should 
have candour and plaid-dealing *Ugh to-  prof* himself a villain 
and ignorant of.coninfon justice, Aat in the other case would have. 
been  counted iivideSty; the simple confession of truth • and of 
own ignorance; would here be balleilimpudende'and :madness.-  He 
that will 'not ,dissemble here, 	ill be, by all regarded as an idiot; for 
to own that *one knows mot 	at justice is, is to own that One ought 
tot to live .amoifg mankind. 	• •  
- He proceeds to' sltew; that- no one thought* our idea of justice 

to be the gift of nature; but' that it is acquired by instruction' and by 
experience : for with the weak;  the deformed, or the blind man, do. 

'one is angry; no reprimands, no punishments attend the unfortunatol, 
'nor are employed to .Correct . our .natural defects ; but they are the, 
proper consequences of our-voluntary neglects or offences. Nor is the 

,. 	• 	„.. 	. 
. 	. 	: 

, NOTES. 	 . 

P.336..005 2cosre:v1 The son of Creon and Echecratia, of Cranon in Thessalf,a Citizen 
. of great niches and power, :and a principal .patron- of Simonides, who repaid him with ° 
immortality. : See' alsO Theocritus Idyll. 16.1,* 36. HAM; to Zxoltottoosolv, • &c. 	Here is 
also a large .fragment of,one of the odes of:Simonides to MM. 	' 	' 

s49.' °Egli Tif sues mama PeihippsAKOsoo •pc. 	• 	. 	• . 
34i. Kits etaafto); Rem.] Dacier corrects this to OuSeques. &ow. 
Th. 4,:i4oi.]. The Lesbians -then spoke a corrupt dialect; yet that island produced 

fAictZus., *PPho, Theophrastus; &c. , .. 	, • 	.i ' 	. 	 . 
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punishment; which follows even these, intended to redress an evil 
already past, (for that is impossible) but to prevent a future, or at 
least to deter others from like offences ; 	which proves, that 
wickedness is by all regarded as, a voluntary. ignorance. 	- 	. 

Next he shews, how thii knowledge is acquired ; it is by education. 
Every one is interested in teaching another the proper virtue of a 
man, on which alone all his' other acquisitions must be founded, 
and without which he Cannot exist among his fellow-creatures 
His parents, as soon as understanding begins to dawn in him, are 
employed in prescribing. what he ought to do and what he ought 
not to do ; his masters, in filling' his mind With, the precepts, and 
forming it to the example, of the greatest men, or in fashioning 
his body to perform with ease and patience -whatever his reason 
commands ; and lastly, the laws of the state lay down a rule; by 
which be is necessitated to direct his actions. 	If then the sons of 
the greatest men do not appear to be 'greater proficients in -virtue . 
than the ordinary sort;  it must not. Abe ascribed to .the parent's 
neglect ; much less must it be concluded, that ° virtue is not to be 
acquired by instruction : it is the fault perhaps of genius 'and of • 
nature. Let us suppose, that to perform on a certain instrument 
were a qualification required in every man, and necessary to the 
existence of a city, ought we to wonder,"that the son of an admirable . i 

. 	 ,. • . • 
k 

NOTES. 
P. 342. This is 	beautiful compliment to the Cretans and Laceckemonians. 

• . Ib. Dim TI xeliTCrt11741.] The' rougher exercises of boxing and of the cantus. 	See 
Diog. Laertius in Menedemo, and the Gorgias, p. 515. . _ 	 .. 

' 333. Ilarcurrsxos.) A light-armed militia, a Thracian- invention; and borrowed. from 
that nation  by the Greek colonies on their coast, whence it was afterwards introduced in 
Athens, Sparta, and in the rest of Greece. They fought on foot armed with a crescent-like 
shield, bow and arrows, long javelins, and a sword. 	See Xenoph. ap. Pollucem. L. r. e.1 cr. 
This species of shield was afterwards introduCed by Iphicrates among the heavy-armed , 
foot also. (Diodorus. L. i s. c. 44. 	 . 	• 	 _ 
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performer.  fell infinitely short of his.  ,father in skill ?. ' Should we 
attribute this to want 	care, or say, that musick were not attainable 
by any.  art ? or should we not rather ascribe it to defect of genius 
and to natural inability ? *Yet_ every member of such a state Would 
doubtless far surpass all persons rude and unpractised • in musick. 
In like manner, the most worthless member of a society, civilized 
by some sort of ethication and broUght up .under the . influence of 
laws and of policy, will be an amiable man, if toinpared with a wild . _ . 	. and, uncultivated savage. 	 ,• 	• 	• 

It is hard indeed to say, who• is our, particular. instructor in the ' 
:social virtues ; as,.for the same reason, it is hard to say, who taught 

our native tongue ; yet no one will therefore deny that we learned 
it. The publick is; in these cases our master : • and all' the world has a , 
share in our instruction. S . Ce it (continues the sophist) tO know, 
that some there are among us, elevated •,a little above the Ordinary 
Sort, *the:art of leading mankind to honour and to virtue ; and 
among these I have the, advantage to be distinguished:  '•' • 	. 	. 	.. 
• Socrates continues astonistied: fora time and speechless, as though • 

• dazzled with the beauty of Protagoras's discourse.. At' last,: recovering 
himself, he .ventures to, propound a little doubt Which has' ariSeri in . .... k his mind (though perfectly satisfied, he says, . with .the :m4in 
question), whether' temperance, , fortitude, justice, : and the rest, -
whichProtagoras has so often mentioned, and seemed-to conapr-

.bend under the general name of•virtue, are diffeient things, and can 
\ 

• 

,•. 	, 	• 	 , 	„. 	 . 	. 	 • . 
. . 	. loos.'   	. : 	, . 	. 	. 	. 	....• 	...  	. 	. ' 	• 	' -11,-957. `Ori Aftalisaj This is the• true key and great moral of the dialogue, th 

knowledge alone* the Source:4 virtue, and ignorance the source of. viee: it was Plato. .. 
own' principle, (see Plat. Epist. 7„,p.. 836. Apo.Osa, .4 is. It-arra *Font Nal eppiOnvy itai 
€ 	,,.asiis wet tlfrrepov ersorAn xhipsre, .:04 yowncratti, Inx.poicrrov. See also Sophist. p: 298 and 

 !,228. and Euthydemus. from p.. 278 to .28 i. and: De Liiih. L. s. p; 6284844 Iii0b,2bijt  
it was .also' the principle of Sotratei : the consequence of it is, that 'virtue May be taught, 
and may be acquired; and that PhitosOphY alone Can point, us out the, way to it. 	' 
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. subsist ..separately in the same person.; orlwhethe,r they .are all the. 
same quality Of mind, only exerted:on dijfereat occasions. Protagoras 
readily agrees to the first. of these.; but is insensibly betrayed.. by, 
Socrates into the toils of his logick,, and makes . such concessions, 
that be finds himself forced to. conclude:the direct contrary of what 
he had first .advanced. , He is sensible Of .his disgrace, and tries .to, 
evade this closer kind, of reasoning. by taking refuge . in that more 
diffuse eloquence, vithiCh used to gain him such:applause:: But when:, 
he .finds himself cut short by 'Socrates, who pleads the. weakness of, 
his own memory,. unable to attend, to, long continued discourses, 
and who.  intreats, him toSiing 410;4 ‘greatness of his talents to the 
level of a mind so much inferno", his forced • to,  pick a frivelotis . 

. quarrel with. Socrates, and breitc off the convert4tiOn 'in the Middle. 
• Here Canis! interposes, ,  and. .4.1ciliiiii,desv  in his insolent...way, by . 
sappOrting the request. , of .Socrates 	by piquing the sanity ot,- 

,
!kod 	 • 

PrOtigot•ss;sobliges him to accommodate himself to the interrogatory . 	. 	. 	, 	.. 	•,, 	. 	• • 	t: • 	- 	- 

	

method of disputatiop, and renewsthe.dialove 	. 	1- , 	• 
To.Savethi digaitiofPi' oiaior4a1s,andto put him ii humour' again, • , 	:. 	•• I. 	- 	. 	• 1 , 	,* 	X. 	i t  ) 	% 	v•Itt 	" 	..' 4 	., 	 « 

Socrates.. proposes.  that - he s all conduct the debate, and state- the 
questio'ns, while he himself,  will 'piety ansNrer.them 	provided PkOta, . 

''.. goras.Will ini his turn, afterwards 	to do, the:sam, efor hha 
The sophist begins.bipreposiag a.faMoiis 'ode of Sinionides, which;  

.•• seems to.. carry in it an absolute. contiAdiction, which he desires . 
Socratesto reconcile.' Socrates .appears at firat-Outzleitkand-aftei he.  
has played awhile with Protagoras and with, the other-scyhists, (that . 
he may' haie 'time to recollect himself) he.grives an* explanation of . 	.  . 	. 	,-..: 	,,, 	• 	. 	. 

„. 	. 	.... 	, 	 .•.. 	. 	. 	-. 	• ., 	: 	. 
1  The episodical characters of Prodicus and  Hippies, introduced- as mediating e • 

reconciliation,- are .great ornaments to the dialogue f.the affectation of .elecpiente and Oi• 
an accurate choke of wordi in the foriner, and the stately figurative diction of the latter, ... 	. 	• 
being undoubtedly drawn from the life. 
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' that poem, and of its pretended inconaistency,in a manner so new and 
so just as to gain the applause.'of the WhOle company. He then brings • 
back Protagoras , (ii, spite of his xeluctance) to his former subject, 
•but without taking advantage' of hla fornier cOneessioni, and desires 
again his opiniOn on the unity,: of on the similitude, of the virtues. . 
Protagoras now owns, that there is a pear s'  affinity between them all, 
except valour; which he affirms that a man may possess, who is entirely 
destitute of all the rest; Socrates proves: to him', that this virtue also, 
• like the others„,is founded-on knowledge and is reducible to it; • that 
it is-brut to.know what is reallyp belea.  red4.. and what is not ; that 
go 	and evil, or idothei .wcii0i2 Pleasure and pain; being the great 

• and the only 'inoiAlof theludim land, *'no :one can reject gleasure,- 
' butwhere it seemi-lkodUetive Of a 	peril) degree of gam, or'prefer • - 	. 	 . 	. 	• to 	inleis the. consequencii of irbe.a_superior. pleasure. 	That'  o 1   	. 	.  

balance these one agalnktffie other with .accuracy, to judge "rightly 
of them.:at *-, distance,:to etitculate the 'Overphia 4  of eaeli;is ''that 
sqiente on whiph our ;happiiiejo' depend's; and 'which' ii:the.t4sis of 
every virtue. - That, if our WhOle life's welfare and the interests of it 
were as closely conneetawith the 	we should Make: . 	.." 	..,. 	, 

''o'n the real magnitude OiObjeCti and on stheiri'true figure, (or:with Onr. 
not being deceived tithe. appearance which they exhibit at. a?"(:its; 

• : 	•.... 	.
•

. 	 ..• 	. 	.. . 	. 	 . 
tance,) who doubts but thafgeOmetry.and . opticks ' would'  hen 'be the ,... 	. 	: .;:- ,•r:- 	? 	-.:•: 

	

,.. 	• • ....., . 	4..- -.; ..,. 	• 	:. 
;7 SO OvgitTr.p.-5.q..7.. :. : 	: • 	: 	. - 	• 	.... 	• 	,.. 

3  Plato reasons on.  he priticiplet of tlie-nsoat rational gpienrean, in this.. place, an 
indeed on tie: only irinciples which can be defended., (ace .Gorgias) p. 467 and 499. 
Tcksi tito:frOn,  61;TpaZetnit 4-.0:iryakv.) -,• As our sense of pleasure, and of pain is our earliest 
sentiment, and is thegre.at instrument of self-presersition, some phitattiphers have called . 
these affections; Test iipapra ,Cocreteuglii.% See Aul. Gell. L.12. c. 5. et:46p sci Povq. pied 4cirrn  if 

- wocosol, iktA.5e7ce rivinv Room snivrocii.  FoAitlgiioto* &vim zic$ ox),Ir es; rwto ittoi#;i0;:1,1.1picjuras in 
ispicitii'oEotc. aPud Laert. L. 10. s.144:- 	. : 	' 	. 	I 	 , 	i 	1 

.' — :s. Plato de Legit): L...I.P.. 644. and L:, 2. pJ ass. and L.' 0. p. 7334 . 	, 	 •• 
tali.: II: 	. 	

• 	
• 	' 	.. 3 F. 
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Means of happiness to us, and would becoine the rule of virtue ?: Thai 
there is a  'chid of knoviledge no leis. necessary to us in our.  present . 
• stake, and noless a science i and that, when we pretend to be misled : 
.by our *passions, ,we ought to blame our ignorance, which is the true 

' source of all our follies and vices;, .And now. (continues Socrates) who. 
would not laugh at our inconsistency ? You set out -with affirming 
that virtue migi4t, ke-  taught; yet in  the' course of ours  debate you • 

-have treated Fitt asst thing-  entireiy-•distinet.5  • -from knowledge, And 
not reducible-  to it : 	I, who advanceithe "contrary position, have . 
shown that it is a science, and consequently that it may be leered; 

Protagoras, who 'has had no other share in. the. dispute. tha to 
Make (without -pereeiving tl 	'eoniequeibe) such concessions as 
Absolutely deittOr what.he:  set: out *with . affirMna—gp tries ti support 
the 'dignity of hie •ovorn! age -And , teputatunii torit‘okiist leo 441004t/, ecenpliinent to Soetateil,-*Onii;te.  ridiAi big ItarttNiteltrkloceiderableo 

-leliayi;.gind'ivery'Protu/shigi fOtittOrlynitngivinan,-)andt &fag Vit. 
• the jistieet 4,:i•  sky to' iillfliigltkilitahltialkeit that he .kuOivs,its golip, 
more likely, smite ftithejoeiftlikitlittokfaaketlaivfo"i penotri  

• and he adds that this is not a' time to enterdseper: into-this subject,, 
and on any.  others' day he. shall be at his serviee, , • , , 	,,, . ,;. k 	• 	, ••, ilti ..,' a8; !Ma 'lo abitsni wit .)j qiyai..:, i 1 I 	.% .. - 

. 	. 	 . 	. 
t It was the opinion of Socrates,'all theiirtuel were only prudence tot wisdom). -that 

' exerted on different occasions. lidos," .apirels tp &volt s;004* 1412eaxparls .(a44 Axistotli) 
1' Pi' opOcas ipTra,• TO V.:Traver:4n. igig lyetArmiegiscogra saga sutras vat apart:es. ittarreanr • 
ET; a' tix "am.  fposno-s:os saittgpxeys... E144c::a4 Nichom. I...A. c. is. and-  Plaid .de I;egib. 

: L. S. P. Sas:Calls prUdencep 1upretnis iisPf444  lolls,  frY4'74  tari.fikvr°5  "‘" wiaut9itf Fa", ' 
krol  ftiON  s: 	' 

. 	.. 	. . 	• 	. 
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il, tint nipli*IICHW 'Elil4FEMIA: 	. * _ 	• 

:-4:11.,Y THE ImPERFitTION. 0iPotritY'Abit OF CRITICISM.  
. i }, -. 	' 	: 	• :- 	. WITHOUT PHILOSOPHY. 	, 	• 	• 

r As Sekranus, and (I think) nvdty cominentatnr after him, has read 
this dialogue with. a grave eomxtenan.ee; ,nd.understoo4 it in a literal 
sense, though: it .is throughout *vow appronf.a.n4 continuediiropy; 

at is TAO WO* if such persimosiast truAt• to ;their. .accounts of it;  find 
•it,,a, very sillyaMt fitivolou.ithingf, Neteunder; that irony,douhtless, 

44tIkerein concealed• ei serigus4nea.  ning,1  whiplA ,makes: a. part of Plato's 
vreatAlesign, a design 'which itliatithrco.u/111.14,11,1,4writiugs , He ryas 
-persuaded that ivirtuebraustubepibuiltionAnowledge, not;  ork.ithat 

.,.. 	, : ,.... 	 t-4....1 1 tlf 'las?. t St itn1 •%:1 	kt.11 1..;•' • 	• 
• 

'1. r. 	t9e, zloi 13 non 1...id', ati• 4; ij 	',fi 	. . 	., 	r ; . 	..% ,. 	. 
v See Plato's seventh Epistle to the Mends of Dion ; as well as Lis .Protagoras, *no; 

	

. 	, 	• ----. - -.— - -• ,aches, and Alcibiades.' 	 — .  

	

- 	, 	
• 	• • NOTES •ON TEL GREEK TEXT. 

• ... 	, 
Piet. op.Serrani; Vol. I. P. sso: 

	

- 	, 	: 	• -1 
' 	P. 1580. krixtrAwsa.j. ` •l'insartias; in his description of the. ,temple of JEsculapius near 
Epidaurus, speaks of the adjoining stadium and theatre, where thesegarnes.were celebrate 

	

during the festival of the deify.: Xa 51. p. 174. 	• 	. 	- •  	• 
. i IN ' /Wu; Iloarrcoga The' Rbapsedi sung;in the theatres, • not only the poems of • • 	. 	; 	•• 	 . 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 
Hamer, but those also (V, de logibt  L. 24. 658.) of llesiod,'Arehiloehat, Mimnermus,  
:and:Phocylides, the iambicks of Sirnonicies, &c. (see Atheraeus, L:14'..p. 62o) and *even.  

	

'..:„... ***6  tiajoi:i of 4erodolias: 	... 	. .. , 

	

, 	 . 	. 	. 
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counterfeit knowledge; which dwells only on ,the surface Of,tbiug4 
and is guided.by..the imagination,rather than..hy the judgment,ffor 
this was. the peculiar foible Of his cOuntryMen, a light and.desUltory 
people, easily. seduced:  by their fancy.  wherever.iCled them), hitt :on 
the knowledge which is fixed and.settlecl en, certain great and,general , 
truthi, and on. principles,as ancient and, as unshaken as nature itself, 
or rather is the author of nature. -.., TO this knowledge, and "con•Se-• 
quently tO:Vir4100; tio toliought:that philosophy ;Was our .pnly guide t• 

and.  as to ail l those artts;.iihich. are um** made ..oerely,subservient 
to:the passions 9f mankind,•  as politicks,s, eloquenee, and „poetry; he. 

. 	. 
. 

• 
* 44°"1",,&04171*)  eount,4Ful ., -Pophio. p. 2ss4 

seeAt!fiorflas,,ii41,0Y PhOm.P, and dire (11145•100' • 
.. 	. 	.. 

. 	... • 

" ....` .r' ' 	tit 
"4.7244;st. 	. 

• - 	. 
P. #$01 *Iturra- stir  `.01/1r0:3 elllesp were. iliet4pspiph# 1>y,:th0 Ilame of Bomogistati ot P, 

.Hopeticke:. Seeginriar 04. New..g.,41,14 Plato do Republ. La to; p. see. , .. , 
lb..E1 pat ,tpioh] They were remarkable. for,,t1*.ignorance. See Xenoph.-Sympego• 

p. s ts. dada. ini-sboi •Ts eAskorsgolo i'coisc.Any, &c. 	Metrodorue; of Lampsamis here is 'not 
to be Confounded with the friend of Epicurus, Who was els; of:Lampsacus.. 	, 	- • - 	• 

! • lb. The first Metrodorus (mentioned in the preceding note) Was a disciple Of tinaxagoral; • , 
' and seems. to have written on the: Worst and; .patenal Philosophy -of Homer. See Diog: • 

Laert.- L.:'2, S. i 1.. Stesimbrotus of 'rhesus wall- contemporary with Socrates, but elder '. i 
.than he: he is often cited by. Plutarch (in: T\Irniistocleph4 Cimonek  in Pericle) having, s.  
as *it seems, green some account of these great men, with the .two last of wlions- he' bad 
lived i .(see..A.theniens, L. Is, p. 589.) he ivas a sophiSk otreputatii?n, and gai# lessons to 
Nieemtus the son Of Niciat See Xenoph,-Sinipds...p. s tsi; 	• ; 	:* 	:'• 	-1:- • ' 	. - 	.-1  
• '532. Paygl10U12; son of Aglaophon; the painter. s  	• •: 	.7'. 	• . 	: 	• 
. - -ses.,, Thedahis• wits' theoon of 'Palematiti,of that branch of :the m id family; called . 

	

.. Metionidai, being sprimg.frem Motion, the 	ofEi•ecibens.::(See Paulen,- 14.:7- p.6.31.: ' . : 
• and L. 1..0..1 s):, there were:staines of his liorkm0.4.still preserved in several cities' 
of'Greece, at Ilipbes; Lebidea,•Delos, Olus, eudGnossus, even• in the time ofPatiianitts,. ••: 
abovo six hundred 'years after this: 	See Ratie04-.- L. 9; P.- 793. and Plato Hippies.  Mak • 
p. 282. . Eietts, the son of Panopeus, was the• inventor of the Trojan horse.; tin -.44: 	'. • .•,. 	,.. 	... 	. 
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thouthethat they were no otherwise •to be esteemed ' thin as they 
are' grounded on philosophy,' and are directed to the endS. of 'virtue. 
Theyi whobad best succeeded in them before his time, owed (as 
be thought) their success rather to a lucky.  hit, 'to some. gleam 4  of 
truth; as it were proiridentially, breaking in upon their'minds, than to 

• those' fixed and unerring s principles which are'not to be erased from 
a 'soul,' which has once been thoroUghlY COnvin.ded of them. . Their 
coridikt therefore in ' their .aetiOni, and in.  their productions, has .• 	. 	• 	• 	• 	. 	, 	, 
been wavering between gOoil and evil, and unable to reach perfection. 
The irkferfotif tribe have caught something of their fire, 'merely by 

. 	, 	• 	- ... 
.r 	 . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	 . 
: 	• Such as Plato calls OpOs AsEci,---4410. Aotic. 1Thil is aplainedin the Meno, p. 97.) 
or in the language of irony,. Ehict haseticsi; Osiic,4/45:.  c4 xecriigaivi. (Ibid p. iis:) and De Legib. • 
L. s. p..682. 	 . 	 . 	. 	: • 

4  To Which he gives the name, of , pmisy,, posysihs, 8 aparereueove, eau a4ae4to4 coria4 

iMysroto•esafeper dap &o p, eiropwi I)  °ON Sot lc (Meno, ubi supra.) and on this only he' bestows 
the name of *TEkvii. (Vd. troightfiti;'ideiri' Sopliiiti;P: 2.5i.) 11 ion,  seievkico; mien" 

and p. 267- Apenir ieliopu4 ppli;ii,*trilikid•i0j aip440.4.- Vid. et Synipesium, p. sós. 
De it4ubl. L. 5. p. 4f t. dud 1..,i ../.1p: 	"1"•11"" •;' 	" ." 	• • 	• 	

.. 
.11114." 

• - 	..•• 	r. 	..• 	• 	••• *6•!,•••,-11,•:,;:: 	-...•, 	,• ... 	..,1 	.•1 	V ,, ,j.:  1 n 	.• 	, • 

• .• 	..: 	7. 	:.••1".• 	••'•": 1, 	'.'' " 	d:::"' 	t' 1.,) ,. 	'11.:: , 	( ) 	t 	' -:( '.: 	. 	. 

• • 	9 	- 	•:.• • 	• 	• 	• 	.: 	.. 	4.. . 	• . 	AaTs1,31;'i 	. 	1.• 1 ,,: i ' 	t • 	t... ,• 	'rr 	. 	. 	. 	i  

temple of the Lieliti-Apollolit Atgo4was• preserved-a:Wooden figure,of Mercury made, 
.by. him. 	Theodoru:s, the Samian, son of T'ele.clesi.first diseoiered the method of casting 
iton,.aid of forming it into figures.: he alsii (with his- countryman Rine-ens the son oil. 
Pbilauis) was the first,.viho cixst:§tatues .iit hronie ; he worked likeWise in gold,„and graved; 
precious Stenes. 	• 	- .:- 	-. 	: 	-.." ... 	,. , • -: 	;-.. 	. • 	..•: - 	ir - , 	, 	. 	, 	, 	',...-. 	-: 	. 	- 	' 	1 
• P. sig. Omp.ws.] Olympos; the Phrygian; lived.inthe time of Midas before the Trojan 

war, yet his compositions, or gsicios,.S.S, Well: the, musiolc es..the,verses,.Were extant even in 
Plutlieh'S (144 (see 'Burette on the Tieatise:de MuSictiyMemPires de acad..iles Inscript. 
Val,.ip,.note. su, V. 1 3; tote .64; V::I5, =note .22S. indArismtel: Politic..L. s. e.'5. and 
Plato SymPes.p.2 i 5. Kea ers vuvi :csii tupcwOporous,16s gv.iix, vows aukr...(Marsyce scilicet, • 
'quiOlyinpum edocuit) see also Pl6to•in..Minoe;.p. 3.4 i. hence also it seems that they had' 
the Musick of OrpheuS, of Thainyris, end of Phemiusi then. in being. (See Hom. Odyss.. -i 
.A.,.ssi,; mid X.,i4o.) 
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imitation; and form. , their judgments; not from any ...real
. 
 skill they 

have in those arts;  but merely, from. (What .La Gruyere •calls) a go?ht. 
4e cornikurisisoi .. The general, applause of men 'has pointed , out ' to 
them what is finest ;• and. O. that,- as to .a. ptinCiple,..they. refer their 
taste, .without know-ing or inquiring in 'what iti excellence,  consists. 

• - 	'• 	. • . 	. 	' 	" 	 .. 	• . 	."' ''' 	'.'91 k . 	6:1911:: 	•• : 	 . 	. 
P. sis. The verses oflUripidei hie in his Ooneits; a draim now lost; . 

. 	...  . Tag gems/ 
rssyktgc trigovvras,,!iont Mesystrgs awes, 	• 
Ttiv Sexy Wags IOU p.sitirrvis mks. 	 .. 

he gave it the name probably from' the City of Magnesia ad $ipylin, where it was found. 
It is remarkable, that Mr. Chishull tells us, as they were ascending the castle-hill of this 
cityre cOmpass, which they •earrricd with, theme  polluted To different quarters, as it-hap-
pened to be placed on :differrent stones, and that at last it entirelyloatitsoirtue; which shewit 
that•hill to be a mine,. of loadstone e.  Its power efloWacting iron and..of communi0V 
-its virtue.,to that iron; wesee, was' a thing Well-known at that time,_ yet they 
nothing" ofits polar ilualitiee.:. . • 	1- 	,, 	, , 	, , 0  ' 	• 	.• •' 	 . 	• • 	%. 

5se..4puivirrva,]..Vid. Phredrnm, p; ass; and Euripides in Bai`ichis, T. 142.. ant via'. 
• . lb.. Otnoirires.j.  'Such expressions are frequent •in Pihdttr.: he' calls his owe- poet % 

Nuercerryiy, iVioig-ftv bow, VoMil. it:trio:, figivggi aid lie 'says .of himself, leguess4 .X.aems 
witottgii -Savoy, (Olymp. Od. 9) and *Atli suasive weastygtaxce.. (Olymp. 10j &e. fice: 	,,. 

.lb. ') .as .syggeoppgag .0f this -kind are all:.the. odes nsnainiag to us of PiSdar, 'as the 
expiesSioss in Olymp. Od. 4," Od. 8, liO) and a 3:„ and irimany other placesoliatty Stew.. 

lb. Viviiktpare.] .Pindar was famous for this kind of compositions, 'though sve• have 
lost them, as Well as his dithyrambicks. - XLodethus also, Pecohylides,:and Pratinas :the 
Phliasiaii; excelled in then ; - Athemeus has preserVed a tine: fragment of this last. poet. 
L. 14, p, a IT,. • These compositions 'were full of descriptiobiena'woro sung by a .thorus 

' who, danced at the same time,a0a.reprented the yionli.bY their movements and gestufeS„ 
. Tinnichus of ChalCis whoseptean was famous, arid isdeedtbe polka.*  thingle ever wrote. 
' 	535..:Fm. toi,  0800.1.. See How. 0.glyss., X.. :C. O. 'Aisgt..furg:itsvaR eegis &c. 	. 	• :. .... 

. lb. Ati-o..-is,.4,06.).*Tbelthapsoili, we find, were Mounted:ori a'sort of iuggestutn, with 
--a crown: of gold,i(See p. 5 S 0, tuid 54•h 'of this dialogue) on their heads, !Addressed in roliesi, 
of various colours, and. after their pc.  rforMante was finished, a collection seems to have 
been made ;for them among the audience. 	. 	. 
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.passes 

. 	 . 	- . 	 . 
Each Muse 6, (says. Plato :in .this dialogue) inspires' and holds sus,  
pended herfavourite poet in,,iininediate-  contact,. as the magnet does 

, 	- 	- 
a. link,  of iron, -and from .him ' (through , whom . the- attractive virtue 

and is .':continued to ;the rest): hangs .i.long chain of `• actors, 
and" singers), and •critickS, andiliterpreters ?.', ,of 'interpreters. . ' 

.. 	 , 	 . 	. . 	 , 	 . . 	. 	 . 	. , 	. . 	 .. 

	

,, 	• . .! 0 86 010c 81(4 .71WPTOY TOVIVIV ,Axel 11), 41UVillo  ()rot, op gsAlras,:nor aspoludy,- avaxpepaYvuf E4 
a).0opkioso r 410$ut,41;:,.  agt c?airef prom mils (rp!Fyp.a.)Xeiors)Jpi$400; greqeslaut 4:6P111Tett1XoperroOrEp 
aas SISaex4eXcov, * xas.tiro818eurxioubv ex caters etimpssew, Tao Tis•Nittoic fnaipspeepount SenertAso* 

, 	. 	 • 	• 	•• p..53:67 	 . 	 --•
1•:•-• 	..; • - ..i• - 	 _ - 	' 4EMPLKOY iplinvE7c. p. 535. 	 ,!... !..• 	.4 

• 
:s 	1.•• 	:-• 	 . 

, 	' 	 ' 	• 	. 	. 	NOT48. 	• 	• 	...• 	.4 - 	• 	 . 
•• 536. eth xopugaracihn-si.) 	This was n.pectdiar phrenzy supposed to be. inspired by some 

	

141 
	

. 	. 

divinity, and attended with yioleiit • 	otions and efforts,  of -the 'body; like 'those• of the 
Corybantes attendant on Cybele: .(Stratio; L. 1.0.14 473.): they believed that they, heard 
the sound of kiwi musick. continually anilhetr. ears,  and .seenv from this passage, to 
have been peculiarly Sensible to some certain airs; when really played;nslit-is reported of 
thoseltO are bitten by the•tarainule.:. As these airs.'Twere pieces .of musick usually in 
honour of some deities, the ancientsjudged.thenee by what ,deity these deinoniaCks.ivere 
possessed, whether it= were by -Ceres p.Baechus,:the. Nymphs, or •by Cybele, &e..who-ifere 
'looked spun as the caustii 'of madness:. r-•..'''\'‘ - 	.: ' 	z ' 4:• , '' •• • 	'' 	•• ; • 
• _4,. 41. `H yap iipesepa- Iroxica. The timietherefOre ofthir dialogue musthe earlierthan the 
revolt of the Ionian, cities, wine!: ihippeneci IA: 91'. .4', grid it, appeari from whit Ion  sags 
in the hegiuning,.that ,it Must belater than 01.. 89. itk' since before that year the cionmn47  
nisatiou betireen Epidaurus'and Athens was eut Off bythe war. 	Apellodortis of CyZicuS, ' 
Phanostheoes of Andrus,* and Heraclides of Clazomente . were -elected 'by the Athenian' 
.Into.the lxgravyieu, and other Magistracies, though they.were not citizens. 	See Athenceus 
Le 1 1. p. 506. It is plain 'that AthenamS. saw the irony of this dialogue;for, if it be literal' 
taken, there is nothing like ablise.init'cither.on poets or nn ;statesmen.. - 	• • .. 	,   

- 6 42. (NOY $iras sari pry slycs;siov.)• .Hence  we ite.the. meaning -of .Soerittes, when he so: 
frequently bestows the .epithet of Os:os'nn'thesophisis and poets; &e, &c. Seialso Plato's I 
,Igefin, p. 99, which is the best comment on the In which: can be readi. 	• 

-.1.1.,,. 
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THE1ETETUS. 
01. 95. 1. 

Platon. Op. Serrani, Vol. 1. p. 142. 

TERPSION meeting Euclides at Megara, and inquiring where he 
has been, is informed that be has been accompanying Thesetetus, 
who is lately come on shore from Corinth, in a weak and almost 
dying condition upon his return to Athens. This reminds them of the 
high opinion which Socrates had entertained of that young man, who 
was presented to him (not long before his death) by .Theodorus' of 
Cyrene, the geometrician. The conversation, which then *mad 
between them, was taken down in writing by Euclides who, at its 
request of Terpsion, orders his servant to read it to them. 

The Abb6 Sallier (1Vit m. de l'Academie des Inscriptions, V. 1$, 
p. 317.) has given an elegant translation of the most shining part of 
this 2  dialogue ; and also in vol. 16. p. 70. of the M6m..de l'Acad. 
des Inscript. he has traiislaied all that part of the dialogue in which 
Plato has explained the system of Protagoras, from p. 161. to 168. 
The description of a true 9  philosopher in this place, (though a little 
aggravated, and more in the character of Plato than of Socrates,) 
has yet an elevation in it which is admirable. 	The Abb6 Sallier 
has also given a sketch of the dialogue, which is a very long one, 

* Theodorus was celebrated also for his skill in arithmetick, astronomy, and musick. 
(p. 145.) 	He bad been a friend of Protagoras, who was dead about tea years before the 
time of this dialogue, and had left his writings in the hands of Callias, the son of 
Hippon:cus.  

' P. 172 of this dialogue. 	See also Gorgias, p. 484, 
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, and (as. he rightly judges) Would not be much approved in a trans- 
lation: 	It is of that , kind called ileipticrisioc, in order to :make.  trial 
of the capacity of Theaetetusi while SoCrates (as he says) only plays 

.. the midwife, and .bringi the conceptions -of Vhis mind to light. 	The 
i • Tiestion s ; .*hat is knowledge.? .and the' purpose of the dialogue 

is rather to refute-the false definitions of it, as established by 3  Prota. 
Oros in his writings; and reialtingfrOM the tenets of Ileraclitus,4 of 

. Einpedoeles; and of other philosophers, than tbiiroducea better defi-,  • 
- ni 

.
tioir.of hiii'CiiVii: : -Yet thiiriiie nialitifii and remarkable passage; 

in it, such OE the Obseriations of Theodorui on the faults of teMper; 
• which usually attend on brighter parts, .an on the defects of genius : 	, •   

often found. in illin5It -of a more sedate 'and solid turn ; . Socrates's 
illustration ..of his own *art Wthe whimsical comparison .between 

+-that 
	• 	. 	. 

-that *Jut: inicliiifery l• his.;  Opinion; thaeadthiratiiiia  • 54'. li the parent 
z.erillaiopiiphi; .the active find 'passive pOwers4  of matter, arising 
44 
	 .4-,. 	, 	. 	. . 	. 	 . 

" 	, 	• 	 • 	....1::• 	-,.•,3 	• 	
. 	.

• . 1  
.. 	• 	 , 	. 	. 	, 

411411  gii fundamental tenet Was thity viz.:, Tian** e.,pep.,:ri:ieit p.erpos,  Aid#iyasy 2eivar or mit 
°pro; oh orrr.scot SE4,44 orrost.41.0x sFry..that .evem-man'$:  !awn. perceptions :of things;ere  
(to him) the measure and the,test of truth;  and of falsehood.. , 	- 	. • - 	• 	• 	' 	• 	' 	• ' . 5 Viz. That motion was..ffie principle of being, and the only cause o' all : its qualities.. 
Mr Hardion has givcn us a'Shortviesi of the arguments iisecl by OrOtagoras in sitp0Ort of 

• thoiedocirhtes in his siyenth tofitse.iikti i .oil•t6it.ise and Progress.of Eloquenee in Greece, 
See Memoires del',Aoadeiniedis Inscriptiens; &ci •Vos..p. 152.. This seems to be tituh 
the same with the doctrine of the new Academy; ' of Omnes : oinnino.  res, -gum census.. .. . 
oninitun.lnoven't 17; lepos vi easedicunt : id verbutnsignfficat nihil osso, quicquam quod . 	..  ex se cooatet, nec quodhabeat virdpropriam et naturam ; sed omnia prorsum ad aliquid 
referri, taliaque. videri ealie;'qualia sit eorum species, dum yidentur, qualiaque spud sensu • 

-• '-. 11Q.Sta.OS; quo peryeneriint, creantiii;Ini*apucl Sese.-  undo profectnsiint." Aul. Gell. L. Li 
'C. '5.. via. Platon. Cmtyluin, p:.  385.4: 	• • 	: 	: 	. 	, 	• 	. 
' . :5  Asa to 04400 Es asfipancoS, xas sitnixaS apoirov, xpiotoso fsAiaroiesv, &C.. Aristot. 111etaphys. . 	. 
L. 1. p. ss$. Ed. Sylburg. 	.., . 	 . 	- 	1 
- .6 There is a near 	betneon-this, ma Mr. Leickes.  account in the, beginning of 

• his chtipter.on Power, L{. 2., C. 2 i , and in his deflections on our ideas of secondary qualities. 
' • t,:.e.- c.-  s. See also tudWorth's Intellectual System,' B. .i. c. 1. sect. 7. ' 	, ...  	; 
. 	' VOL. II. 	.. 	. 	 3 G 
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. 	 . . 	 . . 	 . 
from . the 'perpetual ,flux and , motion Of, , all things, (being the , 
doctrine . Of Heraclitus and .others„) explained ; 	the - reflections on' . . 	, 

- 'philosophical leliure, and on2a liberal .turn of mind opposed to the , 
little cunning. and narrow -thoughts of mere, men of business ; - the 
description of Heraclitus's followers; then 'very numerous in Ionia,-. 
particularly at Ephesus ; .ille' account of the tenets of Pannenides ; 
and Of i - Atelisiui; 'clireetty.''C-Cintraiy to ,these 'Of the ;former', the ,  
distinction betwein'Our.sense,stbe instruments through which 'the . 
mind perceives external objeeti, and the-  mind. itself, Which judges 
Of their existence; their likeness and their difference,; and founds " its 
knowledge. on- the,ideas:.whioli it abstracts from them; -to which 
we may ,add,:the -comparison a ideas fixed :in .the memory ' to.  
impressions made. in. wax,. and the- dwelling on this . similittule• in 
order. to..shew the. several imperfections of this faculty in,different • 
Constitutions: , - 	,•• -, 	' - 	• ' ..- i •• . ,. 	. 	• .1  L' 	: 
.. 	i'..I 	-PJ-0,,I P •  •• 	:. 	 ":' 	. 	• 	• . 	10 	.. 	 • 	' • 	• :•1;11 	. ...• 

1'  7%Therinairitgiled;*.b., Toe iica4z, to 	ivirspesit!cetki tiii 'John; 4wc- spcw zuyety,sf 4 
KivErrets.  

Socrates 'speaks . with respect' of these two philosophers, particularly of Partnenides : 
Ilappvitv as phi feasiercu (=trot *ore tqtar) aaosoc Tity.or 0vets 4  8Eipos :!6* ovimrpoo-Nkstv yap 

' Tic aapt WO 11°S w."4'u' TeetrlurIbi xau  -pas.efg.kliI.COPf,ri:Wil. Fe4PrIIrg°3  ZgY*48. 	°III (p. 1814  and 
.• 	in the Sophist, p, 217. Olow ware ;xce!, Flappewhi .xptepAY4 acc..and ib. p. eV. Ilappsystnc 

ae 6 ryas,  tice ' 	 i 
P p. 1.134, 5, and:  6.] , Compare this with Locke's Definition otKnowledge, .131 ,4. c. t. 
' p. 191 to 194A, Here also see. Locke ,pit\ yetention,'B,: 2t  c, to. and C..ao. 4e. oiv  

. ,clear and obscure ideas. 	• 	 . . 	. • 

• :• 	 . 
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; H, nEPI Tot ONTO. 	' 

, 	 . 	. 
' 1. ' ON firge. DISTINCTION BETWEEN ,PHILOSOPHY: AND SOPHISTRY.. 

Platon. Opisteiranii:Vol.,'i:;pe ofs:..s.r: AVAII.  , : ,  

• • 	 „ 

1 A M .ccinilliced that thii is' a continuation of thelTheaetetus, Which-
eils 'with these words, Emeev as, a egaltopi, hupo wain,  avow; **cep, as this 
begiiid; !Cori +.4;7  zee; ty4atrysay. 	 w toncptiTtig,t4orros re' woo-p..it4p• ixopet, sow 
iivii riva.  Eeiov.  o441,0. The persons are the same, except the philosopher 
a the Eleatia -school, Who is.  here introduced,. and: who carries.:Ion 
the disputation with Themti tut While both Theodorus and.SoCrates 
Continue silent: . The .apparent---subject.-of:it- is-the character of a 
sophist, which is. here at large-, displayed„in, oppositions. to that =of a 

.: 	 ., . 

-- 	' 	" NOTES;ON:TliE GREEK T/IIXT.i. 	-, . 

.. P.‘21'8. tets0 if Tidy aft0Ilitipiiiighii7i4it'in ifiiiellittipiii.1 Riad for frviev, iretiptisi: .: • \ , 
. 	

. 	, 
Ili. °Faros f tix;sciliiisgoicj litinf.'OdYis....P. 	443.8. ' . ' l' 	- 	- ' 

lb. Kalopcorts 6406;.]: Lucretius, L. . 2..v..9..'• -  	
' 	\ r  

' '..217. A? eficsinjcretdy.j We see therefor that Pitinienicles practised the dialectick method 
of reasoning, which his' scholar Zeno -first reduced .tnjnii.-artias "Aristotle tells-  us,'and 

	

also Laertlus, L 9. t 25. 	: 	• • 	. ' 	' 	• ' 	. 	, . . 	• . 	. 	• 	 . 	k 
218. Zooiperrn.] The younger Socrates about the same age with Plato and Themte 

. 	(Vid. Plato Epist. 11.) . 	- • _ 	... 	‘,.. 	• 	. 	• 	. 	, 	. , 
. 	'226. Oixers:luov wolul.iimio.II-Vulgai and trivial terms. Arid Longinutp,. s. 43. 	. 

• 282.. Ta lipturcryorn4;].-Laertius (L. 9. sect. strtelli—nethit the works of Protagoras. 
Were publickly burnt at Athens, yet be reckons up a nurnber of them as still extant in his , • 

• time.: • and we see, both here and 'in the TheEttetuS„ that they were left by the author, at. 
his departure from Athens, in the hands of calks, and were known to every one there w    . 	. 

,t,ittooutcraupwa is actra6a4orrat. 
. , 
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philosopher;,, but here, too  he , occasionally attacks the. opinions of 
Protagoras, Heraclitus, Em.pedocles,. and others, on the incertitude: 
of all existence and. on the. perpetual flux .of matter. 

• ., 	• 	. 	.. 
This dialogue, in a translation,. would suit the taste of the present . 

age still less even .than the Thetetetus ; particularly that part which 
is . intended to explain, the nature of existence, and .,of non-existence, 
Which tame is obscure beyond. all. Comprehension, partly perhaps 
from our ignorance of the opinions of those philosophers; which' 
are here refuted ; and partly from the abstracted nature of the 
subject, and not a little, I doubt, from Plato's manner of treating it, 

The most remarkable things in this-  dialogue appear to be, his 
description • of that disorder and want of symmetry in the soul, 
produced by ignorance, which puts it off its bias on- its way to 

. 	• 	: - 	. 	 . • . 
. 	 .. 	N 	•towas 	•.- 

P. sss. TviAvroXoyooK.] Protagoras had left a work in Iwo books entitled Avroksymq 
whence Aristoxenits (Laert. L. s. s.. 374 accuses Plato of borrowing a great part of lab 
work De .Republica. 	, • 	• 	 . -. ' • 	.. 	. 	• 	• 	 ' - 
• 234. Werywrcereelio gYeti Toto ‘546)1A4vro.j. This is .undoubtedly the true reading; As 

Erman!, pAp.ocram is very, poor and insipid, 	. 
• 235. Owes,  dovs ye TOP pericv.] Hence the Abbe Sallie! collects (Mem. de l'Acad. des 
Inscriptions, Vol. 8. p. 97.) that the Ancients were no strangers to perspective, both lineal 
and aerial. See Plato de Republ. L. 1 0. p. 606. on poetical imitation, and Vitruvius, L. 1. 
c. 5. The words seem only to relate to colostal figures, where the - upper parts must be 
made larger, as they are farther removed from the eye. n 	. - 

Ib. Tots imam; prrexorscov.] Read, TIN maws 	. - 	 . 
Ib., Oa! axxco yew; 64v.] Plato seems to triumph here in his Own method of division 

and distinction., 	- . 	: 	. 	 • . 
n  ss 7. napp.soistu 86.6 pers.] A. fragment of Parmenides's poeti. See at large in Sextus 

Empiricui4 	. 	- 	• 	: .. 	. 

4. AuTov r xcgic9cria-ttolat, need:for zpoireareco simply.. 	. 	' 
242. ilg Tpsa TOG ovra.) - Perhaps Anaxagoras, who. -thought the formation of animals- • 
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happiness, the great end of human actions : the distinction he makes 
between kyvem and AtA.CELE ; the first a which, Ay'vosce, is simply' our 
ignorance of a thing, the latter, AtzazOix, an ignorance which mistakes 
itself for knowledge, and which (as.  long as this sentiment attends 
it) is without hope of remedy :. the explanation' of the. Socratick 
mode of instruction (adapted to thiS pecnfiar kind of ignorance) by 
drawing ,a person's errors gradually from his owri.  mouth, ranging 
them together, and exposing to his own eyes their inconsistency and 
weakness : the comparison of that representation of things giVen us 
by the sophists, and pieces of painting, which placed at a certain 
distance, deceive the young and 'inexperienced into an-  opinion of 

. 	 . 
-.. 	• 	NOTES. 	 - 

Was 4 siypst, was (type, was vocotoi'.c. 	Dicig. Laert. L. 2. s. 2. _ See also Plutarch de Iside et 
Osiride. Havron ex pax)); woo ans.:meow •nito 7 PECTSY oxovrcov. 

242. AULO SE min; eswcovj 	See Themistius in Physica Aristotelis, and D. Laert. L. 9. 
22 and 29. 	 r 

Ib. Aro Eevolsavoi4 xat ors wpoo-oev.) 	Xenophanes 	the ,  Colophonian, was master to 
Parmenides. We see there was an Eleatick school, even before Xenophanes's time. 

lb. EYOf ovroc Ttoy wavroni.] This was a tenet of Parmenides, though far more ancient 
than be. See the Themtetus, p. 180. `Osov axivvirov roxeths, &c.: these Plato calls 6. 1-8 `Ones 
Frcorsoorat, and the opposite sect he calls 6. psorres, the followers of Heraclitus. (TheEetetus, 
p. 18 I.) 	This tenet was continued from him to' his scholars, 'Zeno and Melissus. 
D. Laert. L. 9. S. 29. 	' 	. 	• 

lb. Io..34.] Which he calls 4 Tuvrostor' 	spas rim)  Motnicov• 	I imagine that he speaks of 
Heraclitus: 	..to.Npeas as p.catracwrapar he' means- EMpedoeles ; AlAcere ixev OIXonrrs, 8tc.1  

ap. Plutarch.  
244. Fragment of Parmenides : Ilaviofiv euxuxNe, &c. read the last verse thus : Our* 

gegasorEpov woxesv xpecoi ears ri n  iii. 

246. rkyavromxxsa.) Between those whom he calls 6. movEssi  the materialists, and the 
spiritualists, among which was Plato himself. 

lb. Herpes :ea. Spuc.1 	An allusion to the - Giants' manner of fighting, armed with 
mountains and rocks ; and also to that proverb, Avo Seuor Os aro farm. 
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	, 	. 

their reality.: • and the total change of ideas in'young men when they 
come into • the :world, - and begin to be acquainted  with it . by 
their.Own sensations, and not by' description. - All, these passages .. 	. 
are extremely good. - 

. 	 - . 	. 	. 	. 

' 	 '•No:Tts.. " 
249. 'See the opinions of Heraelitus apud Sext: Empiricum, and in Plato's Theretetu% 

' 25i. Toss minp.cteecrs.) Either the ',sophists :them!elvee, or such as admiret1.their contests; 
252: Evros (nroftery0140011, 4Toy cc7077010 EUpUi0Vitt.] Eur.  Wes was an Erycwrtitp.o0oc, .who ,. 	. 	_. 

could fetch a voice from the belly or the stomach, and set up for a Orophet. Those who had 
the same faculty were called after him Euryclitic. 	See, Aristophanes Vespte; :v: 1014. et 
Scholia. For such at are possessed of this faculty can manage their voice in so wonderful 
a manner, that it shall seem to. come from what part they please, not Of themselves. only, 
hilt of any other person in the company, or even from the bottom of a well, down a 
chimney, from below stairs, &c. of which I myself have been witness. 

265. We see here that it was the common opinion, that the creation. of things was the 
work Of blind unintelligent nature, Tio;(1)udivilreirrit yessviiv an orti,* tofu:cc' 'exuroihornH h nal 
aveuSougsai,opuenic s. -whereas, the:  contrary was i the result • of philosophical reflection and 
disquisition, believed by a., few people only, 	. 	. .., 

64: 'Tams ,rvc •yevecei.) See Hom. IL Z et passim. , 
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- POLITICUS. 

H, HEPI BAZI4EIAR. 

• . 

TH.' s dialogue is a continuation of the Sophist, as the Sophist is 
a continuation of the Themtetus ; and they are accordingly ranged 
together by Thrasyllus in that order (Diog. Laert. in Platon. s. 58.) ; 
though Serranus in his edition has separated them. 	The persons 
are the same, only that here the younger Socrates is introduced, 
instead of Theeetetus, carrying on the conversation with the stranger 
from Elea. , The principal heds of it are the following.: 	. 

P. 258. The division of the sciences into speculative and practical. 
p. 259. The master, the ceconomist, the :politician; the king; 

which are taken as different names for men of the same Profesion. 
The private man, who can give lessons of government to such as 

,publickly exercise this art, deserves the name of royal no less than 
they. 

No difference between a great family and a small commonwealth:, 

• 
NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 	• 

. 	Platon. Op. Serrani. Vol. 2. p. 257. . 
P: 257. Toy App.cova.) Theodorus was of Cyrene.. ' 	. 	 . 
264. Tow so 110 Neixw Tleao-cresexii..] Probably in or near those cities of Egypt where the 

Lepidotus, Oxyrinehus, and other fish of the Nile were worshipped ;1.  those.  fish, by being 
unmolested and constantly fed, might be grown tame, as in the river Chains in. Syria, 
mentioned by Xenophon (Cyri Anal). L. a. p. 254. ed. Leunclay.), where all fish were 
held sacred. 
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The politician must command on his own judgment, and not by 
,CCUTE7IITCOGTO‘.) 1  the suggestion of others. ( 

p. 262. The absurdity of the Greeks, who divided all mankind into 
Greeks and barbarians. 	The folly of all distinction and division 
without a difference. 

p. 269. The fable of the contrary revolutions in the universe at 
periodical times, with the alternate destruction and reproduction of 
all creatures. 

p. 273. The disorder and the evil in the natural world, accounted 
for from the nature of matter, while it was yet a chaos. 

The former revolution, in which the Divinity himself immediately 
conducted every thing, is called the Saturnian age ; t  the present 
revolution, when the world goes the contrary way, being left to its 
own' conduct. 	Mankind are now guided by their own free-will, 
and are preserved by their own inventions. 

l p. 261. Kin,  81cift,A41; TO 1.44) TITACC?ElY PM TO4 ovop.atrs, viola-m-5m Els TO rpac otvolawm 
15posmo-ecuc. 

' Plato, with the Pythagoreans, looked upon matter as coeternal with the Deity, but 
receiving its order and design entirely from him. 	(See Timmus, the Locrian, de Anima 
Mundi.) 

3  He here too, with Timzeus, considers the universe as one vast, animated, and intelligent 
body. 	Zwov 010, xai ¢posincrw satvos ex Ts OWYGCNIATLOITO5 auto NAT'  apxoci. p. 269. 	TeXeiov, 
egAliuxoy TE XIX{ A,oyixov, xao crfaigoilau Crety.42. Timteus, p. 94. 

NOTES. 

266. Tow arc yekera.] 	An allusion perhaps to the Ayes of Aristophanes, or to some 
other comick writer, for Plato (as well as Socrates) had often been the subject of their 
ridicule. 

Ib. Ev 171 /reps vol O-OfITTIVI.} V. Sophistam, p. 227. 
268. Flept iv ATpEcec.j See Euripid. Orest. v. 1 00 1. and Electra v. 720. 
269. Mtre au amo TIM 9eco.1 	Alluding to the Persian doctrine of a good and of an evil 

principle. 
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p. 275. The nature of the monarch in this age is nd other than 
that of the people which he commands. 

p. 276. His government.-must he with the consent of the people..  
Clear and certain knowledge is-rare and in few instances; we are - 

forced to, supply this defect by comparison and by analogy. Necessity 
of tracing things up to their first principles. 	Examples of logical. 
divisi'on. 
_ •Greater, or less, with respect to our actions, arenot to be considered 

as mere relations only depending on one another, but are' to be 
referred to a certain middle term, which forms' the standard of 
morality. 

p.284. All the arts consist is measurement, and are divided into two 
classes: 1st. those arts which compare dimensions, numbers, or mo7,  
tions, each with its contrary,las greater with smaller, more with less, 
swifter with slower ; and 2dly, those, which empire them by their 
distances from some middle point, seated between two extremes, in 
Which consists what is right, fit, and becoming. 

The design of these distinctions, and of the manner used before 
in tracing out the idea of a sophist and a politician, is to form the 

' mind to a habit of logical division. 
• 

4 This is the fundamental principle.'of Aristotle's ethicks. L. 2. C. 7. et passim. 

NOTES. 	 • 

272. Muevs.) He seems to allude to the /Esopick (See.Aristot.rthetor. L. 2. Sect. 21.) 
Libyan, and Sybaritick fables. 	See Aristophan. Ayes V. 471. 652. and sos. and Vespie\ 
V. 1418. 

283. MaxporEpa Tv 8eOYT0c.] 	It is plain, that the length of Plato's digressions had been 
censured and: ridiculed by some of his contemporaries (particularly his dialogue called 
" the Sophist"), and that he here makes his own apology.  

284. To i.ol ov. V. Sophist, p, 237.  
VOL. II. 	 3 'Li . 
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The necessity of illustrating our contemplations', on abstract and 
spiritual subjects, by sensible and material images is stated. 

p. 286. An apology ° for his prolixity.  
Principal, and concurrent,' or instrumental causes, are named ; 

the division of the latter, with their several productions, is into 
seven classes of arts which are necessary to society : viz. 

1. To wparovevs; saoc. 	That class which furnishes materials for 
all the rest ; it includes the arts of mining, hewing, felling, &c. 	• 

2. Opyavov. The instruments employed in all manufactures, with 
the arts which make them. 

3. Arysov. 	The vessels to contain and preserve our nutriment, 
and other moveables furnished by the potter, joiner, brazier, &c. 

4. 020 /ho. Carriages, seats, vehicles for the land and water, &c. 
by the coach-maker, ship and boat-builder, &c. 

5. IlpoCXN.c.a. Shelter, covering, and defence, as houses, clothing, 
tents, arms, &c. by the architect, weaver, armourer, &c. 

s See p. 286. Thus Mr. Locke, speaking of the institution of language, observes, that 
" men to give names which might make known to others any operations they felt in 
themselves, or any other idea which came not under their senses, were fain to borrow 
words from ordinary known ideas of sensation, by that means to make others the more 
easily to conceive those operations which they experimented in themselves, which made 
no outward sensible appearances." 

' Athenmus has preserved a large fragment of Epierates, a comick poet, in which Plato's 
divisions are made the subject of his ridicule. L. 2. p. 59. 

' AMOY =CS crus:a-rim Terms also used by the Pythagoreans. Vid. Timteum Locrum in 
principio. 

NOTES. 

p. 290. 	The Egyptian kings were all of them priests, and if any of another class 
usurped the throne, they too were obliged to admit themselves of that order. 

291. nal.VPAOY vi yevo5 ] Vid. mox, p. SOL 
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6. Mario.. Pleasure 	and 	amusement, 	as painting, musick, 
sculpture,. &c. 	„ 

7. epetctut. 	Nourishment, 	supplied' by 	agriculture, 	hunting, 
cookery, &c. and regulated by the gymnastick and medical arts. 

p. 289. None of these arts have any pretence to, or competition 
_wiipeTocol,  taw CLCMOVIXOV with, the art* of governing ; no more than the 4 

72110‘, which.voluntarily exercise the employment of slaves, such as 
merchants, bankers, and tradesmen : the priesthood too are included 
under this head, as interpreters between the gods and men, not from 
their own • judgment, but either by inspiration, or by a certain 
prescribed ceremonial. 

p. 291. There are three kinds of government, monarchy, oligarchy, 
and democracy : the two first are distinguished into four, royalty, 
tyranny, aristocracy, and oligarchy-proper! 

p. 294. The imperfection of all laws arises .from the impossibility 
of adapting them to the continual change of circumstances, and to 
particular cases. 

p. 296. Force may be employed by the wise and just legislator to 
good ends. 

- 
' Aristotle in the same manner calls this great art, Kupsumarn xui paAsora cepxtremsotxn 

raw sTU6T1114011 =1 801/2i.4ECOr cm; yap mu: xpecav EY net; ram ma Troiccg booms; paye:dew, luzi 

P^IXes TlY0f, Ettril 84GEr0.64111. 	40pWILEY • SE Tag EETII.LOTErrag TWY sUYabLEGOY tern irccurnyeo-ac Otov 
crrperripoiv, oixovop.txnv, Aropoop, &c. 	Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. L. 1. c. 2. See also p. 304. of 
this dialogue. 

NOTES.  
299. MeraupoXoyog.] Alluding to the fate of Socrates, and to the Nubes of Aristoplianes, 

as he frequently does. 	This is a remarkable passage. 
302. The corruption of the best form of government is the worst and the most 

intolerable of all. 
lb. IV ire no 1u085.) See the ancient manner of refining gold, in Diodorus L. 2. or in 

the Excerpta of Agatharchides de Mari Erythrteo. 	 1 
303. Alapoes.] Found in the gold-mines mixed with the ore. 	 • 
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. 	. 	• 	 . 	. 	 . 	• p. 299. The supposition of f -a set of rules in physick, in agriculture; 

or in navigationi'drawn up by a majority , of the' citizens, and not 
to 'be transgreSSed under pain of death ; applied to the Case of, laws 
made by the people.. • - : 	. 	, ' 	.. 	• • .. 	. 	• 

p. 3077', Some nations are destroyed by'an excess of spirit; - others 
by their own inoffensiveness and love of quiet. 	- 	: .. 	• 

,, p. 308:  The office of true policy is to temper courage with' modera-
tion, and moderation with courage. Policy Presides over education. 

.:, 	. 	. • 

• . 

Thii dialogui seems to be e. very natural introduction to the 
books De Republied, and was doubtless so intended. 	See particu- 
larly L.. 3. p. 4}O. &A Und L. 4. p.. 442. 	• • 
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DE REPUBLICA'. 
TIOAITEIC/N, 

- 	H 

TIEPI, elIKAIOT. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 2. p. 327. 

TH n scene of this dialogue lies at the house of Cephalus, a rich 
old Syracusan, father to Lysias the orator, then' residing in the 
Pireeeus, on the day of the pendidea, a festival, then first celebrated 
there with processions, races, and illuminations in honour of the 
Thracian ' Diana. The persons engaged in the conversation, or 
present at it, are Cephalus himself, Polemarchus, Lysias and 
Euthydernus, his three sons ; Glauco and Adimantus, sons of Aristo 
and brothers to Plato ; Niceratus, son of Nicias ; Thrasymachus 
the sophist of Chalcedony 	Clitophon,* son of Aristonymus, and 
Charmantides of Paeania, and Socrates. 	. 	, 

As to the time of these dialogues, it is sure that Cephalus died 
about 01. 84. 1, and that . his son Lysias was born fifteen years 
before 01. 80.2, consequently they must fall between these two 

' She had a temple in the Pirteeits, called the Bendideum, (Xenoph. Gr. Hist. L. It 
p. 472.) founded perhaps on this occasion. 	See the Republ. p. 354. " ElaTicoyeco sy T t; 

BSYMEIOlf :" the festival was celebrated in the heat of summer, (see Strati. L. 10.'p. 471. 

Tun Bev,818son ructrw, 1,51.4sPrrea.) on the 19th day of Thargelion, as Prochts tells us, Comment', 
1. ad Tim um. 	 1 m 

1 	.1 2  An admirer and scholar of Thrasymachus, (See Clitophont. p. 40s.),  and friend of 
Lysias. 
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years; and probably- not long befOre Cephalus's death, when .he was 
Seventy years old or more ; and Lysias was a boy of ten or twelve and 
upwards. • Therefore I should place it in the 83d 01. (Vid. Pastos 
Atticos Edit. Corsini, V. 	Dissert. 13. p. 312.) but I must observe 
that this is not easily freconcileable with the age of,Adimantus and 
Glauco, who are here introduced, as men grown up, and conse-
quently must be at least thirty-six years older than their brother 
Plato: 	If this can 	be allowed,_ the action at Megara there 
Mentioned must 'be that which happened 01. 83.2.-under Pericles; and-  
the institution of the Bendidea must have been 01. 83. 3 or 4. It is 
observable also that Theages is mentioned in L. 6. p. 496 of this 
dialogue, as adianced • in the study 'of philosophy. 	He was very 
young, when his father Demodocus- put him under the care of 
Socrates, which was in 01. 92. 3: and consequently thirty-five years 
after the time Which Corsini would assign to this, conversation. 

- 

. 

' 

. 	. 	, 
.. 	, 	. ., 	. 	. 
DE REPUBLICA. .  

BOOK I. 

.. 	. , 	HEAPS OF THE FIRST DIALOGUE. 

The pleasures of old age and the advantages of wealth. • 	' 
P. 336 The just man' hurts no ene, not even his enemies. . 
p.. 338. The sophist's definition of justice ; namely, that it is the. 

advantage of our superiours,' to which the laws of every government 
oblige the subject to conform. Refuted. 

p. 341. The proof, that the proper office of every art is to act for 
the good of its inferiors. 

3 To T8 xpeirrovos o-upleposo---TiOrrecs ye Tlif VOMIS i8 C871,  i apri/rpo TO CCUT3 0-uppsfor hp.oxparsee 
p.ev Sni.coxperrow, 1-upecong Se TUptlYVIX8f, X8i ecVas tiurar 09.1.1,0as 86 careppew TuTO—aixonov TOJi 

apX0p0015 emu TO opal cruplEpov. Vid. Plat. de Legib.:L. 4. p. 714. 
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p. 343. The sophist's•attempt to chew, that justice )(Irmo rvilass 
gut)Asa p. 348.) is not the good of those who possess it, but of those 
who do not : and that injustice is only blamed in such as have not 
the art to carry it to its perfection. 	Refuted. 

p. 347. In a state composed all . of good men, no one would be 
ambitious of governing. 

p. 349. The perfection of the arts consists in attaining a certain 
rule of proportion. ' The musician does not attempt to excel his 
fellows by straining or , stopping his chords higher or lower than 
they; for that would produce dissonance and not harmony : the 
physician does not try to exceed his fellows by prescribing a larger 
or less quantity of nourishment, or of medicines, than conduces to 
health ; and so of the rest. The unjust man therefore, who would 

• . 
NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

P. 327. Kceregne x04.) Vid. Dionys. Halicarnass. de Colloc. Verborum.-=-Quintil. 
L. 8. C. ult. A remarkable instance of Plato's nice and scrupulous attention to the sound 
and numbers of his prose. " Nec aliud potest sennonem facere numerosum, quatn oppor- 
tuna ordinis mutatio ; 	neque alio in ceris Platonis invents sunt quatuor illa ** t'erba, 
(KcaeCnv x0e; q Ilespaia) quibus in ILLO PULCHERRIMO OPERUM in Pirmeum se deseen-
disse significat, plurimisModis scripts, quam quod eum quoquc maxime facere experiretur. 

1327. Tp Sew.) To Diana, and not to Minerva, as Serranits imagined. See De Republ. 
p. 354. 	 - 

328. Ikrop TOM 6Sov.1 V. Cicer. de Senect. c. 2. who here and elsewhere has cloSely 
imitated these admirable dialogues.  

33 t. rvorporpog.) A fine fragment of Pindar, and another of Simonides. Tully (Epist. ad 
Attic. L. 4. E. ts.) has observed the propriety of Cephalus leaving the company, as it 
was not decent for a man of great age and character to enter into dispute with boys aid 
sophists on such a subject, nor to have continued silent without any share in the conv4- 
sation. 	Tully himself had imitated the conduct of Plato, in his books de Republic6.: 

(** It is singular, that Demetrius Phalereus cites this Exordium of the Republick of 
Plato as an instance of a period rather negligently composed, cisexecrrepos; sues caesium. See 
naps lEpp.verai. sect. 21. 	EDITOR.] 
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'surpass all the rest Of his fellow-creatures in the 'quantity of his 
Pleasures and powers, acts _like one ignorant in the art of life, in 
which only the just are skilled. .  

p. 351. The' greatest and most signal injustices, which one state 
and society can commit against another, cannot be perpetrated 
without a strict adherence to jUStice, among the particular members; 
of such a state and society : 	so that there is no force nor strength 
without A. degree of justice. 	. . - 	- 	' 	. 	. — 

p. 352. Injustice even in one single mind must set it at perpetual 
variance with itself, (De Republ. L. 8. p. 554.) as well' as' with all 
others. 

p.'353. Virtue is the.  proper office, the wisdom, the strength, and 
the happiness of the Iniman soul. 	 . 

,NOTES. 

the interlocutors were Scipio/Emilianus, LEelius, Semvole, Philus, Manilius, and others. 
Philus there supported the cause of injustice, as Thrasymachus does here; and the whole 
concluded with a discourse on the Soul's immortality, and the Dream of Scipio, as this 
does with the 'Vision of Er, the Pamphylian. 	Vid. Cicer. de' Amicitik C. 	and 7. and 
Macrob. in Sonin. Scip: L. 1. c. 1. 

396. IlepBsxxv.) The second of the name, often mentioned by Thucydides. 
Th. Icrri8.] This must probably be some ancestor 'of that Ismenias, who betrayed 

Thebes to the Spartans about eighteen years after the death of Socrates. 	 • 
338. Polydamas a celebrated pancratiast,,:whose 'statue at Olympia was looked upon as 

Miraculous in after-ages, and was believed to cure fevert. 	(Lucian. in ,Concil. Deor. 
Vol. 2. p. 714.) 
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HEADS OP TgE 'SECOND DIAXAGOE.." 
.. 	. 	 . 	. 	 . 

. p. 357. Good ii*of three. kinds :. the ,P71*  rst we- , embrace for ' itself,,. 
without. regard to its consequences ; such are all innocent delights 
and amusements. 	 . 	 . . 	.,  
• ' The Second, both for:itself. and for its consequences, as health,. 

.. 	 , strength,. sense; •&c. 	.. 	• 	' 	. 	• 	, 	• 

The, .Third, for its consequences only%  as labour, medicine, &c.. 
The second of these is the most perfect : 	the justice of this class. 
Objection : To consider it rightly we must separate it from honour 
and from reward, and view it simply as it is in itself. ' viz i 

p. 358. Injustice is a r 	good to its possessor, and justice is an - _ 	. 	. 	 .. 	• , 	. 
. De Legib. L. 2. p. 667. - . 

. 	• 1 - 	,1 	 NOTES. 	 . 	• 
358. Ilioasp ofscl An allusion to• the manner of charming serpents, both by the `power 

of certain plants And Stones, 'and lip incantations, still practised, and pretended to bayalid; 
in the east, and described by many•travellers. 	. 

380. Etrawfsew ay asiktsso.] See Loelca on the Human Understanding, C.- s. s. 6. 
•. 	$6S. Avaextrasametwfras.] Hesielikti explains it, avarst0oXicresisat, avacrraupwioioass 
'..36$: Axpag g.to tv'epapoyi) flesioct:Epy. ;cm time. V. $38.': 	' 	. 

lb. Mara; yap arailasq. Tile Oracle given to,Glaueus. Vid. Herodet,- Erato,. c. so. :gee 
also the description.  of the Elysian fields : sea)Asovoc . apes pianos, /hien asasiosoi. 	Musieus 
was of Eleusis, andischelar to`  rikeus ; 	he addressed. a poeni which 'bore the title, of 	-- 
VaroOtucca, to his ion.Eumnipus : they were of Thracian 'origin ; 

pp4347.4 p,sv.yap Tait-Tact? ip.iy xerranEe, coma T' aTexarear.. 	., 
.Matialo; e sEaxecrets Ta .a0Tay, xas xis rorpec, 	Aristophan. Rai*: v. 1064 ; 	1  

.. 	 . 	.,.„ 	 .,• 	•• 

where.  the Scholiast acids, spealring, of Mnszens; lianas- 	 a)ttiati:g..v.a  i .E0i.comite - (1,txtixorig 	; 
. claw arapotAtarasf, as Taira; sass xaeszpik e; cenosseenav-  . 	SuidaS inikes 'him the son' of Antil 
:phemus ma `Em ans (read larong) ye 	a. But it is apparent, that in Plato'S time he was 
understood to be the son, not of a woman, bin. of the.  moon; and so the inscription on 

VOL. II 	' 	' 	 3.x 
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evil :liut.as.men feel,more pain. in suffering than inflicting injury, 
and AS.'the greater part are more exposed to suffer it than _capable ,of -
inflicting it;  they have by compact agreed neither to do norto suffer 
injustice .; . which is &medium 'calculated :for the general benefit;  
between that.which is best of all, namely, to ao injustice. without 
fear 'of punishment; :and that which. is worst, to suffer, it without a- 
i)ossibility of revenge. This is the origin of what we ,call juStiee., • . 
-,- 	Such as practise Ilie, rules of justice do it from their inability to • 

- do otherwise, and conseqUentlyagainst their wilt. Story of Gyges's - 
ring, by which he': could make himself invisible at pleasures  . No 
person, who possessed such a ring, but would do wrong.., .•". = 

p. $.60.. Life of the perfectly unjust man, who conceals his true  
. character from the world, and that of the perfectly just man who 
seems the contrary io the eye of ,the world, are compared : the hap'. 
piness of the former is contrasted with the misery of the, latter. • 	,;- 

p. 362. ' The .advantages ,of probity are. not therefore (according to 
this representation) in itself,,bAt in things exterior to it, in honours 
and. rewards, and they attend not on being, but on seeming. honest. 

p. 363. 'Accordingly , the praises , bestowpd on justice, and the 
- 	 :,,, 	,-,“ 	I.:4 , 	31- 	14:,. 	.: 

. 
's V. Cie. de Offic. L. S.' t.' 9: 'Whereltie'attribliteifb.Gyges himself what Plato relates 

; 	1 	- of one of his ancestors. 	 1 	' 	, 	Ff 	,r 	1- 
. 	 . 	. 
NOTES. , , . •  

his tomb at Phalerus represents him, which is cited ,by the- Scholiast-before-mentioned, 
and in 'the Anthologia.._ 	_ 	i . 	- 	 . 

_ lb. Esc irnxov.) See the Ranee of Aristophanes.  
lb. Fitaievyas xai • ia: colocrixos, to vOsoy.] Incantations and magical rites, to hurt one's 

enemies, were practised in Greece and taught by vagabond priests and prophets : a number 
of books ascribed ,to MUSEEtiS and Orpheus were carried about by such.people, prescribing 
various 	expiatory ceromoi.!iei and . znyste.rious. rights :..so the chorus of Satyrs in the 
Cyclops of Euripides ;• . 	.. : • 	+.__.:- .i 	. 	' 	1  ; 	,, 	.- 	- 

. 	. , w,..or.  eFwanv OpfEcos foyaelv saw, 
`0.4 aurofcaror ivy 8coov Esc To xpenoov 
XToixoit 60arreno Tov il.oveix:c! Ira& 7*. 	V. 842. Cycl. Eurip. 
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reproaches on injustice, by
, 
 our. parents .and governours, are em-.. 

ployed not on the thing itself; but on its Consequences. The Elysian 
fields and the punishments. . of .Tartarus 'are painted in the strongest 
colours by the poets ; while they- represent the practice of virtue as 
difficult and laborious, and that of Vice, as 'easy and-delightful. They 
add, that the gods often bestow. misery ,on the fOrmer, and pros. 
perity and success on the latter ; and,y-at the same time; they teach 
us how to expiate OUT crimes, and even how to hurt our enemies., by 
prayers, by, sacrifices, and by incantations., ', ,' 	. 	. 
• '. p. 366; The consequence-is, (by this Mode of argument) that to 
dissemble' well with the world is the way to happiness in this life ; 
and for what is to come, we may buy the favour of the gods at a 
trifling' expense. 
- • p. 369. The nature of Political justice. The image of a society in 
its first formation : it is foimded on our naturalimbecility, and on the 
mutual occasion we have for, each other's assistance.. Our first and 
most pressing necessity, is that of food ;' the second, of habitation ; 
the third, of clothing.: 	The- first and most necessary society:must 
therefore' consist of a ploughman, a builder, a Shoemaker; and a 
weaver : but, as they wilL.want_instruments, at carpenter and a 
smith will be requisite ; 	and • as . cattle will .be wanted, as well for 
their skins and wool, as for tillage.  and carriage, they must take in ... 	_.... 	. 	,  	. 	t 

. 	. 
NOTES. 	. 	 . 	- 

p. 364. Fragment of Pindat ; Milo' oiSixac TE1XO; 64;eoioi &e.:  and of Archilochus, Amorous 
UMW, &e. 	All the ideas -which the Greeks had of ' the. gods, were borrowed front the 
poets. 	, 	' . 	• 	. 	. 	. 	.- 	, 

\ 366. 01 A00101 .0i0i.] These divinities Were probably enumerated in the • Ilapaxv;reif of 
Museus : there were mysterious rites celebrated to Bacchus under the name of Aticrsot 
Tams. 	See Suidas. 	. 	' 	' - 	• 	' • 	-', 	.. 	'- 	 . 	. 	, 

368. Tv Alerted feeexp3 Mit .thiMi, ai 1:iinagine, be the/action particularly described 
by Titucydides, L. 4. p. 255.• which , happened 01. 89.),, and if soihotb Glauco, and
A dimantus must have been many years.  bidet-than their brother Plato; who was then but 
five years old. 	 :.• 	. 	. 

lb. 'A ma* MIPS TO avi3poc.) 86 Socrates in the Philehh4 Slieaking of Gaines. 
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, 

. 
' 

' 

• 

' 

-shepherds and: the herdsmen. 	As one country produces not -•eVery 
thing, they will.have occasion,for some iniported.coMmodities, whidh 
cannot be procured witbOut..expOrtatioris in f return, so that a com-
merce must be carried on by merchants ;- • and if it be performed by 
sea, there. will be an occasion for mariners and pilotS.•Tuither ;; as 
the employment Ofthe shepherds, agricultors, mechanics, merchants, 
and such persons will, not. permit. them• to attend. the -markets, there 
must be retailersi  and tradesmen, and money to purchase with'; 

- and there must be servants to assist all these, that is;  persons who 
let out their strength for hire. 	Such an establishment will nbt be 
long without a degree of luxury, which will increase the city with 
a vast, variety of artificers, and require a greater extent of territory 
to support them i they will • then encroach 'on their • neighbours;:,': 
Hence the origin of war. A militia will be required : but as, this is 
an art, which will *engross the whole man, and take up all his time, 
to acquire and exercise it, a distinct body will be formed of chosen 
men for the. defence' of the state; 	. 	- 

.... 
, 	. 

, 	 . NOTES 	 • • . 	- 	, 
372. EpEgtvion xio sucquov  .J This was a common dessert among the Greeks, both eaten 

raw, when. green and tender, or when dry, parched in the fire.. See Atherneus, L. 2. 

	

p. 54. So Xenophanes of Colophon in Parodist 	' 	' 	 • _ 
V 	XEst.t.cOvoc Ey olpp 	, 

fisycnera Vwxuy osvov, urorporiove opegoisc. 

And Theocritus, in describing 'a rustick entertainment, 	V 

... Oivov am:, xparvo; cepuEui 	 . , 	. 

nap Inigi XnalikEVOr XUCCIAOY SE Tic-  EY ruptcptsZe, 	. 
' 	Ve irigac io-ailiva irEVAMITI.CEPCL VW Orl '4'4,(U10. 

. 	Kvoole I), CROVO8EXCO TE, W02116ralkirTO;TE 61.MYCO. Timer. Idyll. 7. v. 65. 

. b. 4rcov =Ay) SO Crobylus (ap. Atherimum p. 54.) calls this kind of eatables, 1110oxe 
restrip.ara,• the monkey's dessert. 

s73. lacuna.) So he calls the otPoroios ;cal pAy'espos)  alluding to what_Glauco had said 
before of the boo woXtg : or perhaps, because the flesh- of hogs was more generally eaten 
and esteemed' than any other in Greece, he mentions them principally. 
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i), 374., The nature' of a. soldier: he.must have quickness,  Of -kvige, 
agility,,  and strength*, invincible spirit tempered with gentleness And LT 
goodness of heart, and an understanding apprehenSive•and desirous ' 
of -knOwledge. 	. 	 . 	. 	. ti 

p. 376. The education of such a *person. 	Errors and dangerous' 
prejudices are instilled into young minds- by the Gre• ek' poets. 	The. i 
scandalous fables of Homer and of Hesiod, whaattributeinjustice,. ,  -
enmity.;.  anger and deceit to the gods-, . are' reprobatid; . and: the ' 
immutable goodness, truth, justice, mercy; and other attributes of 
the.Diviuity..are nobly asserted. 

. 	. 
. 	. 	 . 	• 
DE REPUBLICA. 

' ' 	I3 O 0 K III. 
HEADS OF THE THIRD DIALOGUE. 

. 	L 	• 

P. 386. 	Wrong.notions of a future state are instilled into youth 
by the poets, whence arises an unmanly fear of death. 

p. 388. 	Excessive sorrow and excessive I laughter are equally , 
unbecoming a man of worth. ., 	. 

. 	 , 
3  'V. Plato. de Legib. L. 5. 	. 732. 	• 

• . 	NOTES. 	. 	. 	 , 
378, Ovxdsposi.) The usual sacrifice before the Eleusinian mysteries..SeeAris toph.in Pace, 

E;xo.gstsoy MS MY actastrov rp"c apaxi.cac,. 
bas yap immerat p.5. 	V.3,73. 	• 	• 	:: 	, 	- 	

• 	. 381. Ileptspxovrat vvxrcup.) The heroes were supposed to walk in the night, (see Lucian\  

de morte Peregrini; p. 579. Ed Grfevii.) and to strike with blindness, or withSome other 
mischief,. any who met them : they who passed by  their fanes always kept a profound 
silence : see the Ayes of Aristuphan. v. I 48'5.  

E yap inuri 715 iipcol 	. 
Two 6parary yum-cop—wrx. and 	§choL on the passage. 
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. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 

.-, ,: p. 409. Falsehood and ',fiction are not permitted, but.where they 
are for the good of.mankind ; and consequently.they are.nOti to .be 
.trusted but in skilful hands. 	.. 	. 	, 	-. 	, • 	- 	:i- ,,-- . 	.. 4 	,. - 	• 

p. 390. Examples of impiety and of. bad morality, in the poets', 
,and. in other ancient -writers, - ' . 	 , , 	• 	, 	. 	, ' 

• p. 392.. Poetick eloquence is divided into-narration (in the writer's 
own person), and imitation (in some assumed.  charaeter): , .Dithy-
rambicks usually consist ;wholly of the former, dramatick poesy ' of 
the latter, the'epick,'Scc. of both mixed. 	• - 	 ,. - , 	, ,.. 

p. 395. Early imitation becomes a second nature. 	The .soldier is.  
not permitted to imitate any thing misbecoming his own character, 

•••::: 	 . 	- 	C 	o 

ó  Plato himself has given the example of such inventions in his Phtedo, in his Phmdrus, 
in the De Republ. L. 10: and in the Gorgias he follows the opinion of -litmus and of 
the Pythagoreans. Vid. de Anima Mundi, p. 104. Vid. et de Legib.L. 2. p. 663. Notkokris 
SE Ott TS SSW 61.0.1XpOY. Ofa0g, &e. 	. ' 	, 	- 

3  See also de Republ. L.,8. p. 468,. 	 - 
• • 	• 	.. 

_ 	 - 	. 	. 	• . 	NOTES. _ 	. 	. 	. •, 	• 	. 	,. 	 . 	 . 
P. 387. AUTO; CoUTco CUOTUFX));•] V. Cicer. deAmicitik c. 20  who has imitated this passage. 
389. Tcoy Oi Nbuoifyos Ecto-sy.) .Horn..Odys.:-P.-v. 2-83.---- 	- 
30s. 114iikssutlxs.] Tully-says of himself: 	',4, Ipse mea legens, sic interdum aflicior, ut 

Catonem, non me,.loqui existitucrn." 	(De Arnica. c. 1.) 	, 	. 
398. MisAuZicrri) 	The Dorian hartrony is thus described by Heraclides Pontieus ap. 

1 _  Athenrium, L. 	 . p. _2 _ 4 	8 4. 	'H Fey VP hop10; oifft.Oissoi TO Catfooae; eilconfel =I To prycaoxperic, 
xa: a )icexextykeyov erF lActpov, ouNiaolaponrov ices crfoapov, erf to orOnta0Y, aTe wommpoircy.' The 
Syntono-Lydian aqd Ionian are mentioned by Pratinas; (Athenteus ib.) 

/0114 OlnerOVOY &WM, Fie atilipen, 
. 

- 	LOTS write 	Atheneaus, ut sup. (Platon. Lachet. p. 188.) 

The lorriari was frequently used in the tragick chorus, as being accommodated to sorrow, -
as was also the Mixo-Lydian; invented .by Sappho. See Burette on PlUtarch de Musick 
note 102. 103. Vol': 10. and i S. Of the Mem.. de l'Acad. des Belles-Lettres. , 	_ 

-,, 	. 
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and consequently- he is neither permitted to write, nor to play, any 
part which he himself would not act in life. 

p. 396. Imitative expression in oratory, or in gesture, is restrained 
by the same principle. 	. 

Musick must be regulated. 	The Lydian, Syntono-Lydian, and 
Ionian harmonies are banished, as accommodated to the soft enervate 
passions; but the Dorian and the Phrygian harmonies are permitted, 

,, as manly, decent, and persuasive. All instruments of great compass 
and of luxuriant harmony, the lyra, the cythara, and the fistula, are 

. allowed ; and the various rhythms or movements are in like manner 
restrained.' 

p. 401. The same 4  principle is extended to painting, sculpture, 
architecture, and to the other arts. 

- 1 	fk 

• 'Iva fol Ey ;meta; EIXOTI Tpeq501001 ifav olfotaxec, axprep Ey xxxy0oravv, iro206a ixoco-rrs ;,thfpn 
XaTet crpixpov aro VOLVO!,  aprgy.EVOi TE 1411 vep-olkevoi, ill Ti Etmcrrarrg A.OWOUVCOCri X=0111.4:172 EY rn 
COJTC410  41UX?). 	Axx3 EXEWS5  ?171-11TEGY reg an/ Li/n/14c, TS; Et1p00; 801/tXtheYS; ireUelit TV TS XCCA8 TE %a{ 

ETA6X711.4.07/0; /51/612e W, ATVS? eil trylenCRI Tom OiX217,TES, is WEOS oxpeXcovra$ °VITO VairrOc, OroOev ay atoroic 
aro TM xcaani Eprov n  rpoc o4in. n  nog axor TI wpoo-CaM), cZo-re,o aupa ppoucra aro xprran,  Torun,  
&pew , xal Etletic EX =JUIN Aaveasq; eq 61.11110TYITCC Te X4ti calaY xca cullp.NICLY TO NAACO Aoyw a youcra. 
IloXu xa.AXicria oforaa TpapE7ov. 	De Republ. 3. p. 400. 

NOTES. 

399. Tpsycoveov.] 	The Tioryanog was a triangular lyre of many strings, of Phrygian 
invention, used (as the Thpors;) to accompany a chorus of voices. 	The latter is said to 

. have been first used by Sappho : 
noxv; Se 41pu Tpprovoc, C0116717XEMX ye 

Ayala Epf.4311 711)XTRO; 6ta0p4. 

Sophocles in Mysis, ap. Athenaeum, L. 14. p. 635, where perhaps we should read AA; 
for AuEnc ; for Pindar, cited in the same place, calls the rival; a Lydian instrument, and 
Aristoxenus makes it the same as the Mooyczeic, which Anacreon tells us had twenty strings; 
afterwards, according to Apollodorus, it was called qicarnptov. 

400. Tvoo esan, 4 av oil Coura; oriorxonai.) Terrapa, 606v oil racras clpikowas. 
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. 	. 

p. 403. Love is permitted; but abstracted from bodily enjoyment 
Diet and exercises,. plain and iimple.meats, are prescribed. 	, 	• 
. p. 405., Many judges and:physicians area sure sign 'of a society 

ill=regulated both in mind and in body. Ancient physicians knew. n o 
medicines but fo,r, wounds, fractures, epidemical distempers, and 
other acute ComPlaints. 	The.ditetick and gymnastick method of 
cure, .or ratheendf :protracting'' diseases; was not knoWn 'before 
Herodicus intraddA it: 	-•' 	' ,.. 	' 	• ' 

li., 409'. 	The temper nnd. disposition of an old man of probity, fit 
to judge of the crimes. of others, is described. 	' 	, 	 . 

, . 	4" 

• p. 410. The teth OW of men, practised in the exercises of the body, 
but'',Unacquaiiited with intiii:a and with letters, is apt to run into. 

. 	an obstinate and brutal -fierceness; and that of the contrary sort; 
.. 	• 	 -: 	- 

5  Vid. Pluton. Politieum, p. 307 and 308. 	 • 

NOTES.` 	.. 	. . 	 . 
400.Et; tiapAuvec.] -•(V. Lachetem;. 0. 180.) These opinions of Plato on the efficacy of 

harmony and rhythm seem borrowed from Damon: 	Ou -xsouoi Arytio-s ds rips Acquanc .  Toy 
Akvasovi Ors TLC; WBC4 scat :etc °Kowa; antiX0,11/EffiGCSXP;t4GEYrif 1704 11); 111UX,15, 'LW al IkEY astieeptoi ,  

xas xaXas irosturs Tolaufar •41 r svamas Tac iyansa;. 	Athenreus, L. 14. p. 628. 
404. Than; aunt.) 	Euripides (reset ibei them;:?as .grcat .Tatersi 	I've& we auXog sniatsoc 

0' itrcrntteloc. Fragment. Autolyci (Dramatis Satyiiti) v.. Athenaeum, L. tp. p. 4.13. where. 
AU:emus g;ves many instances of cstremf voracity in the most famonsatblette, and adds, 
FOCIITE; 'yap Os cobaircts µgra Tans yup.yacparans scat aresav TAVAAtt aJta6X0Irral. 

• lb. /upoottrosco rpalrgaY,] .Vid. Plat. Epist. 7. p. 326. 327. and 336.:* , • 

405. 4"suyaitt xxi arto;.) 	The image of the talents and turn of the Athenians at that 
time. 

437. 110Asa.] Sick people went abroad in a cap,..:or little hat: 
409. Otoisi scat tarpoint;.) See the Corgias, p. 587 and 588. 	. 
414. lbonssxmoss Ts.] ,)'He alludes to 'the Theban fable of the earth-born race, whisch 

sprang from the dragon's teeth, and which, in another place, he calls Tors 	sawyst, puetacrrip4, 
meaning Cadmus. 	See de Legibus, L. 2. p. 660. 	 , 
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. 	, 

into, indolence:and effeminacy. .The gradual. neglect Of :this,•in both 
cases, is here,finely, 	painted.., 	• • 	:..-. 	:,, 	, '.. 	• 	, 	. 	• 	. 	. i 

r 	13:- 412; '', Choice'l.of such, 4 the soldiery, -as : are to.. rise to . the 
- magistracy; -namely,, of. thoie,, who through ' their life;. have been 

-proof to.pleasure.and to pain. . - . 	, ' 	• - 	. 	• 	. 
'..• p. .4.14..:An example of a beneficial fiction. 	It is:difficult to fix in 
the minds of men a belief•in fables, originally; but. it is, very easy 
to deliVer it down to posterity, when once established. 
. . p..416. -The habitation of the.soldiery : all luxury in building to 
be absolutely forbidden .them : they are to have no patrittiony; nor 
possessions, hitt. to*be supported and furnished with necessaries from 
year to year by the citiens.; they are to live and , eat in common; 
and to. use no plate, nor jewels, nor money. , 	 • 

DE nEPUBLICA: 

. BO O.S.V. 	, 
• ..,. 

HEADS OF THE FOURTH .DIALOGUE. . 	,  
. 	P. 419.. Objection : ,that the ciu—)taxec  (or soldiery) in whose bands 

• the government is placed, will have less happiness and enjoyment 
of life than any:of the.meanest citizens. 	. 

;‘• 	• . 	 ... 	 . 	. 
I See De Republ. L. 5. p. 466. and L. 7. p..519. 

• • 
• 

NOTES. 	• 	. 	, 
\ 

P. 420. AvSgsayras 7palsorrecc.) AySineef seems used here for a painthlg,and not for a statue. 
lb. Euo-n&q.) Sorr!c was II long variegated mantle, which Swept the ground, worn ,by 

the principal characters in tragedy, and on great.solemnities by •the. Greek women : 
• tucro-9tox.?-hop crupour4zervacc, 	. 	 . 

.1q1kticruacv-sva raY Et);718a Tv Kmapitrucs 	Theocrit. Id, 2. v. 73. . 
. 	VOL. II. 	. 	 3 E 
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Answer :,; that *it is not the intention of the legislature to bestow.  
snperiour "happiness On-an' y One'clais of men in theitate ;' but that 
each shall enjoy such a measure: io'l if, '''as iS '' consistent ; with the 
preservation of the_ whole; -• 	' 	. 	: 	. 

421'. Opulence and' poverty are equally destructive a a state ;' 
the.one producing linturY, indolence,' and -a-spirit-of innovation; 
the "other • :producing 	meannessi 'ciinning, ' and a. like 	'spirit of 

, 	. innovation:': ' 	- 	' .-'''." • t? ''' 	': 	•4 —" • 	"- 	- 	I • 	. 	4 	 ---: 

' • The task of the inagiStriey is to keep both the one and the other 
out of the republick. - 	. • 	. _ -:. 	- . 	 . 

422. Can such a state; without a superfluity of treasure,- defend 
itself, . when.  attacked:by a rich and powerful •neighbour ?-. 	' .• 1 	• - 	. 

As easily as a champion, exercised for the Olympia games, could 
defeat one or more rich fat men unused to fatigue,-  who should fall 
upon him in a hot day. - 	, 	- 

The advantage of .such,a, *ate,.,,which neither . needs riches nor 
desires them, in forming alliances. 

Every republick formed on another plan; though it bear the 
name of a state, is in reality several states included under one name; 
the rich making one' state, the poor another,, and so on; always at 
war among'themselves. 	„ ,f,, ; 	, E.1  	. 	 . • . 	.. 

. 	 • 	• 
• See De Legib. 14 5. p. 729 and 7401 	• 	3  See De Republ. L. S. p. 5011' 

- 	 - 	 ., 	• 

. NOTES. 

p. 420. arrpow.] The colour of the purple-fiskused in painting, and not only in dying; 
SO in Plato's eratylus : Dore ii.a,  on-peov, MOTO Se orioro eAXo capluccov einiveray. 

427. Et-Tyrr15.] See Plato's Euthyphro. 
lb. Ta-  Othiky.xou.] See Pausan. Phocie.• 	 - 
425. `Amapycc.] Cloths dyed purple would bear washing with soap ( Ara t vilf4roo). 

without losing their bloom, TO cabs. 	' 	- 
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p. 423. A body of a thousand . men bred to war, and united by 
such an education and government as this, is superiour even in 
number to any thing that almost any state in Greece could 
produce. 	 „ 	, 	. 

P. 424. No innovation is to be ever admitted in the original plan 
of education. A change of 4  musick In a country betokens a change 
in their morals. 	 , 	r 	, 	. 	. 	, 

p. 425. Fine satire on the Athenians, and on their demagogues. 
p. 428. The political wisdom. of the new-formed state is seated 

in the magistracy. 	. 	 , . 	 . 
p. 429. Its bravery is seated in the soldiery : in what it consists.: 
p. 430. The nature . of temperance : the expression' of subduing 

one's self, is explained ; when reason, the superiour part of the mind, 
preserves its empire 'over the inferiour, that ,is., over our passions 

. 	I 

4 This was an opinion of the fambus Damon. See De Legib. L. 2. p. 653. and L. 3. 
p. 700. 

8  See De Legib. L. 1. p. 626. 	 , 	J  

NOTES. 

430. EV maxim, aap,ev.1 As he has done in the Laches. 
433. Ksi TICIPTI apa woorroii owssou Iv xai iatnoiL] 	Perhaps we should read, zou Irmo m 

Immo TE rat TO 2OCUT05, 8Cc• 1. e. i) oixemrpara, as he afterwards calls it. 
435. The Scythians, the Thracians, and other northern nations (6s xocra soy avco Tarov,and, 

as Virgil says, " Mundus ut ad Scythiam Riphwasque arduus arces Assurgit, &c.) were 
distinguished by their ferocity, the Greeks by their curiosity and love of knowledge, and 
the Phoenicians and Egyptians by their desire of gain. 	(See de Legibus, L. 5. p. 747.) 
Plato marks the threefold distinction of men in these words; EICISY avOpcoroo rpn-ra yew 
fiXoTofoy, fiXoyetxog, fixoxseec. p. 581. 

439. The story of Leontius the son of Aglaion. 
lb. 4!kvits.eicu.) The place in which the bodies of malefactors were exposed, so called. 
Ib. To Bopetov.) See the Gorgias, p. 453. 
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And desire*. 	The temperarice of the new republick, whose wisdom 
and valour (in the handi• of the soldiery) exercise a just power over 
the inferiour people by their own.' consent,: is described. 

P. 433. 	Political.  justice diStributes to every one his 	proper 
prOvince of action, and prevents each from encroaching on the 
•othei. 	' 	. 	, 	. 	. 	.. 	• 	• • 

p. 435. Justice in a private man.: 'its. similitude to the former is 
stated. 	The three distinct' fac-ulties of the• souls namely, appetite, 

• or 	desire, xeason; 	and indignation ;- or -the conctipiscible, the 
rational, and the irascible, are described.. 	. 	.r , 	. 	• 	- 

.p: 441. ' The first made to obey the second, and the third to 
assist and to strengthen it. 	Fortitude is the proper virtue of .the 
irascible, . wisdom 	of 'the 	rational, and 	temperance 	of the 
conctipiscible, preserving a sort of harmony and consent between 
the three: 

p. 443. Justice iS' the "result 'of this union, 	 each .maintaining 
facUltY' in its &Opel; Office: ' 	' ' 	* * 

. 	, 	. 

p. 444. The description, 1, of injustice. 
p. 445. The ,uniformity of virtue;  and the infinite variety of vice. 

Four more distinguished kinds of it are enumerated, whence arise 
. - four 8  different kinds of bad government. 

, 
' De Republ. L. 9. p. 580. 	 ' V. 

• . 
Plat. Sophist. p. 223. 

' Vid. Plat. Politieum, p. 29.1. 
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BOOK V.** 

HEADS OF THE FIFTH DIALOGUE. 

p. 451. On the education of the women. There is no natural 
difference between the sexes, but in point of strength; their exercises, 
therefore, both of body and mind, are to be alike, as are their em-
ployments in the state. 

p. 452. Custom is forced in time to submit to reason. 	The sight 
of men exercising' naked, was once held indecent in Greece, till the 

. 	. 	- 
** It is probable that this (the 5th) book of the HoAireica and perhaps the 3rd. were 

written when Plato was about thirty-five years old, for he says in his 7th Epistle, (speaking 
of himself before his first voyage into Sicily) Asystv DE vootraii (hp, eiraircui iv opOnv paoo-ociav, 
&c. p. 326 ; 	and Aulus Gellius says, " Quod Xenophon inclito illi operi, Platonis, quod 
de optimo statu reipublicm civitatisque administranthe scriptum est, lectis ex ep duuhus 
fere libris, qui primi in vulgus exierant, opposuit contra, scripsitque diversum reghe 
administrationis genus, quod Ilataotac Kupou inscriptum est, &c. L. 14. c. s. 	I know nut 
how ancient the division or this work into ten books may be; but there is no reason at 
all for it, the whole being one continued conversation. 
' Erp4WOnTall TE rparrot Ot Aatcoacapovlos, WU ES TO favogov IX7r031.111TES, )u 	ter 	re yufoice?ffoieci 

1Xeillievro* TO 4 ?maw EV TW OAUp-711^t= arm siak.c.cera exovrq 7TEpi Toe us-dota in ex0Anrca nycovqostro, 
=a ou irova erne/ran a-en-aural. &c. See Thucyd.L.1.e. 6. Tbis change is said to have been 
made about the 32d Olymp. See also Etyrnolog. in nu/Naomi and Schol. ad Horn. I1.4. 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

p. 450. Xpucroxotyrorrag mt.] A proverbial expression used of such as are idly employed, 
or sent (as we say) on a fool's errand. See Erasmi Adagia, Aurifex. 

452. Twv xafnevroo occoppzera.] Vid. Platon. Politicum. p. 266. 
454. The difficulty of avoiding disputes merely about words. 'H yenata auvoeptic 1-1; 

.avrixoyneng Taximc. 	Aoicucri yap poi Etc corm xas aXOSITE; elhort7rrow, xat otesdat ax Epl?ElY, &Joe 
Blakey edam, ha To pi stnaCteat XX? Elan ampetkevot TO AS701.4EYOY er ITX0751Y, Gthe\05 XOCT'  aUTO TO 0Y01.401, 

&O.M.14Y TO AEX0ETTO5 TV eTaYTIOJTOI, EMS It agaexrw irpos ouVo148; xpoop.essost 
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Cretans first, and then the Lacedwrnonians., introduced it : it is 
still held scandalous by the Persians, and by other barbarians. 	- 

p..454. When the entire. sexes are compared with each other,. the 
fethale is doubtless the inferior_; but; in individuals, the woman has 
often the advantage of the Man. 	 . 

	

. 	. 	. 
p. 456. Choice of the female soldiery. (a; oacacesou.) 
p. 457. Wives in common, to all . men, of ,the ,same class. 	TI;eir 

times a meeting to be regulated on solemn days accoMpanie,d, with 
solemn ceremonies and .sacrifices,„. by, the magistracy, who are to 
contrive by lots (the secret management of which is:known to them 
alone)'that the best and bravest of the men may be paired with 
women of like qualities, and that those, who are ' less fit to breed, 
may come together very seldom. 	• 	 . 	. 

p. 460. .Neither fathers nor - mothers are to know their.  own 
children, which, when born, are to be conveyed to a , separate, part • .. 	. 
of the city, and there (so many of them  as , the., magistrate .shall . • ; 	, 	- 	, 
choose) to be brought up by nurses appointed for that purpose. 

• 
• NOTES.   

. 	457. ATEX)) TO'U ygosou.] .An allusion to some passage of .a poet; 	and also to some 
comick writer, perhaps Aristophanes or Epicrates, who had ridiculed this institution. 

458. The following is so  just a description of the usual contemplations of indolent 
persons, espeCially if they have some imagination, that I cannot but transcribe it. 	Barmy,,  
ti.4 i:OfTiMlt, oiss4gp 61 cley0i 11)10 81COOK40  61410a0110 6criadas Isf ka 1Fano, arao pops wortrovr  at' xas Tap . 
6* TOtOUTOS WOU, wpAv EEEUfSlY Tsva Tpovoy E5i7cci 13 al:* triAtIo00-5 TOM wapsyrti, Iva 11,4 W.44.vairs 

Coumuotteshaweps TOU 8?%00tTOU, %ICI 	11  ,'65111-4 , 04 flrapxbv 6 corAorras, A rdt Xoslra Ssoffarrso-s, - 
xas xaspoun.  aifEiorres OiaapaTio-s leveyksvov, woo xas aVkaloisorp eri apyorepav 7rosomec. 

460. This was actually the practice of $parta, (See Plutarch in Lycurgo) where the old 
men of each tribe sate in judgment on the new-horn infants, and, if they were weakly or 

.deformed, ordered them to, be cast into a-deep cavern, near mount. Taygetus !!! Thence 
also are borrowed the, prohibition ,  of. gold and silver,. the EUTITITiet, or custom of, eating 
together in publick, the naked exercises of the women, the community of 'goods, the 
general authority of the old men over the youngi  the simplicity of musick and of diet, the 
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The time of propagation to be limited, in the men .from thirty 
years of age to fifty-five, in the women from twenty to forty. 	No 
children born of parents under or above this term to be brought up, 
but exposed, and the parents. severely censured ; 	as ,are all who 
meet without the usual solemnities, and without the license of the 
magistrate. 

p: 461. All children, born within seven or ten months from the 
time any person was permitted to propagate, are to be considered 
as their own children : all that are born within the time, in which 
their parents are suffered to breed, are to regard each other as 
brethren. 	Marriage is to be prohibited between persons in these 
circumstances. 

p. 462. Partiality and dissension among the soldiery are prevented 
by these appointments. A fellow-feeling of pleasures and of pains is 
the strongest band of union which can connect mankind. 

p. 466. Children are to be carried out to war very early, to see 

NOTES. 

exemption of the soldiery from all other business, and most of the fundamental insti-
tutions in Plato's republick, as Plutarch observes in his Lycurgus. 

473. ̀ Pstimairag ,rtz limmx.) .It was the custom of the Greeks, when they prepared 
themselves for sudden action, to throw off their pallium : so the chorus in Aristophanes's 
Irene, v. 728. Acharn. v. 626. Lysistrat. 663 and 687, and Thesmophor. v. 663, lay by 
their upper garment to dance the Parabasis. 

474. Epwrixa..] Vid. p. 402 and 368. L. 3 and 2. 
Ib. '0 p,ev 6r crattoc.] This is imitated by Ovid. de Arte Amandi L. 2. V. 667. 

• Nominibus mollire licet mala ; fusca vocetur, 
Nigrior Illyriea cui pice sanguis erit, &c. 

and by Lucretius, L. 4. V. 1150. " Nigra, thoaxpoog, est &c." Whence H. Stephanus would 
correct this passage, and read for p.exarx)apeg, 1.4eXixpoou, but the true reading is theiaxkupou. 
So Theocritus Idyll. to. V. 26. 

t)pccv xaXeolin ru wanes, 	 . 

Icixvco, cDuoxaucrrose ero be (40110S pcsAixkopon 
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. 

• 

and to learn..their intended profession, and wait on their parents'in 
the field. 	 _ 	, 

p. 468. A soldier, who deserts his rank, or throws away.his arms, ' 
is to be reduced to the rank of a mechanick : he, whO is, taken 
prisoner alive, is never to be ransothed.—The reward of the bravest. 

p. 469. It is not permitted to reduce a Greek to captivity, nor to 
strip the dead of any thing but of their arms, which are forbidden to 
be dedicated in the temples ; it is ' not permitted• to ravage the 
country farther than tai destroy -the year's crop, or to burn the' 
buildings. 

p. 472. The reason, why a state, thus instituted, seems an 
impossibility. 	No.  people will ever be rightly governed, till kings. 
shall be philosophers, or philosophers be kings. 	. 

p. 474. The description of a genius truly philosophick. 	' 
p. 476.: The distinction of knowledge and opinion. 

. 	. 	, 	• 	. 	.. 
. 	 NOTES. 	 • 

• 474. rhpievicts TOIS Alovvalotc.1 The Dionysia were celebrated three times * a year at 
Athens, the AvOta-Tripta in the month which took its name from them, and answers nearly 
to our February ; the Arum immediately afterwaids in the same month,' anciently called 
Anyccian o i  and the Atovtarax ev ATI.% (particularly so named) between the eighth and 
eighteenth of 'Elaphebolion (or March), and once in the Fifteens. 	All these were 
accompanied with tragedies, comedies, and other musical entertainments. There were also 
Tec ;MT' tripe; solemnized in the country in Posideon, or December. 	The Scholiast on 

i 1 	. 
Aristophanes, and some other authors, confound these with the Lentea, which were 
undoubtedly held in the city. 

474. Twv xotta Itcolucc.) We see therefore thit chorusses were performed in the villages 
en these festivals, as well as in the city. IsOcrates indeed tells us, that the city was divided' 
into Kcop.as, and the country into bouxos. (Areopagit.) 	- 	- 

.. 	. 
. 	• 	. 	 . 

* See the Fasti Attici Edw. Corsini V. 2. Diss. 1 s. and Spanheim. ad  Ranas Aristophan,• 
ip proceptio, who imagines those in the Fifteens to be the same with the Anthesteria, 
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Boo-K. VI. 

HEADS OF THE SIXTH DIALOGUE. 

Plato is no where more admirable than in this book : the thoughts 
are as just as they are new, and the elocution is as beautiful as it 
is expressive ; it can never be read too often : but towards the end 
it is excessively obscure. 

P. 485. The love of truth is the natural consequence of a genius 
truly inclined to philosophy. 	Such a mind will be little inclined to 
sensual pleasures, and. consequently will be temperate, and a stranger 
to avarice and to illiberality.  

p. 486. 	Such a mind, being accustomed to the most. extensive 
views of things and to the sublimest contemplations, will contract 
an habitual greatness, and look down, as it were, with disregard on 
human life and on death, the end of it ;. and consequently will 

possess the truest fortitude. 	Justice is the result of these virtues. 
Apprehension and memory are two fundamental qualities of a 

philosophick mind. 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

P. 485. Tng so-sac rnlc aes scriN, Kai pi  7rAotycopteirsic tiro yeverrecoc zees-  f8opac.1 	Our general 
abstracted ideas, as they exist in the mind independent of matter which is subject to 
continual changes, were regarded by Plato as the sole foundations of knowledge, and 
emanations, as it were, from the divinity himself. 

Th. 	Of ideas independent of matter. 	To Tea o-xorco xexpap.s.voY, To yiropevov re ;um 
coroMupevoY, or To cesahroy, are put in opposition to the TO VOITOV, TO ono.); ov, h ecria. Thus he 
calls pure speculative geometry, i Ts an ono; roxr4. See Mr. Locke on the reality of our 
knowledge with regard to mathematical truths. L. 4. c. 4. S. 6. 	See also De Republ.- 
L. 9. p. 585. 

VOL. II. 	 3 L 
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• p. 487. Such a genius is made by nature to govern mankind. 
Objection from experience : that, such as have devoted themselves 

to the study of philosophy, and have made it the employment of 
their maturer age, have turned out either very bad men; or entirely 
useless to society. 	.  

p. 488. 	Their inutility,, with regard to government, is allowed 
and accounted for. The comparison of a bad government to a ship, 
where the mariners have'agreed:to let their pilot have no hand in 
the steerage, but to take that task upon themselves. 

p. 491. Those very endowments, before described as necessary to 
the philosophick mind, are often the ruin of it, especially when 
joined to the external advantages of strength, beauty, nobility, and 
wealth, when they light in a bad soil, and do not meet with their 
-proper nurture, which an excellent education only can bestow. 

Extraordinary virtues and extraordinary vices are equally the 
produce of a vigorous mind : little souls are.  alike incapable of one 
or of the other. 	' '`" -0 	• 

The corruption of young minds is falsely attributed to the sophists, 

NOTES. 

488. Meydet ply nu km.] Aristotle (Rhetor. L. s. 121.) speaking of similes, mentions 
this of Plato; i EIS TOY Slimy, ititoto; tattxMpw, soxttpco peso, inromocko Ss. 	The image seems 
borrowed from the Equites of Aristophanes. 

Ib. 'Os wafts; rpc7eXa4ai.] 	The figures of mixed animals, such as are seen in the 
grotesque ornaments of the ancients; and imitated by the modern painters, &c. 

lb. Mire EXOPra earoasiteal Vid. Menonem, et Protagoram, p. 257. 
lb. Mrrewpocxos-ov.) Vid. Politicum, p. 299, and Xenoph. (Economic. p. 494. 496. 
489, '0 TSTO xopflettcretp.evoc.) i. e. Simonides : who, when his wife.  asked him, IlarEpoto 

yolarecu xpetprov,wXotto-sots, n  Tofu; answered, rIxous-sor Tou: yap cocoas Opat) gm Tats ?WY irMuolaw 
!uric sicapiCorrac. Aristot. Rhetor. L. 2. p. 92. 

490. :Arioi aivoc.) Vid. Sympoi. p. 206. 
493. H AlotiSescc.) Vid. Erasmi Adagia. 
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who style themselves philosophers : - it is the publick example which 
depraves them ; the assemblies of the people, the courts of justice, 
the camp,-and the theatres, inspire them with false opinions, elevate 
them with false applause, and fright them with false infamy. 	The 
sophists- do no more than confirm the opinions of the publick, and 
teach how to humour its passions and to flatter its vanities. 

p. 495. As few great geniuses have strength to resist the general 
contagion, but leave philosophy abandone& and forlorn,, though it 
is their own peculiar province, the sophists step into their vacant 
place, assume their name and air, and cheat the people into an 
opinion of them. 	They are compared to a little old slave (worth 
money) dressed out like a bridegroom to marry -the beautiful, but 
poor, orphan daughter of his deceased lord. 	' 

p. 495. 	A description of the few of true genius who escape 
depravation, and devote themselves really. to philosophy ; which 
happens commonly either from some ill fortune, or from weakness 
of constitution. The reason why they must necessarily be excluded 
from publick affairs, unless in this_imaginary republick. 

NOTES. 

494. Ece, Tic )1joep.a.1 The two conversations with Alcibiades are an example of this. 
495. Ex Tow Texvcov.) 	This seens^to be aimed at Protagoras, who was an ordinary 

countryman and a woodcutter. ' 
496. 'Tiro furs.) This was the case with Pythagoras, and other great men, particularly 

with Dion, Plato's favourite scholar ; though I rather imagine, that this part of the 
.7 dialogue was written befote Dion's banishment. 

Ib. °Ens.) Theages died before Socrates, a very young man. 
497. `Gray grxi clirrop.svoil 	This is a remarkable passage, as it spews the manner in 

which the Athenians usually studiea philosophy, and Plato's judgment about it, which was 
directly opposite to the common practice. 

lb. Avocrgesnourras wow ihaXhov mu lipeoastresou iiXtou, Orov ocuths oux eF,w/yrovrca.].  p. 493. 
Esc exemov TOY t'lOY• Does he speak of some future state ? . 	• 
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p. 500. 	The application of these arguments to the proof of his 
former.  proposition, namely, that until princes shall be philosophers 
or philosophers shall be princes, no state can be completely happy. 

p. 503. The 	 vxmce4-, therefore, are to be real philosophers. 	The 
great difficulty is to find the requisite qualifications of mind united in 
one person. 	Quickness of apprehension and a retentive memory, 
vivacity and application, gentleness and magnanimity, rarely gO 

	

, 	P.. 	.: 	, Ij 	 , 	•. 	1 i 	' 	I together: . 	t 
. 	p. 505. 	The idea of the supreme' good is the,  *foundation Of 
philosophy, without which all acquisitions are useless. 'The cause of 

. knowledge and ,of truth is compared to light; truth, to the-Pow' er 
which bodies have of reflecting light; or of becoming visible; and the 
sovereign good 'itself is compared to the I sun, the lord *and father of 
light. 	 . 	, 	, 	 : 	- 	- 

p. 509. The author of 'being is siweriotir.to all being'.  
. 	. 	.t p. 510. There are different 'degrees of certainty in the objects of 

"T 	I 	' 	1: 	li 

	

' 	 f 	- 	• 	1 	,. our understandinw.* 	' - 	• 

	

2" a 	'I. 	I cii 	, 1• 	,• 

1  narnp xas Kum. Vid. Plat.-Episti 67 et-Epistr-2i-p-s12. et  Macrob. L. 1. C. 2. 

! See Aristot. Metaphys. on these opinions of Plato, L. 1. p. 338. and L. 6. p. 365. 

. 	• 
. 

. 	 . 	NOTE8. 	 " 	- 

499. `Orco aura i Movcra.] 	So in the philebus p Tow ev iVlovoli caocrocpw p.spotrteup-Oco, 

hlaUTTOTE Acywy. p. 67. 

M. Ev4ao-sxiscac °mai finoiy, , atifoscl 	I do not doubt, but that this was meant as a 
compliment and incitement to the younger DionySius (Sce Plato Epist. 7. p. 327), of 
whom both Dion and Plato had once entertained great hopes ; and I understand what 
follows, p. 502, Ada 1.40 kJ; btall05 yellOWY0g, &c. in thesame manner. 'Hence it seems 

. 

	

	That this part of the dialogue was written after his first voyage to Sicily, and probably not 
long before his Second, about 01. 103, 1, when the elder Dionysius was just dead. 

504. Tpirra eih +twig.] See Lib. 4. 110XiT. p. 439. et sequent. 
505. Oux woo.; Su as Tic V0141615.1 Vid. Platonis Philebtun, passim. 
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BOOK VII. 

HEADS OF THE SEVENTH DIALOGUE. 

P. 514. The state of mankind is compared to that of persons 
confined in a vast cavern from their birth, with their legs fettered, and 
with their heads so placed in a machine that they cannot turn them 
to the light, which shines full in at the entrance of the cave, nor 
can they see such bodies as are continually in motion, passing and 
repassing behind them, but only the shadows of them, as they fall 
on the sides of the grotto directly before their eyes. 

If any one should set them free from this confinement, oblige 
them to walk, and drag them from their cavern into open day, they 
would hang back or move with unwillingness or pain ; their eyes 
would be dazzled with the brightness of each new object, and 

.c.• • comprehend nothing distinctly; they would long for their shadou s and 
darkness again, till, being more_ habituated to light, they would first 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 
P. 514. EY aecrpoic.] The machine called Kufwv or KAolov, and the HerrErupiryov tiXov, 

which served at once as a pillory and a pair of stocks, confining at the same time the 
head, arms, and legs of the prisoner, was commonly used in Greece. See Aristophan. 
Equites. v. 1046.  

Ib. Ta rapappernmera.). A screen or fence of three or four feet in height, still in use 
round the stages of mountebanks and jugglers.  

531. AAcqovelac xopacov.) Terms of art used by the professed musicians. 
Ib. Te wpoosptie.] A musical prelude to introduce a more regular composition, called 

O Nop,05- " 011.4n cantus est, et citharcedi pauca illa, gum, antequam legitimum carmen 
inchoent, emerendi favoris grafi& canunt, prommium vocaverunt." Quintil. L. 4. c. 7• 
Vid. et de Legibus, L. s. p. 700. NO11,85 ae (auto roiro eevolka) ocaXoiiv, wany cog roc< crepay. 
eneXery ae ;cal xiOapaixsc. 	And in L. 4. p. 722. Kai an  we xi8apcoaim5 coanc AevofkinovNop,wy, 
Att4 'ELM fleMirpoosima 0041.11.4GTWS ECT7rdacarikevex wpourras. 
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be brought toGgaze on the images of things reflected .in the water, 
or elsewhere ; 	then on the .bodies themielves ; 	then on the skies, 
on the stars and the moon,.-and gradually on the sun himself, whom 
they would learn to be the source and the.author of all these beau.; 

• tiful appearances. 	- 	• • 	 . 
If any thing should induce one of these persons to descend again 

into his native cavern, his eyes would'not for a long time be recon-
ciled to darkness,. his old fellow--prisoners would treat him as stupid 
and blind, would say that he had spoiled his, eyes in those upper 
regions, and grow angry with him, if he proposed to set them at 
liberty. 	 , 	 ,, 	. 	, 

p. 5X9. An early good education is the only thing which can turn 
the eyes of our mind from the darkness and uncertainty of popular 
opinion to the clear light of truth. 	It is the interest of the publick 
neither to suffer unlettered and unphilosophick minds to meddle with 
government,nor to allow men of knowledge to give themselves up for 
their whole life to contemphition, as. the 'first will have no principle 
to act upon,. and the others no. practice- nor inclination to business. 

-p. 522. The use of the mathematicke, in education, is principally 
to abstract the 'mind from sensible and material objects, and to turn 
it to contemplate certain general. and immutable truths whence it 
may aspire to the knowledge of the supreme good, who is immutable, 
and is -the otjectonly of the imdTrstanding. 	• 	. 

. 
. 	. 	

. 

3  Arithmetick and geomeiry,.to which studies aitronomY, and the mathematical musick, 
and lastly logick - to crown the whole, are to succeed. 	See also Phileb. p. 58 and 61s,  

• . 	. 	.  	NOTES. 	. 

640. biextruni.) This is undoubtedly a false reading for kvovrotercoVor kaolk-  vtovraercov ; 
so that, till some MSS. inform us hetterrwe must remain in Oie dark as to the age, whelk 
Plato would permit his statesmen to retire wholly from the world. 
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The great improvement of a mind versed in these sciences which 
quicken and enlarge the apprehension, and inure us to intense 
application, and what are their practical uses, particularly in military 
knowledge, is eloquently described. 

p. 537. The ouXceueg are to be initiated in mathematical knowledge 
and studies before seventeen, and for three years more are to be 
confined to their continual and necessary 9  exercises of the body, 
that is, till about twenty years of age ; they are not to enter upon 
logick till after thirty, in which they are to continue five years. 

Knowledge is not to be implanted in a free-born mind by force 
and violence, but by gentleness accompanied with art and by every 
kind of' invitation. 	' . 

The dangerous situation of the mind, when it is quitting the first 
prejudices of education and has not yet discovered the true prin- 
ciples of action,. is here admirably described. 	It is compared to a 
youth brought up in affluence (and surrounded by 13 at t erers) by 
persons who have passed hitherto for his parents, but are not really 
so ; when he has found out the imposition, he will neglect those 
whom he has hitherto obeyed and honoured, and will naturally incline 
to the advice of his flatterers, till he can discover those persons to 
whom he owes his duty and his birth. 

The levity, the heat, and the vanity of our first youth make it an 
improper time to be trusted with reasoning and disputation, which is 
only fit for a mind grown cooler and more settled by years ; as old 
age on the other hand weakens the apprehension, and renders us 
incapable of application. 

' When they are to be presented with a general view of the sciences, of which they 
have hitherto tasted separately, and are to compare them all together. 

2  Among which honour is the most prevailing. See p. 551. 
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. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. ,, 	-. 	-  From thirty-five to fifty years of age the 40UX/e145; are to be obliged"  
to administer the publick affairs, and to act in the . inferiour offices 

	

of  the • magistracy ; 	after fifty 'they are to . be ' admitted into. the • ,..   	 .,.   
highest philosophy, the doctrine ofthe supreme good, and are in their 
turn to submit to bear the.superiour offices of the state.  

• :. 	. s, 
•• DE .;  RE Pt iftICA. 	-. 

. .:: 	- 	BOOK VIII. 	. . 
• 

HEADS .60 THE EiGHTif'DIALOGUE. . 
• . 	. 	 , 	- 	. 	• 

Plato here resumes.* subject which he had dropped at ti;eenciof,, 
the•fourth book..(p.. 445.)  	., 	. ,. ,• • 	.  ... 

P.. 544. Four distinct kit* of government are enumerated, which. 
deviate from the, true form, .nd ,gradually grow. worse and worse : 
namely, 1. the timocracy„ (so he calls thei Lacedmmonian or Cretan 
constitution,). 2, the oliga!*.chy,„ pt  the.. democracy, and 4.. tyranny 
they are produced by as. Many different corruptions of the mind and 
manners of the inhabitants. 

p. 545. The change from-their-tie-  ""&i'litoCraCy (or constitution of 
Plato's republick) to a timocracy is deieribed. Every thing, which 
has had a beginning, is subject to corruption. .The introduction of 
property, and. the division of land among the (DAM*: The encroach:: 
ment on the" liberty of the itiferiout part' of the commonwealth. 

• . 	.,-. 	• 	. 	. . 	 . 	. , 	• 	. 	. 	.., 	. 

	

NOTE ON THE GREEK TEXT.,  ,. 
P. 544. `Ft Km& 14Cuigus.  horroWed.his cOnstitution from that of the Cretans, as 

Herodotus, Straho,Plutareh; and other writers, allow ,h and it is plain, that Plato thought 
it the best form of government, that anywhere.exiited, which seems indeed to have been 
the general opinion of the greatest men in Greece : 4.6ro iroAkey Eirocivv.. syn. 

,. 	446. Xcaeross pmo xn*:,04;:ci.j i:16" here assumes a more concise and figured diction, and 
lays aside the familiar air of conversation. 	• 	 , 
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Secret avarice and love of pleasure are the consequence of private 
property. 	The neglect of musick and of letters. 	The preference 
given to the exercises of the body. 	The prevalence of the irascible 
over the rational part of the soul. 	 . 

The character of a citizen in such a state and the origin of such 
a character are described. 

p 55o. The mutation of a timocracy into an oligarchy, where 
none are admitted' to the honours and offices of the commonwealth, 
who do not possess a certain proportion of property. The progress 
of avarice is the cause of this 'alteration. • Such a state is always 
divided into two (always at enmity among themselves) the rich and 
the poor, which is the cause of its weakness. 	The alienation of 
property, which is freely permitted by the wealthy for their .own 
interest, will still increase the disproportion of fortune among the, 
citizens. 	The ill consequences of prodigality, and of its attendant 
extreme poverty, in a state. The poor are compared to drones in a 
bee-hive, some with stings and some without. 

p. 552. The gradual transition Of the mind from the love of honour 
to the love of money. 

NOTES. 	• 	 . \ 
547. Xpo-oilv.] Vid. L. s. p. 414. et Hesiod. Oper. et Dies. v. 109. 
Ib. nspioness mu ooterac.) The Lacedtemonians gave the name of Ileptomoi to their sub-

jects, the inhabitants of Laconia, who were not Spartans. ,As they were used, I imagine, 
hardly enough by their superiours, and had no share in the government, many authors cif, 
not distinguish them from the Heilotee, who were • absolutely slaves; yet, in reality, they 
seem to have been on a distinct footing, being reckoned free men, and employed by .they, 
Spartan government to command such troops as they often sent abroad, consisting of 
Heilotte, to whom they had given their liberty.' The IIeptoncos likewise seem to have had 
the property of lands, for when Lycurgus divided the country into thirty thousand portions, , 
and gave nine thousand of them to the Spartans, to whom did the other twenty-one thousand 
portions belong, unless to the Ilepromos ? who else should people the hundred cities, besides 
villages, which were once in Laconia ? 	It is plain also, that the II6poixot served in war, as 
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. 	. 

When' ajoung man hai, seen-  the misfortunes Which ambition has • .,.. 
`' brought upon -  his own family, as fines; banishment, confiscation; 

and even death:. itself; : adversity, awl:fear will ,break, his;  spirit and 
humble his parts;,:which. he will, now ,apply, to raise a fortimerhy, 
securer methods, by the,slaw .andsecret,arts of gain:, ,his ,rational 
faculties, and nobler passions will be subjected , to. his desire ;of -
acquisition., and he will admire and emulate others only.  in proportion 
as • they possess 'the -,great object of his wishes :::, 14 ; passion , for 
wealth will keep down and suppress in him the love of pleasure and 
of.extravagance,, ,which ,yet, for want of.philosophy ,and, of a,,right 
education, will continue alive in his heart and exert itself,.wherihe 
can find' an Opportunity-to, satisfy it by. some secret injustice =at, the 
expense of otheri.- , 	. 	. , 	. 	• 	. 	• 	- 	. 	, 	't, 	".:r" 	12 	1 	iir.  

p.'655. The source of a democracy: namely;  when the meaner sort; • 
increasing with •a number of men of spirit and ,abilities,..redUced to 
poverty by ,extravagance and by theiove.of pleasure, begin tofeel their 
own strength, and compare themselvcs„to the feW, wealthy ,persons 
who compose the government,:  whose,bOdy, and mind, are weakened 
by their application:10 .nothing but to _the .sordid arts of lucre. - The 
change' of the constitution. 	The way to the magistracy laid open 

- 	-i:-, 	. 	,r 	T  , 	 . 	 . 

, 	• 	... 	' 	. 	, 	'I 	;I; 	::1 	Pit ,,at 	, 	1 	1107 	I: 	, 	.1 	1. 	 • , 

• , 	, 	• 	 ;-.7:1 , -..1, 	.,_, 	L" NOTES.  u 	; 	4; 
 . 

1 4 	S , 	I 	- 	• 	0  inairco, or heavy- armed foot, which the Heilotte never did: seeThucydides, L. 4. p.238 
and in the battlegylattelf, Iiierodptus' §ays, there were ten thousand Lacethemonians, 
of which five thousaud,,,wfTe -pattans;: it,  follows, that the other five thousand were 
livigi*ol, fur lieinntioultlip Heilotte bythemselVes, as light-armed troops, in number 
thirty-five thousand,:that is,, ,seven to, each Spartan, (i.a;.9.C. 29); and Xenophon plainly 
Aistinguishesthe.,'"Av.sse s (who 	 .Spartans,were 	but excluded from the magistracy), the 
Noaapi4els (who were X-leilotm made yee),;the fici.lotiend the 17Epsouips. (Xenoph. De 
Lacethemon. Repub1.8,9p antl,91r. _klist7 	 I. t. P. 255.); See also Isociate-s in Panegyr. 
and in Panathenaic. p. 270. 	The Cretans called their slaves, who,cultivated the lands, 
llepoixes. ,See, Plutarch.* Lycurge  auti,,Atistot. in polit. L. 2. c. 10.,  

548. FAcmcros TVT8.] , i SOP:104g . of .litttco's 'spirit and ,ambition may be  seen ,in 
Xenophon's Memorabil. L. 3. C. 6. 	. 	. 	 . 	. 
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to 'all;' and' decided by  balloting. 	A lively: picture .of 'thp' Athenian . 
e c i thin& i vi ie.  alth . 	" 	''-'• 	' 	''' -. 	..-.. ' 	• 	:,,: 	' 	... 	, 	i 	 . 

1.;"'p. %56;"The diiiiiieti<th between• our:" necessary.' and unnecessary 
ifIsite§, ii'. Stated; .fihn the latter 'prevail over the former by 
indulgence, and by keeping bad company, they form a democratick 
in hid. - The' (descriptiOri:of such a soul, when years haVe somewhat 
all4ed` the ' `tumult 'and` 'violchee- of its.  passions ; it is the sport • of 
hurnOU'i and :i 	caprice, in-constant iti -...any' pursuit; 'and • incapable. 
of any resolution. 	' 	• . 	- - 	: 	- 	. 	' - 	' 	' , 	a :. 	II . 	• . ' 	• 	- 	• 
..' 0.'5'62: When liberty de.generates' into extreine' heellsettnd anarchy, 
the democracy begins'to tend towards tyranny. :.(Thelpictureof the 
Athenian-  government and 'matinees - is' continued with great • force 
and:  severity ; where youth assumes the authority and decisiveness 
of ..ake;'and age mimicks 4i gaiety and pleasures of youth; where 
Wolieri 'and slaves' are upon-  the same footing with' their husbands` 
and masters ;'.aid where .even the' dogs 'and .horses March; directly 
onwards, and tefuse to give way to • a . citizen. ,'The 'common mutation 

	

Of things' from One' extreme to aiidtber,' 	. ' -..., • :, 

.. • 	. 	'-' 	;',1- 	'1' 	r';'' 	":', 	`.NOTES.)  
• ' 553. Xatcat eveeth] 	An allusion, to those _statues or has-reliefs, where some kiilg, or 

conqueror, is represented with captive nations in chains.sitting at his feet; as in that erected 
to the honour-of. Justinian in the Hippodrotne at Constantinople. See Antholog. L. 4. 

• . 	1..I•,- 	• 	 1.!:o 	I 	 5.k 	-I 	-,I. 	J;;; 	. 	f 	r 	• 	, 	. 	, , 	.  Tit. 4. Epigr. 2. 	 , . 
553. Tsapecf ...a  The usual dress of the king and 'nobility M:Veriia. -  So Cyrus '(in 

Xenopb. Anab. p. 147.) presents to *ennesis king Of Cilicia„ iiiiiiv . 	puO-oxeixor, Irat 
corporroy vuook xas 4/0.:\sa, xai .axi.recxilvxpockail; xd:ijo-toX)iv fler;ocisy &la.  isiokera! irdia 

eacrasucrs Tsixsa. 	The tiara was a cap,' like the Phrygiati bonnet (H'erodot. PoiYmn. c. ni\.)  
common to all the Medea and Persianl i the royal family '(Xelloph. Cyt:op&d. L. 8. p. i 5.7;) 
alone wore a sash or diadem wreathed :i•ond -it; 'which fOrtned 'esoft of turband;• the 
king himself was distinguished bititetop of point Of his tiara which was upright; whereas 
all others had it bending clown.' 	' 	. ' 	- ' "1" t : 	'  	' 	-" 	•I 	' 

568. '01 eanIpmw.] Taw 88AcuiVia, xco 4)Y te*oixciJii IrXiiirrn -arino :A/4 m cocaco-scc, ;ids 8TE 

crow 	,as Om,  ectrroth, °tire inre;CO-rri'crer at ; TO{ 6 'SOVXos.' (Xenciplil: Athen. Respubl.' p. 403.) 
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P.L,A-T 0 

p. 564. The division of those who bear sway in a democracy into 
three kinds : - 1. the busy, bold, and active poor, who are ready ,,to, 
undertake and execute any ;_thing; 	2. the idle and insignificant . 	• poor, who follow the former, and serve to make a number and a 
noise in the popular assemblies ;sand 3. the middling sort who earn 
their bread by their labour, and have naturally little inclination 
to publick affairs, nor are easily brought together, but- When allured 
by the hopes of some gain, yet; When collected, are the strongest party. • f4 	,  of all. The conversion of 4.. demagogue into a tyrant, from necessity 
and froth 'fe.  iii, the''stelii which he takes • to attain the supreme 
power; the policy cittyrantS; and the misery of their condition, are 
excellently .described: '" ' ' 	t 	• 

, 	. 	,  
- p; 568. The .aeeugatidoU'Of the tragick poets, as inspiring a love , 	. 	. 	• 	_ 

of tyranny, and patronized by tyrants i they are encouraged also in 
democracies; and are little esteemed in better governments. 	, 

o 	t.1.."1.. 	i‘._ , 	• A 	' 	t 	.'i 	. , , 	, 

' 	t• '
.
.
j. 
	- " A ,,f; 	0 4 .  i 7..6 91 	, t 1- 	 . 	 . 

565. 125 canftes voreeezoco0„pcm 4?a,Ifoltoll Ty.:fon•rroy epowriov iv .4,4oxperrite. Xenoph. 
ut supra. 	. 

• •r. 	• 	I 	 •'.,LY 	'0;6- 	rfpi+ 	'J, 	t. , i 	4., 	: 	r 

lb. AK% TY Awfaii.j Pausani4 speaks of this mysterious. solemnity performed on the 
most ancient 'altirin .Greeee:' ':t2 " 	' '4  9''' 11 	,,''s ' s.'4":=4  • 

,b66. J'co, Kpoxto.); -See Herodolus;,L. lie. 55: • C` • 	: "I' /?. ' 	' 	. 

567. Ea* co,  1.4)Trev.c.o.) Compare this description with the Hiero of Xenophon ; it is, 
in almost every step, a picture Ofthe pOlitifks and way of life of the elder Dionysius. 

568. our wog i TO Treyavlia.) This is spoken ironically. 	 . 
lb. locos "tupains.) ,,A•line froMthe-Antigone of Euripides. 	• . 	' 	. 	. 
566. Merit; p.erawrria- Alluding to HOmeri  Odyss. Q. v. 40. Speaking of Achilles : 

. - ' .' 	' -'-`.'" 	1 -'24 iirno*iryilitoislc , 	. 
" ' '' KEW tainev v.ivekwiri4i-'Ar..riccif.4-Mii h:Woo•un«w. 
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11061 DC ' 	,--. 	%,- 	:- II; 	itp.v 

; . 

 

HEADS -OF THE; IIINTR;IiIALOGUB:' ' 
. 	 - 	;"-Z1 	• li, 	11.11 	't  t  

. p. 571. The worst and 'Most .lawless of ,our unnecessary deiirea .. 	 t,i 	t 	;,,ii.) 	',.-- 	t, 	‘-.• 
are described, 'which are particularly active, i4 sleep, :when  we go to 
Our '4OSeafierdrinking freelY, or eating a full -meal. -   
• •"-  p. 572.,  .t The transition  of the  mind from .a,democTatick to a 

iyrinitiicaleOnStitution. 	 Debauchery,  and (what, is called) love are 
the.great instruments of this Change. Lust and drunkenness, names 
for two different sorts of madness, between them produce a tyrant. ,     

p. 573. Our desires from indulgence grow stronger and more , 	• numerous. Extravagance' naturally  le-ads to D  want which wit be 
-., supplied either by fraud or by violence.  

p. 575. In states,-in which-tliere are Iii-italeiv—pefions of this turn, 
and the body of the people' are ube'Orinpted, they usually leave their 
Own country, and enter into the guardi of;ontie'• foreign- prince, or 
serve him in his wars ,. : . or, if they havedr-a  not this opportunity;, they ,‘ 	• 	, 	 r.. 	, 	. 	 e..1.1.,. 	•, • 	. 	• 	, 	,• 	_ 
stay at home and *turn informers, false eildences, highwaymen, and 
housebreakers, cut-purses, andi,su.ch characters ; but, if tlley.. are 

. 	-.., 	- 	f 	,Il 	e 	. 	t' 	., 	' 	:,-', 	' 	;1 	-,• 	, 	,, 	'',. 	; 	!, 	, 

• 
1 	. 	c. 	 r 	- 	•r 	' 

NOTES..., , 	!,.• 	. ',.;,. . 	.: 	 . 
P. 571. Trim; vs ex- 4.1 Cicero cites and translates. his wholcpa,ssage, De Divinitt*ei 

L. i. c. so. these notions seem borrowed from the Pythagoreans. . ..:. 	. •• 	.,.- 	. • 
• 575. Wins.] A Cretan expression;  meaning the, country of one's mother. 
577. 'Os co Sinorrat Ty) &womb] Plato himself is 49,441c.,s the. ?Tani! and qualified for 

the office by his intimate acquaintance with the younger Dionysius. 	. 	r 

578. `Os an TOpavvixoc ay.] Have a care of inserting .  any negative particle here, as 
H. Stephanus would do, which would totally destroy the sense,,... Plato's meaning is,. thal 
a tyrannical mind, when it has attained to tie height,of power, must make its possessor 
Worse, and consequently more miserable, than while- he -remained in a private condition.. 
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. 	_ 	.. 	..• . 	. 	 . 
numerous and .strong, they form - a party .against the laws and 
liberties of the people, set at their head commonly the worst among • 7. 	, 	. 	. 

	

them, and.erect a idespotick government, 	, 	• . 	• • 	I 1 
The behaviour of a tyrannical nature in private life; unacquainted ... 

with friendship, always domineering over, Or servilely flattering, 
his companions. 

p. 577.-  The comparison between a state entlaved,..and the mind, 
of a tyrant.. The servitude, the poverty, the fears,, and.the anguish of 

. 4 	. 
anguish 

such a mind are described ; and it is proved to be the most miserable ..." 	 : • 	J 	• .• . 
of human creatures. 	 . 	. 

p. 5`79. The condition .of any private man of fortune, who has , 	.  
. fifty or more slaves. Such a man with his effects, wife and faniily,, 
supposed to be 'separated from the state ..and his fellow-citizens_(in 
which his security consists),, and placed in a desert country at some, 
distance, surrounded with a people, who look upon it as a crime to 
enslave 	one's fellow-creatures 	and 	are. ready to favour, any 
conspiracy of his ,,cservants , against him : how anxious and how 
intolerable would be his coi:Iditionly puch,,and:. still worse, is that . 
of a tyrant. El 	;.,, 	cfr 	, 	,f1 	“ . 	: 	. 	• 	• 

p. 581, The pleasures of knowledge and of philosophy are prnied 
to be superinur to those which result from honour or from gain, and 

. 	- 	• 	,i.- 	•13 	:- 	if, 
• . 	 . 	, . 	 . 

2101'ES. 
' 578. Atitpeoroacclremson-ic.) The more.wealthy Greeks had-very large families of slaves. 
In. Athens the number , a slaves. was te that of citizens as 20_t0 Ii,: the latter being about 
21,00o, the former, 400,000. 	Mnaso of Phocis, a friend of Aristotle, had 1000 slaves,' 
or more, as had likewise Nicias, the famous Athenian. In Corinth, there were reckoned 
460,000 slaves: at Egini, above 4.7 0,000 r and many a Roman had in his own service 
above eo,000 ; thin was a computation made 01. 1104,,by Demetrius Phalercuij Sec 
Atherireus from the Chronicle of Ctesicles, L. 6. p. 272. and XenophOn /min -fl,:roBwr. 
p. 540: 	 .r I • 
• 579. Asxvw.) 	Implies curiosity;  and an eager love, of novelties ; and is .the ,Same with 
regard to the eyeohat Equorishness is to the taste. 	: 	- 	• 	- . 	. 
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:from the satisfaction of our appetites. The wise man, the ambitious 
man, the man of 'wealth and pleaSUre, will each of 'them give 'the 
Iirefermice to his' faVourite pursuit,' andWill'undervalue that ofthe 
Others; but experience is the only iir4er'jUdge Which can' decide the 
question, and the ' Wise'lnan :alone poSsesses 'that experience ; the 
necessity)  of his nature must have acquainted him with the pleasure 
which arises from Satisfying our appetites. 'Honour and the publick ;,• 	• esteeni.  will' be•tbe Consequence 'of 14 life' and ''s't'udies, as well as of 
the' opulent or of the 'ambitious inan.•;','So 'ilia't heis equally qualified ,  
with them to judge Of their pleasureS, bOt'nof -they. of his; which 
they have never experienced. 	. 	. 	 ,. ; 	! 	, 	, 	• ,•p: 	84. 	MoSt of our sensUal: joys are', only a cessation. from 

J. 	it',' 	.1 4 41 	' 	' 	 '} 	• 	'   uneasiness and pain, as are the ' efig6i: hopes and expectations which .;.:- 	• 	 ,...,•,• 	 ,, attend:. 
 them. A fine image is' draWnofthe 'ordinary life of mankind, 

of their sordid pursuits, and 'of their contemptible passions. - ., 	. . )+ 	,,,,, 	I, 	= 	• 	, 	; 	, 	•• 	, 	• 	••,. 	-•-•;•, 	.iz 	i-r. 	4 	• 	• 	- p. 588. The recapitulation, and'  conclusion, that the height' of , 	. 	.) 	•: 	..4'• 	''t 	 -t of.77.% injustice and of wickedness, is 	 heightther 	of misery7.  ; 	. 	• p. 590. The intention of all edUCatioila.' IndlaWS is :to -Subject the . 	• 	• 	, 
brutal part Of our nature -to the rational 'A ' 	scheme of life, 'Worthy 
of a philosophick mind, is laid down. 

. 	. 	..,- 	f1,11 	To 	,,, 	•, 	-0 	ii.•:i 	)r. 	, 	.4 	. 	.c.; 	• 	• 
.. 	_ 	. • 	• 	fit 	1 	LIt'i 	III. ' 	,, ,l'p 	. 	'1,4 i 	. 	.),;.1 . 	'' 	' ' . 	. 	. 

	

, 	NOTES. 	' 	• 	• 	• 

583. '4-1801$1) T$5 ESTXIG;iiainWIITAlc iipie.iiion-  barii5Wed -perbiips from•Heraelitus or 
Parimenides. 	 - 

598. Ev speau.):).  That is; in the idead the divinity: 	the beginning of th6 folioliFing 
(the loth) book: Diogends'Laertius.alludes,to this 'passage. in his epitaph im Plato.: 
.. 	 1  

- 	4  Mini i)xiitei; ii; ,iior 'ketii;v; 
tascre, xca aorsAA Z11)1.8p.uo-iii-0 .‘ '' : ••-''. ,.    . 	. 
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• DE REPUBLICA. 

BOOK X. 

HEADS OF THE TENTH DIALOGUE. 

P. 595. Plato's apology for himself. 	His reasons for banishing 
all imitative' poetry from his republick : 1. because it represents 
things not as they really are, but as they appear ; 2. the wisdom of 
the poets is not equal to their reputation ; 3. there is no example of a 
state having been better regulated, or of a war better conducted, or 
of an art improved, by any poet's instructions ; and 4. there is no plan 
Of education laid down, no sect, nor school founded, even by Homer 
and the most considerable of the poets, as by the philosophers. 

= y: L 3. p. 39?. 	. 

. 	. 	. • .. 	. 
• NOTES. 

P. 595. Plato professes a great admiration;even from a •child, for Homer, but yet is 
forced to exclude him from his commonwealth, ourep wpo 	iv whnesog ripirsof aro?. The ye 
Greeks had carried their admiration for Homer to a high pitch of enthusiasm in Plato's time : 
it was he (they said) who first had formed Greece to knowledge and humanity; (wercaeuxe 
vi y 'ExActSec, p. 606.) and that in hire were contained all the arts, all morality, politicks 
and divinity. p. 578. 	 .. 

599. XapcovSetv FEY.) charondas was, of Catana in Sicily, and gave his laws to that city, 
and to others of Chalcidick foundation in the, island, and also. to Rhegium in Italy; (see 
Bentley on Phalaris, p. 364, &c.) these laws were calculated for an aristocracy. 

600. Els vexvccs.) 	Tholes is said to have discovered the annual course of the sun in 
the ecliptick, and to have made several improvements ,in astronomy and geometry. To 
Anacharsis is ascribed theinvention of anchors, and of the potter's wheel. See Diog. 
Laertius. 
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p. 602. Their art concurs with the.senses to deceive us,and to dray  
off the mind from right reason, it excites and increases the empire of 
the passions, enervates , our resplUtioni. and•Seduces us by the power .. 	4 	 , 	''' 	,•1 	:-.; 	""- 	,-- 	 , 	_ 
of ill example. 	 • 

. 	, 	. - 	 . 

	

., -...i.R 	u 	! 	. 

. 	 .1 	; . 	: 	, 	---N Ol'ES:7- 4-  i 
. 	 .. 

" 	P. 600. IluOct/op/soil The PythaV 	sect was in high repute in Plates, time, while .. t .i• 	 • 	 • 

Archytks,Philolaus;Lisia.,kclicra  tes,"and others,SUpportedit; but it seems to have declined_ 
soorvafter, forAristoxemiS mentions theselatiet, *tom he remembered, as the last of any 
note.: , Vid..Diog.tfaert.,L.-6.• sect. -416..; --Aristoxentis* ilouii<shed about thirty yeari'after' . Plato's death;, . -; ,. 	, . 	, 	. 	•, 	. „ ,t ,_ ,, , r :t - 	• 	 • 	. 

lb. Ts Osh)&caoc.) The name signifies a, lover of flesh-meat : but Callimachus (Epig. 6.). s 	,. ) 	 1- 	iT 	 .t 	 , 	.• 	. 	. 
and Strabo (L. 14.) and Eustathius (ad Hom. IL B. p. 2 so.) write it CreophYlus. 	He 
was a Sainian, who entertained homer" at his house; and wrote a .poem, called Oixoksui, . 
flmsolcy which some-  attributed ici Homer hiniself. t' 	' ' ' 	.4..e 	': . - 	1•  • 	. 	.. _ 

607. 'H Acxxspsp., &c.) Raginents: of pbetspgainst philosophy::' - ' 	.1 . ' ' • • • !' 	'• 
• 608. Ep.6xe+ac /hot ;tag Oarcas, eau, Ma lis!..it er.e  fi...), Is it possible that the immor- . 

tality of the soul should be a doctrine so unnSual,f  and so little known at Athens, as to 
cause this surprise in Glade° ?—In the Phmdo too,ebes treats this paint in the same • . 	.. 
manner : Tx le wept rff +Uxenc rciAinsictXiorrs-co x epiieiitiiiltvipcXvisic,--p.1, exam* orxxXXxvy TS 

o-colhar' 	og, rtaati.e ere ir &c. 	Oux oXsync Stagatalag Osias scat irscrraec, ch urn timxn aadavovroc • 
irl. ai3Opunre, scat Tow amps, ixes •aat fporgoi. p. 70,, 	_, ; 	. 	. 

611. 124rxep 011-ov Oaafxrriov noyncoo 6pcorrsg.1,He speaks as if.this divinity were sometimes ., .... 
actually visible to seafaring men, all covered...with sea-weed-and shells..• .• 	. 	• 

. lb. Harr, p.calos. him.). And so, be ;is described by•ClIvid, who sayi of Scylla,. 
.. . Tutit.loeo, moriStriithni, •deustie; 	• ' • r'- 

Ille sit, ignorans, admiraturque coloretn; 	. 	. 
• - Cs'ariemqud lnitneros'subjectaque terga tegeille117, 	• ' . 	- 

' 	Ultitnaque' eccipiat quad tOriiiis inguina iiiicii.1  '' . . -'21. 	• 
• ; ' Met's:al. b. 49. V.(9 r 31' 	' 

And he tells her; 	. . 
„  

Non ego Prodigium, non.'sthri'lfet:i' bellia;Virgei,' :". 
Sum Deu.s;'inquit, aquie. -R 	' 	."'"' '''' 	''' "--... - 

• . 
VOL. II. 	 ' 	43 N 
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p. 604. The passions and vices are easy to'imitate by Teasel!' of 
their variety ; but the cool, uniform, and simple character of virtue 
is very difficult to draw, so as to touch or delight a theatre, or any 
other mixed assembly of men.  

607.. The power of numbers and of expression. over the soul is 
great; which renders poetry more particularly dangerous. 

Nor E'S. 	 • 

613. Ato Twto xarco.] From the place of starting'at the lower end of the stadium : V< 

&IOW, the upper end, whence they ran back again.  
lb. Tot cove ors  i TOY 04400.) 	A metaphor, taken from horses, and other Animals,. which 

let their ears drop, when they are tired, and over-driven. • 
614. The story of Er; the Pamphylian, who, when he had lain twelve days dead in 

appearance on the field of battle, and was placed on the funeral pile, came to life again, 
and, related all he had seen an the ,otherrsyorld. • Tht  judgment of souls, their progress of 
a thousand years throUgh the regions of bliss or of misery,the eternal punishment of tyrants, 
and of others guilty of enormous crimes, in Tartarus, the spindle of Necessity, which turns 
the eight spheres, and the employment of her three daughteri, the Fates, are all described, 
with the allotment and choice of lives (either in human bodies, or in those of brute animal's) 
permitted to those' spirits, who are again to appear on earth; as of Orpheus who chooses that 
of a swan, Ajax of a lion,Thersites of a monkey,-Ulysses that of an obscure private man, &c. 
their passage over the river Lethe is also mentioned. 	The whole fable is finely written. 
• Milton alludes to the spindle of Neceisity in his entertainment called the Arcades. 
Virgil has also imitated many parts of the fable in his sixth *mid, and Tully in ,.the 
Somnium Scipionis. 	See Macrob. L. i. c. 1. 	 i 

614. Ts App018.1 	It appears from Plutarch that the right reading is 'Appose, the son - 
of Harmonius. Plut. Sympos. L. 9. Probl. 7.  

616. MaYATIV TE Xat TO argrrpov.) 	Vid. P.•Bellonium Lat. Reddit. a C. Clusio, L. i. 
C. 46. where he describes the Greek manner of 	which seems to be the same exactly 
that it was of old. " Attractilis herba (gum ex usu nomen habet) fusi vicem illis prEebet; 
ejus enim midis rectus est et ltevis, tanquam arte expolitus esset. In ejus penurifi bacillo 
minimi digiti crassitiem non requante,,tequalis ubique erassitudinis, utuntur, cui ferrum 
hamull piscatorii modo efformatum 	infigunt, ut filum comprehendat, e quo fusus 
dependeat. 	Verticillum (crfing3uhos) solummodo excogitatum 	eat, ad fila commodius 
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p., 608. Having .shewn that virtue is most., eligible ,on 
account, even when destitute of all external rewards, he 
to explain the happiness which waits upon it in another life,
as in the present.  The immortality of the soul and a state 
rewards and of future punishments are asserted. 

its , 9wn 
now comes 

-as well 
of future 

Medium sects. 
inferiore fusi - 

. 	„ 

NOTES; 

ducenda, atque tit fusb pondus addat ; dimidiato pyra in binas partes per 
simile est,' per medium perforatum est : hoc superiori fusi parti infigunt, 
paTte deorsum propendente." 

62 1. Ilegioyetpopiyol.] Read, Ilepicemevoi. 

THE END OP -THE TENTH.' AND •X.AST' BOOK. ' 
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Afi'liGIBUS. 

11EPIVONMN. 	. 

Plat. Op. Serrani;Vol. 2. p. 624. 
, 	. 

TB J persons of the dialogue are Clinias, a Cretan of. Gnossus, • 
and two strangers, who. are

a 
 his- guests, the one a Lacethenionian, ,.- 	• 	• 	i,,•...  

called Megillus, the other an Athenian, wh-o is not named, but ,  
who appears , by 41e. character ,and. sentiments, to be-'Plato himielf. 

• i. 	. (See Diog.• Laert.. L., 	sect.' 52.) . - 	, ; 	,- - 	* , 	- 	. 	4 	• • *  

They are, all three; Inenlar advanced' hi' years, and as they Walk' 
or repose :themselves•-iu the 'fields-under the shade of ancient cypress 
trees, which gieW. to.a gr.eat_b.ulk_ancLbeauty_ in_ the way, that led 
from the city of Gnossus ,to the temple 	grottoofJupiter, (where ...  	• 	.. 	• 	... 	••  	. 	and, . 
Minos was believed ,to_have.,received, his laws from the god hinfself) 
they enter into conversatiOn,ounthe,poliCy 'and constitution of the . Cretans. 	. 	 . ..• . 

. 	 . 
' As Cicero bad taken Plato for his model in __ his books de Republics, so he had also ... 	. 	._ _ 	...    

in those De Legibus. " Visne. igitur, ut ille Crete cum 61inii et cum Lacedeemonio 
Megillo Iestliv, quemitclmodiiiii" 'ilisciibit; die' in cupressetis  Cnossiorum et spatiis 
sylvestribus crebre insistens, interditm.atquiescens,cde institutis refum publiearum et' de 
optttmis Legibus disputa': sic no's inter has procerissimas pOPufoi:in Viridi -opacaque ripS 
inambulantes, turn autem residentes, liiferatnus iisdem de rebus'aliquid uberius quam 

,forensis usus desideratiL.. 1. c. 54.(41.:1 B, ThecGriossiani put the'tYpress- tree, which was a 
principal ornament of their eountryy oiiitlie reverie ofiheir Silver coins. See Fulv.Uriinus.) 
Tully also confines his discourse tO,the !length of a. Ituniiner's'day, in imitation of Plato. 
See De Legib. L. 2. C. 27. V. Platon. de Legib. L; s. p. 653. and L. 4. p. 722. 	. . 	.. 
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' 'There is no .procemium. nor introduction to the dialogue, as there 
is to most of Plato's writings. 	I speak of that kind of procemium 
usual with Plato, which informs us often of the occasion and of the 
time of the dialogue, and of the characters of the persons introduced 
in it. 	In reality the entire four first books of " the Laws " are but.  
introductory to the main subject, as he tells us hithself in the end 
of the fourth book. p. 722. 	 . 

. 	 . 
. 	 • 

DE LEGIBUS. 

BOOK :I.' 	- 	• . 	. 
HEADS OF THE FIRST DIALOGUE. 

P. 625. The institutions if Minos were principally directed toform 
the citizens to war. The great advantages,of &people superiour in 
military skill over the rest, of mankind ,Arq.-stated. 	Every people is 
naturally in a state ofwar with its ,neighbours81:-everi particular cities, ' 

, 	• ' 	.•:• 	.J 	.g.::. 	..L.• 	-,,,,,: 	K 	..,. 	..—:-.. 	. 

' Xenophon; Makes 'tile.  OICAriiii 'obsei.;iaatyl' 	 )‘eueepst4.  ''iiiii  ;41; ii-' xix' i iv  Saiihyseec-:* 
woAff.stiri v.eisimmirxesi parr)iy 6r ea' os ioiry ceiapierdq• cargei$riv• —.MSc ail iyyrircirce vav ‘Xcov 
eqi, TlitTOS; X.Cl . 00000T4T4 ornv A 0 .0e4JYTcl.h_ Cyro—rte d. L 74 p...549i . See alio* Ephortti ap. 
Strab. L. to. p. 480. 	' \ 

3  Mena; sir; wiso-ac rag_ was* iroMp.oc, 4anpultrog :xcerec- cum rm. These are the original 
expressions in this place. 	 . 	 • 	. 

'NOTES ON THE  qtEglf.TEXT.,  
P.  ,.. 625. Ta Emmen") ;  These assemblies were styled by the, Cretans AvBpsix . (or rath\r 

ArSpsu; see Aristot. in, Polit. L. 2, c. 10.) as; they were; also .by the Lacedmmonians, who 
-changed the name to -4188troc. (Stmbo, L. 4.0, p.,4410.i.T4 manner,of..conducting • theth 
maybe seen at large froraDosikdaep.history,ot that country in. Atbenreus;  L. 4. p. 1431. 

629: Ilpog. Toy. Faip-oy p,otolucrriz.1 	Yet this wastirlAto?si,real judgment concerning the .  
constitutions of Minos and of Lycurgus, as may be seen,  by-his description of a timocraci, 
in the eighth book De Republ2 p. 548. 	' 
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nay private families. are in alike situation within .themselves, where 
the better and more rational part are. • always contending for ' that ' 
superiority,.which is their due, over the lower ,and the less reasonable. 
An internal war is- maintained in the breast of each. partithilar man 
who labours to subdue himself by establishing the empire of reason- 
over his passions and his desires. 	 . 

p. 628. A legislator, who makes it the great end of his con-. 
stitution to form the nation to war, is shewn to be inferioUr to him - • 
who reconciles the members of it among themselves;  'and prevents 
intestine tumults and divisions. 

p. 631. The view of the true lawgiver is to train the mind and 
manners of his people to the virtues-in their order, that is;to wisdom, 
to temperance, and.to justice; and, in the fourth plaCe, to valour. The 
method he •onght :to lay down in the dispositicin of his laws is stated. 

p. 634: The fault of the .Cretan and of the LaCedmmonian. laws - 
is;-that they do not fortify the soul 	well•against pletisure as against 

. 	' 	. 	, 	_ 	• . 	• 
• _ 	- 	4,10T,Rs. 	• 	, • 	• 	. 	, 

P. 629. Atagrorsi Se eu.) The. Spartans, when they passed the frontier of .their own 
state to enter into the territory of an enemy, always performed sacrifice, which was called 
ra 8,accervicc &Jew:.  and if the victims proved-inauspicious, they retired, • and' gave over 
their enterprise. 	This sense of the word Ssoigri vcit seems peculiar to that people. 	- 

Ib. TwV gio-6oforay..1 	In Plato's-  time (about.  01. 106,) and soon after, the intestine. 
tumults in the Greek cities, joined to a sort of fashion)  which Prevailed, of going to seek. 
their fortune in a foreign. serViee, had so clepordated• Greece, that Isocrates tells Philip - 
of Macedon, that he might form a better and stronger army out of these mercenaries, than 
he could Out ,of the citizens. themselves, who -continued in their own Country; 	The 
strength of the Persian king's armies was entirely ComPosed of these GreekS, as was that ' 
of his enemies alsó the- Icings of Egypt, and of Cyprus, and The revolted vice-roys in Agin 
Minor. They were also:employed byilthens; and by other states of Greece, to save their oivn' 
troops; so that the Athenian heavy=armed infantry now consisted of mercenaries, though. 
the citizens themselves served its inArefeiin.' board the' fleet.; just .contrary to what bad 
been the, ancient practiee,.ivhen tthe.shipictvere Manned.  by the.liivos, and slaves, and the. 
Athenians themselves composed the `0%-groo. 	 - 
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pain. Youth is not permitted to examine into the rectitude of those 
laws by which they are governed; nor to dispute about them ; this 
is the privilege.of age, and only to be practised in private. 

p. 635: The division of the citizens into companies, (called..s`wrcrtria).  
Which daily assembled to eat together in publick, was apt to create - 
seditions and conspiracies. 	The regular naked exercises of the 
youth were often the cause of an unnatural passion, among them. 
Crete and Lacedmmon are blamed particularly on this account. 

p: 636. Pleasure and pain are the two great sources of all human - 
actions : the skill of a legislator eonsisti in managing .and opposing 
one of them to the other. 

p. 639: The use of .wine; when under a proper direction, in the 
education of youth.. • 	- 	 . ,. 

p. 641 An apolOgy for his own garrulity and diffuseness, which is' 
. , 	' the characteristick of 	. Athenian. 	• 	..% 	, 	t .- ...   

p. 643. The nature and:  intent of education. 	- : 	 . , 
p. 644. Mankind are compared to puppets : but. whether they are 

formed by the gods for their diversion, or for some more - Serious 
purpose (he says) is uncertain. 	Their- pleasures - and pains, their 

, 	• 	1 	1 	' 	1 	- 	‘ -, 	, 	. 

. 	 .. 	,. 	• . 	. 	. 
N. OT AS• 

: P. 633. Tpirov vi.  Tern/nov.3 ,Does Plato her 	allude'fo the order in ,WhiCh he has rangest 
the virtues, (which, however, is paver),  clear,..except that he.ranges valoUr in the fourth. 
place) ? or does he aihule to the heads which he has laid down .for. a legislatoi to proceed 

:with Method? in which the laws that are to fortify the mind agiainstPleaaute and pain, and . 
the paisions which they produce, come.under the third;and fourth head. 	, 	- ... 

6 3 5: $u era 	•rec.) The translation is very deficient here.; the sense is this; ti They w 11 
fly before such as have been fortified by.exercise ;and habit against 	and terror, 
and will become their slaves:" ,apd'afterwards, 6,04-0,siri, Se •Tpcmoi,  :fropp 0, &c. " They w, 
become slaves in a different,. but,a more ignominious, manner both-to those who have the 
power of resisting pleasure, and tO,thoie who posiess all, the arts of pleasing, who are Often • . 	, 
the worst of men." 	 t 	 ., 	• 	• 
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hopes and fears, are the springs which move them, and often draw . 
contrary ways at once. 	Reason is the master-spring which ought , 
to determine their motions ; but as this draws gently and never uses 

. violence, some of the passions Must be called to its aid, which May • 
give it strength to resist the force of the others. 	• 
, p. 645. The effects of wine upon' the soul : it heighten§ all our 

. passions and diminishes our • understanding, that is, in reality, it 
reduces us again to childhood. 	As physicians, for the sake of our 
body, give us certain potions, which for a time ,create sickness and 
pain in us, and put our•whole frame into disorder; so possibly might 
the legislator (by a singular experiment) make wine subservient to a 
good purpose in education, and, without either pain or danger, put 
the prudence, the modesty, and the temper of youth to,  the trial, 
and see how far they could resist the disorder of •the mind which 
is naturally produced by this liquor. 	. 

. 	 . 
NOTES. 

P. 636. hinXecs Se Moowsoev.) The confusions at Miletus were frequent, after that state 
had fallen into luxury and dissoluteness of manners : Hericlides Pontieus says of it; `11 
Noorricov IrOASF WV olVEZTOMEI artexicas• 8sct Tpulow Om =I liOXITSXG1f cepece ds TO MEMO; oux 
arceedirrei ex 04cov «was,  ref exOperi : and he gives a remarkable instance of the implacable 
cruelty which these parties slimed to each other. (Athenteus. L. 12. p. 524.) 

656. Ks, 4 nu /rummy.] Extrnasup.« in this place seems to me to be the nominative, and 
Nolkspy the accusative : thus, TttTO TO orernasup.a (Tex yup.vcarsa) SUFI f.C.OS Snipitpxnext TO ZWACCIOV 

;cm xocra cuirso vopsp.ov, Tag wept, &c. i. e. ;q-  This practice (of exercising constantly naked) 
appears to me to have .weakened: greatly that ancient and natural law, by which the 
pleasures of loVe, not only among human creatures, but even in the brute creation, mutually 
belong to the two sexes." This is a remarkable passage : and Tully judges in the same 
manner of these exercises. 	How far the Cretans indulged their passions in the way here 
Mentioned, may be seen in Ephorus,(ap. Strabonem L. 1 Q.) The purity of manners at 

" Sparta is strongly asserted by Xenophon, (De LaCedscaton. Republ. p. 395.) and by 
Plutarch in his life of Lyenrgus ; but here is a testimony on the other side at least of equal 
authority.  
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. 	. 	. 	. 
p. 646. The fear of dishonour is.opposed to the fear .of pain; the .,,. 

. first,,is, a' great instrument in the .hands of a wise legislator ' to 

. suppress and to conquer the latter. 	• ... 	. 	. 
p. 647.. If'there were any drug or. composition known that would 

inspire us with fear and .with dejection of spirits, for 'the time its 

. 	 . 	. 	 . . . NOTES. 	. 	. 	. _. 	 . 	., 	• 	• 	• 
637. No assemblies for the sake of drinking.  were 'ever seen in Lacedmmon, nor 

intemperate revels, nor frolicks, 'the consequences of such entertainments. 
Ib. 'amp .10 cipaEcac.] A sort of drunken farces performed in the villages of Attica, 

during the Dionysia, which seem to be, tie origin of the, -ancient comedy and' tragedy. , 
Hence the proverb, Et !ipatiic MyElv, and hence, too, Aristophanes gives the name of 
Tpoeywata to comedy. Acharnensea, v. 498?  499, and 627. They seem to have still .continued 

t 	 ., 	- 	• in use in the country. 	' 	1 	• 	. 	 . 
lb. EP Tupecyri.) Vid. Plutarch. in Pyrrho, and Strabo, L.' 6. p. iso. We see here the 

beginnings of those vices, "which some years afterwards were the ruin of Tarentum ; 
though as yet the Pythagorean sect flourished there, and Arehytas was probably at the 
head of their affairs. 	 . 	, 

Ib. rOYMXCOV tap' 61.48v ancrsv.).. Aristotle finds The same fault in 	this part of 'the 
Lacedaemonian constitution ; he says of their women, Zwri p.sv • ocziAcerrco; T. 	eiwcorea 
axoXecciecv, mei 'tptpepwr and he give's-  an instance of it in their behaviour, when the Thebans 

-invaded Laconia. Xprolfto'  s /my yap Ay yrav, akiep-  ey itipasi roXsts• 00pUgOV 4 rapeixoy icXesca 
. 	. 	• 

720 roxepsoov. (Polit. L. 2'. C. 9.) 	
, .  

. 	 . 	. 	 I . .. 
638.-  Aoxfo‘.] The Locri Epizephyrii were goierned by the laws of Zaleueus,-and were 

an aristocracy, till the elder Dionysius mariYing—DOrisalLocrian lady, her relations grew, 
powerful enough to bring that state into'subjection to the Syractisans. 

641. The Character of Athens, 0.1i fookrioi sci.r;")ii.o•'irc.:XsAorriei .  that of Laceihemonl  and 
' Crete, ois ki.CElf OpYiX 1010710f, it Se woAvvosav p.cWov, n  'wotikiecry fiirxeo-ec. 	. 	. 	. 	I 

642. ell icrria ilic TroXecof 86.2 UtiothY grEeyog.) .  AS each private Tatnily had its Vest; to .,•, 	. 
whom the hearth was particularly sacrea, so that of the Puhlick Was  seated in the.  
Pryinneum, (Pindar. Nem..0d.• 1 1.) where in 'moSt cities a perpetual lamp was .kept 
burning in honour of this goddess: and .a.1 every private family of rank had their rWeivo; 
in several cities of Greece, with whom' they were Connected 'by the ties of hospitality, and 
in whose houses they were lodged and entertained, so cities themselves hail a like con-
nection with each other; and there were publick Ilpotelo nominated to receive and to defray 
• VOL...II. 	 3Q 
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influence lasted,.what need would there be of fatiguing our youth with 
long laborious ,exercises, or of exposing them in battle to real danger, 
in order to fortify the soul against the attacks of fear and of pain? 
This draught alone, properly applied, would be a sufficient trial of-
our valour under the eye of the magistrate, who might confer honour' 

. 	 . 
• - 	• NOTES. 	 • 

the eipenses of such as came on business from other cities in alliance with. them. 	The . 
character of the Athenians is thus drawn :' To tiro irohhcoto Aryoftettv, (.4 6o-os lienvaiwis eso-iv 
cryaeol, 	 fin TO100701402101 rep Ow avarcw, carrotpuwg, 	1.t.Ospic, canOcoc xca our: asoccfpovroJc 	 Ana 	 ' 
Tr)ourrw; ENV areCtos. 	. 	 . 

647. KfAXitiv ag8a.] This is what we call honour, that is, the fear of shame; and which 
is left to supply (as well as it can) the place of all the virtues among us. 	Plato calls this 
sentiment in another place (p. 674.Lil). 2.) .90o5 cogoc. ,Montesquieu makes it the grand 
principle of monarchical governments, (L'Esprit des Loix, L. 1. c. 6.) and in France its 
effects are most conspicuous. 	• 

, 	• . 	. 
*** The following notCs,:by mistake, were omitted in their proper places. 

P. :625. ArOacosoq See Plutarch: in Lycurgo: 	• 
Ib. At' Mall, misc.] See the Minoi of Plato; and &mho. L. 10. p. 476. et L. 16.:p. 762. 
lb. `11 Too SETT  aAwy.] Vid.Menonem;p. 70. et Herodotum. L. 7. p. 268. 	. 
14. 414 .yap aveup.a?koc.) 	" CiiiiMi4i -sdeo frequentes in Creta sunt montes, rara sunt 

istic campestria." P. Bellonius, L. 1. c. 5. ." Quoique la Candie soit un riche pals—lea 
deux tiers de ce royaume ne sont que des montagnes seches, peleei, desagreables, escarpees,- 
taillees a plumb, et plus propres pour des,  chevrei que pour des hommes.." Tournefort„ . 
Lett. S. p. 109. vol.. i. 	: 	• 	!, 

. 	 . 
. 	• lb.. Taw .8o -roEcov.) 	Vid. :Ephorum. ap. Strabonem fuse. L. 10. p. 480,. 	cf Cretepses 
- etiam hodie (cire. A. D. 1550.) veterem 6nsuetudinem sequentes nature impulsil,Scythieo 
. arcu se exere'ere SOlent. .QUin et ipsi Pueri in incunabulis si irascantur et ejulent, ostenso 

illis arcu aut. sagittil in manus 'data, plamntur ; propterea ipsos etiam Turcas arcus 
jaculatione superant." Bellonius, L. 1. c. 5. Which is confirmed by Tournefort, who was 

. there one hundred and:fifty years after,Belon. See Lett. 2. p. too. V. 1. 
626. CZ OeTe.] Vid. Menonem, p. 99; et Aristot. Eth. Nichom. L. 7. c. 1. 

629. A fragment of Tirtmus, Our' co kcynacespono, &c. 	. 
. 	sso. A fragment of Theognis, Ilgtroc imp xpuo-e, 8t.c..••• 
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and d4race on a youth, according to his behaviour during the 
operation. 	Unluckily, there is no such drug discovered ; . but there 
is a potion which exalts our spirits, and kindles in the mind insolence, 
and imprudence, and lust, and every fiercer passion, while it lays open 
to view our ignorance, our avarice, and our cowardice. Why should 

• . 	- 
• NOTES. 

631. Oux escrt ft are.] Vid. Plat: de Republ.p. 544.  
lb. Easxosy[evep.sou;.] There seems 'something defective in the syntax in several parts of 

this period. 	. 
639. lipuiprEsa Tic.] Vid. Plutarch. in Lycurgo. 
lb. rupvoireaSsaic.] 	Plutarch, ibid. 	Propert. L. s. Eleg. 13. 	These exercises were 

performed during a solemn festival held in honour of Apollo, at whiCh strangers were 
permitted to be present in Spa1rta. 

636. AnNoticrt as Mancrion.) We learn from Polybius that the Sua-crivcc were in use among 
the Bceotians (though undei no such regulations, probably, as those of Crete and Lace-
daemon), for speaking of that nation after the great victory at Leuetra, 01.102. 2. he saysy 

_Kam pocpoy aveireovo .reel; 4.1uxasc, am Oppyrarre; W anoxia; ,wel p.seac, Wore xas X01110,11tt TOlf 

VOW WOOL°. as TCOV EXOPTCO, ',Mac ecrep.epqes Toss guernrses;  TO ?any (cspq reic ecrockcocfre:Mitg .  
emu Bowsaw, 41; tfrri' . frxe Seam re, mvoc. IF.Xesa vran) sic roy papa ct asaverecypevcov iikepani.,  (Ap. 
Athenaeum, L. 10. p. 418. et Casaub, Annotat. in locum.) Many instances more may be i 	• 	

i 	
• 	. 

observed in history of the intestine divisions in  the cities of Bceotia, (See XenoPh.*GrEee. 
Hist. L. 5. p. 325.) and among the Thurians. (Thueyd. L. 7.'c. 33. and Arista:, Politic. 
L. 5. C. 7.) 	 . 

637."'Skry l*thOcci.] Herodot. L. 6. C,-84.-11se6a1.j Xenoph. Cyropted: L. 8., p. 142. 
— Xuanaovioi.) 	Were the 	Carthaginians remarkable 	for drinking ? —Nex.roi.] See 
Posidonius ap.. Athenaeum, L. 4. p. 152,. 	 - 

Ib. Opicxec. Xenophon, describing an entertainment given by Scathes, a Thraciah king, . 
at which he himself was present, says, Avcorrac a 	euCon; croveEerig;x ca °lir°.  ecrxf8wri l(r° imf- 
emu TO mpg. 	 . 	. 	 • 	\ 

sss. noxxcu yap St) fuyeu.) This may, possibly allude to the unexpected 'defeat of the 
Spartans at Leuetra.  

Ib. Mac.] The wisdom of the Chian government appears from what Thucydides says ,  	, 	_, 	• 	 i 	, of them. 	Xsoi p.m; ttera Auxactip.ovusc, als,  rya) yrdopp); 6u6astkosin6coref atm xai so-cdfponcrecti, 
xcei orsco E7rE8iait i•Of0X15 CCUTOSS EVi 'TO p.eqov, 'rorw %al eX0OW.oiivr.  o exuporepoo. L. 8. C. 24. 	But I 
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we wait till these vices exert themselves into Teal action, and pro-
duce their several mischiefs in society ; when, by a well-regulated 
use of this liquor, we might, without danger, discover them lurking 
in the disposition of youth, and suppress them even in their infancy? 

NOTES. 

doubt if &sou; be not the true reading, for Chios revolted from the Athenians, 01. 91. 4. 
when Plato was but seventeen years old, and Plato's NOIAOS were written in the latter end 
of his life. 

642. flpo Iwo lloperoccov ] Epimenides, therefore, came to Athens, 01. 70. 1. ten years 
before the battle of Marathon. 	This is not reconcileable with Plutarch (in Solone), 
Diogenes Laertius, or any other author, who mentions Epimenides. 	It is sure that, he 
arrived at Athens ninety-six years earlier, and was then extremely old. Plato must there-
fore mean some other person of the same name, country, and family, perhaps descended 
from the old Epimenides, and practising, like him, the art of divination. 

upcx he means a puppet, voupoao-roY, and I 644. Orop.a 1.010.) 	It is plain, that by Og 	 crw 
suppose, that the thwpwrarolot, or jugglers, used to carry such figures about to draw the 
crowd together, as. the mountebanks do at Venice. To this he alludes also; L. 7. rioXrnicose 
flap' is,  as TeSXSOY ' waruicoaomptfvoy, oiovep , rocs ;  Ocoparovosoic . Taw 	avepumcov WpOXEIT:41 ITC 

Trapufpocrhanz, &rep env TGC eaUlAltra 4114r361, &c. Puppet-shews were in such request among 
the 'Greeks, that Pothinus, a famous man in that way, performed before the whole 
Athenian people in the same theatre (says Athenians, L. 1 A p. 1s.), in which Euripides 
had represented his ,tragedies. 
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. BOOK II. 
. 	. 

HEADS 'OF THE SECOND DIALOGUE. 

- 	 . 
P. 053. The great purpose of a right eduCation is to tix in the. 

mind an early habit of associating its ideas of pleasure and of. 
desire with its ideas of virtue, and those of pain and aversion with 
that of vice : so that reason, when it comes to maturity, (and happy 
are they with whom, even in their old age, it does come to maturity!) 
may look back with satisfaction, and may approve the useful pre-
judices instilled into the/soul in its infancy.  

The early inclination of children to noise and motion is noticed, 
which, when reduced to order and symmetry,. produce harmony and.  
grace, Which are two pleasures known only to. human kind. 	Th6: 
origin of rn usick and.  of the dance. 	 . 	- •  • 	,. 	,- 	.. 

: 	-.p. 655. 	In what kind of imitation their true beauty consists. 
'Every sound, or movement, or attitude, which naturally.accompaiiies 

..7;and expresses any virtue, or any laudable endowment of mind and of , 
body, is beautiful, as the contrary is deformed and,Impleasing.•\The.,  
error of such as make pleasure the sole encInf these arts: 

. 	,.! . 	. • 
NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT.. 	. 	

. 	• 	I 
P. 655. 'Dome os xopoasacco-naos.) I take the word Euxpac, applied to harmony, tole an 

. affected term of art, then used by the musicians and connoisseurs, like those in the fifth 
book de Republ. p. “1. namely, EEccpswq, xanneopsce, ocAolovaa ko.pawy. I 

Ib. Toe /km Gym); exopmc 3 Vid. de Repnbl. L. s. The opinion of Damon the 'musician. 
658. It is here said, that puppet-spews and jugglers' tricks are best accommodated' 

to the taste of young children ; as comedy is to that of bigger boys, tragedy to that of the: 
young men, and of the women of the better sort, and of the bulk of the people in general, 
and the rhapsodi to that of the older and wiser Sort: 
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,. 
Reasons for the diversity of men's taste and judgment in them are 

assigned. Some from having been early depraved, and little acc ustomed 
to what is lovely, come to approve and take delight in deformity: 
others applaud what.is noble and graceful; but feel no pleasure from 
it, either because their mind has a natural depravity in it, though 
their education has been good, or because their principles are right, 
but their habits and practice have not been conformable to them. 
The danger of this last defect is stated, when men delight in what 
their judgment disapproves. 

p. 6.57. The restraint, which ought to be laid on poets in all well-
disciplined states, is named. Musicians in Egypt' were confined by 
law, even from the remotest antiquity, to certain simple species of 
melody, and the painters and sculptors to some peculiar standards for 
their measures and attitudes, from which they were not to deviate. 

. Ixo/nov 8' iviolcreic curroOt ra p-UpfOcrroY en; rypap,pceva 1 reruircypene, (oux, 4;4 rico; oven', 
p.11061-01) Mg, ccXX' ovrwc) TCOY vuv Mrithsooprikevano olive xcOasova, OUTE alOXICO, TlY atITIVI aE TEXVIJV 

coreirporp.eva. 	This will account for the little improvement the Egyptians ever made in 
the fine arts, though they were perhaps the inventors of them : for undoubtedly the 
advancement and perfection of these things, as well as their corruption, are entirely owing 
to liberty and innovation. 

. 	NOTES. 

658. limpet Te.3 The verses of Tyrtreus, here alluded to, are these : 
Our Es Mom cpthiv xcepsecrrepo; sin, 

nX8T017) vs MiaEW %CU Roupao TXEov. 
See also Pluedrum, p. 269. 

661. Trandsva An allusion to an ancient song. 	See Gorgias, p. 451. 
663. To 78 ZaCUYl8.] This fable of Cadmus and the dragon's teeth was firmly believed 

at Thebes : the principal families were supposed to be descended from the five persons 
who survived the fight : and bore on their bodies (as it was reported) the mark of a lance, 
as a proof of their origin. 	They were called 	araproi, 'cm Two/etc. (See Eurip. Hercules 
Furens, v. 794. and Barnes ad locum.) 
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, . p. 658.- .A  reflection , on the usual' wrong deterniinations• of the 
persons appointed to judge of their musical and poetical. entertain-
ments at Athens, who (though they took an oath to decide impartially) 
were biassed, either through fearor from the affectation of popularity, 
by the opinion_ of the crowd;, whereas they.  ought to have considered 
themselves as masters and directors of the publick taste. From this 
weakness arose the corruption of ,their theatrical entertainments. 
In Italy and in Sicily the victory was adjudged by, the whole audierice 
to that poet, who bad the greatest numberof hinds held up for hint 

p. 659. ;The manners, exhibited in a drama to the people, ought 
always to be better than their own.  

. p. 661. The morality inculcated by the poets, even in Sparta and 
in Crete, where :all innoNations were by law forbidden, was defective 
enough. 	What seritiinnts they ought to inspire. 	Plato's' great 
principles are explained., namely, that happiness is inseparable from 
virtue and misery from wickedness, and that the latter is rather an 
error of the judgment than of the will. 	• 	• 	. . , 	.  
.. p. 663., If • these opinions were ' actually falie, 	(as - they • are 
immutably founded on truth) pet' a wise lawgiver would think 

• • . 	. 	,. 
r 	. 	•.. , 	

. 	' 	;.: 	 • 

2  V. Alcibiad. 2. p. 144. 	Aristotle looked upon thil'as the distinguishing, pan \of his 
master Plato's doctrine, as we see from a fragment of his elegy to Eudemus, preserved in . . 
.01ympiodorus's commentary op ,the .gorgia. 'See also de Legib. L. 5. p.. 7 3 and i742: . 	. 

. 	 . 
. 	. NOES:'• .r• 

. 
665. HepoinarxnXOTEg.] The singers' in these:chorusses were subjected to. a course of 

abstinence and of phYsick, for. a considerable time before they put theirvoicei to the irial.. 
(Vid. Antiphont. Orat. de cede ChpreutLe0 .. ' . ' 	. 	' ' • 	, 

669. An expression of Orpheus: 4axelv:aiiici,  TEi +loc. 	- 	 1 
612. 'Oran a7TOXTESS1 1-4 otOTO, or,aXTGUIV.101)  iat;70—a i'alse 1:0dinV perhaps, Imo' ataxisni 

Sic, or curaxtv1) Ti atm. 
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himself obliged to inculcate them, -as true, by every method . 	. 	• 
possible. • 	. 	 .  

It is easy to persuade men, even of the most absurd fiction ; how 
much more of an undoubted truth ? 

p; 664. The institution. of the three chorusses, which are to repeat 
in verse (accompanied with musick and with dances) these great 
principles of society, and to fix them in the belief of the publick : 

' the first chorus is composed of boys under eighteen,'and sacred to the 
Muses ; the second, from thaeage -to *thirty, and sacred to Apollo ; 
the third, to Bacchus, consisting of all,from thirty to sixty years of 
age, 	 ,..7: 

p.• 666. The use of wine is forbidden to boys.; it.  is allowed, but 
very moderately, to men under thirty ; after that age, with less 
restraint : the good effects of kin old age are mentioned. 

p. 667. The principles and qualifications which are required in 
such as are fit to judge of poetry, and of the other imitative arts. .1 . 

p. 669._ Instrumental 	musick by itself (which serves ;not to 
accompany:the voice) is condemned, as uncertain and indefinite in 
its expression. .The three arts of poetry, of musick, and of the dance 
(or action), were not made to be separated. 	. 

p. 671. The regulation of entertainments, with the manner of 
presiding at them is: enforced ;..without which the drinking of wine 
ought not to be permitted, at all, or in a very small degree. 
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BOOK III.. 

HEADS OF THE THIRD DIALOGUE. 

P. 676. The immense antiquity of the earth, and the innumerable 
changes- it has undergone in the course of ages. 	Mankind are 
generally believed to have been often destroyed (a very small remnant 
excepted) by inundation and by pestilence. 

The supposition of a handful of men, probably shepherds, who 
were feeding their cattle on the mountains, and were there preserved 
with their families from 	general deluge, which had overwhelmed 
all the cities and inhabitants of the country below. 

p. 677. The destruction of arts and sciences, with their slow and 
gradual revival among this infant society, is nobly described. 

• 1 	• •
, 	• 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

P. 677. '0, TS ftSY 'yap p.uptaxsg.] Perhaps we should read art pcev yap. I imagine he means 
to say, as follows; "For (taking the great antiquity of the earth: for granted) without sup-
posing some such destruction as this, how can we account for all the useful arts among 
mankind, invented as it were but yesterday, or at :farthest, not above two thousand'years 
old ? 	It is impossible that men in those times.should have been utterly ignorant of all 
which had passed so many thousand ages, unless all recOrdS, and monuments, and remains 
of their improvements and discoveries, had perished." 	- - 

" Quo tot facta virPm toties eecidere ?• nee usquam 
Eternis fame monumentis insita florent ? ". 	Lucret.• I.,:' 5. v: 329.. 

- lb. ksAsa 8' ccf; .or:* yr) ovo, n  ass.) 	From 01. tos. 1. the year of Plato's death, to the 
age of Marsyas (a contemporary of Midas): is 'usually computed about thirteen hundred 
rats, to that of Amphipn, eleven hundred, to. that of ;Daedalus and Orpheus; not quite 
one thousand, and to that of Palamedes; who lived about the siege of Troy, nine hundred 
and sixty. 

VOL. IL 
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p. 680. The beginnings of government : the paternal way, first in 
use, which he calls the justest of all monarchies. 	Assemblies of 
different families agree to descend from the mountain tops, and to 
settle in the hill-country (Es,  Tag tkeopeico.  10 below them ; and as. each 
of them has a head or a prince of its own, and customs in which it 
has been brought up, it will be necessary to describe certain laws 
in common, and to settle a kind of senate, or of aristocracy. 	. 

p. 683. The causes of the increase and declension of states, are 
exemplified in the history of Sparta, Messene, and Argos. 	The 
original league between thethree kingdoms founded by the Heraclidx, 
and the mutual engagements entered into by the several kings and 
by their people, are stated. 

• 
• ' . . 	. 	NOTES. 

P. 677. Mt 86 /rep Mrso-sxxv.] Perhaps we should add, Aaroor. . 
lb. xesc TB xas aprops.] See Gorgias, p. 47I. 
lb. '0 Mrs) pc EV Ilo-so84.) 	I know not what lines in Hesiod are here alluded to, unless 

it be these : 
Oirros pm wampum -% 6; am; warm voices, 	.  

, 	r 	. 	thsoccresapetoos Ta x =Erne Xat Es Taos MITI)  eiquivco. 	' . 
Oper. et Dies, V. 293. 

nor do I clearly see, whether this is said seriously, or by way of irony on Epimenides and 
on the art of divination. 	. 	' "- 	• 	 _ 

680.Tos; isincosi womm.4*-t.] 	Homer was but little known or read in  Crete, even in 
Plato's time. 	The Cretans, as they closely adhered to their ancient customs, did so like- 
wise to the compositions of their own countrymen. 
e) 681. Tpirov Tonto Enrcep.ov.) 	See what Straho (L. 18. p. 592. s.) says on this subject : 
*hence I should suspect that there was something deficient here in the text of Plato 
concerning the -third rnigrition of mankind, at which time Ilus is supposed to have founded 
Ilium in the plain. • 	• 

682. Teti es'? Auxe8astunsa ;carol:ay:1th] This happened eighty years after the taking of Troy. 
See the history in Pausanias.' Corinthiac. L. 2. p.: 151. and Messeniac. p. 285. 	• 
' 683. 'H.4 Oepwwv.] 	The :time of the dialogue was one of the longest days in the years 

soon after the summer-solstice. 
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p. 684. The easiness of establishing an equality of property in a 
new conquest;  which is.so difficult for 4 legislator to accomplish, 
who would give a better form to• a government already established. 

p. 688'. States are destroyed, not so much for the want of valour , 
and of conduct, as for the want of virtue, which only is true wisdom. . 
The greatest and the most petnicioui of all ignorance is, when we do 
not love.what we approve. 	• 	. 	 , 

p. 691. 	Absolute power, unaccountable 'to any and uncontrolled, 
is not to he supported by any. mortal man. The aiming at this was 

. 	 ' 
. 	..,. 

, • :, • 	NOTit. 
684. rvom imams:Amp-cos.] The equal distribution of lands is, however, by all attributed 

to Lycurgus, who lived at least two hundred and thirty years after the return of the 
Heracliche, nay Plato- himself (in Ithe. Minos, p. a la.) brings biro near four hundred years 
lower still. 	Erastosthenes and Apollodorus (ap. Plutarch. in.Lyeurgo) place Lycurgus a 
little earlier. 	Xenophon alone makes him a contemporary with the licracli&e,..who first 
settled in Peloponnesus : (Respubl..Litcedmm.p. 399.) at least so Plutarch interprets the 
passage.  
- Ib. 	 This' was 	at Sparta 	 '0 	Opal •Buiovact: rpetc=op.ocreco.) 	 performed 	every month. 	4e . 	. 

ECM TCO p.ev geeCraf; WAWA Tttg TIE TroX/c4; xespeysg vop,s5 GO11A.OUTE001).ae was 61.4711,30pLeYT4 EXESY8 

earrucancroV Tnv gavaseev vrapsEen;. (Xenoph. Lacedwm. Respubl. p. 402.) 	- 	. 
:685. l'nf eta% yap Exesim; ny p.optov.] This is. a singular passage. 	The kingdom .of Troy . 

(he says). was a part of the great Assyrian empire, nv yap en el; apxns-  exesm ex..,  gr  TO 

6040p.9210Y 8 1.41XpOY: -  According to -Herodotus, the empire of Assyria-had 'continued :five 
hundred and twenty years. in Upper Asia, when the Medcs revolted .from it; but 'this 
happened near five hundred years after the fall of Troy, so-that Troy was taken about the 
twentieth year of the Assyrian dominion, and; if so, the words of Plato,. •iii rept N7VOY 7EV011,16.1., 

might be taken, literally, as though Ninus were then on the throne. 	But, in truth,.-Plro 
(from the words cited above, Tly.yag.fri, &c.) Appears to have given, the Assyrian power a 
much longer duration, as Ctesias has done, who makes it seven • hundred  and eighty-six 
years older than Herodotus., Diodorus, who follows the authority of Ctesias - in theSe 
matters; says, that Troy depended on the Assyrians and. that Teutamus, or.Tautanes, wilt? 
then reigned over them, sent ten thousand -men' and two hundred chariots to the assistance 
of 'Priam, under the command of Memnon 'son, to the governorof Susiana. 
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the destruction of the Argive and Messenian monarchs That which 
probably preserved the Lacedwmonian state, was the originally lodging 
the regal power in the hands of two ; then the institution of the 
senate by Lycurgus, and lastly, that of the Ephori by Theopompus. 
Had the three kingdoms been united and governed in the Spartan 
manner, the Persian king would never have dared to invade Greece : 
his repulse was entirely due to the Athenians and Lacedoemonians, 
and not to the common efforts of the Greeks. 

• 
NOTES. 

P. 685. To Beurspov.) Troy bad been taken by Hercules and Telamon about a hundred 
years before its final destruction: but perhaps TO setorepov may signify, afterwards, in process 
cf time, that is, in the reigns of Darius and of Xerxes. 

689. Proverb, Mrs raplkarce, polre vEiv, erKtraoloci, for a person completely ignorant. 
690. Kat xotra fucrsv, oh it 0,414.] 	See the passage of Pindar at length, cited in the 

Gorgias, p. :t84. 	 W 
691. TI;t4 'cam rpac.) 	The institution of the TEgovrec, or senate of twenty-eight, by 

Lycurgus. 
Ib. Icroivoy.] 	The two kings sat in the senate, and bad each a single vote, like the 

other citizens : they had only this privilege, that they could give their vote by proxy, 
when absent.  

Ib. Aiaup.oy ] Euristhenes and Procles were twins. (Herod. L. 6. C. 52.) 
Ib. noleihsvoi.) Vid. L. t. p. 630. 	 • 
692. .0 rprroc crornp.] i. e. Theopompus, who, as it is generally agreed, instituted the 

Ephori. I look upon this passage as otte proof, that the eighth epistle of Plato is supposi- 
titious, for in that epistle this institution is expressly attributed to Lycurgus. 	Many 
sentiments in that letter seem borrowed from this book of the Laws. 

Ib. noxsp.so-a corp.] I do not know any war in which the Spartans were engaged with 
the Messenians at the time of the battle of Marathon (see also p.698.); but this doubtless 
is a better reason than that given by Herodotus (L. 6. C. 106.), namely, that it was not 
agreeable to their customs to take the field, before the moon was at the full. 

lb. 'H Imps To Aryoc.] Their pretence for refusing was a point of honour : they insisted 
upon dividing the confederate army with Sparta; but it was believed, that they had 
secretly promised the Persian to observe a neutrality. 	As to the rest of Greece, the 
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p. 693. The two great forms of government, from- which all the 
rest are derived, are monarchy and democracy : Persia is an example 
of the first carried to its height, and Athens an example of the 
latter. 	The best-  constitution is formed out of both. 

p. 694. The reason of the variations ohserrable in the Persian 
power is given ; the different administration of different princes, who 
succeeded one another, and the cause of it is accounted for from their 
education. 	The care of Cyrus's children, while he was abroad in 
the field, was trusted entirely to the women, who bred them up - in 
high notions of that grandeur to which they were to succeed, and 
in the effeminate and luxurious manners of the Medes. Darius, who 

. 	--- , 	. • 
.. 	, . NOTIS. 	,  

Thessalians had called in Xerxes, the Eceotians readily received him, the Cretans pretended 
an oracle which obligarthem to continue quiet, and the Corcyreans waited tOsee the event ... 
of the.flist battle. 	After the action -at Thermopylae, a great 'part :of Peloponnesus- had 
deterinined to fortify the Isthmus, and to give up all the countries which lie north of it; 
and what is worse, .even after the great victory at Salamis; they went on, Lacedemonians 
and all, with the Work, and gave up Attica a second time to the harbarine. • It was with 
great difficulty that Themistocles could keep the fleet together at Salamis,:Or prevent the 
several squadrons which composed it from returning home; and, in the battle of Platte-1.

..T, no 
one scarcely had any share, except the Lacediemonians; the Athenians, and the Tegelette; 
and particularly, the Mantineans itnd the Elcans did not arrive-till after the fight. 

P. 694. Haslet; Ss openg.] 	This passage has been generally looked upon as reflecting 	• 
on the Cyropwdia of Xenophon, and ,  taken. for a mark.of ill-will in Plato : but I dd not 
see how the words themselves carry in them any midi' reflection. They are plainly meant, 
not of the education which Cyrus himself reeeived,.but,of the little care he took '(butied 
as he was in great affairs all his life long) of that Of hi's two sons. There.is nothing in this 
at all. contradictory to Xenophon who scarcely mentions these princes any farther than, to.  
say, that they were present andheard, the excellent counsels which Cyrus gave them 'on 
his death-bed, and .which they forgot immediately 	Ewa psin-oi Kupo; fraeriolo, e00us lies 
gull? 6s !cam erroccriat'oy.--7rcoroce errs To xeipoi erperrro: 	The great abilities and virtues, of 
Cyrus himself are represented alike in Plato and in. Xenophon-. 
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succeeded tlaem, had been bred as a private soldier, and he restored 
the declining empire to its former greatness. Xerxes, his son, brought 
tip as great princes usually are, by his folly weakened it again, and 
ever since it has been growing worse and worse. 

p. 696. Honour is the proper reward of virtue only ; in what 
manner it ought to be distributed in a well-regulated state. 

NOTES. 

695. Amain. irra thfpn.] I know..not'Iyhether any historian tells us, that Darius divided 
the empire into seven parts, or .great proitta,ces, over which .we are .to suppose that he 
placed the great men who had entered into the conspiracy with hitn, and made these 
vice-royalties hereditary in their families. • It is natural to imagine, that such an appoint-
ment could not continue many years under a succession of kings so absolute as those of 
Persia; but yet Plato says, that some faint shadow of this division was:still left, even iri 1 	.  
his days. 	 . . 	 . 	. 	, 	. 	, lb. Te Kure &orp.ov.J We see here, that the division of the empire into tiventy-satrapite 
or.goiernments,.andthe imposition of a regular tax or tribute, were•originally designed by 
eyius, though they were 'never executed till Darius came to the throne. - The Persians, 
according to Herodotus, attributed it to the avarice of Darius i.' Asa SE realm Tv ersrecEtv Tit 
fops xets weepoorXyrset roam) cO•v\a, Mysaly, alg Aapsec pets ny ;man.  Xos• 	Kapgtxrpis 85.8arroves• 
Kupoi 4 ereerv. `0 petryag", Ore excempiueeravra tee erpnyikaree-  6 ag, Ors xeaelroc re nsf xas rary:epor 
d BE, Oil vino; Vis xopi cry  Jet cgs's Irestsra epAixassyraro. 	 ..• • 
. lb. nostt.k..1 Heredotus says, that four of the Persian tribcsohe Dai, Mardi, Tropici, 

..and .Sagartii, were Nov.a8es. L. 1. p. 54. C. 125: . 	- 
lb. irpx.  xesac'xcupac.) See Herodotus, 	.,. 1. c. 71. and L. 9. e. ult. 
lb. Ts Aeyopees TO TE Esvexe.1 The-account of this fact, which Plato had received, seems 

different from that given us by Hetodotus, or by Ctesias. 	The counterfeit Smerdis and 
the Magus, his brother, were Medes, but neither Of them eunuchs. 	He may possibly 
mean the eunuch Bagapates, who' (according to • Ctesias) was the favourite both' of Cyrus 
and Cambyses, was privy to the secret murder of Tanyoxarces, and contrivechtfter the death 
of Cambyses to place the Magus, or Mede, upon the throne, and afterwards betrayed him 
to the conspirators. 	 . 

lb. Tans irra.) 	Ctesias 	calls them, 	Onophas, Idernes, Norondabates, Mardi:mitts,. 
Barisses, Artaphernes, and Darius. 
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- p. 697. The impossibility is stated of any government,'S subsiiting' 
long, where the people are enemies to the administration, which, 
where despotism in its full extent prevails, must always be the case. 

p. 698. A picture of the reverse of this, a complete democracy, as 
at Athens, 	The constitution 'of that state was -different before the 
Persian invasion. 	The reasons for their'. distinguished bravery on 
that occasion. An account of the change introduced in their musick, 
and the progress of liberty, Or rather of license, among them. 

.. 	 • 
. 	 . 

NOTI41. 	, 
. 	 . 	. 	. 

P. 695. By o-iXecec ex r Osos.) Hystaspes, thilather of Darius, was of the same family with 
Cyrus, and, at the time Ofshis son's coming to the 	was governor of Persia properly empire,     
So called. 	Darius was brought ni p in that country, Imiscrved in Egypt among the guards 
of Cambyses,- Uri eSem xce µtrios, says Herodotus, and 'came to the :throne at about 
twenty-eight years of age. 	.   	- 	 . 

Ib. AseXero errs p.epa  ] 	Herodotus tells us;  that Otanes (who first laid. the plan of the 
conspiracy) gave up all pretensions to the crown, on condition, that he and his family 
might enjoy a perfect liberty ; .and even now (adds he) the descendants of Otanes are the .. 
only family in Persia which can be called free, obeying the..orders of the court no farther 
than they please, and under no other restraint than that .pf the laws. -The Other six agreed 
among themselves, that to whichever among them fortune should give 'the empire, he 
should engage to-marry out of no Other family than theirs, and should never refuse . them 
access to his person, except he were in the apartment of the women. 	. 	, - , „ ..-....., l . :,. 

sss. Ilan-ea ircactial 	See the admirable :AreoPagitick oration of Isocratei;p. 147: I 
and 150. for an account of the ancient Athenian manners and education.;' and the oration 
de Pace, p. 176. and Panathenaic. p. 260: , 	 .„ 	: •-•  	' 	 . 	t 

Ib.' Ex TliknprerCe Terrapcuo.] , See this division:  instituted by Solon in  Plutarch's life of 
him. 	Aristides, after the' victory at Platmte, proposed ,'a law, whereby every ei.t.i2cu of 
Athens, without regard to rank or. fortune, might be a competitbr,for the archonship, .or 
principal magistracy, which afterwards gave a right .to a:seat:in the senate of Areopagus. 

lb. 	 .d.aris.] 	This is. all 	agreeable to• Herodotus, L. 6. c. 96. 	See also Plato's 
Menexenus, p. 240. 	, 	

. 	- 

699. 'Hs,  tx4co.) Vid. Lib. 1. p. 647.. 
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p. '701. The great aim of a legislator is to inspire liberty, wisdom, 
and concord. 	Clinias, being appointed with nine other citizens to. 
superintend and to form a body of laws for a new colony they are 
going to settle, asks advice of the Athenian and Lacethemonian 
strangers on that head. 	. 	. 

• N 0 T ES. 

700. H Mecrom.) Vid. L. 2. p. 657 and 658. and de Republ. L. 4. p. 424. 	The state 
of the Athenian musick before the Persian invasion. 	Certain kinds of harmony and of 
movement were appropriated to distinct species of poetry : prayers and invocations to the 
gods formed one kind, called 'Tpci, ; lamentations for the dead formed a second, called 
Orpos ; the rIctimes ivere a third sort; the Aieupotgos (the subject of which .was the birth of 
Bacchus) a fourth ; and the NOIAOS lit0c;pacelixos, a fifth, with other kinds :. these were after-
wards confused and injudiciously mingled all together by the ignorance and by the bad • 
taste of the poets and of their audience.  

Ib. 00 o-opt-A nv.1 The Athenians used this instrument, as in modern theatres whistles 
and cat-calls. 	 . ; 	 „. 	 , 
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BOOK IV. 

HEADS OF THE FOURTH DIALOGUE. 

p. 704. 	The advantages and disadvantages. arising from the 
situation of a city,- and the great difficulty of. preserving the 
constitution and the morals of a maritime and trading state, are 
described.  

p. '706. The manner of carrying on a liar by sea is unworthy of a 
brave and free. people ; it impairs their valour, depends too much 
on. the lower and more Mechanick arts, and is hardly ever decisive. 
The battles of Artemisiumi 	and of Salamis could riot have preserved 
Greece (as it has been commonly thought), from the Persians, had. 
they not been defeated in the action at Platzete.. 	- 	. 

p. 709. The difficulties, which attend new colonies, if sent out by 
a single city, are stated : .they will more hardly submit to ,a new 

.. 	 NOTES ON THE. GREEK. TEXT.  

P. 704. He is speaking of the difficulty of preserving the constitution and morals of a 
maritime and trading state. 	Epxoptac .yap xas xpwiancrtur ata rampasac. efortrhiicra iatriv, 
IA a•caspeolta xca aZIOTCL l'alg 4st.ixttig estrocrocra, icunp TE 7rg0; amp, Tnv ,Toxiy CC71167010 MCI erciAov 

wOSEI, ;Cal OTOS TVS Was; asteprzsc Arairral. The great advantage of a maritime power with 
respect to its influence, its commerce and riches, its politeness of manners and language, 
and the enjoyment of every pleasure and convenience of life, are admirably explained by 
Xenophon (in Athen.RepUbl.p.204.),who considers it in every light,in which Montesquieu 
and the best modern political writers would do. 	But Plato extended his views' farther : 
he says, 06 TO co4s6Oa$ rc xca eivat, ft.ovov ca4pcovoic rtp.uorarov iysti,svos, *jam? 6$ woMoio TO 
SE WS gano-reg rrecreas Ts xas ma, Tocrerov jcp-Ovosi 6crov av wow. (707. see also p. 714. and 
L. 5. p. 743.) 	Plato never regards policy as the art of preserving mankind in a certain 

VOL. II. 	 3 Q 
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discipline, and to laws different from those of their native country : 
but then they concur more readily in one design, and act with more 
strength and uniformity among themselves. 	If they are collected 
from various states, they are weak and disjointed, but more apt to 
receive such forms and impressions as a legislator would give them. 

The constitution of states and of their laws is owing more to 
natures  or to chance, or to the concurrence of various accidents, 
than to human foresight : yet the wise lawgiver will not therefore 
despair, but will accommodate his art to the various circumstances 
and opportunities of things. , The mariner cannot command the 
winds and the waves, yet iie an watch his advantages, and make 
the best use possible of both, fol. the expedition and security of his 

. 	, voyage. 
p. 710. The greatest advantage which a lawgiver can ever meet  

with is, when he is supported by an arbitrary prince, young, sober, 
and of good understanding, generous and brave ; the second lucky 
opportunity is, when he can find a limited monarch of like dispo-t 
sition to concur in his designs ; the third Is, when he can unite . 
himself to the leading men in some popular government ; and the 
fourth and most difficult is, in an oligarchy. 	 . 

• . 	N (IT E S. 
form of society, or of securing their property or their pleasures, or of enlarging their power, 
unless so far as all these are consistent With the preservation of their virtue and of that 
happiness, which is the natural result of it. He had, undoubtedly, in what he says here, a 
view to his own country. 

Isocrates (in his oration Panathenaic. p. 256.) is constrained to own;that when Athens 
became a great naval power, she was forced to sacrifice her good order and morals to her 
ambition, though he justifies her for doing so from necessity : but (in the orat. de Pace, 
p. 174.) he speaks his mind more freely, and he shews at large that the dominion of the 
sea was every way the ruin of the Athenians, and afterwards of the Lacedwmonians. 

704. EActrn.] 	We see here that'the principal ship-timber of the Greeks was fir, and 
pine and cypress for the outside work, as the picea and plane-tree were for the inside. 

• 
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p. 711. The character and manners of a whole people, in a 
despotick government, are easily changed by the encouragement 
and by the example of their prince. 

p. 712. The best governments are of a mixed kind, and are not 
reducible to.any of the common forms. Thus those of Crete and of 
Sparta were neither tyrannical, nor monarchical, nor aristocratieal, 
nor democratical, but had something of all these. 

p. 713. The fable of the Saturnian age is introduced, when the gods 
or daemons in person reigned over mankind. No mortal nature is fit 
to be trusted, with an absolute power .of commanding its fellow- , 	• 
creatures : and therefore the law, that is, p.ure reason, divested of all 
human passions and appetites, the part of man which most resembles 
the divinity, ought alone to be implicitly obeyed in a well-governed 
state. 	 . 	 . 

1 
. 	 • 	 NOTES. 

706. Too )(clay lanpn.) The Athenians brought their timber chiefly from Macedonia, 
for Attica afforded but little for these uses. 	(Xenoph. Hellenic. L. 6. p. 340.) 

7o7. AAAo6e VOY ' Empaw.1 _According to Herodotus (L. 7. c. 170.) the ill-success of 
the expedition of Minos against the Sicilians, and the settlement of those troops which 
accompanied him in Italy after his death, had left Crete in a manner destitute of inhabi-
tants; for he mentions only Prmsus and Polichme, as cities of the Eteocretes (or original 
Cretans) remaining. This happened about one hundred years before the Trojan war, and 
accordingly Homer speaks of this island as peopled by various nations, and most of them 
of Greek origin :  

AAM r axkuy •thcocrcra fLEI.Crypeserr EV UEV AXCLI011, 

Ev 8' ETEOXpITE$ perarmpg, ev 8e KtJaanief, 	., 
hIcopieec 76 TplVeiXq, MI ye Ilacurri. 	Odysi.V. v. 175. 

7.1o. This great opportunity was Plato's inducement to go twice into Sicily, and (when 
he found that nothing could be made of the younger Dionysius) to support Dion in' his 
expedition against him. 	Dion was of the royal family, possessed of every qualification 
here required, and ready to concur with Plato in all his designs, but he was cut off in the 
midst of them by a base assassin, whom he had taken into his bosom and counsels. 

712. This is also the opinion of Polybius (Excerpt. ex Lib. 6. p. 452. ed. Casaub.) who 
produces the Spartan and Roman commonwealths as instances of it. 
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. 	
. . 	 _ 

p. 716. The first address to the.citizens of the new colony, is to 
inculcate the belief of providence and of divine justice,. humility, 
moderation, obedience to the laws, and piety to the gods and to 

-parents : this should be by way 'of procemiuM to the laws ; for free 
'men are not to be treated ,like.-  slaves; they. are to be taught and 
to be persuaded, before .they are threatened and punished. .. 	• 	. 	 -, 	. 	• 

p..721, The lawg of 'marriage, and the_reasons and inducements. 
'to observe them, are stated.. 	 ... 	- 

.. 	. 
p:-  722. ' The necessity and the-nature of general,and of particular 

introductions are stated. 	' 	 • 

. 	• 	• 	._•f•: 	: 
. 	 - 	• 	 NOTES., 	• 	- 	 "1,-  .,•, 	• • ;1.' 	. :• 	 .; 	•  

712.4  Isoqrafes ealls the Lacedtemonian constitution a deniocracy, 4xeSasposisos &a Taus 

xcaXocrroer.oXimoynct,*rs 	lova 89poxpotrepsvoi Tuyxavemrs. (Areopag.y. I 5i2.) and in another 
place 'he calls it .a .democracy mixed with an aristocracy. (Panathen.p. 265.) His reason 
for naming it a dennieracy was;doubtlesi, because the senate was electecrby the-  peop14, 

;as were also,the Ephori, in whose handS the supreme power wa:s dodged, *Melt Ails'tOtle •. lir.— 
galls XILCY IkEywoh lots scrompayslob and adds, that by these means, itivccoxparscc e ikt 	' -- ,,,ocatac 

CU; EOCCIOE • (POritIc • ,14# 2. c, IL) 
714. To applEpoy *aura)) See de Republ. L. 1.-p. 338. , This was the dad tlioi 

.Thrisyniachus, and it is in appearance that of gontesqnieu in his Esprit des Loix; but this 
greaftnan did 'at dare to speak his mindi• in.  a country almoit despotically governk 
without &guise, c.Lettany'one see the. amiablepietnie -which Montesquieu draWs of freer 
governments, and, in contrast to it, his idea of a court, and they will not he at a loss to 
know, his real *sentiments. 	That constitution and policy which is founded (as he says 
himself) on every virtue, must be the Only one worthy of human nature. 

716. 'ili: focolv 407;00 He Oxides to a principle of Protagoras..(V. Thetet. p. 152.) 
720. The method of practising physick in these times is observable. I.  ' 
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BOOK V. 

HEADS OF THE FIFTH DIALOGUE. 

P. 726. After he has skewed the reason of that duty which men 
owe to the gods and to their parents, he comes to that duty which 
we owe to ourselves ; and first, of the reverence due for  our own' 
soul ; that it consists not in flattering its vanity, nor indulging its 
pleasures, nor in soothing its .indolence, nor in satisfying its avarice. 

p. 728.. The second honours are due to our body, whose perfection 
is not placed in excess of strength, of bulk, of swiftness, of beauty, 
nor even of health, but in a mediocrity of all these qualities ; for a 
redundancy ', or a deficiency, in any one of them is always prejudicial, 
to the mind. 	. 	 .. . 

The same holds With regard to fortune'. The folly of heaping up 
riches for our children is exposed, as the only valuable inheritance 
which we can leave them is a respect for virtue. The reverence due 
to youth is inculcated, 	True.  education consists not in precept, but 
in example. 	. 	, 	: 	- 	•• 	, 	. 

The duty to relations and to friends : ' strict justice, hospitality, 
and compassion, are due to strangers and foreigners, but above all 
to suppliants. 

• 
1 Thwrwv ?WV aura xrt.tzeTcoy FUTOC Oats +UV) OEIOTCCOV, OMEICaTe709 ov. p. 728. 

' Tex pay yap Xati8g Tag 4MX(Xf =I OgoeTetac wont, Tot ae Toorsoctsre xas coastkpec. p. 728. 
3 'PI 1.41Y yap LEON axoAccxsurog 861a, TWY ae Ctiswyxcetuni (kV) eVae7)5, COM 71"CMCZY pe61X.Wrari) 11 

xca exp1011.  Et)pcsoyea-ct yap k.eiv ;cm E,uvappcorrs6At eic otarcarot alarm roy G1ov corepy4sTa1. p. 729. 
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What is that habit a the mind which best becomes a man a honour 
and a good citizen. 	Veracity is the prime virtue. . Justice consists 
in this ; not only to do no injury, but to prevent others from doing • 
any,. and to assist the magistrate in punishing those who _commit 
them. 	Temperance and wisdom .: the persons, who possess these or 
any other virtues, deserve our. praiie ;. those, who impart them to 
others, and multiply their: influence, are worthy of double honours.. 
The use of emulation. : in a state : , the hatefulness of .envy .and 
detraction. 	2 	.   

p..731. ;Spirit and indignation are virtues, when employed against 
crimes:,  and vices, whiclf:.a4Mit of no other Cure than extreme 
severity': yet they ' are not . inconsistent . with ' lenity and fender 
compassion, when we consider that s no man is voluntarily wicked; 
and that the fault is in. his understanding, and 'not in his intention. 
The blindness of what is called self-Jove.. Excessive joy and sorrow 
are equally condemned. 	- ,, 	. - - 	. , 	. 	 . 

p. 732. A life:of virtue. • is preferable.' to any other, even with 
respect to its pleasures. 	(This passage is admirable.) 

p. 736. - The-rctethod of, purgation ,,requisite in forming a society-, 
in -order to clear it of its, noxious, ,parts., either, by punishments, or .  
by sending out colonies.;  . 	, , 	: : 	- ,, . ,, . 	. . 	. 
. p..737: 	The number of :citizeng„ limited. 	Equal division , of 

lands among them. 	The institution of temples and 'sacred rites, 
in which nothing of novelty is,1  to be permitted,, nor the slightest •  
alteration' made; but. ancient opinions and traditions are to be 
religiously followed. 	Festivals- and general assemblies serve to 

. 	 • 
4  Xuxtra, xea Stxrceerfe, v xcci yo /wearies,  asosara, cancvp.as-ce. (See the Gorgias.) 	• 
5  Vid. Protagoram, P. 357.-1-1 yap Si' .apaOsav, n Sc' axparesav, n Si' ocu.c0Ter T8 no.poniv 

anic coy, tli 6 a* aveparrivoi Oxxof. p. 134. 
° Vid. de 1Repubiiek p. '581. L. 9. 	Philebum, p. 61. et Protagoram. 
7  Tetcov Nomeri-a To crikotpara-rov'eararrot van rvvrans. 	. 
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familiarise the . citizens to' one another,' and- to bring. the .whole " 
people acquainted with the temper and character of each particular' 
man. 	• - - 	 • . 	 . , 	. 

p. 739. • The recommendation of 'his first' scheme of 'government 
laid down in-  the book • de •ReOnblic4, in which all .things are Jir 
common ; and the whole state, their possessions; their families; their 
passionS ', are so united .as that they may all act together, like the. 
faculties .of a single Person:, The -present scheme. comes next-  to. it 

• 

. 
. in perfection. 	• 	 . 	.. , 	: 	• . 

• The number of the 'shares allotted to the citizens is never.: to be 
diminished .nor increased.', ' Each man is to choose one among his 
sons who is' to succeed to his portion; the rest to be given in adoption 
to those who have none of their own. 	The supreme magistrate is 
to 'preside over this equalifr, and to preserve it. 	If the number of 
children .exceed the number of shares, he may send out a colony ;* 
if it. fall short, he may (in cases of great necessity) introduce the 
sons of foreigners. 	.No alienation of lands to be 'permitted. • 	' 

p. 741. The increase of fortithe by commerce is to be prohibited, • 
and the use of gold or silver small' money,; .of a species.' not 'Valued, 
nor in request with. other people,' only -permitted for . the 'ordinary 
uses of life. 	The common coin of Greece is to be in the 'hands.  of 
the publick, or employed only on ioccasion'of an embassy, or ,of au 
expedition into foreign: states: 	No private person may go abroad. 
without leave of the4oVernment ; and if lie ,-bring 'back with him 
any foreign money, he must deposit it in the hands of the magistrate, 
or he, and all ;who are privy to 'the concealment., shall forfeit twice 

• 

• : 
the value, and incur disgrace. 	 '1 . 	. 	. 	. 

p. 742. No securities shall be given among citizens in any ease : 
no fortune paid' on a marriage ; no money lent on interest. 

• 

* Vid. de Republ. L. 5. p. 462.  
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' The.  folly of a legislator -who i  thinks of making a • great, a, 
flourishing, a_richi  and a happy state, without regard to the virtue' 
of the inhabitants. 	 . 

p._ 743. The inconsistency of great wealth '° and_ of great virtue. 
The' good men. will never acquire any thing .by unjust means, nor 
ever refuse to be at any expense on 'decent. and honest occasions. 
He, therefore, who scruples " not to.acquire by fair and by unfair ... 
Means, and will be at no expense on- any occasioho  must naturally 
be thrice as rich as 'the former. ' A good man will not lavish all he 
has in idle pleasures and prodigality ; he will not therefore.  be  very 
poor.Business and' acquisition ought to employ no .more of our 

. tiine, than may be spared from the improvement of our mind and . 	.   

	

of our. body. . 	. 	 • 	. 	. 
p. 744. A colony cannot be formed of men perfectly equal in point 

of fortune : it will be therefore necessary to divide the citizens into 
classes according to their, circumstances, that they may pay impo-
sitions to.  the publick service in proportion to them. The wealthier 
members are also, ceeteris paribus, to be preferred before others to 
offices and dignities of expense ; .which will bring every one's 
fortune gradually to "a level. 

Four such classes to be instituted : the first worth the value of 
his land, the fourth, four times -as much. 	Above or belOw this 

pain of no one is to' go, on ' pain of forfeiture and disgrace : 
therefore, the-substance of. every nian is to be publickly enrolled, 
.under the inspection of a magistracy. . 

. , 	 . 
9  Vid. L. 4. p. 707. 
1° V. de Republ. L. 4. p. '421. and 4. s. p. '54'2; ' 	: 
It  'H EX &WWI xeci Axe XTYITtiITXEOY I) 8170044X ETTS Tqf EX Te &SUMS pcovor TX TE aveamixerra 

pyre xeawc pre cocrxpco; EOEXOYTX. aveaso-xgreas• my wooll, ;cm a; ;Woe e0sAornov 8awaviio-9ut 

arraeuria5 eXecrroste.—Oux am Os IrectorAeci-sos etyx0w, et Se pi oNccOoty sae eacatcovec. 

,i* Ovicra .1.01 XIMPATqopeskov eevecracrsieso upeNesv, WY EYEXCE IrEPACE Ta ximpwroc• TtalTet rETTE 

iPaX)) cal crwp.a. 
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p. 745. ;The division of the country. Every man's lot is to consist 
of two half-shares;  the one near the city, the other near the frontier; 
every one also is to have two houses; likewise within the city, the • 
one near Abe midst.of it, the other near the walls. 	The country is 

. to be divided into twelve tribes, and the city into as many regions; 
and each of them to be dedicated to its several divinity. 

p. 746. An 'apology for this scheme;  which to some will seem 
impracticable., 	. 	• 	. 	. 

p. 747. The 'great difference of. climates and of situations, and the-
sensible effects which they produce not on the bodies alone, but on 
the souls of men, 'are stated. 	. 	. 

• THE END  F THE FIFTH BOOK. 
:. 	... . 	. 	- 	- 

1 

• * 	* 	 * ,,.•• 	, ile 
" 	 • 	• 	'.' 	., 

. 	. 	. 

. 	• . 	 . 

It is matter of just but unavailing regret, that Mr. Gray proceeded no 
further in his analysis and annotations on the books of Plato De Legibus.\ 
'The editor. had .once intended to endeavour ,  to .analyse- the' remaining five 
books; but, on the, matures! consideration, a respect for the, r reader and for ' 
the memory of Mr. Gray prevented his attempting to offer any writing of 
his own, as a continuation .of the work. of so 'great and so consummate a ' - 	- 	i• 	- master. 	 . . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	. 

Perhaps, indeed, the reader May be inclined to consider this fragment, • , (as perhaps he may have regarded the fragment of Mr. Gray's poetical essay 
on the alliance of education and government) in-.thatpoint of view in which 
the elder Pliny, in language of refined elegance., speaks of some productions 

• of ancient art, as peculiarly interesting from .the very circumstance of their 
being left unfinished; ". In lenocinio coinniendationis dolor est mantis, dum 
id ageret,.extinctte." 

• , 	 . 	EDITOR, 

VOL. II. 	 3 x 
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THE EPISTLES. 

Ed. Serrani, 11. Steph. 1578. VOL 3. p. 309, &C. 

DIOGENES LAERTIUS, 	who lived probably about,,the time of 
Septimius Severus, in the catalogue he gives us of Plato's works, 
counts thirteen epistles, and enumerates their titles, by which they 
appear to be the same as those which we now have. Net  we are not 
thence to conclude them to be all genuine alike. 	Fictions of this kind 
are far more ancient than that author's time; and his judgment and 
accuracy were not sufficient to distinguish the true from the false, 
as plainly appears from those palpable forgeries, the letters of the 
seven sages, which yet easily passed upon him as genuine. 

• 

EPISTLE I. 	TO DIONtSJUS. 	01. 103. 2. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. s. p. sos. 

This letter is not from Plato, but from his favourite scholar, the 
famous Dion ; nor is it possible that the philosopher himself could 
have any hand in it, he being with Dionysius at Syracuse (as he 
tells us himself) when Dion was forced away, and continuing there 
some time after. It is sent by Baccheus, who had conducted Dion on 
his way, together with a sum of money which Dionysius had ordered 
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to be given to him for his expenses, which he returns to the tyrant 
with much contempt. 	The spirit of it and the sentiments are not 
amiss ; and yet it is not very consistent with the indignation which 
Dion must have felt, and with the suddenness of the occasion, to end 
his letter with three scraps of poetry, though never so well applied. 
To say the truth, I much doubt of this epistle, and the more so, as 
it contradicts a fact in Plutarch, who assures us, that at the same time 
when Dion was hurried away, his friends were permitted to load two 
ships with his wealth and furniture, and to transport them to him in 
Peloponnesus, besides which' his revenues were regularly rkmitted 
to him, till Plafo went into Sicily for the last time, which was at 
least six years after. 

EPISTLE II. 	TO DIONYSIUS. 	01. 105. I. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. s. p. sio. 
.,- 

This epistle appears to have been written soon after Plato's return' 
from his third voyage to Syracuse, and the interview which he had with 
Dion at the olympick games, which he himself mentions, Epist. 7. 
p. 350. and in this place also. Archedemus, who brought the letter from 
Dionysius, and returned with this answer, was a friend and follower 
of Arch5las, the Pythagorean of Tarentum (Epist. 7. p. 339.), but 
was himself probably a Syracusan ; at least he had a house in that 
city where Plato was lodged, after he had been turned out of the 

3  Ou TOkni xpotiov iceXiircosi, &c. 	Plato, Ep. 7. p. 345. 
' The reasons for placing the voyages of Plato so early, and Dion's 'banishment so 

different from the chronology of Diodorus, will appear in the observations. on Plato's 
seventh epistle. 
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citadel. (Ibid. p. 349.) 	He was sent on board a ship of war (with 
Dionysius's letters of invitation to Plato, wherein he pressed him 
to come the third time into Sicily), as a person well known and 
much esteemed by the philosopher, and he is mentioned as present 
in the gardens of the palace at an interview which Plato had with 
Dionysius, about three weeks before he returned home again. 
(Ep. 3. sub. fin.)  

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 
e 

p. 311. LloEtzY Extol/ r oXy 714v Ey CptAocropa lot ,pgiEsv.] It may be observed 
that Plato's reputation was at' the height before •he went to the 
court of the younger Dionysius, that is, before he was sixty-two 
years of age. 	 . 

p. 312. ANN= h ecivAitstog.] 	In the intervals between Plato's two 
last voyages, Dionysius had been philosophizing with Arch'irtas and 
others, and perhaps with Aristippus. 	See Ep: 7. 338. 

Ib. opOUTTEOY 4 0-01 Si'  OtiVinta20.] We' see here that Plato, as well as 
the Pythagoreans whom he imitated in many respects, made a 
mystery of his art : for none but adepts were to understand hini. 
It was by conversation only that he cared to communicate himself on 
these subjects' 	In the seventh epistle he professes never to have 
written any thing on philosophy ; and all that has been published 
in his name he attributes to Socrates. 	As I am not initiated, it is 
no wonder if this passage is still a riddle to me, as it was designed 

3  See Theodoret, Serm. 1. ad Grwcos. 
4  And in the end of this very epistle, p. 314. 	Our eTri o-uyypeactLa IlAccrcovoc saEv, oub" 

to-rar Ta Se vuv Xeyop.sva 	:oxparec EOM, xcad ;cm vets yeyovoroc: which is a remarkable passage. 
This is alluded to by Theodoret, Serm. 1. Vol. 4. ed. Simondi. See Epist. 7. p. 341. 
Ougov ei.cov ye irepi ecOTWY Errs crurypezt.cp,a, sae poprare yem-as, &c. 	See also Athenwus, L. 15. 
p 702. 
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to be. 	Thus much one may divine' indeed ; namely, that it. is.  a 
description of the Supreme Being,_ who is the cause 'and end .of all 
things, which is an answer to.Dionysius's first question;• the second 
seems to be- concerning the origin, of evil,. which Plato does -not 
explain, but refers to a •conversation which they had had before. 
• 'p. 314. .(Dixio-Tudvi.] .Philistio was 'a Syracusans; famOus for his , 

knowledge. in physick : Eudoxus of Gnidos, a person-accomplished 
in various kinds of learning, -.was his scholar in this art. •Diog. - _._. 	_ 	_ 	. 	.. ... 
Laert. L. 8. c. 86. 	 . 	 . 

lb. Ev-aucriirirce.i Speusippus had,accompanied his uncle Plato into 
;Sicily, and continued there after him; ipliere (as:  PlutarAktf says) 
he thoroughly aequ'ainted himself with the temper and inclin'ations . 	. 
of the city, and -was a principal promoter of Dion's expedition. 	

! 
... 	 :  

lb. Toy etc TZY ACYTOttSZY.] I Th is was .some • prisoner of state, as it 
seems, who was confined' in those horrid caverns, the Latomi, 
which was the publick dungeon a the Syracusan,. being a vast ,_ 	, 	0 	. 
quarry in that part of the city, called. the Epipolw. 	ThucYdides 
L. 7. ''and various other' authmi speak .of ' this place. 	Tully 
particularly describes' it in the fifth oration against Verres. ': See 

, ̀.cluveriiSicilia Antiqua. L. 1. P..,.149. 	• 

, 	• 	., 
5 Athenteus, who cites him L. s. P. 11k.' calls hinta Locrian, as chies Plutarch; Syn*s. 

L. 7. Quint. t..Maproptov-rtorp.ixrcovi, izeonciOtoiiptas Tsxki:•riwy, ;my Aoxpov, su p.a)1 /4.1 vcatiov 

()map, xcei Aapirpoto cm rw.tlxvw ()RN ysioopovoV., See also Rufus Ephesius, p. 31. io that 
this seems the .more probable. 

6  Plutarch in Dione. 	• 
. • 7  /Mao!  Var. Hist. L. t4: C. 44. 
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EPISTLE III. 	TO imoNysius. 	01. loi. 4. 
Plat. Op. Serrath, Vol. 3. p..s 1 s. 

. 	. 	, 	 • 
• Th4 epistle, like those_ to ,-the friends , of • Dion afterwards, was 

apparently .written to .-be ,niade 'publick ;• and is A justification of 
Plato's conduct, as . well as an -invective against the cruelty and 
falsehood of Dionysius... The .heginning,ofthe 'letter is A-reproach, • • 
the more keen for being somewhat disguised; and in the rest of it, he 
observes no longer any measures with the tyrant: whence I conclude, 
that it was written after that Dion's expedition. against him was . 	. .. 	... 
professedly -begun, and perhaps after his entry into-s§/racuse, ..parti- 
cularly from, that expression, p. 315. 	N1.11).v OE AIWYOG ataCEOGOttEl apC71.1. aura

75,GOTIE gat •TOK atOvonizacrt TOSS col; 711V CV otpx•vv CUpgipitpEoa 6E, XTX. . 	. 

• . 

• , 	: 	.• 	. 	• 	., 	. 
NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 	. 

. 	• 	✓ :. 	 . 	I, 	1 	r. 	_ 	• 	 . 
. 	 - 	. 	. 	. 
p. 315. Ev .7rporrrfiv.] This address of letters was first used by Platb 

instead of xalpga.the.comthon form of 	. • . 
• lb. Tag ge ENKtvaosc l'oXisc ontiteetr.1 The Greek cities, which had- 

been either totally destroyed, or dismantled, and miserably oppressed 
by the Carthaginians and 'by the • elder Dionysius, were.  Himera, 
Agrigentum,- Gela, Camerina, ' Messana,. Naxus, Catana, and 
Leontini. 	. 	 . 

lb. enrol:. 0,scrriate.] 	1 ' doubt not.: but it should be 'read ootiaTe. 
, Philistus, who had married a natural daughter of Leptines, the ' 

king's uncle, and commanded his fleet, was an inveterate enemy of 
Plato. 	He had been recalled from • his banishment in Italy, on 
purpose to oppose Dion and his friends. (Plutarch in Dione,) 
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p. 315. Xoup! Ica/ go/4pp.] The a,ddresses to the Delphick Apollo, 
as well . as his : answers, were often in verse. . This of DionysiuS 
seems-  to have been sent on account .of Dion's first successes in 
Sicily. 	 • 	 . 	 . 	. 

. 	p. 316. Npwv irpooipta.] 	Syracuse had been governed ever since 
01. 91. 4. by, the 'laws ;of Diocles„ whose ..history and character 
Diodorus, gives us. (L. 13..c. '03. and .35.) Plato began to form. a 
new body of them, but his quarrel with Dionysius, and afterwards 
the murder of Dion, and the turaultS Which .  followed, hindered his 
system from being .brougheto any 'degree of perfection. 	Timoleon 
was happier in his great attempt; he resided Syracuse to its liberty, 
and, with the advice of Cephalus the Corinthian,. supplied and 
amended the.  laws 'of Diodes : and afterwards, in the reign ,of Hiero, 
they were againl:evised or soi-reeted by Polylariis. 	Yet these were 
Only looked on as' *45,nrcet Two Novthle 	Diodes alone bore the title 

.. of Nott.00Er4s; and had pabliek.  honours paid to hith as to-a hero. His 
laws were adopted by several other cities inthe island, and continued 
in use down to the times .of Julius Caesar (which is about three 

14undred and sixty-eight years) when the 'Sicilians received the .. 
Ins Latii. 	• 	- . 	-,  

D. Ev 4Ancicz & OPTOf their", Isar xtz0ecrti stuice.3 'Cornelius Nepos tells its 
that Dion was fifty-five years `old ,at his Oath, so that. he must ha 
been about forty-one when Plido came the second tiMe,intp 'Sicily . 	. See also Epist. 7. p. 328. 'FIXacscec re vh.p.erottv •ixog., 	., ,. 

Ib. 4040.4 iv.] Dionysius was, I .slaopo'se; ;at least twenty ,,y,' ear* 
younger than Dion. 	 .  	\ 

.Ib. ' ITXpo-at pev.oncas er.] I defer examining into the time.of Plato's \ 
voyages into Sicily, and his stay:there, that I 'may'do, it all at once 
when I come to the seventh epistle. 	 - 1 . 	.  

p. 317. Tv 0' iNniicev.] Plato was then about sixtp•seven years ,i 
014. 	 . 	, 	. 	 . 
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p. 318. ElivEric.] Read, EuvExn TW vuv TEVOILEViee• this is his apology to 
the first accusation ; he has said in the beginning, Trpoc ()ilea Ai poi 
Irroec ceVartai011 froino-oco-Ozi airoAorac. 

p. 319. Ouroo 	iraihueetrra 	(gq)no-Oce) 	tyEtope•r cull ; 	v Trees;] 	I do not 
understand the meaning of this insult at all : 	it relates, however, 
to the advice which Plato had ventured to give him, that he should 
lighten the load of the Syracusans, and voluntarily limit his own 
power. . 

EPISTLt IV. 	a'o DION. 	01. 105:4. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. s. p. 32o. 

This was written probably the same year with the fornier-,.or the 
beginning of the next, on account of those differences which Dion 
had with Heraclides and his uncle Theodotes, who at last drove 
him out of Syracuse : their history may be seen in the seventh 
epistle, and in Plutarch. 

. . 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. " 

p. 320. Tv) Etql,  vpo0whictv.] 	Plato, after all his ill usage from' 
Dionysius, expressed some backwardness to join in the expedition 
against him, as appears Ep. 7. p. 350. where he expresses some little 
tenderness which he retained for him, when he reflected on their 
former familiarity ; and that the king amidst all his anger and 
suspicions, had attempted on his life : however, when he saw Dion 
engaged, he joined in the cause with great zeal, and assisted him 
with all his power. 

D. AvaipeOuros.] This seems to fix the time to 01. 106. i. for when 
Dionysius had sailed away to Locri, and his son Apollocrates had 
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surrendered the citadel, it was natural to ithagine that, his empire 
was at an end. 	• 	 • . 	, 

*p. 320. Fvhicr:rdpe4 TES irpoolptovrc5 Ogpaviiirilitoc.] : Plutarch cites this 
passage in Dion's life.;and another in the same epistle. 	' 

Ib. To h vi:w Zrezi)xov rep, o-el  &C. as above. . 

	

. 	. 

EPISTLE .V., TO PERDICCAS. 	01; 103.• 4. 

.. _ 	Plat. Op. Sierra,* VA; s. ft  il.. 	. 
.. 	. 

s Perdiccas; the .second son of Amyntis,Iuceeeded to the crown of. 
Macedon, after, the death of his brother in.law, Ptolemy Of Alorus, 
01. 101.4.-  There seem to have been ancient ties. of hospitality and , 	.. 	.-,  
of friendship between the royal family of Macedon), from Archelaus's 
time, and :the principal literati of Athens. :  Plato, here recommends. 
his friend and scholar, Euphrwus, a native of Orem' in Eubcea, to . 

	

be.  of Perdiccas's council; and his secretary. 	He grew into \ the • 
highest favour with Perdiccas, and was trusted with. the entire 
management of all his affairs.... He used his power arbitrailly 
eilough. 	Caristius*, of Pergamus;  gives the following instance of 
it ; that, he would not suffer any one to sit at the. king's table, who 
was ignorant of geometry or otphilosoPhy. And yet, to Plato and 

I 	4  

to Euphraeus did the great Philip of Macedon owe his succession .. 	,  
to the kingdom,  (as • 2  Speusippns Writes in a ' letter' to Philip 
reproaching him With' hi& ingratitude;) for by them' was his . brothe 
Perdiccass persuaded to bestow on him Some distriCts as an appanage, 
where, after his death, Philip Was.; enabled .to raise troops, and to 1 

' 	2 Ap. Athenaeum, L. ii: sub fin. p.. 506. and bos. 
* Ap. Athenaeum, ut.supra. 

• VOL. it. 	 3 s 	• 
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recover the kingdom. 	EuphrEens, upon the death of his master, 
having rendered himself hateful to the principal Macedonians, was 
obliged, as it seems, to retire into his own country; where, soon after 
Philip was settled on the throne, Parmenio was ordered to murder 
him. 

Ficinus and H. Stephanus, finding in 	the margin of some 
manuscripts this fifth epistle ascribed to Dion, and not to Plato, seem 
inclined to admit that correction, but without reason. Plato has in his 
other undoubted epistles spoken of himself, as he has done in this, in 
the third person. He is here apologising for his recommendation of a 
man, :who was to have a share in the administration of a kingdom. 
Some may object (says he), " How should Plato he a competent 
judge, he wto has never meddled in the government of his own 
country, nor thought himself fit to advise his own citizens?" He 
answers this by shelving his reasons for such a condttct ; but - the 
last sentence, Tcarrov Ai Olfrtal kota*ces, &c. is not at all clear. The thought 
is the very same with that in the famous seventh epistle to Dion's 
friends,  (Eyed TOP frup,Ctasuorra ca4 xcepovr1,-&e.1). 330.) bait some 
principal word seems to be omitted; perhaps after Spiicrai co should 
be inserted laTpacov avka, or terrpov avezeov. 

• 

EPISTLE VI. 	TO HERMELAs, ERASTUS, AND CORISCUS. 

The date, not settled. 
Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 3. p. 322. 

This letter, cited by Clemens Alexandrinus (Strom. L. 5.) and by 
Origen (contra Celsum, L. 6.), Menage' tells us is no longer extant 
among the epistles of Plato, and is supposed to - be a fiction of the 

s Ad Diog. Laertium, L. 3. c. 57. 	See also Card. Quirini Decas Epistolarum Mine 
1743. 4to. p. 23. 
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Christians. Bentley.' had reason to wonder at the negligence of that 
critick,- who,  did not know that the epistle was still preserved : and 
he adds, that there is no cause to believe the letter not to be genuine, 
as the reare passages in the Dialogues themselves as favourable to the 
Christian opinions, as any thing in this epistle. The passage, which 
those Fathers cite, is at the end of the letter, and has indeed much 
the air of a forgery. I do not know. any passages in the Dialogues' 
equally suspicious ; nor do.  I see why it might not be tacked to the 
end of an undoubtedly „original letter : there is. nothing . else here 
but what seems genuine. . 	... 

Erastus and Coriscuswere followers of Plato, and born at $,cepsis,4  
, city .of Trims,. seated on mount Ida, not far from the, sources of 
the. Scamander and of the /Esepus : they seem to. have attained a: 
principal authority in -their little state, and Plato recommends to 
them here to cultivate.thel friendship of Hermiai their neighbour, 
and sovereign of Assus and Atarneus, two strong towns on the coast 
of the Sinus Adramytten.us near the foot of Ida. Coriscus had also, 
been scholar to Plato', though an eunuch, and slave to Eubulus, a 

. 	. 	. 
s Bentley in Phileleutbero Lipsiensi. '- : 	' 	., . 	.  
3 Vid. de Republ. L. 6. p. 506. . tarto; 2,16_ Te_Avea, au! 6p.moiecroc E)UWW .... 6 Toros. . 

By which be means the idea of HiMself, which the Sovereign Good has bestowed on' us, 
and which is the cause of knowledge'and-of truth: .•:The-Supreme Good itself he calli to 
Hcov, and compares him to the sun, '.1! litrps..Fitcgmf:. Vid et-ibid. L 7. p. 516. 	1  

4  Vid. Strabonem, L.1 s.p. 602. andfin7.., The Coriscus here Mentioned had a son called 
Neleus, a follower of Aristotle and a partiettlat i friend of Theophrastus, who left his library 
(in which was contained all that Aristotle had 'ever-  Written;ins the original manuscript) 
to him, when he died. It continued. in the Ossession of his family, at Scepsis, about or 
hundred and fifty years, when Apellicon of Teos purchased and transferred it to Athens, 
whence, soon after, Sylla carried it to Rome. (Strabo, L 13. p. 602. and 6071 Plutarch 
in Sylla, and Diog. Laert. in .Theophrasto.) 	_ ..  

S So Strabo tells us ; but -Plato, himself says, that he had , never conversed with him: 
Thra pme l f.oryerivors, &c. infra. 	- 	1 
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Bythynian and a banker: His master having found means to erect 
alittle principality in the places before mentioned, made Hermias . 
his heir.. He gave his.niece..Pythias in marriage to Aristotle,. who. 
lived with .him near three .years, till 01,107. 4. about which time, 
Memnon ° the Rhodian, general to the Persian king, by a base 
treachery' got him into his hands, and sending him to court he was 
there hanged. (Strabo, L. 1.3. p. 610. 'and Suidas.) 	Aristotle wrote 
his.epitaph,e and a beautiful ode' or hymn in honour to hii memory, 
which are still" extant, 

NOTE ON THE GREEK TEXT. 	 . 1 
p. 33. '0 gm assortov.] 

	

	There .I take the trite:epistle to end; as 
what follows is very extraordinary as to the sense and the expression;, •- . 
Tat re leryE 1401; Of Wei -arras Ilareea KOMI', Z11--El17014E004 eraqw,, 	e fg.1911Cqhil P , 

COOVOTWIl i1.4a4ianov. 	• 	 - 	. 	4:, 	, . 	. 

. 	' 	 . 	 , 

' Or Mentor, his brother, according to  Diodorus, lit  -16: C. -52. which is right. 	See ' 
Aristot. (Economic. ap. Leon. Arcanum, L. 2. c. 38. 	r 	' 	 . 

7  Probably he had taken part in the grand rebelliOn of the Satrapte against the Persian 
king (which caused_ their indignation); and had shaken off his dependency.. 

$ See Antholog. Gr. p. 526. Ed: H. Stephani. Imas'inserlbed on a cenotaph erected 
to him and Eubulus jointly by Aristotle; for Which .pikce of gratitude Theocritus of Chios 
has abused him in a satirical epigrams Antholog._ ib. p; 52s. 	 . 

`Eptttoi fume 1•X Eug80.8 pli.ca.r.altOw  
Inika ?tEssov-toviscpcolOre4u! AgsorTorang. 

b  Vid. Atheneum, L. 15. p. 5:96. and Diog. Lfiert. L. 5. in Aristotele. 	- 
'° After the words, p..y.AICTCC iketi otepoer et Se bob, insert Faric iu'o 'xoni; from the VatiCan 

MSS. (See Montfaucon Bibl. Eibliothecartun, p..,2.),. 
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EPISTLE VII.', Ta THE.FRIENDS AND RELATIONS OP DION: 	01. 105.. 4. 

•_ 	 Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 3. p. 323. 
. 	 . 

Callippus, after the treacherous murder of Dion, was attacked in 
Syracuse by the friends of that great man, but they-  were worsted 
by him and his party; and, being driven out, they fled to the 
Leontini, and . he maintained his power in the city for thirteen 
Months, (Diodor. Sic. L. 16. c. 36.) 4 till ' Hipparinus, nephew to 
Dion, and half-brother to Dionysius, found means to assemble 
troops; and while Callippus was engaged in the siege of Catana, he, 
at the head of Dion's party, re-entered Syracuse, and kept possession. . 
of 	for...two years: 	At thle end of which time Hipparinus, in a 
drunken debauch, was assassinated, but by whom I do not find; and 
his younger brother, Nysus, Succeeded to his power, and, made the 
most arbitrary use of it for near five years; when Dionysius, returning 
from Locri, (see Plutarch in the life.  of Thnoleon,) ,beearne once.- 
more master of Syracuse, and, as it seems,. put Nysmus to death. 

Who were the friends of Dion to whom Plato writes; is • hatd to 
enumerate : the principal were 'his son ' Hipparinus, and his sister's ; 
son, likewise called Hipparinus, and his biother; Megacles, &living, 
though I rather imagine he had been killed -fir the course of the 

I .'.  

I  See Theoponipus ap. Athenteum, L. 19.. p; 43S. and 436. where we should corfe4 , 
the mistake of Athemus, and of lEliati, who call Apollocrates son to"the elder Dionysius 
for be was (as Plutarch often repeats) the eldest son of the younger Dionysius. 

* I call him by the name of Hipparinus, because Timonides the Leucadian, a principal', 
friend of Dion, assures us of it (ap. Plutarch.), and his testimony must doubtless be 
preferred to that of Timms, who gives this youth the - name of Aretteus. 	See*Plata's. 
eighth Epistle.  
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war before the death of Dion ; and Hicetas, who afterwards was 
tyrant of the Leontines. 	• 	 • 

_Plato was about forty years of age, when first he came to.Syracuse. , 
His fortieth year was 01. 97.. 4 

, 	 • 

NOTES 'PH THE GREEK TEXT. 

Ib: Exaoy ET 71770VCEXOltra• TEVOyalc.] Plato. was about forty years of 
age, when-he first came to Syracuse : his fortieth year was Olymp. 
97. 4, ArchOnie Antipatr.O.' *: Diodorus mentions .the same fact three 

. yegis. later, but does not expressly say when it happened ;  and Dion 
was then in his twentieth year : consequently Hipparinus was now. 
about twenty. But whether the son of Dion, or his nephew, be here 

• meant, is hard to distinguish': if it could be proved to be the former, 
Plutarch would be convicted of a mistake. 	.(See the next Epistle.) .. . 	: 
We must read here, 0-utiowvoy.iromrEge, as Serranus observes. 	,, 	' 	, 

	

p. 324. MeivtComi ry.verocs.] This great change.in the Athenian 	• 
constitution took- place, when Plato was in his twenty-fifth year. 	• 

Ib. , cEaptee (AO EV AOTEI, h3CCE I .40 nespater.] The `EA:co were a Inagi-.  
tracy, to whom persons condemned •to death were consigned, and 

• who presided over the prisons and executions. Those who bore this 
, office under the Thirty were thiti.  creatures, 'and at the head of. 

them was Satyrus, whom. Xenophon calls, S Oparrarerros 'auron, ;cat 

avatiecrretro4-. . 	(See Xen. Hist. Grcec. L. 2; p. 470. Ed. Leunclavii. 
1625.) He.:  seems upon some vacancy (possibly on the death of 
Theramenes) to have been' afterwards el -Cted one of the Thirty. 
(See Lysias in.  Nichomachum, p. 470.,Ed Taylori, and Palmerius 

- ad locum.) 	The- Ten, who:,commanded in. the Pirmeus, were 
appointed by the authority of the Thirty, and. were probably the 
accomplices of their guilt, (Xenoph. Hist. Gran. L. 2. p. 474 and 
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478) being with them and the Eleven, were excepted ,out of the 
general amnesty. 	. 	 • 

Ib. Cum' ;cods syvieptihot.] 	Critias, a man as remarkable fbr the 
brightness of his parts as for the depravity of his manners and for 
the hardness of his heart, was Plato's second cousin by the mother's , 
side ; and Charmides, the son of Glauco, was his uncle, brother to 
his mother, Perietione: 	The first was one of the Thirty, the latter 
one of the Ten, and both were slain in the same action. 	Plato's 
family were deeply engaged in the oligarchy ; - for Callwschrus,. 
(See Lysias in Eratosthenem, p. 215.) his great-uttcle,..bad been a 
principal pan in the, Council of Four blitulred. (01. 92. 1.) • It is a 
strong proof of Plato's -honesty and resolution, that his nearest, 
relations could not seduce him to share in their power, or "in their 
crimes at that.  age. (Xenoph. Apomnemon. L. 3. c. 6 and 7, and in 

I Symposio.) His uncle, though a great friend sat Socrates and of a 
very amiable character, had not the same strength of mind. 	, 

Ib. E7T1 Tin e -TM/ ;7TOXSTIAN.] The Thirty, during the short time of their 
?, makistracy, which- was less than a year, put fifteen hundred persons 

to .death, (Isocr. Orat.. Areopagitic. Ed. A. Steph. 1593, p. 153.) 
most of whom were innocent, and they.obliged about five 'thousand 
more to fly. 	The prisonet here meant was Leo, the Salaminian. 
See Apolog. p. 32.) 	• 	. 	 \ • . 	• 

p. 326. AETE121 TE 7PCZTXXCrOilY.] 	'hese are the.  sentiments which he 
has explained at large in his lioxirgial, (L. 5. p. 472, &c.) and one 
would thence imagine that he had written, and perhaps published 
that celebrated work before his first voyage to Sicily, and conse- 
quently before he was forty years old. 	It is certain, that there Are 
some scenes in the Ezziorrio4610-oci of Aristophanes, (ver. 568-&c. Fd. 
Kusteri.) which seem intended to ridicule the system of Plato, and 
the Scholia affirm that it was written with that view. If so, he must.  

. 	: 
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have finished i4,when he was thirty-five years of age, or earlier, for o 
that comedy was played 01. 96: 4. 	. 	•  	' 	. . • I 

. 	. . 	, . 	 . 

p. 327.. Eip Eupagio-ai• .sirs Tax:6-ra ExOgii eto.] Hence; .and from Plu-
tarch, it is certain that Plato was invited into Sicily immediately 
after the death of the elder pionysins, which happened 01. 103. 1. 
so that we ,must necessarily place his second voyage to Syracuse 
that very year, or the next at farthest ; and it:is as sure, that, four 
months after his arrival; happened the , quarrel between Dionysius 
and Dion, and the banishment of the latter: 	I cannot but observe 
the inaccuracy of DiOdorus, who says that this, last event happened 
01. 10, e.-which is ,  a mistake of at least ten years. See also Aulus 
Gellius, L. 17. e. 21: Om is likewise inistOen in. placing this voyage .  ,..: 
of Plato after the yeat..400 of Rome,.*.nd after the, birth of Alex-
ander.---,Flence we see the folly of trusting . to ;compilers' where we 
might recur to original authors. 	 . 

p. 328. Oux i 71106;4064911.] Plato had been most severely rellected . 
-upon for passing his time at the'cOurt of Dionysius.:  'Athenzeus (a .: 
very contemptible writer, though his book is, highly valuable for the 
numberless fragments of excellent authors, now lost, of which it is 
composed) haS taken care to. preserve abundance of scandal on this 
head. L„ 11. p. 507. and see Laertius in his life. This and the third 
Epistle are his justification of himself;, and are written with .a design 
to clear his character. 	, 	• 	. 	: 	. 

Ib. EA, grai ilpac (peuroy.1 , 4ead, Trap' ift.ik• 
p. 330. Merz cTe TEM, airehforra.] We are. not informed how long 

Plato staid, after Dion was:sent 'away, but probably many months; 
the preceding account of Dionysius'S ,treatment of him implies as 
much. 	 • 	 • 

p. 331. r1 repa.IE vw SCNOY.] Cicero 'alludes to this sentiment, and to 
that of the same in the ah Epistle, in his Letter to Lentulus, L. 1. 
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ad Familiares, Ep. 1. 	" Id enim jubet idem ille Plato, quern ego 
vehementer auctorem sequor," &c., where he expresSes the thought, 
but not the words. 

Ib, noXrrEtac peraCanc.] Insert ,n-spi, or bEgOl. 

p. 332. M'Excpwv, i;1); Open's.] Leptines and Thearides. 
Ib. T* Mlige xal Euvexu.], He follows some history, in this trans-

action. seemingly different from Hcrodotus and Ctesias. The Mede 
is Smerdis, one of the Magi, which was an order of men instituted 
in Media ; 	and to carry on so strange a cheat as that usurpation, 
it is sure that the concurrence of the eunuchs of the palace must 
have been necessary ; but what particular eunuch he illealls is hard 
to say. Ctesias says, Mat the counterfeit Tanyoxarces was betrayed 
to the conspirators by his eunuchs. 	• 	- 

p. 333. tO ITOGInsip enroll cpopov ET 	TO TEpEili Tot; tapCatoo4.1 	The elder 
Dionysius being defeated by the Carthaginians at Croniani, in a 
great battle, 01. 99. 2. was forced to make peace on their terms, 
and engaged to pay them one thousand talents: Fifteen years after-
wards he engaged with them in another war, and lost one hundred 
and thirty of his best ships, which they surprised, and took or des-
troyed in the bay of Eryx or. Drepanum : he died the same year, 
a+.,# left his son with this war upon his hands. Thus far Diodorus, 
L. 15, c. 17 and 73. 	Whether the Carthaginians had offered peace 
on condition of a new tribute, or had never been paid. the old one, 
we can only guess from this expression of Plato ; yet I am inclined 
to think, both from the third Epistle and from this, that Dionysius 
the father had agreed to a peace before his death,*and consented to 
pay a tribute to Carthage ;P and that his son entered not again into 
the war till two or three years afterwards, which lasted probably 
not three years. 	We must not wonder if we find little account of 

, this in Diodorus, as he has said nothing at all of the eight first years 
of Dionysius the younger; only in the ninth year (which is 01.105. 2.) 

VOL. IL 
	 3 T 
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he tells: us. that he made peace With Carthage and the Lticanians : 
but it does not, by the..narration, _appear to be a transaction of that 
year, but rather makes ' part of a summary account ' of what had 
passed since his fathees death. 	That peace Was certainly made 
abOut,four years eirlier than Diodortis seems to have placed it. 

p. 333. AireSamiv am; Xi; rip 9roxiv.] Have a care of correcting this 
passage, as SerranuS has .done, who reads instead of ;lc, Amy. 	It is 
again repeated in the next, or eighth Epistle, p. 355. 	Ero rIe ooro . 	. 

. 	Typoovop vug 'Tic. 	He twice . preserved Syracuse, first by driving out 
Dionysius, and afterwards by beating Nypsius, the Neapolitan, See.  
Plutarch. 	 . 

Ih: Ahxve bee.] • They were Callippus and Philocrates, or (as some 
MSS. of Cornelius Nepos have it) Philostratus. •- 	-. ,:,.,. ' , 

p. 336. 'Am 'ff041,704 70 &078e0Y.] 'Am seems to agree vvith4'athaOlee: 
Either a word is lost, or the sentence is an example of that aeeocomtesee, 
which is not uncommon with Attick writers. 	• 	• 

p. 338. 'Ors yepeov 78 eiv.] Plato was then about sixty-six years okt. 
p.. 339. Tee vopipa. The usual salutations and compliments at the 

beginning of a letter. • 
p. 340,. • To; .raw rfapooatere.cerrov, thee-rosc:] 	This word (Ilatimacasaya) 

- means a transitory application to any science, sufficient to give a 
superficial tincture of knowledge; but neither deep, nor lasting. 'Such 
proficients Plato calls, A% P _0,cesc '61117CE,Cpte61.4001. 

p. 342. I know not what tO \say to this very uncommon opinion of 
Plato, that no philosopher should put eitherhis system, or the method 
of attaining to a knowledge .of it, into writing. , The arguments he 
brings in support of it are obscure beyond my Comprehension. ' All 
I conceive is*  that he means -to shew, how inadequate Words are to 
express our ideas, and how poor a ' representation even our ideas 
are of the essence of things. What lie says, on the bad effects which 
a half-strained and superficial knowledge produces in -ordinary 
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minds, is certainly very just ,and very fine. See the Phzedrus, p. 274 
to p. 276, where .he compares all written arts to` the. gardens of 
Adonis, which 'look gay and verdant, but, having no depth of earth, 
Soon wither away. 	Lord Bacon expresses himself strongly on this 
head. "- Homi nes per .sermones sociantUr ; at verba ex • daptu 'Vulgi 
imponuntur : 	itaque• mak. 	et inepta verborum impositio miris 
modis intellectum .  obsidet.. Neque definitiones ant explieationes; 
quibus homines docti se mtinire et_ vindicare in 'nottfittllis con-
stieverunt, rem unto modo restituunt, sed verba plane vim faciunt 
intellectui, et omnia turbant, et homines ad manes et innumeras 
controversies deducunt." (Nov. Organ. L. 1. aphorism 43 and 59.) 

p; 342. Ovop.a.] 'Is the name of a thing ; Aoyo; is the definition, or 
verbal dsdpiptiori-of..its properties ; Eilexoi, its representation by a 
figure tti ont;lenses i kisurriipm, the mental comprehensfon, or the 
complete and just idea ,of it : what the TO irepwrov is, I do not know, 
except it be the perfect notion of things, such as it exists in the mind 
of the Divinity., ' 	 1 	. J 	, 	• 	- .. 	 -  
- 	p. 343. I put a comma after' gat- tecitra Els erp.thativvrov, and read, 
O re ' fl  Tracrxer •&c. 	 . 

. 	p. 344.. We here learn that Dionysius had written:a treatise• on 
philosophy. 	„ 	 . 

p. 345, AigNole aura.] 	Arete, -Dian's wife, ' was half,ister . to 
Dionysius, consequently, Hipparinus,lier.son,Was his nolifiew. 

p. 345. Irro ZEUS, 4311criv Z .,Gatos.] That is Pindar, as I imagine ; 
though I find not the expression in iany of 	odes extant.- It was 

.. TM) IHPIXICX01;)  Aria • ZEIK. 	See a common phrase with the BaeatianS, T 

Aristophan. Acharn. v, 911:,  the French. Use ". Dieu suit," and We.  - 
say, " God knoWs," in the same manner; • 

• p. 346. Kapreirow & Agwv.iLet him receive the rents, or interest, 
but let him not .touch the principal: 	 . 	i ' 	' 

Ib. Etc 'e t.;pas.] The next summeri.vihen the season return's for 
sailing. 
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p. 348. Theodotes was uncle to Heraclides, as Plutarch says; and 

	

I imagine that Euribius was his brother. 	See the life of Dion. 
p. 349. Lc Ti 	KOCeX1401/ 141Y EVIgeCCTEIXV.] 	Sicily was then divided 

between the Carthaginians and the Syracusans. 
p. 350. Twv UrveEcritev.] Athenians that served on board the fleet 

of Dionysius for hire. 
Ib. Iletortart Tpiemovropov.] 	The Tarentine deputies were Lamiscus 

and Photidas. The original letter in the Dorick dialect is preserved 
by Diogenes Laertius in his life of Plato. 

Ib. Eic 0Xuthz•sca Ait4YOG IL272XCICWY 6EWe 'VTC4.1 	Hence we may settle 
pretty exactly the time of Plato's third voyage. 	It is plain that he 
landed (on Ms return) in Peloponnesus, and immediately went to 
Olympia, where the games were then celebrating, to acquaint Dion 
with what so nearly concerned him. 	This must be 01. 105. I., • It 
could not be earlier, because there is not time from 'the deatIi of 
Dionysius the elder for all that happened, according to Plato's own 
account, in his two' voyages and in the interval between them. 	He 
went not to Syracuse at soonest before 01. 103. 1. and probably not 
till the year following : he staid there at least a year, and came 
back because of the war which broke out in Sicily. When that was 
over (and it could not well be determined in less than one campaign) 
Dionysius invited him back again. 	He hesitated a full year, and 
then went ; and he spent a year and upwards at Syracuse, before 
he returned : all which must be, on the least computation, above 
five years. 	Besides the improbability that Dion, after he lost his 
revenues, and was deprived of his wife, should be near seven years 
before he attempted to right himself. 	As I have placed it, he was 
near three years in preparing for his design, which he executed 
01. 105. 4. as Diodorus tells us, and which Plutarch confirms, 
reckoning forty-eight years from the establishnient of Dionysius the 
• elder's tyranny to Dion's entry into Syracuse. 	He began to reign 
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01. 93. 4. from which to 01. 105. 4. is just forty-eight years. 	See 
Xenoph. Grc. Hist, L. 2. p. 460. and Dodwell's Annals. 	It 
was in the beginning of the year, for Plutarch tells us that it was 
the midst of summer, the Etesian winds then blowing; and the 
olympick year began after the summer solstice. If then Plato came 
to Olympia, 01. 105. 1. he must have gone to Syracuse towards the 
end of 01. 104. 3. for, from his own account, be must have passed a 
year or more there. 

EPISTLE VIII. 	TO THE FRIENDS OF DION. 	01. iO6. 4. 

, 	 . 	 f 

il  Froiii a. passage in this epistle (p. 354. TOY TRW Eqopov Soco-p,ov.) it . 	•. appears that •Plato, as well as Herodotus, makes Lycurgus the 
author of the institution of the Ephori, and not Theopompus, as 
later writers do. 	See Aristot. Politic. L. 5. c. 11. 	, 	• 	. 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

p. 352. r1? 	&Tic aurevy avoneoeoc vEyove.] He means those engaged 
in the murder of Dion, Callippus and his brother, and their party. 

p. 353. KlYSUYO; ETEYSTO ETXCZTOcd When they had sacked the rich 
and powerful city of Agrigentum, and demolished it. (Diodorus, 
L. 	13.) 	 • ., 	 ,. 

Ib. Ovrixedy.] The ancient inhabitants of Campania, particularly 
that country which lies round the.Bay of Naples. (Aristot. Politic. 
L. 8. c. 10.) 	In a passage cited from Aristotle by Dionysius 
Halicarnassensis (L. 1. p. 57. ed. Huds. Oxon. 1704.), he seems to 
extend the name to all the inhabitants of that coast to the• south of 
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the,  Tuscans.. Aristotle mentions the Opici as the same people with 
the Ausones ; but Polybius judged them to be a distinct people. 
(See Strabo, L. 5. p. 242.) 	The Siculi probably might speak the 
same tongue, having been driven out of Italy (Thucyd. L. 6. p. 349.) 
by these Opici some years after the Trojan war, and settling in a 
part of this Island. This name grew into a term of reproach, which 
the more polished Greeks bestowed upon the Romans, as Cato the 
censor complains in Pliny, L. 29. c. 1. " Nos quoque dictant barbaros, 
et spurciits nos quam alios Opicos appellatione fcedant ;" and in 
time it became a Latin word to signify barbarous and illiterate. 
(See Tullius Tyro ap. Aul. Gell. L. 13. c. 9. " Ita ut nostri Opici 
putaverunt, &c.) 	' 

p. 354. Tec &XX crrperrtryn scaTEXeuo-cal.] 	This fact is contrary to 
Diodorus, who only tells us, that the generals were deposed; (L. 13. 
c. 92.) and that afterwards, Daphmeus, the chief of them, and 
Demarchus (who, were both enemies to Dionysius) were put to 
death (lb. c. 96.) ; neither does he inform us of what we are here 
told, that Hipparinus, the father of Dion, was joined in commission 
with Dionysius, both being elected E _TpCGT,IVOS atrozparopec, and both 
called Tura:lot. (See Aristot. Politic. L. 5. c. 6.) 

p. 355. Toy eizov Ziov.j This directly contradicts both Plutarch and 
Cornelius Nepos, who particularly describe the tragical end of 
Hipparinus, Dion's soh; 'when just 'arrived at man's estate. 	All 
that story, and the appa'rition which preceded if, must be false, if 
this epistle be genuine, which I see no reason, but this, for doubting. 
The only way to reconcile the matter is, by supposing that Plato 
might here mean the infant son of Dion, who was born after his 
father's death ; 	and who was 4ot yet destroyed by Hicetas, for 
Plutarch intimates, that he continued to treat both the child and its 
mother well for a considerable time after the expulsion of Callippus. 
What makes against this supposition is, that in the end of this 
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letter, p, 357. he speaks of Dion's. son, as of a person fitto judge of, 
and to approve, the scheme of government which he has proposed 
to all parties. 	 - 	 - 

p.- W..`Ezav 7111,  iroXtp Astiespoil Here we see that Hipparinus, the 
son of Dionysius the elder ,by Aristomache, had put himself at the, 
head of Dion's party, and supported the war against his brother. 

. 	. 

EPISTLE IX. TO ARCHYTA.S. 	. 

The date not settled. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. s. p. 317. 

- i 
NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

p. 357. Ou 111;a0", TVG' 'reel Tol xosoc acrxoXsce4 coroXvOrai.] Archytas 
was seven times elected Zrecvrtivoc of Tarentum, which was then a 
.democracy. 	.. . 	. 	 . 

Ib. ICOGIEIVO SEi CIE 11491114110'00i )  ;Ti .iXCCUTOr ;)1441Y 01114 cum 	 p•OYOP yeyovev, 

c) 	?tic 916110114 ;WA; TO 1... Ti $f ITaTelf ikeeiErai, TO le Ti, ;I 506141TiZYTEr 

?O as, Ot 20111-0t osxoe Troxut 86 	Tots. mzipog. . & bras -701c TOY 	CIOY 414WV 

10EZTeadtthCCGQ01. IcTx.] 	This fine sentiment is,. quoted .by Cicero De . 
Officiis, L. 1. c. 7. and again, De Finibus, L. 2.. so that the seventh, 
the fourth, and this epistle, are of an authoritY•not, to be called in 
question. 	 . 	 , . 	 . 	.. , 

lb. lipoc 79)11  TroXtv.] . They were to negotiate something w. 	the 
Athenians. 	• 	 :, 	 . 
• 

. 	...     
lb. Exexpevric ] 'Eehecrates, -the son of Phrynio, now, a youth, was ...  

born at Mins, and instructed .in . the Pythagorean principle's by 
Archytas. 	Aristoxenus, a disciple of Aristotle (see Diog. Liaert. 
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„ 
L. 8. c. 4.0, speak§ of him as of a person whom he could remember, 
.and one of the lst of that sect who were considerable.,  Jamblichus 
also mentions him, c. 35. et ultim. de Vita Pythagnim; and Plato 
introduces him:. as desiring to hear the manner of Socrates's death 
froth Phxdo. 	,, 	 i 

• . 
EPISTLE X. TO ARISTODORUS, 

or, as Laertius writes, TO ARISTODEMUS. 

The date not settled. . 
Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 3. p. 358. 

• AND 

EPISTLE XI. TO LAODAMAS. 

The.date not settled. . 
Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. s. p. 358. 

1 	! 
Laodanias,  of Thasus was a great geometrician and scholar to 

Plato, who first taught him the method of analytick investigation. 
(See Laertius, L. 3. c. 24. and Proclus in Euclidean, L. 3. Prob. 1. 
and L. 2. P. 19.) He' seems ftoni this letter to have beep principally 
concerned in founding some colony., 

	

- 	- 
riOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 

	

p. 358. H Emxparti.] 	This cannot possibly be the great Socrates, 
for he died wheril Plato was in his twenty-ninth year ; and we see 
that in this passage he excuses himself from travelling on account 
of his age : it must, therefore, be the younger Socrates whom Plato 
introduces: in his noximogr, (and in the Thesetetus, p. 147. and in 
Sophista, p. 218. and 268.) and who.. is mentioned by Aristotle in his 
Metaphysicks. (L. 6. p. 370. edit. Sylburgii.) 
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p. 358. naliret XiAMY.] The most considerable settlements which 
happened in Plato's time, were those at Messenia and at 11iegalopolis, 
01. 102. and we are told that he was actually applied to by this last 

. 	 . 
4*** The editor has been favoured by a very learned friend with an original 

manuscript of the late judicious commentator and intelligent translator of Plato,FLOYER 
SYDENHAM, containing conjectural emendations of the text of Serranus's edition of 
Plato; and, as he thinks they will not be unacceptable to the learned world, the editor 
subjoins them in the form of notes, as few persons ever studied, or understood, the great 
original more accurately than Mr. Sydenham. 

EMENDATIONES PER CONJECTURAM IN PLATONEM. 

Edit. H. Stephani, 1579. 

VOL. I. 

ELFTHYPHRO. 

VOL. t. p. It). I. 19. ab imo. AM: Om Omnina lege wow% vel cam vs )1. 
p. 11. 1. 19. ab imo. Lego, roil yap repiievas exiTtsc Ter0t5j vel, T. r. Ir. auras affix. 
p. ts. 1. 15. `Otov Tomas. Non ita scripsit Plato: non enim hic utitur exemplo, veram 

simplicitar monstrat, quid sit id, quod in omnibus prEestat ,asparestx : reponendum igitur 
est TWA& OJOY. 

PHIED 0. 

P. 79. 1. 19. Forsan, elS' il8emc p.ey av {7r7ov. 	 . 

p. 78. 1. 17. ab imo. Forsan, i Aory &Sopa,. 
p. 94. 1. 8. Ficinus videtur Se awn roam: potest etiam legi, amp TriTcp Tcp icuxas elven, 

prwcedentibus quatuor vocibus in parenthesi positis : atque hsec lectio magis arridet. 
,, p. 99. 1. 10. Lego, xecis-tern-cc 4irpeerlaw, cui lectioni favet Ficini interpretatio. 

p. 99. 1. 24. Lego, ArAexpra vocc: nec aliter Ficinus interpres. 
p. 101.1. 15. ab imo. Forsan, a as TS; mung. 	. 

VOL. II. 	 3U 
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city to form for them a body of laws ; but he excused himself. 
Whether ta.  odamas had any share in that foundation, I cannot tell; 
if he had, it is no wonder that Plato should object the danger of his 

CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 
VOL. I. p. 101. 1. 7. ab imo. Forsan, avrAolos. 

p. 104. 1. 7. Lege wog 8% o&rep ri.); rpiaSoc : Non enim de nomine, sed de oucria r7K 
Tpaaoc intelligo cum Ficino : quanquam de nomine intelligi malit H. Steph. in Notis, 
adductus, ut opinor, pravb. lectione. 	- 

THEAGES. 

P. 124. I. 18. ab imo. Forsan, Toy mop Toirrov. 	 . 
Ib. 1. 7. ab imo. Malim Mc legere, Bia Tnv away apxyw: mox au-tem, in Iine& ante- 

penultima ab imo, mete legitur auras. 
P. 125. 1. 1. Forsan, ess asaconcoaeiov : alias supervacaneum est To AsBcornovs. 

ERAST/8. 	 I. 
P. 132. 1. 6. ab imo. Lego, TO7Y SpaikEYOW. 	 Prob. 
p. 134. I. 29. Lego, liou ra pert= alimAvyn. 
p. 135.1. 18. ab imo. exonce Qumre, an potius corxotirrec? 

p. 137.1. 9. Forsan, TlYtX rporov. 	Quid verb si legamus, 6v ou Aeyeic TOY Tp0VOY, NOVYipec)  
x. T. A. ! 

IN THEMTETUDI. 

P. 148.1. 9. ab imo. Mallem, orepiospopkevots. 
p. 149.1. 17. ab imo. Forsan legendum est, xcu eocy vEOVIOY 8(4 apAscxen, i. e. " et si 

visum fuerit pulli abortionem procurare." 
p. 154.1. 10. Forsan, w vel Be a efacilop.e&c. 

p. 155.1. 6. ab Imo. Vide Plat. in Sophist4 p. 246. 
p. 156.1. antepenult. xpal.ca  : lego, xpip.a. 
p. 162.1. 7 and 8. ab imo. 	thee non includenda suns uncis : neque Serranus neque 

Stephanus de toto hoc loco aliquid vident. 	Protagoras introducitur non prxeipiens quid 
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journey into the Peloponnesus that year, when every thing was in 
the utmost confusion. 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO  
dicant, sed facete repnesentans, et irrisioni prtebens, (plod mod 	dixerint, olg Savoy a x.r.A. 
In Protagorm persona omnia usque ad penult. 	 . 

p. 167. 1. 12. Lego, oltyrevi katni , (vide p. 159.) xpn517 [sc. iZei] mina's [so. 6 o-ofs5-Ng] x.r.A. 
p. 170. 1. 12. Forsan, xai warrano re. 
p. 172. 1. 14. Sa01801Y : lego, E.9exot co;  
Ib. 1. penult. TO Tny Imp otwoi.) opponitur Iv Tny oak% alludendo ad hujus etymologiam, 

se. Tlv aXAcoc 6Sov : illud verb rectifis forsan legitur Tr atrro6 CV bog]: quicquid sit, inusitata 
sane est locutio, xupeperi autem ob elegantiam allusionis. 

p. 179. 1. 1. Omnin6 delenda est particula negativa pcn : vide sup. in p. 161. D. 
p. 182. 1. 6. cao-Nroy: Lego, aio-&eyol.cEyoy, vide sup. p. 156 et 159. 
p. 185.1. 8.• Lego; i 8tavoii, " i. e. annon cogitas ? " 
p. 189.1. antepenult. Forsan, c.4 ye pn etaWg 0-01 arocpasvolkas Toiiro, atrrn rip plot x. r. A. 
p. 192. 1. 7. Onmin6 lege, gas 6 p,n oisEy, czy fo) wasy °A. [sc. 6rspov Ts] : vide p. 198.1. 11. 

ubi confirmatur. 
p. 192. I. 20. Lege, pl otaE, i pm amaaveras [sc. povoy] quod in cseteris quoque subintelligi 

debet. 
p. 192.1. 30. Lego, l ci oiSe leas exto-,aaverou, alv osan ow xas to) aurUyercu. Vide p. 193.1. 37. 

et p. 194.1. 7. 
p. 201.1. 24. Lego, xava 60cacnproy. 
p. 204.1. 24. ab imo. eravral Forsan, ray et necessari6 quidem, si admittatur H. Ste- 

pha ni emendatio in proximfi. Socratis interrogatione : sane ita recto fit conclusio, Taurov apa. 
lb. 1. 11. ab imo. TO OY way ixasoy aureliv ecs. Delendum videtur oy (locutio enim TO OY 

irO7Y Platoni est inusitatum) et legendum, To r'it'y ev ixaccp [vel potifis ixaccov] aurc4 est. 
p. 206.1.9• Ita distingue, Ey Se xacept5-ois.  , [sc. 11.00$10-El] TEXEO4 tiEttaZI)Xelai thOZY WOO, X• TA. 

p. 208. 1.- 18. ab imo. Airoakcour•Sa3: Melius videatur, aroaescrEao-Zza, nisi qubd paule infra 
occurrat xap..Paypc in eodem sensu quern admittit hic caroaeEcarZus. 

IN SOPHISTAM. 

P. 217.1. 7. xa•T iv, ovopa yevoc, ixaccp I:Too-in-1ov : hie interpunctione utens, emendatione 
rninime indigebis. 

p. 223. 1.12. Lego, ;) rexvn (rot X1,111X1), xspcorm, Zweursm• 
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EPISTLE XII. To ARcurrAs. 
. 	• 

' Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. s. p. s59. 

This fragment (for such it is) is preserved by Laertius, together 
with the letter from Archytas, to which it is an answer. 

, 	 . 

. 	 , 	. 	. 
NOTES ON THE ttREEK 'TEiT: 

p. 359. Cnrclatittomx.] He alludes to the commentaries of Ocellus, 
theLucanian, which Archytas had procured from the .  descendants 

- . 	. 
. 	CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 	..  

oL. 1. p. 223. 1. 14. ab imo. Suspicioni men& non est locus. Vide sup. p. 22o. 1. 20. 
p. 224. 1. 18. ab imo. Forsan TO lic wnrrixis, tceraPXricov (I. e. peraPA4rix416 ceyoparocif, 

x.1-. A. nisi error sit transpositionis ita emendandus, TO 1515 xprrix)% avopxs-sxik, peruP/orrixig. 
p. 225.1. 9. Lego, TT Se Acys 5 irpoc Aortic. 	' • ' ' 

p. 240: 1. 19: Lege, moo ooroc. 	,- 	• 	• 
p: 246..1. 10. ab imo. Forsan, rapt PENTIOW.4101111. 	• 

p. 250. 1. 1. Refertur ad p. 243. 
p. 257. 1. penult. irloy SE : Forsan, n 01.40 ;Ay : sane:aut ita legendum est, aut in fine 

- interrogation's addendum,,aut in responsione.subintelligendum, quod videtur duriusculum. 
p. 263. sub finem. vide p. 206. sup. 
p..265. 1. 16,k, ab imo..Lego, tiwoNattOuvwv., 	• 	' • 	• • 

IN EUTHYDEM17111. 
: 	. 

P. 275.1: 10. ivii weactioi; I Lego, mil max; cadtpiti, quod in codic. veteribus ita scribi 
solet arti. 	1 	' `• s'‘' , 	• 	• 	• 	.  

p. 277. 1. 8. Lego, ou p.cos4ctoes; 
p. 286. 1. antepenult. moil : Forsan, eppn. 
p. 287.1. 1. H. Steph. videtur non animadvertisse subintelligi 8C").ov, ut alibi stepe apud 

Platonem. 
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of that philosopher. 	The subjects of them were ITT NOpl, XtX1 

Ced(riXtliag, 3GCti OTIOTC6T0c, XMA Te4 Ttr, 7AZIPTO; WYETiOc j the last Of which is 
still in being. 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VOL. I. p. 287. 1. 12. Forsan, xpovitov, vel xpotoog. 
Ib. I. 1 1. ab imo. Forsan, vosi.g. 
p. 292. 1. 14. ab imo. Lege, 'Ons so-ovra, : paule pest enim, an Se wore ayexaos. 
p. 293. 1. 25. Forsan, ovra ; cum no4 interrogationis. 
lb. 1. 29. Lege, el; cum noti interrogationis : nisi legas, in linea preecedenti, oux ;Floe 

n, vel potius, irloy otkev rt. 
p. 295. 1. 17. Videntur paucula qumtlam transposita, ita forsan re,stituenda : 	Ewe, Iv 

a' gyro. otirco yap ironaco 67noc ay ou xaeug. aX01a ,i i Irmo), Croat pm at; 6,1 3 eptoritc ; xexeueic Fe 
6p..coc aroxptveo-3at, caNce pi evotepetr.S.ai ; 

p. 296. 1. 7. ab imo. Orceg ou • Forsan, ou8' dig ou. 
p. 300. 1. 1 0. Forsan, oloe Ts )4),m-a : magis verb placet Stephani emendatio propter 

responsionem. 

‘ 	• 	. 	,.. 
IN PROTAGORA M. 

P. 342.1. i. H. Steph. emendare vult, quia non intelligit. '0 ou xeyesg, se. aESVOY, eleganter 
verb et modeste Socrates vucem bane silentio premit et ereptctstec4, 6 cru Aeync •roiiro : vide 
p. 338. sub fin. 

p. 342. 1. 14. Refertur ad p, 316. D. 
p. 343.1. 17. ab imo. Post ette'epicr•aai, pone tantam hypostigmen. 

__ IT.CXXOV EMOVICX. lb. 1. penult. Forsan, n 1 
p. 345.1. 4. Kaxog 8e, xaxitic : Delenda sunt bee; nisi repetas totum istud, wp4a; pest yap 

tru rag anp, aya•Sg• =ex(); 6e, xaxi4, ex pagini preeedente sub finem. 
p. 346. 1. antepenult. Ita interpunge, man,  cocrvor come a' eve otig eru etraivi6 xat faitt-  t 

, p. 348. 1. 16. ab imo. nog. Lego, o6reog. 
p. 353. 1.2 et s. Hmc videntur transposita, forsan autem ex proposito ab ipso Platone: 

sensus verb est, quasi scribatur ita, Oux oee6 5 Aeyere, ewe; pvcoo-xent ye aura Aeyere, co at4partrot, 
aXXot 4teuSeo-3e. 

p. 358. 1. 22. Aurot; : lege, iauroti. 
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. 	 . 
Ib:, Mupioi.] 'Read A/bp:tic:1)  of Myra, a City in Tayeia.. licitner speak's'''. 

of anether. tycia between.  mount Ida. and the IEepus, subject to:; 
Troy : the Lycians, On the south toast of Asia-.Minor, were, probably; 

, 	,. 	„. 	. 	._ 	.. 	,. 	. 	, 	 _ 	, 
- 	 . 

CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 

IN HIPPIAM MINOREM. 
. , 

VOL. I. P. 56,4.1. 12. Esvca. Lego, oip.zu. 	• . 
p.375. 1. 2. Lego, aikeivoy i iexcovj . 	 - , 
Ili. 1. 4. Valde mendosits,  est hic. Ivens, itnforsan restituendus: Ty apswovs iptc+ub.hrire • .... . 	. 	.." 	,_ 	- 	. 	- 	. 

Til 14).; 4/UX7r); spy 	Ti Tic WOSTpfac 4807141; co wesoi(rif),TCCUTCC.8€17Tovvo-rEple [vel Omisso-racrrair 
sinipliciter TN SE EromporEpf) ioctoricas ; 	 . 	.. 	. 	. 	.. . 

BA. 8. NIGH,. opus eat mutatione: ita interpunge, Ts as a))..1,30o.ros.; +isxo sstirirrazi, 
,... 	 .- 

T04078, cep-into, echo [se. co&pcorti] x. T. A. 	Si non placet hoe, legere pot's)  T$ SE-,k; as4pcowtsi- 
iliux4Y xvcsioNaess ToEose, csiksivov Kw, sc.. To A. 

• 
IN.  CAATYLUM. 

: 	• 	• 	' 	• 	, 	- 	.: 
P. 384.1. 6. abimo. Post ro Merar44q.csaa, vellem.subjungiex margin, (ubi afferuntur 

quasi varia lectio ad locum alium prrecedentem), lime, ma Evan,  )171ov ro 64-EpEv Op3C.JE Wi Toe • 
cerrspe ; ita sank periodus fit plenior et TrAixrox+sxo-reta. thee verba non vidcntur ficta esse 
ex cerebro scribie velglossatoris; neque, si•ab aliens manu sint, video quomodo in textuni ., 
irrepserint loco prrecedentium, qua' per, ae:satis dor) sunt, etproeul dubio A Platonc. 

p. 385. 1. 7. ab in's°, Errs Toi's cartoi:c : Lego, isTice sys.g.oniruic.  
p. 38,9,1, 4. *a1) inio. Legitur-  ouSii:,  . ail rotliTs. aryvoeFF :-Quwre, an lcgendum sit potius, 

mks/ Sti TO %paw. ce ? 	. 	. 	_ „ 	.- 	. . 	 .  	, 
p. 396.1: 21. `035v 14 x.i.2‘. tistpid 'ad p.frewpcao.1%os., inclusive, videntur transpositit, et 

inserenda esse in lin. is. immediate past To"i vois. 	. .  
.1.. .49,5. 1..25,, ToE,sxv :, Va.  r8ati "eV. V) -roEogi vel ;can't iv ToEnoo. 	 . 

p..498.1. 3: Lego, To p.4i! espol3 ut :buic respondeat quod sequitur, 70.8E, oiov-'—smoant , 	• 
alterum membrum .derivationis, 	 . 	. • , 	. 
'1:i. 4'12. 1. 4.. :Lego, eires-1,A4v;secatidani ritionep" Ipjus derivationis : Pupa TOD er—ea-3as.  

lepsvatg ..Ernem, per contractionem ersms.n. Potest autem legi ersppipp. ita enini proprie fit 
4.1.130o) TAO ", 7 interim. mutat° in i'neoterice, vide inf.' p. 418. 	Prior 'cede, pains fit per 
Feraf3o.ny ; gum tamen le ctio confirmatur ex p: 437.. inf. 

p. 413. 1. s. Aut lege, 'MOTO ecs TO SPUMY X.41 TO OeSTSOr 'aut, Tour' Ecl TO 81XCCIOY, isms TO CLITSOV• 
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a colony from thence.. (Strabo, L. 12. p..565. and. L. 14..p. 665.) 
The. family of Ocellus might be originally of: Myra; • but the 
Lticanians in general were of Italian origin,.being sprung from the 
Samnite,s, who were a colony of the Sabilles. 	- 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO . 	. 
. VOL. I. P. 418. 1. 4. Ka: sager Lege, Nos tat: vide p. 396. 

p. 417.1. 23. Lege, km camp+ (sc. copro] vet, mil autoti [sc. rehouc]. 
p. 420.1. 24. Forsan, crap.alvop. 	.: 	. 
Ib: 1. 15. ab imo. Toitoc yap vh..aucp: Ex ore Socratis accipio hEec, et .  lego .aoio pas :vet . 

3o1P: proverbialia lOcttio videtui; et quoad vocem ultimam, atitiquits.  forsan dicebatur 
3o cup et 3a:o , sicut plurima hujus generis. 	Etymologicon . Mag. hEec habet in voce 9tot.? ,,i 
&cora., irocga TO 360) [lego $Ecl] •Siiipm: et similitA ___r in voce Krip,oc, ,rapt TO X117), To rreoiiiiii et. , 	.  
alibi passim. Vide tamen H. Stephani notas.  	'- 	. 

. p. 424.1. 13. ab imo. •Aut lege, irsfsposi xce.,' bears vp Op.ozonra,aut, evrefsgetv &arc? xara 
Tv Othosorree. 	 ' 	I 
• Ib. 1.penult. Si recta sit interpunctio, ro Kits redundat ; aliter, legendum est ita, Seir sea 
•grup.Pact %van% a a), 0-00,43,s  ,w00501. 

p. 425.1. 16' et 17. Ficini interpretatio, quam Mc sequitur Serranus, ad vents personas 

	

lime refert. • 	 .. 	 . 	 • 

	

. 	. 	 . 
Ib. 1. 29. Lege, is they Ti xparrov isti [iubintellige =ma] : sensus est,'" Siquidem recta's 

posset." 	 i , 	• 

p. 426.1. 18. ab imo. Lego, eats So [nempe secundilm allatas rationes]'xhooltracaek3iu, I)  
xscriv. Nei ;mow.] 	• 	 . 	- 	1.  . 	 . 	. 

'p. 429.1. 18. ab imo. Vide Sophistam. p.264: Euthydemuni, p. 284 et seq. Theletetu*, 
p. 152 et 167: adee totius veteris Sophistices cardo in hoc versatur. 

p. 431.1. 28. Interpunctio.  sit post want.. 	• 
p. 438.. 1. 4. ab imo. Interpunge post es-s.'  
p. 437. 1. 7. Lego, a 61.413ttANoncrro i, eirts-040.:Confer p. 412._ Per rav ocp,oHy enim intelliOit 

sori—. Per ev,(36Anti ev Tle 7. inteiligit lortsrap.a secun4iim ratiOnenilMjiis.derivationis, aou x i" 
L  op3orqra roe otooparoi. 	Barbarian .ista votes mpipm xca ims-nixol. 	balbuties tint scrivarin 

in rebus hujusmodi-prorsus hifantium.' 
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p. 359. TT; (13uxemic.] 	The work of Plato was undoubtedly his 
nOXiTEIZ, of which he sent a copy to Archytas, who, he says, was of 
his own opinion as to the institution of the cDuxagec : what they were 

CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 

• IN GORGIAM. 

VOL. t.p. 4491 20. Al2 buxxp iv Touc Aoyous roPeicral• VOieicracti in acti4 sign ifi cation e frequenter 
sane apud Platonem occurrit ; verinn in hoc loco sensum, nisi passivum, non admittere 
videtur : itaque °main?) legendum est, Site pcaapti'm Tell X0r0V• 

p. 451. 1. 22. Forsan, orpo5 aura, i.e. " insuper,'"( prteter id," alterutro am deleto. 
p. 456. 1. 19. AlpeNvai. Interpres uterque recto subintelligit sarpov: Imre() autem, an in 

textum admitti debeat, necne. 
Ib. 1. 14. ab imo. Ev oxxotc. Lege, ev forxotc, cum interprete, ut liquet ex sequentibus. 
p. 459. 1. 20. Amy. Lege, carrov, ut referatur ad Arcop, non ad (3)Tropno), ut per se satis 

patet. 	 • 
p. 460. 1. 14. Lege, oloy bocce i en15-whn oewspyuCesext ; atque ita emendat, vel emendate 

in MS. suo legit, Ficinus. 
p. 463. 1. 15. Tam;: Potius wauric. 
p. 464. 1. 9. Lego, 6, 13 [Six bole]. 
Ib. 1. 11. ab imo. Lego, Zmpecterat iv mom, i. e. CC  captat benevolentiam." 
p. 465. 1. 6. ab imo. Forsan, exZtoy pcEY Opo4. 
p. 481.1. 22. ab imo. Lege, wpo5 exAdlo 77, nisi et hic, et paulZt post, legere malis, ead\ore, 

quod eodem redit. 
p. 483. 1. 8. Totum argumentum perit, nisi legas, np,  (puny gio.mobag. Vide gum prw- 

cedunt et gum sequuntur. 	Confer etiam p. 489. B. 
p. 485. 1. nit. 	Alicorpertig. 	Forsan, B;wrimpeg5, seu, quod propius est lectioni vulgatm, 

aserrpersc. 
p. 489. 1. 23. ab imo, ftarty. Nisi accipiatur pro aupguale, cujus non aesunt exempla 

apud Platonem, aliquid hie deest. 
p. 491. 1. 9. ab imo. Legendum videtur, wciic rip era; vel 7eirl yap o6noc ; vel denique, 

ercZ; yap cp; quod ultimum ego quidem przfero, subintelligens taus, ut eodem sensu 
reponat Callias, Thou ye crfoapa, sc. i;atic et. 

p. 499. 1. 10. Tcp ccyce.Scp [i. e. cervaoii Trapeo* : quanquam legi potest 6 ctymaog. 
p. 515. 1. 23. ab imo. IIMizczi. Forsan,wasracoc : nempe Socrates statuit, acyce.,M17roArrixori 

ease, TOW wawa; PEXTId5 woleiv. 
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see in the noxirgicc itself. 	None of the commentators on Laertius 
have understood this passage. 

This epistle is marked in the first editions of Plato as spurious : 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VOL. I. p. 515.1. 13. ab imo. lloArm. Forsan, Taarix.og. 
p. 516.1. 17. ab imo. Lego, Ow a-u r crs : et sequentia Socratis verba lego interrogative. 
p. 517. 1. 19. liaaru. 	Forsan, warrixott. 
p. 520. 1. 17. ab imo. AN: 4., po,cp. Forsan. txxx' ciuTcp thovcp. . 
p. 621.1. 11. Ita lego et distinguo hunt locum, KO es cros Mucrov •yehasov Team, co ,,coxporrec. 

al; ES p.1) Tait= Ye 71- 01101c.—Hic interrumpit Socrates, et sententiam ipse claudens, simul 
refellit. Frustra, mendam pronunciat esse in hoc loco et defectum suspicatur H. Stephanus, 
omnine enim sanus et integer est locus. Socrates administratorem Reipub. qualem ipsum 
esse Callicles hortatus esset, prime vocat &axon:, TN vast, deinde et consequenter xokooca. 

Callicles autem non solum concedit ita recte vocari, verum etiam, si placeat, Mysum eum 
et vocari et esse jubet : populum cairn Mysim turpissimos fuisse adulatores notum est. 

p. 527. 1. 18. ab imo. 	IIceraEcei : 	Forsan, rupaEov, vel Irapty..Ecu, i. e. " missum fac, 
pmtermitte, neglige." 

IN IONEM. 

P. 532.1. 21. ab imo. Videtur excidisse vox reinn : lego itaque, To 6Xov mob n  e; 
p. 536. 1. 12. Interpungo ita; Tay 'irosvrrov, coVos [scilicet f cPcpSos.] 

EMENDATIONES PER CONJECTURAM IN PLATONEM. 

Edit. H. Stephani, 1576. 

VOL. II. 

IN PRILEBUM. 

Vol. II. p. 11. 1. 16. Lege Bunerac Se, ut potius TO Meracceiv referatur ad corpexituarceroy : 
atque ita sensum iutelligit Ficinus. 

p. 12. 1. 6. ab imo. Lege, TO xpciii.c.ct ems TO WI/ : i. e. Angliee, " it being colour all." 
p. 13.1. 8. Lege, irEgcp ot; pyrotkey wpm-1. Anglice, "by another [common] name beside 

that, which we shall agree in: " statim enim sequitur emu Tee ham [sc. rano] Aoyoc eSeic 
eithcpscriSrirei. 

VOL. II. 	 3x 
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0071Nseyeross 1.:k s rIXartooc. MSS. Vatican. cod. 1460. and Serranus 
sees mysteries here, where there are none ; the same is said also of 
the thirteenth epistle:) but there seems no reason for it. 

c ONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 

VOL. It. p. i 4.1. 18. Legi potest 1.0)VVE110, potiits very nihil mtitanduniest ; quum To, MI:van,  
suppleri possit elegantiits exVoii " mssuo-coo.."Angl. " to tell, if tbey, who are caught, will tell." 

Ib. 1. 17. ab imo. Lege, axiopoic, xcei pryczy. 	 . 

lb. 1. -8. ab imo. Omnine lege, Slottoxoy/Tabcsvov cum interp. Ficini. 
p. ts. sub finem. Vid. Porphyrii Isagogen, cap. 2. n. 35.. 
p. 1s.1. 17. ab imo. Ubi legitur al; Bow: videtur esse 	menda ; quani forsan tollere 

potes,ornittendd ro, alc,seu,quod elegantius est et olaranintorspoy, egendo,4 µsass scrav, priori 
1.11XV minima turbato. 	 ... 

p. 18. 1. 15. ab imo. Lege, aura TE xso irpos axxipa. 
p. 20.1. 3. ab imo. Lege, Oirorepov: ut recte Steph. in Notis. 
p. 22. I. 16. ab imo. Omnirui lege, TO thE.Y wya3ov. 
p. 24.1. 9. Lege, EY aura; osxointre loom. 
p. 26. 1. 14. ab imo. Lege, chtress (.4! Aprov, pro crop/ma-etc, ut passim apud Platonem. 
p. 27. 1. 20. Lege, Tesarips Xsycoy, apa. 	 • 

p. 31.1. 18. Ala.' s Tam xpi Tropstsest&scs, Tann , wopetscolksa. 	Interpres recta heat profert 
ex ore Protarchi. 

p.82. 1.8. ab imo. Nequaquam rejiciatur To, 7iEpt : hanc prtepositionem nomini postponere 
solent Attici. vid. Platonem et Euripidem passim. 

p. 8s. 1. 6. Alappes. x. T. .. lime cum interrogatione legi debent. 
p. 40. 1. 21. ab imo. Lege, ovrcoc ass, ut patet ex sequentibus: quoad reliqua periodi 

recte legitur apud marginem interiorem.- 
p. 41. 1. 5. Forsan, quivroiluoll.  
p. 42. 1. 4. Eversmoit h TO VDY TT o-p-sxposs sp1rpoo.9sv yerys: Socrates lime loquitur. 	In 

sequentibus item permutatIclas esse personas recta vidit interpres. 
Ib. 1. 19. Lege, Tintp aware/hop:1m; ixampov, WI, TOUTO arcrreihop-woc ixarspe. 

p. 44. 1. 10. ab imo. Lege, (3uxn9Etnt.451, W ivog.) 
p. 47. 1. 24. Constructio esset facilior, si legas, c;Ig trebpari [i. e. 4 pro Irray.] 
p. 49. 1. 6. ab imo. Lege, inroce ftv'p •Eppasp.srav 	. 	'' 

,p. 5";. I. lo. Nihil mutes : '<yid. p. 51. ad imum) ni malis legere TS asorscpospor. 

Ib. 1. 10. ab imo. Lege„tuvaropesias Texvas. 
Ib. 1. 15. Dale TO, sir'. 
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EPISTLE XIII. 	TO DIONYSIUS. 	01. 103. 3 or 4. 

Plat. Op. Serrani, Vol. 3. p. 360. 

In the order of time this is the second epistle in the collection. 
It is marked in the MSS. as spurious, and, I must own, it does 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VOL. IL p. 63. I. 3. ab imo. Lege, levissimi cum mutatione, Tam:cc p.ryvue• zagr mei x. z.x. 

p. 64.1. 4. Forsan, exots-evo4 &soup: potest tamen admitti vulgata lectio, si per %mos; 
iceurov intelligas arm); votiv, quod Plato in Legibus usurpat pro vouvexovrsoc. 

p. 66.1. 9. Lege, esMix&ts, quod ab interpretatione kicks:a video confirmatum. 
. 	 . 

IN MENONEM. 

P. 72. 1. s. ab imo. Patet ex proximi Socratis interrogatiunculA. reponendum hIc esse 
h to 	ut', secundam editiones priores. 

p. 84.1. 7. ab imo. Lege, MOOT; ell. 

p. 87.1. 8. Lege cum hfic interpunctione, away xas axXo txu, et Awe:envy 
p. 94.1in. ult. Lege, )7 est Sequentia Ficinus interpretatur, quasi legerit, ev rpae ae vas 

Irovu xoexerov: sensu, ut videtur, absurdo, et rei probandw maxime incongruo ; Anytus 
enim Socratem terrere vult, monens se inimicos sibi comparet maledictis, quoniam 
Athenis vindicta esset facillima: itaque subaudiendum est ex prtecedentibus flaws,. 

. 	 . 
IN ALCIBIADEM PRIMUM. 

P. 10 8. 1. 10. ab imo. Lege, vs ceftesvoy• his, 1•11 p.sarsxcorepor.  interpretatio Picini nostras 
lectioni favet.  

p. 110.1. 14. Lege, reps 67.8 zuxos. 
Ib. L 18. Lege, xeyosim V as Xpi VOlins : absque interrogatione. 
p. 1 11.1. s. Lege, T8TCOY pus, ut videtur ex sequentibus. 
p. 113.1. 6. ab imo. Lege, Olov rah's) 7cose15; interrogative have, sed hme tantem : pan 

ut Serranus.  
p. 114. 1. 13. Es as, pro, el Se 	Vid. in Syrapos. p. 212. 
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little lionOur.to Plato's Membry; yet it. is sure that Plutarch esteemed 
it genuine. 	He cites (in'. lit. Dion.). a passage from, it relating to 
Arete, the wife of Dion ; 'and in his discourse Traps Aucronrwes; he • 

CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 	• 

VoL. Ir. p. 115.1. 5. Lege, %Tarim ; interrogative. 	• 
p. 117..1: 25. Lege, tisi4a• absque interrogation; neque aliter in lin. 34. 	• 
p. 119..1. so.• Lege; EIVCAl ; interrogative: atque ita_Ficinus. 
p. 120. 1. 1 o. &c. thee Socrates ospo;votais; utvidetur ; quanquam Ficinus legit interro- 

gative, nec enter vetus editio.  
Ib. L 17ti:;Intellig0, quasi dixerit, ES Irpoc 1'81115 (3mroy, 88 is-e ap.eXesy craciroii : 	aliAs 

interrogative accipienda beet omnia, usque ad finem serniOnis Socratis; luec enim non 
videntur dici siptomac : Alcibiades enim respondet quasi. ad seria. 	 • . 	, 

p. 122. 1. 9. Lege, al; Srav &lois, tyitiAoy arra. 
p. 128.1. 7. Lege, Kisassf 8.4 13 xespokokno 8axnAgots; vi esly x. T. X. 
p. 131.1. 9. Lege, Ta Toiv .kurcto. Vid. inf. p., 133. D. 
lb. 1. 21. Lege, Tail:5Y hantii. 	/ 	, 
lb. 1. 5. ab imo. Lege,•o-or ; interrogative. 

, 	. 
. 	 . 	, 	. 

IN ALCINIADEM SECUNDUM. 

P. 139,1. 4. it imo. ha interpunge, 80X11.:440;  CA; 1100-05 am; • , 	.. 	. 	„ . 
p. 140. 1. 22. Lege, as ayapsasnirxosos itupirity*. 
p. 444. 1. 14. ab imo. Lege, cow Tic TO8 kurso, sc. eworrenc. 
Ib. 1. 12. ab imo. Lege, exorra atiro. sc.xmla. Vid. p. 146. sub finem. • 
p. 146. 1. 8. Dele, TO, aorov : irrepsisselic videtur ex frequent' usu bujusee locutionis 

in sequentibus. , 	• 
lb. 1. 19. ii aoxes Ei8nka .: Aliquid bre deetst videtur; Ficinus ita supplet, " addit autem 

seientiam Optimi." . tale quid omnine senses reqUirit. Quid vere si legamus totum hunc 
locum ha, Ouxoav, X(.40 po irpaiip a vg oi8ey, i Boxes icasoai, wagervcras 8E TO PeXzirovp coplui.voi 
xas )txryrAerrof cap.ev iEssy xai rpiroAss, ;cal can-oy aim"; 

Ib. 1. penult. Lege, ck ay /An wpoyepoto. 
p. 147: 1. 2. Post TO167:01) onsissa stint qumdam, quorum initiale verbum 6o-crrep irrepsit 

in priora. 
lb. 1. 17. ab imo. Lege, am roii xaxosi. 
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mentions the character of Helico the Cyzicenian, which is to be - 	,  	. 

	

found here. 	I know not what to determine ; unless we suppose 

	

_ 	 -,.  
some parts of it to be inserted afterwards by some idle sophist who 

OF THE TEXT OF -PLATO 

IN CHARMIDEMs 

VOL. II. p. 158.1. 11. ab imo. Quanquam H. Steph. rejicit TO, ems, tamen si TO, Ein al* 
sumatur pro debeat, pleonasm us. est Atticis usitiitas, et nihil mutandum esse  debct ; ut 
Atticismum istum in Latinam linguam transferam. 

	

p. 159. 1. 5. ab imo. Dele xas ante xa).Mov. 	 ' 
p. 163. 1. 8. Lege, clIkoNoro-ac. 
p. 166.1 12. Lege exscaiiitni. 
p. 167. 1. 3. Ita interpunge, 14r.,aterco. exrep otZe gat Ti autos x. T. a.. 	. .n. 
p. 168. 1. 23. Ita interpungere velim, OUXODY xat ESTI al7010.010V es-t trrn,  Te aMano anaao-tcov 

xott katrroti•  iikto:eos 4 1* ivroc icitrroi; TeX. T. A. 	. 	 . 

p. 169. 1. 19. iiM6 verba " axoSetExi cc " ()mina expungenda sunt ; sententiam nimis 
immutaut, et forsan corrumpunt : Ficinus etiam ea non legit. 	Si votes qualdam deside- 
rentur, ut locus in MS. suppleatur, legere possumus, atrro yeyecr.aat.1 • 	' 	. 

p. 170. 1. 22. ab in?. Lego, earerat b, 11 cam 
p. 171. 1, s. Ficinus videtur legisse, roi,' nape) Se rEipav AaPett,  i T.tc Erni otAAovrig frxetlieras 

xal oltrrocov, qum forsan haud procul a. vera ketione recedunt. Suspicor autem legendum 
esse in fin. 4. ay.'  bye o-xe+trat cbvrivaw minin:16. cum mutatione, meteris stantibus. 	Ficini 
quidem sensus bonus est, et bene cum, priceedentibus consentit, scquentibus non ita 

	

. 	. 	i 
congruus. . 	. 

IN LA C HETEBi. 	' 

P. 183. 1. 27. Aut ex delendum videtur, aut legendum, ex too extrnaeuttarov ixas-of. 
p. 185. 1. 14. ab imo. Lege, b bow avqt .2*es, sicut recto vidit interpres uterque. 
p. 195. 1. 11. &c. Laches ista loquitur, ut recte Serranus. 	 1 
p.. 199.1. ult. Kai pp,  eroye x. r. x. Tribuenda hEee esse Lacheti satis per se liquet. 

, 	 • 
IN LYSIDEM. 

P. 207. 1. 12. Lego, orapaxa 3.urop.evog . 	' 
p. 212.1.9. llorepoc varepe : faoc post irorepe videtur legi debere, non subintelligi tantum. 
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was an-enemy to Plato's character. 	It is observable, that Plutarch 
in the place last mentioned says, EiTa Trpoeleyptellis TV Eris:170M, rratEUT0007, 

rpal2td Se TM TaUTO Illei OtY0p.171132  &c. whereas the words are here not 

CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS .. 
VOL. II. p. 213• 1. 14. ab imo. Lego, 6 Auo-sg 4..a WIWI,. 

p. /17.1. zt'. ab imo. Lege, oiov TO IrWp011 ; vel podia, oiov TO trioy ; 

lb. 1. 18, Lege, 8 yag an  ye xaxov mosso; ocv aUTO, TOD art...9'0, of) O7r1alq4E; 04210Y an. 	Seu, 
quod propins accedit ad lectionem vulgatam, 8 yap 8)2 ye xaxov yeyovoc e? W atrro x. T. A. 

i. e. " Fieri non potest, ut ipsum, &c." 
p. 222. I. 19. Aut omittendum est istud 8, aut axwav in End sequenti mutandum est 

in xscrsp.ov, quod miror Ficinum non animadvertisse. 

IN HIPPARCHUM. 

p. 228.1. ult. Lego, ixacov, vel hotrw. 
p. 229.1. 1. Lege, al (sc. E7nypappotn) emytypairlai AeyWY. 

p. 280.1. s. ab imo. Dele istud el: census eniai est, " Si to me nunc in,terroges;" 
Ficinus etiam videtur ita legisse ; neque fuit Hipparchus, sed Socrates, nuper de his 
locutus: et in eadem line& recth legitur yeurrac non eporrac, vide Menon. p. 74. et alibi. 

IN MRNEXHNUM. 

P. 234.1. 7. ab imo. Ita interpunge : Kai yag roam xaAng re sat it eyaXoirprifotic ruyxavet, 
sat eav Wen; rig WY 'TENEUTIOr Xal eoraive au eruxe, xas FM OcciDog p. 

p. 245. 1. 16. Hwe tantim parenthesi includi debent, viz. Duo-cep wporepov Aatteaatihoviot 
amp eEeSocray.) 

p. 247. 1. 23. ab imo. Retine ea, memor personarum loquentium, quibus adhuc incertum 
sit fatum xivavveuetv .p.EXA.strt. Vide mediam paginam praeced. 1. 23. EMI waaxosev: vide item 
pag. seq. 1. 14. et 80. 

IN POLITICUM. 

P. 257. 1. 6. ab imo. Mera)akgave: non hie interpellat Hospes, sed pergit Theodorus. 
p. 260.1. 10. ab imo. Lego, rerro extrar7ew. 
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far from the beginning. Possibly some fragments of tht true epistle 
might remain, which were patched together and supplied by. some 
trifler. 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VOL. ii. p. 262.1. 24. Lego, carrep Erpo(rayartv. 
lb. 1. 7. ab imo. Lege, iy ygreo-sal. 
p. 265. 1. 20. Lege, xepoortopon. 
P. 272.1. 8. In prioribus editionibits legebatur dpon, absurde quidem : quam lectionem 

corrigere volens Serranus legit, opecov, pro ingenio et judicio suo. 
Ib. 1. 10. ab imo. Lego; Kat an  ,cal TO ynyevcg, yel potiits, rrys4311.. 
Ib. 1. 8. ab imo. Commate prieposito lego, Irpocry,x3sitya. Vid. p. 270. sub finem. 
p. 273.1. 9. ab imo. 	Lege, roiiro p,E:, 8 : htec prima pars est periodi, qui respondet 

posterior TO r '"•-• ixcem. 
p. 275. 1. 25. Liquet, ex responsione Socratis, ort74 yap e; affirmativam, non negativam, 

esse bane Hospitis conclusionem :. forsan itaque legendum, " Zvrrir 601 ye pnv 8Y air EMMY 

[sc. of EV3a6e warms] s3' irlov, OM po'OMY, ea otirtoc, Ele mews. orctuxacrt." Judex sit, qui 
prmcedentia bene intellexerit. 

p. 282.1. 23. ab imo. An scribendum sit, "p.E3tcuts.ey? ” Qumre a graaiunaticis. 
p. 282.1. penult. Rectissime Ficinus videtur legisse rat./4.Ecoc vel koplintos: ars enim 

yvapeog nihil ad bane rem. 	Agitur Mc de• subtegmine construendo; quod fit, dum pro-
ducitur et protrahitur stamen, et simul circum se flectitur et volvitur, ut arctius coluereant 
inter se partes.  

p. 286. 1. 16. ab imo. Lego, Erayrn: i.e. 14  non ad omne genus decori seu aptitudinis 
spectantes." 	 , . 	. 

p. 287.1.. 12. ab imo. OmninO. lege, 6 Ti yap er. 
Ib..1. i 0. ab imo. Ita interpunge, eisxivai TA, irs3otvoY &p.wg X. T. A,. 
p. 289. 1. 13. Ita interpunge, pert, xeAn3ev. 
p. 291. 1. penult. Lege, aptcoxpazif xeci arycepxsit., 	 , 

p. 298. Toto hoc sermone reprtesentatur verissima imago status Atheniensis sub his 
temporibus, quando, ut aiebat Anacharsis, Aeyscrs peso Os 	tro.tos, xpisio-1 Se Os akca4s7c. 
Plutarch. in Solone. 

p. 300.1. 11. ab imo. Lege, erixespoiv. 	- 	,. 
,. 

p. 302. 1. 10. Lege, cOnforon, dray of Trips x. T. A. '0011SSUM videtur To, 6Tav, ut snipe fit 
ob similitudinem syllable pmeedentis.  

Ib. 1: 19. Malim legere, 6i0v scrt6c, ac 4=03 1Ce To No 
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. 	 . 
Helico, the astronomer, is mentioned by Plutarch as in the court , 

of Dionysius, when- Plato was there for the, last_ time; (and this, 
letter was written four years before, soon after Plato's return from 

. 	. 	. 

' 	CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS' 
• • 	• 	- 

• IN MINOEM. 	• . 	. 
VOL I. p. 313. 1. 3. Lego, Ti 8E ; ErlS) 4, TS SpxcEpos x. T. A. 

p. s 1 s.1. 12. ab imo. Forsan legendum, Ou Taira ts rw 	Aeyei-izi. 
p. 331.1. 15. Lege, esxtra toy Xoy.  ov sippcsval, ut sfepe alias. • 

IN LIBROS DE REPUBLICA. 

P. 340. 1. 1 8. Lege, Toin-o Se a- wan; ISM:.  totius periodi interpunctio prava est. 
p. 343. 1. 16. Lego, ivp 81cixem-3m. 

• p. 346. 1. 28. Lego, air° 8€ rot, 1rposxp163ca Tij fuo-Urruol TEXV TOUTOt/ WpGyir SITU inThic. 
p. 362* 1. 12. }Lee verba, 8oxorivrt isxmcp 'emu, aut mendosa sunt, aut quwdam omittuntur, 

forsan, 4erces amp. 	Alias legi possunt, aoxorm-a'aixmcv -ants : • veram levissima mutatione 
' 	- - - - ita emendantur, Boxahosi asxcacp 15-oci. 	 • 

lb, I. 20. ab imo. Malim legere, TOE POv aiteivoice. 
p. 364. 1. 24. • Ficinus videtur legisse; Pailetv,'sicut postulat constructio sententite. 

"p. 876. 1. antepenidt. Lego, 11.:95 n  r do;' vel Mac 8,1; 	 . 
p. 406. 1. 16. Leget aliquis forsan, sarpsuop.evcov: ' sed commoda satis est lectio.vulgata. ' 
p: 428. 1. 20. ab imo: Lego, p -ex ilnie i-cs;0-: 'yid. lin. 16.,ejusdem paginm. 
p. 430. 1. 6. ab imo.-  Lego, xperr7w 8€ :ixtiToti fumy EllY41 NI CUM MSSs H. Steph. 

Cer0fLOY010TIX1] 8X wax Oursvce 1-poirov. SOO • EthiSCE x. T. A. 

p. 437.1. 23. Lego, n  /re fxrayar3m Teri.  
lb. I. 1 s. ab imo. Forsan, legas, irop.arai mo TWOS' /re : vide p. 439. 1. 2. 
p. 441. 1. 28. Interpunge ita, av rows vv crop) gas cp, o61-co x. T. A. 
lb. 1. 304 Ita, Tarp xas %Woo avapesen sal throe xots Tcrakx x. T. A. 

lb. 1. 10. ab imo. Lego, Ova .rce cd,rol/ rwv as aimw imps+ rpm-7p : vid. p. 443. lin. 10. 
p. 442. 1. 1 i. ab imo. Lege, on crAM Tr: vel cum H. Steph. oig. 

' 	p. 444. 1. 20. ab ima. Lege, eporomi.• 	 , 	, 
p. 452.1. 4. ab imo. Forsaii, lisp' acrtcoO: .quantivam exemplo non caret lectio vulgata. 
p. 460. 1. 9. ab imo. Ita interpunge, rreo-..5m • AArr9i. Ae ev X. To A. 
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his first voyage to Syracuse) but we do not find elsewhere -that he - 	. 
had been a disciple of Eudoxus and of Polyxenus. 	 - 

. , 	. 

NOTES ON THE GREEK TEXT. 
• 

p. 360. DrEe axe! wapo: (re ApzuTig..], plato in his first voyage made 
a:league of amity between Archytas and Dionysius ; and after his 

. 	. 
. 	 OF THE TEXT OF PLATO' 

VOL. II. P. 461.1. 8; Lego, ;f9u ispEtou mi ',vac, sicut videtur legisse Ficinus. 
lb. 1. 8. ab 'Mo. Lego, 0.15-6, ors Kw Fri emyopev. 	. 
p. 462.1. 5. Ita interpunge, xai TS per co xcutov ; errs EIT16X41IXT4011, apa 4 x. T. A. 
p. 469.1. 22. Ita interpunge, fis8scr&ei. MIP 'EXAntice X. T. A. 
p. 472.1. 16. Ergone Socra

f
ies fatetur se luec locutum eSse ad xem nihil pertinentia ? 

Loco huic sanitatem restituit leviisima bee mutatio, OuSey GCAAO v, col EcipcotLey x. T. A. 
p. 473. 1. 1. Malim. legere, ivp4st. 	 . 	. 
p. 490. 1. antepenult, Ittutpoo as 17# pcpurs: legenda sunt in parenthesi : quippe signi-

ficant, " parvum autem guidclftrn salvum .,evadit; " sc. ex univepb, corruptione istius 
philosophice nature in plerisque, n vromois-oric an  eat s compei, axp,w,c 4 xcaoiics. 

.p. 491. 1. 5. ab imo. Ficinus interpretatur,, if. extremanz nequitiam :" legitt igitur, Tr 
axpav, sicut legi oportet me& quidemseptentia:..vide tamen p. 5.15. tin: 7 et 8.' 
• p..493.1. 13. Lego, covai, A; 8;) of ohlaaras [vet ixas-04:_vid. notas H..Stephani: nee 

longiia abscedit interpretatio Ficini. 	„ ., , 	 ,.,  	:I 	 i 
p. 496.1. 24. Vid. Platonem in Theage, pf, 11.28,usque ad finem Dialogi., 	1 
p. 506. 1. 7. ab imo. Ems, videtur vel proisils omittendum esse, vel sequentibus 

adjungendum. 
p. 507. I. 8. ab imo. Lego, xpoac es,  Opcordif. 	, . 
Ib. 1. penult. Lego,' Ou oi.uxpcp apt ni411ct.  
p. 522.1. 10. Am TO ava3ov, Lego, ceroyov : vide p. 523. lin. 5, et p. 525. 1. 1 : aut 

hiee lectio vera est, aut ilia quam exhibet Eusebius, ayov. 	 , 
p. 525.1. 20. ab imo. 	as-cons: quid Mc sibi velit Imo vox, difficilis explicationis est: 

si MS. aliquod faveat, legere velim, avarerig. 	. 	. 
p. 527. 1. 6. Am Toe avocranos, Q..an legi debeat, cow yetxrecog, vel coccEnuc ? sane neque 

arridet lectio vulgata, neque ulla quidem conjectura nostra.  
VOL IL 	 ' 	3 Y 
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return to Athens, Arehytas came to Syracuse, as Plato himself tells 
us in his seventh epistle. 	. 

p. 360. nOXUE1161, TWY BpUTWVO; Till! ETetipCJY.] Polyxenus, the sophist, is 

CONJECTURAL ENIENDAT EONS 

VOL. II. p. 529.1.22. Nam' : H. Steph. Mc dormitat; et en ! (magis miram) Serranus oculos 
aperit, et videt subintelligendum esse TS, quod Platoni familiare est. Quid vet% si VECOY cum 
Ficino mutes in mat ?  

p. 530. 1. 26. Omnin6 legendum est, ot...xx .o rep Ti EXElc. 

Ib. 1. 13. ab imo. Lege, otirwc 7:Tog evapp.oviov fopay. 
p. 531. 1. 4. nOXYC01.14C1"  aria : vide Euclid. Sect. Canon. p. 547. (Edit. Gregor.) et 

Introduct. Harmonic. p. 538. 	Soni sunt, qui subdividi et resolvi possunt in alios plures. 
p. 533.1. 2. Lego, aroAsm, oie a Emova. 
lb. 1. 7. Lego, pcovcp ay cpviev. 
p. 534. 1. 16. Ante, et post, eplo-etc, ponendum est comma: alit& enim• legendum est, 

Op-5K ax Exeiv. 
Ib. 1. 25. lmportunum istud " ktEY " foras ablegandum est. 
lb. 1. 11. ab imo. Interpretes Mee A geometria petita esse non suspicantur. 	Quid 

sint aXors vap.p.a: vide ap. Euell I. Elem. Lib. 10. Verian ut elegantiam allusionis menus 
percipias, vide Marini Priefat. in i.uclidis Data, p. 456. Ed. Greg. 

p. 535.1. 20. Lego, Kell fklirip4OYCl &. %Xi xaprupoy [vel xpexi-spov]. 
p. 540. 1. 13. ab imo. L go, aXX 	xeasTrec FLEV, &wane an, Textrry xas ex eiV: 	Ficinus 

videtur nobiscum ita legisse, quum ita interpretatur, " Eli duntaxat ratione,quti diaimus :" 
sed non vidit lime cum sequentibus connexa esse, et notam interrogationis removendam 
esse ad finem sententite. 

p. 546. 1. 7. Lego, &rem repirpowal Excess Tic xvxXcp irepicopa c Evveziltoo-, gpeexttg.oss /Lev 
13paxwrops x. r. A. Vide Aristotelem de Gen. et Corrupt. L. 2. c. 10. p. 740. Ed. Du Vall. 
et Johan. Pbilopon. Comment. 69. b. circa med. pag. 	Sed minima cum mutatione ita 
legi potest locus, (stantibus prioribus) PpaxuPiosc pet,  Ppaxtnropoi, evarricic Sees/an-sou, intelli- 
gendo per xuxxwv corporum cmlestium orbes. 

lb. 1. no. Istud " ecogtetc " aut mutandum est in (peptic, aut prorsas rejiciendum. 
p. 550. 1. 25. 011111ino legendum, irpo rEpov, i.e. prit1s, 
p. 551.1. 12. Lego, oxiyapxiag. 
Ib. 1. 22. Lego, oTog ectv, ct,..4per El yap VECZY X. T. A. 
lb. 1. 27. Lego, ;Ism; etpxis. 
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mentioned by Laertius in the life of Aristippus, sect. 76.. Bryso, his 
master, had also the famous Theban cynick, Crates, for his scholar, 
as Laertius says L. 6. s. 85. who calls him Bryso, the Achman. But 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VOL. ii. p. 556. 1. 14. ab imo. Lego, ;Se eecr.5p..eerog, "atque ", ut siepe alibi apud Platonem. 
lb. 1. penult. 	Si passivo sensu sumatur erayop.evuo, legi oportet in eadem linea eiri 

Euppxxietv : confer. p. 559. sub finem ; qui locus aliam quoque hic lectionem suggerit, 
sc. era yotc.estv---Eup.p.txxsoc,-. 	 . 

p. 558. 1. 17. Lege, zarawarsio-exo-a, ut concordet cum ref, artryfvcvpn. 
p. 559. 1;12. Lego, ire irpoc Cams,  alsAip.oc, ire Ilargras Vivra atocern: omissio (ut sxpe fit) 

orta esse videtur ex similitudine verborum posterius sc. "n TE"  sequentium. 
p. 560. 1. is. Lego, ?To; TOL; ett`n-o.iv *Mit:cc. 
Ib. 1. 12. ab imo. Ilepaovres ir(repopgdal: Ficinus interpretatur, " detestantur etfugant," 

quasi legisset COVEX•SYTEg, verbum poeticum, quod forsan ignorantes scribw leviter mutarunt 
in al. Cod. Potest etiam legi, corw3otivric, vel prepyorre;. 

p. 564. 1. 13. ab imo. Lego, vrpoesoc. 
p. 565. 1. 20. ab imo. Mery : qmere, an pert ? 
Ib. 1. 11. ab imo. Lege, Ti; sq»;: atque ita interpres uterque. 
p. 566.1. 7. CUM nuperrime pnecesserit °tiros, et hie non sit repetendi locus, vide, an 

legendum sit oi;scq, i. e. ev Fuca; sae «tyro xas Stocgoi‘p wpos. 11)11 =) w 67r0 TCZY EXOVTGUY TeX; aoloec. 
p. 569. 1. 4. Legendum videtur, aro vci3v vascriuno : ni, quod elegantius est, transferal 

prtepositionem, ti7ro, ad finem sententim, et ibi legas, er' woe wposavrog. 
p. 571. 1. 12. Lego, iv xcaa. 
p. 575. 1. 15. ab imo. Forsan, Encorws V, upn, rupcovixorromos co en. 

Ib. 1. ult. Lego, iroipm. 
p. 576. L 16. ab imo. Omnin6 lege, Ti 81, cepa. 
p. 579. 1. i. Si mutatione opus fuerit, mutem OCUTZY in etin-oii. 
p. 582.1. 9. Lego, pagcevoss ctis rtiv cai.%tco : miror emendationem bane Stephanum 

fugisse, qui vocem hanc [earrog] tali modo siepe dividit, aliquando etiam ubi nibil opus est. 
Ib. 1. penult. Lego, recpvg concludere enim neque solet apud Platonem, neque debet 

is, cui secundw partes tribuuntur. 
p. 584. 1. 7. Forsan, cayeivov Toae, i icruxice. 
Ib. 1. 28. Lego, Itp0110-47£15• 

It). 1. 14. ab imo. Lego, cuivevrou. 
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Theopompu$ (ap. Athenaeum, L. 11. p. 509.) informs us that he was 
of Heraclew, and accuses Plato of borrowing many things of him, 
which he inserted in his dialogues. 	There is an elegant fragment 

• , 
• . 
. CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 

VOL. II. p. 585.1. 25. ..Porsan, auto Tosoiirois o07 nisi " Ov " hie -omissum fuerit ob reve-- 
rentiam vocis, cujus religiosus cultor Plato timuit titulum istum corpori attribuere. 

p. 586. 1. 25. Lege, ariosu ric aXx3otif [sc. 'EXemd. 

' 	p. 587.1. 6. ab imo. Not. OUrof rag 6 otpsp.oc [729] xtsiSsxx autexpis erg ;cm i Tptrn aut4 

TOt) MIX. 	 . 	• 
, 

p. 590.1. 23. Forsan, n  lers Tic. 	 . 	 . 
Ib. 1. 10. ab imo. Lego, ccovri : 'respondet enim Tcp, vans : lectio verb efeccirroc in line& 

sequenti retinenda est; respondet cub') vi, " Setts xco fpovip.i." 
p. 598. 1. 16. ab imo. Omnin6 lege, ro rose5r6. 	.. 
p. 600. I. s. Fieinus videtur, cue V< spra, meliia. 
Ib. 1. s. ab imo. Ercoaceywyes : lexicographi laborant, vocis hujus sensum torquendo, 

ut huic loco quadret: si verb critici fuissent, lapidem sponte aptum elegissent, legendo 
Crasawycoyorivro. 	 . 	 . 

p. 602. 1. 18. ab imo. Dele, xas, et lege, o4,ewc, carra Tig X. T. A. 
p. 605. 1. S. n4uxe ye: quid si legatui irefuyev, donee aliquid melius suppeditent MSS. 
p. 607.1. 4. Locus videtur mutilus, integrandus autem tali quopiam modo, " &soy p.ovov 

61.014 	so'ic xas Erccop.ta vic appric [vet rob* aye4oti] czas [vel exec] wonxreasc s'apa8ex•reov etc 7romi." 
Vide p. 399. 

Th. 1. 20. '0 ray: si in obscuris hisce fragmentiunculis videre aliquid possimus, con-
jicimus legendum esse, orriZy: nempe poeta voluit perstringcre populum, propter aures 
suas eruditas, euntem qua. jusserit eloquentia sophistica.. 

.... p. 608.1. 10. ab imo. Lege, , ius pm ,wixv., ,/, ems). 
p. 615.1. 11. ab, imo. Atn-ar: Stepp. ap. marg. interior. mavult ourroii: forsan, camp, si 

vis crxeaciv esse prsepositionem, dativo enim casui prseponitur; sin, mecum, adverbialiter 
accipias, retinenda est lectiO vulgata : vide locum quam simillimum in Gorgia vol. i. 
p. 525. malim itaque legere, cxeSev is away. 

p. 616.1. ult. Vide Plat. in Epinomide, p. 936 et 987. inf. 
p. 617. 1. 12. Lege omnin6, TOY ITEpOV af pert satias oh crfscrs feavar3as earantxuxAoiiptevov Toy 

irepor TpYTOY af [sc. iv .rava •rov TETartOr r eraprov 81,T00 TpITOr xeo veparlov)  TOY 8EssrefOsir. 

5-pefscrU as au rev carrov ;ea. Quisquis Platonicum systema mundi intelligis, aut cupis intelli-
gere, emendationem hanc lubentbr, credo, amplecteris. 
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from a comedy of Ephippus, where he reflects alike on the scholars 
of Plato and of this Bryso (to whom he gives the epithet of .; 

OpoctrobtaxstoXntinzspittarrtev), for their sordid desire of gain, and for the 
studied neatness of their dress and person.  

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VOL. Ir. p. 617. 1. 15. Atiroy: lege, au TOY ccOTOY, i. e. irprorov. 
lb. 1. ult. Lege,:ranv otl i as 8X E07Y. 

Ib. 1. 1 8. Ayarovor ex rourcliv : lege, caw royouciE• wao-av Se X. T. X. Vide Euclid. Introduet. 
Harmonic. p. 539. Ed. Greg. et Censorinum de. Die Natali, c. 18. 

Ib. 1. 6. ab imo. Forsan, 4 aneyx% aperi. aperi to caecrirryrov. 

IN LIBROS DE LEGIBUS. 

P. 633. 1.7. ab imo. Lege, Toy Tan/ xtnrcliy : de re autem ipsg, vide Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. 
L. 3. C. 12. 

p. 634.1. 4 ab imo. V.Iv rap' Cy.ay : legendum forsan, TWY ramp-m.o. 
p. 636. 1. 16. Ficinus videtur legisse, roc; XXTX pow roc; repi X. T. A. 
p. 642. 1. ult. Ubi legitur, ex rocrs : Ficinus legit, EX Trtro,?, "ex ilk tempore." 
p. 643. 1. 6. ab imo. Ubi legitur, aXXCOV TOS8TCOY : lego, caXoc roicalra. 
lb. 1. 5. ab imo. Forsan, irikeycac, vel Tyt4svcov. 
p. 644.1. 18. Lege, ca5r6.iv. 
Ib. 1. 24. Ubi legitur, auriov: lego, eti; wan,. 
lb. 1. 10. ab imo. Forsan, .&elon. 
p. 647. 1. 5. Forsan, mars(); e irepoc. 
p. 648. 1. 21. ab imo, Forsan, ,aceopasic. 
p. 653. 1. 15. Forsan, crup.famicreiv : alias subintelligendum, ow. 
lb. 1. 22. Mens fortasse, rot; Aoye, i.e. " separantes a ratione.' 
Ib. 1. penult. Ubi legitur, cerceZav, olg h : suspicor legendum esse, Ey raic funicas, 4 4 

Esc. v4201] : vid. p. 665. in initio. 
p. 654.1. 20. ab imo. Lego, f atavoeirai, i. e. ",sicut animo concipit." 
p. 663.1. 23. Post TT, videtur excidisse, otaixt f ). 
lb. 1. 25. Ubi legitur, kaoroti: lego, ptors. 
lb. 1. 11. ab imo. Ubi legitur, epv : lego, 13X ecsv. 
p. 666.1. 18. Ubi legitur, TOY 01110Y ; qusere, an °Toy ? 
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- 	lb. -Ekappoc .  :tar -60,101x.] - Words here, used in •their best. sixset, 
" easy - and. well-natured." 	Plutarch interprets theta eirancii 1cgf 

, 	 : 	.. tosrpsoc. 	 '. 	- 	 - • 	' 
. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

Plato in Republic&. L. i. p. 400. EtnjOssa,.oux io avoiav o6Tav 6-4-oxopseottavos xe.4).4,60 Wc 
sulleesocV )  GOIACC Tip teig oarjeck eii TS X.al KOck4 ,TO 104 xareoltetsaTikerlv &avow. 	. 

. 	 . 
, 	CONJECTURAL Ellig,14DATIONS , 

; - 
VOL. II. p. 666. 1. 13. ab imo, .Post qi.a.59p.sv, dele interpunct. , 

p. 667. 1. 2. Post Tara pro,' deletcommA. r:•:: 	, 	.  
p. 669. 1. 2. ab imo. Minus dubito, quip lectio vera sit orilacscec. 
p. 670.1. 15. 'Minim, ni script= esset, 6sov Tors Acopscs. 	. 

Th. 1. 2. ab imo. Tag Ss sc .1rpscriScrrepos5]. 
p. 671. 1. 1 co. ab imo. Post auyaft! fvo 	dole comma.. 
p. 672.1. 3. Qutere, de isto importuno exs : vide pag. precedent. fin. 5. ab imo. 
p. 679. 1. 9. ab imo. Ubi legitur, pont,  ccuroio 	t)cou : lego,•iiii'v cairoStxas. 
p. 681. 1. 16. Legendum esse, aipscrac : interpres uterque vidit; memo non: - 
p. 683.1. 11. ab imo. 114 yap 8; sunt ex ore Megilli. 
p. 688, 1. 21. Lege, p,AE(Me: 

	

p. 692. 1. 5. Citat 111111C locum Plutarchus in Lycurgo. 	 .. 
p. 695. 1..9. ab imo. Si quis Codex MS. favear, istud " 4." omittam, et legam pauI6 

antea (sc. I. 10. ab imo.) ale w tiapsic. 	 . 
p. 696. 1. 26. Lege, iiiiv 8)1: ita priores editiones. Erratum videtur typographi. 

- p. 696. I. 9. ab imo. Tsp..co Te xas =qua! : glossema est, et quidem ab imperit& manu: 
intelligens scripsisset, Tsp.as xas Ta Tosaiira, sc. cep3c4 Myop.eva. Vide p. 710. 1. 12. 

p. 697. 1. 17. ab imo. Lege, TO xowov. 	. 	. 	 . 

p. 709. 1. 18. ab imo.. Forsan, Oils 240 : clue lectio sensum H. Steph. up. margin. 
interior. belie assequitur... . 	 • 

_ 	. 	. 	.   
p. 711.1. 23. Lege, Km vrwc, absqUe interrogatiorie.. 
p. 712. 1. 9. Maitre. Qutere, an non transposita sit hic tax, jungenda cum istii ysyveo-4as 

(se. I. 7.) paulo ante? 	 . 
p. 714. 1. 22. Ubi legitur, vamp+ SE1:".: lego, Tarong esvas [vel Cnre7y]. 
lb. 1. 27. Hee vox was onanine tribui debet Atheniensi Hospiti, sicut tribuitur ab 

interprete utroque.  
p.'715. 1, 24. Ubi legitur, 4tviy: quere, an potius vspaw ? Vide paulb post. 
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p. 361. TOTE ZT1  ter' ere errEpoz;;toiv.] 	What is meant by this date, 
I cannot divine. 	His brother's, or sister's, daughters died at the 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VOL. II p. 716.1. 18. ab imo. Vide sis Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. L. 9. c. A. 
p. 718. 1. 6. ab imo. Ayiaptrs, pro =Spurn, positum hoc loco aiunt grammatici, neselo 

qua autoritate freti : potibs videtur esse vetus erratum, et legendum esse, exvialecors. 
p. 720. 1. ult. Ficinus interpretatur, quasi legisset, rlie levecrecoc amp,  : forsan recta. 
p. 729. 1. 22. ab imo. Ubi legitur ot;g: lego, 78c. 	Ficinus legit, TST8;. 

lb. 1. 20. ab imo. Ubi legitur, krypcov: lego, ercepcov [pro 1,rrupee.] 
p. 732. 1. 19. Omnino lege, cos asi Ti evavriov. 	 . 
lb. 1. 29. Tolle interpunctionem, gum sensum loci turbat. 
p. 734. 1. 3. ab imo. Ubi legitur, Eup.cury : lege, Eumplv. 
p. 738. 1. 4. `0 (J.Ev: Ficinus legit, co pet): proculdubio recto. 
lb. 1. 9. Ubi legitur, vas.14 : Lego, iiiov, vel pemg. 
p. 744. 1. 17. Forsan, xas S‘coot.cco cc7roaia:Zero [vel Siccvstaal] re xrX. 
p. 751. 1. 17. MAI IroXiv : forsan TO rani: quanquam lectio vulgata commodam admittit 

explicationem, subintelligendo ex, quod a fine periodi hue referri potest. 
p. 759. 1. 8. Ubi legitur, TO aS: malim, 78; SE. 
Ib. 1. 20, ab imo. 	Ficinus videtur legisse, bccesii EE oeurc7.ey rpetc• rpiec as x,rx. 	Forsan 

ita melibs, ixarl iva• GE Oft:ITCZY rpesc as. 
p. 760. 1. 18. Ubi legitur, cpuxzpx85: lego, cpptepexpxtec. 
p. 761. 1. 24. Ubi legitur, ceplepevov : lego, expapup...evav [vel etcpytcrikEvor.] 
p. 764. 1. 1 8. ab imo. Lego, wspi aroves-txnee r exANuc. 	 . 
p. 769. 1. Is. Lego, es Ts enaocriv.  
lb. 1. 27. Mallem (si MSS. faveant) legere, olov Ts Sic TO rpocr,asy SIM pciapuvorra, ut 

jungatur cum into &Aoxot,  TO antea. 
p. 772. 1. ult. Ficinus legit, Eu Xeyee5. 	SI roe; roiyuv fcrIkev. Quid si legamus, Eu ?orig. 

Tcp ralat, 701148) prZykey, xrX. quod videtur magis convenire exordio Legis? 
p. 773. 1. 20. ab imo. Forsan, co,  Eripat pia Euoiv.] 
p. 77.1. 1. 25. Forsan, ore rep, pore 4ccp-Pccvely ,rs, pme exalaoyco. 
lb. 1. 29. Lego, ilia:,  yenc4i. 
p. 785. 1. penult. Forsan, his  co aoxr. 	 ' 	 ' 

p. 791. 1. 6. Locus non videtur mutilus, si verb non placeat per omnia, mutes si in et, 
et legas, et 78; pew. 

p. 796. 1. 24. Forsan, ,r8; SE W8 Wataatc. 
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time when Dionysius ordered him to be crowned, though he was 
not. HowevPr, we learn that Platt), had four great nieces, the eldest 

. 	.. 	 . 
. 	 - 

CONJECTURAI. EMENDATIONS . 	 , 
VOL. u. p. 798. 1: 26. Ubi legittir, aastaw: qutere, an non melius av8piii,? 	• . 	, 

Il) 	1. 12. ab imo. Refertur ad p. 655.  
p. 799.1. 20, akitno: Lego,.avvonJ.  av aural xas TOSS dtXX01; TO .ioropepsvov. 

i
ll:). 1: ult. Sc. vom.gc xiacepaucei ; vide sup. ,pag, 700. 	. 
p. 802. I. cub him Ubi legitur; ap.cosEpoic Frif ati.forepa: nisi legas, ixamporc i.cev bump, 

particula negativa period° huic inserenda est., Pauli post excidisse videntur brec,axxa wa 
p.a,  Tali apflEvuo, gum 'debent immediate prrecedere iqa, rah ray 9 xem5y. 	.  

p. 803. 1. 13. ab imo. Malim ego quidcm legere, 6 h cap.ev. 	 • 

p. 803.1. 10. ab imo. Forsan, ircaCovra iv haf3aursovi.  subintelligitur nempe rw siva+, 
ante have. 	 • 

p. 806. 1. 1 1 . hygp.Evai: omissum puto, isev : ita enim constructione cb.dem leguntur 
paulb post TO441)061%0 (I. 17.) et faviiiv. (1. 20.) 	 , 

p. 810. I. 27. Ubi legitur, ovraW: lego, otiraq. 
Ib. 1. s. Difficultas hujusce loci oritur ex voce warps, cui sane commodus scnsus tribui 

omnine nequit sine additis quibusdam ex conjecture. Vide Ficini interpretationeni. Omnis 
very difficultas tollitur, si mutetur ista vox in wapsww, et-  pnecedens punctum walioy huc 
transferatur. 

p. 811. 1. s. Ubi legitur, Oa; : lego, IcaiNac. 

p. 822. I. 24. Ubi legitur, dal:WAS : lego, a op0o5i. 
lb. I. 8. ab imn. Procul omni dubio legendum est, Aeyerrec TE, aura u.1 /4  yopac osecrOca 

riOep,esiec EMI, TOM* alma; yettay. 	: -  
p. 829.1. 17. Ubi legitur, yore.  SE : , ygo, ill h. 	- 	 , 
p. 839. 1. 8. Delco KA: sequentia enim tribuo Athcniensi Flospiti usque ad ixa5-80 

reliqua Clinize. . 	. 
Ib. I. 12. Lego, KA. Era.  xi-x. 	. 
lb. 1. 21. ab imo. thoraif Stapp: luclit in voce Scaftporros. 
lb. 1. 6. ab imo. Dele comma post apxis. 
p. 886. 1. 8. Lego, perpsou txes. 	 . 
lb. 1. ult. Lege, EMS j cum not& interrogationit; 	- 
p. 837. 1. 2. Lege; SsoonOrscrer3co, cum puncto rasa?. 

• p. 844. 1. 17. ab imo. Lego, aospoosay 
p. 847. 1. 21. ab imo. Post Imre dele comma. 
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then marriageable, the second, eight years old, the 'third, above 
three, and the fourth, not one year old ; and that he intended to 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VOL. Ir. p. 848. 1. 4. ab imo. Lege, cercury eco m xm ev xuxAp xarcevetkOevra, Si sumatur 
ista vox ultima in sensu passivo ; sin active sumas, videtur deesse ra aka (sc. SwaexalkEgn), 
atque ita supplere videtur Ficinus. 

p. 855. 1. 27. Ubi legitur, ryw Snow: lego, 704.41/ anitp, 1. e. " pcenant luens." 
p. 856.1. 14. Totirov : error prceli videtur; lege, rorrro. 
Ib. 1. 6. ab imo. Lego, ;owe; S' eri TpITOIS [vel rgicny.] 
p. 857.1. 1. Lego, rent; rgial. 
Ib. 1. 25. Mc r au xcci roi,'''ro Aevolkev. 	Interpretes, cum prioribus 	editionibus, lute 

tribuunt Clinin; recte autem Mc restituuntur Atheniensi Hospiti, nescio an ex emen-
datione H. Stephani, an felici omissione pneli. 

p. 861. 1. 19. ab ;MO. TOUTOP : hic Athcniensis Hospes excipit sermonem, secundum 
Ficinum.  

p. 862. 1. 4. Post p.)1v, dele notam interrogationis. 
lb. 1. 25. Lege, AOHN. Tac TOMV xrA. ut mete interpres. 
Ib. 1. 12. ab imo. Lego, n  ;cm Scogoig. 
p. 864.1. 19. Ubi legitur, Six;j: qwere, an potius Sic Bixij? 
Ib. I. 13. ab imo. Ubi legitur, Stacpepaw: quwre, an 3sexpopov? 
p. 865.1. 3. ab imo. Ubi legitur, aunt) re: lego, ocuroy wept. 
p. 869.1. 25. Lege, ev voprf [Sia Buo7v.] 
p. 870.1. 11. Tpinv ov: vide pag. 697. 
p. 872.1. 4. ab imo. TONarfal psit : forsan, TEXEtrriCTCU PIM 

p. 873. 1. 11. Espyerat : forsan, ceyopeuscr&ct. Vide p. 871. vel Isrecr&u. vide p. 874. 
p. 8744 3. ab imo. Ta p.ey ixertee : lego, ra p.Ey axuria. 
p. 875.1. 4. ab imo. Lege, n  p.maey. 
p. 876. 1. 7. 	KA. Iloia an xrA. 	Ficinus recte htec tribuit Hospiti Atheniensi: itaque 

legendum est, lloice Se xrX. quura paulo post legitur rocas an: sin legas na, svp posterius 
an post reae omittendum est. 

p. 877.1. 7. Forsan, VITCOY an xapiv. 
p. 878. 1. 16. Ubi legitur, Irparepov: lego, ieserrepcov. 
Ib. 1. 25. Lego, 1-10 rporloartay: vide paulb post. 
Ib. 1. 27. Pone comma post roxw. 
p. 879. 1. 1s. ab imo. Lege, cptyruo-oo. 
VOL. II. 
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marry the eldest to his nephew, Speusippus ; but how she could 
be the daughter of that Speusippus's sister, I do not comprehend ; 

CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 

VOL. H. p. 884. 1. 6. ab imo. Lego, ne r etrip.sva. 
p. 887.1. 25. Ubi legitur, Euxv: lego, Eu pop. 
p. 888. 1. 4. Ubi legitur, Om* hpAtiv: lege, ismay, tantiun ; neque dubito, quip ita olim 

emendaverit quidam scribendo in margine codicis sui `vim, unde postea, qui nuns est, 
error oriebatur. 

p. 891.1. 9. ab imo. Ubi legitur, &oig: 	Ficinus videtur legisse, rep ,Seolv• et recto 
quidem ; alias enim non sequeretur cis op.96"); exuo-iv, sed podia, 4 ovrwc ESTIY. 

p. 893. 1. 16. ab imo. Ilopeutra: quere, an iropstuo-cc ? 
p. 895. 1. 21. Ficini sane interpretatio favet marginali conjecture H. Stephani: malo 

tamers (minima cum mutatione) avro T8TC2), Legere Torrro, ceteris stantibus. 
Ib. 1. 9. ab imo. Post apip.ii.. pone punctum TeXii.ov. 
p. 897. I. 6. ab imo. Ubi legitur, Tv: prEeposita hypostigme, lego, ravrtiv PC. xivlieno.] 
p. 900. 1. 16. Auro Irponov: quere, an non atrrep vrpocnovrec. 
lb. I. 23. Lege, o-ca, aievrep vt)v aiaasZap.evog. 
p. 904.1. 17. Forsan, rat* irpog Taro. 
p. 906. 1. 16. Ita interpungo; .3npsca9g• irgof xrx. 
p. 909.1. 18. Lege, xarcopac De ivocj, sicut in prior. edit. 
p. 917.1. 16 et 17. Si interpungas, ut quasi in parenthesi legantur bee verba, " 4 

exucro Wit, ixacore ra rroXXa of vaeicos," sensus erit apertus. 
p. 923. 1. 6. ab imo. Karcamerw, se. p-spoi xpuhcacoto vrep‘ovrcov i warn() asa ri 	sietanXng 

EaEaCOXEI : non, ut interpretes videntur intelligere, xXigov enxtepiov TOY atn-oii ,)an favevra. 
p. 928. L 20. Forsan, arcr&o. 
p. 931.1. 1. Ubi legitur, Tic S' entovas: error prEeli est; lege, TA,  a' mow.*  
p. 931.1. 20. uiv: quere, an non Be /0 
lb. 1. 21. Ita lego hunt locum ; PAaPepoc yap yovey; acyoyotc, tug aesc krepoc cOacp, [6; an 

XOLTaparal .3 
p. 934. 1. 5. Forsan, ev foPoic Seasacrac. 
lb. I. 12. ab imo. Ubi legitur, yevopmv: loco istius vocis lego, prteposito commate, 

Atxxopevoi. 
p. 943.1. 2. Forsan, Soca. 
Ib. 1. 24. Quere, Ft papruploy ? 
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so that I take it, we must either read AieApv here, 1:101' enroOcaOUTC4F 

before. 	 ' 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

VoL. II. p. 943. 1. 33. Teem: qutere, an xoera T8TON? sicut in libri hujus initio. 
p. 944. 1. 7. ab imo. Lego, ith,  a' Orli: vel, sicut plerunque scribitur apud Platonem,6,Ts. 
p. 949.1. 7. ab imo. Post Epropeuvroo, pone hypostigmen. 
p. 950. 1. 5. Forsan, aexopevoss, ut jungatur cum owns; . .• 
Ib. 1. 12. Forsan, ita legendus est totus Mc locus; ovop.cco-s re xceAvrosc :sr poo-Xeyo iev Too; 

Esinpacriasc• nisi aliquid desit post xcoovoK: ornninb videtur locus alicubi mendosus. 
p. 951.1. 6. 1-U10. 1,41,8c: intelligendum est de exploratoribus ; potest item legi, wapElLevoi, 

ut concordet cum sequentibus. 
Ib. 1. 15. Lego, ay.&p:snroic . 	. 
p. 952. 1. 19. Delendum videtur y) ante xolverco. 
p. 953. 1. 19. ab imo. Lego. Ivo tkev ow, 
p. 954. 1. 12. Lego, To epeuxop..evoy : atque ita Ficinus interpres. 
p. 959. 1.. 22.-  Lego, TCZY ;tarot TO11 ElhaaaE 191010 : sin retineas pera, IMO vocis apart-414a r at 

paulo ante, legendum est Tspzolonazeraw. 
p. 960. 1. 29. Lego, Alx.hsn-cov. 
lb. 1. so. Forsan, sacocr.3evrav fucrei: atque ita interpres. 
p. 961. 1. 7. Forsan, BOECO THT015 CCUTOig, rl. e. EOCY 80EV TOUTOlg auToic.) 
p. 962. 1. s. Forsan, votioacrxeun: ut iryielag sit in casu accusativo plurali numero, quod 

expissime occurrit apud Platonem. 
p. 963. I. 1 i. Forsan, Eirop,sv TO By exesvo of Su f3Aersv. 
p. 964. I. 12. Lego, Tt ; interrogative. 	, ... 	. 
p. 966. 1. 29. Lego, 45 wrWv.  
lb. 1. 30. Lego, pie ffirpowny. 
p. 967. 1. 6. Forsan, Tex9p.eva. 
lb. 1. 9. ab imo. ApXE8 TO an  crwiLarom vamor nisi Igen verba legantur in parenthesix  

delendum est istud an. 

IN EPINOMIDA. 

P. 974. I. 6. Interpunge non post, sed ante, &morn,. 
p. 975. I. 30. Lego, 78TOJII as 06E/MCW. 
p. 976. 1. 10. ab imo. Lege, h 147) irapotrYot4In. 
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• p. 362. Ilsittliesc Eparrov.]. Hence we see that.Erastus was still with • 
Plato,- and consequently the „sixth epistle was written after this time. 

• ; 
• • 

CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 

VOIA II.-p. 976:1. penult. Lege et interpunge ita; yanreg tx7070Y wee, nu mos tr.x ett0770Y a. 
Videlocum in medio pag. 973. huic simillinnim.  
. .p. 978.1. 16. ab imo. Hyposiigme ponenda est post Vrecuerots, et subintelligendum, Duflo?y. 

p. 980.1, Is. flpocrozegiirowil. Olimlegebarn, wpoo-sirarceiirs: derma consideranti in mentem 
venit legendum esseirporricticevscrowre tale quid, Ficinus videtur legisse, locum hunc de cultu 
deorum.  intelligensl H.'§tephanus quidein tuetur lectionein vulgatam, sed frustra, nisi 
nos docuisset quid sit Sess no-704m : conjectura very nostra confirniatur ex responsione 
Atheniensis Hospitis, Ts; Sees tip.votivrec. 

p. 9S 1. 1. 23. Norinf : qutere, an my'? 
p. 985. 1. 15. Lego, To Se Am; orvpdlov ov, ilp.s3vov ItTX. 
lb. 1. 21. Cow: Forsan, 3eav, [vel 3fusy Eiscay], 
I1). 1. 22. Ilpoo-Tuxovrec : subintellige, carve ita sequentia erunt perspicua. 
p. 986.1. 13. ab imo. Hypostigme ponenda est post 4w. 
p. 987. 1.5. -Ass 'rob' icoayke: gum verba non pertinent ad hunc locum, delenda igitur sunt, 

et in lin. 3. post us lego TO xooixou. 
Ib. 1. Is:` ab imo. Ev Tots: lego, a,  Ttrosi. 

Ib. 1. 9. ab imo. Ubi legitur, asToit;: legO,cco385: .-. 
p. 9ss. 1. i o. ab imo. Ubi legitur, Toss Ike,: lego, iriicri p.sv'. 
Ib. 1. 6. ab imo. Forsan, evarrscci. 	 - 

p. 990. 1. 17. Lego. , !Toni. 
'p. 900.1. 9. ab imo. Lege, Tef Tess voWEves: cubicos enim numeros intelligit. 
p. 991. 1." 3. Hypostigmate prtepositi1, lege, ailrxeco:sey Ss MT& 8uvegkiv oikct. 
p. 991.1. 21. Lege, 	 c.,<systrp, in casu dandi. - 
ill  992. 1, 8.. ab ir49. Dale bypostigmen post 81p.00-sa. 
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p. 362. Kpotrow.] liere we find that Timotheus had alrother called 
Cratinus. 	This cannot, I think, be the great Timotheus, for his 
father, Conon, in his will (the substance of which is preserved in 

EMENDATIONES PER CONJECTURAM IN PLATONEM. 

Edit. H. Stephani, 1576. 

VOL. III. 

' 	IN TIM/ETYM. 

VOL. III. p. 19. 1. 3 et 4. ab imo. Ita distinguo, wpm-long epycu, we; Aar? wpocroimkarrec. 
Ib. I. ult. Lege, tiprregac, cum interprete. 
p. 20. 1. 14. Dele hypostigmen post av, et, in lines, proximo sequente, post sexottratv: 

sensum enim mutant et corrumpunt. 
Ib. J. 16. IIpErona : qwere, an irporon-wc ? 
p. 23.1. 1. Lego, 6o-a 61 n  crag' iwkw roe. 
Ib. 1. 6. Legitur 61.1.111 recto; atque ita Ficinus interpres: priores editiones exhibent i'vkly 

prave, quas sequitur Serranus, deterioris ut plurimam sectator. 
p. 26. 1. 7. BeAnbccursv :lego, 138Asvpacriv: hn autem voces permutari facile possunt, et 

smpe solent. 
p. 28.1. 9. Lego, xara aunt/kw: [xote suvailiv swpe scribitur, unde error oriebatur.] 
Ib. 1. 4. ab imo. Vide Thirlbium ad Justin. Mart. p. 124. 
p. 35. 1. 1 1 . Asa, ante 6xoy, videtur aut legendum esse, aut subintelligendum. 
p. 37. 1. 1. Lego, EX TCZY VOTICZY• 

p. 39.1. to. Lego, TO Pp:taw-am 10Y, COTIOliae tzeirric so-% TO9Carlic evritecret eXCEPUYEY : aut 
ita legenda stint, aut permutandm sunt voces ppaauvara et Eyturara: res ipsa eodem recidit, 
agitur enim de Saturno. 

lb• I. 1 s • Kal Ta. Forsan, 'tea a se., thErpOY] 	ra. 

lb. 1. 4. ab imo. Aut lege, 4 ecru ems UV, aut saltem, 6 Ect VJOY, loco istius vulgati, vcp 
7 	 « cp etc y VVOY• 

p. 41. 1. 18. yersyra. Aut lege, cum Proelo, ayeryrra, aut 7FYY/TECC facienda restant. 
p. 44.1. 20. Op91) rpo94: Forsan, op3ic Tpoc% : grammatici videant, an casus dativus in 

hoc sensu admitti possit ; sane hie magis placeret critico, sc. op3p rpoitsp. 
p. 46.1. 9. Mere/100110mq: ita. etiam Ficinus, et commodo quidem sensu accipi potest: 

quid yens), si perappriameroc? 
Ib. 1. 14. Ors : lege, Ore, vel dray. 
p. 48. 1. 5. atque etiam in lin. 7. Lego, nerce vaiiva, cum circumflexu. 
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Lysias's oration in de Bonis Aristophanis, p. 345.) makes no mention 
of any other son he had, but this one. 

CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 
VoL. iii. p. 50. 1. 4. ab imo. Hunc locum optirri5 interpretatur Lambinus ad Lucretium, 
L. 2. v. 247. subintellige autem, OXTOS EMU Xpl Tan,  ORUOY. 

p. 51. 1. s. AUTWY : aut cum H. Stephano lege, auro, aut potius camp. 
p. 58. 1. 9. Kamp: lege, xeyny. 
lb. I. penult. 13ony: quwre, an tJE:li,  ? 

p. 63. 1. ult. Forsan, 1.1.01g6a TO6TO, TO a' xrA. 
p. 64.1. 4. EY oic s,001xtkal.cev : quwre, an prtecedentibus, an sequentibus, hc jungi 

debeant ? 
p. 70. 1. ts. Omnina retinendum yews, sicut Paulo ante (lin. 7.) dixerat TO Tun or:. 4u= 

yEvog. 
Ib. 1. te. ab imo. 'OCTOY: Forsan, &raw, ut jungatur cum antecedentibus. 
p. 73. 1. penult. Lege, EE corrotl, Esc. c xe:actxpwthevoc nv] : atque ita loquitur panto post. 
p. 74.1. Wt. Keptapg: 	lego, xteforepa: 	vide, sub finem paginre proximo sequentis, 

eandem vocem in eodem sensu usurpatam. 
p, 76.1. 20. ab imo. Koi4sov: lego, xupiv: vide paginam prweedentem sub finem. 
p. 77.1. 22. 43uoll , : qutere, an pn-ecoc? cujusmodi elegantim szepe in aliis locis occurrunt. 
lb. I.23. ES{ a.: legi, iv re: illud enim a:, quod respondet antecedenti psi, subjungitur 

rep, it.Lovip.ov, ut res ipsa loquitur. 
p. 78. 1. 14. olot wipTos: forsan, am/ xtrr8c. 
p. 79. 1. 20. ab imo. Exei: si legas, exiiv, ut hwe vox, sicut etiam vox irerAexaca paulb 

post, pendeat a aETEOY (in lin. 22. ab imo); Stephani suspicio in notis prorsus nihili est: si 
retineas hie, axal, paulb post legas (in lin. 17. ab imo) werxexrai: quod eodem recidit. 

p. 80.1. 14. La lege et distingue hunc locum, si mentem habeas, et mentem Platonis 
assequi velis ; nempe, xara ,rnv rqc .aariovog exiroaryscru 144otornrct, rpon4avrec, xrA. 

Ib. 1. 15. ab imo. Quwre, an aicopripevw. 
p. 82. 1. 21. Forsan, rep PeAolksycp vas,  Eca{ : 1. e. " volenti sane licebit." 
lb. I. penult. Ilexxlvexpera: forsan, mairaypera: verbis Homericis, uti amat Plato. 
p. 83.1. s. Evince recto : quanquam interpretes, Ficinus et Serranus, videntur legisse 

sx evsra perperam ;i dem enim ordo naturte observatur in retrogrediendo. 
Ib. 1. 10. Ilinpoy. Error prwli est : 	lege, mxpoy. 

p. 84. 1. 20. Lego, 4uxop-evoie cum puncto rexescp: inde, TO 4 etc (rapxac, (rag Se etc ceipczt. 
p. 86. 1. 12. ab imo. Kcoovei&os: lego, ma' oveaog. 
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p. 362. Tut/ roXurEXeo raw AfropyIna.] The fine linen of Amorgos, of 

OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

IN CRITIAM. 

VOL. III. p. 110. 1. 15. Kas railrez: quanquam stare potest Ince lectio, utpote alibi usurpata 
a Platone pro Arearrcvc, mails tamen huic loco convenire videtur, xocrot witace. 

- 	Ib. 1. 15. Kai an  xat TO : lego, acts EnAol TO : sifter referri debet ad ovaErybcot, (in lin. 20.) 
intermediis in parenthesi inclusis. 

p. 114.1. 20. ab imo. Axxo : forsan, eaXeoc. - 
p. 116. 1. 8. Toic ev thecap; qumre, an Ti g ev bceo-cp? 
p. 117. 1. 7. 4:topczesou Trefuxoroc: forsan, .aocupt.ceccoi orepxoron. 
lb. 1. 10. .aopixocc: lege, .aspiyag, " Frigidas " intellige ; quod miror non animadvertisse 

Stephanum : omittit Ficinus hanc vocem interpretari, quippe vidit non posse legi .aspbccec, 
et quid legendum sit in mentem ei non occurrit: •%psvetg autem recto opponitur rtp,xotu.opmeg. 

p. 118.1. 23. Lego, 6i- I' avaellTETO %CC'  eu3u txtrrcp: atque ita Ficinus legisse videtur. 
Ib. 1. 5. ab imo. ̀ Ocret: fcrsan, 6Toic. 
p. 119. 1. 21. Lego, apcZy ;cut Tipielv, juxta Ficini interpretationem. 
p. 121. 1. 3 et 4. a fine. Vulgata lectio bona est ; Serranus miter?) interpretatur, quasi 

legisset i at, - pOl xvicic, gum potior videtur: prior est iroorixwrEpu. 

IN PARMENIDEM. 

Inter Dialogi Personas nominari debet Aristoteles, ultimus. • 
p. 131. 1. 16. ab Imo. Lego, Ti af ; TOL 4T8 pop; ixarov cri.wepoy coroActigoY TS, cr?.. 

p. 142.1. 11. ab imo. Nota interrogationis subjungi debet TT, orporrroov; Aristoteles 
respondet, roi; 6)03: ita Ficinus, quem hic bene sequitur Serranus ; Proclus in responsione 
includit plura. 

Ib. in fine lin. 11. ab imo. Delendum videtur 6. 
p. 144.1. 6. ab imo. To OY kY: Thomsonus,Proclum secutus,legit,ro iv ov, recto, ut opinor. 
p. 147. 1. 12. Omninb lege, ere SXosi aig poplon• [scilicet voy p) is] : Ficinus videtur 

etiam legisse hme addita TON pry hi, nisi sensum supplere voluerit. 
p. 148. 1. 1. Lege, %CC= TOCUTO ETEpOli /r770Y9iY Gnu, 8X (X1)o, TO CLOTO tlY WeeT014'05 Yin TO EY 

TO{c Gai\,015. 	 • 

p. 256. 1. 21. ab imo. Mau Toii p,ereci3e0Aelv: lego, cow are p.ortxPaXNeiso potest etiam legi, 
am roD ware 14eraPaMew : lectio sane vulgata ferri non potest ab intelligente. 
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which they made tunicks for women, was transparent: See the 
. . 	_ 	. 

. 	CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS 	• 	. 
VOL. III. p. 156.1. 12 et 13. ab imo. isarc4 -- xtvep.nots.: lego, is-ara --- xtveip.m.* 

Ib. 1. 9. ab.imo. OuSo : lego, eUvi; cum Ficino, quern sequitur Serranns, 	. 
p. 15.7.1. penult. Time: quitie, an VITT ? _ 	. 
P. 162.1..5. Lego, oirrop To ov [Soo-pov] EXEJ TOrr ems, To imi ov to) mut : lectioni huic favet 

Ficini intcrpretatio; vulgates cede omnine manta sent. 	- 	' 
Ib. 1. o. Toii men ft)) ov ! lege, roi; pm oss; us be.): ov. 
lb. 1. to. Toii 1.471 ants pa) ov : .lege, roil fp) amts ov. 
p. 164. 1. 16. ab imo. Interpunge ita, okroisp oyeep to Inrsy, falYETUS 4eetepv% xTA. 

IN coNVIvI UM. 	 _ 
P. 177.1. 23, Frustra mendam suspicatur Stephanus : elegenter enim legitur quasi in; 

parenthe:si, axx' °tiro); ripanTal Tocroirros 3eoc. 
p. 179.1. 1. .7' ea: 	lego, Yap. 	e i 

Ib. 1. 7. El/gal-0,176y: subintellige irpo Toe, ex prrecedenti parte sententim. 
p. 183. 1. s. ab imo. Forsan pneferenda est kw lectio, nempe, Ar iyovrof otorep woe. 
p. 184.1. 6. ab imo. Forsan, sic Truro. 
p. 188.1. 17. (Dopiic: lego, fopas. 
p. 1E19.1. Is. ab imo. Post 78TCOV, pone tantitm hypostigmen. 
p.193.1. 7. Budtei lectioneni sequitur Constantinus, recd sane, ut sensus sit, Exovrec 

xeeraypeofiver' 
p. 195. 1. 14. Due ovroc Iroxxore: forsan,ee gyro; Tamar), i.e. "non intra magnum spatium." 
p. 198.1. its. Lego hunc locum hal- to) pot TAturio d Arc3cov Topyge xis:Pear EY Tc;) )vrycp 

orEp.+tec : intermedia ista, " Suva xertv," 6tque _edam hmc, " ern Toy ethos+ ho 	v," glossema 
sapiunt. 	 . . 

p. 200.1. 13. ab imo. Axxo TI: lege, &Oars [Ss' ittos]. 	' 
• p. 207. I. 2. Ar3o5 : lego, ei,ka3ov: vide paginam prrecedentem. 
•Ib. J. 15. ab imo. Lege, faun) pm* Tv,  -yeener,o-ei xrA. 

''';', p. 210.1.17. ab imo. 050-arep osxrru: malletn bred inserete secundi line& (sc. 15 ab imo) 
sequente post kooc, immediate ante BoAeueost: quippe ob sitnilitudinem vocis lys pnemature 
videntur buic adjuncta.  

p. 217.1. 5. ab.imo: Lee, cooteg• ut concordet cum isto To xerpwov, in line& prece-
denti ; proverbium.solis hisce verbis concluditur, " Davos emu .re waciacov XCti FATC4 imam" 
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• 	. 	. 	.. 	, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 - 
Lysistrata -of Aristophariesi v. 40. .and 150. and 736. where the . - 	• , 	, . 	. 

- OF THE TEXT OF, PLATO 

Vol,. III. p. 222.1, penult. bre cfos: forsan, 6x.' epos. 	 • 	• 

p. 223. 1. 20. Ante bromo yideturexcidisse ceirovEi : quod Sensus omnino requirit ; Ficinus 
quOque interpretatur, quasi ita legerit, se. ar%TOY all tizvoY kxj3eiv, xat xcercRxep3e7v; xl-A. ' . 	- 

.. 
	, 	. 	• 	. 	• 	 .. 	 . 

• . 

- 	IN ParED017111. - , 	.  . 	. 	• 	. 
P. 229. I. 12. f : lego, *,..i. e. " vel." ... 
lb. 1. 12. Pro 1, legO, n. 

. p. 234. 	. 10. no0.10-0.p.ini : forsan, eclrohaucregkevoi. 
p. 237. 1. 23. Lego, oh ev ex esaorec. 	 • 
p. 239.1.. 6. Qtuere, an TC:J gimps*w locus hic esse possit; an magis aptus in Hn. 10. hunt 

	

in modum, Oompos,  8))  away'* sisal To? "wpm; ? 	 .., 
lb. 1. 16:  ab imo. Lego; wayret ewsrnaessorree, NU' ow ex etEsov xrA. 
p. 241. I. 2. Mfrcti3catuy: lego, lArrootPwv. 
p. 242. 1. 2. Forsan, ert pe77os$: 
Ib. 1. 16. Forsan, kg woMp.osi ye. 	I 
Ib. 1. 3. ab imo. Lego, es, Ts i p.m.961a. 

. 	, 
lb. 1. ult. Post erre sit punctum ragioy. 
p. 244.1. 19. ab imo. Ilosepsycey : lego, woiepAtniv. 

. 	 . p. 245. 1. 29. Forsan, coroXiiroe &carrot?. 	. 
lb. 1. 18. ab imo. Forsan legendum, ex ay ers ecer) yirvorro : seu pothis, ex ay 4 dais 

Triev rporso, quanquam ferri potest etiam vulgate lectid. 
p. 247.1. 16. ab imo. 'Muer% +uxtg: forsan, gram 	u, ,bed ay. '" 

lb. I. 16. ab imo. Lego, 6o 	ay p.oap. 	. 
Ib. 1. 11.6 imo. Lege, Ssoessocrut/v. 	' 	. 	. 
lb. 1. 9.. ab imo. cl;y: 	forsan, ,) Zy, vel,er cZy.., 	. 
p. 248. 1. 18. au ersvi• lego, sex es-1V. i; e. " non licet." 
p. 249.1. 22. ab imo. Mnp.n: rnallem, p.vnikp, in casu dativo.-  - 
Ib. 1..12. ab imo. Forsan, bray rev'y 45. 

• p. 250. 1. 6. ab imo. Deleridum est, pl. 	. 
• ..p. 252.1. I. ̀ Execra wan aut legendum, rafeiyas, ant, in isto sensu,intelligenduip esttiyas. 
• p. 253. 1..1. 'Eupeo-s: lego, sugobikii. 	. 
lb. 1. 6. Torrroy: forsitn, TUT*. 	' 	. 

VOL ii. ' 	 . 4 A 
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. 	 _ 
.Scholia call the plant, of which the . thread was made 4 xiyostaxoctoi, 

- 	• 	 _ 

'CONJECTURAL EMENDATIONS . 	 - 
VOL. III. p. 258. 1. 5. `OS eizriv : forsan, c 	EMS 0. 	• 	• 

.p. 261. 1.  4. it cog : supervacanea est ista vox-: forsan,' o;c. 
p. 266. 1. 3. &V ev ip.it 0 : lege, oh iv itkiv irefoxo;. 	' 	 • 
Ib.' 1. 17. Forsan, TeTli aSOMO•  
lb. 	• 26. Awpocopeiy: 	forsan -legendum, Sopufopelv : 	sophistze 	enim 	magno studio 

affectabantadmirantiim multitudine stipari: vide Platonem passim, prrecipue in Protagora, 
p. 315. et in Euthydemo tOto ; vide etiam Horat. Serm. L. 1. S. 3.1. 133. Plato de Republ. 
p. 600, ait rem e6 pervenisse, wise 1.1.ovovex =I Toes; xeceacelc ireplepenv aunt; of ircespos. 	. 

p. 267. 1. 15. ab imo. Forsan; oompoxotov. 	, 
Ib. 1. 14. ab imo. Texvn : lege, mop, in casu dandi. 	. 
Ib. 1. 9. ab imo. `000 84: forsan, 1-30 811. 	 . 
p. 269.1. 7. ab imo. Tixvp: subintellige, wpocrvei, ut sensus sit, "quantum ejus ad artem 

pertinet," ye], " quicquid artis est in ea:" alit& legendum esset, Text% in casu nominativo. 
p. 272. 1. 7. 10c: forsan, plc, seu poties, oh co as. 
p. 273. 1. 20. ab imo. Ten): lege, Toiiro. 
p. 276. 1. 1. Vpaip..ev: les°, epoiiikev. 	 ' 
lb. 1. 11. ab imo. Forsan, oic eAryov. 
p. 277. 1. 17. Retine, MT'  avro [sc. ;cave TO cavasd• 
p. 279. 1. 12. ab imo. Lege, euEeepaivo dual. 

- . 	 IN BIPPIAM MAJOREM. 
P. 293. 1. 24. Kal i xurpa : quiere, an poties =a 6 xpucrog? 	• 
p. 294. 1. 13. Tcp 67repexovri : lege, To 6ripexov TS: similiter cairn, in sequente periodo, 

TO xcaov----Tt Gill Eln• 

p. 294.1. 6. ab imo. Lego, tasveT3oo SE iromis, xses emu : quod certe luculentius est. 
p. 296. 1. penult. Lege, To r olfaspv, To irosotiv exya3ov ecru : ut satis patet ex 

argumentatione.-p. 297.1. ult. Videtur legendum,, wag Ti, vel, sio'c n  'Ti. 
p. 300.1. penult. Eonots : forsan, somog.-p. 301.. 1. 14. To =am: forsan, TO xot.T iv. 

IN EPISTOLAS. - 	 _ 
p. 312.1. 4. ab imo. Ita distingue, a -EUTEpOIS Se imps, Tet &lova,•  xeu rpm? wept, Tx Tiorret. 
p. 326. 1. 26. MEAXIcrui: lego, ihalcroi, quod Ficinus etiam legisse videtur ex interp. sua. 
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and say, that it was in fineness tiirgp rip Clio-crew, ti Tr wzrrogroy : they 
were dyed of a bright red colour 	- 

. 	 . 
- 	 OF THE TEXT OF PLATO 

, 	. VOL. III. p. 327. 1. 5. ab imo. Et xezi : forsan, aTi xext. 	 - 

p. 330. 1. 15. ab imo. Quwre, an non legendum 'yr); &peon,  cakoc on xpi? 
Ib. 1. 13. ab imo. Hapaiveiv: lego, repaiveiv, lit referatur ad Ecgroti partes, sicut ikercePoNdo: 

alioqui, si ad medici partes spectet, legas oportel rapainiince. 
_ 	p. 342. 1. 6. ab imo.s Omnine lege, as yap ens TercuY (ark  Tif Ta TeTlagez ActAy at:zoo-rms., 
airOTE TEAMS ,TA.  

FINIS EMENDATIONUM IN TEXTUM PLATONIS EX CONJECTURA P. SYDENHAMI. 

• 

** Having thus preserved, and having now presented to the learned 
world, these Conjectural Emendations, the editor conceives that he has 
paid a just and honourable tribute of respect to the accurate philosophick 
erudition, and to the modest and unassuming merit, of Plato's judicious and 
intelligent translator and commentator, FLOYER SYDENHAM. 	his life was 
passed in retirement from the world and in undisturbed leisure, which is the 
best (often, indeed, the only) portion of great scholars; and his attainments 
were perhaps known but to the few: yet neither can that life be considered 
as obscure, nor those talents as unregarded ,which recommended and endeared 
their possessor to the illustrious authors of Hermes and of the Protections 
on the Hebrew poetry, and which have:finally, in the grove of Academus, 
united and consecrated the name of SYDENHAM with that of GRAY. 

EDITOR. 

THE END OF THE OBSERVATIONS ON THE WRITINGS OF PLATO. 

THE END OF THE EXTRACTS 

SELECTED AND ARRANGED BY THE EDITOR 

FROM THE ORIGINAL MSS. OF THOMAS GRAY 

IN THE POSSESSION OF THE MASTER AND FELLOWS OF PEMBROKE-HALL, CAMBRIDGE. 
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SOME ILI1USTRATIONS 
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"SYSTEMA NATURIE" 

OF 

LINNIEU.  S 

BY THOMAS GRAY 

Tag Xapisac 
Maims; cruricarai.csruc, 

'Hasp-ray o-guysay. 
— ' 
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It is well „know' 1, that Mr. Gray bestowed very particular 
attention on . the. subjects of natural= history in all its branches ; 
aid the editor is of opinion, that the following specimens of the 
manner in which he illustrated the "Systems Naturce"* of Linnceus, 
will be considered as valuable as they are curious by every enlightened 
votary of that pleasing and interesting science. 

Mr. Mason, in his introduction to the fifth section of the memoirs' 
of his friend,•has observed that " when Mr. Gray resolved to make 
himself master of natural history, he immediately became the disciple 
of the great Linnceus. His first business was to understand his 
termini artis, which he justly called the learning a new original 
language. He then went regularly through the vegetable, animal, 
and fossile kingdoms. 	The marginal notes which he has left, not 
only on Linnceus, but _on the many other authors which he read on 
these subjects, are very numerous; but the most considerable are on 
Hudson's Flora Anglica, and the .tenth edition of the " Systema 
Naturce," which latter he interleaved, and filled .almost .entirely. 
While employed on Zoology, he also read Aristotle's treatise on 
that subject with great care, and explained many difficult passages 
of that obscure ancient, from the lights which he had acquired from 

• 
* The editor desires to express his grateful acknowledgMents to the-Rev. Mr.'Bright; 

(executor to the late Mr. Stonhewer), who obligingly. communicated Mr. Gray's original. 
interleaved volumes of the " Systema Nature," whence. the following specimens were 
selected. 	 • ! Vol. 1. p. 439. 	• 
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modern naturalists." Mr. MaSon also;  in a subsequent note, (vol. 1. 
p. 492.) acquaints us, that a gentleman, well skilled in the science of 
natural history (whose name he has not mentioned), after having care-
fully perused Mr. Gray's interleaved Systema Naturce, gave him the 
following character of it. ‘c In the class of animals (the mammalia) 
Mr. Gray has concentrated, if I may use the expression, what the 
old writers and the diffuse Bufon have said upon the subject. Be 
has universally adapted the concise language of Linnceus, and has 
given it an elegance of which the Swede had no idea; but there  is 

. little of his own in this class, and it served him only as a common- 
place ; but it is such a common place, that few men but Air. Gray 
could form. In the birds and fishes he has most accurately described 
all that he had an opportunity of examining. The volume cf Insects 
is the most perfect: on the English Insects there is certainly nothing 
so perfect. 	In regard to the Plants, there is little else than the 
English names, and their native soils, extracted from the " Species 
Plantarum" of Linnceus. I suppose no man was so complete a 
master of his system. 	Iie has selected the distinguishing marks of 
each animal, 4-c. with the greatest judgment; and, what no man 
else probably could have done, he has made the German Latin of 
Linnceus purely classical." 

If any person should hereafter peruse this interleaved edition of the 
Systema Naturce, and regard it with the eye, the mind, and the skill 
of a naturalist ,he would probably join in the judgment given of it by 
this gentleman; and it might also excite a wish that the whole of these 
remarks * should be printed. 	In aid of his admirable descriptions, 

• Mr. Gray, 	in one of the volumes of his miscellaneous MSS. in 	which he 
had begun to translate into English a few parts of Linnaeus, makes the following 
observation on 	the 	language 	of his 	" Systema Naturm. " 	" As the ideas and 
arrangement of Linnmus's system are entirely new, and as he chose to write in the 
Latin tongue (being the most universal), he was obliged to give names taken from 
that language to his Classes and their subdivisions, but in a sense often very different from 
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Mr. Gray has often in these volumes delineated, with 'his pen, the 
forms of various birds and insects, with a minute elegance andwith all 
the accuracy of a professed artist. 	If Tacitus, in his incomparable 
tract on Germany, had indulged himself in describing the subjects of 
natural history, we might almost have supposed that some of the 
following pages had been fortunately discovered, and might be 
restored to their place in that composition. 	In the style and in the 
latinity, Mr. Gray has rather emulated than imitated the luminous 
brevity of that distinguished historian. When, for instance, Tacitus, 
describing a particular nation, says of them, " Victui herba, 
vestitui penes, cubili humus; sola in sagittis spes, quas, inopid ferri, 
ossibus asperant : 6-e." and when he proceeds in this mode and style, it 
is pleasing and curious to compare the manner in which (the subject 
being changed) Mr. Gray, with the various and united powers of 
a poet, of a naturalist, and of a finished scholar, has described the 
properties and characters of various animals. 

Of the Elephant he thus writes: " In Africd occidentalifrequens, 
sed minor; naturd gregarius ; nec ferox, nisi lacessitus : annos 
vivit circiter 200.— Secreti in sylvis coeunt ; captivi non generant.— 
Optime natat elephas proboscide erectd. 	Vinum amat spiritusque 
ardentes. Herbas, foliajoresque odoratos accurate seligit, insecta 
decutit : munditice studiosus." 	Speaking of the " Cuniculus " or 
Rabbit, he is happy in a beautiful phraseology : 	" Hispania' 
Grceciceque (ut videtur) indigena; inde per Europam h!finitd copid 
propagatus. Semi-anniculus general; monogamus dicitur. Pullos, 
interduni octo, parit fcemina, quibus pilos proprio abdomine avulsos 
substernit ; per hebdomadas sex ubera preebet. 	E terra prodeuntes 

their ancient meaning. 	Thus the terms, Fera, Bellua, Brutum, and Bestia, were of 
old applied to one and the same thing, but are here applied to four quite distinct ideas; 
and, to understand them, we must retain the annexed characteristicks, which form a 
definition of them." 

VOL. II. 	 4 B 
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pater,agnosCit, salutat, lingui manibusque* demulcet. 	Domesticus 
major evadit; colore variat : albus oculis rubris,niger,bieolor ; terra** 
fodere negligit : proavos veneratur; iis.obtem-  perat." He depicts the 
Felis '(Cates) with .  a similar elegance, and in chosen expressions : • • 
" Domesticus P arAm docilis, SubdoluS , 'adulatorius ; domino dorm m, _ 
latera; caput apicare amat. 	Junior mire-lusibus- deditus' et jocis ;, 
adultus trcniqU illior:" 	In : describing the . Vulpes, we also find the 
following eloquent and animated terms-: " Hyena .variaS edit voces,* . 
uliclat, lair at, ejulat, more' pavonis ;  _(;state tacet. 	Catena vinciu,s, 
gallinas illcesas jaixta se sinit. Nunquam perfecta mansuescit ; tandem, 
libertatis desiderio, contabescit. 	'Captus, acriter .mordef, .animose •, 
pugnat, moriturus silet:" 	 .  

These fewspecimens ( andmore in this place need not be introduced) 
are selected to shew the style and the latinity, but not to exhibit 
the whole of thespecifick descriptions, which are equally remarkable 
for their accuracy, for their -minuteness, and for the induction of 
appropriate particulars. 	So Various;  490 interesting, so judicious, so 
animated, and so curiously happy was Mr. Gray, in whatever subject 
he undert9ok to describe, to detail, or to recommend, that we may 

:justly -adapt to him the einphatick words of the Boman critick : 
" Brevitate mirabilis, lcetus ,:et pressus, jucundus et gravis, nec 
poeticd mode sed oratorid virtute insignis ; NEMO ILLUM IN MAGNIS 
SUBLIMITATE, IN PARVIS PROPRIETATE, SUPERAVIT." 

r 
EDITOR.. 

- 	. 

° It may at first be thought that Mr. G. has made a singular use of the word manta, 
as applied to the rabbit; but the' classical reader will recollect, that Cicero, in the 2d 
Book de N'am-rapetirami  Sect. 47, calls the proboscis of the elephant metaphorically 
by this familiar term ;' G 0  .Manus etiam data elephantis." 	EDITOR. 
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LINNJEI SY STEMA NATURIE.  

EDITIO DECIMA REFORMATA 

Holmile. 1758. 

VOL. I. 

C LAS S I S I. , 	• 	, 

ORDO II. ,  

B BATT A. 	(Vol. 1. pag. 33.) . 

Genus 5. ELEPHAS. 

Species 1. Elephas llfaximus.' 
IN Africa. . occidentali frequens, sed minor; 	in prientali, Asia 
meridionali, insulisque Indicis maximus. Natura gregariuss• nec ferox, 
nisi lacessitus. 	Annos vivit circiter 200. 	Secreti in sylvis, coeunt, 
fcemina (ut credibile est) supina: vulva enim in medio fere abdomine 
sita est : post 2 annos pullum unicum p"arit. 	Captivi non generant. 
Colore variat cinereo, nigricante, vel rufo, vel (quod rarum est) 
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albescente. .Pondus 4000lb. facile portat, animal generosum, super- 
, burn, sagacissimum , gratum, fidele. Elephasoptimus (hi India) pretio 
s ape k 1500. moneta Angl lea venditur. Oryz * 00 lb. cum saccharo 
nigro et pipere. quotidie comedit. Vinum amat, 9iritusqu e ardentes. 
Herbas, folia, floresque odoratos accurate seligit, in'secta decutit. 
Aquam, pulveremque super corpus suum spargit, munditim studiosus. 
Optime natat, proboscide erects. 	Porci - vocem - etiam, ignemque 
horrelt. Iter 20 leucarum singulis' diebus facit, et si opus est, etiam 
35. In Europa. (etiam maxime Australi) non diu vivid: elephantiasi 
laborat. 	Cilia in utraqtre palpebri dura, Tonga; seta .quoque in 
apice dauda : pili corporis rani, breves. Horum ossa, dentesque in 

. Siberitt, Russii, Germabii, &c. etiam 	in America, • sub terra. 
inveniuntur: 

. 	. 
. 	Genus. 6. 	TRICHECUS. (pag. 34.) 

Species 1. Tricliecus Manatus. (or Sea Cow) 

Ex aqua non exit, sed capite sublato herbatn in rip& carpit ; 
oculi minimi, auriumque meatus (Condamine, Men;. de l'Academie 
des Sciences 1745) ; monogamus, uniparus : gregatim degit ; supinus 
dormit ; vulneratus alte rudit. 	Cutis nigra, crassa, scabra, tenax. 
(Dr. Grieve Hist. of Kamschatca). In Africa occidentalis littoribus 
etiam capitur, hyeme medii, aditurque ; (Adanson) nulls pedum 
posteriorum vestigia (in fuetu dissecto) intus reperta : vertebra 
tantitm, ut in cetaceis. Ventricului intus rugosus in cellas 4 divisus. 
Costa utrinque 16: lingua pavimento oris adharet fere tota : cauda 
pinni depressa; fluvios, lacusque dukes America Merid.intrat. Color 
nigricans ; 	iris oculi carulea ; 	labia-  carnosa, crassa ; 	superius 
emarginatum : nares arcuati ; ungues 4 ferruginei in utraque manu. 
(Buffon 13. 377.) Vid. Act. Petropol. 1749. v. 12. Cetis affinis est. 
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Genus 7. BRADYPUS (the Sloth) (pag. s4.) 

Species 7. Bradypus Didactylus (the Oriental Sloth.) .(p. ss.) 

Vivus Lutetiaa visus. In terra male ambulat more Vespertilionis. 
Facilius 	arbores, quam 	prEecedens, , scandit 	unguibus 	magnis, 
arcuatis, suspensus (dorso deorsurn verso) quiescit : erectus dormit. 
Caput rotundum rostro obtuso, auriculis subnudis vellere brevioribus. 
Nares ovataa ; oculi rotundi palpebris tumidis. Pili Amolliores quam 
No. 1; 	in clunibus erecti. 	Sonus brevis, tenuis, flebilis. 	Cibi 
parcus, folia tenella arborum, fructus, panem bis-coctum edit ; lac 
aqui dilutum bibit ; pabulum imguibus anterioribus arripit. Dentes 
canini solitarii, 4 molares, acute 14. Ventriculi 4 fere ut in pecoribus, 
intus tamen eves : intestina brevissima. Costae utrinque 23, plures 
scilicet, quam in ullo alio animali :, mammas. pectorales 2 tantum. 
(Buffon, v. 13. 49.) 

GADO Ea. FBRE. 

Genus 10.  PHOCA (the Seat )* 

Species 3. Phoca Rosmarus. (pag. as.) 

• Dentes laniarii eboris locci ,pretiosi ; 	pedes palmati ; 	dentes 
incisores nulli ()amino, 	molares utrinque quatuOr. (Brisson, R. 
Animal. p. 48.) Olim viva in Anglia visa; a Nova Zenibla allata, 
polenta avenacea pasta ; DominuM agnoScens, licet agitate trim estri. 
Pili cinerei, breves. Vox" grunniens, ejulans. Pedes 'digitis.  ‘5. 5 corius 
P.Vitulitom. Caput globosius; infra oculos extumescens gibbo geniino. 
Vibrissm crassze, cartilagineze, Compressw ; mammas 4 ; lingua apice 
emarginata. 	Dentes '18 (prim°.  res nulli) laniarii inferius nulli ; 
superiores compressi, sulcati, eboris loco pretiosi ... (The measures 
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of an adult were these ; 11 i feet long, 81 round. Puffon 13. 358.) • 
ad Bruta transfertur, et Trichecus Rosnzarus dicitur S. N. ed. 12. 

N. B. In the 12th edit. of Linnaeus this species is referred to the 
genus Trichecus.  

Of the tooth of this animal snuff-boxes are made in Iceland. 

Genus 11. CANIs. 

Species 2. 	Lupus. (pag. sa.) 	. 

Solitarius,- sed catervatim junctis viribus swpe prwdatur, robustus, 
durus, indefessus, ferox, timidus tamen ; cani familiari inimicus, nec 
cum eo coit. Post secund um setatis annum generat, sub finem Decembris 
et usque ad Martis principium. Fceminam prurientem plurimi simul 
mares persequuntur, crudeli inter se conflictu. Illa uterum circ,, 
31 menses gestat, catulos 5 ad 9, ctecos, parit, qui post 6 hebdomadas 
matrem comitantur, nec ante 10 menses completos deserunt. 	Seepe 
5 dies jejuni, frequenter bibunt, famelici 	argillam deglutiunt ; 
seniores canescunt : annos 20 vivunt. Lupus domi nutritus feritatem 
non deponit. 	Genus 	in 	Britannia extinguitur. 	(Buffon, v. 7.) 
N. B. They existed in Scotland so lately as the year 1457. 

Species 4. 	Vulpes. (the Fox, or Tod.) (pag. 40.) 

Mures etiam, reptilia, insecta, pisces, fructus, (preesertim uvas) 
erinaceos, apum favos, ova avium, &c. devorat. Hyeme coit, Aprili 
mense 3 ad 6 catulos parit, qui fere biennes generant. 	Annos circ. 
14 vivit. Hyeme varias edit voces, ululat, latrat, ejulat more pavonis; 
testate tacet. 	Captus acriter mordet, animose pugnat, moriturus 
silet. 	Merulee, picw, glandarim, aviculm, speculantur ; strepitu 
denunciant ; ut noctuam, persequuntur. 	Cum cane familiari non 
procreat. 	Catena vinctus gallinas'ilkesas juxta se sinit : nunquam 
perfecte mansuescit; tandem, libertatis desiderio, contabescit. Caro 
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.., autumn eculenta, cum uvarum pastu pinguescit: (Buffon, v. 7.) 
melem ex antro smpe expellit, ut ipse habitet (ibid.) 

Genus 12. FELis. 

Species 6. 	Cetus. ( pag. 42.) 

Domesticus parum docilis, sttbdolus, adulatorius; domino dorsum, 
latera, caput, affricare amat. 	Junior mire lusibus deditus et jocis; 
adultus tranquillior. Bis quotannis fcemina (were scilicet et autumn) 
et aliquando spius, marem ejulando appellat, mordet, et ad venerem 
quasi compellit : dies 55 uterum gerit : pullos circ. 6 parit, quos mas 
gape. devorat, aliquando et ipsa mater. 	Mamma 8. Penis brevis, 
glande conici retrorsum aculeaa. Dentes 30 potius ad lacerandum, 
quam ad rodendum aut masticandum parati. 	Colore variat : totus 
niger ; 	totus 	albus ; 	cinereus maculis 	fasciisque nigris ; rufus 
maculis magis saturate rufis ; bicolor albo-niger ; tricolor, alba, 
nigro, rufoque varius: &c. &c. tres autem alim principales varietates : 

Melitensis 1. 	Cinereo-cwrulescens maculis nullis, pills sericeis, 
spissis. 

Ancyranus 2. Pills longis, undulatis, dependentibus. 	• 
Sinensis 3. Auriculis pendulis, pills longis. (Buffon, v. 6.) 

ORDO V. MIRES. 	• 

Genus 24. LEPUS. 
. 	Species 2. 	Cuniculus. ( the 'Rabbit.) (pag. &s.) 
Hispanive, Grmcimque (ut videtur) indigena, inde per,  Europam 

propagatus infinittt copies. In plagis borealibus Russia, Saecim, &c 
non invenitur. Semi-anniculus generat, monogamus dicitur. Fcemina 
per 30 dies uterum gerit, in foramine novo serpentino pullos (inter-
dum 8) parit, quibus pilos proprio abdomine avulsos substernit : per 
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hebdomadas <6 ubera pmbet.. E terra primuni prodeuntes pater 
agnoscit, salutat, linguamanibusqUe demulcet. Circ. 9 annos vivit. 
Caro albida, tenera, sapida, saluberrima. Domesticus majorevadit; 
colore .variat, albus oculis rubris, 'Diger, bicolor; terram fodere 
negligit ; proavos veneratur, as obtemperit; Lepori timido inimicus, 
cum illo non colt. Caro non bona; ,multo-melior,si junipero,furfure, 
keno pascatur. (Buffon 6) ..Cuniculus-.4ncyranus pills sericeis, 
slongis, variat: (Buffon) sepq0;quoque .anno pullos 8 parere potest, 
quod intra .4 annos ,ad 1274840.iseenderet (Br. Zool. p. 91.). 

. 	• 	, 	.. 	• 	. 	., 
. 	, 	- 	' 	i 	f 	• 

CLASSISJI.,• AYES, 
ORDO I. ACCIPITRES. ' , 

• Genus 41. 	FA.Lco. . 	., 	 • 
• Species, 91  Falco Fygargus, (tkiiing-tag.) (Pag• 89.) 

Torque capitis (infra Bares), 'plumulis. sarrectis, fusels, margin 
albido : sub Oculis macula alba,' uropygium album, pedes lutei. 
Mas minor;'supra cinereus, pectore OW maculis fuscis, rectricibus 
lateralibusi, • incanis, tigro-riiaculatis. . (Brisson, 1. p., 346.) 	Dum 
nidificant, ; siquis appropinquatpnias . turbitus volitando strepitum 
raucum edit: Nidui in lupe priecipitii vel humi inter aricas. Ova 4, 
Pulli rostro unguibusque supini se defendant. (Wallis.) 

- 	. 	• 	• 	.. 	,,‘,. 	, i 	•,-.. 	-,,%-'. 	L 	:. 
SpeCies 10. Falco .1Plikus. (the Kite.) (pag. 89.4 

Alii expansis tin,aere se librat, tiunc imMobiliS, nunc fluxu quodam 
In'gYris na,ta'na,. preedm" intertius: 	 Ili Anglia Omni anni tempore , 	. 	. 	i:(. 	:• 	i 	• 	-1'. 	J. 	- 	'i 	' 	' Conspicitur, . avibus domesticis Insidians,audax et molestus. Pedes 
flivi ; (Brinson," i. 4107) iris flava ; Magnitudo Galli majoris : alas 
subtus albent. (Kramer) ' Qui 'tree"alias' ipecies Out varietates) 
describit. p. 328. In Scotia dicittir 44  the Visk-tailed Oled." 	_ 
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- ORD0.1II. 	ANSERES. 

. Genus 61. ANAS. 

. 	Species 3. 	4nas Tadorna (the Sheldrake). (pag. lee.) 
Caro non admodum sapida aut delicata, quamvis in ventriculo nec 

pisces 	neque 	ossa 	piscium 	inverierim.; (Willughby, pag. 278.) 
plume. mollissimee. Mas carunculim gibbam habet ad basin rostri, 
(caput et collum superius nigro-sericea) fasciam.  per abdomen 
ductam nigram. In cuniculorum foraminibus nidificat; (Will.)littora 
etiam Northunibrie Farnamque insulam habitat ; (Wallis) marem, 
priori anni avem, Cantabrigim deicripsi, die 3 Martij. 	Caput 
aptice compressum, vertice depresso, totum nigro-nitens. 	Collum, 
alarum tectrices, corpus, femora,  nivea ; pectus, dorsum antice, 
crissumque ferruginea ; 	fascia in dorso utrinque, et per totem 
abdomen a sterno ad crissum usque, nigrat. 	Remiges 1 ad 10 
subacute nigrm, 11-21 (gum speculum formant) extus ‘viridi-nitentes 
basi atque apice nigrm ; intus albee, apicem versus oblique nigrae : 
22-24 extus ferruginea et prope rachin nigree, intus albae: 25 alba 
margine exteriore nigro ; 	ceeteree •albm. 	Cauda rotundata alba, 
rectricibus 16 (1 excepts) apice nigris ; rostrum simum, coccineum, 
ungue apicis narihusque nigris; pedes panicle incarnati, unguibus 
nigris. 	• 	. 

- 	Species .16. 	Anas Clypeata (the Shoveler). ( pag. 124.) 

Marem Cantabrigim inspexi, Dec. 29, hyeme frigidissima. Longit : , 
194unc.lat. 28 unc. Gula albido-punctata; fascia scolopacina a capite 
ad deorsum (a tergo cervicis) ducitur ; abdomen et latera brunnea , 
humeri late cinereo-cterulescentes : tectrices 1, alarum fuscee, 1-9 
immaculate; 10-19 apice extus albae, (unde fascia also interioris). 
Remiges 10 primarim subacute, fuscm, scapis albis ; 11-21 fuscm, 

VOL. IL 	 4u 
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exths viridi-nitentes, line 	apicis in margine albida, 22-24 longm, 
acuminatee, nigro-cmrulescentes. 	Uropygium, 	caudee 	tectrices, 
crissumque, nigra, viridi-subnitentia ; 	cauda 	brevis, rotundata, 
rectricibus 12 acutis canescentibui, margine atque apice albis, 
intermediis nigricantibus sed margine undique albis ; pedes e luteo 
rubri, unguibus nigris ; rostrum 	apice 	latissimum, 	nigricans ; 
maxillae denticulis parallelis pectinatae. 

Species 36. Anas Galericulata (the little China Teal). (pag. 128.) 

Mire pulchritudinis : genm albee, plumw cervicis laxw, angustae, 
rufee ; pectus purpurascit ; remiges primores fuscae margine albae, 
secundarix viridi-cwruleaa apicibus albis ; abdomen album ; latera 
lineis lunatis transverse nigris albisque; pedes fulvi; rostrum rubens : 
fcemina fusca. (Edw.) 

Genus 66. PELICANUS. ' 

Species 4. Bassanus (the Soland Goose). (pag. 138.) 

Pulli primo anno fusci, seniores albi, vertice fulvescente. Avis 
voracissima, clupearum agmina persequitur : in insulis Scotim vicinis 
(Martio mense adveniens)parit ovum unicum, cui gramen substernit; 
autumno discedit. Vicibus alternis mutuO incubat, unica, excubias 
agente. 	In planitiem casu decidens non evolat. 	Caro incolarum 
deliciae, qui sine sale siccatam per annum asservant, adipem bibunt. 
(Martin). Genw nudge, nigree ; rostrum caerulescens ; pedes fusci 
(Brisson). Edinburgi pulli adulti in deliciis habentur, et magni 
Veneunt : sapor nullus tam delicatus ex came et piste mixtus arte 
parari potest. (Sibbald.) 
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CLASSIS III. 	AMPHIBIA. 

ORDO IL NANTES. 

Genus 113. PETROMYZON. 

Species 1. Petromyzon Marinus (the Lamprey) 	(pag. 230.) 

Meuse Martio fluvium (Rhenum) subeunt, quo tempore prwcipue 
in cibis laudantur, •Cum ovis plenee sunt. 	Aprili loco glareoso 
pariunt, in quo scrobiculos sibi excavant. (Baltner, ap. Willughby, 
pag. 106). Arnum et Tiberim limpetrm subeunt, et in his praeCipue 
amnibus ad generosum habitum adolescunt : Romanis prmcipua 
nobilitas a magnitudine et , sapore, adeo ut denis stepe aureis 
singtilae veneant. 	Suavissimae sant Martio tantum Aprilique men- 
sibus (P. Jovius). Sabrina flumen optimas nutrit, quee elixm et 
aromatibus condita, butyro tectm, Londini magno pretio veneunt, 
Circa finem Maii in mare redeunt, aut intereunt. 

Genus 118. ACIPENSER. 

Species 1. 	Sturio (the Sturgeon). 	(Pag• 237.) 

Sugenao vivit : 	in mari nasciiiir,' in fiuviis pinguescit, et in . 
magnitudinem excrescit : (Will.) ex omnibus piscibus, qui lautioribus , apponuntur menuis, nullus est toto mari vel amnibus sturione 
procerior aut sapidior : in mediis tantum solstitii fervoribus laudatur, 
Beet toto fere anno capiatur. (P. J'avius, de Pisc. Romanis). N. B. In the 
book of Bartolomeo Scappi, cook to Pope Pius 5, (Venet. 1572. 8vo.) 
may be seen many receipts for dressing it then in use in Italy. 

Il Schinale,salato 6 portato di Alessandria d'Egitto in Venetia e 
in altri lochi d'Italia, e son li lomboli dello Storione salati e secchi 
al fumo. (id.) 
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• CLAMS IV. ,PISCES. ,_ 

' :ORD61. ' APODES. 
. 	. 	..: 	., 	, 	. 	• 	• 	• .. 	

1  Genus W. McpuEN.4., 	• 
• SpeCies p:' Mureena Conger (the Conger Eel):' (pag. 245.) 

Congri 	
. • 	, 

• C 	Mari refluo capti in.fossis .et  .Puteis jitoralibus Cornubiac , 	. 	r• 

eviscerantur, sole exsiccantur; et .resolvuntur in pulverem, qui in 
Portugalla venditur et usurpatur vice farinae avenacem. ( Robinson 
apud Willughby, append. pag. 27.).. Hodie .neque aulae. principes, neque 
ipsi .cupedivorm, congrum magni faciunt : soli Hispani, Romance 
urbis inquilini,...eum in suninio honore habere videntur. '(P. Jovius, 
.c..80.) 	• ' 	' 	•• 	

I 
, 	- - II GongorO 6' 'aisai buono qUando , si piglia nella sua stagione, 

laqual COMineia la. Decembre, .e thira per tuft() Marzo. (B. Cappi.) 
Dolium lateraqUe cinerea ; :abciiimen.,  alburn ; pinnx exrulescentes 
margine nigricante. 	Linea later: subelevata, recta; sub ea punc- 
tortim ordo albidOkum.• Tentacula 2 rostri brevissima, obtusa ; labia 
Craw., pulpOia.;. ..dentes serrati, ininimi i iris oculi argentea; pin. 

, 	.,,
t 	

,
b  

..,, 	, 	• 	• pest: radns circa
:

ta ; 	meirib.-• 	r,  anch. 7 tantum. 	P. d. (caudali 
analique unita) infinitis. Iri Southampton, Oct. 0. observaVi (45 unc. ., 	. 	., 	, 	, 
long: 1b rotund. •pond.."6,÷Jbg.), 	Vitae tenax, ut anguilla ; taro , 
albiisima, . oculis grata, 	iolida, 'sed insulsior, et aristis scatens . 	,_.,.:_gr 	.., 	.  
innnineris. 	 - _ 	. 

' '• ' l' 	. 	' ,. j I I' ' 	j  ' 4  dentis• 122. 	AN&RHICAS. 
, 	- 

• - Species 1. Lupus ( the Wolf-Fmk). (pag, 247.) 
Animal Mire vorax, et dentibus terribilis, quorum, si anchor= 

rnordicia'*prehendat, vestigia conspicua relinquit. (Schonfeld, ap. 
Will. p. 130.) Steen-bidder Islandorum. Ad Hartlepool in oceano 
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non infrequens- estate meditt capitur. 	Frons subdeclivis, antice 
'onli:kK.essa ; 	maxilla inferior sublongior; vertex rugosb-sulcatus ; 

dentes autice, in specimine quod vidi; otrinque 4 conici, robtisti, 
ceteri,conferti, subconici, aut rotundati,i  - .A . piscatoribus editur : 
caro alba, lamellosa, sOlida, sapore nequaquam -contemnenda. Scotis 
the " Cat-fish," egregii sOpbris : ( SibbOld..) a plebe Norvegie magni 
estimator : gammaris Te5citUr.,:  jilOntOplOid.),., 

O'RDO II. 	JtIQULARtS. 

. , 	Genzw.129: -GADU-S. - 	• 

Species I. 	Oaclui:.g illoiltica. (the'Co'd Keling or iffelweil.) (pa g. ag. 252.) i 	ri 	, 	s 	i 	i' 	•• 	,, 	. 	.L 	II. 	:. 	'f:7: 	, 
Ex hepatibus aselloruin majorom fit oleum,.quod lucernis aliisque 

.usibus mechanicis inservit, presertim in Islandia. 	Horum piscium 
ova salituitur, condiuntur, et in usu stint, vice cavcare et botargo : 
Dani, Galli, et Batavi deferunt, (Fr, Resare, Rayek  Rogues) ab 
Islandia magnam quantitatem hujusmodi ovorunt ad impasceudas 
piscinas et lacus, et ad.saginandos pisces fluviatiles. (Dr. Robinson,, 
ap. Willughby, append. pag. 27) Vesica Morhum nata orio., crassa,., 
glutinosa, dorso annexa, quam .004-isolplas ,clicimu,.Noryy. Sande- 
maver ; ob suavitatem saporis maxime expetitur. 	little prsci.yariis 
modis exsiccato aut salito innititur pars magna commercii nostri. - 	, t 	,i,.Tot 	,t 	,•, 	l I 	, 	.  

Aere frigido Islandie et Norvegie exsiccatos, sine rsale, Stock-fisch. 
• vocatur, cum sale autem. Ktip-fisck i Mique„  in nostro oceano 

• capitur, sed in American° infinity copies circa insulain Newfoundland 
a Februarii.mensis initio per estatem integram :. in Norvegitt etiam 
copiosissimus, cum precedeute, sed estate. 
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ORDO III.' THORACICI. 
. 	, 	• 

. 	Genus 139. PLEURONECTES. 

Species 11. Pleuronecfrs Solea. (the Sole.) (pag. 270.) 
r 	• 	' 

Maxima in Belgicis Ocean i litoribus ; Romee pedalem longitudinem 
raro superat ; in lautioribus conyiviis, in Summa etiam cxterorum 
piscium copik 	 .magnam obtinet claritatem, (P. Joy. c. 26.) semper 
Anglia mensis et Gallim accepta. Nulli cedit suavitate et salubritate; 
semper caro constat, quamvis frequentissima testaceis vescitur, 
quorum testas mertstruo quodam in visceribus dissolvit. (Phil. Trans.' 
1744, p/37. Cohinson.) Creuli maiiS inter se distantes gum' in con-
generibus ; filamenta pilos imitantia, alba, innumera, in sinistr& 
capitis parte; pipna caudx subrotundata ; ventrales minimx, exiles;. 
pectOralis sinistra alba, dextra dimidio nigra ; ( Arted. ) os arcuatum. 

. 
Genus 148. TRIGLA. 

Species 4. 	Trigla Cuculus (the Bed Gurnard.) (pag.‘sol.) 

' A nostris inter lautos pisces habetur : captus spinas erigit et 
sonitum curre edit, unde nomen. (Will. pag. 281.) In nostro specimine 
oris ambitus, opercula subtus,, pine ventrales, analis, caudalis, 
pectoraliumque basis, rubrx.; latera etiam media rubescunt : caput 
'supra totum, dorsumque cinereo-virescunt ; venter albus ; labium 
.superius spice emarginatum, lobis rotundatis, asperis. 	Supercilia . 	 - , spinosa; pone branchiarum opercula utrinque spina : pinnx dorsales 
( quarum prima radiis spinosis ) in sulco spinis utrinque marginato 
recumbunt ; 	linea lateralis recta, fusca. 	Corpus teretiusculum, 
postice attenuatum ; caput magnum, fronte depressa. 	In South- 
ampton observavi die secundo 	Octobris. 	Caro alba, solida, 
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",sapidirima ; 	pinnm pectoris maximm, rotundatm, intus cinerio- 
viresceites, margine pulchre cruleo ;1̀  os magnum, labiis, palato, •.. 
linguilque scabris ; radiis osseis arcuatis branchiorum intus obtuse 
dentatis ; pinna caudm. ,sub-bifida. (ibid..) 

.ORDO IV. ABDOMINALES. 

Genus 152.., SALMO. 
0 

Species 12. Salmo Eperlanus. (the Smelt.) (pag. 910.) 

Noster odore violam refert, in Thamesi; aliisque fluviis majoribus 
capitur anadromns ex oceano, plurimique mstimatur. 	In Suecia, 
duplex varietal, major (S/om dictus) non fcetit ; minor (Nors) 
stercoris odore urbem Upsaliensem primo vere inficit, quo tempore 
febres regnant ; rustici tamen hunt edunt. (Linn. Fauna.  Suec. ) 
Vere tantum copia maxima. per Thamesin ultra Londinum, ad 
Brentfordiam usque, adverso flumine natat. (Turner. ad Gesnerum. ) 
Martio "Dense, atque iterum Augusto, fluvios 	subit. 	Londini, 	, 
6 Novemb. observavi. Dorsum viridi flavescens, pellucidum, punctis 
nigrieantibus minutissimis (si lente, aspicias) respersuni. Opercula 
branchiaruin et latera nitide argentea ; 	venter albidus i cauda 
bifurca ; 	maxilla infer. longior. 	P. dors. 	prima (abdominali 
opposita). radiis 11, secunda (anali opposites) parva, rotundata,. 
adiposa. 	Pect. rad. 10; vent. albm 8; anal. 14. (nec Plures numero) 
c. 18. s. 19. 	Fascia lata laterum argentea. 	M. br. rad. 5. Dentes 
acuti, inxquales, in maxilla utraque et in lingua: vertex depressitis-
culus. Piscis diversus, qui. in Southampton Smelt vocatur. (Vid: 
P. 115. Atherina.) 

. Genus 160. ' CLITPEA. 	i 

Species 1. Clupea Hareligus (Me Herring). (pag. 817.) 	• 

In maxi, Suffolcim etNorfolcim littora alluehte,, ingenti multitudine 
a medio Septembri ad ,Octobrem medium capiuntur, Batavoriim 
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thesaurus t.et delicim 	Circa soistitiuth 	stivum ex alto. Sqcotim , 
littora -petunt ; inde Anglican "l 	adeunt, et ab. AugusteMedio ,:, ad Novembrem a Castro Scarborough ad .Thimesin. capiuntur ; • 
postea aliqui vehementiore proCella in Britannicum mare deferuntur, 
et 	in 	eo ,ad 	Christi • Natalitia' piscantibus se offerunt : 	hint 
Hiberniara utrinque prmter-uatanteS• in-.  Septentrionalem Oceanum 
(circumnavigate 	quasi ' Britannia) ' se,  tranSferunt : 	postquam 
foetificavere, redeunt. (Charleton, Onothasty p. 122) 	• 	. • 

• . 	. 	, 

INSECTA 	. , 	. 
CLASSIS 	V. 	.(pag..is4.). 	• 

. 	. 	 . 	,... 	.. 
tel tht) 4uo7epumsv retaixoc TV wspt TrIv resporspcov twox/ iv 030St.461.11,11 iriets'yett• t  

Toss 4wcrtzoq OauFacrrov TS otscrrs. 	Aristot. de Partibus Animal. L. 1. c. 5. 	• 

KeAeuco tibtas escrow:a eappoi;Oreq' tun yap ;cat evrauk: 0101. 	Aristot. lb. ib.. :: 

: 	.. 	• 	''. 	• 	. 
TERMINI ART'S: 

4ntenncv. Organa mbbilia insectorum, ad oculos posite. 
Setacece, quaextrorsum tenuiores: 
Pli-formes, quibus eadem fere totius est crassities. 
Moni/i-fmnes, gum ex pluribuicompositm sunt globulis, faciemque 

prmbent. monilis. 	- 	' 	 • 	. 
Clavake, qu'extrorsilm crassiores. 

' Capitatcv, apicem globulo terminantes. 
- Fissiles,--cuin clava in lamellas longitudinaliter se dividit. 

Penfoliatce, cum verticillatim lamellar transversales apparent. 
Pectinatce, quoruni unum latuS pilisinstruitur in formam pectinis. 
Barhatce, gum pilis sine ordine fusis. 	• 	- 
Ake Primo.  res, (in papilionibus) sunt majores;  seu anteriores, 
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lee Secundarice, posteriores. 
. 	La& a, vermiculus e semine insecti flatus, antequam subierit 

metamorphOSin. 	 - . 	. 
- 

	
Pupa, larva quum primani metamorphosin subierit, antequam 

in, perfectum statum pervenerit. 
Coleoptera, insecta, quorum alas elytris tectm sunt. 
Hemiptera, insecta, quorum alas' non ex toto, sed ex parte, tectee 

sunt elytris. 	. 	. 	 , 	 . 	. , 	 . . 
Gymnoptera, insecta elytris destitute: 	 . 
Elytron, ala superior cornea, sive crustacea, quae alas inferiores 

tenuiores tegit. 	 . . 
Scutellum, crusta parva inter elytrotiirn aut alarum paria ad basin • .,, 

thoracis collocata, quasi thoracis apex a tergo. 	• 	• 
&flora,. lima qua coeunt 11 elytra, vel cum thorace, vel inter se 

invieein. 
.. 'Palpi, quasi antennulm, ad os collocati. 	. 

. 	Halteres, capitella petiolata sub alis Dipterorum. 
Elinguis, os nullum, unde insectum edere nequit. 
Spirilinguis, os lingua spirali simplici vel duplici. 
Tetrapus, 4 pedes unguiculati, licet seepe duo alii absque unguibus. 

1. Testaceus, colour of a tile, or;brick-dust. 
• 2.• Griseus, a mixture of brown and red, or red-hasel. 

3. Rufus, the same, more heightened with red.. 
4. 2Eneus, copper-coloured, with the reddish lustre of that metal. 
5. Terrugineus, of a reddish-yellow, like the rust of iron. 
6. Ater, of a deep and perfect black. 	, 
7. Pallidus, a pale sordid flesh-colour, with a tint of yellow. 
8. Sericeus, with a shining gloss, like silk stuffs. 
9. Holosericeus, with a pile, like velvet. 

VOL. IL 
	 4 D 
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• ; 
10. Auratus, with'a golden gloss. 
1.1. Piceus, black, with an eye of red. 
12. Piolaeeus, deep blue-purple, or indigo. 
13. Atro-eceruleseens, shining black, with an eye of blue: • 
14. Fulvus, bright orange-taCvney. 	: 
15. Cinereus, of a sordid yellowish brown, or dark olive. 
16. Niger, a dull,And brownish black. 
17. • Castaneus, a deep Chesnut colour, 	. ,v, , 
18.. Fuscus, dark-brown. 	. . 	. 	, 
19. Cyaneus, .deep bltie,like polished steel nealed in the fire. 
20. Lanus, grey. 
21. buteus, saffron-yellow. 
22. Purpureus, scarlet. 

GENERICKOHARACTERS ."', 

- OF THE ORDERS OF INSECTS 
AND OF THE GENERA OF THE FIRST SIX ORDERS 

. 	. 	 NADISD, 

Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Lepidoptera,Neuroptera, Hymenoptera, 4 Diptera; 
AxpgEsso?. IN TECHNICAL VERSES. 

. 	. 	.. 	. 

, 	„ . 	T. 1 ,COLEOPTERA. 	(Pag. 342.) 

Alas lorici tectas Coleoptera jactant. 
. 	. 	.. 	. 

Antennis Clavatis. 
Serra pedum prodit Scarabum et fissile cornu. 
Dermesti antennae circum ambit lamina caulem, 
Qui caput incurvum timidus sub corpore eclat. 
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In pectus retrabens caput abdit claviger Hister._ 

peciput Attelabi in posticum vergit acumen. 	, 
Curculio ingenti, protendit cornua rostro.. 
Silpha leves peltae atque elytrorum exporrigit oras. 
Truncus apex clavw,"atque antennula Coccio'nellm. 

Antennii Filiformibus 	. , 

Cassida sub dypei totally se margine cOndit. 
Chrysomela inflexa loricm stringiturora. ' 
Gibba:caPnt Melcie incurvat, tho'race ,rotundo.. 
Oblongus frontem et tenues clypei exerit oras 
Tenebi•io.. Abdomen Mordellm'lainina iiestif.' 
Curta elytra ostentat Staphylis, caudamque recurvam. 

Antennis Setaceis. 
Tubere cervicis valet, antennisque Cerambyx. 
Pectore Lepfura est tereti, corptisque coarctat. 
Flexile Cantharidis tegmen, laterumque papillae. 
Ast Elater resilit sterni mucrone supinus. 
Maxilla exerta est oculoque Cicindela grandi. 
Bupresti antennae graciles, cervice retraeta.. ' 
Nec Dytiscus iners setosiremigeplanti. 
Efligiem cordis Carabus dat pectore trunco.. 
Necydalii curto ex elytro nudam explicat alam. 
Curtum, at Forficulae tegit bane, Cum forcipe caudo 
Depressum Blattm corpus, venterque.bici:!rnis. , 
Dente vorax Gryllus deflexis saltitat alis. 
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II. HEMIPTERA. 	(Pag. 343.) 

Dimidiam rostrata gerunt Hemiptera crustam. 
Fcemina serpit humi interdum : volat sethere conjux. 

Rostro Nepa rapax pollet, chelisque : Cicada 
Remigio alarum et rostrato pectore saltat. 
Tela Cimex intiexa gerit, cruce complicat alas. 
Notonecta crucem quoque fert, remosque pedales ; 
Cornua Aphis caudoe et rostrum : seepe erigit alas ; 
Deprimit has Chermes, dum saltat, pectore gibbo. 
Coccus iners caudze setas, volitante marito ; 
Thrips alas angusta gerit, caudamque recurvam. 

III. LEPIDOPTERA. 

Squamam aim, linguae spiram Lepidoptera jactant. 

Papilio clavam et squamosas subrigit alas. 
Prismaticas Sphinx antennas, medioque tumenteF ; 

- At conicas gravis extendit sub nocte Phalxna. 

IV. NEUROPTERA. 

Rete aim nudum, atque hamos Neuroptera caudm. 

Dente alisque potens, secat a theca longa Libella. 
Cauda setigera, erectis stat Ephemera pennis. 
Phryganea elinguis rugosas deprimit alas, 
Hemerinusque bidens ; planas tamen explicat ille: 
Et rostro longo et cauda Panorpa minatur. 
Raphidia extento collo setam trahit unam. 
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V. HYMENOPTERA. 

.'\4, At iiireaS alas,. 	jaculumque Hythenoptera CaudEe, , 
Viiiiiinto data tela gregi, inarib.uSque negata. - 	.- 	• 	. 	.•, . 	_. . 
Tel urn' .0(14 spirale Cynips, morsuque minatur. 
Maxillas Tenthredo mOvet,- serramque bivalvem, 

,- Ichneumon. gracili triplex abdomine,teluni. 
Haurit Apis. liigu 	incuryk quodindicat ensi.. ..-.:. 
4hex. alani expandit leevem,, gladiuMpie.  reCoridit 
Aloe raga notat Vespam caudmque-venenum, • - . 
.Squamula Formicam tergi telumque pedestrem, 
Dum' 	minim alatA. volitat, cum conjuge conjux. 
Mutillaimpennis; sed caudtt spicula vibrat. 	, 

VI. 	 :),PTEAA. (Pag. 344.) 

Diptera sub geminis alis se pondere librant. 
. 	i 

Os OestrO nullum est, caudaque timetur inermi. 
Longa caput Tipula est;labiisque et proadita palpis. 
Pal leis Musca caret, retrahitque proboscida labris ; •. 
Qua Tabanus gaudet pariter, palpiS sub' acutis. 	' -. 
Os Culicis molli e pharetra sua spicula vibrat, 
Rostrum Empis durum .a longum sub pectore curvat; 
Porrigit articuli de cardine noxia COnops;  	. 
Porrigit (at rectum et conicum) sitibundus Asilus, 
Longum et Bombylius;• qui sugit mella volando. 
UngtibuS Hippobosca valet ; vibrat breve telum. 

VII. APTERA. 	• 
Aptera se pedibuS.pennarum nescia jactant. 
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. 	. 
CLASSIS' V.. INSECTA. 

ORDO I. COLEOPTERA. 

' Genus 176. SCARAB/BUS. 

- Species 22. 	Scarahxus Fimetarius. (pag. a 48.) 

Capite erecto incedit, antennis viam prmtentans, ut oculis carere 
videatur. 	Elytra aliquando grisea ; (Ray Insect.. p. 106. No. 10.) 
thorax glaberrimus, niger, convexus, punctis excavatis sparsis ; 
caput pedesque nigri ; antennae apice ferrugineee; abdomen griseum; 
elytra nitide rubro-grisea, striis singula novem. 	In fimo 'equip° 
inveni. 	Meuse Augusto - medic, Aprili etiam, frequens. • Capitis 
clypeus antice retusus. 

• 
Species 52. Scarabaus Auratus (the Bose Bug). (pag. 852.) 

In rosis persmpe invenitur, auro, viridi, mneo, splendens ; (Ray) 
capitis clypeus retusus ; pectus et femora pills cinereis hirsuta ; 
elytra postice gibba, tota (cam capite et thorace) puactis excavatis 
rarioribus as̀ persa : 	inter femora secundi paris prominet corpus 
obtusum, nitidum. Junio mense sub sole volat, vulgatus. Dorsum 
depressum ; 	antenna✓ 	nigrm ; 	alai 	eeneo-fuscx : 	tibiae 	anticx 
tridentatm. 	In umbellatis etiam tota mstate invenitur, et Tetrady- 
namiis. 	In elytris vibices vel cicatrices aliqux albidx. Varietatem 
vidi, ex Hispania; hic nequaquam auratus supra, e luteo virens, et 
sine vibicibus ; sed, thoracis forma postice excisii dentes laterales, 
scutellum triangulare longum, specie eundem demonstrant 

Species 58. 	Scarabteus Cervus (the Stag-Beetle). (pag. sag.) 
Anglicorum maximus : 'maxillis mordet, ut Cancer chelis: (Ray) 

magnitudo marls et fceminx xqualis; fallitur igitur Mouffetus : adde 
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ex R Suec:—Iatere unifureatis. 	Sub autumni fine in lybernacula 
subterritnea ad quercuum radices excavata concedunt, ubi pedibus - 
coMpositis supini dormiunt, quisque` in cellula. propria. ' Remina 
mare nigridr, capite rotundiore, maxillis parvis, sed triplici ramo 
armatis. Mares inter se maxillis decertaut, ut cervi cornibus ; linguam 
habent quadrilobatam fulvam, quasi plumosam. (Bruckman, epist.. 
V. 1. ad Liscbwiz) Vesperi volat, magno cum sonitu post solstitium 
estivum. Antennas lateraliter lamellate, diva depress& ex articulis 
4, ultimo subovato : caput thorace latius; depressum. 

• 
. Searabreus maxillis lunatic, 4-e.  

Hist. Insect. Paris. negat esse foeminam, sepe inter se coitu.. 
junctos (nec cum Cervo) reperiri ait ; larvam hujus in truncis 
putridis fraxini latere. (V.1 p. 62.) Foemina certe S. Cervi, (nam in 
coitu capta est) sed mare minor. Caput thorace angustius ; maxilla' 
capite breviores, crasse, intus bidentate dentibus obtusis, neque 
apice furcate. 	Sexus uterque colore et forma, corporis fere iisdem ; 
infimus antennae articulus subarcuatus, totius dimidium ; 	orbita 
oculi fu'sci, glaberrimi, dente retrorsum verso partem oculi tegit ; 
macula pilosa fulva in femoribus anticis.—S. Cervus Canade triplo 
minor; colore ferrugineo. (M. L. U.) 

Genus 172. HISTER. 

Species 1. Hister unicolor (Esearhot Noir) (pag. 958.) 

Abdomen obtusissimum, punctatum, totus supra glaberrimus 
corpore subquadrato, depressiusculo ; tibiae omnes antice dentate; 
striae in elytris singulis equales 7 vel 8, curve. 
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Genus 174. CASSIDA. 

Species 1. Cassida viridis (the green Tortoise-Beetle) (pag. 362.) 

Larva 6-pus, depressa, lata, marginibus decompositis ; cauda, 
recurva, bifurca, umbraculum stercoreum sustinente; (Ins: de Paris, 
1. 312.) pupa mire figure, scuto armorum cum appendicibus 
similis, foliis adherens. (ibid.) Insect-um supra viride totum, interne 
atrum, pedibus antennisque pallidis ; corpus etotum min capite sub 
clypeo elytrisque latet.. In carduis m. Maio invenitur. 

Genus 175. COCCINELLA. 

Species 29. 	Coconella pustulata. 	(pag. 967.) 

In foliis rose cepi, 17 Julii : variat a Descript : 	Linnei in F. 
Suec. ; magnitudo C. _Bipunctate ; globosa, atra, nitida: caput 
atrum, punctis 2. albidis inter oculos ; thorax ater sed marginibui 
albidis; elytrum maculis grandihus rubris, altertt in margine baseos, 
majore, subquadrata ; altertt in medio (versus suturam) orbiculate; 
antennae basi rubescunt. Vid. Scopoli Entomoloe. 	Carnioli.mm, 
No. 244: var. 1, 3. 

Genus 176. CHRYSOMELA. 

Species 1. 	Chrysomela Gottingensis. 	,pag. 368,) 

In Anglia duas Chrysomelarum species habemus, gum huic et 
sequenti quodammodo conveniunt, in aliquibus tamen discrepant. 
Altera ovata, fere hemispherica, supra glabriuscula, -punctis ubique 
excavatis (nudo oculo conspicuis) minutis aspersa, atra; abdomine 
subtus, artubusque 	omnibus violaceis ; 	palmis omnium 	pedum 
hirsutie glauca vestitis. Hujus mas minor; thorace aliquando antice 
emarginatO, et ad suturam fere usque diviso ; artubus magis atris, 
glabris ; cetera similis. 	Femina 6 lin. long. mas. 4. 
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Ahem' dimidio major, adhu.e- ,globosior, atra, Imviuscula, sed 
(lente visa) punCtis minutissitnis • aspersa, thorace convexo, postice 
subattenuato ; capite et femoribus ' atro-caerulescentibus, palmis 
hirsutis; ferritgineis : 8 lin: long. 	lime in limbo fruticoso, PrunO .-. 
que 	spinosa,' enjus: foliis• vescitur, • apud - - Southampton (mense 
Oetiohri a Novembri) .in sepibus invenitur -non infrequens; capta 
guttam'sanguineam 'pellticidam•expitit: Attente intuenti non specie 
apriore iliverso.apporet, sed mOinitUitine et agitate varians :. animal 
tardissimum. ' Hwe.  4itoqiid- media Aprili in coitu invenitur. 	In 
collibus liogmagog -ap: -Ci ntab.'initio Aprilis frequentisSitna in 
gramine, in • coitu. 	Apparet parva varietal : in majore ill& mas 
foemina paulle minor; tarSiS latio•  ribus. 

. 	, 	• 	. 
Species 4. 	Chysomela Graminis. 	(pag 369.) 

:. Auro- tOta refulget, pul4herrimum 'animal , ,ciytrorum mango 
inflectitur; dorsum maxime,aonvexum— ; articuli antennarum summi 
tomentosi *pills glaucis. Vere frequcns; et mense Junto,. 

• I 	• 	• 	• 	t 	.11'   Varietatem habemus quadrup o mmorem,•cte era gnu main. 

Genus 179. 	CERAiVIDIA. 	• 	 . 

Species 22. 	Cerambyx moschatus (the Musk Fly). ' (pag. 391..) 
Odore suavissimo, qui cum vita petit, inta cum coitus ternpore. 

Mas viridi-zeneus, exeunte Quintili in, salicibus frequens : (Lister) 
abdomen -supra nigro-crulescens, subtlis 'neum, sub-tomentosum l; 
alm nigrx ; pedum tarsi subtus villosi ; antennarum articuli versus 
apicem sensim breviores : 	elytra flexklia, rugosa, striis utrumque 
tribus sub-elevatis. 	. 	..• • 	.  

Species 43. 	Cerambyx Violaceus. (pag. 395.) 

Elytra purpur. saturate sub-aurata superbiunt, punctis contiguis 
rugosa ; 	caput et thorax in cxruleuin makis vergunt, et minus 
nitent ; antennae atrx ; _ corpus subtus fuscum artubus nigris. 

VOL. IL 
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Genus 181. CANTHARIS. 

Species 1. Noctiluca (the Glow-worm.) 
]Estate in locis herbidis fcemina frequens, elytris alisque carens : 

cauda subths, quamdiu vivit, nocte relucet viridi splendore. - Mas 
quoque ( sed non semper) eodem modo relucet, pallidius tamen, 
fceminam (ubicunque est ) advolitans, in multo minor. (Ray) Larva 
puncto albo ad latus cujusque segmenti, Pupa pedibus immobilis, 
czetera insect() absoluto 	similis, et in omni statu caudA, lucidit 
(F. Suec.) 	Mas elytris subpunctatis, striis 	 (in utroque) tribus 
sub-elevatis : caput oculique nigricant ; antenna' thorace breviores, 
nigrze ; pectus, thoracis latera, pedesque, sordide flavent : alp fuscm. 
Mense Junio invenitur. 

Species 26. 	Cantharis Pectinicornis. (pag. 403.) 
Artus nigri; corpus bigruni ; elytra nec striata, nec punctata, 

nequaquam tamen glabra. Alm nigrte ; caput et thorax cum scutello 
elytris concolores ( non nigri, ut in F. Suec.) glabri. 	Vix e t, ut 
descriptioni F. Suec. respondeat, sed omnino No. 135 L'i ntomologice 
Carniolicw Scopoli. 	Cepi in Hyde-path sub fine mensis Maii 
volantem. 	Eboraci etiam frequens. 

Genus 183. etc INDELA. 	 . 

Species 1. Cicindela Campestris. (pag. 407.) 
Aureus nitor ex toto corpore radiat. 	Pedes longissimi (F. Suec.) 

majuscula inter coleopteros, in borealibus Anglia montosis ad 
Calendas Junias admodum frequens, erucas (etiam hirsutas) saltu 
et volatu venatur, devoratque. (Lister) Larva 6-pus, albida, capite 
fusco, foveam cylindricam in arena excavat, cujus in osteo vigilat, 
ut insecta prmtereuntia captet, devoretque, ( Ins. Paris 1. 140. et 154) 
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Coleopterorum nostratium forte pulcherrima est. Abdomen glabrum, . 	. 
auteo-violactum ; 	corpus subtus viridi-auratuin, lateribus cupro 
nitentibus. 	Elytra . plana, . viridi-sericea, 	ptuictis 	eminentibus 
confertis, auratis, aSpersa ; maculae lxves albo-flavescunt; margines 
aurei. 	FeMora teneo-puipurea, supra Finis flavis ciliata ; thorax 
angustus, rugosus, viridi-auratus inarginibu's purpureo-auratis ; ad 
feniorum basin corpus ovale durum ; alp. fuscm. 	Vicinia Londini 
vere primo non infrequens. 	 • 

• Genus 194. 	GRYLLUS. 

• Species 19. 	aryllotalpa (the Mole-Cricket). (pag..44s.) 

. Omnibus fere insectis nostris terrestribus major. - Mas in radicl 
alarum maculam miniatam abet, et oculos grandiores. Gregarii sill) 
terra humida nidum struunt,vesperi sono striduloalte cantillant, foras 
prodeunt, et volant. .Lente ambulant, pedibus fodiunt. (Ray) Fimo 
equino Gryllo-talpa allicitur, Porcino pellitur. 	Ova circ. 200 ponit 
intra glebam foss& undique vallatani; globosam : nidum mater mira 
sollicitudine a frigore et ab hoste defendit Scrophulis discutiendis 
in Carniolia applicantur. 	Tibia 4 posteriores. singulm 4 unguibus 
terminantur ; in apice caudm cornicula duo. Caudw alarum arti-
culatte abdomine longiores; elytra venis fuscis extantibus reticulata. ,. . 
Caput, thorax, pedes, abdomen subtus, tomentosa ; tergum abdom Ina 
glabrum; .oculi parvi : antennae ante oculos sitte. 

- 	 , 
. , 	Species 45. 	Locusta migratorius. 	(pag. 432.) 

Summa hominum 	calamitas. 	totus fuscus, tibiis postic4 
cierulescentibus, denticulis albis apice nigris :. elytra circellis fusci9 
cmcis, 	vel 	maculis 	angulatis, 	vel 	lineolis 	characteriformibils; 
variegata. 	(Scopoli, No. 323.) 	Insulas nostras rarissime adit. 
Specimen, quod vidi, lividum, seu Fusco-flavescens : elytra lineolis 
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transversis .obscurioribus iftriegata: thorax Sub-carinatus sulco tenui 
impress6.fransverso, qui rnarginein lateralem • bon • 4,ttingit ; sulcus . 	. alias 	utrinque 	imperfectus a margine incipiens: 	.0culi ovati; 
Makillmque fusc 	; .antennae vix - thorace longiores.: 	super 'ca-uciae . 
apicem cornicula duo brevissima intrafemora postica macuhefUsate 
angulatee serielongitudinali. - Specimen dia in 	qui vitae Immersum .  
edlores forte immutaverat. 	Edwards enim .unuM -ex. iis, qui•4•.,D." 
1.748 mense Augusto ineunte Angliam magno nuinero adiere; sic 
describit. 	Elytra fuSca punctis plurimis, mad'ulaque grandi . versus 
apicem, obscurioribus; oris regio, femoraque postica intits-cwrulea. 
Abdomen supra• fuscum nigro-rnaculatum, •subtus purpurascens.. 
Alee fusco-virescentes, maculA, ad apicem obscures. Thorax•ViresCens. 
Caput, antennae, fuscescunt. 	Vide Acta Berolin..1752. Gleditsh. 
p. 83. 

..- 	' 
- 	• 

THE END Or THE EXTRACTS 	- - 

FROM MR. GRAY'S.INTERLEAVED EDITION OF THE SYSTEMA NATURA 

INTENDED AS A SHORT SPECIMEN OF HIS ILLUSTRATIONS 

• OF THE GREAT ORIGINAL WORK OF LINNAUS. 

• THE END OF THE APPENDIX. 
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TO- STSCRI.PT 

. 	TO THIS EDITION 

or 

• THE WORKS 
' 	 OF 

•THOMAS 	GRAY: 

BY THE EDITOR. 

- . 	 1 .. 

H AviN9  brought these volumes to their conclusion in the manner 
which the editor proposed to himself; lie may perhaps, without 
impropriety, be allowed to subjoin a few observationi. 	The inten- 
tion of their publication was to hold forth to the learned and to the, 
philoiophick 'world the literary and moral portraiture of Mr. Gray, 
in his own dimensions, as he was. 	It. is presumed also that. the :. 	• 
selections from his manuscripts, now offered to the reader, will give 
additional dignity and stability to his fame and to his works, which 
can only perish with the language which they adorn. 	- 

It never was the opinion of the editor that the remains, or 
fragments, of departed genius should: be . gathered up in such a 

manner as that nothing should be lost. The splendour of many an 
illustrious name has been obscured, and the reputation of established' 
excellence has been lessened, by the indiscriminate and unthinking; 
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though amiable, zeal of posthumous kindness. When, indeed, with 
an ' unequalled and an . unaffected modesty, Virgil directed his. 
unfinished ./Eneid to be _consigned to oblivion and, to the flames, 
all mankind at that period ( and it is still the. united 'voice of every 
succeeding age and, nation ) joined in that impassioned remonstrance 
which a fond creduliti ascribed to the pen of Augustus ; 	. 

4 
Supremis. pbtuit vox improba verbis, 

Tam dirum mandare nefas ?• ergo ibiein ignes, 
Magnaque doctiloqui morietur Musa Maronis ? 

That universal voice and that remonstrance were heard with the 
desired effect, and the laurel on the tomb Of - Maro quickened into 
everlasting verdure. 

In our own. country, who is there, that loves the language of the 
heart and simplicity of diction, 'who has not felt an unavailing 
regret, that the familiar letters of Cowley were kept from the world 
by the timid caution of misjudging friendship ? 	His Essays and 
Discourses in prose loudly declare what we have lost. 	Such 
examples • indeed are rare. 	Surely, whatever writings can in 
any, 'thanner: sustain' or amplify the character of great departed 
writers.' -either as men of virtue, or of ability, or of , learning, 
in their specifick or in their varied modes of excellence, may be 
offered to the• world 'with propriety and with mutual advantage. 
The selections, which 'are now presented to the reader, in the judg-
ment of the editor, not only sustain, but amplify the character and 
the fame of Mr. Gray ; and therefore be consented to the labour of 
the selection and of the publication. 

These manuscript volumeS were the deliberate, solemn, and final 
bequest ' of Mr. Gray to his accomplished and learned friend, 
Mr. Mason, " to preserve or destroy at his own discretion," 
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Perhaps in his discerning mind there might have been a secret 
consciousness of the value and of the 'consequence of the dona-
tion ; and he might have remembered what Dryden once expressed 
of a. celebrated character: 
• " E'en they, whose Muses have the highest flown, 

Add not to his immortal memory, 
But do an act of friendship to their own." 	. 

In this instance, howeyer, the author of Caractacu4 was happily 
destined, by his talents and by his affection, to unite them both. 

A few years after Mr. Gray's decease, Mr. Mason gratified an 
anxious publick with his letters, and with such original compositions 
as he deemed most appropriated to the plan which he laid down 
for the volume which he printed. With these he contented himself;,  
but he preserved the volatiles of the original manuscripts, and 
bequeathed them to Mr. Gray's intimate and highly respected 
friend, Mr. Stonhewer, - who afterwards left them by will to the 
Master and Fellows of Pembroke Hall in Cambridge. When they 
came into the possession of Mr. Stonhewer, the preSent editor 
repeatedly hinted to that gentleman the propriety of making a 
selection of them for publication ; 	and had a longer life been 
granted to him, it is not very improbable that Mr. Stonhewer might 
have acceded to the proposal. 	After having presented to the world 
the private letters of Mr. Gray to his intimate friends (and who is 
there who has not approved Mr. Mason's determination, and 
admired the volume ?), surely, whatever related merely to criticism, 
to philosophy, or to general literature, might be communicated 
without the least breach of that delicacy of. friendship, the discussion 
of which once so much amused the leisure, and piqued the curiosity, 
of the learned world. 	The present editor, indeed, . very often 
reminded Mr. Stonhewer of the necessity, as well as of the propriety, 
of such an undertaking by some person, who felt an unfeigned 

VOL. IL 	 4 v  
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veneration for the great name of their author. 	He added, (for he 
then thought that it was Mr. S;'s intention to bequeath them, not to 
Mr. Gray's own College, but to some very publick repository) that 
it should be done before the papers were left accessible to every eye, 
and open to every prying copyist. 	He feared, that such valuable 
manuscripts might be garbled, or mutilated)  or detailed, or retailed 
in separate uninteresting scraps, in ephemeral or monthly publica-
tions, with an eager inconsiderate , haste, to no other purpose but 
that of indulging an idle and fruitless, inquisitiveness. 	He wished 
not for partial, transitory, interrupted glances upon such writings, 
but for their full effect. 	, He wished, indeed, that . the whole of 
Mr. Gray's works, all which, liaclbeen already communicated, and 
those compositions which remained unknown but tp the few, might 
appear TOGETHER in a manner worthy of their illustrious author 
and of his country; that they might form one dignified portraiture 
and representation of his genius and, of his erudition ; and which, 
as from the junction or apposition of so many bright and superiour 
luminaries, might present to the eye of the mind their collected, 
steady, and united splendour. 	The present editor thought teat, in 
this manner, kindness to the remains, and honour to the memory, 
of Mr. Gray would be best shewn, by so worthy a discharge of the 
noble confidence which he had reposed in the discretion of his 
respected friends.  	. 

On the mention of the remains and of the memory of Mr. gray, 
if a short apostrophe may be heard and forgiven, it is hoped that 
indulgence may be shewn to that which follows : 

Lord of the various lyre ! devout we turn 
Our pilgrim steps to thy supreme abode, 
And tread with awe the solitary. road 
To deck with votive wreaths thy hallowed urn ! 
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Yet, as we wander through this dark sojourn„ 
No more the notes we hear, fhat all abroad 

' Thy fancy wafted, as the inspiring God 	- 
Prompted the thoughts that breathe, the words that burn. 

But hark : a voice, in solemn accents clear, 
Bursts from heaven's vault that 'glows with temperate fire ; 

" Cease, mortal, cease to drop the fruitless tear, 
Mute though the raptures of his full-strung lyre : 

E'en his own warlilings; lessened on his ear, 
Lost in seraphick harmony expire." 	. 

But to return.--In whatever manner Mr. Mason judged most 
proper to dispose of the manuscripts;he was at full liberty to adopt it; 
and either to select and to publish a portion of them, or to withhold 
them altogether ; and gratitude is due to him for what he gave to the 
world. 	It is, however, a matter of some surprise, that Mr. Mason 
restricted himself in limits so circumscribed, when the whole was 
before him, and many a composition seemed, as it were, eagerly to 
demand an admission : 

Non sola bac carmina suasit  
Delius, ant solis jussit requiescere Apollo ; 
Quterendw nobis sedes : ne linque laborem. 

But when at last, by a most appropriate and happy destiny, the 
writings of Mr. Gray were re-conducted to the spot which gave 

- them birth, to those very groves where the poet describes his 
Camus as lingering with delight, where Science had so eminently 
marked him for her own, where he had sojourned so long with 
freedom by his side ( so he assures us), and wrapped in the arms 
of that quiet, which a kindred poet ' indeed declares to be " the 

' Cowley. 	See his beautiful paraphrase of Seneca's 
" Stet quicunque volet potens 

Aulae culmine lubrico, 
Me dukis saturet quies ! &c. &c. 
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companion ofobscurity," but which is the best possession-of poets 
and of philosophers; (for never yet was poet or philosopher worthy' 
of the name, who felt, not at this, heart • the: power ; of ,thoSe'words, 
"• me dulcis SA:TUBET ,quieql ')—when, as it may.be,eXpressed, the 
literary remains of Mr. Gray..arriyed within the precincts- where 
they would be, their ,wonted fires might- be expected .again to live 
in them, and their light might he felumined • under the influence of 
their own 	un:afnci ,o0.heir own, constellations ; ., 

. 	.: .A.tque iternm, 'soleaque r suum :sue; sidera, noscant. 	. 	. 
Language and ,allusionS ,Of this,kind,may, perhaps be allowed on-

so . favourite! a theme : , .and in this , place the ,  editor cannot but 
acknowledge with pleasure the - ready, and flattering willingness 
with which.  the learned and reverend Joseph Turner, D. D. Dean 
of Norwich, the Master,, and the Fellows, of Pembroke Hall in,  
Cambridge, consigned the manuscripts to his sole care and -dis-
cretion, to select or to withhold whatever he judged most proper.. 
The editor, hopes that lie ;has ,performed that office under the 
guidance, of a regulated.  zeal and of an affectionate reverence for 
the memory of their great 'author : though unhappily.,for himself, 
he cannot even say, ," Virgilium vidi." 	, 	.. 	. 
: 1Tbe volumes which contain the manuscripts:are three in number, 
in small folio : they form, what is strictly called a common-place 
book, and of course the heads of the articles have no connection  
with each other from the manner of their being disposed, but are 
taken ad libitum., ..Whatever parts Mr. Mason selected, he has 
raarked them in the respective volumes as published in his Memoirs 
of the, life ofgray. 	• 	• 	• . 
. Whenr they came into, the hands of the present editor, he deemed 

it proper to ,form,s0.M. e„arrangement of them as to the subjects, and 
to place them in such:a manner as was'-best adapted to produce the 
effect which he wished, and to exhibit the various, accurate, and 
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profound erudition of their author. 	He conceived tl?at the best 
mode would be to divide them into Sections, admitting only those, 
compositions, remarks, or fragments which were original ; as there 
are many articles which are only compilations 	from different 
authors, or abridgments from works of eminence or of curiosity, 
which, though drawn up with great ability, can never be styled; or 
considered, as part of an author's works. He thought that the best 
method would be the following one. 	1. To select all the disquisi- 
tions or remarks relating to the earlier English poetry, which were 
composed at the time when Mr. Gray conceived the idea of writing 
its history, in conlunction with Mr. Mason. 	2. To choose a few 
poetical translations of great merit (as unfortunately no original 
unpublished poetry was to be found among the MSS.), with 
some curious miscellaneous articles on subjects of antiquity and 
of classical learning ; to which he thought it proper to add some 
notes on Aristophanes, from a separate MS. presented to him by 
Mr. Stonhess er. 	3. The remarks* on the geography of some parts 
of India and of Persia claimed a minute attention, and formed of 
themselves an entire section, worthy of every commendation which 
a felicity of inquiry with extensive, varied, and learned researches, 
aided by sagacity of conjecture and by apposite illustrations from 
authors ancient and modern, can demand. 	And, 4. Mr. Gray's 
account of most of the Dialogues and Epistles of Plato, with his 
notes upon them ; but the editor has already offered a few observa-
tions on the subject in the introduction to this section.' 

By this arrangement and disposition, it is easy, without blending 
one subject with another, to consider all that has been selected ; 
which, with Mr. Gray's poems, letters, compositions, Occasional 
observations and fragments, given before to the world by Mr. Mason, 
form the complete picture of his mighty mind and of the stores of 
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erudition with which it was enriched and adorned. As an appendix, 
the editor was happy to be enabled to present a specimen of 
Mr. Gray's Illustrations of the' System Natures" of Linnaeus, from-
the original interleaved edition in his own hand-writing, and which 
by many persons will be considered as of no common merit and 
curiosity. They may possibly excite a wish for more ample commu-
nications of the contents of those volumes; but in this respect the 
editor thinks that he has offered all which could be required of him 
as a specimen :  

Cwtera jam extremo prudens• sub fine laborum  
Prieterit, atque aliis post se memoranda relinquit. 

The general tenour of Mr. Gray's life, and of his occupations, is 
best collected from his own letters, and from the connecting narra-
tive by Mr. Mason; nor is there any very material information to" 
be obtained in addition to it. 	There are, however, a few not tiny 
pleasing recollections, which were communicated to the present 
editor by his intimate friend, the Rev. Norton 'Nicholls, of which 
some notice may be taken. 

The predominant bias of Mr. Gray's mind was a strong attach-
ment to virtue, to "-the exercise of right reason," as be used 
frequently to call it in the words of Plato : and if any person were 
mentioned to him as a man of ability, of genius, or of science, he 
always inquired, " Is he good for any thing?" 	No admiration of 
genius, no deference to learning could subdue, or even soften, his 
aversion to the vicious, to the profligate, and to the unprincipled. 
The great object of his detestation was Voltaire : he said almost 
prophetically, (considering the time when he said it) that no one 
could even conjecture the extent of the publick mischief (that was 
his term) which Voltaire would occasion. 	His aversion indeed was 
constant and unmitigated; yet the pleasantry and wit of some of 
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his.  writings. amused him, and he . seemed to agree. in ?pinion with.' 
the late:: Dr. RObertson 2  on Ow' Es'ay on Universal History ;..as the . 
refusal of Voltaire to subjoin the:authorities for his facts,• to. which 
he was .fullygcompetent -and. of which, :he was 'well. informed;  was 
and cOntinues:.,to . be the real—cauk, of the !neglect- of : that sin-. 
gular ;work..-:,  His tragedieS-Mrif Gray esteemed nod' 'in .rank 'to • 
those -of Shakspeare,_ and ihe : often said; :that . hiS . literary fame-
would:  have ;been higher i if lielhad:5'neyerl ipublished .any:, other ' 

• . 	i: compositions.: 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	, 	, 	. 
.. He once madefithis part'icular. ;request . to. , a-, friend of his, who . 

was going to, the COntinentikhathe,would not pay„a visit.to.Voltaire; 
and 'when his :friend ,replied,, f`' What WiL.a.f visit from a person 
like me to him signify. r' ,:!ref rejoined :with peculiar , earnestness, 
ef Sir, every tribute to s.uCht a man- signifies." 	It:  is.' to be wished, 
that all reflecting minds would:  consider the spirit, the virtue, and 
the love of mankind, which dictated, this-answer byMr: Gray ; and . 
that they would not only consider,. but._ apply it with: judgment, on 
proper occasions ; for it is interesting, in its consequences to society:  
and to government. . .Such 'was, Mr..Gray's opinion,. and: such Was 
his salUtary apprehension of Voltaire's;  power or influence.iunder: 
any semblance, whether of determined hostility, 4 or of'. siMulated 
friendship, or of pacifick deportment; 	- ., 	. . 	, ,,,i ,),t 

. 	Seu torvam assumat faciem et furialia rnembra ; . , 
, 	' Seu froritem obsccenam rugisaret;-- induat albOs I ._. 

Seu vita 'crines, et ramumiinnectat olivw; ; 	.. 	, r 

in all and under every form he regarded hini as an object to h.e:Ter-..  
sonally, avoided upon publick principles c., and it would seem, _as.if 
the Alecto of-the poet were present to. the inind:of Mr. Gray, when.. 

k. . 	, 	: 
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. . 	• • 	 H.1 
2  See-Robertson's Introduction to his ,flistory,of.Charles the Fiftkort'thepend. Vol..1., 

p. 472. ed. SVO. 1772. 	 . 	' 	 . •. 
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ever he contemplated the mischief to be. apprehended ; -for he knew - 
• that Voltaire could in a•minnent fling aside the 'weeds of peace,. and 
that war:and death - were- in.  his. hand: ' Let ..  the wounds . and • the' 
desolation of France and of Europe speak the rest. :The influence . 	, 
of bad -exaMples. is 'indeed more' fatal' than •that of crimes; ' and .it 
should never .be forgotten, that More empires have perished.  from' a 
cOnternpt•or a -neglect 'of religion;  and froni a continued systematick 
violation of morality, than from -any violation cot* the civil laWs. 

' Mr: Gray had a similai aversion to Mr. Hume, and for the same . 
reasons : nor could he ever 'be' reconciled -tO ''any deliberate enemy 

'of religion ;' as he always asserted' that, added to other publick— 
considerations', 'Such men; 'whether-in ./Writing or in 'libertine. con- 
versation, took awai .the „best- consolation'. of man, • ' without 'even 
*tending to substitute any consideration of value iii its place; 

- 	It has been expressed, 'without 'due. reflection, 	 hat Mr. Gray 
" had a contempt • or. disdairi of his inferiours in science." ' lie 
despised none but pretenderi to science, or those who abused their 
'knowledge or their talents. 	To the few WhO sought him he was 
mild,' affable, .and communicative; and on• any subject, on which he 
Was consulted, would . throw even a prodigality of light and .of 
information. He had, indeed, a certain dignity of deportthent, and he 
-was a man:so well bred, that if he ever felt contempt or bitterness 
rising in his breast, you might be •sure 1? is equal had awaked them. 

Some little misunderstanding having taken place between a com-
mon friend of Mr. Gray and of Mr. Nicholls, and a third perSon„ Mr. 
Gray, in a priiate letter to Mr. Nicholls on the subject of it (now in 
the possession of the editor), made' some remarks which are worthy 
of remembrance,' as they are an honour to the affections -of his heart,' 
to the delicacy of his feeling, and to the acuteness of his penetration. 
" Remind him," (says MIN Gray to Mr. Nicholls), " Remind him 
eloquently (that is, from your heart, and in such expressions as that 
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will furnish) how:many, idle-. suspicions. a sensible-Mind, -naturally •• 
disposed to. melancholy and depressed by. Misfortunes, is capable. of • •.- 	.  
entertaining,. especially if .it meets with but ',a, shadow of neglect,:or Of 
contempt, from the very(perhaps the, only)person, in whose kindness 
it had.  taken:refuge: :. - Remind hi,MI,Of. his •former goodness, frankly 
.and generously, shewn.to 777.,-„andbeg;him not to 'destroY the natural-
effects of it by any appearance „of pipe pr.•of resentment ;, for that 
even the fancies and the. chimaeras of a_worthy heart deserVe:a little : 
management and even :respect.: ,ASsure;llini, as I believe you ,safely 
may,, that a few kind wordsi.ythe :slightest testimony -of '.-his esteem,: , 
will brush 	 'and 	thoughtsi • away all ,,--,--7's, suspicions 	gloomy, 	and 
that, after this, there will need•,.nO constraint out his own behaviour,. ..... no-  not. so  much. as , in ,the most trifling matter;. for when, one is • 
secure of a person's inOrtti9ns, all the rest. paSses for nothing." 
Observations,  like these ,might have a most beneficial and:  extensive 
influence, if carried into private life, with Mr. Gray's benevolent, 
affecting, and gentleman-like.spirit.. 	 _ 	! 	,., -. - • . 	. 

Mr. Nicholls once asked Mr. Gray if he recollected, when. he first,  
felt in himself the strong predilection. to poetry, and. ,he replied, 
" I believe it was when I began at Eton to read Virgili for. ,my ...own 
amusement, and not in school hours as a task.",-Jhe althor,  of the 
Fairy Queen was one of his most, favourite poets ;_ ands  it is a ,notice 
worthy of all acceptation among . the higher. votaries of 	divine. 
art, when they are assured, that Mr. Gray 'never., sate, down to, 
compose any poetry without previously, and for a considerable time, 
reading the works of Spenser. 	, -. 	' 	, 	-- .: 	, ,* ,,, 	,; ,..,.. -, 	• 	-\ 

Dryden was so high, an object of. his admiration, that ,he could 
not very patiently hear his .works, criticised. - Absalom.and, Achito-=, 
phel, and Theodore and lionoria.  stood . in the first rank, of. poems\ 
in his estimation, and he admired his, plays as poetry, though not as 
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diamatick . .cOrnpositiOns :'- and - li .-thoUght• the,  prose 'of. Dryden 
alniost equal to his poetry.P:  .:• ., • • ,- . 	.. 	'..•' 	' 	.. - 	i , ,,I, , 	.i 	. 	.,- . 	. 

• Far above all,:  poets; 'of all 'ages ,and of 'all-  countries;  he placed 
ShakSpeare. 	He 'said; 'that the -jtistest Mea even'of the- historibid 
characters which he exhiliited•:Mightbe taken 'from: his "plays:-  Ho 
chewed Mr. Nicholls" a' manuscript, which lie- had' copied' from the 
original in 'the 'British Mdsento,t tontaining, the Report of the-Corm 
thissioners appointed and-sent • by kin—   Henrylhe eighth to endea-
your . to 'prevail With queen Katharine i to 'lay ;aside the title of Queen, 
and 'to''assume that of Princess of Wale;'; "which agrees -not only 
with the sentiments, but sometimes with the -very words,. of Shak. 
:Veare hi his play of Henry-the Eighth. 	r,i , . .L. :' ,, .. 

He loved the poetry of Pope, and his art of Condensing' thoughts 
he peculiarly admired, as it fixed them in the mind." Of his letters 
he observed, that they were not good letters, but better things. His 
translation of Homer's Iliad be esteemed highly, and,  when he heard 
it criticised as wanting the simplicity of 'the original; and as not 
giVing a just idea of Homer's style and manner, at :Ogler siiiiilar 
objections made to the work, he always said, that, hoWever just 
some of those observationS might be, there would never be another 
translation of the Iliad equal to it. 	' . • 	 ,... 

Speaking' of Dr. Middleton's style, the elegance of which he 
admired, he mentioned it as a matter of consideration, whether style 
in one language can be acquired by being 'conversant with authors 
Of a 'polished style in'another language ;. as- whether, for example, 
Dr. Middleton 'could . have acquired his flowing diction from the 
great attention .which .  he paid to the writings of Cicero. 	It may 
here:be noticed, that Mr.. Gray considered many of the sermons of 
bishop Sherlock as 'specimens of pulpit eloquence never" exceeded. 

Lord Clarendon was, in his estimation, the first of our 'historians; 
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and indeed of almost all Modern historians. Of the History of Flo+ .., 	-  
rence by Machiavelli he alWayss  said (and surely with tilith,), that it 
waS written with the simplicity of a Greek, history. • He considered 
Rapin's as the only, valuable general History of England; and he 
'hinted, that if. an  abler writer, with a brilliant and. animated style, 
were to consult his copious sand •excellent marginal.. references, and 
would haVe recourse to the original'and contemporary authors; and 
to the memoirs and state papers, and to all the curious documents 
so well pointed out 4.Rapin,:i a, General: History of Eri-gland might 
be planned and composed;.worthy of the subject and of the national 
attention: 	. 	- ; 	.  

The poem called The Spleen, written by Matthew Green, attracted 
his. notice; he admired the ,originality of the thoughts and of the 
expression;  the propriety of the allusions 	And the ,sprightliness 
of the wit. 	He was pleased with the sermons of Sterne, whose 
principal merit, as he thought,. consisted in his pathetick powers, in 
which he never failed, though .he was very often unsuccessful in his 
Attempts at humour. 	 - 

Among modern poets he thought most favourably of Goldsmith. 
Mr.. Nicholls was with him one summer at Malvern, when;  he, re-
ceived the Deserted Village, which Mr. Gray. desired .him ,to -read 
aloud ; he listened to it with fixed attention from-the beginnini to 
the end, and then exclaimed, " That man is a poet." , 

One day Mr. Nicholls calling at his apartments found him 
absorbed in reading a newspaper, with particular earnestness ; and As 
soon as he was seated, Mr. Gray said to him, in an animated tone, • 
" Take this : here is such writing as I never before saw in a new4- 
paper." 	This was the very first letter which= appeared under the 
*signature of Junius. 	 I 

In offering information of this nature, it cannot be expected that  
the present editor should observe' any particular method in COMM11- 
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hicating'it ; . blit lie hopes that itwill be -.kindly receivedin the.form -  
of recollections;  ' living,  -as_ they rise, either...in his memory' or from-. -
writing, and expressed int a :manner -which he ,considers as best 
adapted to the end :Which he pitposes; from their, interest or from 
their: ova,Kiety. 	::: 	- 	'.; 	.-. 	• 	. 	• . 	' -: 	.. 	 :,-.. 	, 	, 	' 	 . , 	. 	,r, 	 . , • , 	. 	• 

Mr. Nicholls being once in. company-,with the illustrious author 
of:the Analysis-  of:Anient 'Mythology,. asked-his .opinion- of Mr.:._ ..  
Gray's ,Scholarship -.when ,at Eton!,:School. , Mr: Bryant said - in; 

- answer; ". Gray was An. CicCtleni scholar,' 	was next .boy to him in 
the school ; .and et. .this minute I happen .to. recollect a.!line'of one 
of. his. school exercises,- which, if you please, twill repeat, as the 
expressions are happy.; it is, on, the subject. _of • the freezing and. 
&awing of ivords in the Spectator : 	,:•rls ;t: ) 	E 	'• 	. 

. • 	• 	 ; " Pluvimque loquaces 	. , 
DesoeUdere jugis, et' garrulus .ingruit imber." 

One fine :morning in the spring, Mr. Nicholls was Walking in the 
. neighbourhood Of Cambridge with Mr: Gray, who • feeling the in--
fl:uence of the season and 'cheered with the melody of birds on every . 
bough, turned round to his friend,. and expressed himself extempore 

. 	. 	., in these ,beautiful lines : 	• 	: 	r.: 	. 	"' 
,‘ "'There. pipes the wood-lark, and the song-thrush there 

' 	- ' &afters his loose notes in the' waste of air." 	i 	. 
. 	• 	i 	, 
These 'verses.  May remind us of *an exquisite stanza, which.  it is 

singular that he omitted in his Elegy, as, to the . account.  of his 
morning-walk anti of his noontide repose, it completed that of the 
whole day by adding his evening Saunter.: 	'. 

(4 ,Him.havewe seen the greenwood side along, 
As homeward oft bellied;  his labour done, 
What. time, the woodlark piped her farewell song, •. 	, .,1.• 
With wistful eyes pursue the setting sun." 
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it. is impossible, in thisAnd in. the.preceding stanzas, not to hear the. . 	. 	 • 	. 	- 
stream :Of Dorick harmony flowing through- the. lines ; . 

lipov tal 	, 	. • 	: 	• . 

- • - • : 	• 	, • 	• - N u f i 0 c; Y . EE cirrpow xirrtiCopevop 'xIXet.fiuCei. 	• 	 .. 
.• 	• 

Among the writers of his time Mr. Gray -was.  particularly struck 
with Rousseau. 	His Emile, .as a. system of education, lie regarded 
a.s.r.  idiculouS. and impracticable, and alwayi .said, that, before it could: 
be adopted; men must. begin 'by.creating a new world. 	•But.  then,'.  
(hOw could it be othetwiie?) what Shakspeare terms, " the flashes: 
ana 'outbreaks of-a. fiery naind,',",the glowing eloquence; and the wild. 
originality of thought,, so. often, and so vigorously displayed in that • 
singular work, attracted and arrested his attention as a than of 
genius. 	His :opinion of Rousseau's Nouvelle Eloise he has himself 

l' expressed and given in one of his letters. 	He thought the._ story 
ill-composed, the incidents improbable, the characters' unnatural 
and vicious, and the tenden4 of it immoral and mischievous ;' which • 
latter defect, in his mind, nothing could redeem. Very di•fferentin- 
deed .was his judgment of the Clarissa of Richardson: 	He Said, • 
that he knew no instance of a story so well told;' and he• spoke with 
high commendation of the strictly dramatick propriety -and - con. '• 
sistency of the characters, perfectly preserved and ,s4pOried flinm 
the beginning to • the, end, in all situations and circumstances, \in 
every word, and action, and look. 	In the 'delineation of 'Lovelace 
alone Ile thought  that the author had.  failed ;. for, as he had not • - 	 1 	. 
lived- among perSonS of that rank, it was not possible., for him.  to 
give, from the life, the portrait of a profliiate man of fashion. 	IVIt 
Gray was much pleased with an answer which:Dr. Samuel Johnson 
once gave to a person on the different and COMparative' nitits 'of 
Fielding, and of Richardson : " Why,' sir, Fielding:Could tell you;- 
what o'clock it was ; but, as for Richardson, he-could make a cloek, 1  
or a witch.7 	 i 
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Mr. Gray always, considered, that the Encyclopaedias anduttiver-
sal Dictionaries of various kinds, with which the world nowabounds 
so much, afforded a very unfwirourable symptom Of the age in regard 
to its literature;. as no real or profound. learning can, be obtained 
but :at the fountain,lead. . Dictionaries like these,. as he thought, 
only served to supply a fund fort the vanity 'or for the affectation 
of general knowledge; or for the demands of company and of cone,  
versation; to satisfy vyhich, he saidi ,  such dictionaries were fully 
competent: 	• 	• 	, 1.. 

Speaking of a modern 'viriter, whose poetry was sometimes *too 
languid, Mr. Gray said, it was not a matter-  of minder,. for he never 
gave himself time to think;.- but he imagined that he should succeed 
best by writing ba.stily in the-first fervout of his imagination: sand 
therefore 'he never waited for epithets, if they did not occur at the 
time readily, but left spaces for their and put them in aft,erwards. 
This enervated his poetry-, and will do so universally if that method 
is adopted; for nothing is done SO well as at .the firsiiconcoction : 
and he added, -". We think .in words : poetry consists itt expression, 
if that - term be properly understood."• . 	• 

When Mr. Nicholls once asked' Mr. Gray, why he never finished 
that. incomparable Fragment on " - The Alliance between-400d 
Government and good,Education in order to produce the-  happiness 
of mankind,". he said, he could not ; and then explained himielf in 
words of this kind or to this effect : " I have been used..to write 
chiefly lyrick poetry, in which, the pOems being short, I have ace.  fis-• . 
tomed myself to polish every part of them with care ; and as this has 
become a habit, I can scarcely write in any other manner : the 
labour of this in a long poem would hardly be tolerable; and,*if . 
accomplished, it might possibly be deficient in effect by wanting the 
chiaro-oscuro." . Whether Mr. Gray's admirers will acquiesce in 
that opinion, may admit of a doubt ; for a greater desideratum' in 
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poetry, in. literature, and:fin political philosophy cannot be.  named. 
It was hoWever. rone.or.  lilt% Gray's' opinions, that In a long poem, in • ,  
Order :to:Produce) effect, it.was even i.nebessary to have Weak-parts, 
and .he instanced ,,in Homer, and particularly. -in Milton,. who. ( he 
said) now. and then;. at intervals; rolls on in sounding words which 
perhaps:have little meaning. 	.Butit Must here,l he‘considered, that 
Mr: Gray is speaking of Homer:and-of Milton, :and of poets of,the 
highest ranks: The editor. is,  inclinedin thii place 'to. insert the very . 
appropriate and well expressed eulogy on the cenotaph of Mr. Gray 
n Westminster: Abbey,t4written, by Mr..4Mason :4 4 - 4 

4  4  No. more-the .Grecian Muse unrivalled reigns i 
'.4 To Britain.let the. nations homage Pay : 	- ' 

She felt a,  Honier's fire in 'Milton's 'strains,. - 	I A Pindar's rapture in, fhe lyre of Gray." 
• When the late Duke of Grafton was elected Chancellor of.  the 

University of Cambridge, it is known that Mr. Gray, from an impulie 
of what he, looked on as a species of duty, spontaneously offered 
to write the Ode for his 'Grace's Installation. 	He considered it • 
nevertheless as a soreof task, as a set composition ; and a considerable 
time passed before be could prevail Upon himself, or rather before 
he actually felt the power, to begin.  it. 	But one morning • after 
breakfast, Mr. Nicholls called on him, and knocking at his clim4er 
doo41VIr..Gray got up haStily, and threw it open hiinseltand running 
up to him, in a hurried voice and tone exclaimed,." Hence, avaunt ; 
'tis holy ground !"—Mr.Nicholls was so astonished, that' he thought 

.1 his, senses were deranged; - but Mr. Gray in a' moment aftey 
resumed - his usual pleasant manner, and repeating several versei, 
at ,the beginning of that inimitable composition, said—"' Well : 1 
have begun, the Ode, and now:I, shall ,finish it." 	It would seem, 
by this interesting anecdote, -that the. genius of' Gray sometimes 
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resembled'the' armed' appatitiOn in Shakspeare'S master-tragedy . 	. . 
" He would not be -commanded." 	' 	. 	, • 	- 	• 	.. 
.. Mr, Gray often amused himself iu making .compilations , ficim, 
works of. 	eminence -in differe.ht departments of literture, from 
travels, fromantiquities, and, in general, from all subjects which are 
covered by. the indefinite; yet not ineXpressiVe, term of Belles Lettres.. 
He has left short but,- curious, .notices of all_ the cathedrals 2  -of 

. 	 . 	, 	. 	.. 	. . 	, 
. ' It may not be displeasing to present the reader with a part of the result of these 

notices. 	 . 
44  THE SEVERAL PARTS OF THE CATHEDRALS RANGED ACCORDING TO THE TIME 

, 	4 

- IN WHICH THEY WERE BUILT, 	• . 	. 

Thelatter half of the Eleventh Century. 	 . 
Exeter: the Lady Chapel,. Wells: the east, end of the. nave. 	Chester : 	the north 

transept and the chapter house. 	Durham : the nave and choir. 	Carlisle : the nave and 
transept. 	Hereford : the east end and the upper nave. 	Worcester :. the greatest part. 
of the church. 	Gloucester: the old chapter-house, the east nave, part-of the choir, and. 
long workhouse. 	Winchester : the transept and choir. ' Norwich : the nave. 	r 

• The first half of the twelfth Century. 	.a -
. 

Christ Church, Oxford. 	Durham : the west part of the nave, and the Chapter-house. 
Lichfield : the nave and choir. 	Hereford: the west cnd of the nave. Wells : part of the_ 
palace and the Lady Chapel. 	Exeter : the choir. . Landaff : the church and the palace. 
Lincoln :- the nave. 	 • 	 . 

The latter half of the Twelfth Century. 
Ely :- the nave, transept, and front tower up to the battlements. 	Peterborough : the 

choir, transept and nave. 	Durham: the galilee. 	Chichester : the church and palace. 
Canterbury : the choir and undereroft. 	St. David's : the church. 	Lincoln : the east 
part, chapter-house and palace. 

The first half of the-  Thirteenth Century. 
Ely : the galilee. York : the south transept.. Durham : the vaulting. 	Hereford : the 

west front and tower. 	.Wells.: the choir, transept and ,nave. 	Salisbury.: the east end, 
- choir and transept. 	Winchester : the tower. 	Rochester :: the choir. 	Canterbury: Tri- 
nity chapel and crown. 	:Westminster : St. Edward's chapel, the transept, choir, and its 
aisles, four east arches of the nave and part of the cloister. 
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England with his accustomed ability and :interesting manner,- , The 
materials he collected froth various sources, but chiefly from Bishop 
Godwin,. and, Browne. -Willis : he consulted also Leland, Somner, , 
Wren's Parentalia,-.Lowth's Life of Wickham, and other writers. 
He composed with great pare a4 description of ; all the monuments', 
of the royal family of England,;  whichremained. to the middle of 

, 	. 	. 	 . 
* 	 . 	, 

3  The following is the list' of the " Sepulchra Regia," which Mr. Gray described with 
incidental illustrations and notes i' 	- 	' 	' 	' 	' 	- 	' 
,, THE MONUMENTS OF THE !'ROYAL _ FAMILY OF ENGLAND, WHICH REMAIN 

UNDESTROYED FROM TtiE  CONQUEST; A.D. 1066, RANGED ACCORDING TO THE 
TIME IN: WHICH 'THEY WERE ERECTED: 	" 	 . 

WILLIAM the 1st, A.D. 1666.. 	 . . 	. 	 i 	• 	 . 
i; ,Richard Duke of Bernay ;' his epitaph at Winchester. 

, 	. 	" . 	HENRYZ 	the 1st, 1100. 	 . , 
* 2. William Rufus ; ibid. 	s. William, Earl of Flanders. 	4. Robert, Duke of Normandy; 

his figure at Gloucester..2.- 
. ' HENRY the 2d, 1154. 	' 

	

a. Gents, abbot of Westminster i in the Abbey there. 	' 	• 
• RICHARD the 1st, 1189: 

G. Henry the 2d : his figure at Fontevraud. 	. 
JOHN. 1199. 

7. Richard.the 1st:Ibid. 	S. Queen Eleanor, his mother : ibid. 
HENRY the sd, t 226. 

9. King John : at Worcester. 	10. William, Earl of Salisbury: at Salisbury. 
11. Queen Isabel : at Fontevraud., 12. Aydin% Countess of Lancaster: at Westminster. 4 

EDWARD the 1st, 1272. 	 . 	 i 
13. Henry the sd : at Westminster. 	14. QUeen Eleanor of Castille : ibid. 	• 1a. Edmund, 

Earl of Lancaster: ibid. 	 0  
EDWARD the 2d, 1307. ' 	. 

16. Edward the 1 st : at Westminster. ' 
- 	EDWARD the sd, 1826. 	. 	 . 

I 6.*Edward the 2d! at Gloucester. 	f17. John, Earl of Cornwall: at WeStminster. 
1 s: Queen Philippa : ibid. 	19. William of Windsor and Blanch : ibid. 	i 
20. William of Hatfield : at York. 	21. Edward Prince of. Wales : at Canterbury., 

VOL. II. 	. 
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• • 	 . 	 . .. 	. 	. 	• 
the : 'eighteenth? Century. :(and - which indeed. remain. _to- this day) 
undestoyed from- the .conquest; A. D 1066. 	The subject was, 

. 	. 

	

RICHARD the-241871. 
22-. Edward the 3d : at WestMinstet. ' 	1- 

. 	. 	•- 	HENRY the 44') 399., - 	- .  
2 g.*Thonas, Duke .of Gloucester: rat Wettininstet.. 	. 	• is: Elianot,this duchess: ibid. 
24. Edward, Duke of YOtk :, Langley. , 25. _Jiatharine,,Duchess of Laneaster :. at Lincoln. 

• , 	- 	HANBY the sth, 1412. 
- 2d. Richard the 2d, and his queen: at Westminster.. 	" 	• 
. 	 • 	Hzigti the alb; i 422,  , 	.   
27. Henry the sth: his tomb at Weitiiiiiister:- iii: Elizabeth, Duchess of Exeter: at . 	o 	• 
' 	' Burford. 	29; -Anne, Dueliesi of :Bedford: at..Paris. • $o., Philippa, Duchess-_of 

- York:. at.Westminster. , s 1.*John;  Duke of Bedford,: at Paris... 32. Henry the 4th 
and his queen: at Canterbury. 	 33. Margaret Duchess of Clarence, and her two 
husbands: at Canterbury. 	34. Joan, Countess of Westmoreland: 'at .Lincoln. 

35. John, *Duke of Exetei: at St. Katharine's." ' ss. John; Duke 'Of Somerset and his 
duchess: • at Wimborne-Minster. 	; 37. Cardinal Beaufort: 	at Winchester. 

ss. flumphrei; Duke of Gloucester: at St. Alban's.  
- • 	 . EDWARD the 4th, 1460. 	. 	, . 	, 	.. 

39. Anne, Duchess of Exeter, at Windsor. 
...,I 
  

RCHARD the 3d, 1433. 	. 
40. Edward-''the 4th i at Windsor. 	41. Isabel, Countess of Essex and ber lord :' at 

Easten.•k 	- 	 - 	• 
. 	HENRY the 7th, 14$5. 	, 	. 	. 	• 

42. Elizabeth. Tudor: 	at Westminster. 	' 	43. krince Arthur:. at Worcester. 
44. Henry the 5th : his Chauntry, at Westminster. : 	. . 	 . 

H1SNRY the sth, 4509. 	' 	..  
45. Margaret, Countess of Richmond : at Westminster. 	46. Henry the 7th and his 

-cpiein: ibid. 	47. Anne, Lady Roos: at Windsor. 	 • 	. 
MARY, 1553. - 	 .. 

48. Queen Anne, Of Cleves : at Westminster. 	 . 
ELIZABETH, 1559. 

49.. Margaret, CountassUf Lennox: at Westminster. 	so. Frances, Duchess of Suffolk: 
I 'ibid.. 	• 	. 	-  	' 	• 	• 	: • 	 . 

• JAMBS the 1St 1603. 	 • 
51* Mary, Queen of Scots: at Westminster. 	52. Queen Elizabeth: ibid. - 	- . 	. 	. 	: 
53. and 54. Lady Mary and Lady Sophia Stuart :' ibid." 
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perhapi, • never...before.:4reated in a separate :form : it Is . corn- .,  
piled .chiefly.-from Sandford, with • refereneesi, to Leland • and to: 
Mcintfaricon't Monumens -de -la -Monarchic :-Franeoise;',with some 
few notes of ; his own.. 	As.  these writings cannot properly be 'con-
sidered as original, they could' not,;  to the ?vret of the editor, make 
a part of the selection frOm his manuscripts,:. , 	,. 	- - 
• 'Mr: Gray's knowledge •and love of the 'Gothick architecture:, are 

well known : he not only felt-the superiority of, its effect in Sacred 
edifices, but•he admiredethe elegance and the good taste. of many of 
its Ornaments.. - He never made the distinction,, whiOr.cit,iS now not 
uncommon io. bear, between Saxorif and Norman; nor 'did he 'ever 
make 'use of the 'latter 'term.' ' He*said; that he- knevii-nO instance-of •. 	• 
a pointed arch. before • the 'reign-  of. king' John. ' All round 'arches, 
since the age of Roman architecture, he caned Saxon, Witli their 

- 	! zig-zag and other appropriate ornaments, and these he. attributed 
to a period not 'more recent than the reign of king john. . It may 
be here observed, that he' was at first much pleased with Strawberry 
Hill, but when Mr. Horace Walpole added .the gallery with its 
gilding and glass, he said, that " he had degenerated into finery.7 

'Mr. Gray's notices relating to the cathedrals and royal monuments 
of England, which have been justmentiOned; are pleasing instances 
of his indefatigable industry, of the variety Of his researches, and 'of , 	. 
his strong attachment to. the antiquities of bis own country. 	His 
attention* to subjects of heraldry and of .genealogy was very great ; 
and the papers on these topicks are-- not inconsiderable. - They are 
not merely confined to English subjects, nor even to those of Europe\  
for he frequently wandered into Asia with the curiosity'Of a' traveller 
and of an antiquary; and he marked and delineated the, genealogies, 
of some 'of the higher oriental dynasties ; in which it is rather 
surprising that he should IiVe found' so 	

1 
 many attractions and ' 

inducements to such 'minute and laborious attention. 	_ 
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• -- Elf we regard-the classical amusements.of '11/k Idray, we shall-find.  • . 
thenT always marked vitith..the- peculiar bast of his genius; .and with. 
the same accuracy : and:  proprietfwith•Whickflie- illuitrated.,more 
important subjects:. ,  •Fbr, iristhrice,;,• his. -continued A aohcitatioim ori 
the Anthologia Grmca; with all the parallel and ;apposite. passages 
frOm different• .authors-,which he _prodribed . and :adapted;  with the 
supplemental' collection. of ;Epigrams in ;his own hand writing, which 
he added tolls copy; and witlEtlieelegarit 4and finished 'translations 
iri Latin verse Of some of them,,.(ofiihicha:Sp4ecimen. has been given 
in this volume,) evinee,a ;diligenee .and 4: pleasing;  variety of readings,  
it is;  however; rarely accompanied -, by,. that, emendatory criticism 
which,-  since' his. day, has been: the favourite; and • riot. inglorious, 
pursuit of modern 'scholars of eminence in England. , -His predilec-
tion for the Anthologia Graeca was Isubh, that he actually arranged 
all the,ePigrams under their different authors, and gave, :seriatim;.-
the subject of each distinct epigram in Engliskia- a"..manner which 
probably was never before attempted. 	In such .a scholar, engaged 
as he was; in .so .many grave, dignified, and sublime speculations, 
cc admiranda quidem jevium hmc spectacula rerum." 	They are 
indeed only noticed as such ; but it proves the very high estimation 
in :which he, in,  common with every scholar oftaste,Ield those brief • ..., 	I;.•. 
compositions;  in which true simplicity of diction and native force 
of sentiment are so frequently and-.so pleasingly united. 	If a new 
edition of the Anthologia were.  at any 'future • period to be under- 
taken, access 'to . this interleaved 'edition would be desirable ; but . 	.• •• 	, 	I 	;} 	, 

any selection of the notes,
, 
 .if , unaccompanied by the Greek text, 

	

, 	. 	.. 	, 
would be without effect. , 	i 	„ 	- 	i. 	. 	. 

He-  was very conversant (and it is not: surprising that 'he was) 
with the' French.4.Memoires de l'Acad6mie des Inicriptions et des 

4  It is not very gratifying to he continually told that, of all modern languages, the French 
is most peculiarly adapted to prose4riting, from itS perspicuity and from its unambiguous 
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BelleS Ifettresi'frOM which he abridged a variety of curious- papers; • 
nor - indeed does any, collection 'of the. kind;in any language, abound • 

' with .•so'n-nielv busing, •diiersified,•intge*tintY,,, • and. often profound 
learning and infOrmation- as' these valuable:Mei-noires; 	' • 	• • 
- -In-regard:; to -,study. in: general. -as; •pursued by •Mr. Gray, We. inay 
call to rnind,.0at, when a friend ; once =enquired of Michael Angelo, 
• lihrhe: led I so. 'solitary.: a .life t -, 'F- Art ,".  1(he replied) •.•1". is a jealous 
thing`;.. it- requires, the - whole,  iand • entire; man.". , - Mr. Gray was ' 
accustomed .to' say; that he 'well 'k:new,..froni• experience,- how much ,  
might be done by a person 'whombuld, have recourse to great original 
writers' only,,  who would,read With- a method, and would never fling • 
awayhiStirne.on 'Iniddling3or on interim( authors: In thisparticillar 
indeed; • 'no- man ever live more. (powerfully, the precept is and, •the • 
example. 	Mr -, Gray knevdi„ that,,, by this- unremitted,. culture, of 'the 
bind conducted .with judgment, it is not uncommon- to And persons., 
When their understandings. are matured, become members•of society 
intrinsically more exeellent, and publickly .11-bre distinguished, than • 

• those Who were originally their :.,superiours , by nature, 	but .,who 
. 	 • ,. 	, 	, 	., 	1  

I, 
• • 	 - 	• . 	. 	, , 	, 	.., 	r 	,.- 	; 	'., r 	-;• 	i , 	. 	' 

- arrangement of words Wand of phrases. Perspicuity is not necessarily and exclusively pecu- 
liar to the French language. 	Whoever attends to this stil;jeCt must be conVincecl, that in 
Modern languages like the French:the-Italian, and- /lie English, all their clearnesS of 

• • 	1 construction depends, stinply and'solelyi upOn• the ,Position.uf the governing articles, pre- 
positions, and connectives, and. on the judicious-use of the'anxiliary verbs. 	In all, these 
particulars-the French are eminently eareful., gut;  we shoUId berrenzinded, that if English . 
writers would bestow the same care and the same eonsicieratiOn on these particulars which 

: 	• 	, 	.f. 	:ivic• .1 -.;.!;1.: 	>t 	• 	- 	•: 	, 	•  
the French do, the very same perspicuity would be Universally. attained : . for, perspicuity 
does not consist in, nor depend upon, the mere words. or phrases in ,any language, but ort 
the construction and en the: positicr.of the. governing-Tam to f ,speech. There need no 
examples oft  ,this,t9;the intelligent. !..There,lsonly one ilanguage,-ainong those which are 
called transpositive, which, by the mere-inflexionand.varying.termination of cases, with-
out.  the necessary assistance for, incumbraficee OfLarticles-and :prepositions, ;obtains equal 

	

strength. and equal perspicuity :- that language iS: the Latin,( 	• 	• 
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trusted to their parts.  alone, and were content with 'desultory*appli,‘ 
cation. 	Renlarks,'or_ eTen hints, of this kind, from.a man like Mr. 
Gray, should receive such, attention and* observation; " as fits a 
scholar's remembrance ;," and therefore they have found a place in 
these recollections. 	.. 	 % 	. 	 . , 

Mr. Gray much regretted that be had never applied his mind to 
the study of the. matheMaticks, and once, rather late in life,. he 
hinted to' his friend an intention to undertake it. 	No one was-ever 
more convinced of its dignity and • of.,.its impOrta.nce. 	He wished 
however to appreciate it with discreet approbation, not considering it 
as the only mode by which the understanding could be matured; as 
he conceived that a fixed'attention to any works of close and deep 
reasoning night produce:the. same accurate precision of thought. 
But he felt (and he owned it too) the commanding power of those 
speculations, to which the mathematician alone can condact the 
patient inquirers into nature; and 'he could not but admire the 
strong and animated expressions of Halley, ' -... 

Nubem pellente Matfiesi 
. 	Claustra patent cceli, rerumque immobilis ordo, 	. 

while he ,contemplated with reverence the laws and the system of 
the universe fixed by a sublime geometry: . 

The language' of modern Italy, in prose and in poetry, made a 
very favourite part of Mr. Gray's study. 	He wai accurately and 
intimately ,conversant with the higher Ttiscaa poets, whom he might 
be allowed to _call his great progenitors or precursors. 	His genius- , 
was eminently formed and disposed to accompany that traveller', who 
returned from the nethermost abyss, from the abodes of terrour, 
of sorrow, and of despair, who, having read the record on the portal 
of the Inferno, dared .also to make, what a kindred poet in after ages 
styled, " the eternal hlazon.". __Nor were the steps of Gray to be 

s Dante. • 
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. 	. 
found leis frequently., 7nor. less 'honourably; inri-thi-  'Bowers of 
Valclusa:or on the Shores ofParthenope..*Frota every mountain and 
from - every stream; in that favoured 'ind illuitrioui- country, 
0  inspiration breathed around:  him.i".42•and from'' a dignified fami- ' 
liarity with the works - of the poets, who had consecrated those 
chosen retreats -as their own; he. imparted 'a lyrical strength and a 
harmony, hitherto. unknown; to his native language: • 	- 	, . 	- 	- 

- 	-.He was  indeed the ,inventor;. it may 'be 'strictly' said: so; of a new • 
lyrical' 'metre in his dwn. tongue. !I The:-  peculiar forMation Of ' his : 
strophe, .antistrophei and epode!was :;:linknown.  before him ; :and it .- 

• could only have been planned. and -perfected by a Master genius; who • : 
was • equally skilledhy long' and repeated -study; and by, transfuSiOri 
into his 'own mind, -  of the. lyrick.compoiitions•of ,ancient 'Greeee,, ' 
and of the higher Caitzoni Of thC.Tuscan poets " -4•4 inaghior' . car me 

1 e suono ;" as it is termed m the commanding energy of -their Ian- ' 
guage.6-  Antecedent to " The. Progress of - Poetry" -and to " The ' 
Bard," no such lyricks had appeared. ,  There is pot an ode in the 
English language which is constructed, like these two compositions, 
with such power, such majesty, and such sweetness, with such pro.: 
portioned pauses and just cadences, with such-  egulated measures of . 
the verse, with such master principles of lyrical art displayed and 
exemplified, and, at. the same time, with such a concealment of the 
difficulty, which is lost in the softness and uninterrupted flowing Hof 
the lines in each stanza with such a musical magick, that every verse ' 
in it in .succession dwells on the ear, and harmonizes with that 
which .has gone before. If indeed the veil of classical reverence and 
of pardonable prejudice•can be awhile remOved, and if with hone 
unshrinking  criticism i've consider the subject as exemplified in 
Greece, and in Italy ancient and modern, and weigh the merit$ 

. 	. 	 . 	,.. 	.. 	 i 
• •' . 

.'The most dignified stanza among the Latins consists, but .  of four lines, the Alcatck. 4 
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iif any single" composition -, of Pindar; of  Horace, of Dante, of 
, Petrarch, or . Of any:.of .their successors, • it will. fade before that 
excellence which encompasses, with an incommunicable brightness, 
TUB BARD of GRAY: 	 - 	•, 	' • 	, 	, 	. , 	. 

An attentive and competent 'judge will be inclined to attribute 
this not only to dray's, .genius, 	;was second to none; but to the 
peculiar turn (Allis poetical studies. 	Pefore him, with the exception 
of Milton, no English poet had taken equal draughts from the Ilyssus • 
and from ,the- Arno : . ‘. impiger hansitspumatitem pateram:" or, to 
drop that allusion, no one had read' with equal discernment the odes 
of Pindar, the choral harmonies of the Greek tragedia.ns;and all the ,.. 

, higher conzoni of . Dante,. and of Petrarch,' and of their illustrious 
successors.„ It was from his ear, so exquisitely fine and so. musically 
formed ;, it was from the contemplation of the legitimate structure of 
a lyrical stanza, of the .necessity of its regularity, and of the labour 
and, of the polish which are required not only to perfect every verse, 

. . 	. 
7  It cannot be imagined, that Dryden's Ode for St. Cecilia's Day is forgotten for a 

moment. 	Mr. Gray, in a note on " The.Progress of Poetry," justly pronounced it to be 
the only ode of the sublime kind in our language; antecedent to one of Mason's in his 
Caractacus. 	It is 'however 'an ode of the irregular kind as to its metre, differing in its 
principle and in its structure from Mr. Gray's; and, (if the reader will excuse a conjecture) 
when properly considered as to its principle, it appears to be of the nature of the shorter 
ancient Greek dithyrambiek. Very little indeed is known of the ancient dithyrambiek; but 
the- learned reader'will recollect a passage in the; third book of the Republiek of Plato, 
where he is speaking of the different species of poetical imitation, one of which, be says, is , 
bYthe narration of the poet; and it is this, which prevails in the dithyrambick; As' itwaryeAtot; 
awe re Homys• itopi4 eon, amp,  paxicrzce so Atispagosc. (Plat. de Repub. 1. 3. p. 394. edit. 	' 
Serrani.) . This sublime and original ode, called Alexander's Feast, may be considered as 
an animated narration; the subject of it is one, the destruction of Persepolis ; and it is 
related as having been effected by the succession of passions, raised in the mind of the 
conqueror by the lyre and by the .strains -of.Timotheus. 	The ode is here properly 
concluded ; it is disfigured and disgraced by the conclusion ; " Thus long ago, ere heaving 
bellows learned to blOw, &c. &c. &c." which should always be omitted, when the ode is 
read to produce the great effect. 	,, 
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but every single expression in every verse.; it .was indeed- from all 
these 'Views.eombined;thafMr. :Gray, revolted frOM theiraitid, vague, ,. 	.. 	... 
and Unmeaning efruSionS ofivriterS Who,-refuSing tdintmit.tothe in- 

-dispensable lawi of lyrical poetry, or .from ignOrande of them, called 
' their own wildneS4, genius; ii 	ecinteinpt of rules,.originality. 
He fixed his 'attention.  Oii all the `MOSto finisheirmodels of Greece and 
• of moderri.Italy, he 'seized and appropriated their specifick. and their.  
diversified inerits, upited's their''ititil, iinprOVed 'upon` their 'metre;.  

' and then,-  in eimfOrniitr:virithiiii ireat Preconteived idea; . he - gave ,  
. at once in lyrick poetly to reieryiuceeedirig age thelaW, the precept, 
and the example. ;The lovers-  of thelatignage .of Greeee;Of modern • „ 	. 	, 	. 	- to the 'lyre Of 

	

Italy, and of England; 'may appeal 'with-  confidence 	th • . 	.    , 
''Gray, when they are 'inclined to hail the poetical union 'of the a:  ''llyssns, of the :Arno, andl 'iof the Thames, and may' adapt on that 
• occasion a few' animated lines from a Tuscan ' poet' of the 'Greek 
• school : 

Di sua  tetra invaghito, 
II gran Toscano flume 
Alla superba Tamigina sponda ' ' 
Corse' a mischiar la sua volubil onda, 
Reale incontro ! cento vati e cento 
Da' fonti e fiunii*. Argivi 	. 
Uscir' dagli antri vivi, 	• 	. 
E ricchi di non solito ornament° ! 	• 

i 	• 
It is highly gratifying to.•observe the very marked attention. which 
Mr. Gray certainly gave to the:language of modern Italy, to \ its• 
origin 'and to its progress, to a - language indeed which alone . seeins 
to have been at once created;  as it were, and perfected. If a remark 

ri, 	. 	. 

• .Menzi4i.:  
• VOL. IL 	 ; 44 
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or two on thistsubject .maybe allowed, it must be said,- that we. .(10 
not find.  ..the- same. satisfaction, when; We-‘ would,:trace; the origii) of 
the _ Greek tongue ..:Our : means.. .of investigation- are :here wholly 
inadequate. 	When, for.  instkneei. we . have:. recourse. to , -Homer,. . as 
*to the:firs4 -writei,in tb.e.Greeklanguage,, Are are lost in the abyss 
of 'antiquity 4, :,Whatever 'Can :be:•advarieedi,. hoWever :ingenious;, is .  
little moreihan, conjecture. ' Neither Maniuseripts,,nor.inscriptions, 
.nor.-Rontemporary. authors, .can: be called;:oto: our, assistance ;:, and 
when:.all our sagacity And, allyourf industry have been baffled and 
,deluded : we are' at' last: fain; yto , amuse ,ourselves . with, endeavoArs 
tetascertain ,.the 'primary forms: •of the original ..Greek characters, 
and; ..then,. with .soine: legitimate - rites,._ of. ,classical 	incantation,;.,, 
from the .depths . of .gleusis we ,summon• 1 .up. „the buried majesty 
of THE DIGAMMA, These are the pleasing unreproved speculations:of 
learned leisure, though4e are sometimes, rather hastily, induced 
to regard them as a knowledge of the , subject. 	At other times, we 
turn for imaginary recreation to the " old Bard eloquent," and 
with German dexterity attempt to divide what is - indivisible; we 
separate the portions of his poems, take his best parts, his affecting 
episodes, his battles, .his shield, or his games, distribute them 
liberally among the ancient rhapsodists and forgotten troubadours 

-* -- 

.of the Archipelago, and put,, as it were, the very genius of Homer 
into commission. 

But when we approach modern Italy with the same earnestness, 
the; view is as different as it is satisfactory. 	In the twelfth century 
( the. best Italian criticks will tell us so) we have. history and matter 
of fact for .every step we take,in:the • investigation. • After some 
feeble momentary gleams from Guittone•of Arezzo, Cino of Pistoja, 
and ayery few others of less notein that age, Dante, with Petrarch 
not far from his side, burst forth, and with an originality of genius 
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and or conception, created and exhibited at once the full power of 
his language in force, 'in softness, and in dignity. 	i 

The interest, which Mr. Gray, felt on the subject of Italian 
literature, induces the editor of these volumes to add a few more 
observations upon it: To persons who are accurately versed in the 
language, the literature, and in the poetry of modern Italy, it cannot 
but be surprising, that it' should be peremptorily and ignorantly 
degraded as the language of conceit, and of false thought; and that 
its votaries should be marked. as admirers of tinsel and not of gold. 
Of what authors, and of what poets, do these objectors speak ? 	In 
charity to their knowledge and to their judgment it must be supposed, 
that they speak not of Dante, of Petrarch, of Poliziano, of Lorenzo, 
of Bembo, of Ariosto, of Tasso, of Chiabrera, of Filicaja, of Redi, of 
Menzini, of Guidi, and of .all the consecrated bards)  

Dextri leevaque per Arni 
Convalles, lxturaque choro paana canentes, 
Inter odoratum lauri nemus— 

it cannot, cannot be. 	The poetical hosts of the Arno and of the 
Sorga have never wanted living leaders and living defenders, and 
it is sufficient for their champion to come forth with a sling and a 
stone against the hardiest opposer. 

But can we so forget the common vicissitudes of taste, of words, 
and of style in every age of every language ? Is modern Italy alone, 
for a few extravagant and erring spirits, to be called to so severe an 
account ? 	If we are extreme to mark every impropriety of forced 
thought, or of expression, where will Shakspeare, or Milton, and 
other poets of eminence, appear ? 	Had the language of ancient 
Latium no decline, no fall ? 	Are all the writers of Greece indiscri- 
minately blameless and perfect ? 	Were there no variations in their 
taste and judgment ? 	If Greece had her age of Pericles, and Rome 
the age of her Augustus ; does tot modern Italy demand and fix our 
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-attention and Qiir admiration on that of her tenth Leo? Are all her _.. 
poets to be confounded. with the. wild genius and 'licentious spirit of 
Marino and of his school ?" No nation was ever more sensible of its. 
errours under the influence of that poet; none was ever more. ready , 
to acknowledge them. Did nOt ,all the learned in Rome, at the close _ 	. 
of 'the seventeenth century, rise as one man to correct the deprava-t 
tion of their language .? 	At that period good taste returned, under 
the auspices, of the original Arc/iff andiof.all the lesser Academies, , 
or Colonies, throughout Italy dependent.  op that _parent institution. 
Before the criticks.of the ;kw dia ( the-PastO ri as. they modestly 
styled themselves) :with 0-eiSpirnheini, :for IhOc. conductor and with 4 
the adorato.4bano* for their patron1 '. 	r' all that, was depraved in Ian- , 	-   	2 	•  

, guage and in sentiment, vicious metaphors, immoderate hyperboles, 
false thoughts, conceits, and. ,capricious , imagery,, with all the.. 
barbarous and corrupted phraseology which had so long deformed 
their speech, fled and disappeared. No nation was ever, more ardent. , 
to vindicate itself and to wipe away such stains ; no nation ever 
maintained with a more becoming jealousy the high prerogative of 
its ancient dignity.; no nation ever rose with such an exterminating 
zeal to depose the usurpers of the legitimate.  rights of literature and 
of poetry, and to fix their sovereignty on the lawful basis of sound 
learning and of correct taste. , , 	 . 

Yet here in England we are still, in our earlier years, almost insen-
sibly trained to neglect or to despise the language of modern Italy, 
by -the artful insinuations scattered throughout our most popular 
moral miscellany by that polished sage, from whose hand the wound 
might have been least expected, by the virtuous and accomplished 
Addison. 	From disingenuous hints, from attempts to resolve the 
character and the merits of the language of Italy into opera airs and - 	• 

. 	. 
• I Pope Clemr XI, 
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silly madrigals, and from the perpetual ridicule with which the 
ENGLISII 	SPECTATOR so unworthily, and indeed so ignorantly, 
abounds on this subject, an effect has been produced which has 
hitherto been ' fatal to its credit and to its cultivation in Great 
Britain. 	But it must be remembered, that, at that period the 
star of French literature was lord of the ascendant, and that all 
the bolder and more invigorating influences, which had descended 
on Spenser and on Milton from the luminaries of Italy, were felt 
no longer. 	We are now once more' called upon, as in the name of 
an augtist triumvirate, by Spenser, by Milton, and by Gra' y;to turn 
from the unpoetical genius of France ; and, after we have paid our 
primal homage to the bards of Greece and of ancient Latium, we 
are invited to contemplate, with a Studious admiration, the literary 
and poetical dignity of modern Italy. 	If the influence of their 
persuasion and of their example should prevail, a strong and 
steady light may be relumined and diffused among us ; a light, 
which may once again conduct the powers of our rising poets, from 
wild whirling words, from crude, rapid, and uncorrected produc-
tions, from an overweening presumption, and from the delusive 
conceit of a pre-established reputation, to the labour of thought, to 
patient and to repeated revision of what they write, to a reverence 
for themselves and for an enlightened publick, and to the 'fixed 
unbending principles of legitimate composition. 

'To return.—In addition to the valuable manuscripts of Mr. Gray, 
whence these volumes have been formed, there is reason to "ink 
that there were some other papers, folia Sibylke, in the possession of 
Mr.Mason; but, though a very diligent and anxious inquiry has been 
made after them, they cannot be discovered since his death. There 
was however one Fragment, by Mr. Mason's own description of it, 
of very great value, namely, CC The Plan of an intended Speech in 
Latin on his appointment as lkofessor of Modern History in the 
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University of eatnbridge." ' Mr. Mason says; " immediately on his 
appointment, Mr. Gray sketChed out an admirable plan for *his;  
inauguration speech; in WhiCk, after Otinwrating the 'preparatory 
and ainiliary_stadies yequisite, such as ancient history, geography, 
chronology, &c. he descended ,to the authentic-1k sources of the' . 	„ „ 
science, such as publick treaties,State-recordS, private correspondence 
of ambaSsadors, &c. 	He also wrote the exordium of this:  thesis, •  
not indeed so correct as to' be ,giVed by Way of fragment, but.  so  • _ 	. 	, 
spirited, in point of:sentiment, as leaves it: tn.  uch 'to be regretted 
that he did .not proceed to its conclusion." 	This fragment cannot 

- 	r 	- now be found, and, after so 'v'er'l interesting a 'description of its 
value and of its importance, it is the e MOre to be regretted; that the 
delicacy of Mr. Magon _would not allow-  hilt' to print it, merely 
because it was not quite correct in his OpiniOnc or that the latinity 1 	• 	• I 
perhaps might not have received the last touches of' Mr. Gray's 
hand., It is' difficult to conceive how Mr. Mason Could prevail upon 
himself to withhold it. 	There was surely, even from his own 
account, every reason and every inducement to publish it. 	We all 
knew the power of Mr. Gray's pen in the Latin and in his own lan-
guage;  and we needed no conviction of his ability to have polished 
and to have completed it. 	If there be a subject .on which, more 
perhaps than on any other, it would have been peculiarly desirable 
to know and to follow the train of his ideas, it is that of modern 
history, in which no Juan was more intimately, more minutely, or 
more extensively conversant than Mr. Gray. 'We are told, that this 
fragment was " so spirited in point of sentiment, as leaves - it 
much to be regretfed that it, was not concluded." 	These were 
motives,, as one wc:Ud think, strong for 'the deed of publication. 
• It. was not the Tyre only which Mr. Gray could strike with the 
hand of a master and with the fire of a prophet; he foresaw and he 
felt (and sometimes too he wouldidescribe) the symptoms of the • 
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approaching decline or ruin of dignified literature and of established 
governments, from fashionable philosophers, historians, poetasters, 
and sciolists, who composed and disseminated their works through. 
out Europe in the French language. He knew that history was the 
most effectual political philosophy, as it teaches by examples. 	It 
may well be conceived, that a sketch or plan from his hand on the 
subjects of history, and on those which belonged 	it, might have 

*taught succeeding ages how to conduct these important researches 
with national advantage, and, like some wand of divination, it 
might have 

Pointed to beds ,where sovereign gold doth grow'. 
If indeed Mr. Gray had lived to fill the chair of - the historical 
professor (never before so dignified in any age) in, the bosom of a 
learned and illustriOus university, in which the very life-springs of all 
publick action and of all publick political conduct must primarily 
receive their original strength and their future direction; he might, 
from the soundness of uncontaminated principles and from the 
depth, the extent, and the solidity of his knowledge, have taught 
the rising youth of this country, the hope of England, not only to 
imitate but to emulate the glory of it, its ancient statesmen. 	Then 
indeed—Visa potens ; propria hwc si dona fuissent. 

If the Fragment, the loss of which is so- much regiretied, could 
have been' discovered, the present editor would have deliberately 
presented it to the reader, with any slight imperfection it might 
have had. 	The ideas, the plan, and the manner of conducting 
the mind, independent of the language and of the style, would 
have ensured publick attention ; and it may be presumed; (Such 
was Mr. Gray's habit of accurate composition) that neither the 

., .1 Dryden. 	s If it should at any time hereafter be found, it is hoped that it may 
be communicated to the publick. 
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language nor the style would have been found to be very materially 
deficient; 	 , 	 . 

Such prompt eloquence 
Flowed froth his lips,. in prose or numerous verse, 
More tuneable than needed lute or harp 	. 
To add more sweetness. 	- 	- . 	_ 	 . 	, . 	...., 

It must however be repeated, that Mr.. Mason's right to use: his OWrir  
discretion was unquestionable.;. -and the preceding obServations are 
offered with respect and with 'deference to the Character and to thee 

 

judgment of so elegant . a poet, of so cautious a 6ritick, and.-:of a 
. friend so affectionate. 	, 	 . „ 	, 

• But if omissions of this nature be sometimes reprehensible, there 
is an evil far more fatal and more prejudicial, in its .consequences, 
to the fame of the wise and great who, after a life of utility and of 

' dignity, have sunk to rest with the gratitude and with the admira- 
tion of their country. 	The allusion is here made to'a custom much 
too prevalent, perhaps in every country, of searching or ransacking 
the private papers of deceased authors of merit, and of printing every 
trifle which can be found, any little song or epigiam, or any short 
effusion of temporary satire or of local pleasantry, which it was never 
the design of the writers to preserve: trifles indeed which they would 
willingly have suppressed at Once, or would have recalled from any 
friend to ;whom they might have given them in confidence. 	It is well 
known, that' many of Mr. Gray's few; d'esprit of this description 
were handed about in his life time, which occasioned him great 
uneasiness accompanied with a suitable eagerness to recal them, 
which proved to be in vain : for it should be remembered that even 
the words of any man of genius, like Gray, are no longer his own 
than ' while he keeps them .unsPokeri. : Affectionate veneration for 
his memory, and a friendly attention even to his peculiarities, or to 
any supposed wish of his, plead strongly for their exclusion. 
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There were howevera few stanzas,' written under:the impulse of 
a virtuous. indignation at some reports, mixed up: with all 'the 
bitterness of the „political prejadice:,a- the •time, on the view. of -, 
Kingsgate, in the Isle. of Thanet in Kent, in' .which he describes 
the situation chosen, about the year 1764; by the first- Lord Holland 
for his mansion, and the artificial ruins erected on the cliffs conti- 
guous to it. 	As he 'seldom 'vented his powers in strains of a higher 
mood, with all the erithusiasai; and (it must. be  added) with 'some-.  
a the inve‘ 	a ntion 'of 	poet, and With the maiick.  wildness of a 
painter, it is desirable to preserve the following animated' descriptive 
stanzas, all political and personal reflections being set aside and 
forgotten : 	- - 	, 	- - 	, 	, 	. 

•"On this congenial spot he fixed his choice; 
• . • Earl Goodwin tre 

spot 
for his neighbouring sand : 

Here- sea-mews scream and corniorants rejoice, 
,,' The mariner; though shipwrecked, fears to land. 
Here reign the blustering North and blighting East ; 

No tree is heard to whisper, bird to sing : 
Yet Nature cannot furnish out the feast,  

Art he invokes new horrours still to bring. 
Now mouldering fangs and battlements arise, 	-. 

Archesand turrets nodding to their fall; 
Unpeopled palaces delude his eyes, 

And mimick desolation covers all." 3  
• . 	 . 	. 	 , 

3  Several years ago, the present editor, with this poem by Mr. Gray full in his memory; 
visited Lord Holland's seat at Kingsgate, in the Isle, of Thanet, but with other views Oa 
with other thoughts. 	He looked abroad from the cliffs and eminences, and, without tlie, 
-chilling daMp of political retrospect on his spiritii he felt himself alive to all the "loettl 
beauties and scenery of the spot, enlightened by aitiimiler sun and refreshed with air-sfrom 
the ocean. 	From the ideas, which were thtln present to hisMina, he afterwards composed.  

_VOL. II. 	 4V 
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. The variety 
perhaps imiohmtarily) 

a Latin ode; and 
in this place, will 

i 

_ 
and the-extent of -Mr:Grays reading. often 

occasioned his adoption of many phraes'.and 
. 	. 	_ 	:. 	•, 	., 	. 

(and 

' 	. 	. . 
its. insertion 

. 	• 

. 
he hopes that the jUtigMencaiistiies filencli, who requested 
sanction the liberty which lie tikes-in presenting it to thelvader. 

. 	VILLA .VORMIANA". 	• 

i 	.APCn- PORTA4 IitGIAlki IN INSULA THANETI 	. 

. 	' IN ORA • MARITII11A CANtIANA.  
SUB AUSPICIIS .HENRI61,  BARONISME HOLLAND 

• _ 	OLIM werttpent.f 	, 	, 
. 	., 	,.,, 	'i r., 	. 	- 	01-, 	.. 	2 	• 	:, 	i: 	- 

NON fonte parco Casta4 leves 	, 
, " 

Haustus requirunt,:  non
' 	q  jugi *devias• 

1  	f o 	, 
Frundosa perlustrant, potentes  

Imperio graviore Muste. 
Ecqute, marini conscianuminis, ; 	. 

Non vel Sabinte mollitiem volens 
Fastidit umbrae, seu fluenta 

	

Thessal% purpureosve cones i 	- 
Illisa fractis mquora 'rupibus 
(Audin'?). reclamant Oceano patri 

Nymphisque prtesentem Camtentim, 
Et stimulo propiore versant. 

Quanti ingravescunt pectoris impetus I 
Per regna venii•seu fragor intonat 

Undosa,, seu steruit tumentes, 
Halcyonis memor, aura iluctus. 

Seenis-ne raptum talibus advenam 
Admovit oris Pa rthenope suis? 

Quis laUdis antiques recessus, 
Insoliti novitate solers, 	 .. 

• Mire reclusit ? cernis, ut undique 
Musco columnm densiasobsitte 

Arcesque prteruptte minantur, 
(Imperil sin 	era fracti !) 	- 

--... 
Kingsgate, Isle of Thauct i I 

1 
 an net. A.D. circ. 1 7 64. 

• . 
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. 
expressions 

. 	. 
from 'distinguished writers, Which, from his .manner of 

subjoining short references to his:. poems .in The fotd of notes, :it 
appears 'that he was very:solicitous to acknowledge whenever they. 

. 	, • .-. 	- 	• 	-- 	- 	- 	-. 	, 
. 	.Qua, non silentlis ftineribus,"frequens' 

Expertus_ olini Damts,:inhorruit 	. • 
Quid mite flatly!) valerent, 	. 	.. 
, Indomitm Britotium phalanges. 

At dim reiidit .clangor,.‘ et 83 there 
•Vibrata belliltiignia. coneidUnt 

• Pactita, ne 'ilesit- tieinenti 
Peritigiuiii p.opido'salutfi, ' '' 

Juttit -haitil eulinine; 'sub pig: 	• • 
Manu res'utgit decidute donifie 

Intana majestas, aviti 
IIetiiquiae cOluinenquecUltas.* 

Jam fibtilosai divitis ingent 
Formas refingit -dtedalus artifex, 

Seeptriique Neptuni satelles 
CcerulA spatiatur aul&.3  

Frustra severus, carmine quis noiet 
Injurioso delicias soli? 

Ah Paree, Lucili,4 precam'ur, 
". Fulminett metuende lingutt? 

Non hie nefandis Crithirtiblig minax, 
Surdove pectus verbere concutit 

Erynnis ultrix : eiuditi. 	• 
Fusa videi mOnumenta lux.fis, 

Honestiori sub specie; tenet 
Imago mentem Isetior,, et modis 

- 	Vix ante qutesitis voluptas • 
Augurio meliore ridet, 

.. 	 . • 
2  
s 

Monasterium. 	: 	3 Aula Neptuni. 
Poema fined. in Villam Baronis de Holland. 

ill 

4  Gray. 
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occurred. 	The memory..of many a, scholar has., often increased the 
number of these references,, ,and, it , is ...pleasing , to; : obserVe their 
propriety, ,as they can never, detract, frOm the originality of such,  an 
author. 	The greatest, poets 9f, modern Italy :in every age, Ariosto, 
`Tasso, .and their. suegessors,,, ;have t.- in :-their works adopted. and 
incorporated phrases (anti even .entire ,lines) from- the fathers of their 
verse; t4e, primal &Ty oftheTuscan.literature, Dante and Petrarch : 
nor, was this,imputed, to ,imitation;., 1 Jn,there laliguage, what was 
once well expressed ,by, thOwoZorentities. with energy, with soft-
ness, or with majesty, was considered and -deeMed, by the higher 
poets and diticks. of that illustrious"nation, as fixed and as common 
to all.Wlio' liad'sens'e; and .Spii'li, and' judgment to use them ; and 
they regarded the casual,. or the, deliberate, adoption of such phrases 

Me,' lenioris per sapientite 
Secreta ductom, littoribUs sacris '  

Natura mulee.  t, nee caduci 	i 	. 
Temporis immemorein per 'mines 

Curasque et umbras ire levem sinit ; 
Celsisque hnnorem frontibus admonet 

Lugere decassum, et profani 	• 
Ludibrium diadema vulgi. 

Women sed altuin est, sed vigor igneus, 
Rerum superstes fama, nec imperi 

Frangenda compageS gritannis, 
Et procerum bone junctus ordo ; 

Nobis marino spes Capitolio ; 	. 
Nobis relucens, auspicibus sacris 

Innixa, Libertas potenti 
Jam populo pia jura firmat. 

"lb Insulli Thaneti 
Horis Septembribus. 	 T. M. 	. 

'1795. 	 e 	1. 
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• or of such lines, not -as servile imitation, not as poverty of invention, 
but as. an .homage to the ',great Creators of their language,..and to 
the, authors .;4' ' a n d .linishers -45f their, barthonieniS expression. Spenser, 
Sbakspeare, and Milton; were to-'Gray,. - and Should 'be. so to.  his' 
'successors, what Dante and Pettarch 'Were-to AriOsto and Tasso. 
It-will be •no injury 'to,.  truecdritibisin to adopt the liberal spirit of 
Italy in this matter,,and licietry:14-1,'Ekland may again' send forth, 
what Milton would 'caltrii ," MelliflnouS 'Strea;MS,''• when' drawn froin . 	.. 
the. original fountams of the IlySS'as .a. :M.I.  of the Arno.::. ' 

! 	 •   k; 	'  . 	,, 	 ,. 	T 	. 	.  
I In the,Latip ;writers, Nye rxtax.,91?sepleAc same., ...If w,e, peruse;  the Saturnalia, of 

Macrobius from the third to the end of the sixth hook we.find that. 	;in borrowing or 'in ..- 	i 	,,,-#4t,cboi 	1:1 	h 	•—il 	Cori ''..."?"_ e 	1 	. 	• 	''' 	. 
accommodating eXpressionsl  and' sometimes entire

, 
 lines from the more ancient poets, 

Ennius and others' 	his' PVedieeess`614,Virgii'aV rby choice Unsparing; l'ini do We'diScover 
any thing recorded by his conteinporaries to his-disadvantage or to his dishonour from the 
practice : such is the. power ni.  judgment. These books of the Saturnalia, to which an 
allusion is made, are particularly interesting.'. Macrobius;tv̂as a man of illustrious .rank 
in the imperial court of Theodosius;  l

and the emperor wasyerysensible of the merits of 
this accomplished scholar, as he makes the most honourable mention of him in his cele-
brated code.' Macrobius iiriproved the intervals of business with the refinements of polite 
literature, and with the investigations of criticism and of the philosophy of his age. • The 
inaccuracies in the latinity of his work were Partially excused in the writings of a foreigner, 
and there is something inexpresSihly pleasing in the Manner and in the urbanity of his 
discussions; they bespeak his b:rth and tlie'll'igh 'breeding of a gentleman. 	His work is 
addressed to his son Eustathius, and his words to him are full of the affection, the interest, 
and the predilection of a father; 4  Invenies 2  plurim'a, gum sunt aut voluptati legere, aut 

• • cultui legisse, aut usui memini.4-  sse. Nihil huic operi insertum puto aut cognitu inutile, aut 
difficile perceptu, sed omnia quihus sit ingenium tuum vegetius, memoria adminiculatior, 
ratio solertior, aut sermo incorruptior, niti sicubi nos sub alio ccelo orlos Latinte linguae 
vena non adjuvat." 	This incidental mention of Macrobius, it is hoped, may be exqused,. 
as a gentleman of birth;  of rank, and of fortune in any age, who is at once a patrot and 
an example of literature and of the liberal arts, is a character interesting and honourable. 

' Cod. Theodos. lib. 6. tit. 8. 	 Macrob. Saturnal. 1. 1. in Procemio. 
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After these incidental remarks, the present editor should perhaps 
apologise for himself, as he also is inclined to mark a very few 
singular coincidences,where the expressions might seem peculiar, and 
originating with Mr. Gray.. 	When, for instance, he tells us, that, 
at the frown of adversity, laughter and thoughtless joy disappear, 
ct and leave us leisure to be good" ; it is singular to find.  those 
curious and happy expressions in the poems of a writer, whom 
Dryden once dignified and hailed after death as the Marcellus of g 
our tongue, Oldham, where he says, " I have not yet the leisure to 
be good." When we read of " the ruddy drops that warm the 
heart," Gray informs us, that the phrase is from Shakspeare ; yet 
it is to be remarked, that the idea and the words, whether of 
Shakspeare or of Gray, are to be found in the ' Agamemnon of the 
primal tragedian of Athens, " Ers xoteicev apate,s xpox.oCceptic al- ceveov ",: 
but in bold and terrifick conceptions, who were more congenial 
with IEschylus than Shakspeare. and Gray 	Even in the dark, but . 	, 
often sublime, poet of Chalcis we discover expressions not dissimilar 
to those of Gray : " the unfathomed caves of ocean " may remind 
a scholar of the 44  MPOOTOL XE144100; CO:011 "  6  of Lycophron ; and when 
Gray writes, 

" Iron sleet of arrowy shower 	' 
Hurtles in the darkened air," 	- 

he refers us to a passage in Milton's Paradise Regained, and to 
another in the Julius CLesar of Shakspeare. 	It is, however, not 
without some surprise, that we find, in the same tragick Monodia, 
" the arrows and their hurtling in the air " united in one lofty 
passage : 

s lEschyl. Agam. v. 11so. 	. Lycophr. v. 1277. 
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' KuirpaXtt / (3" uov-rNAts0sv iosevpsvusv 

T9fse .scarXx o-t-; oissol• sti ftize.  pe i 8  0' o4rees, 
Ezta XeLX1.4ii 9  irsieay.'' .  	, 

In the celebrated and sublime eulogy on the author of Paradise Lost, . 	 • 
(for in the ode on the Progress of Poetry no other work of Milton's 

.is alluded to) when an allusion is made to the visions of glory before .,..., 	... 
him, after he had passed .the ," ,flammantia mcenia," the- flaming, 
bounds of place, and of time, and of the mortal creation, ,Gray turns . 	. 	.. 	" 	• 	. 
to that inspired prophet who, " by .the river of Chebar, when  the 
heavens were opened, saw vision's of God." 	The poet calls forth 

hat prophet, and with more than and adapts the expressions %= of t 	, 
mortal rapture, exclaims, 	 . . " The living throne, the sapphire blaze, 1   

Where angels tremble while they gaze, 
HE saw : but,4., blasted with excesS of light, 
Closed his eyes in endless night.," ... . 	. 

Surely the simple alluSion to the loss of sight in Homer (the 008capto 
IMP cspers) by Gray himself, or the mere dry political reference by 
Mr. Mason to the sonnet to Cyriack Skinner, or the idle mode of 
resolving it into a conceit, are, all of them, remarks either feeble, 
or inadequate, or unjust. Passages, like this, of a sublimity almost 
i‘ past utterance," are scarcely matter of reasoning, but of strong 
sensation. 	To feel them is to explain them : or, like the subjects 

7  XU/SEMGC, i. e. !rex von. V. Suidam in vace.. 	e Kip.p.epos, i. e. ?ocpos—avol. 
9  The word ileggav, which means the Sun, is to be found only in Lycophron; ilnd it 

is most probably a corruption, and an easy one, for Tierpo, which undoubtedly was an 
~ ancient term for that luminary; and the learned reader will recollect, that, in a fragment 

:of Euripides, cited by the Scholiast on the 97th line of ,  the seventh olyinpick ode of 
Pindar„ the Sun is styled, " Teo sgave p.arov xas X601,0c Terapvvav asomatrillerpav co:tUreo-i 

,0 	, 
xpscrvaso-i." 	 - 	.14copor. v. 1424. 
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which they celebrate, • it should only be said, that they " appear 
dark, with excessive bright." 

It may however be observed, that Milton in.  his most eloquent 
oration, entitled ." Defensio Secunda 	pro Populo Anglicano," 
descants on his own blindness', and he attributes it to his laborious 
unremitted exertions in a cause which (unjustifiable as that cause 
was and ever must be) he himself unhappily esteemed, ex aninzo DEO 

test e (they are his own words), to be his bounden duty and service 
to his, country. 	In this apologetick oration is found a passage not 
very dissimilar in thought and in manner, and not inferiour in 
sublimity to that of the poet ; 	and it is conceived' in that devout 
prostration of the intellect before the throne of God, and with that 
grateful, profound, and unreserved submission to the divine will, 
which was the commanding attribute of Milton's mind`.. Some 
criticks may perhaps call this pasiage also a conceit; be it so'i let 
them call it poetical, call it lyrical, if they chooge, ( and surely even 
in numerous prose, the ha? of Milton was ever tuned), but let us 
1).a.r the words ; they aree -as follow : " Sane Amid 7altimd Dei-curd 
cu ei humus, qui nos, quo minks quiequam aliud 'Iut.zerER Ost.T4 ...._,... 	. 
cernere'valenzus, ea. eleMentiks . ague henigniks 2'0:ph:ere di gnatur.' 
Afai; 'gni illudit nos; vm, qui lxdit. 	Nos 'al.i°  46i:is hominum .non 
modo incolumes, sed pene sacros divina lex' reddidit, divinus'favoi' .2` 
new tam hebeti tdine oculorum, quam ccelestium, atarum.  unzhrd, DEtis 
has nobis fecisse tenebras videtur." 	Now read the orator ; bend - 
before the prophet ; catch the spirit of the poet ; and while your 
heart is dilating with the majesty- and with the pathoSi of the con-
ceptions, you will feel all minute criticism sinking and lost . in the 
mingled unresisted emotions of poetry, of eloquence, of devotion, 
.and of genius. 	- 

In all the variety of Mr. Gray ' 	4',.. ..nsive reading, it *has been 
seen how large a portion of V, 	1 tin was given. to Plato., 	No 

''* 	 . 
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man was ever more enchanted with " Socratick sounds " than he 
was : yet in his poetry (and it is rather singular) hone of those 
allusions are to be discovered, which Milton, whose fond and 
lingering steps are always to be traced in the grove of the philoso- 
pher, delighted to adopt in his earlier and more 	captivating 
compositions. 	Whence is this peculiarity ? The sublimity of Gray 
was strictly lyrical ; and the pathos of his poetry was drawn 
(eminently so in his ' Elegy) from the feelings of our common 
nature, from the trembling hopes of a suffering humanity, and from 
what he termed " the grateful earnest of eternal peace ;" and, 
whether in the sacred calm or in the fervour of his genius, he 
generally avoided all that could in any sense be called metaphysical. 

When he turned to the fathers And to the masters of the Whnick 
philosophy, it was with' other views and with other intentions : he 
approached-  and conversed with them', and he learned how far 4.. 
unassisted reason could aspire or could reach, and no man marked 
better, than he did, the fading of those intellectual stars, 

When day's bright lord ascends the hemisphere. 
What' Mr. Gray sought, and }that he learned, from the higher , 
philosophers of Greece and of Rome was, to contemplate and to 4, . 
feel practically, within himself, what in their language they teemed 
the ethick harmonies ;' and he was thence led to perceive and to 
acknowledge that, adorable symmetry which is found in all the 
relations,;and the proportions, and the aptitudes of created things 

' The test ilf supreme excellence so well expressed by Longinus was, perhaps, never 
so signally exemplified, as in the approbation given to Gray's Elegy, without one 
dissenting opinion. 	 `Oran TO4 are 8140pWY EVISOEUIAOTWII, GM*, ?Ilk,01, PJXICAN AfPrOY, iv 

II %al VICUTOY Clipelt reps Taw &LVOV soxp, roe' 4 EE, wrummywy rzi  xpsow xccs croyxarccOccrsc iv Mrl 

TW Ocalc,c4opcsico Tricrrns urxupar Aggasfet xcr.i ctexploorroy. 	Longin. de Sublim. Sect. 7. 
' 110suct cippinicco. 

N 
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in. the expanded system 'of the alb iverse-,, displayed-by Plato and. by. 
Cieex*with such Inagick of imagery; .such •magnifice.  nee ;of diction,- 
and • with such. sublimity of , conception. 	;He tra.ced.the ideas' or 
which..„.tbeSe.• philosophers-.tTaieed,  their , 'imaginary.. ,republiela in 
all. the, solemn . plausibilitieS Of .eivilized,,societr: he: sought - not 
only ';dolighti.  but,  instruiction;!:frorn o'their'i ivorIES;•..= and 	he- often 
wondered,- ,that. so.i,inany.; eVed:among,..the learned, would. turn 
aside; • either, With:--,:awaffected =;s:lisdairi or 	with •,a'n • .idle . 'neglect; 
from ' .these ',:original,--.; fountains; ri of genius 	and of ;Science. • He 
bowed before) The author..o€z all ,ordeerthe governour of the -world; 
who,  never:-Ieft,  Et' nistm',wiihciui.iwitness ;- .and  he,  saw, that 'all the 
foundations of legitimate human polity were: rooted- and grounded 
in the will of the allwwise Creator. 	Be :saw;  accurately hovi far 
philosophy-cOuld:-be verfected As to. its ,:effect 'oh human affairs; and 
where it was ‘ de#cienti: •-, and he, i found. that %the 'gieatest :statesmen 
and the.reatest theologians; in the best' ages, .began and conducted 
their •-studies;:under,,these', guides,' whol imparted • sobriety . to their 
thoughts and stamped discretion upon their actions.; Such statesmen 
and such theologians, with minds so highly cultivated, knew how to 
distinguish between philosophy and inspired theology, and they.felt 
all the superiority and the authoritative pre-eminence of the latter : 
yet, when Socrates, and Plato, and Cicero, and Antoninus, and the 
philosophers who sate in fellowship with them, were the theme, such 
minds would join in the sublime judgmentmlYilich was once given of 
them, by an eloquent Divine, in words of r: t+ sand of an indelible 
impression : " They were full of Goy : .4, their wisdom and deep 
contemplations tended only to delive/ 4.-n ,i from the vanity of the 
world and from the slayery, of bodi13, 1-)Jsci.0-ns, that they might act 
as spirits which came forth from,  Gi,(1-.;:, and were 'soon to return 
unto HIM." 	Jn such a jtighlep4: 014 1 i'i thoughts like these, it may 
be presumed, that Mr. Gray 'S tk .. .ind acquiesced ; and with them 
the subject may be best con, Lid.e-', 4&I dismissed with dignity. - - 
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1- ' Nearly.:One-  hundred years have now passed., 'since,  the--birth' of 
Gray.. As a poet and as an authori.-ma,y,  we: not ,.consider him.: as 
bolding a ',distinguished'.  station. -amOng .the' legitimate aneientg? 
So various. and extensive was • his,.:command• in.; every' •region .:of 
literature,. and the • application.: of his. knowledge 	so-  just -and 
accurate ; *so,solid. and -unerring , was his_ judgment; so rapid,- yet 
so regulated, was •the .- torrent of ' •his• ireagination4- so.' versatile 
was every faculty, within. •him, 'whether _to science,? to - :poetry,, to 
painting, or to .musick ; and•-so'richly.and so regallEwas he.;endowed 
with every- liberal ,and kindred art:. and • adcomplishnientil that •a 
scholar, when he' reflects, can scarcert•refr ain.,from exclaiming with 
the. philosophick bard,.:. 	' 	- 	, 	.'w.1 	r.•.-tiii 	51t.:Ifi 	", ,- t‘11. 3i + 	- . 	f) , t: 1 i i, ( 1 

, 	•. 	HY, AEMAZ BAZI6.EIONI,  EY 11 ?Ca& eff...,;not01-If,Up.AX.  ellik! 1 - 	i : 	' 	i 

• We may, however; fare, moment,. stall ding on the `vantage;ground 
and with views unbroken, contemplate what •is.-the*ivet -of a itind, 
like Gray's, and what is the,  place which rit'tlin'-tnis .•;and takes by. 
sovereignty • of 'nature.' 	' SuC h a mind ,respeets the-•. imPortant 
distinctions of rank;  of wealth., and of fortune ; it understands. their 
use, their necessity, and their specifick dignities, and it' neither 
despises' nor disdains them ; 	but calmly, and withoutt aHniurmur, 
leaves them all to the world and to its votaries : 	' • 

• Higher than their tops 
The verdurous wall of Paradise upsprings, 
And to that mind's bright ken gives prospect large 
Over man's nether empire. 

There are persons indeed, whose judgment and whose experience 
incline them • to think, that ' worldly 	elevation 	tends -only to 

., 	, 	• . 	. 	 . 
3  He was born on the 16th of Dec:einber, 1716. 	• 

4  One of the Orphick verses preserved by Proclus in his Commentary on the Thus 
of Plato, L. 2. p. 95.-  edit. Basil. 1534. i 	 . 
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. 	, 	•..• 
. lessen '..iii6 h- - .4' Mind ''-7  and 'iliattlie• retirement..-of private life" is: 
the true scene in,' which- 's'abli- transcendent abilities.; ,can:_alone 
appear in their-proper dimensions ;i. and,  this'theY 0,$*41Witholtt 'a:. 

• wish' to 'close .  up-,theennes .t.ci wealth; to dignity;  and,.tor:high, 
offices, or to' Suppress the geiereilly honourable and justifiable desire 
of -obtaining-44o. : A fl,T1:03 cvtittnii.p icwovtrgrr.  H. ITs...oWic" = ,Such 
personi;AwhenithOtights-61ike ' these 	 o, predominate, will .. call - t. mind: 
What ,hasi' hien -perfOrinTectiti.4:40 .depths 6.:y privaey ! they . will recoi-
led thetetireinenta;nd thi 'labours of .THE MANTUAN on the shores • 
of..hislfeloved,farthenopep they mill, remember* the work planned 

0 and perfected by the great rvoitiaiiinir in: his. banishment ; •nor :will 
THAT POET pass unnoticed, who from the recesses of Valclusa 
commanded theadmiration of his own and of succeeding ages. Such 
periiiii WilfliWstiffei- themselves to forget, that neither .44  heaven 
nor the deep. tracts below" ,could conceal aught from 'the mighty 
in.md of MILTON, when compassed round with darkness and with 
solitude,;.,and,they too, will follow- the venerable flooxit, and will 
behold him in peace and in privacy, without distnrbance, medi-
tating and effecting the consummation of his unrivalled Work,' the 
everlasting possession and the impregnable bulwark of all that this 
nation holds most dear; in Which, when he had first laid the deep 
foundations of law, of order, and of temporal polity, he assembled, 
as it were, within himself all the sanctities of heaven ; and with the 
united energies of language, of reason, and of truth he finally 
vindicated and displayed triumphantly, before our christian country, 
the gradations, the dignities, and the majesty of her balanced state 
and of her temperate hierarchy. 	Such persons will also call to 
mind, that when, in our 'CiN;iii."aYs, the learned and accomplished 
friend of the author of " The Dine Legation " had surveyed and 
considered maturely,, with his :iv •Lt‘ved precision, the life of 
Warburton ' and the extended I tv ail labours of his gigantick, 
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unwe4rid,,:and unbending faind;.,a0d-had- then ,contemplated his  , 
prothotion_ to...the' Pielaey,; and the. pressure of its duties and the, time . 
which -they,J required; he '.could not forbear, to,express, (himself itt.  
tlie:folloWing memorable words ;, '.41 have. sometimes doubted with 
myself, kiaiit the illustrious and venerable biographer of Warburton)...- 
Whether the.  proper; scene of abilities .-T.. IKA'His, Bp= istOR:Ai:r•Birs!A.74 
stA.TioN.; ; WHERE, ;=ONLY, : .GREAT' '7int T..tRS -30#!,'".:f,41S,61tE441}:FD0--, 
GREAT THINGS?' 	*, .'. 	. With ::this••dignifictopiitiold,::thliS,, Applied:- 
to A GENIUS : Coi '.. THE HIGHEST' ORDER,. th0)eirlitOr;Gf -010SATQh..tin§s .. 

finally .consigns . to the world arut-,to.  posteritye.the?;Ch4raOter?:: the , 
fame, and the, works .ofTaome,s CiTA,4yz-3: Ii i.,1:4 eg ,,•tf-',. y:4 LiA,:g:,115 4  ',3,,,, 

• 
, 	- • 	• • 	., 	: 	

'I
.. 	; :".- 	9-  ir, ','.- ..': I 	int itt•i•••frIsi-,+;_t z-izfl 1...11. ,-r,:sti;,. 	t 

4..P 13. 1;1411-144t.:- London: March, 18,1 ,k, 	. .1 i ,, 2", • 	' 	.. ,.: 	7"' ,F1 -i r-' { IT 74°? -4P .. 
. 	, 	:-.„,:::;.,r1. 	',.:-,..,,- 	-,,-1 	1.',':..,-  c.f.; 	".v.,-)1,,F1 	-11ofro 	0D5 11 	̀ 24i t..1 	-I • 

1:' 	t, t. W, 	Lit .feil 	1. ,r ,_ .1; ,,:ii?: 	r9d\rf ryrtr',..1::-".1.1 	'. 	1:• V4 . . 
' 	' 	• 	• 	- 	. 	••7 1 	1 , •.,' 	t• 	eaff , 	; 	4%1 .t_i 	' 	,1: 	T r , F7_21r ,, 	,ls, ft.• 	..,,,,,,T., 	.!' ..? 

$ See the Life, of tishoil Wal•buitOn'hy Eichatd Hitid;11.1):BilhOp-ofWordestei. 
Warburton's Wotits: - - Ed: Swill iiit t. 'Vol. i : p: 70. 	''' 	1''`. 	'%" 	 ' 	,' 	-'7''...{ 	1: t ., ; • 

THE END 

' 	 • 	, 	- ' 	 • 
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